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CHUECH HISTORY OF THE MIDDLE AGES.

First or Transition Period.

FROM GREGORY THE GREAT TO CHARLEMAGNE.'

Introductory Survey.

This period witnesses the infinitely important laying of the

foundations for the history of the Germano-E-oman Middle Ages

and of modern times, in which the centre of gravity of the

Christian movement is transferred to the Roman "West. The Greek

Empire, pressed hard on every side, has now only weak supports

in the West, and is already weakened by incessant conflicts with

the Neo-Persian Empire, and shaken to its depths and robbed of

whole provinces by Islam, while, at the same time, it has to defend

itself against the Slavs, Bulgarians and Avars, Internally, the

state with its despotic and bureaucratic government, oppressed by

taxes, is lacking in healthy powers of political life ; the Church,

although the most independent power in the Empire, amid growing

intellectual torpidity and increasing dependence on the Byzantine

rulers, shows itself less and less capable of real regeneration. The

possession of the inherited treasures of learning and dialectico-

dogmatic training on the one hand, and on the other hand, the

monkish spirit of piety, still ripen outstanding ecclesiastical

personages ; but the necessary connection between faith and

morality is more and more dissolved under the orthodoxy of the

state-church. The want of intellectual productivity more and

more prevents men from undertaking dogmatic work proper, and

the multitude more and more accustoms itself to regard ritual (or

the cult), along with the maintenance of ecclesiastical orthodoxy,

as the real substance of religion. The image controversies shake

the Church to its depths.

1 In the case of the Greek Church this period, for the sake of connection,

goes down to the close of the image-controversies (828). In the case of the

Western Church, it goes back to the beginnings of Christianity in the Germanic

world, which took place before this period.

C. H.—VOL. 11. B



2 CHURCH HISTORY OF THE MIDDLE AGES.

In the West, on the other hand, rude forces rule ; but the CathoUc

Church, in possession of the means of civilization, has here entered

on its vocation of educating the peoples. It does indeed appear at

first, as though the Christian civilized life of this Germanic Empire
(Visigoths, Franks, Lombards) erected on Roman soil, after a short

development, were rushing upon a speedy dissolution, to give place

once more to the old confusion. The rude German force, poisoned

by the corrupt Roman civilization, consumes itself in wantonness

and wild passion. The Visigothic Empire advances towards its

fall, to sink under the inrush of the Arabs. Even in the Frankish

Empire, along with unbridled moral corruption, increasing bar-

barism prevails, under which, in the seventh century, the last traces

of ancient Roman civilization seem to disappear. At the same time

it was just here that the most powerful germs of life were present,

which were not again to be lost. Missionary activity, proceeding

from the British Islands, scatters anew the Christian seed, influences

the Church of the Frankish Empire and lays the foundations of

Christianity in Germany and Friesland. The mission to the Anglo-

Saxons, the work of Gregory the Great, provides a powerful factor

in Christian civilization. Hence proceeds Winfried (Boniface),

whose activity coincides with a new great rise in the prosperity

of the Frankish kingdom under the Pepinids, and also results in

that thorough permeation of German political life with the ordi-

nances of the Roman Church, on which rests the further history

of the Christian West. But, at the same time, the old bonds

which linked the Roman Church with the Byzantine Empire are

more and more relaxed, and instead of the latter, the Papac}^ finds

itself, in its perplexities, directed towards the young Franco-German

power. The Papacy and the Frankish Empire seek and- find each

other, and thereby found one of the greatest epochs of the history'

both of the Church and of the world.



FIRST PERIOD.

FIRST DIVISION.

The Greek Clmrch.

Sources : Theophanes Confessor, Chronographia, ed. (Paris 1655, and Classen,

Bonn 1839 sqq.) De Boor, Lipsia? 1883-85 ; Ibid, in vol. 2 : ANASTASir

Bibliothecarii Historia tripartita (also Ml. 127-129) which mainly depends

on Theophanes.

—

Liber 2)ontificaUs (vid. i. p. 295).

—

Nicephorus Cpl.

Breviarium rerum post Maiiricium gestarum ed. Iin. Bekker, Bonn 1837.

For the first half of the ninth century : Georgii monachi dicti Hamartoli,
Chronicon ed. de Muralto, Petropoli 1859. Jos. Genesios, De reb. Constpl.

(Mgr. 109, 901), who, at the instigation of the Emperor Constantine VII.

Porphyrog., wrote the history of the Emperors from Leo V. Arm. down to

Basilius Mac. ; and the first books of the continuator of Theophanes (ed.

Bonn 1836), who worked up the material provided him by the same
Emperor, including Genesius also. Cf. Hirsch, Byzantinische Studien,

Leipz., 1876.

—

Chronicon Paschale, vid i. 20 and 340. Eutychii Al.

Annates ed. et vert. Pococke, Ox. 1658.

Literature : Le Beau, Hist, du Bas-Empire, new ed. by Saint-Martin and

Brosset, Paris 1824 sqq. Gibbon, History of the Decline and Fall of the

Roman Emjnre, Chapp. 46-52.

—

Hertz berg, Geschichte der Byzantiner,

Berlin 1883. (W. Oncken, II. 7).

CHAPTER FIRST.

The General Condition of the Greek Empire.

1. The internal weakness of the Empire, still concealed by the

brilliancy of the reign of Justinian, had become obvious imme-

diately after his death in 565. Italy, which had scarcely been

wrested again from the Goths, had since 568 in greater part

fallen into the possession of the Lombards. From the North the

Avars pressed in, from the East the Persians, as under Chosrau I.

{Gr. Chosroes) Nusliirvan against Justin II., so again under

Chosrau II. Parviz (591-628), who in the time of the Emperor

Phocas (602-610) desolated all the Asiatic provinces of the Empire,

then in the time of Heraclius conquered Jerusalem (614) and

pressed forward as far as Chalcedon. Heraclius indeed from 621

victoriously opposed him in long wars, and in the end compelled

his son Shirujeh ( = Siroes, also called Kobad II.), who had over-

thrown his father, to make peace, and brought back the wood of

the Cross which the Persians had stolen {Festum exaltatmm sandce
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cruets., 14th September). Now, however, there increased not only

the attacks from the side of the Sclavonic tribes, who settled in

Dalmatia, Illyria and Moesia, and thence pressed into the Balkans

and Macedonia, threatened the important Thessalonica and far into

Epirus and Thessaly, and even, under pressure of the Bulgarians,

who had settled behind them (679), came as far as the Peloponnese,

But a worse enemy had meanwhile appeared : Mohammed.

2. Islam.

Literature : A. Sprbnger, Das Leben unci die Lehre Mohammed's. 3 vols.

Berlin 1861 sqq. L. Krehl, MohammecVs Leben, Leipz. 1884. The Koran,

Arab, and Germ, by Fleischer, 1841 ; Germ, by Ullmann, 3rd ed. 1844

G. Fluegel, Gesch. der ^r«6er, pp. 2nd ed,, 1861. Weil, Gesch.der islamit.

Volker. Stuttgart 1866. A. v. Kremer, Kulturge.sch. des Orients unter

den Chalifeii. 2 vols. 1875.

The Arabs, a people full of natural vigour, under the simple and

even rude conditions of their life as shepherds, robbers, and nomads,

rich in fancy, gifted in speech and poetry, clung to their ancient

heathen nature-religion (worship of the stars with numerous tribal

and family idols). They had their national sanctuary in the Kaaba
(Alkaaba = the cube) in the infertile Mecca, which, however, pilgrim-

ages had made a place of trade
;

it was guarded by the honoured

tribe of the Kureish. From ancient times, however, they were

influenced partly by Judaism and partly by Christianity as well.

Signs of religious fermentation are to be observed even before

Mohammed, if not a formally monotheistic sect, at least mono-
theistic tendencies ; men who sought after a new faith or, rather,

after the ancient faith of Abraham.^

Mohammed was born about 570 at Mecca, of the tribe of the Ha-
shemites, who were themselves poor, but related to the most

esteemed tribes. He was early an orphan, and grew up in poor cir-

cumstances, till, when he was twenty-five years of age, he married

the rich widow Khadijah. He was of a nervous, highly excitable

nature, very accessible to ecstatic notions, which took form in hallu-

cinations. Powerfully seized by the idea of a strict and exclusive

monotheism, it was, however, only after long wrestling among
visions and dreams that he grasped his divine mission and (accord-

ing to tradition) first appeared as a prophet when forty years of age,

but now adhered to his vocation with tenacity and decision. In

Mecca itself he found but few adherents and much opposition, even

in his own family ; he, however, formed alliances in Yathrib (after-

' Kreiil, Religion der vorislamitischen Araber. Leipz. 1863.
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wards Mediiiat annabi, i.e. the city of the prophet, or simply Alme-

diua, i.e. the city), which finally led to the famous flight thither

(Hijrali, Hegira), from which the Mohammedan chronology is

reckoned.^ From Medina as a centre he combated the Meccans, with

an ever increasing number of adherents and in alliance with neigh-

bouring tribes ; many joined in these wars without any deeper assent

to his doctrine. After Mohammed, b}' treat}' with Mecca, had ob-

tained the right to visit the national sanctuary to which he clung,

by an unexpected seizure, he placed himself in possession of Mecca

almost without conflict, purified the national sanctuary from the

images of the gods, and thereby placed it—a mighty instrument !—at

the service of his new religion. With his growing power Mohammed
did indeed adhere in many points to the plain habits and manner of

life of his people, but gave himself up more and more to the life of

the harem. He had finally eleven wives, while to his believers he

allowed only four. To his original, powerful religious impulses,

there were linked shrewd and crafty calculation on the attainment

of his purpose of dominion. The idea of the purification of the

natural religion was gradually transformed into that of a conquer-

ing world-religion which at the same time united its adherents

politically. The fundamental idea is the restoration of the purified

patriarchal religion of Abraham (the progenitor also of the sons of

Ishmael), pure monotheism, of which Abraham, Moses and Jesus

were also recognised as the prophets. At first especially he kept in

view the relationship with Judaism,^ and with Christianity with

which he was but scantily acquainted, and placed great hopes on

the Jews. But their repellent attitude, which would have nothing

to do with his vocation as prophet or Messiah, so much the more

sharpened the opposition. In general, however, his earlier and non-

exclusive judgment, to which all who believe in one God and in

divine retribution seemed to be of spiritual kinship, subsequently

gave place to the exclusive attitude of Islam as the only true re-

ligion, although he still continued to recognise a distinction between

the confessors of the one God, who have writings, i.e. Holy Scrip-

tures, and the heathen. This monotheism combats along with all

heathenism, all idolatry also, and turns emphatically against the

^ The day of the flight itself is the 18th or 19th June, 622 ;
but the Moham-

medans reckon from the beginning of the first Mohammedan month of the year

(1st Muharram) in which the flight took place, i.e. 15th or 16th July, 622.

^ On the influence of traditional doctrines of Judaism on Mohammed vid.

Sprenger ZDMGr. xxix. 1875, p. 655, and Hirschfeld, Beitrdge zur Erklarung
des Koran. Leipz. 1886.
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Christian belief in the Trinity and the doctrine of the divinity of

Christ. To the Christian conception of the union of God and man,

the mystery of the incarnation and atonement, he opposes the

abstract transcendency and unity of the Almighty who is exalted

over all. The reli£;ious fundamental demand of unconditional sub-

mission to the will of Allah asserts itself in two directions, (Ij as

fanatical devotion to his service in the conquest of the world for his

faith, (2) as absolute submission to the will of God and the lot by

Him appointed. With this is connected the fatalistic disposition

which in the Koran itself is by no means as yet logically developed.

But the religious relation of man to God is somewhat externally

conceived as the fulfilment of certain religious duties (viz. prayers,

fasts, washings, alms, pilgrimages and the holy war) ; over against

it there stand the prospect of Paradise, decked out with sensuous

fantasy, as the reward of the believer, and the prospect of judgment

for the unbeliever. His views of morality, however, in many re-

spects only express the dominant national practice. As the religious

prophet at the head of the believers now becomes at once the source

of civic regulation of justice and the leader in war, there is developed

the peculiar, spiritual as well as secular, dominion of the Caliphs.

At first, Islam recognises no clergy ; but before long a Mohammedan

monasticism.

For the development and strengthening of Islam, the written

religious original record, the Koran (lecture), was of the greatest

importance. The individual fragments of revelation, spoken by

Mohammed and expressly declared to be revelation ^ {mras, i.e. lines)

were immediately written down by his adherents, but only gathered

together after his death by Abu Bekr. They were spoken on various

occasions ; hence also many later utterances corrected many earlier.

The copy which was recognised by Othman, the third Caliph after

Mohammed, is regarded as authentic. On the basis of. the Koran

there was soon developed a Mohammedan scriptural learning, which

in its legal and casuistical character forms a counterpart to Jewish

Rabbinism. Thus in it also, alongside of the letter of the Koran

there appears the Sunna (rule, preserved by oral tradition). Hence,

however, there arose a permanent difference. Mohammed had

been succeeded by Abu Bekr, who was on close personal relations

with him, next by Omar, and then by the Muawiad Othman. After

the fall of the latter, a return was made to Mohammed's adopted son

and son-in-law, Ali, who now became the successor in the office of

Imam (the Caliphate). The one party now declared the three pre-

' He does not by any means so designate all his religious utterances.
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ceeding Caliphs, as also the Ommeyyads, to be illegitimate, and
hence the Sunna attested by them (not the Sunna in general)

to be invalid (Shiites ^ in opposition to the Sunnites).

Within the Mohammedan religion there appears further, and es-

pecially in the Persian region, in opposition to the legal doctrine of

the Koran, the mystico-theosophic tendency of Ssufism. The de-

terministic conception of absolute Omnipotence here receives a turn

towards pantheism, which allows those who tend to mysticism to be

absorbed in the Godhead and emancipates them from the rigour ol

legalism.

The great irresistible course of conquest of the Mohamm^edan
Arabs already directed itself under the first three Caliphs against

both the Persian and the Greek Empires, ruined the former and
robbed the latter of many provinces. Jerusalem fell in 637, Antioch
in 638, Egypt, where the Monophysite Copts, separated from the

Church of the Empire, met the Arabs as emancipators, in 640. Then
followed North Africa, as far as Ceuta. The three oriental patriar-

chates were thus torn away from the Greek Empire. Christianity

and its ecclesiastical institutions were indeed tolerated here under
more or less oppressive and humiliating conditions—Christians as

well as Jews were obliged to pay the poll-tax—but Christianity,

which, independently of these facts, had already become so external

and torpid, fell more and more into degradation, and numerous con-

versions prepared its gradual extinction in large districts of country.

1 The distinction was properly between Shiia, i.e. Shiat Ali (Adherence to

Ali), and secondly people of the Sunna (adherents to the actually existing Cali-

phate), and thirdly Khare.jites i.e. the rebellious, with the principle : the rule

ever belongs to the best.
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CHAPTER SECOND.

The Mouothelete Controversy.

Sources : Besides Theophanes, Anastasius Bibliothecarius and the Liber Ponti-

ficalis, the E^^istles and Acts of the Roman Lateran S3'nod and the Sixth

(Ecumenical Council, Mansi X. 868, XI. 187, where also Anastasii Bibl.

Collectanea ad Johannem Diaconum (Ml. 129, 553) and Maximi Disjndatio

cum Pyrrho ; in addition various writings of Maximus ed. Combef. II.

(Mgr. 91, 1). Anastasius Presbyter in A. Mai Script, vett. nova Collectio

7, 193 sqq.—L. Franz. Combefisius Hlstoria Monothelitarum, in his Auctar.

nov. bibl. i^atr. Paris 1649, II. 8.

—

Walch. Kefzergeschichte, IX.

—

Hefele,
III. 121.

The loss of the great Monophysite party (vid. i. 422), which from

the time of Justinian confirmed itself with ever increasing decision

in its schismatical attitude, was deeply felt by the Byzantine Empire
and the Emperors

;
under' the very conditions of the character of

the Byzantine institution of the state-church, it involved a politi-

cal danger, as was afterwards shown on occasion of the Mohamme-
dan conquest of Egypt, in the attitude of the Monophysite Coptic

populace,^ as against which the " Melchitic," i.e. imperial party of

the state-church {a potior i the Hellenic) was in a vanishing minority.

The wish of the Emperor Heraclius, to reconcile the Monophy-
sites with the Church and the Chalcedonian doctrine recognised in

it, by means of concessions, brought about new strife, Heraclius,

counselled by Sergii^s the Patriarch of Constantinople, discussed

the matter, on his Persian campaign of 622, with Paul, the repre-

sentative of the Armenian Monophysites.

Union was sought by means of the formula, that Christ indeed

consisted of two natures, but wrought things divine and human
through the instrumentality of one divine-human manner of work-

ing {ixla deavSpLKTj evepyelci). Bishop Cyrus of Phasis (Colchis),

raised to the see of Alexandria and at the same time equipped with

the authority of a secular official, as a matter of fact, with this for-

mula and an interpretation of the Chalcedonian doctrine approaching

as nearly as possible to the Monophysites, gained a great part of

^ On the attitude of Sophronius of Jerusalem vid. K. Schenk's conjecture,

in Zur Geschichte der Bilderstreitigkeiten. Halle 1880, p. 8.
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the Monophysites, especially of the moderate party (Severians) and

persecuted those who more obstinately resisted. Athanasius, the

head of the Syrian Monophysites, was likewise won, and recognised

as Patriarch of Antioch.

But opposition soon arose to this formula as a sacrifice of the

doctrine of the Church to the Monophysites. It was especially the

monk SoPHRONius (who soon afterwards became Patriarch of Jeru-

salem) whose decided opposition caused the Patriarch Sergius, now
in alliance with the Roman Bishop Honoeius, to advise the hushing

up of the controversy by the non-use of the formula of one or two

energies of the God-man, and to fall back on the impartially pre-

supposed unity of the will in the person of the God-man. Accord-

ingly the imperial Ekthesis (638) forbade controversy on these ex-

pressions, likewise presupposing the unity of the will, and indirectly

favouring the doctrine of a divine-human manner of working. Syria

and Egypt, the chief seats of Monophysitism, were lost to th&

Mohammedans, but the controversy continued. The monk Maximus,

protected by Gregorius the Procurator of Africa, who was on a very

strained footing with the Byzantine Court, appeared as the most

important theological force on the side of the doctrine of two wills

and manners of working as the logical outcome of the Chalcedonian

doctrine, and the Patriarch Pyrrhus (the successor of Sergius), who
had fled from Constantinople on political grounds, allowed himself

to be won over to that view in a disputation {Disput. Maximi cum
PyrrJio^ one of the most important documents in this controversy)

and therefore formally retracted Monotheletism in Rome (for a short

time, till he soon afterwards under altered conditions made his peace

with Byzantium). The Emperor Constans II., in the Typos (648),

under threats of severe penalties, now commanded adherence to the

expressions of the older teachers of the Church, and cessation of

strife over the controverted propositions (which were no longer to

be propounded to anyone), and therefore that those who had hitherto

been representatives of Monotheletism were to be left unmolested

on account of their previous utterances. But the Roman Bishop

Martin L, at the Roman Synod of 649 (the first Lateran Synod, i.e.

which was held in the church built by Constantine in the neighbour-

hood of the former Lateran Palace), with the co-operation especially of

Maximus, condemned the Monothelete doctrine and the two imperial

decrees ; and the imperial Exarch Olympius, who afterwards came
under suspicion of insurrectionary tendency, did nothing against

the Roman bishop. It was only his successor (Calliopas) who gained

possession of Martin by artifice (653), who was brought by ship to
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Constantinople, severely treated, condemned as an insurrectionary

and banished to the Crimea, where he succumbed to want and sick-

ness among the barbarians. The grey-haired Maximus, whom on

account of his theological authority people would have been pleased

to see give way, was long kept a prisoner, exiled, again imprisoned,

and finally deprived of his tongue and his right hand, and exiled

to the Lazi, where he soon succumbed to misery, Constantine the

Bearded (Pogonatusj was the first to join in negociations with Rome,
which finally led to the result that the Roman Bishop Agatho, after

having brought about synodal declarations in the West in favour of

Dyotheletism, caused commissioners to proceed to a council at Con-

stantinople, which sat from the autumn of 680 till towards the autumn
of 681, and gained (Ecumenical authority. The doctrine of the

two wills in Christ was here sanctioned ; the two natures have also

two wills, the relationship of which is defined by the same formula

as at Chalcedon (i. 421), that of the two natures. The human will

is entirely subordinated to the divine and almighty will. The unity

is to be guarded by the unity of the hypostasis of the divine Ego.

The Monothelete view is condemned and thereby also the Roman
Bishop HoNORius is expressly branded by an Ecumenical Council

as a heretic. This fact has to this day caused much distress to the

Roman theory, and has had to submit to many artificial attempts to

explain it away.

The unprincipled and servile clergy accommodated themselves

to the attempt of the Emperor Philippicus Bakdanes (711-713) to

bring the Monothelete doctrine again into supremacy, to face about

again equally quickly, when Anastasius II. again restored the defini-

tions of the Sixth (Ecumenical Council.

A Monothelete party did however maintain itself. Its spiritual

centre was the cloister of S. Maron on the Orontes (between Homa
and Emesa) . The Maronites chose a patriarch of their own and in

the Lebanon mountains preserved their independence from the

Greeks, and afterwards under Saracen rule. In the time of the

Crusades these Maronites came into various relations with Rome and

united themselves to the Church without giving up all their peculi-

arities. Recent Maronites educated in Rome exerted themselves

to show that they had always been orthodox. For more exact

details irkl. RE. 9, 346.
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CHAPTER THIRD.

The Second Trnllan Council.

Sources : Bbveregii Pandectce canomim s. synodicon, Oxon. 1762, I. 151.—J. S.

AsSEMANi Bibl, iuris orientalis. Eome 1766, V. 55.

—

Hefele, Concilienge-

schichte IV. 328.

The Sixth (Ecumenical Council (680-81), at which the doctrine

represented by Bishop Agatho of Rome had remained victorious,

is also designated the first TruUan Council from the vaulted hall

(Tpo{;X,Xo9 = toarov) in the Imperial Palace, in which it was held.^

Accordingly the council held in the same place under Emperor

Justinian II. in 692 is called the Second Trullan Council. It con-

firmed the dogmatic decisions of the first and gave further a series of

ecclesiastical definitions, in which the peculiarities of the Greek

Church in contrast to Roman usage are recognisable. It thus forms

a further step on the path of gradual alienation between Roman and

-Greek ecclesiastical institutions. As it was intended to supplement

on the side of ecclesiastical legislation the two last General Councils,

which had been entirely occupied with the decision of dogmatic

questions, it was also designated the Quinisextum ;
its decisions are

held in the Greek Church also as canons of the Sixth (Ecumenical

•Council. Here (1) the creed-foundation of the six (Ecumenical

Sj^nods is recognised, with express condemnation of the Roman
Bishop Honorius, and special weight is laid on the subscription by

the Emperor of the decree of faith of the Sixth. (2) The sources of

ecclesiastical law to be recognised are then enumerated, viz. regula-

tions of Councils and the so-called canonical epistles of older Church

teachers ; all which are unnamed are to be excluded. But many

Western Synods of more general esteem are passed over and no

epistle of a Roman bishop is named. Eighty-five canons are

enumerated as Apostolic, while the West only regards fifty as valid.

(3) The rank of the patriarchs is maintained according to the earlier

definitions. Those, who by the invasion of the Arabs have been

driven from their sees, still retain their rank and the right of ordin-

' Vid. Stephani Diaconi vita, Mgr. 100, 1144 d. and E. A. Sophocles, Greek

Xiexicon of the Eoman and Byzant. period, 1888.
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ation. This concerned the orthodox Grreek patriarchs of Alexandria^.

Antioch and Jerusalem
; the}'- were titular patriarchs.

However in Egypt and Antioch in the sixth centurj' we still find them toler-

ated by the Arabs. Their opposition to the iconoclastic Emperors, and con-

sequentljr their enmity to the Empire, seems to have been favourable to them in.

the eyes of the Arabs, just as in the seventh century the Nestorian and Mono-
physite chiefs seem to have been tolerated by the latter.

(4) As regards the marriag'e of priests, the milder practice of the

Greek Church becomes settled, in express opposition to the Roman
custom. The second marriage of clerics is forbidden, as is th&

marriage of bishops with widows and those to whom some stain

attaches (outcasts, hetairae, serfs), for the higher clergy from sub-

deacon upwards, entry upon marriage after ordination and, for the

bishops, the continuation of marriage intercourse after consecration.

—The wife may then pass into the position of a deaconess (cf. i.

324). This is the first ecclesiastical prohibition of the marriage of

bishops, which however had alread}' been rejected b}" Justinian in

a civil law. But in opposition to Rome, presbyters and deacons are

not bound to abstinence, in fact the dissolution of such marriages^

is forbidden. (5) Likewise contrary to Roman custom, fasting on

Saturday, even in Lent, is forbidden.—As to other important regula-

tions on the habits of the clergy and on matters of the cultus, see

further below, chap. v.

The representatives of the Roman Bishop (Sergius I.) at the

Council had signed under the pressure of the Emperor, but Sergius

refused his acceptance and the opportunity of subscribing which

was offered him in the second place (immediately'' after the Em-
peror). The revolt of the garrison of Ravenna and the fall of the

Emperor, which followed shortly thereafter, prevented forcible

measures against Rome, which in subsequent times never recognised

this Council.
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CHAPTER FOURTH.

The Image-Controversies.

Sources : Theophanes, Anastasius Bibl. and for the later time the continu-

ator of Theophanes ; the Chronographica narratio eorum qitce tempore
Leonis contigevunt (at the end of Theophanes in the Bonn edition) and
ScRiPTOR Incertus tie Leone at the end of Leo grammaticus (ed. Bekker,
1842). The Acts in Mansi XII.-XIV. The biographies of the Abbot Ste-

phanas (in Montfaucon, Aitcfarium grcee.patr. 1688), of Andreas Cretensis

(A.S. Boll. Oct. VIII., 124), of the Patriarch Nicephorus by Ignatius, and of

Theophanes by Theodoras Studita (Ibid. Mart. II.), and of Theodorits
Studia (in Sirmond, 0pp. V. 32). The memorial of the Oriental Patriarch
to Emperor Theophilus in Combefisius, Manipulus originum Constant. 110.

John of Damascus, De imaginibus (0pp. ed. Le Quien, I. 307. Mgr. 94,

1227 sqq.). Theodorus Studita (Mgr. 99, 327 sqq.) and the Antirrhetica

of Nicephorus in Pitra Spicll. Sol. I. 302.

Literature : Itnperialia deereta de ciiltu imaginmn in utroque imperio pro-
TYiulgata, coll. et ill. a M. H. Goldasto, Francofurti 1608. J. Dall^us,
De imaginibus, Lugd. Bat. 1642. Frid. Spanhemi Historia imaginum,
Lugd. Bat. 1688 (Against Lud. Maimbourg's Hi.stoire de Vheresie, etc.).

Walch, Ketzerhistoria, X. XI. F. Chr. Schlosser, Geschichte der bilder-

stilrmenden Kaiser, 1812. J. Marx (Cath.) Der Bilderstreit der byzantin-

ischen Kaiser 1839. Hefele, III. IV.

The images of Christ and the saints in the churches and elsewhere

had long become for popular piety an object of great and superstitious

veneration {vid. i. 501); the whole tendency towards the sensuous pre-

sentation of the Divine in the cultus laid itself open to this. People

deceived themselves with miraculous legends of every sort, knew of

eiKov€^ a^etpoTTOLrjToi, of bleeding images, of healings of the sick and
conversions by their means. As a matter of fact, there thus arose in

the naive popular conception, specially furthered by the monks, a

new heathenism, or rather the old heathenism showed itself here,

as in the worship of the saints in general, only under a Christian

transformation. Images were invited to be sponsors, colours were
scratched from the images to be mixed with the wine of the Supper
and the like. Theological theory began to justify a veneration of

images, of course to be distinguished from the adoration which
was due to God alone. The reproach, " this generation deifies

images," found a lively echo in the rude but powerful ruler,
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Leo the Isaurian (716-741), who having come to the front from

a humble origin by a military career, raised the Greek Empire

from the deepest degradation, and by a brilliant victory put a

check upon the inroads ^ of the Arabs, under the Ommeyyads Valid

I. and Soliman I. (who in 707 had besieged Constantinople nearly

a year). He had already in 723 desired to convert Jews and Mon-

tanists by force. He now attacked with, equal severity the super-

stition of image-worship, not indeed uninfluenced by the Moham-
medan opposition to the Christian idolatry of images. The Caliph

Yazid II. had taken measures against the images in the Christian

provinces which he ruled. Individual bishops also, such as the

Metropolitan Theodosius of Ephesus (the son of the former Emperor

Apsimar), who was one of the secret counsellors of Leo, were in-

fluenced by this circumstance. Leo's prohibition of prostration

before images (726) and the measures taken against the practice,

called forth great excitement, which was made use of by Cosmas in

the Cyclades to raise revolt against the Emperor. After the quelling

of the revolt the Emperor gave command in 730 for the removal of

all movable images out of the churches : the immovable (frescoes)

were to be white-washed over. The popular risings which were

thereby called forth were repressed with a severe hand, the oppos-

ing Patriarch Gtermanus of Constantinople, had to retire. The

Roman Bishop Gregory II. (the same who consecrated Boniface

Bishop of Germany), protected hy the oppressed condition of the

Greek rule in Italy, in a very lofty and abrupt tone declared war

against the Emperor, and his successor Gregory III. threatened

(Synod of Rome in 732) all iconoclasts with the ban. The Emperor

revenged himself by confiscating the revenues of the Pope from

Lower Italy and by detaching the ecclesiastical province of lUyria

from Rome. On the other hand, the Lombards knew how to make

use of the ill-feeling for the Emperor to their own advantage. The

Oriental churches under Arab supremacy abolished their ecclesias-

tical communion with Constantinople.

Among the theological representatives of the worship of images,

John of Damascus, the famous dogmatist, stands out prominentlj'-

{vid. chap. vi.). He finally lived in the monastery of S, Saba, near

Jerusalem. While the enemies of images saw heathen idolatry in

the worship of them and appealed to the Old Testament prohibi-

tion, John and other friends of images declared that they were

far from the delusion of a presentation of the invisible, infinite

God in an image, against which that prohibition was directed.

> K. SciiKMC, LQon ///., Halle 1880.
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But, it was said, the fact of the Incarnation, in which the invisible

became visible, justified His representation and veneration in an
image, otherwise—a most significant argument !—veneration must
be denied to the wood of the Cross, the book of the Gospels, the holy-

table, and even to the body and blood of Christ. John of Damascus
accuses the iconoclasts of contempt for matter which God created.

The whole nature of Greek piety impelled men, when images
had once been made use of, to give to them reverent respect and
therewith a certain religious veneration. But this very fact com-
pelled the enemies of images to advance beyond the rejection of the

adoration of images to the demand for their entire abolition. Be-

tween, images of Christ, however, and those of Mary and other

saints, since the worship of saints was already firmly rooted, no
essential distinction was made. If the saints have a claim to vener-

ation, then they have a right a;lso to be sensuously represented for

the purpose of such veneration, to man who requires some sensuous

mediation.

After Leo's death, his like-minded son Constantine Copronymus
was opposed (741-743) by his brother-in-law Artabastus, who was
supported by the friends of images, and Anastasius, who had been

raised to the patriarchate of Constantinople in place of Germanus,
was ready forthwith to face about along with him. But in the

end Constantine remained victor, and at the Synod of Constan-

tinople in 754, led by Theodosius of Ephesus, which was attended

by no patriarch, yet was meant to be regarded as oecumenical, he
caused the confirmation of the abolition of images as a suppression

of a new creature-worship and idolatry, contrary to the Scriptures

and the teaching of the fathers. The making of an image of

Christ was either to be rejected as Monophysitism, in so far as it

was a portrayal of the Godhead mingled with humanity, or as

Nestorianism, in so far as it ventured to represent the humanity
by itself. The true image of Christ was the Lord's Supper. The
preparation also of religious images, and their private use and con-

cealment were visited with spiritual penalties ; on the other hand,

the Synod expressly emphasized the veneration of the Virgin and
the saints. The ban was pronounced against the worshippers of

images, in particular against the friend of the Saracens and Bible-

distorter Mansue, i.e. John of Damascus under his Saracen name.

Stephen II. of Rome protested, as did also the Patriarch of the

Orient, whom the Emperor could not reach ; the bishops of the

Greek Empire submitted, and the secular officials ruthlessly des-

troyed the images; even manuscripts with pictures were not spared.
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But a great part of the people complained, and the monks especially

clung tenaciously to the images. It was against the latter, who

vied in fanatical excitement against the Emperor, that the perse-

cution was chiefly directed. Monasteries were abolished, monks

were forced into secular life, and were also maltreated and given over

to the insults of the mob. The Emperor, to whom the result of his

vigorous soldierly government was beneficial, actually seemed to

have reached his aim. His successor Leo IV. Chazarus (775-780)

also maintained the prohibition of images. But his wife Ikene

secretly favoured the friends of images, and the monks again ven-

tured out from their hiding places. After the death of Leo, her

governinent as guardian for her son Constantine VI. (Porphyro-

p-enitus) afforded them universal toleration. The monasteries again

flourished; the secretary Tarasius, who had been raised to the

patriarchate of Constantinople, entered into alliance with Rome

(Hadrian I.) and brought about a new council, which met at Con-

stantinople in 780, but on account of the threatening attitude of

the Imperial Body-Guard, had again to be suspended, and only

after the latter had been disarmed, was really opened at Nicsea, in

September, 787. In the assembly of three hundred and fifty bishops,

emissaries of the Bishop of Rome also took part, and also some

Oriental monks, who were regarded as representatives of the Oriental

patriarchs. At this Second Nicene Council the Synod of 754 was

repudiated as heretical and blasphemous, the restoration of images

in churches, on sacred robes and vessels, in houses and on the

streets was commanded, and religious veneration {atjiraa^ib'^ and

TLfiTjTLKi] TrpoaKvvTjai,^), including the burning of incense and candles

before them, was assigned to them. From this is distinguished the

adoration proper (Xarpeia), which is due to God alone. The ambi-

tious Empress Irene subsequently sought to keep her son from

power, and after this attempt had been shattered by the opposition

of the army, she caused him to be blinded in 797, but thereby

brought about her own fall (802), without however thereby strongly

affecting image-worship.

Leo V. the Armenian (813-820), raised to the throne by a

military insurrection, was the first to tread again in the footsteps

of the two Isaurians, leaning on the support of the spirit of the

army, which attributed the misfortunes of the Empire to the

worship of images. In place of the Patriarch Nicephorus he set

Theodotus Cassitera, a brother-in-law of Constantine Copronymus,

who had first to be ordained priest, and abolished the decisions of

the Second Synod of Nicsea, but met with very tenacious opposition
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the soul of which was the Abbot of the Monastery of Studion, at

Constantinople, Theodorus (Studita), who also still held together

the banished friends of images by correspondence, allied himself

with the Bishop of Rome and also with the Oriental patriarchs, and

wrought by means of controversial writings, in which along with

image-worship he also defended the indefeasibility of ecclesiastical

laws against the arbitrary attacks of the Emperor. A more

moderate position was taken up by the Emperor Michael Balbus,

who being threatened with death by Leo, had overthrown him.

In his letter to Lewis the Pious (Mansi, XIV. 47), on account

of the gross superstition which was pursued by means of the

images, he declares himself in favour of the abolition of the lower-

hanging images, in order that they might not be adored by the

uneducated and the weak ; but on the other hand would have the

others retained, ut pidura pro scriptura haberetiu', i.e., that they

may be used for looking at as a means of instruction. On the other

hand, his son Theophilus renewed the harsh measures towards

the images and their friends, especially the monks, of whom many
were makers of religious images. He caused his wife Theodora to

swear that she would maintain the prohibition against images after

his death. All the same she shortly, at a synod at Constantinople

{IlvvoSoq evhr]^ovaa 842), caused the decisions of the Second Nicene

Council to be restored, and in celebration of it she caused the Feast

of Orthodoxy to be celebrated. From that time onwards the

enemies of images more and more disappeared. The popular,

sensuously superstitious tendency of piety, to which warmth of

sentiment, but also an actually idolatrous trait, is peculiar, retains

the victory over that opposition whose justified protest against the

' submerging of the sacred in the sensuous, at the same time appeals

to Scripture against ecclesiastical tradition, and even exhibits in

the background a certain general, although it is true not an openly

admitted, aversion from the service of the Virgin and the sajnts.

The dry rationalism of the iconoclasts was unable to appreciate the

deeper moment, the religious sesthetical justification of the image,

and the violent procedure of the state-church at once made the

defence of the images a contest for the independence of the Church,

a church which was indeed hierarchical and sinking into crude

superstition.

C.H.—VOL. II.
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CHAPTER FIFTH.
,

Circumstances of the Church.

The heated ecclesiastical controversies, which were first thoroughly

empoisoned by the interference of the secular power and the spirit

of Byzantinism, frequently present the repulsive spectacle of blind,

passionate party-spirit closely allied with venality and want of

principle, and in this respect the clerg}^ as a whole occupies a

position of little dignity. In addition, the great majority of the

bishops were not even eminent in independent culture, and the

Church in general prevailingly lives upon the past, and even for

its philosophy lives upon the sayings of the fathers. The actual

state of affairs but little corresponds to the claim for ecclesiastical

election of bishops, independentlj^ of princes (II. Nic. Can. B). The
same council sought to afford protection against the avarice of the

bishops, by forbidding the bishops to seize spiritual posts and

appoint to them for money (simony). It was also necessary to issue

precepts against the squandering of church property, and in con-

nection therewith to inculcate the appointment of special oIkovo/jloC

to watch over church property. For the education of the bishops

acquaintance with the psalter and the study of Scripture and the

writings of the fathers is demanded. The duty of instructing the

clergy and people is inculcated, in which, however, preference is

to be given to the exposition of the fathers rather than to the com-

position of original orations (Quinis. Can. 19). Between the bishops

and the lower clergy a wide separation arose in regard to social

estimation. The thronging of the clergy to the capital, where they

seek employment and interest from men of rank, has to be guarded

against. In general, divine service is only to be held and baptism

administered in the chapels of men of rank with the approval of

the bishop (Quinis. Can. 31). Clerics sought employment in the

houses of the great as men of business and stewards (yLtet^orepot,

majores domus)^ in opposition to which the Second Nicene Council

(Can. 10) declares : such persons ought rather in accordance with

their spiritual calling to instruct children and servants. Steps had

also to be taken against plurality of benefices. The priest is to
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content himself with one post, and if the revenues are insufficient

he is to seek earnings of other sorts besides.^ It was only in

necessitous circumstances that the combination of several spiritual

offices was to be overlooked. The Second Trullan Council found
occasion to issue numerous precepts as to the habits of the clergy

:

no cleric is to keep a wine shop, lend money on interest, have to do
with the Jews—as in general no Christian is to eat of the Paschal
cakes of the Jews, have intimate intercourse with them, take
medicine from them, or bathe with them. No cleric or monk
might take part in the passionately beloved horse-races, or be a
spectator of the theatre, or remain at marriages when the games
began.

The great preponderance of ecclesiastical interest turns on the

cultus. In this period the mass of S. Chrysostom essentially took its

final form with all its ceremonial acts and dramatising performances

{^vid. Swainson, I. 575). So likewise the Greek Church shows itself

very fertile in the equipment of divine worship with church hymns
and odes. The cultus suffers from great superfluity in this respect.

John of Damascus, Andrew of Crete, Cosmas of Jerusalem, Tlieo-

phanes of Nicsea and others are eminent as authors of such church
poetry. Vid. i. 528 sqq. and of the literature there referred to,

especially Jacobi.

The Byzantinism of the time gives the Emperor in the sphere
of the cultus also a preference over all other laymen ; he only, when
he desires to make an offering, may enter within the barriers of the
holy of holies (Quinisextum, Can. 69). The liturgy prescribes both
the bearing of the clergy down to the smallest detail, and also

defines the manner in which the laity shall hold their hands at the
reception of the communion (Quinis. Can. 101). The Mism iwoasanc-

tificatorum (vid. i. 528) is ordained (Quinis. 52) as a regulation for

the Easter feast-time with exception of the Saturdays and Sundays
(and the Feast of the Annunciation to Mary). To the importance
which the Church ascribed to images, Canon 82 of the Quinisextum
also bears witness: "In the paintings of sacred figures there is

found the Lamb, to which the finger of the fore-runner pointed as

the type of the true Lamb, Christ our God. Let us willingly re-

ceive the types and shadows, which are handed down as symbols of

the Church, but yet let us prefer grace and truth itself to them.
The perfect ought therefore also to be presented to the eyes in the
paintings. Instead of the old lamb, henceforward the true Lamb,
which bears our sins, Christ in human form, ought to be set up

^ Cf. on this point, i. 328 sq.
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{uvacrj'q\ov(TdaL)^ SO that thereby we may recognise the greatness of

the humiliation of the divine Logos, and be led to the remembrance

of His walk in the flesh, His suffering and His redeeming death."

Here therefore the figure of the Crucified, the Crucifix, which had not

as yet long made its appearance, is recognised in place of the merely

symbolical cross, as described by Anastasius Sinaita in the 68/7769,

Like Anastasius, so also this canon of the Second Trullan Council,

is guided by a certain inclination to emphasize the reality of the

suffering human form^ against Monophysite exaggerations.^ With
the tenacious fight for the images there was allied a renewed zeal

for relics, which seem to have been pretty lukewarmly regarded by

the iconoclasts. The Second Nicene Council (Can. 7) ordains, that

in all temples which have been consecrated without the introduc-

tion of relics, such are now to be deposited with the usual prayers,

but in the future no bishop may consecrate a church without relics,

on pain of deposition. The bringing back to Jerusalem by Heraclius

of the wood of the cross which had been carried off by the Persians,

gave origin to a special ecclesiastical feast, that of the Elevation of

the Cross. The whole mystical exaggeration of the Greeks found

rest in the adoration of the saints, especially in that of the Holy

Virgin ;
it is expressed in the hymns of Bishop Cosmas of Majuma,

the adoptive brother of John of Damascus, in the homilies of the

latter, and in many other instances. Corresponding to this is the

increasing growth of legends about their lives, which now frequently

culminate in their ascension to heaven.

The spirit of Greek piety certainly was strongest and compara-

tively purest in the monasteries, although here also all sorts of

abuses had to be met, and alongside of this, in its way ideal, mon-

asticism, the ordinary monasticism of handicrafts without doubt

preponderated. On the whole the bishops, who indeed mostly

proceeded from monasteries themselves, stood on friendly relation-

ship with them. Certainly the monasteries, as also individual

churches, sought to withdraw themselves from the jurisdiction of

their diocesan bishop and place themselves immediately under the

patriarch. But the Patriarch Germanus ordained that only those

churches, monasteries, and oratories of his patriarchate should stand

' la consequence of the Greek development of doctrine tlie addition to the

Trishagion carried out by Justinian : 6 a-Tavpcodels 81' fjuds is now set aside by
the Second Trullan Council. Can. 81.

^ Cf. Hkfele, Beitrdge ziir Klrchenijeschichtc, II. 2G5. DoiiUEKx, Zur
Knfitehun(jsg('schichte des Crucifix in the Jhrbrh. d. kyl. preus. Kunstsamtnl.

Berlin 1881, I. Engelhardt in ZWL. 1880, p. 188 sqq.
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immediately under him, in which at the time of their foundation

the cross of the patriarchate was erected, the so-called aTavpoTrrjrYtov

Trarptapxi-Kov^ a cross of wood, on which the date was marked, buried

behind the altar. These are the patriarchal churches and monas-

teries, in which the diocesan bishop did not exercise the smallest

power, and where the liturgy only made mention of the patriarch.

Yet the bishop was to retain his rights to the landed properties,

houses and oratories which indeed belonged to patriarchal monas-

teries but in which the cross had not been set up. Metropolitans

also sought at times by the erection of their cross in the monasteries

to get them under their power. Ecclesiastical legislation also

sought to secure the monasteries against encroachment upon their

property by the appointment of oIkovo/xol of their own and other

ecclesiastical regulations, so likewise to make good the severe injury

done to monasteries by the iconoclasts. The bishops appoint the

presidents of the monasteries and also give them, in case of their

holding ecclesiastical ordination, certain clerical functions, e.g., the

ordination of lectors. Double monasteries of monks and nuns were

to continue according to the rule of S. Basil, only monks and nuns

were not to inhabit one building, but new double monasteries were

not to be erected. When whole families desired to renounce the

world, the men had to enter monasteries for men, the women mon-
asteries for women. In general all contact of the sexes is scouted.

Wandering monks or hermits, who wander about the cities,

with long.hair, and consort with secular persons and women, were to

be opposed, but similarly also monks who desert their monasteries

and without sufEcient means desire to erect small oratories of their

own.
In the view of Theodorus Studita the ecclesiastical institution of strictly-

regulated monasticism belongs as much to the mysteries of the Church (super-

natural means of salvation), as baptism, the Lord's Supper, unction, the conse-

cration of priests, and the rites of burial ; for according to the example of the

AreopaCtITE these are the six mysteries of the Church ;
he who doubts one of

them, brings the others also into doubt (Th. Stud. Ep. 165, p. 1523 in Mgr. 99).

Here all stress is laid on strict adherence to the rule, but also on the humility

of self-denying love and the renunciation of all private property. Vid. Tha
Testament of Theodorus (Mgr. 99, 1814 ; ed. Sirmond. p. 63), which also con-

tains a very unvarnished expression of the fact that this ascetic piety necessarilj'

hovers between trust in the merit of works and uncertainty as to one's own
state of salvation.
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CHAPTER tSIXTH.

Eminent Representatives of the Greek Church in Monasticism

and Theology.

In spite of the serious defectiveness of the Greek Church, this period

is not lacking in the emergence of men of strong character, in whom
the spirit of ecclesiastical piety, one-sidedly ascetic and averse from

the practical morality of the world as it now is, brings forth fruits

worthy of recognition. In monasticism we find relatively most

of the honest and pious devotion to the faith and the good of the

Church and to the ideal of monastic perfection, which is really

honestly in earnest about the matter. AVitli ascetic strictness there

is here combined the love of the contemplative life, of learning and

of theological studies ;
hence the most important representatives

of theology proceed from among the monks. From the sixth

century there still project into this period those genuine representa-

tives of Greek monastic mysticism, Johannes Moschus (j 619) and

Johannes Climacus (j 606). In contact with both was Sophroxivs

(p. 8), who took part in the Monothelete controversy. He in turn

was called master, father, and teacher by the man who is far the

most important and fertile among the theologians of the seventh

century, Maximus (Confessor), bom about 580 of a family of rank,

for a long time private secretary to the Emperor Heraclius. About

630 he entered as "a lover of divine philosophy " into the monastery

of Chrysopolis near Constantinople, of which he soon became abbot.

Subsequently we find him in North Africa in close relationship

with the Byzantine Procurator, Gregorius, where he begins to

interfere in the Monothelete controversy in the manner described

above. The theology of Maximus, resting on the study of the

older fathers, but especially of Gregory Nazianzen and Dionysius

Areopagita, guides Christian Neo-Platonism of the character of the

Areopagite into ecclesiastical paths. With the mystico-speculative

elements there is combined the formal Aristotelianism of the defini-

tion of conceptions, such as had already been naturalized in the

pursuit of polemical theology since Leontius of Byzantium and John

Philoponus.
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Alongside of the Scholia in opp. S. Dion Areop.^ the treatise De iiariis diffi-

eilibus locis sand. pair. Dion, et Gregorii and the anopa eh Tprjyopiov (the two
last according to the complete text of the Codex Gudianus in Oehler, Anecdota
Grceca, I. Halle 1857), there stand numei-ous treatises in favour of the Christology

of the Church and the doctrine of two wills (among them the Disputatio cum
Pyrrho above mentioned). His exegetical writings treat individual passages of

Scripture as problems of dogmatical and mj^stical speculation. Such are the
Qucestiones ad Thalassium, which, in regard to form, somewhat recall Theo-
doret's Qucestiones in Octateuehum, but in regard to spirit recall Cyril of

Alexandria's Glaphyra. The spirit of Greek contemplative and ascetic monas-
ticism on its practical side is represented by his \6yos aaK.rjTiK.6s with an appendix
forming KecfxiXaia dyd-rrris, four centuries of sentences of an ethical, but partly also

of a dogmatical and mystical purport, as regards style of writing and feeling,

somewhat to be compared with the 400 sententice de sincera charitate, vitce con-

tinentia et mentis regimine of his contemporary Thalassius (Mgr. 91, 1423 sq.).

But those of Maximus hang more closely together and are better wrought out,

those of Thalassius are shorter, more sententious, and among much that is

trivial contain many a pithy word. Other collections of sentences by Maximus
are more of a dogmatic character. Characteristic of the growing spirit of

collecting are compilations of mere excerpts, partly from Scripture, partly also

from Christian and Pagan authors ((cec^aXata BioKoyiKo) a favoiirite kind of

literature (Maximi opp. in Mgr. 91). Almost a contemporary of his but
somewhat younger, is Anastasius Sinaita, the author of an unimportant
treatise against the Monophysites (Ohrjyos I. 432), as well as of allegorico-mys-

tical treatment of the history of Creation, and the Qucestiones et responsiones

collected from older writings. Opp. Mgr. 89. cf. Kumpfmueller, De Anast.

Sinaita, Witrzb. 1865 and Diet, of Christ. Biog. by Smith and Wace, I. 109.

The ecclesiastical theology of the eighth century is most emi-

nently represented by John of Damascus, in an otherwise not very

productive time, when under the storms of the image-controversies,

the traditional ecclesiastical science had itself to suffer along with

the monasteries, the chief seats of its cultivation. John was born

towards the close of the seventh or in the beginning of the eighth

century. He was the son of Sergius, a (Christian) official of the

Caliph Abdelmalek ; he originally bore the name of his grandfather,

Mansur {i.e. the Redeemed), a name which was contemptuously

turned into Mamzer (bastard) by his opponents. John himself

seems also to have been in the service of the Caliph. He is said

to have owed his learned culture to a Western (Sicilian) monk,
Cosmas. From his secular career he turned to the monastic and
learned life in the monastery of S. Sabas near Jerusalem. From
this point he combated the enemies of images by writing, but also

personally on journeys which brought him as far as Constantinople,

in the sense of the theological vindication of the popular cultus and
at the same time of opposition to the interference of the secular ruler

in ecclesiastical questions. John seems to have died before the Synod
of 754 which was hostile to images.
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Of his numerous writings the Three Orations on images relate to the con-

troversy of the century, while the oration in defence of images addressed to

Constantine Cabalinos and the controversial treatises against the Iconoclasts

(both in the works of John) do not proceed from him, others are controversial

treatises against Manichees, Saracens, Jacobites (Monophysite) and Nesto-

rians, and dogmatic discussions, homilies and panegyrics. The chief work,
however, is the Source of Knowledge (7rr;y/; yi/wo-ecoy), to a certain extent

the gathering together of the outcome of patristic theology, and in its

arrangement significant for the development which the latter had followed.

Book I., philosophico-dialectical, gives the logical definitions which were to

pass into the service of dogmatics ; heathen wisdom, which is to serve truth

as female slaves a king. Aristotle, Porphyry and Ammonius are here the

guides which have already long become serviceable to the Church. Book II.

contains a history of heresj^ on the basis of the information supplied by
the older Greek heresiologists. Book III. (f/cSoo-iy dKpi^fjs t^s opdodo^ov Triarecos),

a presentation of the Church's doctrine of belief, according to the testi-

mony of the most eminent fathers, specially the Greeks, but also of one of

the Latins, Leo the Great, especially on account of his participation in the

Christological conflicts. In the arrangement of the matter the example of

Theodoret {Hceret. fahul. comp, Bk. v.) may be recognised. The Parallela are

excerjits from the fathers, not unimportant as sources for the earlier patristics.

If the so-called Commentary on the Pauline Epistles (essentiallj- an exti-act

from Chrysostom, occasionally making use of Theodoret and Cyril) owes its

origin to John of Damascus, he exhibits the early beginning of this merely

excerpting method. 0pp. ed. Le Quien, Paris 1712, 2 vols. ; Mgr, 94-90. Cf.

J. Langen, Johaim r:on Damascus., Gotha 1879.

One of the most eminent monastic figures at the close of thi$

period, a man of wide-reaciiing, so to speak prophetic activity, is

Theodorus Studita, born in 759 at Constantinople of noble parents.

Plato, abbot of the monastery of Saccodion, in 781 persuaded him
with his whole family (his parents, brothers and sisters) to devote

himself to the monastic life, to which Theodore gave himself up
with the utmost stringency, renunciation and self-chastening. He
was ordained priest b}^ the Patriarch Tarasius, and next, on Plato's

instigation, made the former's successor. On account of entrance

into a second marriage (after the dissolution of the first), he declared

the Emperor Constantine Porphyrogenitus (the son of Irene) to be

excluded from the Christian community ; and so powerful was his

word, that Constantine sought in every way to propitiate him. It

was only when this had failed, that he caused him, with eleven

companions, to be scourged and imprisoned in Thessalonica, with-

out however being able to break down the opposition of his party.

After the blinding and putting to death of Constantine by his

mother Irene (in 797), the latter overwhelmed him with expressions

of honour and gave over to him the important monastery of Studion

in Constantinople, which through him became greatly renowned.
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This tenacious and tireless man, endowed with the faculty of a

ruler, was able to keep in order the host of monks, which finally

amounted to towards 1,000. After the fall of Irene (802), he fell

into conflict with the Emperor Nicephorus (on account of the

marriage of Constantine, which Nicephorus caused to be legitimized

by a Synod), and was imprisoned along with his monks (809-811).

So likewise he was persecuted by the friend of images, Leo the

Armenian (814), when he would not allow himself to be put to

silence. Michael Balbus, indeed, restored him (821), but Theodore

fell under suspicion of revolt and took flight to the island of S.

Trypho, where he died in 862.

Among his writings, alongside of the controversial writings and letters

relating to the image-controversy, as well as those of a practical ascetic

character, his Greater and Lesser Catechisms are worthy of notice, collections

of short sermons, which at that time were publicly read in the Greek Church.

Cf. Mgr. 99. 505 sqq.
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CHAPTER SEVENTH.

The Paulicians.

Sources : Georgii Monachi dicti Hamartoli Chronicon ed. E. de Muralto

Petrop. 1859, IV. c. 238. The same writer's unpreserved treatise on the

Paulicians forms the foundation for Petrus Siculus (about 870), Hist.

Manich. qui dicuntur Paiilic. Gr. et Lat. ed. Roderus, Ingolst. 1604, Giese-

ler, Gott. 1840. Mgr. 104. PhOTIUS, Trtpl ttJs MaviX(ito>v aj/a/SXao-r. ap. Gall.

XUI. 603. Jon. OzNiENSis Armenorum cathol. opp. ed. Auclier. Venice 1834,

cf. Neumann GeschicMe der Airmen. Lit. p. 107. The Formula receptionis

Manich. ad Paulic. in Tollii Insignia itin. Ital. Holm. 1696, 4. L. Giese-

LER in the StKr. 1829. Doellinger, Beitrdge zur Seetengeschichte des

M.A. L, sqq.

In connection with the earlier phenomena of Oriental religious sj^n-

cretism there grew up for the Byzantine Church of the Empire a

hostile party, which caused it trouble for centuries, in the so-called

Paulicians, who called themselves Christians, but whom the mem-
bers of the Byzantine Church called Romans. Their contemporaries

like to call them Manichees, i.e. dualistic heretics, and trace back

their doctrine to a Manichee woman Callinice and her sons Paul

and John, but of this the Paulicians will not hear :
" Manes, Paul,

and John and many others they confidently, condemn, while they

hold Constantine (their founder) and those who follow him in high

esteem as apostles of Christ " (Georgius Hamartolus). Influences of

Parseeism certainly long made themselves noticeable on Armenian

soil mixed up with Christian phenomena (the sect called by the

Armenian Christians, Childven of the Sun, i.e. Sun-worshippers).

But anything specific of this sort comes but little to the front among

the Paulicians ; much more obvious is an attachment to Marcionite

doctrine, which long maintained itself in that Eastern neighbour-

hood. To such a Marcionite community in Mananalis near Samo-

sata on the Upper Euphrates, probably belonged Constantine, who
made his appearance as a religious reformer about 660 in Kibossa

(near the town of Colonia in Armenia Prima). It was acquaintance

with the Scriptures of the New Testament which called forth great

agitation in him and through him among his adherents
;
pure apos-
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tolic and indeed Pauline Christianity was to be opposed to tlae falsi-

fied Christianity of the Church. As the disciple of Paul he called

himself Sylvanus^ and his community Macedonia. For twentj'^-seven

years he worked very energetically for the diffusion of his sect, till

the Emperor Constantine Pogonatus caused its chiefs and obstinate

a,dherents to be punished with death. But Symeon, the Bj^zantine

officer of state whose duty it was to carry out these measures, re-

ceived such impressions in doing so, that after eight years he re-

turned to the remnant of the community at Kibossa and now himself

presided over it as leader (under the name of Titus), till, accused

before the Bishop of Colonia, he was brought to the stake with many
of his companions by an Imperial Commission (under Justinian II.

about 690). A certain Paul now became their chief, whose son

Genesius ^ was brought to Constantinople for examination under

Leo the Isaurian. In the trial before the Patriarch he is said to

have made peace by accommodating himself to orthodox principles.

The conjecture is obvious that sympathy with the hostility to

images, with which also the Paulicians were accustomed to begin

their polemic against the Greek Church, had favourably influenced

the ruling party in Constantinople towards him. Divisions in the

community were not wanting. Genesius was opposed by his

younger brother Theodoee who appealed to the Spirit, which is not

bound to the legitimate succession ; in subsequent times Josephus

( = Epaphroditus) was opposed by a certain Zacharias, who was

designated a mercenary by a part of the Paulicians. The mean-

while greatly increased community, which had also spread itself to

part of Asia Minor (Phanoroea in Helenopontus), after Baanes, who
was reproached with antinomian principles (hence pvTrapos:)^ received

in Sergius ( = Tychicus) about 801, a reformer who was active in the

spread and confirmation of the sect in the province of Asia Minor,

on the soil where S. Paul had once wrought, and won many priests,

monks and nuns. As the distinctive peculiarities of the sect appear

on the one hand a certain dualism, on the other a decidedly high

estimation of the gospel and the apostolic writings as the universal

possession of believers. Connected with the former is a Docetic

view of the incarnation, with the latter a conscious opposition to the

hierarchy of the Church of the Empire. Both with the founder

(Const.) and with the reformer (Sergius) it is just the power of the

victorious biblical principle which is emphasized.

• So in Georgius Hamartolus ; in Petr. Sic. Tfyvea-ios, in Phot. Teyvalo-ios. The
last two forms perhaps owe their origin to the circumstance that Georg. Ham.
in narrating cites thus : y'Tepia-ios.
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The Paulicians oppose the good God, as the heavenh' Father, whom thej"

worship, to the Demiurge, the Creator and Lord of this world. He is he who
before Christ was unknown, of whom the latter says in the gospel : his voice

ye have not heard, nor have ye ever seen his form. All who came before Christ

were thieves and robbers. Accordingl}' the Old Testament is repudiated as the

work of the Demiurge ; the New Testament thej^ accept like the Church, onlj-

with the exception of the Second Epistle of that Apostle who became a rene-

gade. The Mother of God they do not recognise as such, for the Lord appeared

on earth with a heavenly bodj'. They do not receive the sacrament of the body

and blood of Christ, and do not partake of it, as by flesh and blood Christ

merely designated His words sjanbolically. So likewise thej' repudiate the

sacrament of baptism, as they hold to the idea, that the Lord is the living

water. The adoration of the Cross, the instrument of the evil doers, they de-

cidedly reject. If in relation to this point it is asserted, that in sickness they

laid a heavy wooden cross on the breast of the sick-person, which, after he was
cured, was unhesitatingly split up for household purposes, this is only a reflec-

tion of the fact of the involuntary power of general superstition even amid the

maintenance of the intellectual conception. Finally they will have nothing to

do with presbj'ters in the Church, in general, indeed, with any hierarchical

constitution, in contrast to which their free spiritual community is held to be

the true Church.

The activity of Sergius seems to have been fertile in results, es-

pecially through the use of passages of Scripture to combat a dead

official ecclesiasticism. The strong 7r\'t]po(f)opLa of conviction, the

living feeling of the Spirit working in him, made a strong impression

on many laymen, and also on monks and clerg3^ Sergius must also

have carried out a purification. Three communities are said to have

been excommunicated bj' him (Georg. Ham.), which is probably

connected with the conversion which was accomplished under the

stress of persecution. After the Emperor Nicephorus (802-811), who
came from Pisidia and had already in his youth been influenced by

the Paulicians, had showed himself favourable to them,* the Emperor

Michael (Kuropalates = Rhangabe) caused many of them to be exe-

cuted ; the vigorous persecution under Leo the Armenian again

drove many, among them Sergius, to Asia Minor which was under

Saracen rule. The Paulicians in the Armenian city of Kynoschora

(community of Laodicea) had in their embitterment murdered the

Imperial Commission of inquiry. Bishop Thomas of Neocaesarea and

the Abbot Paracondaces, and fled on that account. From the Arabs

they received the little city of Argaum (Colossse), assigned to them

as a residence, and from this centre, in the character of a politico-

religious party in a state of war with the Roman Empire, they began

to make raids and drag subjects of the Empire to prison, an attitude

' Theophan. Chronogr. ed. De Boor p. 488, 23 ; 495, 2 ; 497, 5, where the

'Adlyyavoi in Phrygia and Lydia appear in close connection with them.
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which was disapproved by Sergius, Laodicea {i.e. Argaum) and
Colossae {i.e. Kynoschora) are mentioned among the communities
excommunicated by Sergius. After the death of Sergius no sec-

tarian chief was able to assert himself in the exclusive position of

leader. The individual teaching personages, designated awe/chT^ixoi

after 2 Cor. viii 19
;
Acts xix. 29, desired to represent the sect in

common. Besides, an opposition survived between the adherents of

Baanes who had been combated by Sergius, and the Sergiotes. But
the turn of political events, as a matter of fact, now led to the emer-
gence of a political leader. Under the Empress Theodora, who
carried on a most bloody persecution against them, new hosts of

persecuted Paulicians fled from Asia Minor to Saracen territory;

among them, Carbeas (about 844) obtained possession of the leader-

ship, while the earlier religious party differences subsided. Carbeas
(formerly adjutant to the Imperial Commander-in-Chief), whose
father had been one of the Paulicians killed by the troops, placed
himself at the head of 5,000 Paulicians, and his sect grew into a

politico-religious community, troublesome to the Byzantine Empire,
which especially from Tephrica, which was situated on the frontier,

made forays and carried on guerilla warfare with the Imperial

troops.
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SECOND DIVISION.

The Western Church.

CHAPTER FIRST.

Christianity among the G-ermanic Tribes from the first beginning's

till about 600 A.D.

Literature: R. Pallmaxx, GeKchkhte der Vdlkerivanderung, 2 vols. Weimai-
1863 sq. E. von Wietersheim, Gesch. der Volkerivanderung, 4 vols. Leipzig-

1859, 2nd edition bj^ F. Dahx 1880 sqq.—F. Dahn, Die Konige der Germanen,
6 vols. Mvinich 1861 sqq. Id. Urgeschichte d. german. u. ronian. Volker,

I. 1881 (in Oncken II., II., 1 and 2) ; Id. Deutsche Gesch. I. {Gesch. der

Urzeit), Gotha 1883. Ruckert, Kulturgeschichte d. deutschen Volkes in d.

Z. d. Ueberg. aus d. Ileidenthum in d. Chrisfenthum. 2 vols. Leipzig-

1853.—G. Kaufmann, Deutsche Geschichfe bis auf Karl d. G. 2 vols.

Leipzig 1880 sqq.—W. Arnold, Deutsche Geschichte. Gotha 1879 and 1881

(1. Urzeit. 2. frank. Zeit, 1. Halfte).

The Church essentially completed its organization on the soil of the

Roman Empire and its provinces, and therefore also with the means
supplied by Grseco-Roman civilization. Since the breaking in of

the barbaric nations and the revolutions of the migration of the

peoples, however, a foreign element had thrust itself into the domain

of the Church of the Empire, which, though immediately seized by
Christianity, mainly remained foreign to the Church of the Empire,

and planted new ecclesiastical forms throughout its sphere. But

while the Roman Empire itself was ruined over this matter in the

West, the Latin Church, with the superiority of its organization

and civilization, exercised a growing power and gradually assimi-

lated the special Germano-Roman forms.

1. The Goths.

Sources: On Ulfila the Greek ecclesiastical historians Socrates, Sozomen,

Philostorgius, and the narratives of the Arian Bishop Auxentiiks of Doro-

storus in G. Waitz, Ueber das Leben und die Lehre des Ulfila. Hann. 1870.

Cf. Bessel, il. d. Leben u. d. Lehre des Ulfila u. die Bek. d. G. Gott. 1860

and G. Kaufmann in ZdA. 27. History of the Goths : Jornandes or

Joruanis (an Alan but allied by marriage with the Gothic tribe of the

Amals, t middle of the sixth century) De origine actibusque Getarum, ed.

Mommsen in MG Auctores ant. XV. 1882 : is based on the lost 12 books of
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Gotliic history by Cassiodorius.

—

Procopius, De hello Goth. vid. I. 295.
IsiDORUS Hisp., De regibus Got. Ml. 83, 1057.—W. Krappt, KG. der german.
Volker, I. 1 (unic), Berlin 1854, id. in EE. 16, 140. C. A. A. Scott, Ulfilas.

Ix)ndon 1885.

Since the middle of the third century the Goths had become menac-
ing to the Roman Empire. Decius with the greater part of his army
had fallen in conflict with them. Soon thereafter, especially under
Valerian and Gallienus, they fell upon Asia Minor and came as far

as Cappadocia. Aurelian was obliged to cede to them the province
of Dacia beyond the Danube, and the Roman provincials withdrew
across the river. Constantine obtained peace for some time. They
were first made acquainted with Christianity by Christian prisoners

of war, and their relations to Constantine, to whom they rendered
war-service as fo&demti of the Empire, may probably have given
opportunity among them for scanty beginnings of ecclesiastical

organization. At the Council of Nicsea a certain Theophilus appears
as Bishop of Gotia, whose see however is probably to be sought
among the Tetraxite Goths in the Crimea, who were separated from
the Goths of the Danube. But the real apostle of his people is the
Goth Ulfila or Vulfila, born about 311. His descent from a

Christian family (Philost.) which under Valerian had been carried

off by the Goths from Cappadocia is doubted.^ Under Constantine
he came to Constantinople with an embassy. Being already in

possession of the office of lector, he was then consecrated a bishop
by Eusebius of Nicomedia about 341. He wrought as a pastor and
religious leader among the so-called Visi-Goths (Thervings) beyond
the Danube, until severe persecutions against the Gothic Christians

were undertaken by a petty chief of the Goths (Athanaric ?), in

consequence of which Ulfila and a considerable number of Chris-

tian Goths were expelled in 548 and received a place of residence in

Moesia from the Emperor Constantius. Here he wrought for thirty-

three years longer as bishop, for the Trans-Danubian Goths also,

among whom Christianity maintained itself in spite of persecution

until his death. It was the Arian form of Christianity which he
had received

;
and he was present at the Synod of the Homoians at

Constantinople in 360 (i. 390). Ulfila died in 388 in Constanti-

nople itself, whither Theodosius had summoned him for the adjust-

ment of quarrels among the numerous Goths, but not for renewed
discussions as to the faith.

The translation of the Bible by Ulfila was the foundation of

^ Vid. however, what G. Kaufmann asserts in favour of it against Bessel, I.e.

p. 215 sqq.
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the Christian civilization of the Goths, the foundation stone X)f

German hterature. Whether he completed the work, whether in

general the translation of the Old Testament was ever completed,

remains a question ; but Philostorgius asserts that Ulfila had trans-

lated the whole of the Bible with the exceptions of the Books of

Kings, from which he feared too much stimulus to the warlike

spirit of his people. Preserved and drawn forth from long neglect

are the four gospels (with great hiatuses), contained in the very

ancient Codex Argenteus, which the Swedes in the Thirty Years

War brought from Prague to Upsala ; besides them there are frag-

ments of the Epistle to the Romans (the Wolfenblittel palimpsest)

and of the Old Testament only very trifling fragments.^

The spread of Christianity among the Trans-Danubian Goths

about 370 again called forth a vigorous persecution by Athanaric,

but his opponent Fritigern afforded protection to the Christians,

soon thereafter himself became an Arian Christian, and was able,

with the support of the Emperor Valens, to assert himself against

his opponents and to favour the growth of the Christian faith. The

Audians (i. 361) also carried on Christian missions among the Goths.

The pressing in of the Huns, beginning from 375, first on the Ostro-

Goths (Greuthungs under Hermanaric) and then of these on the

Visi-Goths. drove the latter under Fritigern for the most part into

Roman territory (Thrace), which promoted their Christianization.

Next there came a rupture between the Goths, who thronged in in

ever-increasing numbers, and the Roman state power ; the Emperor

Valens fell in the battle at Adrianople (378), and the Goths became

masters in Moesia and Thrace ; Theodosius succeeded in concluding

peace with them, and the Visi-Goths passed into the Roman service

as foederati, soon dangerous friends. Theodosius would willingly

have also brought them to unity of faith with the Church of the

Empire ; but the steps taken for this purpose remained without

result ; the recognition of orthodoxy by imperial law which was

brought about by Theodosius only formed a fetter for him. The

exertions of Chrysostom, to win them for the orthodox confession,

had also only trivial results. The Goths who were so powerful

in Constantinople under Gainas desired to have a church in the

capital for their confession, but Chrysostom refused it, in conse-

quence of which a catholic bishopric of the Tetraxite Goths arose in

the Crimean Peninsula. But this did not lead to much. From the

' First collected edition by von Gauelentz and J. Loeue, Leipz. 1843-4G.

4 vols. Handy editions by Massmann, Stamm and in Zacher's German. Handbibl.

by E. Beknhari), Halle 1875.
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Goths the Arian form of Christianity reached the Gepidse, Heruli,
Rugi, Vandals, and Alans.

After the death of Theodosiiis in 395 and the division of the
Empire between Arcadius and Honorius, the Visi-Goths under
Alaric roused themselves to that destructive advance south of the
Danube as far as the Peloponnese. Here they thoroughly cleared
out the remains of paganism ; they then advanced on Italy, which
after Stilicho's death refused them tribute. They appeared before
Eome in 408, and again, in order to break down the opposition of
Honorius, in 410, when Rome surrendered and the heathen prefect
Attains, baptized by a Gothic bishop, Sigesarius, was raised to em-
pire, but shortly allowed to fall again by Alaric. Finally, they
appeared for the third time. The conquerors, who plundered and
destroyed by fire the monuments of heathenism, and weakened the
noble Eoman families, here still the powerful supporters of heathen-
ism, spared the sacred places of the Christians and recognised their
right of asylum. When Alaric had found an early death in South
Italy, his successor Ataulf entered into the service of Honorius, in
order in return for the acquisition of settled dwelling-places, to re-
store again the Roman dominion in Gaul and Spain in opposition to
the Vandals (with the Suevi and Alans), who had thronged in since
406, and allied himself in marriage with Galla Placidia, the sister of
Honorius, who had been in his hands as a hostage since the second
march on Rome. The conquest of Spain which he began in the
name of the Roman rule led under Wallia to the rise of the
Visi-Gothic King-dom of Tolosa (419). After the new outbreak of
the Huns under Attila (434-455) the Visi-Goths co-operated in
association with the Franks and the Burgundians on the side of
the Romans (Aetius) against the Huns and their dependents, the
Ostro-Goths, Gepidse, Heruli, and Rugi, for the rescue of Roman
Christian civilization. The subordination to Rome which was still

maintained here, was gradually extinguished, when the Visi-Gothic
kingdom under Euric reached its greatest extension in Spain.

2. The Arianism of the rest of the East-Germanic Tribes and Kingdoms
and the Ostro-Gothic Kingdom in Italy.

Sources: Victoris Vitensis, Hist. persecutionis Afric. ed. Halm (MG. Auct.
ant. III. 1, 1879) and ed. M. Petschenig, 1881 {Scr. eccl. lat. VII.).—Paulus
DiAcoNus, De (jestis Langob. in M. G. Scriptt. rer. Lang, et Ital. saec. VI.

When Stilicho had brought in the legions from Britain and the
Rhine for the protection of Italy, the Vandals with the Suevi and
Alans had burst devastating across the Rhine into Gaul (406)

C. H. —VOL. II.
J)
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and thence pressed into Spain (409). Opposed here by the Visi-

Goths who were in alliance with Rome, the Asdingian Vandals, after

the Silingians and the Alans had been almost extirpated in the South
of Spain, passed over into North Africa under their king Gaiserig

(427-477), and here, after a ten years' war, founded the Ariaii

Vandal Kingdom, to which Valentinian III. had to surrender the

possession of the greater part of Roman North Africa. The plunder-

ing of Sicily and Rome (455) indicates the culmination of their

power.

Under Gaiseric and his successor Hunneric (477-484) the subject

Catholic population was fearfully oppressed, and the Catholic creed

ruthlessly persecuted. The cruel, but simple-mannered conquerors

were soon infected by Roman immorality. Under Justinian I. the

Vandal Kingdom was again won for Byzantine rule (534).

The Suevi who had thronged into Spain with the Vandals, and

who occupied the north-west portion of the countrj^, had here come
under the influence of Roman (Catholic) Christianity, but under

the preponderance of the Visi-Goths, who limited them to Gallicia,

they attached themselves from the time of Remismund, in 465, to

the Arian confession.

The Burgnndians, who were likewise related to the Goths, appear

from the time of the great movement of the peoples in the end

of the fourth and beginning of the fifth century, as auxiliaries of the

Romans against the Alamanni, settled (413) on both sides of the

Middle Rhine (Mayence, Worms). Here those on the left bank of

the Rhine at first attached themselves to Roman Christianity
; about

430 those also on the right bank, as it seems by a conversion en

ma.sse^ being baptized after an eight days' preparation by a GauHsh
bishop.^ They next marched further south, and settled on the

Rhone and in modern Savoy. While their dependence on Roman
rule more and more disappeared, to cease entirely with the fall of

the Western Empire, the influence of the Visi-Goths led the Bur-

gundians also from the Catholic to the Arian creed.

The tribes who were freed from the Hunnish yoke after the

death of Attila (Heruli, Rugi, Ostro-Goths), admitted as auxiliaries

into the Roman army, now brought about the so-called fall of the

Western Roman rule (about 476). Odoacer (476-493) himself took

the place of the last Roman shadow-emperor, Romulus Augustulus,

and called himself King of Italy ; the barbarians settled down with

their women and children, and to them the owners of the soil ren-

dered the tertice sortes. For the rest the constitution and the law

' Hat'CK, Kirchengeschichte Deutschlands, I. 98.
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remained unaffected, and tolerance was also exercised towards the
Church. Then the Ostro-Goths under Theodoric (475-526), brought
in by the Emperor Zeno from Pannonia, conquered Italy and
founded the Ostro-Gothic dominion (from 493). A form of depend-
ence on Eastern Rome was maintained, and Theodoric, as King of
Italy, was recognised under the title of Patrician.

Next, when Justinian I., after a twenty years' war (535-555),
had extirpated the Ostro-Goths and made Italy again a province
of the Empire, the Lombards appeared as the last in this series of
East Germanic tribes, being called in to help against the Goths.
They conquered the greater part of Italy, so that only Rome and
Naples, the southern point of Italy and Sicily, the Venetian Islands,
and the East Coast from the north mouth of the Po to Ancona,
remained under the Byzantine rule, which had its seat in Ravenna
(668). The Lombards, who no longer even in appearance recognised
the superiority of the Greek Emperor, already brought with them
the Arian creed.

3. The Relation of the Germanic-Arian Conquerors to the Catholic Romans.

Where the nations, like the Visi-Goths and the Burgundians, had
originally made their entrance as allies, the settlement took place
m the form of permanent quartering and a formal understanding
as to the sharing of the land, soil, etc. As here the Roman civil

administration continued to exist in important points, so also the
existing Catholic ecclesiastical system of the Roman populace was
spared

;
the victors merely introduced their own Arian clergy and

ecclesiastical system alongside of the other. Theodoric in particular
left full freedom to the Catholic ecclesiastical system. The Bishop
of Rome occupied a position of the highest esteem and influence.
The Ostro-Gothic clergy stood lower than the Roman in culture and
consideration

;
educated Catholic Romans, like Cassiodorius {^vid. i.

873, 470) and others, already occupied high offices at Court and of
State under Odoacer and afterwards under Theodoric. The schism
which occurred just at this time between the Roman and the Greek
Church (i. 349, 424) proved very favourable to the Roman Catholics.
It was only after the adjustment of this schism in 518 that they
began to be suspected of conspiring with Byzantium. Pope John
was obliged to suffer imprisonment, and the Roman Senators Sym-
machus, Albinus and Boetius fell victims.

It was otherwise where conquest had taken place and only the
right of the stronger prevailed. The Vandals in North Africa took
what they required without a regulated division of the land, drove
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off or murdered the proprietors and degraded the other provincials

to bondmen. It was only after complete conquest that more for-

bearance came in, and the subjected populace, which formed the

greater mass, gained a growing influence by its language and civili-

zation. Here the Catholic Church was also severely persecuted

under Gaiseric and Hunneric.^ It was only under Hilderic that

the already weakened kingdom sought alliance with Byzantium,

and thereby the Catholic Church again gained freedom to assert

its intellectual superiority.

In the Visi-Gothic kingdom Theodoric II. (after the middle of

the fifth century) had still entirely felt himself to be a support

of the rule of the Romans, and raised his teacher and friend Avitus

(father-in-law of Sidonius Apollinaris) to be Emperor, and in order

to lead the Goths to Roman civilization had sought to adjust the

opposition between Goths and Romans. Under his successor (his

brother and murderer) Euric, the kingdom reached its greatest

extent and exhibited such ordered and secure conditions, that the

subject Romans, in spite of the loss of two-thirds of their landed

property, found themselves better off than under the intolerable

pressure of taxation under the Roman officials. They (and so

also the Catholic Church) adhered to their Roman law, while the

national law of the Visi-Goths was written down for the first time

under Euric. All the same there remained an irreconcilable oppo-

sition, and the participation of the Catholic clergy in political

efforts 2 stirred the hatred of the subject people against the Arian

Goths. Euric exiled, and even put to death, several Catholic

bishops. The opposition of the Catholic Church to Arian rule,

however, only became menacing through the appearance of the

Frankish power as the representative of the Catholic faith.

4. The Franks and the Victory of the Cathohc Creed among Burgundians,

Suevi, and Visi-Goths.

Sources : Gregory of ToxiYS,JIi.storia Francorurn, ed. W. Arndt and B. Xruscli

(Mg. Sc. r. Merov. I.), Hann. 1885. Translated by W. Giesebrecht, 2 vols.

1849-1851, cf. J. W. LOEBELL, Gregor von Tours unci seine Zeit, 2nd ed.

Leipz. 1869.—Caspari, Martin von Bracara's Schrift " Z)e correctione

rusticormn'' Christiania 1883.—A. Helffericii, Der Westgothi.sche

Ariani.smiiN, 1860.

With the Franks, one of the West Germanic tribes enters into

1 Descriptions after Victor Vitensis 8-1. Vid. in Neander, Denkwurdigkeiten

<ius der Geschichte des Chri.stlichen Lebens, 3rd ed. 1846, II. 3 sqq.

' E.g. the efforts of Sidonius Apollinaris to frustrate the subjection of

Auverc-ne to Visi-Gothic dominion.
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the great movement of Churcii History. Their settlement, like

that of the Alamanni, on the Rhine, since the abandonment of the

palisade, had repressed, if not entirely abolished the beginnings

of the Christian Church which were here already present under

Roman rule {vid. i. 187). In Gallic history in the middle of the

fifth century the Salic Franks, received as allies by the Romans,

fought along with them under Aetius in the Battle of Chalons

against the Huns, and also further, under their tribal chiefs (kings

of districts), served the collapsing Roman dominion in Gaul against

the former fcederati (Visi-Goths and Burgundians) as well as against

external foes. During this period the united kingdom seems to

have been formed out of the multiplicity of tribal chiefs. Thus

Childeric (457-481), of the family of the Merovings, stands as the

friend of the Romans, still a heathen indeed, but full of reverence

for the Roman Church,^ so that at that time the provincials under

the rule of Arian kings, especially in Burgundy, already looked

longingly towards Frankish rule. This relationship extended even

beyond Odoacer's shattering of the "West-Roman Empire. Childeric's

son Chlodwig (Clovis) (481-511) was the first to take in hand the

inheritance of Roman rule in Gaul by dint of his own absolute

power. At first only in possession of a portion of the Salic land,

as kings of the same race ruled alongside of him, Clovis gained

in battle against Syagrius the still remaining Roman province

between the Somme, the Seine and the Loire (battle of Soissons,

486), helped, as it appears, his EastrFrankish fellow tribesmen

against the Thuringians and married (about 493) the Burgundian

Princess Clotilda (Chrodichildis), a Catholic Christian, niece of the

Arian king Gundobald. Clovis permitted her to baptize their

two sons, although the speedy death of the first after baptism had

made him hesitate. He conquered the ancient foes, the Alamanni,

who menaced the ripuarian Franks, in 496.^ Here he had vowed

to dedicate himself to Christ, if he should experience His power.

By this battle he gained northern Alamania, while the southern,

in consequence of the interference of the Ostro-Goth Theodoric,

passed under his superiority and protection. The victory was fol-

lowed on Christmas of 496 by the baptism at Rheims, by S.

Remigius, on which occasion, according to Gregorj^ of Tours, 3,000

1 Act. S. Genovefee in Act. SS., Jan. I., 137.

- Ziilpich, between Bonn and Aix-la-Chapelle, was formerly generally re-

garded as the site of this battle ; more recently the site was sought on the

Upper Ehine, meanwhile Arnold (II. 91) again represents the earlier con-

ception ; cf. also Friedrich, Kirchengeschichte Deutschlands, II. 59.
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Franks suffered themselves to be baptized along with him,^ The

heir of Roman power in Gaul, who now also planted a firm foot

in Germany, appeared as the born protector of the Catholic Church.

Avitus of Vienne (in the kingdom of Burgundy) put it in his heart ^

to convert heathen nations, and the Catholic bishops in the neigh-

bouring kingdoms looked to him with hope. The amalgamation

of the Franks with the subject Christian Romans now advanced

swiftly. Not only did the securing of the rule require forbearance

with social conditions, but the superiority in religion and civili-

zation of the Christian Romans, who formed the majority, involun-

tarily obtruded itself upon the Franks. Clovis, who now resided

in Paris, endowed churches and bishops with property and promoted

the building of churches. He humbled Burgundy in battle, forced

Gundobald to gentler treatment of the Romans and Catholics, and

then, along with the ripuarian Franks, attacked the Visi-Goths : he

could not suffer that Arians should still rule in part of Gaul. He
conquered tlie province of Southern Gaul as far as the Garonne and

Auvergne, while Burgundy gained the mastery of Provence, which,

however, was next won by Theodoric for the Ostro-Gothic rule.

The Emperor Anastasius next conferred on him the title of Consul,

and Clovis assumed the insignia at Tours with great ceremony.

While the Emperor thereby sought to rescue an appearance of

superiority, the rule of Clovis acquired a species of legalization in

the eyes of his subjects. Ruthlessly, cunningly and cruelly Clovis

was now able by the murder of his relations to unite the different

Frankish tribes under his rule, and thereby began the horrors which

continued to rage in the Merovingian family.^ As Clovis in the

last years of his life caused the old lex Salica to be revised and pub-

lished anew, so also, in 511, he summoned a synod to Orleans,

which, among other things, regulated how heretical clergy {e.g. of

the Arian Goths), if they voluntarily returned to the Church,

might be received and placed in ecclesiastical offices. Clovis sum-

moned the synod, defined the points to be debated, and the bishops

' The legend of the ampulla (Remensis) coming down from heaven is first

found in the ninth century in Hincmar.
- Eecently the genuineness of the congratulatory letter of Bishop Anastasius

of Rome to Clovis (Jaffe, 754), has been denied by Havet, Questions Mcroviny.

1885.

3 All these crimes were not indeed palliated by the Christian historian

Gregory of Tours, but yet in his eyes they were outweighed by his obedience to

the true faith, which God rewarded by his successes, " eo quod ambularet redo

conle coram eo, et faceret quoe placita erant in oculis eius,'" Hist. Fr. 2, 40.
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sought from him confirmation of their decisions " in order that

hereby obedience should be so much the more secured."

The creation of Clovis contained the permanent nucleus of the

Germanic re-shaping of the ruins of the Roman Empire, and unity

of faith brought together Germans and Romans. In the neighbour-

ing kingdoms also the victorious penetration of the Catholic creed,

behind which stood the higher civilization of the subject Roman
populace, was thereby furthered. In Burgundy Gundobald (Gun-

dobad) in spite of his Arian creed, had stood on terms of close inter-

course with the eminent Bishop Avitus of Vienne. In 499 he caused

a religious conference between Arian and Catholic clergy to be

arranged, which however remained fruitless ; the Arian clergy

would not allow the matter to be put to a proposed divine ordeal

and would have nothing to do with magic. Gundobald remained

an Arian till his death in 516, but his son and successor Sigmund

already belonged to the Catholic confession before the beginning of

his reign, and the council of the realm called together by him in 517

to Epaon was serviceable in carrying through a Catholic arrange-

ment of ecclesiastical affairs. Soon thereafter, however, the Bur-

gundian kingdom succumbed to the attack of the Merovingians

and was united with that of the Franks.

In the kingdom of the Suevi, Kaeearic, who ascribed the healing

of his sick son to the relics of S. Martin brought from Tours, attached

himself about 550 to the Catholic creed, ^ for the carrying through of

which in Gallicia Bishop Martin of Dumio (Bracara), a Pannonian

by birth, was of the greatest influence. This man, filled in the East

with the spirit of monastic asceticism, founded in Dumio, near

Bracara, the residential city of the kings of the Suevi, a monastery

over which he presided as abbot and presbyter, till it was raised to

be the seat of a bishopric. At the first Synod of Bracara in 561

(not 563) he took part as Bishop of Dumio, at the second under Miro

in 572, as Metropolitan-bishop of Bracara.

"When, at the end of the century, the kingdom of the Suevi was
incorporated in the Visi-Gothic kingdom, the decisive revolution

had also already taken place in the latter. King Euric's son Alaeic

(from 484) had been unable to overcome by concessions the opposi-

tion of the creed. He allowed the Catholic clergy to consider their

affairs quite independently at the synods, refrained from influenc-

^ Gregory of Tours, De tniraculis S. Martini, I. 11. Isidore (Z)e regibus
Getarum, c. 90) names Theodemir, the Acts of the first synod at Bracara,

Ariamir. It is doubtful whether these names designate the same person as

Karraric, or perhaps his sons.
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ing elections, himself elsewhere took up exiled Catholic bishops, and

at the same time gave to the Romans, in order to guard against

caprice in justice, a Roman law-book of their own (Cod. Theodosia-

nus or Breviarium Alaricianum).

In Ciovis's war against him, however, the sympathy of the clergy

was on the side of the Frankish power. By the battle of Vougle

(507), Aquitaine and Toulouse fell to the Franks ; in the following

century the Visi-Gothic rule was entirely limited to Spain, and

under Theudas, who sought to win the Catholic Romans by great

favours, as also under Athanagild, whose daughters, on their alliance

with Merovingian princes, had forsaken the Arian creed, and in whose

time the Suevi returned to the CathoUc confession, the signs of the

necessary revolution multiplied. Then under Leuvigild ^ a vigorous

re-action once more took place. In his family the two creeds con-

tended with one another. His sons Hermenegild and Reccared,

assumed by him as co-regents, following their mother Theodosia, a

Greek princess," inclined towards the Catholic confession. Herme-

negild, instigated to a formal transition by his wife, the Frankish

Ingundis (a daughter of Brunhilda) with the co-operation of Bishop

Leander of Seville, assembled the Catholic party in Andalusia about

him and placed his hopes in the assistance of the Greeks and Franks

against his father. Leuvigild now began severe measures against

the Catholics, excommunicating resisting bishops and confiscating

church property, and caused an Arian council at Toledo to take

measures for the conversion of the Catholics, which with many

was not without success. He overcame Hermenegild, and when he

refused to accept the Arian confession, caused him to be executed.

But after Leuvigild's death (586) Reccared came forward in

favour of the Catholic confession. After the disputation between

Arian and Catholic bishops at the Assembly at Toledo in 587, he

declared himself, moved by weighty reasons " of the heaven and of

the earth," in favour of the equality of the Trinity. Most of the

Arian bishops and a great part of the Visi-Goths followed him. The

opposition of the other party, headed by his step-mother Goswintlia,

the vigorous enemy of Ingundis, was suppressed, and the great

Assembly of Toledo in 589, attended by nearly seventy bishops,

confirmed the acceptance of Catholicism by the establishment of

the orthodox creed according to the (Ecumenical symbols (with

exception of the filioque) and by the restoration of ecclesiastical

> Fr. GOERRES in ZhTh. 1873; Id. L. der letzte Arianerkonig in JprTh.

1886.

- This is contested by G'jrres.
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order. Eeccared supported the building of churches and the found-

ing of monasteries, and the union in creed favoured the amalgama-

tion of Gothic and Roman life, which was further promoted by the

permission of the connuVmm.

While the Catholic Church celebrated this triumph, in Italy

itself it was sighing under new oppression. After the Ostro-Goths

had been subjected to the Greek arms in a twenty years' war of

heroic courage, and Narses had again restored the Byzantine rule,

after a short pause, the heavy oppression of the Lombard conquest

was laid upon Italy, which proceeded unsparingly, both generally,

and also against churches and monasteries. The Arian Christianity

of the Lombards, still mingled with much heathenism, by no means

as yet dominated the people. Thus the oppression of the Catholic

population was much less a matter of religious fanaticism than the

outcome of the relation of the barbarian victors to the vanquished.

Gregory the Great attests that the godless Arian priests of the

Lombards, by no means undertook to persecute the true faith.

Indeed, a certain religious indifference made itself felt, and the

greater intellectual power of the oppressed Roman Church soon

showed itself. The wife of Authari, the Catholic Theodelinda of

Bavaria, who after Authari's death exalted the Duke Agilulf to be

king, entered into close alliance with Gregory the Great, and soon

here also the process introduced itself, which in the course of the

following century led the Lombard masters to the Church of their

subjects.
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CHAPTER SECOND.

The Visi-Gothic Church in Spain from Reccared's Conversion, and

Islam.

JSources: Isidori Hisp. Be regibits Get. (p. 31) and Chronic. (Ml. 83) and De
.scriptoribus eccles. c. 28 sqq. (Fabr. Bibl. eccles. p. 5G.) Ildefonsus
ToLED. De SC7'. ecel. (ibid. p. 61).

—

Literature: Aschbach, Gesch. der

Westgoien. 1827. Lembke, Gesch. von Spanien. 1831 sqq.— F. Dahn,
Konige der Germanen, hth. vol. P. G. Gams, Kirchengeschichte von Spanien,

II. 2.

—

Dozy, Histoire des Musulmans d^Espagne, Leiden 1861 sqq.

Baudissin, Eulogius und Alvar. pp. 1-40. Yon Schack, Poesie tind Kunst
der Araher in Spanien unci Sicilien, 2nd ed. 1877, 2nd vol.

The victory of the Catholic creed over the Arian, for which Bishop

Leander of Seville was of special influence with Reccared, destroyed

the chief wall of partition between the Goths and the Roman popu-

lace, and at the same time gave the preponderance to Latin cus-

toms, civilisation, and speech along with the Roman clergy. The
throne entered into alliance with the spiritual nobility of the Church

against the secular nobility of the Goths. But the amalgamation

of Goths and Romans led also to the setting aside of Roman law for

the latter, and on the other hand to the codification of Visi-Gothic

law, into which numerous definitions of Roman law now found

entrance (the so-called Antiqua). The clergy, now proceeding in

large preponderance from the Roman populace, at first surpassed

the Visi-Gothic nobility in political power and in authority, and at

the synods of the kingdom decided the most important affairs of the

latter along with the affairs of the Church, until, after 653, the

Paladins appeared along with the bishops. Gradually the higher

spiritual dignities came to Gothic families, and the clergy were in-

fected by the factious spirit of the nobility. On account of their

wide-spread possessions, the clergy, especially since the reign of the

powerful Wamba (673 sqq.), were summoned to military service.

According to the universal Germanic view the kings appointed the

bishops. On account of their intimate relations with the rulers the

Archbishops of Toledo, the capital of the kingdom, gradually at-

tained the first place and important ecclesiastical privileges, while
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at first those of Seville, first Leander,^ then his famous brother

IsiDOEE, had stood at the head. Isidore (died in 636) was the most
learned man of his time, whose writings collected together the

traditional spiritual and secular knowledge then attainable, the in-

heritance of Roman culture. Rome had greeted the conversion of

Reccared with great delight, but the Spanish Church in subsequent

times gave rather the impression of a secluded national Church, in

which the unity of the Western ecclesiastical world under Rome
came to little expression. It held fast to the ancient traditional

liturgy, which differed in many points from the Roman order

(Officium Goticum, called subsequently the Mozarabaric Liturg^y),

and exercised through the clergy a strong influence on political

affairs. Under clerical influence Reccared had already issued most
severe regulations against the very numerous Jews of the Visi-

Gothic kingdom, aiming at either conversion or annihilation

;

SiSEBUT (from 612) proceeded still more harshly, and still more
inhuman measures ensued in the end of the century (694). Still,

Jewish money was always able to set limits to their execution.

Amid conflicts of the crown with secular and spiritual dignities,

and with quickly increasing moral corruption, the Visi-Gothic

kingdom now advanced to its end. Witiza also interfered with
violence in ecclesiastical affairs and, when Pope Constantine (708

sq.) sought to counteract his disregard of the laws and property of

the Church, he forbade all intercourse with Rome on pain of death.

The nobility and clergy now supported the cause of the pretender

RoDERic, and these internal conflicts brought about the interference

of the Saracens. Musa, the procurator of the Caliph Valid I., sent

the general Tarik, and the battle of Xeres de la Frontera (7th July,

711) opened Spain to Islam. Its greater part became a province of

the Ommeyyad Caliphate, till the latter fell into decay, and the pro-

curators of the Caliphs of Damascus made themselves independent in

Spain as well as elsewhere. After the overthrow of the Ommeyyads
by the Abbasides (752), who from 768 resided in Bagdad, the last of

the Ommeyyads, Abderrhaman I. el Dakkel, founded in Spain in 755

the speedily flourishing Caliphate (at first Emirate) of Cordova.

The position of the subject Christian population took very differ-

ent forms in particular cases ; but the subject Christians everywhere

found toleration for the exercise of their religion, on condition of

humble conduct in regard to the due contribution of the poll-tax.

The preponderance of the conquerors compelled many Christians to

change their faith, and the Mohammedan law forbade their recon-

' F. GoRRES, Leander, Bischof von Sevilla, in ZwTh. 1886.
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versiou. Hence many so-called ChrUtianl occulti are found. The

bishops, suddenly degraded from their influential position in the

Visi-Gothic kingdom, either shut themselves up in malignant

animosity against the unbelievers, or learned to suit themselves to

the Mohammedan wielders of power and so played a part among

them. The Arab rulers claimed the rights of the Gothic kings to

the filling up of bishoprics and the calling of councils. Christian,

Romano-Gothic culture, caught in the bud, received a grievous

blow. The state of culture of the externally isolated Christian

clergy quickly sank, and among the laity the Latin language partly

passed into neglect. On the other hand the lustre of the victorious,

quickly developing Arabic civilization, language, eloquence and poesy

dazzled and allured, and incited to imitation.

In the north of the peninsula, the mountain country of Asturia

and Cantabria as far as the Basques, the Christian rule was main-

tained by Pelayo of Asturia. Alphonso (the Catholic) united to

them the eastern districts of the north coast. Amid continued

conflicts with the Moors in the mountains of Gallicia and Old-

Castile, the Christian Gothic kingdom, as it was still called, grew

strong ; Oviedo became its capital under Fruela (from 757). This

Christian Spain under Alphonso II. (the Chaste), from 792 came into

closer contact with Charlemagne.
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CHAPTER THIRD.

Christianity in the British Islands.

Sources: Gildas, Liber querulus de excidio Brit. (Ml. 69) and Nennius, Hist.

Brit, in Th. Gale, Hist. Brit, script. Ox. 1691 and ed. Stevenson, Lond.

1838. Beda, H. eccl. gent. Amjl. ed. Smith (1722), Stevenson (1838), Holder-

Egger (1883).

—

Patricii Confessio and Epistoia, Ml. 53, the vitce. in Colgan,
Trias Thaumaturg. 1645 and in Acta St., 17th March. On Ninian, Acta St.

16th Sept., on Columba ibid. 9th June.—Jac. Usserius, Antiquitates Brit,

tkcles. London 1687.

—

Literature: C. G. Schoell, De eccl. Britan.

Scotorumque hist, fontilms, Berol. 1851, Id. in RE. 8, 331. Loofs, Antiquce

Brit. Scotorumque eccles. quales fuerint mores, Lips. 1882. W. Skene,

Celtic Scotland, 3 vols., Edinb. 1876-78. Bright, Chapters of Early English

Church-history, Oxford 1878.

1. The Church had planted a firm foot in Celtic Britain (vid. i,

106, 186) which had become a Roman province. In the fourth

century British bishops took part in synods of the Empire
; this

seems to have been the flourishing period of the ancient British-

Roman Church. But from as early as 360 began the inroads of the

Picts from the North, and the Scots from Ireland, and after the

hard pressed Roman Empire had completely given up the province

in 409, the invading Angles, Jutes and Saxons began to settle as

masters. In the north of the island, amid the existing mixture of

the Britons with the invading Picts, Ninian, a Briton educated in

Rome, seems to have worked among the southern Picts. To him is

attributed the foundation of the church of Candida Casa, which

was dedicated to S. Martin of Tours. It is to be sought at Whit-

horn in Galloway on the south-west coast, somewhat facing the Isle

of Man. It is hard to say how far his activity was of permanent

consequence. We still find the British Church in the beginning of

the fifth century in harmonious intercourse, especially with that of

Gaul.

The relationship also in the liturgy, lessons, etc., with the Gaulish Church
speaks for the influences which proceeded thence upon Celtic Britain ; vid.

Warren, Liturgic and Ritual of the Celtic Church, Oxf. 1881. Cf. also in regard

to the baptismal confession, Loofs I.e. p. 11 note. At the time of the Pelagian

controversy. Bishop Germanus of Auxerre, at the instigation of the Roman
emissary Palladius and on the commission of Pope Celestine, twice led a mission

to Britain, in order to oppose Pelagianism in person there. In FastidiuS {vid.
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Caspar!, Briefc u. Abhdlgn. etc., Christiania 1890, pp. 353-375) the autlior of a

treatise De vita Christiana (Ml. 50, 2 col. 383 sqq.), we make the acquaintance

of a born Briton, whose treatise, praised by Gennadius {De om. ill. 56), exhibits

Pelagian influences. But the settlement of the Anglo-Saxons forced back the

Britons into the western part of Britain (Wales and the mountains of North-

umberland and Cornwall) and in part across the sea (Britanny). While the

latter seek attachment to the Church of Gaul, the British Church dragged out

a troubled existence in an isolated position, and yet gained a certain rise

in prosperity in the sixth century (battle of Bath in 516). The complaints of

GildAS reflect the barbarism and distress of the time. But admirable bishops

were not wanting, as is shown, along with Gildas, by Bishop Daniel of Bangor

(t 584), David of Menevia (S. David's), Kentigern of Glasgow, Asaph and

others.

2. But about the same period of the Saxon conquests the Christian

Church begins to strike root in Ireland (Erin, Scotia Magna), the

original seat of the Scots, About 431 Pope Celestine sent Palladius-

to Ireland, of whose action, however, little is to be said with cer-

tainty. On the other hand native tradition surrounds S. Patrick

with the full glory of the apostle of the Irish. Basing upon the

remarkable entire silence of Bede as to him, and on other grounds,

it has indeed been attempted to deny entirely his historical ex-

istence, or to declare him to be one and the same person with the

above-mentioned Roman Palladius, but hardly with justification.

The written compositions ascribed to S. Patrick, preserved only in a

very corrupt text, the Confession and a letter to a British chieftain

who had robbed Irish Christians, bear in a very high degree the

mark of originality, and even in language are strongly distinguished

from other writings which are erroneously'- ascribed to him. No
miracles, of which later tradition ascribed innumerable to him, are

mentioned ;
on the the other hand there is exhibited a strong life of

religious feeling which expresses itself in visions and divine revela-

tions in dreams. According to his Confession Patrick was the son

of a deacon, Calpornius, and born on the paternal property Banna-

vem Tabernise, which is to be sought in Roman Britain
; as a child

he was carried off to Ireland, and had there to herd sheep. The

religious feelings which had been awakened in solitude, subsequently,

when he had succeeded in reaching his home, left him no rest ; he

brought the Gospel to the Scots of Ireland. In his Confession, which

was probably written towards the end of his life, he vindicates him-

self for not being able to desert the converts in Ireland. God had

given him the grace, to convert many people and to appoint clergy

;

the sons of the Scots became monks, the daughters of the kings

virgins dedicated to Christ. The founding of the church at Armagh
is traced back to him, but the compass and continuance of his.
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activity lie much in the dark. The gaining of individual heads of

clans led to the founding of churches and the appointment of

bishops. We must probably conceive of the activity of Patrick

essentially after the manner of the British Church, while there are

also traces of relationship to the Church of Gaul. On the other hand
he must have been influenced by the ministry of Ninian in Candida

Casa (inagnum monastenum)^ from which further influences seem to

have gone forth, especially to the North of Ireland, but on the other

hand the British Church of Wales influenced Southern Ireland.

But politico-social circumstances among the Scots brought about

that peculiar state of matters, which made the Church in the specific

sense a monastic Church. Monasteries are not only the centres of

this mission, but they also bear the character of Christian colonies,

which adapt themselves in a peculiar manner to the clan-system

which entirely dominates the people. The founders receive from

the chieftain landed property, which descends as an inheritance in

their family, so long as a member of the family is capable, even

though only in a subordinate spiritual office, of retaining the

monastery. With the grant the Church also acquires claims on

the people of the clan. They enter into a familj'- relationship to

the monastery and have to render services to the Church through

individual persons. But the latter are thereb}^ advanced to a

privileged position, the unfree thereby become free, people of low

rank receive higher esteem ; on the other hand the Church is bound
to afford baptism, communion and masses for souls, as well as the

preaching of the word of God, to the members of the clan.

These Christian, monastic communities form not a hierarchically

constituted, united Church, but only alliances loosely touching one

another, which reach as far as the foundations which have started

from one centre. There thus arise in the individual clan societies,

Christian communities, in which the converted and tonsured brothers

enjoy the privileges conferred, without otherwise altering their

essential relation to the clan. In these monastic communities,

simple settlements in wooden huts and provided with a church, the

older members {seniores) occupy themselves with contemplation, the

conduct of divine service and the copying of Scripture, but besides

especially with the education of the younger members (juniores or

alumni). Alongside of them however there are working brothers,

on whom agriculture and handicrafts are incumbent. These mission-

monasteries or Christian colonies naturally also require ordained

priests for divine service. The abbots, however, might be mere
presbyters, and as a fact frequently are so, and their social position
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involves that they should receive the leadership of the Church not

by election but by a kind of right of inheritance from the family of

the founder. For those spiritual functions, which are bound to the

episcopal pote>^tcm ordmis, the presence of consecrated bishops was

required in these monastic communities, and thus there arises the

peculiar circumstance, that the bishops, who stood higher in spiritual

rank, might yet be subject to the government of monastic abbots.

Among the great national monastic foundations of the sixth century that of

FiNNiAN, the monastery of Clonard (CIuain-Erard) in Meath is pre-eminent. To

it 3,000 monks are said to have belonged, i.e. in different monastic settlements

which were all dependent on Clonard. Finnian went out from Wales under

the influence of the famous David (founder of S. David's) and of Gildas, known

by his descriptions of the miseries of the British Church under the invasions of

the Saxons. From Clonard, the twelve apostles of Ireland, who founded

monasteries in the whole country, are said to have gone out ; to them belongs

the famous Bennchar (Bangor), which is not to be confounded with the bishop-

ric of Bangor in Wales.

From this Irish-Scottish Church there proceeded especially the

conversion of the Scots and Picts in ^Scotland, the ancient Albany.

To the oldest population of Scotland, the likewise Celtic Picts, the

Scots had come from Ireland, and being still further increased by

later immigrations in the beginning ot the sixth century, settled

in the south-western part of Scotland, while the Picts retained the

eastern and northern part, anrl in the course of the sixth century,

even to a considerable extent forced back the invading Scots. The

Scots here formed the small, in name at least. Christian, kingdom of

Dalriada.

In connection herewith stands the noble ministry of the Irish-

Scot CoLUMBA, who, proceeding from Bangor, as a presbyter, with

twelve companions, founded a monastic settlement on the island of

Hii (I, or la) about 563, usually called St. lona,^ which was presented

to him by Conal, the King of the Scots. From this centre Columba

pursued the mission in Scotland and the Hebrides, among the heathen

Picts, whose king Brude he won ; indeed, he is said to have come

as far as the Orkney Islands. Columba remained at the head of the

monasteries founded by him in Ireland and now at lona and their

numerous branches, and so the Church in Caledonia came under his,

the Abbot-Presbyter's, leadership, for lona formed the governing

centre for the whole Church of the Pictish kingdom, as later also for

> According to Eeeves, lona was originally the ad,iective form of la, and thence

by a mere slip of the pen arose the usual name lona. The island belongs to the

southern or inner Hebrides, and now bears the name Ikolmkill, i.e. Island of

Columba, who already in ancient times bore the name Columcille.
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Northumbria. The peculiar leadership of this mission church exer-

cised by the Abbot of the Monastery of Hii, who was a simple pres-

byter, has led to the erroneous supposition that this church in general

knew no essential difference in clerical character between bishop

and presbyter. But we also find here the peculiar potestas ordinis

of the episcopate, according to which certain spiritual functions are

thoroughly linked to episcopal consecration. The leadership of the

church, on the other hand, lies in the power of the monasteries, the

abbots of which are sometimes bishops and sometimes presbyters.

Other peculiar arrangements and institutions were maintained and

peculiarly developed both by the isolated ancient British Church,

the episcopate^ of which, for the rest, bears quite the same charac-

ter as those in other Roman provinces, and by the Irish-Scottish

monastic and mission church. In their isolated position both only

partially followed the development of the Roman Church of the

Empire. They maintained the earlier reckoning of Easter (the

older Roman, pre-Dionysian), and had a peculiar style of tonsure,

from ear to ear, whereby the front part of the head was shorn, but

behind, the hair hung down long, which was quite different from the

so-called Roman corona. Moreover, the rite of baptism was differ-

ent, in what respect is not clear ; other liturgical peculiarities are

also found here. The marriage of priests, and that of bishops also,

was held legal in the ancient fashion.

3. The Anglo-Saxon Church and its relation to the Ancient British

Church.

During these missionary efforts the erstwhile Roman Britain,

which was already laid hold of by Christianity, had fallen into the

hands of its heathen German conquerors. Gregory the Great,

however, before his entry upon the Roman episcopate, directed his

attention to the Anglo-Saxons. As Pope, in 596, he sent Abbot

Augustine with forty Benedictines through Gaul to Britain ; the

Frankish court supported the undertaking with interpreters and

recommendations to Ethelbert of Kent, who had for wife the

Frankish Bertha, a Christian. The Germanic conquerors (Angles,

Saxons and Jutes) formed a great number of governments, but

temporarily bound themselves together in a common league. At
that time Ethelbert of Kent stood as "Bretwalda" at the head of the

Heptarchy. The Roman emissaries, landing on the Isle of Thanet,

not far from the mouth of the Thames, were friendly received by

Ethelbert, and as early as 597 were able to baptize him at Duro-

vernum ( = Cantuaria, Cantia, i.e. Canterbury). A great part of his

C.H.—VOL. II. E
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subjects followed his example. Augustine obtained episcopal conse-

cration in Aries, restored an ancient church dedicated to St. Martin
of Tours in Durovernum, and built a new one, dedicated to Peter,

the Prince of the Apostles, at the same time with a monastery. For
the support of the work Gregory sent the Abbot Mellitus and others,

and promoted Augustine to be an Archbishop. Even then Lon-
dinum in the south and Eboracum (York) in the north were regarded

as metropoles, but as London was in heathen hands, Canterbury
became the archi-episcopal see instead. Moreover, Gregory gave
Augustine very liberal instructions as to his treatment of the new
converts. The idol-temples, instead of being destroyed, as was at

first intended, were rather to be transformed into Christian churches,

and for the sacrificial feasts which had grown into the hearts of the

people, the consecration of churches and feasts of martyrs were to

be substituted.

Augustine sought in vain to bring about a union, for common
action, with the ancient British Church, especially with Wales {vid.

infra). Shortly before his death, under Sabaeeth, Essex, which lay

north from Kent and was independent of it, but less important, was
opened to Christian preaching, and here he installed Mellitus as

Bishop of London. In the western part of Kent itself Rochester

became the seat of a bishopric (Justus). When Augustine died in

605, Laurentius succeeded him as archbishop, but by Ethelbert's

death in 606 this mission was once more placed in a dubious position,

as his son Eadbald again attached liimself to heathenism, and drew
along with him a great part of those who had been won. Even
Mellitus of London and Justus of Rochester gave up the affair as

lost, and had already embarked, when at the last moment Lauren-

tius succeeded in changing Eadbald's opinion. Mellitus returned,

and subsequently succeeded Laurentius as Archbishop of Canterbury'

.

The Northumbrian prince Eadwin, exiled by his relation ^thel-

fried, after various fortunes, had found reception with Redwald of

East Anglia, who, on his own part, was not without inclination to

Christianity, but was restrained by the opinion of the people. With
Redwald's help, Eadwin succeeded in obtaining the mastery of

Northumbria. Married to a Kentish princess, from 625 he permitted

Paulinus to preach the gospel, and finally decided to adopt it.

After solemn deliberation with the assembly of his kingdom, the

acceptance of Christianity followed in 627. The high priest des-

troyed the altar of Wodan with his own hand, Eadwin had himself

baptized (he is the founder of Eadwinburg = Edinburgh), and Paul-

inus became the Archbishop of the ancient Roman city of York
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(Eboracum). Subsequent times still praised the Christian govern-

ment of Eadwin. But Eadwin fell in 633 in the war of defence

against the still heathen Mercia, which was allied with the Briton

Cadwalla ; a Christian, but hostile to the Saxons, and with him fell

the Roman mission. His brother Eanfried, King of Bernicia, who,
out of respect to King Penda of Mercia, had repudiated the Christian

faith which he had gained in Scotland, was also at that time, like his

brother, reduced to subjection to the Briton Cadwalla. Eanfried 's

son Oswald, won to Christianity in the Monastery of lona, now
obtained the lordship of Northumbria, after the conquest of

Cadwalla, but it was now Scottish Christianity, which was here

planted, not the Roman. The Scot Aidan was sent out as mission-

ary bishop from the central monastery, and founded a monastery as

a mission centre on the island of Lindisfarne (now Holy Island, on

the east coast of Northumberland, south of Berwick and the mouth
of the Tweed).

Meanwhile Sigebert, Redwald's step-son, who had received a

Christian education in France, supported by the Burgundian priest

Felix, had worked for Christianization in East Anglia in 631.

Dunwich, on the sea-coast (now washed away by the sea) became a

bishopric. After Sigebert, who had retired into a monastery, had

been placed in the battle field by his own friends, in the war against

Penda, and had been cut down without defending himself, there

succeeded the zealous king Anna, who was devoted to the faith,

and whose whole family was distinguished by special zeal for the

monastic life.—In Wessex, Ieinus, who was sent out by Pope

Honorius, worked from the year 634. Under the influence of

Oswald of Northumbria, he brought to baptism King Cynegil,

whose daughter Oswald married. In Mercia, the warlike Penda,

who was at war with nearly all of the Anglo-Saxon rulers in suc-

cession, opposed Christianity most tenaciously. In war with him in

642 the influential Oswald of Northumbria fell, but his brother and
successor Oswy held zealously by Christianity, and under his in-

fluence, Essex also, thirty-six years after the first attempt, now re-

ceived Christianity under Sigebert the Good. From Bishop Finan
in Lindisfarne he received the Scottish monk Cedd, who now be-

came Bishop of London. Finally Oswy, as Bretwalda, now over-

came his tenacious opponent Penda, in 656, and his son Peada
agreed to accept Christianity. Lichfield here became the seat of a
bishopric. Still later the unimportant and isolated Sussex followed.

The course of the mission shows how two varying forms of Chris-

tianity, the Scottish and the Roman, here meet, and how, after the
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Roman beginning, the Scottish in growing measure asserted itself

from the north.

At the same time, however, the relation of the ancient British

Church to the new Roman is to be distinguished from that of the

Irish - Scottish Church to the same. The latter had taken over

certain usages from the ancient British Church, but was divided

from it by its peculiar development of the monastic life, and herein,

especially in view of the great importance which lona acquired as

the head of the numerous monastic societies, was involved a diffi-

culty with respect to the views of the Roman hierarchy. The

former however, although in its foundations standing nearer to the

more recent Roman mission, from acute national antipathy to its

Anglo-Saxon oppressors, resisted the request to co-operate with the

new Roman emissaries in the conversion of the Anglo-Saxons, and

accommodate itself to their principles.

Immediately after his settlement in Kent, Augustine entered into

negotiations with the British clergy in Wales (the meeting on the

frontier at Augustine's Oak in 601). So likewise did Laurentius

subsequently. But the ancient British Church in Wales, so far as

the latter remained independent of the Anglo-Saxons, persisted in

its opposition, which was only gradually overcome in the second

half of the eighth century. On the other hand. Pope Honorius

obtained the adherence of a portion of southern Ireland to the

Roman celebration of Easter as early as 630. But here also the

agreement did not extend further.

But in the Anglo-Saxon kingdoms the importance of the union

of the two parties, the Irish-Scottish and the Roman, which were

often combating one another in one and the same place, was always

more and more felt. King Oswy of Northumberland had, since

657, extended his rule over the Britons of Strathclyde, the southern

Picts and the Scots of Dalriada. The two parties collided in his

family ; for his wife had been won over to the Roman view by

Abbot WiLFRiED, the most tenacious representative of the Roman
endeavours. Oswy, who at that time, as Bretwalda, stood at

the head of the Saxon dominions, according to an agreement with

the rest of the princes, summoned a Synod to the monastery of

Streaneshalch (Sinus Phari, hence Synodus Pharensis, i.e. Whitby,

near York) in 664. The authority of the Holy Father Columba,

which was brought into controversy by Colman, the hitherto Bishop

of Lindisfarne, was successfully encountered by that of the Holy

Apostle Peter, to whom the Lord gave the keys of heaven, and

the Roman system was accepted in obedience to the prince of the
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apostles. Colman retired to the monastery of Hii, aud also worked
elsewhere : other clergy submitted. In this way there here fell

away a mode of ecclesiastical activity, to which Bede, who was
devoted to the Eoman Church, could not but give favourable testi-

mony on account of its simpHcity, disinterestedness and faithful

devotion to the care of souls and preaching (H. E. 3, 26). In
Colman's place, Cuthbert now carried out the new Roman forms. ^

The Roman Bishop Vitalian celebrated this triumph, the same
who, in the Monothelete controversy, was only just able to assert

himself against Constantinople.

The attachment of the powerful Heptarchy to the Church of Rome was
bound to re-act also on the Irish and Scottish Church. Although the northern
districts repudiated the dominion of the Angles of Northumberland about 685,
and in this way the Church of Columba again became free in its movements
among the Southern Picts and in the Scottish Dalriada, the then Abbot of lona,
Adamnan (the biographer of Columba), allowed himself to be gained over to the
Roman system in Northumberland, and worked in this interest with success
both in the north of Ireland and among the Britons of Strathclyde, in spite of
obstinate opposition on the part of the monks ; he was soon followed by the
Scottish King Naithan, who commanded his subjects to receive the Roman
ordinances, and caused the entire body of the priesthood to be shorn according
to the Roman tonsure. The parent monastery of Hii still held fast to its

past. After Adamnan's death in 704, an abbot of another family succeeded,
for the first time since the foundation by Columba, and in the immediate future
discordant elections of abbots seem to have followed. It was not till 716
that the monk Egbert had the good fortune to gain the monks for Roman
Christianity.

The victory of the Roman ecclesiastical system over the Scottish first ex-
tended the authority of the Archbishop of Canterbury over the whole Anglo-
Saxon Church under Archbishop Theodore of Tarsus (from 668) ^nd his
next successors. Abbot Wilfried sought in vain, with great tenacity and in
lively personal intercourse with Rome, to vindicate the claims of York and at
the same time his own, in accordance with the original intentions of Gregory
the Great. It was only when, in 735, a Northumbrian prince Egbert was
nominated Archbishop of York and received the pallium from Rome, that the
views of Rome became victorious, according to which, instead of the one
Anglo-Saxon Primate, Canterbury and York were to share ecclesiastical power
and hold the balance between them. The attempt of King OfFa of Mercia to
erect a third archbishopric of Lichfield for this province, did indeed receive the
assent of Pope Hadrian I., but the creation was of short duration.

For the carrying out of the Roman order, the restoration of

ecclesiastical discipline and the promotion of the higher clerical

culture, the action of Archbishop Theodore (668-690), a man who
also sought to bring the study of the Grreek language to England,
was especially important. Monasteries and monastic schools were
the chief centres of this Anglo-Saxon Christian culture, as in

^ Vid. Beda, Vita Cudbercti.
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general, along with the seats of bishops, the real centres of Chris-

tianity, Bede (first half of the eighth century) still exerted himself

in increasing the number of presbyters in the see of York. In

many places in the mountains of Northumberland the preaching of

the gospel had never yet resounded, although the church-taxes

were exacted.

Tlie filling up of bishoprics, as well as the confirmation of the decisions of

synods and the final judicature over the clergy were exercised bj^ the Anglo-

Saxon rulers as their national rights. But the authority of the Eoman see, the

founder of the Anglo-Saxon Church, formed a certain protection against too

violent attacks of the secular power, while at the same time, among the Anglo-

Saxon princes and tribes, there soon arose a great reverence for the Prince of

the Apostles. Princes and princesses passed in great numbers into the cloister,

others into the clerical career. Following the example of their magnates,

many Anglo-Saxons made pilgrimage to Rome. Connected therewith was the

so-called denarius Sancti Petri (Peter's penny, Roman tribute), which was
originallj- intended to serve the Schola Saxonica in Rome, i.e. not for educa-

tional purposes, but for the support and lodging of the numerous Saxon
pilgrims. The tax, which is said to have been founded by King Ina of Wessex
on his pilgrimage to Rome, can however onlj" be traced back with certainty to

King OfFa of Mercia, who exchanged the crown for the cowl at Rome in 790.

The monasteries, richly endowed, all stood under episcopal supervision, but

had also to be protected by synodical decisions against arbitrar3^ attacks of the

bishops and against their covetousness. Naturally also, on the secular side,

on account of their abundant resources, heavy claims Avere made on them for

public services, such as for military service and providing lodging for the king.

Nobles took possession of the abbacies and lived at heck and manger under the

protection of the tonsure. Bede complained of these abuses, and desired that

such monasteries should be transformed into bishoprics in the interest of the

Church.

Christianity, which had now been vigorously taken up by tlie Anglo-Saxon
nationality, now also awakened an Anglo-Saxon Christian Literature. The
language, hitherto living in national song, became a written language. Mis-

sionary preaching was obliged to make use of the language of the country,

either hy preachers or interpreters, the elements of the faith had to be given

to the people in their own tongue, and in this way the latter also attained its

place in the liturgy. The Synod of Cloveshove (747) required of presbyters

that they should be able to repeat the Lord's Prayer, the words of the Mass and
the Creed, in Saxon. The monk CiEDMON (t 680), according to the narrative of

Bede (Hist. Eccl. 4, 23), a singer from among the people, who had been received

as a lay-brother into the monastery of Streaneshalch by the Abbess Hilda, sang
out of Genesis and Exodus, and on the Incarnation of Christ, His Passion and
Ascension. Anglo-Saxon poetical paraphrases of biblical stories are ascribed

to him with doubtful correctness ; a hymn on the Creation, in the Northumbrian
dialect, most probably originated with him.' About the same time there was
an Anglo-Saxon translation of tlie Four Gospels by ^Eldred. Aldhelm (f 709)

translated the Psalms, Bede the Gospel of John. The heroic poem of Beowulf

' Preserved in a MS. of Bede's Hist. Eccl. Gent. Anyl. Cf. Zuptiza, Altengl.

dbunyshuch, 2nd ed. Wien 1881.
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received its present form under Christian revision. As of old the Irish, so

now the Anglo-Saxon monasteries became the chief schools of Christian

culture, the most eminent representative of which is the Venerable Bedb. He
was boi'n on a property belonging to the monastery of Wiremouth (now Jarrow
in Northumberland), was educated aS a monk, and finally became a presbyter.

He attained no higher ecclesiastical dignity, but this most learned of Western
men completely embraced the attainable knowledge of his time (f 735).
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CHAPTER FOURTH.

The Frankish Kingdom and Christian Missions in Germany,

Friesland, etc., before Boniface.

Sourcci : for the general historj^ of the age : Gregory of Tours, vid. p. 36, and

Fredegarius, Chron. etc. ed. Krusch, Hann. 1888 (MG. Ser. Mer. II.).

Literature : Arndt, Annalen des frankischen Reichs im Zeitalter der

Merovinger, Halle 1873.—F. W. Eettberg, K.G. Deutschlands his Karl d.

Gr., 2 vols., 1846-48 (fundamental). I. Friedricii, K.G. Deutschlands, 2

vols., Bamherg 1867. A. Hauck, KG. Deutschlands, vol. i., Leipsic 1887.

J. H. Ebrard, Die iro-schottische Missionskirche, Giitersloh 1873.

The expansion of the Frankish kingdom in Gaul by the forcing back

and subjection of the Burgundian kingdom and of Provence on the

one hand, and by union with the Ripuarian Franks on the other,

finally by the subjection of the Thuringians, Alamanni, and

Bavarians to a greater or lesser degree of dependence, was at the

same time an expansion of the influence of the Catholic-Christian

Church. It is true that this involved the corollary that Christianity

appeared to the hitherto still heathen German tribes as the Frankish

relig'ion, and its fortunes were conditioned by their friendly or

unfriendly attitude to the Frankish rule.

1. The Irish-Scottish Mission in the Frankish Kingdom and in

Alamannia.

Sources : Jonas Ab. Bobb., Vita S. Columbani, and bis Vitceoi Columban's dis-

ciples Attala, Eustasius, and Burgundofara in Mabill. AS. II. Columba's

Vita and the writings attributed to bim Ml. 80.—The little to be trusted

Vitoi of Fridolin, Trudpert, and Pirmin, in Mone, Quellensammlung f. d.

bad. Landesgeschichte, I. Karlsruhe 1848 (cf. Rettberg and Wattenbach, I.

114, 259, 5th ed.). Hraban, Pirmins Grabschri/t in MG. Poetce lat. m.

(Bvi, II. 224. Literature on Columba : Hertel, ZliTh. 1875.

At first under the Salic Franks much heathenism still remained

to be gradually overcome, and in Austrasia in general Christiani-

zation did not begin till the seventh century. It was of special im-

portance, that towards the end of the sixth century, zealous Irish-

Scottish priests and monks, driven by the powerful wandering im-

pulse, came to the Continent and founded monasteries, and began to

conduct mission-work both in the Frankish kingdom and on German

soil. Columba the Younger (Columbanus), born in the south-east of
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Ireland before the middle of the sixth century, and seized in his

early youth by the power of the idea of asceticism, entered the

monastery of Bangor under Abbot Comgall. But the divine call to

leave his native land for Christ's sake, drove him abroad, in spite of

the initial opposition of his abbot. He landed in Brittany, where

he found a kindred people, but betook himself to the Franks, whose

Christianity appeared to him very external. King Gunthram of

Burgundy made over to him, about 584, the decayed town of Ane-

gray (Anagrates) on the frontier of Burgundy and Austria, on the

south-western slope of the Vosges. Columba had started at first

with twelve brethren, but the great number of those who now

gathered about him occasioned the foundation of the neighbouring

monastery of Luxeuil (Luxovium), to which a third was added in

Fontaines (Fontanas). Columba founded his monasteries, as it

seems, without the permission of the Bishop of Besancon, and also

kept the branch establishments dependent on himself, against the

Graulish tradition. The appearance of these foreign monks and

offence at their celebration of Easter, which differed from the Gaul-

ish and Roman observance, led to serious controversies with the

Frankish bishops. Nevertheless his monasteries exercised a far-

reaching influence on the circumstances of the Frankish Church

{x)id. infra). Columba fell into enmity with the Queen Brunichildis

and Theuderic of Burgundy, the latter of whom he sharply opposed

on account of his immoral life. Brunichildis stirred up the old

Frankish antipathy against the Scottish celebration of Easter and

against the peculiar monastic arrangements of the Scots. After

about ten years' residence in the Vosges, Columba was taken

prisoner, with a view of sending him home by sea. He was how-

ever allowed to escape, and he turned to Clotaire II. (of Neustria).

As soon thereafter Clotaire II. united Burgundy and Austrasia with

Neustria, the continued existence of Luxovium was secured.

Columba intended to go with his companions to Italy, but Theude-

bert II. of Cologne sought to retain him in the Austrasian dominion

and sent him to Alamannia.

The Alamanni had settled after the middle of the third century

in the so-called Agri Decumates, and in the fifth century had pressed

forward on the left bank of the Rhine also, and southwards as far as

the slopes of the Alps, the Lake of Geneva and the Jura, and east-

ward in Vindelicia as far as the Lech. In these districts they had

come into contact with Christian foundations of the Roman time,

as the destruction of existing churches by the Germans did not ex-

clude a certain survival of Christian churches and foundations.
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Tlius in Augsburg (Augusta Vindelicorum) the veneration of S. Afra is based

upon connection with ancient Roman Christianity; also Windisch (Vindonissa),

Augst (Augusta Rauracorum) and Chur probably maintained their existence

through the storms of the barbarian migrations. But on the whole the Ala-

manni were still heathen, and remained so, even after Clovis had subjected the

greater part of them in the battle of Ziilpich (496), and in 53G the southern por-

tion (till that time dependent on the Ostro-goths) also fell to the empire of the

Austrasian Franks. But in alliance with the Christian Frankish empire the

remains of Christian establishments of the time of the Romans regained life.

We find a Bishop of Vindonissa at Frankish synods till towards the middle of

the sixth century. The bishopric seems to survive in that of Constance, which
shortly made its appearance, while the old Roman bishopric of Augst survives

in that of Bale. At the end of the sixth century the attachment of the bishop-

rics of Augsburg and Tiburnia (Teurnia on the Upper Drave in Carinthia) to

the Frankish metropolitan alliance is mentioned.^ Strassburg quickly becomes
flourishing under the Merovingians, and soon becomes an episcopal city. The
Merovingian properties, farms, and courts of jitstice which were scattered over

the land, as well as service in the army and the alliance of the nobility with the

court, did their share in procuring entrance for Christian elements. The Dukes
of the Alamanni accepted the Christian faith earlier than the greater part of

their people.

After CoLUMBA had been obliged to leave Luxeuil, under favour of

Theudebert II., he ascended the Rhine along with a number of

monks who had fled from Luxeuil (among them, Gallus), and worked

first on the Lake of Zurich (Tucconia, Tuggen in the neighbourhood

of the lake), and then for several years on the Lake of Constance

(Bregenz) ; here he found a Christian priest already. But after

three years he turned, in accordance with his former intention, to-

wards Italy, where he founded the monastery of Bobbio on the

Trebbia, By the death of Theudebert in 612, Austrasia had fallen

for a short period to Theuderic (Columba's old opponent). When in

613 Clotaire II. of Neustria became lord of the whole kingdom, he

invited Columba to return, but in vain. Columba died soon after

the founding of Bobbio in 615.

One of his companions, the Irish Gallics, had remained behind in

Alamannia and had built for himself and his comrades a hermitage

on the Steinach, the subsequent S. Gall. He won the favour of the

Duke GuNZO, and with great command of the German language,

worked in close alliance with the priests of the existing Christian

Church. The bishopric of Constance is said to have been offered to,

but rejected by him. He does not seem to have died till after 645.^

Of his pupils, Maginald, who succeeded him in the leadership of the

monastic community, and Theodore are mentioned ; the former is

> Mansi, x. 446.

• Vid. Hauck, I. 308 against Friedrich, who places his death much earlier.
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said to have founded the monastery of Flissen, the latter, Kempten,

but both are later foundations. The question as to the time of the

activity of the Irish monk Fridolin (" a Scottish name in a Frank-

ish form," Wattenbach), the founder of the monastery of Sackingen

(on an island in the Rhine near Bale), remains quite obscure
;
the

same holds good of the Irish Trudpert, from whom the abbey south

of Freiburg in Breisgau bears its name.

The revision of the Alamannian law undertaken in the reign of

Clotaire 11.^ (MGL. III. 10 sqq.), presupposes the existence of

bishoprics, parishes, churches and monasteries, and of church

landed property, which is tilled by slaves or vassals, but also a

mingling of Christian and non-Christian elements, and seems to aim

at a closer alliance of the Alamanni with the Frankish kingdom,

and a strengthening of the church among the still partially heathen

people. The repeated campaigns of the second Pippin, and his

son Charles Martel, led to a closer union of Alamannia with Aus-

trasia.

Under Charles Martel lived the abbot and bishop Pirmin, who

can hardly have been a Frankish priest (Rettberg), rather an Anglo-

Saxon or an Irishman.^ He founded the famous monastery of

Reichenau, on a western continuation of the lake of Constance (the

Unter- or Zeller-see). On account of the enmity of the duke to

Charles Martel, Pirmin was obliged to leave Reichenau, and worked

in Alsace, where he established the monastery of Murbach, founded

by Count Eberhard, and died in 753 in the monastery of Hornbach,

likewise founded by him in the diocese of Metz. The monasteries

founded by him formed a close alliance. The abbots were only to

be taken from these monasteries, bound to the rule of Benedict, and

the monasteries of this close alliance were to exercise a mutual right

of reformation.

^ ^ If not under Clotaire III., as Stalin woiild think.

" Hraban's epitaph and the designation of the monks in the documents, as

congregatio peregrinorum, point to the idea of some one from over seas, and

since Pirmin introduced the Benedictine rule, Hauck thinks it impossible to

think of a Scot, but only of an Anglo-Saxon. But vid infra.
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2. Bavaria.

Sources: Jonas Bobb. Vita Ku.stasii ia Mabilloii A.S. II. 116. Gesta S. Hrod-

berti confes.soris in Arch./. Oe. G. vol. 63, and the so-called Vita primigenia

(appended to the De conversione Bagoaviorum, MGS. XI. 4). Aribo Fris.

Vita Emmeuani in ASB. Sept. vi. 474 and ejdm. Vita Corbiniani, ibid. Sept.

iii. 281. Literature : S. Riezler, G. Baierns, I. 1878. A. Hubbr, G. d.

Einf. u. Verbr. d. Chr. in Siidostdeutschl., 4 vols. Salzburg 1874 sqq. (rich

in matter, but uncritical).

The Roman province of Noricum, after the confused times from the middle of

the fifth century, in which the venerable monk Sbverinus (t 477) exercised his

beneficent activity {vid. i. 389 sqq.), had finally been given up by Odoacer.

The Bojoarians (most probably the ancient Marcomanni) then settled them-

selves firmly in the country. Roman population survived not only in the south

of Noricum, till the Slavs, pressing in on the south-east, annihilated Roman life,

and in Tyrol, here throughout the entire Middle Ages, but also in considerable

remnants in the north of Noricum, so also in Salzburg and the Alpine valleys,

as far as the Lake of Constance. Regensburg (Ratisbon) was never destroyed,

and everywhere on the high plain between the Danube and the Alps, a sparse

foreign populace maintained itself, which, along with the Latin tongue, retained

the Christian faith and the old saints of the Roman time. There was thus

found here a strong mixture of Catholic Romans, and heathen and Arian Ger-

mans alongside of one another, which had existed from the very first, when in

the end of the sixth century Bavaria became dependent on the Frankish king-

dom. The AgilulfingS, a Frankish ' family which confessed Catholic Chris-

tianity, received the dignity of the dukedom. Hence new missionary efforts

now proceed also from the Frankish Church.

EusTASius, the successor of Columba in Luxovium, worked in

Bavaria and had trouble with heathenism and Arianism ; after him

also the monk Agrestius. In the course of the seventh century

the Christianizing of Bavaria must have made not inconsiderable

strides, although after Dagobert's death the alliance of the country

with the Frankish empire dissolved, and the Bavarian dukes felt

themselves to be independent lords of the land. In the end of the

century Duke Theodo worked for Christian foundations. The

supplement to the Bavarian law (titles 8-22), in which reference is

made to ecclesiastical relationships, is also attributed to him. He

appointed, with a view to regulating the afi'airs of the church,

which were in a very imperfect state, in the time of King Childe-

bert III. (695-711), Bishop Rupert of Worms,- who was related to

the Merovingian royal house. In Childebert's second year, Rupert

came to Ratisbon to Theodo, and founded in Salzburg, on the ruins

of the ancient Roman city of Juvavum, the monastery of S, Peter,

and consecrated churches and priests. But Salzburg did not become

^ According to Riezler,

* The controversy as to the date of Saint Rupert may now be regarded as

decided, although Huber still stands out for the higher antiquity.
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through him an episcopal city, but remained a monastery ; he had
successors, not as bishop, but as Abbot of S. Peter's. Of Emmeran,
Bishop of Poitiers, it may be maintained, that in the beginning of

the eighth century, purposing to go through Bavaria to the Avars,

he was detained by Theodo, founded a monastery at Ratisbon, and

from unknown causes found there a violent death. His foundation

survived
; a bishop Erhardt is mentioned in Ratisbon. Where the

Scots may have worked alongside of Rupert and Emmeran we do

not know, but they must have exercised a wider activity than these

Frankish missionaries.

Duke Theodo visited Rome in the year 716, as the first of his

race, and in consequence of his negotiations with Pope Gregory II.

the latter issued an instruction ^ to the bishop Martinian, the pres-

byter Georgius, and the sub-deacon Dorotheus. The institution of

bishops in the provinces and of an archbishop at the head, here kept

in view, seems to take account of the partition, which took place

before Theodo's journey to Rome, of the Bavarian domain between
Theodo (Ratisbon) and his sons Theodebert (Salzburg), Grimoald

(Freising), aud Tassilo (Passau). But of the fortunes of the papal

mission nothing is known, and in any case, this ecclesiastical

organization was not carried out. In this period falls also the ap-

pearance of CoKBiNiAN, a Frankish preacher and monk, who died in

Mais, near Meran. He is regarded as the first bishop of Freising.

But as yet there were no episcopal dioceses in Bavaria, but only

clerics holding episcopal ordination, which they had received at

home or in Rome. They had power to consecrate churches and

clerics, and lived with their companions in monastic fashion. Even
Vivilo, ordained by Pope Gregory III. for Passau, seems to have

been in the same case. Meanwhile Charles Martel had forced

Bavaria into subjection.

3. Thuringia (the East Franks).

Sources : Vita Killiani in Mabillon, A.S. II. 991. Hraban, Martyrolog. sub
8th July, Ml. 110, c. 1155.

The great Thuringian kingdom, which included modem Thuringia with the

districts northwards as far as the Harz, and Franconia as far as the Main, and
even as far as near to the Danube, under King Hermannfried in 530 was subject

to the Franks, Theuderic united it to the Frankish kingdom. Its first contact

with Christianity was of the political sort. Hermannfried was married to the

Ostro-Gothic princess Amalakerga, an Arian ;
Hermannfried's brother was the

father of S. Eadegundis, who became the wife of the Frankish Theuderic, but

^ MGL. III. 451. Its authenticity, which has often been impugned, is main-
trained by Eiezlet and Hauck.
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afterwards entered the cloister. Missionary activit3^ is indeed not to be ob-

served during the century of the alliance of Thuringia with Austrasia, but the

Frankisli Christian elements made their way in of themselves. Radulf, whom
King Dagobert installed as Duke, and who in 640 again delivered Thuringia

from the Frank Sigebert III., was a Christian, as were also his successors,

Irish-Scottish emissaries of the faith also began an important work

in Franconia. Wilrzburg tradition knows of the Hibernian monk,

Kyllene (Cilian), who, on account of his strict Christian require-

ments, was killed with his companions by a chief {judex) of the

country named Gozbert. Under Pippin a foreign race of rulers

again took the place of the native. He gave over the Thuringian

dukedom to Theobald, who was succeeded by Hedenus. Both

were obliged to break b}'' violence the opposition of the magnates.

The opposition was intensified by the fact that the people adhered

to the Irish-Scottish missionaries, while Hedenus, who intended to

found a monastery in Hammelburg, was on terms of relationship

with WiLLiBROED, who had been ordained in Rome. The condition

of Thuringia in the beginning of the eighth century exhibits a very

confused state of affairs, a pell-mell of heathen and Christian cults

and priestly services, with degraded and ignorant priests, who baptize

without asking for the creed, and use baptism as an instrument of

magic. The Irish-Scottish missionaries, with all the fidelity of in-

dividuals, seem to have been without mutual feeling and capacity of

organization. In this way individual communities were formed, but

not a provincial church
; they did not succeed in educating a native

clergy, and no help was afforded by the Frankish Church.

4. The Mission among the Frisians.

Sources: Bede, H.E., especially the 5th Bk. Of the lives of the saints, that of

Amandus in Mabillou A.S. II. G78, of Eligius bj^his contemporary Audoen
(D'Achery, Spicil. II.), of Wilfrid by his pupil Stephanus (Mab. A.S.

II.), of WiLLiBRORD by Alcuin (JafFe, Br. G. VI. 394), of Gregory by

Liudger, Mab. A.S. III., also Ml. 99, 7 sqq.), of Liudger by Altfrid, of

Lebuin by HucBALD (but cf. Hauck II. 316), of Willehau by Anskar (the

three last named in MGS. II.). Literature: K. Obsek, Wilfr. d. A.

Carlsruhe 1884. Alberdingk-Thym, Der h. Wlllibrord, Munster 1863 (of

a Romish tinge). Riuiithofen, Untersuchungen ilber friesische Bechfs-

geschichte, II. 1882.

This mission also is qualified in its results through its relation to the Frankish

kingdom. In the beginning of the seventh century the Frisians extended from

northern Flanders (still somewhat south of the mouth of the west Scheldt) be-

yond the modern Netherlands, East Friesland and Oldenburg, as far as the Weser,

and farther even, were settled on the islands of the North Sea and the west

coast of Schleswig. From the time of Dagobert I. of Austrasia (in 622) the

wars of the Franks with the Frisians began. Dagobert must have come as far
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as Utrecht, where he founded a chapel, which he made over to Bishop Cimibert
of Cologne ; but from this point no considerable missionary activity seems to
have proceeded. But even earlier began the activitj^ of S. Amandus, who, after
the life of an anchorite, believed himself to have been called in Eome by Peter,
the Prince of the Apostles himself, to the preaching of the Gospel. Clotaire
II. caused him to be consecrated bishop, and to work on the frontier where
Franks and Frisians were in contact, and where the conversion of the Franks
was by no means completed. The central point of his activity was Ghent.
His preaching, however, found so much the stronger opposition, when he and
the Bishop of Vermandois, with the support of the royal command, made bap-
tism compulsory. After a likewise unsuccessful attempt to convert the Slavs on
the Danube (Carinthia), he founded two Benedictine monasteries in Ghent

;

then, after he had fallen for a short time out of favour with Dagobert, he worked
further south, especially by founding monasteries, and in G47 became Bishop of
Maastricht (the later Liege), where his zealous efforts to reform the clergy, and
to overcome the still firmly fixed heathenism, had likewise little success. He
therefore resigned his episcopal office, in spite of the monition of Pope Martin,
and attempted to work among the free Frisians at the mouth of the Scheldt

;

but here also, as subsequently among the Basques, in vain. Soon thereafter
Eligius had more success, a remarkable man of Aquitanian-Eoman descent,
who practised the art of the goldsmith, and thereby arrived at the Neustrian
Court and won the favour of King Clotaire, and then of Dagobert, when the
latter, after Clotaire's death, succeeded in Neustria also (628). Under the lively
influence of the 'ascetic tendency newly kindled in the Prankish kingdom by
Columba, he applied a large fortune won by his artistic skill to unlimited be-
nevolence, founded numerous monasteries and furnished churches and the
burial places of saints with artistic adornment. But he also used his influence
over Dagobert in ecclesiastical affairs. After Dagobert's death, the Mayor of the
Palace Herchenoald, ^ made him the successor of Bishop Aichar of Vermandois.
Eligius took up his residence in Noj^on, where he zealously applied himself to

his ecclesiastical duties, especially to preaching, had his own troubles with
the tenacious heathen life of the baptized Franks, and also conducted mission-
work among the neighbouring Frisians. In the Prankish Church, along with
his like-minded friend Audoen, Bishop of Eouens, he had continued to exercise

an important influence.

At the time after Dagobert's death the weakness of the Prankish kingdom
also brought about the retreat of its Frisian frontier, and thereby the extinction

of the attempts at Christianization which had been there begun.

The efforts of the faith now proceeded from another side. Livi-

Nus, a pupil of the monk Augustine, is already said to have con-

ducted missionary work in Friesland. So likewise the Anglo-Saxon
Abbot and Bishop Wilfrid (p. 52) found friendly reception with
the Frisian King Aldgild (677). The Neustrian Mayor of the

Palace, Ebroin, at the instigation of Wilfrid's opponents at home,
in vain demanded his surrender. But the favourable impression

which Wilfrid left behind him was only transitory. Aldgild's

successor, Radbod (from 679 to 719), gave up the hitherto existing

' As it seems, in order to send him to a distance from the court.
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friendly relation to Austrasia, at first attached himself successfully

to Neustria, but thereby fell into conflict with the family of Pippin.

So long as Pippin of Heristal was kept busy with Neustria, Radbod,
as it appears, succeeded in regaining the district conquered from
the Franks. But after the battle at Testri (in 687), whereby Pippin

gained the mayoralty of the palace over the whole Frankish king-

dom, the latter by the victory at Dorstadt brought Friesland as far

as the old Rhine into his hands, and forced Radbod to enter into

negotiations for peace.

The Anglo-Saxon Egbert, like other Anglo-Saxons, had been
trained in the monastic life and in Christian philosophy in an Irish

monastery, and in sickness had made a vow to live as a stranger.

After a twenty years' residence in Ireland he formed the conception

of the mission to Friesland, but being hindered in his intention, at first

caused his pupil Wicbert to go thither
; he, however, returned after

two years without accomplishing anything (about 688). Now, how-
ever, Willibrord appeared, the son of the pious Wilgil,who finally, as

a hermit at the mouth of the Humber, built an oratory to S. Andrew,
and expanded it into a monastery. Willibrord was educated in the

monastery of Ripon, north-west of York, which was originally filled

with Irish-Scottish monks, but in 664 had come under the guidance

of Wilfrid, whose opinions were those of Rome, till some years there-

after the latter entered upon the bishopric of York. Willibrord,^

however, as a youth of twenty, went to Ireland in 678 and remained

there for twelve years. Egbert then sent him with twelve com-

panions to Friesland. But the war between the Franks and the

Frisians had increased Radbod's disinclination towards the Frank-

ish religion. Willibrord betook himself to Pippin, who favoured his

undertaking, then to the Pope in Rome, Avith the view of working

under commission from him. The successes among the Frisians now
induced the Anglo-Saxon priests to choose a bishop Trom among
themselves, without connection with the Frankish Church. They did

not, however, choose Willibord, but Suidbert, who was consecrated

in England, and indeed by Wilfrid. But the new bishop immedi-

ately left Friesland, and betook himself to the Bructerii {vid. inf.).

The conjecture is obvious, that Pippin's intention of keeping the

Frisian mission in his own hand, had been influential in bringing

this about. As a matter of fact Willibrord and his friends appear to

have convinced themselves, that ecclesiastical regulations in the

Frankish kingdom could only be made with the co-operation of the

power of the state. Pippin now availed himself of the greater expan-

' Induced by Egbert's invitation.
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sion of the Frankish dominion over Friesland which had been won
(as far as the Flevum). He again sent Willibrord to Rome, where
Bishop Sergius, on November 22, 696, consecrated him Archbishop
of the Frisians, under the name of Clement. The mission among
the Frisians now made rapid advances, the education of a native
clergy began, and ecclesiastical foundations afforded fixed points of
support. On the other hand, Willibrord's exertions among the free

Frisians had little success in presence of Radbod's repellent attitude,

so likewise his excursions farther north, as far as the Danes, from
among whom he brought back Danish boys to be educated as Chris-

tians. Being driven upon Heligoland on his way back, he preached
there, and ventured to baptize converts with water from a well held
sacred by the Frisians. For this reason he was sent a prisoner to

Radbod, but set at liberty by him on the decision of the lot, and was
allowed to return to Utrecht. The long-suppressed animosity of

the Frisians against the Franks then came to an outburst, in the
murder of Pippin's son Grimoald (Radbod's son-in-law). Soon there-

after Pippin died, and in the internal war between Neustria and
Austria, Radbod took the side of the former, and thereby at first

obtained again his ancestral possessions. The destruction of the
flourishing Christian foundations was the result. The conquest of

Radbod by Charles Martel, in 718, which was soon followed by
Radbod's death (719), first restored to the Franks the possession of
Friesland as far as the Zuydersee ; subsequently, after the death of

the Frisian prince Poppo, in 738, northern Friesland was also partly
won, partly it at least came under Frankish influence. Immediately
after Radbod's death, Willibrord went again to Utrecht, where
Boniface {vid. infra) co-operated with him from 719 till 722. After
the victory of 734, the complete establishment of the long planned
Eishopric of Utrecht was accomplished. The later appearance of
Boniface in Friesland, and his death in the neighbourhood of Dok-
kum, show, even after the middle of the century, the entire power
of heathenism in this district. In spite of the archiepiscopal title,

AVillibrord, for the rest, was to the end in actual fact only simple
Bishop of Utrecht. He died in 739, and found his resting-place in

the monastery of Echternach on the Moselle, which had been pre-

sented to him by Pippin.

Among the continuators of his work in Friesland, the first place

is taken by Gregory, a Frank of noble Frankish^ family, who, as

pupil and faithful adherent of Boniface, came to Utrecht shortly

* But not Merovingian, vid. Havick, II. 312.
* Against the reasons given by Eettberg. vid. Hauck, II. 314, I. 642.

C. H.—VOL. II. P
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before the latter's death. He presided as abbot and presbyter over

the important school of the monastery of S. Martin, and although he
did not receive the episcopal dignity,- practically led the Frisian

Church. He caused Alcberct, an Anglo-Saxon, who held episcopal

consecration, to fulfil the episcopal functions. Gregory's work is the

Christianization of the part of Friesland between the Flevum (Zuy-

dersee) and the Lauwersee. After his death {ca. 775-780) his nephew
Alberich, who received episcopal consecration from Cologne, suc-

ceeded. Among the assistants of Gregory were Lebuin, who worked

on the Yssel, and founded the church at Deventer, and Willehad,
who pressed still further east, and was then called by Charlemagne

to the Saxons, and made Bishop of Bremen. From that centre he

was also active in promoting the mission to the Frisians between the

Ems and the Weser. After the Saxon insurrection under Widukind
had also wrought detrimentally upon the Frisian mission, Liudger, a

Frisian by birth, who had previously been active in Deventer, again

took up the work, effected the conversion of the Frisians as far as the

Ems, and then became bishop in Miinster. These circumstances ex-

plain the fact that Miinster retained the Frisian district between the

Lauwersee and the Ems, although it was quite separated from its

Saxon (Westphalian) diocese.
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CHAPTER FIFTH.

The internal development of the Frankish Church down to the

appearance of Boniface.

Sources : Capitularia regum Franc, ed. Boretius (MGL. sect. II.) Hann. 1883.—
Literature : Arndt, Annalen d.fr. Relche (p. .56), Die Jahrb. des frankischen
Reichs tinter Karl Martell by Th. Breysig, those under Pippin by H. Jahn
and Oelsner. Loening, Gesch. des deutschen Kirchenrechts, 2 vols. 1878 sq.

The history of the Frisian mission, in the case of Willibrord, and
still more, subsequently, in that of Boniface, comes into contact with
their ministry for Germany. The latter, however, is at the same
time conditioned by the ecclesiastical circumstances of the Frankish
kingdom, in the form which they had taken since the conversion of

Clovis. The remains of heathenism, against which Clovis had by
no means proceeded with violence, disappeared \evj slowly. Under
his successor, Theuderic I., the heathen cult shows itself on the

lihine, at Cologne, alongside of the Christian. The ascetic hermit

WuLFLAiCH works in the midst of a heathen populace. Under
Theuderic the army seems still to have offered human sacrifices in

the Gothic war. Frankish synods of the sixth century repeatedly

take measures against heathen customs and apostasy to heathenism.

The Pi'ceceptum GhUdeberti^ (f 558) threatens landowners who will

not abolish idols with punishment. Under Clovis 's grandchildren

heathenism seems to have disappeared in Neustria, apart from the

frontier districts. It continued longer in Austria ; heathens were
still not unheard of at the court of Dagobert I.

1. If at the time of the dissolution of the Roman Empire in G-aul,

the bishops had almost become the lords and guardians of the cities,

they also now appear, belonging as they did to old and rich Roman
families, and after possessing one and the same bishopric through
several generations, as the born representatives of the Roman popu-

lace as against their German masters, and at the same time as the

possessors of Roman civilization and the servants of the newly-
accepted God and his saints, who were the dispensers of the divine

graces. Church property quickly began to increase ; to the bequests

' Cap. reg. Franc. I. 2 sqq.
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of rich bishops were added the gifts of the princes, in which Clovis

and his wife already led the way, and, among his sons, Childebert

was specially distinguished. Clovis's grandson Chilperic already

complained that all wealth had come into the Church. Private

gifts and the tithe demanded by the clergy increased the prosperity,

and the Church knew how to keep it together. Along with great

property in laud, the number of slaves and bondsmen of the Church

increased, as well as of those who had been freed with the help of the

Church, and who, with their descendants, remained in a certain re-

lationship of dependence on the Church, and of those freemen to

whom Church property was entrusted for their lifetime, or who con-

versely had made over their property to the Church, while retaining

the usufruct during their own lives.

The bishops, being thus favoured, fell into a position of great

dependence on the German crown. The nomination of bishops by
the will of the king began to interfere with the old ecclesiastical

canonical election of bishops, which several synods in the first half

of the sixth century still sought to maintain.

Even a bishop elected in canonical fashion only obtains possession of his

dignity by royal decree, and benefices bestowed by the king require the inves-

titure of the bishops by the king.' The clergy are also subject to secular penal

jurisdiction, and no civil jurisdiction, even over the clergy, is recognised as be-

longing to the Church. As little are the Church's people exempted from liability

to military service. Although the Eoman Church, as an institution, as in all

these German kingdoms, lives according to Eoman law, the persons of the

clergy do not, but rather stand under the law of the tribe in which they were
born.'^ Further, the poAver of summoning councils of the kingdom was with
the King. The tendency to allow ecclesiastical affairs to be modified in the

interest of the kingdom, comes out in the endeavour, to make the limits of

episcopal dioceses, and especially of the metropolitan see, coincide with the

limits of the kingdom, and so to detach subjects of the Frankish kingdom from
foreign ecclesiastical alliance.

On the other hand, internal, properly ecclesiastical, questions are

pretty much left to the independent power of the bishops. The
national councils are indeed summoned by the king, but he neither

claims the presidency nor the right of confirming their decisions.

Kings and secular magnates are indeed (in the seventh century)

frequently present, but have no vote. The councils remain purely

spiritual assemblies (no concilia 7nixta)^ but ecclesiastical legislation

is essentially non-obligatory even for the domain of the state. Thus,

* Vid. the Capitulary of Clotaire II. of the year (il4.

' Vid. Loening, ii. 284 sqq. At first this could not be so evident, the clergy

being almost entirely Eoman.
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heresy, e.g.^ however denounced by the Church, does not appear as a

crime from the point of view of the state. Of course a certain

supervision is conceded to the bishops in judicial aifairs, especially

in judicial transactions in matters pertaining to freedmen and vassals

of the Church.

On the other hand, the wealth and landed property of bishops
make them important members of the political commonwealth, who
have to share in decisions on secular affairs at the assemblies of the

realm. The wealth of the clergy excites the envy of the nobles,

who, on the now approaching decay of the kingdom through
numerous partitions and with the fall of the Merovingian family,

seek to gain possession of the Church's property. Frankish families

begin to enter the clergy in great numbers, and at most screen their

habits of life, their unruliness and barbarism, by external observance

of the precepts of the Church.

2. The comparatively easy acceptance of Christianity by the Franks, and the
speedy amalgamation of Frankish with Gallo-Roman life is to be regarded
on the one hand as a victory of the superior Gallo-Roman civilization, but on
the other hand it is a result of the preponderance of Germanic vigour over the

aged Roman culture.

Gregory of Tours' Frankish Histor3^ unveils to us a picture of violence and
crime, a moral condition, in which lawlessness, greed of enjoyment and
treachery are everywhere prominent, but of the ties of Christian training

little is to be observed. At the same time the acceptance of Christianity has

filled the nation with a cex'tain awe of the revealed God and a certain pride in

the heavenly King, the Frank-loving Christ, a belief in God and Providence
which is ready to see miracles everywhere, and a devotion to favourite saints

;

on the other hand, a deep sense of human nothingness and transitoriness and
an impression of the value of the future world, begin to rule men's minds ; the

need of the forgiveness of sins and the conviction that it is to be gained by
renunciation of the world, stand immediately alongside of the most lawless

passion and self-seeking. In these wild times there is, on the whole, failure of

all serious vindication of Church-discipline. But the advancing habituation

of the people to the Church, to church attendance, to the celebration of the

feasts of saints and to pilgrimages, nevertheless exercises an educative in-

fluence. Ecclesiastical buildings become more numerous ; the keeping of

Sunday is required. The division of the bishoprics into parishes becomes of

importance for the rural population.—At the same time a great increase of

monasteries takes place, the founding of which is looked upon as a work well

pleasing to God. The holy lives of the monks seem to supply what is lacking

in secular Christianity ; they are regarded as the intercessors for the sins of

the rest of men.

3. In the regulation of monastic life, down to the end of the sixth

century, the older authorities {vid. i. 374 sqq.), Csesarius and
Aurelian of Aries, the Rules of Basil the Great and Pachomius, the

writings of Cassian and the monastic life of Lerinum, served as
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examples, but as yet there was no definite, dominant rule ; that of

Benedict had as yet won no influence, and the different monasteries

stood in no closer alliance. The savagery of the age had decivilized

the monasteries also ; even Lerinum, once so highly esteemed, had

fallen a victim to its influence since 537, under Frankish rule.

With CoLUMBA a new reforming element now made its appearance

for the Frankish monastic life. Numerous monastic foundations

were established by men of his school ; in the monastery of Luxeuil

under Columba's successors Eustasius and Waldebert, educated

monks appeared and became abbots of different monasteries.

Alongside of the fame of Luxeuil that of Lerinum paled. Older

monasteries were reformed on the model of Luxeuil, the abbot of

which exercised his species of right of supervision over many very

distant monasteries. But elsewhere also a powerful improvement

of monastic life, since the seventh century, is visible e.g. in the

Rhine district. Columba's own Monastic Rule ^ shows, in the

moral precepts for the monks, a high religious idealism, but at the

same time in the regula coRnobialis remarkably harsh and petty

penal rules against every violation of the monastic life, reckoned on

the principle, that monastic self-renunciation in unconditional, blind

obedience to the abbot, should break the personal will, and should

renounce will as well as property. In spite of the great impulse

which proceeded from Columba, his Rule was soon obliged to retire

before the growth of the Benedictine Rule, which, being moderate

and aiming at the attainable, showed itself better adapted for the

regulation of the organization and administration of monasteries

than that of Columba, which properly only contains direction to-

wards the ascetic life and penal regulations. The Rule of Benedict

soon found acceptance as a necessary supplement in the Columban

monasteries also.-

Columba and his Scottish monks, proceeding from their monastic

church, under whose guidance stood the whole people which was

won for Christianity, regarded not only their own perfection in

ascetic Christianity, but also the guidance of the souls of the people,

as their duty. It was above all the lack of serious church-discipline

in the Frankish Church to which Columba took objection, and the

hence proceeding attempt, to place the laity under the discipline of

' Vid. 0. Seebass, CoVs Klosterregel u. Bussbuch. Dresden 1883 ; Hauck, I.

247.

^ Monastic records, which mention both Eules alongside one another, are by

no means always rightly suspected of the later interpolation of Benedict's

name.
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confession, had a reforming influence and one of very great im-

portance for the institutions of penance and confession in the

Catholic Church. In the penitential which bears the name of

Columba, Hauck (I. 254) thinks he can separate out the genuine

core (cap. 13-37), which, in distinction from the monastic rule, is

aimed not at monastic holiness, but at Christian decency applicable

to the laity, and the conflict with tangible gross sins and crimes.

4. If towards the end of the sixth century many able bishops of

Romance descent, of ecclesiastical disposition and learning, wrought

in the Frankish Church, such as pre-eminently Gregory of Tours

(o&. 595), invaluable on account of his History of the Franks, and the

poet of Italian descent Venantius Fortunatus {ob.post 600, vid. i. 468),

in the seventh century Roman culture and language declined very

quickly, as is shown by a comparison of Gregory with Fredegar and

the barbaric Latin of the book of forms of Marculf

An important social transformation is at the same time completed, in the

attainment by a number of families to princely wealth and great possessions m
land with numerous vassals, while on the other hand many born free-men sank

into dependence on magnates or the Church, and the freeholders of small

properties more and more disappeared. The king no longer stands over against

the people, but against the magnates. The conflict of these magnates for

power, is in many ways allied with the struggle of different tribes for indepen-

dence or predominance. From the time of Dagobert (622) the power of the

Majordomus emerges with increasing decision, and in the conflicts of the

different parts of the land with each other, the bishops, who are often very

political or military in character, are involved, the Church having become the

largest landowner. The bishops whose spiritual authority is of service to them

over and above, appear as a spiritual aristocracy alongside of the secular, and

interfere rigorously in public affairs. Alongside of Pippin the Elder (of Landen),

stands e.g. Arnulf of Metz (the ancestor of the Carolingian house) as the

guide of King Dagobert. Later on. Bishop Leodegar of Autun in Burgundy

appeared as party-chief at the head of the Burgundian and Austrasian magnates

against the power of the Neustrian Majordomus Ebroin, who ruled for

Theoderic III., till the latter was made a monk. The bishop was for a long

time Majordomus of Burgundy, till he was taken prisoner by Childeric III.,

along with his opponent Ebroin. Subsequently the two were again in conflict

:

Ebroin conquered Autun, Leodegar was found guilty of the death of Childeric

and cruelly executed (678). In this Ebroin was no foe to the Church, but only

a ruthless opponent of Leodegar's political power, and the latter, immediately

a,fter his death, received the honour of a martyr.

The period of these internal conflicts, from the death of Dagobert,

was bound to work disastrously in relation to the Church. The

frequent abuse of so-called simony emerges to a great extent.

Ecclesiastical posts are regularly given by the holders of power to

their frequently very violent partizans. The bishops reached out

their hands after the rich monasteries, the latter themselves are
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once more decivilized. Synods rather serve political purposes than

the general affairs of the Church. Bishops regard their ofi&ce a&

private property, and themselves appoint their successors. The
livings of several parishes are, by the favour of their patrons, made
over to one person, and we also find laymen as the holders of

parishes. Bishops and abbots return to the secular life, or as clergy-

men live an entirely secular life, addicted to arms, sport, and free

love. Under these circumstances the rich Church begins to get

poor, since every one reaches out his hand after the property of the

Church, the bishops themselves not excluded.

5. Even from the time of the powerful rule of Pippin of Heristal

these circumstances are little altered. Pippin was a good church-

man, did not allow ecclesiastical foundations to be lacking, promoted

ecclesiastical enterprises, such as that of Willibrord in Friesland
;

but at the same time his point of view in all this was predominantly

secular. He regarded the spiritual magnates as important factors

in the interest of the kingdom, and allowed bishoprics to become

the domains of great families, and even secular dominions, which

were, as it were, hereditary in the family. His powerful successor

Charles Martel looked at the matter in the same light, but

interfered more frequently and deeply in ecclesiastical affairs.

Political considerations caused him to proceed mercilessly against

many bishops, and to fill up bishoprics and abbacies with his adher-

ents, without regard to their ecclesiastical worthiness. Bishop

Milo of Treves (the son of Liutwin, of Treves) he made at the same

time Bishop of Rlieims. The metropolitan alliance began to

dissolve, bishoprics remained vacant, and to a very great extent

claims were made on the property of the Church for political pur-

poses. The usufruct of whole abbacies and even bishoprics was

presented to meritorious generals, who then received the tonsure,

but otller^vise lived in wedlock and amid their militar}^ and secular

concerns ; ecclesiastical discipline fell into decay. Boniface then

complained that for more than eighty years no Frankish synod had

been held, which certainly is not quite literally true.

G. At the same time, this Frankish Church stood over against the

Bishop of Rome as an entirely independent national Church. In

lloman Gaul, the supreme authority of the Bishop of Rome had

been effectuated since the time of Leo the Great (y/o?. i. p. 344 sqq.),

and the Catholic Church both in the Gothic and the Burgundian

kingdom had strictly adhered to it. In the beginning of the sixth

century Caesarius of Aries was the champion of this way of thinking

in Southern Gaul ; in 514 Pope Symmachus made him Papal Vicar,
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and his successors exercised their authority and ecclesiastical power

in regulations as to discipline and doctrine and in appointments to

bishoprics. After South-eastern Gaul had fallen to the Frankish

kingdom, the Bishops of Rome sought through the bishops of Aries

as their vicars, to gain a regular influence on the hitherto quite

untouched Merovingian kingdom. Here, indeed, the successor of the

Prince of the Apostles, the guardian of ecclesiastical tradition and

the unity of the faith, was looked upon with reverence, but the

practical power of the Frankish kings in ecclesiastical affairs did

not permit of any real exercise of Roman ecclesiastical power.

Gregory the Great stood on friendly terms with the Frankish

Church, his advice was sought, and he incessantly exerted himself,

in written intercourse with Brunhilde and individual bishops of the

Frankish kingdom, to lend help to the affairs of the Church

according to Roman views, but without essential success. He does

not appear here as the supreme bearer of ecclesiastical power, even

though the bestowal of the pallium on highly esteemed bishops, and

the granting of monastic privileges still originated from him. The
Bishop of Aries is at first appointed Vicar of the Bishop of Rome
after the approval of the king. But Vigilius of Aries, who was
appointed by Gregory the Great, was the last who really bore this

ofHce.
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CHAPTER SIXTH.

Boniface.

Sources : Chief source : The letters of Boniface in the 0pp. ed. Giles, 1842, Ml.

89, and by Wiirdtwein, Mainz 1789, best, however, in Jaffe, BrG. III. (Mon.

Mog.). On the chronology of the letters many dissertations by JaiFe, Diin-

zelmann, Hahn and Oelsner, vicl. Loofs, Zur Chronologie, etc., Lpz. 1881

(Dissert.). The Vitce of Bon/face by Willibald about 760, that of the

Utrecht Anonymus (c. 790) and the considerably more recent one by
Othlo in MGS. II., Ml. 89, Jaffe BrG. 1. c. Willibald's life of St. Boniface,

translated by Arndt, 1863, and by Simson, Berlin 1863.—The monographs
of Seiters, MiJLLER, Amsterdam 1869, A. Werner 1875, Buss, ed. by
E. von Scherer, Tubingen 1880. D. Fischer 1881, and Ebrard's Tendenz-

schrift: Bonif. der Zerstorer des columb. Kirchenfhnms, Giitersloh 1882.

Special note is still deserved by Rettberg (I. 304) and now by Hauck
;

H. Hahn, Bon. u. Lull., Lpz. 1883, Jahrhb. d. frank. Eeichs, vid. p.65.

BoNiFATius (not Bonifacius ') is the Latin name of the Anglo-Saxon

Winfrid, who was born at Crediton, near Exeter, in Wessex, before

680 (perhaps as early as 672-676). He received a monastic education

in the otherwise unknown monastery of Adescancaster, which is re-

discovered in the modern Exeter, on the frontier where British and

Saxon life were in contact. He is next found in the monastery of

Nutsall, between Winchester and Southampton, as the pupil of the

revered Abbot Winbercht, and then as teacher in the monastic

school there. He gave up a promising ecclesiastical career at home
in order to serve Christ abroad, in the effort after monastic perfec-

tion. After a vain attempt in Friesland in 716, where Willibrord's

activity was interrupted by war, he betook himself in 718, on the

recommendation of Bishop Daniel of Winchester, through the

Frankish kingdom, to Pope Gregory II. at Rome, with the purpose

of placing himself at his service for the spread of the faith. Here

he acquired familiarity with the Romish ritual and views of ecclesi-

astical law, and was sent by Gregory (installation on the 15th May,

71ii) to the wild peoples of Germany, " if by any means the desert

field of their hearts might receive the plough of the Gospel." In

baptism he was to make use of the Roman form, as Abbot Augus-

tine had once also required of the British clergy. He aimed directly

' Vid. Will in JGG. I. 1880. Hauck I. 402.

74
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at Thuringia, where Duke Hedenus, who died at that time, had

already had relations with Willibrord, while at the same time the

alhance between Rome and Bavaria was formed {vkl. p. 61).

The Thuringian Church was intended, as it seems, to form the

connecting link between the Bavarian and the Frisian. On his

way Bonifatius visited the Lombard king Luitprand, and went

from Pavia, avoiding Alamannia, over the Brenner to Bavaria, and

thence through South Thuringia (Franconia, neighbourhood of

Wiirzburg). Rome regarded this country as already Christian, but

Boniface was to appear as a reformer with full power from the Pope,

to abolish the powerful remains of heathenism, to combat the views

and arrangements of the Celtic preachers which were repudiated

by Rome, and in general bring the clergy into submission to the

canonical precepts of Rome. After slight success he betook himself

to the kingdom of the Franks, perhaps even then in order to obtain

the help of Charles Martel for the intended re-organization of the

Church, and, on the news of Radbod's death, to Friesland to Willi-

brord, with whom he worked for three years.

After his return in 722 he preached in the neighbourhood of the

Lahn, where heathenism still greatly predominated, then on the

Frankish Saale and in Hesse, now with great success. On his com-

munications and questions addressed to the Pope he was summoned

by Gregory to Rome in the end of 722, and there, on the basis of

a confession of faith and an oath of homage rendered to the Pope,

he was consecrated Regionary Bishop of Germany. This oath is

formed after the model of that which the Roman suburbicary

bishops had to take, only the promise of loyalty against the Greek

Emperor is naturally wanting ; on the other hand, it promises to

hold no communion with bishops who reject the direction of the

Church. (This was aimed at Frankish bishops also, who, not less

than the Irish priests, violated the law of the Church.) Strict carry-

ing out of the Roman principles of ecclesiastical order, and so far

also, organic attachment to Rome, becomes his aim, energetically

and ruthlessly pursued. Recommended by the Pope to Charles

Martel, he comes with his safe conduct and a papal letter to the

chiefs and people, to Hesse and Thuringia, and there (from 724)

develops a most comprehensive, combative and successful ministry,

reaching as far as the Saxon frontier. Numerous Anglo-Saxon

monks and nuns were attracted by him. The monasteries of

Ohrdruff, Bischofsheim (Lioba), and Fritzlar become fixed centres.

In Thuringia in particular the conflict was enkindled with the pre-

Roman Christianity of the Scottish and Frankish sort, which in its
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isolation was often very rude, and strongly admixed with heathen

superstition. But indeed these married priests are all to him forni-

catoreSj their variant doctrines and institutions of the Irish-Scottish

sort make them preachers of lies and seducers of the people. To their

loose combination and often disorderly life he opposes strict Roman
discipline and strenuous opposition to the marriage of priests, and

all apparently heathen customs. As a matter of fact, these priests

must often have most crassly intermingled heathen and Christian

elements. Bonifatius seems to have received little support from

Charles Martel, which is easil}" explained by his harsh attitude to-

wards the Frankish bishops. Pope Gregory himself exhorts him

not entirely to break off intercourse with " sinful " bishops.

When Boniface declared that he was no longer able to cope with

the immense growth of Christian flocks, the Pope in 732 created

bim an archbishop who should appoint bishops in Germany. Boni-

face worked at first in Bavaria, where Duke Hucbert now again

recognised the Frankish supremacy, preached, visited churches, and

deposed a certain schismatical Eremwulf. Christianity, diffused by

numerous ecclesiastical foundations and individual priests (includ-

ing Scottish), was above all to be drawn into the united organism

of the Church, and subjected to obedience to Rome. Success was

at first small ; but from Bavaria he brought with him the youth

Sturmi, whom he had educated in the monastic school at Fritzlar.

After Boniface's third journey to Rome, in 738, Gregory (Ep. 37),

required the bishops in Bavaria and Alamannia to hold synods

under Boniface's presidency for the restoration of ecclesiastical order,

and (Ep. 36) Thuringia and Hesse to be obedient to the bishops insti-

tuted by Boniface. The most important points are the restoration of

canonical order in contrast to the hitherto loose state of affairs, and

fixed episcopal constitution in contrast to the position hitherto of

the so-called abbot-bishops, which arose out of the missionar}'

activity of the monasteries ; further, Roman consecration of bishops,

the celibacy of priests and the carrying out of the Benedictine

Rule for the monks. The projected Alamanniau-Bavarian synods,

however, were not attained ; rather there first ensued the ordering

of the Bavarian Church under Duke Odilo (the Agilolfing). Vivilo

was recognised as Bishop of Passau ; but, for the bishopric erected

in Ratisbon, not Wicterp, who already possessed episcopal conse-

cration, but a certain Gaubald was installed, who at the same time

became the head of the monastery of S. Emmeran. Salzburg

received John ; a fourth bishopric was erected in Freising and be-

stowed upon Erimbert the brother of Corbinian ;
the dioceses were
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marked out with the approval of Odilo and the magnates of the

country. Originating from Reichenau there followed the foundation

of the monastery of Altaich in the diocese of Passau, and of Bene-

dictbeuern in the Bavarian portion of the bishopric of Augsburg.
The time now arrived for the erection of bishoprics for Franconia,

Thuringia and Hesse. Wiirzhurg* was to be the episcopal seat for

Frankish South Thuringia, Eichstadt on the Altmiihl for the so-

called Nordgau, Biiraburg (Biirberg, between Fritzlar and Amone-
berg) for Hesse, and Erfurt for Northern Thuringia. As a matter

of fact a bishop must also have been appointed for Erfurt, and
the diocese must have been marked out. It seems only (like

Biiraburg) not to have been filled up again after the death of the

first occupant of the see. The ordination of the three bishops of

Wiirzburg, Biiraburg and Erfurt took place in the summer of 741

(papal confirmation not till 743).

At this time, almost contemporaneously with Pope Gregory III.

and the Greek Emperor Leo the Isaurian, there died also the most
powerful man of the West, Chaeles Martel (20th October, 741).

Carlmann succeeded in the German-speaking Frankish kingdom
(Austrasia), with Alamannia and Thuringia (Bavaria under Odilo

was regarded as independent), Pippin in Neustria. The former

seconded the ecclesiastical plans of Boniface, and lent a hand in the

reformation of the Austrasian Church according to Roman order.

At his instigation, willingly adopted by Boniface, there ensued

(where, is not known) the famous Concilium Germanicum Primum
(April, 742).^ With it begins the action of Boniface on the Frankish,

at first the Austrasian Church. " We Carlmann, Duke and Prince

of the Franks, have in the year 743 after the incarnation of our

Lord, on the 21st April, on the advice of the servants of God,

assembled the bishops of our kingdom along with the priests to a

synod, namely, the Archbishop Boniface, the bishops Burchard

(Wiirzburg), Raginfrid (Cologne), Wintan (Wita, Biiraburg), Wit-

bald (Willibald of Eichstadt), Dadan (according to Hauck's relative

conjecture. Bishop of Erfurt, not Utrecht), Edda (Strassburg), in

order to receive their counsel as to how the law of God and the

discipline of the Church, which almost entirely decayed in the days

of the previous princes, may be restored and the Christian people

led to the salvation of their souls, and not go to destruction, deceived

by false priests. 1. Hence, on the advice of the priests and mag-
nates, we have appointed bishops in the cities and set Boniface the

ambassador of S. Peter over them as Archbishop." Synods are to

' According to others, not till 743.
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be held annually, in order that in the presence of Carlmann the

regulations of spiritual law may be restored and the Christian

religion purified. " We give back the properties which have been

withdrawn from the Church. But from false priests and dissolute

deacons and clergy we withdraw the ecclesiastical revenues, depose

them, and force them to repentance."

The further points refer to :

—

2. Prohibition of the bearing of arms, military service and hunt-

ing, to the clergy ; 3. An annual account of his conduct of office

which every priest is to render to the bishop ; 4. Deposition of foreign

and unknown bishops and priests by the synods
;

5. Procedure by

the bishops, supported by the courts, against heathen customs

;

6. Penalties against clergy, monks and nuns, who fall into carnal

sin ; against secular clothing, and harbouring of women by the

clergy ;
introduction of the Benedictine rule in the monasteries.

But great hindrances to the carrying out of these reforms were

offered by the condition hitherto of the Frankish clergy. Warlike

secular bishops, like Gewilip of Mayence, and Milo of Treves—men

with whom Carlmann could not dispense—formed the natural chiefs

of a party which everywhere opposed Boniface and crossed all his

steps at court, a much more dangerous opposition than the isolated

Scottish apostles. As a matter of fact, in consequence of this synod,

operations were begun for the filling up of a number of vacant

Austrasian bishoprics. On the other hand, assent to the restoration

of Church property proved itself to be impracticable in view of the

military problems of the time. The Synod of Liptinae, Liftinae

(Lestines, crown domains in the Hennegau, near Binche) was held in

743 as a second Austrasian synod, in accordance with the decisions

of the Concilium German pr. as to annual synods, altered that decision

to the extent, that ecclesiastical prebends might be left in lay hands

as so-called precaria {^uh precaria et censii), so long as one solidus

from every Manse was given to the Church. After the death of

the individual thus invested by the Church, the property falls back

to the Church, but may again be bestowed on a layman, provided

that thereby churches and monasteries are not too greatly im-

poverished !

^

' This presentation returns with Hauck to the older conception, that the

assembly of Lestines—which moreover was not purelj^ spiritual, but a mixed

one composed of spiritual and secular elements— is to be assigned to the year

74;3 as a second Austrasian synod, while in consequence of the recent numerous

treatises on the chronology of the letters of Boniface, the variant opinions had

gained gi-eat credence, that the assembly of Lestines was identical with that of

745, at which Bishop Gewilip of Mayence was deposed, and accordingly was not
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Now, however, Boniface's reforming activity began to extend to

Neustria also, where Pippin applied himself with decision to the

problems of the Church, and availed himself of the counsel and

support of Boniface. The first main object was the restoration of

the regular metropolitan alliance. Pippin appointed (743), and

Boniface ordained, the Scottish monk Abel, from the monastery of

Laubach, to be Archbishop of Rheims, to Rouen Abbot Grimo of

Corbie, to Sens Hartbert. Pope Zacharias was besought to confer

the pallia, and granted them, at the same time treating this as the

confirmation of the bishops. But during the embassy to the Pope,

Pippin altered his view, and now begged for the pallium only for

one bishop (Grrimo), much to the astonishment of the Pope. As at

the same time Boniface was reproaching the Pope with simony on

account of the demand for money for the pallium. Pippin's change

of mind has been connected with this fact ; but whatever the reason

was, the affair shows how independently Pippin proceeded even in

relation to the Pope. In 744 (2nd March) the Neustrian Synod

assembled at Soissons/ in which twenty-three bishops took part,

along with the secular magnates.- The synod expressly declared

in favour of the acceptance of the dogma and ecclesiastical law of

the whole Church. The decisions as to metropolitans, legitimate

bishops, synods and discipline followed the first Austrasian Council,

those on the appropriation of Church property and the prohibition

of marriage followed the decisions of Lestines. Of special difficulty

was the reform of the clergy, among whom the most equivocal

persons had found employment : escaped slaves, who had received

the tonsure, men of no education whatever, who performed ecclesi-

astical functions in a frivolous fashion, some who played the priest

without having been ordained, and often enjoyed the attachment of

communities while leading an objectionable life.

Finally, a general Frankish Synod was arrived at in 745, to the

holding of which Carlmann and Pippin were both induced by Boni-

face.'^ Here ensued the deposition of Bishop Gewilip of Mayence.

His father and predecessor Gerold had taken part in the old

Frankish fashion in the war against the Saxons, and there met his

to be regarded as an Austrasian synod, but as a General Council common to all

Franks.
' Vid. Pippin's capitulmn in Mg. Capit. Reg. Fr. I. i. 28 sqq.

^ Aquitaine, which had taken a very independent attitude under Duke

Waifar, and for which Pippin did not contemplate an archbishop, does not

seem to be represented.
•' Vid. the letter of the Pope to Boniface in Bon. Epp. Ep. 51.
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death. Carlmann conferred the bishopric of the father on the son,

and the son took revenge in the old fashion on the Saxons who had

slain his father. For that reason, the vote of the church was now
carried which reqiiired his deposition.

Measures were then taken here against two men who had already

been the source of much trouble to Boniface, and whom we only

know, indeed, from Boniface's one-sided account : the Frank Adal-

bert and Clement ^ the Scot. Adalbekt, an extraordinary favourite

with the people as preacher, saint, and miracle-worker, who believed

himself to be in special alliance with God, appealed to unknown
relics of great healing power, which had come to him through an

Englishman, and had been able to obtain episcopal consecration,

and now preached to concourses of the people in the open air, at

crosses, fountains, and other places, while the people, hanging upon

the miraculous and exuberant preacher, neglected bishops and

churches for that purpose. Without confession—because he already

knew of their sins—he forgave the people. They had no need to

make pilgrimage to the apostles' thresholds, since they could find

with him what they sought there. Neither the depreciation of

churches consecrated in the names of the saints proceeds from a

point of view determined by principle, nor the forgiveness of sins

without express confession, and the declaration of the superfluousness

of pilgrimages, but from the ecstatic immediate power, which, as it

were, would fain give everything at first hand. A biography of

Adalbert, which represented him as a saint of God chosen from his

mother's womb, was current in the form of a letter from heaven said

to have fallen in Jerusalem, which Adalbert was skilful enough to

spread. He was neither an Irish-Scottish " Culdee " in Ebrard's sense,

nor a representative of the national Frankish party and fundamental

opponent on principle of Rome and Roman order,—for even accord-

ing to his letter, Rome, the grave of the apostles, is the holy place,

where the keys of the kingdom of heaven are deposited—but he

was a religious enthusiast in the sense delineated. The second,

Clement, was a Scottish priest, who likewise possessed episcopal

ordination, and with a fixed and limited see was active in Germany

(Austrasia). He came forward in conscious opposition to Roman
principles, such as the celibacy of the clergy—he himself living

openly in wedlock—would not recognise the binding authority of

the Fathers, taught concerning Christ's descent into hell, that by it

all who were bound in hell, believers and unbelievers, worshippers

' Bonif. Ep. 50, p. 137, and Ep. 48, p. 132, and the Acts of the Roman Synod,

p. 139.
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of God and idolaters, were set free, and he had special ideas on pre-

destination. Though in him the opposition of the Celtic priests to

the new Roman Christianity is active, it was other things also

—

special theological conceptions, not Celtic peculiarities—which here

came into the conflict.

As early as the summer of 743 Boniface had condemned both

men as servants and precursors of Antichrist, and had them taken

into custody (probably monastic), for which purpose Carlmann (in

regard to Clement) and Pippin (for Adalbert) must have lent him
their assistance. At Soissons also Adalbert's doctrines were con-

demned, and the crosses at which he had preached were burned.

Both men, however, must soon have regained freedom, whether by
the co-operation of popular currents, hostile to Boniface, or from
the fact that the princes did not desire the application of forcible

means contrary to the Frankish conceptions of law.

At the general Frankish Synod of 745, Bonifatius again pressed

and obtained their condemnation. With the assent of the princes,

they were stripped of their episcopal dignity, and anew condemned
to imprisonment in a monastery; but there also they did not

submit, and were soon again able to lead the people astray. Boni-

face then carried their condemnation at a Roman synod in 748,

which proceeded against them solely on the information of their

accuser. But even this sentence was without effective power, for

they still gave trouble for years (Ep. Zachar., 5th Jan. 747).

Finally, at the General Council of 745, the business of the erection

of an archiepiscopal metropolis for Boniface came under discussion.

Cologne was in contemplation for the purpose, and the princes gave
their promise on the subject. But they did not hold to it ; Cologne
received a new bishop, and Boniface had to resolve to take over the

Bishopric of Mayence vacated by the deposition of Gewilip. This

one, in spite of the personal dignity of Boniface as Archbishop and
papal Vicar, remained a simple bishopric. The establishment of an
Austrasian metropolis was postponed.^

The Pope had always proceeded on the hypothesis, that Boniface's

office should also continue after his death.- The princes now
dropped the plan of an archbishopric of Cologne, and in doing so in-

timated that Boniface should have no successor in his position as

The Bull of confirmation of Mayence as an Archbisliopric, of the date
751—Ep. Bonif. 81, Jaffe 2292—is a recast in accordance with later tradi-

tion, of the charter issued by Zacharias for Cologne, Boniface's successor in

Mayence did not become an archbishop, but a simple bishop. It is only after

780 that the Bishops of Mayence appear as archbishops.
2 Cf. Bon. Ep. 59, p. 152.

C. H.—VOL. II. G-
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archbishop. In Neustria also Pippin proceeded similarly. Abel,

who had been raised to the archbishopric of Rheims, was unable to

assert himself in this position. When Grimo of Rouen died, Re-

ginfrid likewise did not receive the archiepiscopal dignity. This is

explained by the fact that Pippin and Carlmann felt themselves to

be sovereigns, and desired to keep ecclesiastical affairs in their own
hands, without however thereby wishing to come into conflict with

the authority of the Pope. In Bavaria also Boniface found opposi-

tion. The learned Celt, Virgilius, recommended by Pippin to Duke
Odilo for Salzburg, did indeed assume the headship of the bishopric

of SaLzburg, but had scruples in allowing himself to receive episcopal

consecration, and allowed the episcopal functions to be performed by
a regionary bishop. Boniface complained to the Pope about peculiar

doctrines of Virgilius, which to him seemed heretical (doctrine of

the antipodes). For the rest, Virgilius subsequently accepted epis-

copal ordination. In the 3'ear 747 Boniface held the last synod at

which bishops from both parts of the kingdom were present. The
decisions which ensued confirmed the reforms which had been

begun, among which subjection to the Romish Church is ex-

pressly declared. But here, too, the carrying out of the metro-

politan constitution remained a pious wish ; as a matter of fact

the prince exercised the greater part of the rights which Boniface

desired to assign to the archbishop.

Of special importance for the work of Boniface are the numerous
monastic foundations, as fixed settlements of Christianity and

Christian civilization, which again became the starting-points of

further mission work. Among them Fulda is eminent. Sturmi, a

Bavarian educated in Fritzlar, caused his monks, as the neighbour-

ing Hersfeld, which was at first contemplated, was too near to the

hostile Saxons, to settle farther south on the Fulda, in the district of

Grabfeld, on a site gifted to him by Carlmann and a few Frankish

magnates. This became Fulda (742), the first abbot of which,

Sturmi, ordered the life of the monks strictly according to Benedict's

Rule, after he had visited Italian monasteries for his own information.

At first the strictness of the rule was even surpassed on some points.

Fulda remained Boniface's favourite foundation, where it was in-

tended that his bones should one day rest. By a papal privilegium

of Zacharias (751) the monastery was placed under the exclusive

jurisdiction of the Bishop of Rome.^ Among the numerous other

' On the privilegium, often attacked but recently defended by Th. Sickel, and
since then pretty generally' received as genuine, vid. Oelsner, JahrbUcher d.fi\

Retches, p. 58 sqq., and against Pflug-Hartlung's hypothesis of an interpolation,

Hauck, I. 535 sq.
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monastic foundations mention may further be made of Bischofsheim

on the Tauber, which, under Lioba, a relation of Boniface, became

the most important seed-plot of female spiritual culture. In the

year 752, Boniface, with the assent of the Pope, consecrated his

pupil LuLLus to assist him, as bishop-suffragan, whom Pippin

recognised as his representative, and made Bishop of Mayence.

After Boniface once more, in a letter to the Abbot Fuldrat, had be-

sought King Pippin to care for the clergy and monks who worked on

the Saxon frontier for the gospel and suffered want, he took ship

to Mayence with a numerous retinue of clergy and monks, and with

the approval of Pippin, sailed down the Rhine to Friesland. Here

he is said to have baptized many
;
on the 5th July, 755, he was

busied with the confirmation of many newly baptized persons in the

neighbourhood of the modern Dokkum, when a mob of heathen

Frisians fell upon him, and slew him along with his people, to whom
he had forbidden any defence.
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CHAPTER SEVENTH.

Italy, the Popes and the Frankish Power.

Sources : the Liber Pontificalis (vid. i. 340) ; the Letters of Gregory I. in his

0pp. ed. Par. II., Ml. 75. The first four Books of the Begesta ed. P. Ewald,

1887 (Mg. Ep. I.); the collection of Papal missives to the Carolingian

princes, instituted by Charlemagne (739-791) ; Codex Carolinus ed. Cenni,

Mon. dotnin. Pontif. Eomce, 1760 ; also Ml. 98, and specially in Jaffe, Br.

G. IV. (Mon. Carol.) 1867. Literature : N. Baxmann, Diepolitik der Pdpste

von Grg. I. bis Gr. VII. Vol. I. Elberfeld 1868. J. Langen, Geschichte

der rom. Kirclie, 2 vols., Bonn. 1885. Jahrhb. des frank. Reiches (Karls

d. gr.) by Abel and Simson.

At the beginning of this period Gregory I. occupied the Roman see.

{vid. i. 354). Immersed in the spirit of monastic piety, and nourished

on the chief Church Fathers of the "West, from whom he drew with-

out dogmatic acuteness, but with the churchly feeHng of his time,

he exercised the deepest influence on succeeding times, in directing

them towards the liturgical fixing of the cultus and the promotion

of ecclesiastical legalism, work-holiness and faith. In his imposing

personality, the church as a saving power at the same time availed

itself of the service of a worldly-wise talent for administration.

Since the Lombard conquest of Italy, the Bishops of Rome stood

between the Greek Emperors, whose subjects they still were, and

the Arian conquerors, who after the time of the polycracy (36 dukes)

were held together under an autocratic royal rule under Authaei,

and then Agilulf, Duke of Turin (590-616). Agilulf (p. 41), under

the influence of his Catholic wife Theudelinde, allowed his son to

be baptized a Catholic, and received Columba in a friendly manner,

when he came to Italy, and there founded the monaster}^ of Bobbio

which was so important an influence for Christianity and Catholi-

cism. Injurious to the advance of the Catholic creed was indeed the

opposition in which the North-Italian and Illyrian bishops stood to

Rome on account of its acceptance of the so-called Fifth (Ecumenical

Council (Thee Chapter Controversy, vid. i. 352 sq.). Aquileia re-

mained reluctant, and Gregory rather silenced than overcame the

scruples of Theudelinde and Columba. But under Theudelinde's

reign as guardian, and under Adalwald himself, the Catholic creed
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made important advances, and under Aripert (652) and Grimoald
(662-671), it gained complete victory. But tlie blending of Lom-
bard with Roman life advanced in the same measure.

Although in Grregory's time the territory of Rome belonged to the

Eastern Roman Empire as one of the Duchies under the Exarch of

Ravenna, the Pope, as a matter of fact, ruled here as master, sup-

ported by the great property in land of the Roman Church, the

patrimony of S. Peter, gradually increased since the time of Constan-

tine, and which afforded rich revenues and was free from taxes

and state-burdens. Rome's possessions lay not only in Italy, Sicily,

and Corsica, but also in Iltyria, Dalmatia and Graul, and even in

Africa and Asia. To their administration Gregory applied great

attention and care. In the ruined condition of Italy they gave him
the means of coming to the assistance of the oppressed Romans
to an extraordinary extent, of redeeming captives, and becoming the

fosterer of Rome. Left in the lurch by the Greek Emperor and the

Exarch, he led the defence of Rome against the Lombards, and him-

self concluded treaties with them.

He sought chiefly to guard against the disorders of the Church in

the Roman patriarchal diocese, and not unsuccessfully, by super-

vision of the bishops, measures of ecclesiastical discipline, the

elevation of the clerical class and the promotion of the monastic

institutions. But he also emphatically vindicated the authority

and privileges of the Roman see in the wider sphere. The metro-

politan see of Achrida, erected by Justinian I. for Illyria, was
obliged to receive the pallium from Gregory according to the ancient

claims of Rome upon Illyria. In conflict with the Bishop of Salona

he brought the authority of Rome into recognition in West Illyria.

The hitherto independent metropoles of North Italy, Milan, and

Ravenna, which had been made prominent by the residence of the

Exarch, both of which had abolished communion with Rome in the

Three Chapter Controversy, Gregory succeeded in reuniting, and

even in forcing to recognise Rome as a court of appeal, while cer-

tainly the Patriarch of Aquileia (Venetia and Istria), who had
settled on the island of Grado since the Lombard invasion, adhered

to his schism and autocephaly. Gregory's predecessor Pelagius II.

had already taken grave objection to the usage which had arisen for

some time in the Greek Church, of honouring the Bishop of Con-

stantinople with the title of eViWoTro? otVoy/iei'o?)^ and for that

reason had declared the Acts of the Synod of Constantinople (588)

to be null. As a matter of fact it was intended in this way to de-

' H. Gelzer JprTh. XIII. 549-584.
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signate tlie Church in Constantinople as the head of all others.^

Gregory made it a matter of reproach to the patriarch John

Jejunator (vrjarevTiTi), that he allowed himself to be given this

" Anti-Christian " title, and also repudiated it when Eulogius of

Alexandria desired to honour him liimself by the same title ; for he

did not regard that as to his own honour which lessened that of his

brethren. Yet he himself laid claim to a certain right of supervision

over the Church of Constantinople, and when the Emperor Mauri-

tius, who had taken the side of his patriarch, was overthrown by

Phocas, G-regory congratulated the usurper, who designated the

Church of Rome caput omn'mm ecde.siarum.

In the African Church Gregory combated with combined plia-

bility and energy, the remains of the constitutional independence of

the ancient Church. In Spain, Leander of Seville, who was speci-

ally active in favour of the victory of the Catholic creed under Rec-

cared, was a close friend of Gregory. The Spanish Church thus

came, at least at first, into some relation to Rome. In the Frankish

kingdom Gregor}^ indeed stood in high authority, and from the very

beginning he had sought to place the Anglo-Saxon Church under

Roman guidance. But, while in the seventh century, in Italy, the

political authority of the Bishops of Rome increased with the degra-

dation of the Church, their influence on the ecclesiastical govern-

ment of the Germanic national Churches grew smaller, even in

England, where the Roman order gained the victory over the ancient

British, and where the reverence for S. Peter, the Prince of the

Apostles, was very warm.

The Roman Bishop Theodore (from 642), and again, his successor

Martin I., in spite of the protest of the ancient sees of Antioch and

Alexandria, appointed a Roman vicar for Palestine, which had been

withdrawn from Greek rule by the Arab conquest, and at the same

time Martin vindicated the dogmatic authority of the Roman see

against Byzantium in the Monothelete controversy (Lateran Synod

of 649, vid .sup. p. 8 sq.), on account of which, it is true, he was im-

prisoned and exiled. But the humiliation of his next successor

under the Greek court-theology was followed by the dogmatic

triumph, which Agatho (678-682) celebrated at the sixth Oecumeni-

cal Council (680-681), certainly at the sacrifice of the authority of

his predecessor Honorius.''^ At the same time the Bishop of Ravenna,

' Vid. Cod. Justin. I. 2, 24. The title had not the innocent signification

which Anastasius Bibliothecarius in the ninth century allowed to be applied to

him by the Greeks, in order to pacify them. Vid. Langen, 1. c. II. 412, note.

^ Agatho had vindicated the claim of Rome to the possession of pure doctrine
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who had made use of the previous tension between Constantinople

and Rome, compelled by the Emperor Constantius Pogonatus, was

forced to subordinate himself to Eome. The Concilium Quinisextum

(692) indeed, again came into opposition to Rome (p. 11) and re-

vealed the beginning of the struggle towards separation between

East and West, but Rome's authority in the West was not thereby

shaken. Sergius I. of Rome refused to accept the decision, and

when Justinian II. would have obtained possession of him and of

Constans Martinus, the garrison of Ravenna revolted ; subsequently

also (701), the mere suspicion of the use of forcible measures against

John VI. produced an insurrection against the Exarch. Justinian II.

after his restoration, actually overwhelmed the Pope Constantine

with honours. When Philippicus Bardanes (711-713) once more

desired to make Monotheletism dominant, his name was excluded in

Rome from the prayers of the Church. Constantine had also at-

tempted to take steps against the violence done the Church in the

Visigothic kingdom by Witiza ; but the speedily ensuing conquest

of Spain by the Moors withdrew the Spanish Church from the influ-

ence of Rome. The subjection of the Lombards to Roman Catholi-

cism, which had meanwhile been completed, also involved an altered

relationship to Aquileia. At one time, the Emperor Heraclius (629),

to please the Roman see, had expelled the Patriarch Fortunatus,

who persisted in his independence, from Grado, and set a Roman
deacon in his stead. But Fortunatus had returned to Aquileia, and

had here asserted himself further, under Lombard rule, as Bishop of

Venetia and Istria. Now, however, at a synod brought about by the

Lombard king Cunincbert at Pavia ica. 698), where the Aquileians

accepted both the fifth and the sixth (Ecumenical Synods, there en-

sued an ecclesiastical agreement, in consequence of which the schism

between Sergius of Rome and Paulinus of Aquileia was abolished,

and the latter subordinated himself to Rome.^ However, his rela-

tion to Rome, like that of Milan and Ravenna, always remained free.

These bishops did not take an oath to the Pope, like those of Central

Italy, and subsequently again attempted repeatedly to assert their

complete independence.

The Image-Controversies specially contributed to loosen the rela-

by appeal to Luke xxii. 32, and yet Eome, in order to carry Martin's doctrine,

was now obliged to assent to the express condemnation of Honorius as a heretic.

Agatho's successor, Leo. II., also expressly acknowledged this, and for a long

time the Popes, when entering on office, were obliged to declare it expressly.

Yid. Liber Diurnus in Ml. 105, col. 52.

^ Paulus, Hist. Laiigoh. VI. 14 and Car7nen de Sijnodo Ticinensi in Mg.

Script. Langob. pp. 189-191.
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tionship of the Roman bishops to the Byzantine Empire, and caused

them, on the contrary, to seek their point of support in the West.

Gregory II, (715-731) sternly opposed the Emperor Leo the Isaurian

(p. 14 sq.) and long refrained from interfering with a revolt which

broke out in the Greek possessions in Italy. The taxes were with-

held, and it was made to appear as though an Italian Emperor would

be elected. Gregory did not, indeed, allow matters to go so far, lest

he should fall into the power of the powerful Lombard king Liut-

prand (71'2-744). Gregory instigated the Dux Venetiarum to regain

Ravenna, already conquered by the Lombards, for Greek rule, and

the latter handed over the fortified town of Sutri, which had hitherto

belonged to the Exarchate, after he had again taken it from the

Lombards, to the Pope, with all rights of sovereignty, whereby the

basis of the latter's secular dominion was laid.

The hostile attitude of Gregory II. and Gregory III. to Leo the

Isaurian caused Rome the loss of the ecclesiastical province of lUyria

{vid. p. 14), but so much the more did the Popes seek a firm footing

in the West, where also Willibkord in Friesland and Boniface in

Germany now worked on their commission. Hardly pressed by
Liutprand, who had conquered a great part of the Roman Duchy,

Gregory III. sought alliance with the Frankish power, repeatedly

summoning Charles Martel to his help against the Lombards and

solemnly summoning him to the protection of S. Peter by the trans-

mission of the golden key of Peter's tomb. But Charles stood in

need of Liutprand 's help against the Arabs, and did not allovsr him-

self to be detached from his neutral attitude, but sought to mediate.

Pope Zacharias (741-752) reaped the fruits of the activity of

Boniface in Germany and in the barbarised Frankish Church, which

brought the latter as well as the Frankish mayors of the palace into

nearer relationship with Rome. This supple personage succeeded at

the same time in getting upon a friendly footing with Liutprand,

who on his part desired to make use of the Pope, in order to become

complete master of Italy. Liutprand gave up all the papal patri-

monies he had seized, and gifted to the Pope four cities in the

Roman duchy, as the independent ruler of which he treated him.

But at the same time Zacharias bound himself to the Frankish ruler

Pippin, who, after the withdrawal of his brother Carlmann, had in

his hands the whole power of the Frankish kingdom. Behind the

actual rulers there still always stood the rois faineantu of the sacred

Merovingian race, a condition, which in certain circumstances might

bring peril to the whole work of the Pippinids, which had been

done with so much energy and ability. Pippin then sent Bishop
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Burkhard of Wiirzbiirg and his influential chaplain Abbot Fuldrad
to Pope Zacharias ; he desired to quell the scruples which opposed
his steps by means of a spiritual authority. Zacharias declared that

it was better that he who possessed power should also receive the

name of king, so that order should not be endangered (751). ^ In
consequence of this Pippin was raised on the shield by the Franks
at the Diet of Soissons (October or November, 751) and anointed

king by Boniface.-

The Bishop of Rome had soon to look to the new Frankish king
for help. The Lombard king Aistulf (749 till 756) conquered the

Exarchate and pressed hard on the Pope, who was left without help

from Byzantium. Pope Stephen II. (752-757) then turned to

Pippin and betook himself, under escort sent by the latter, to

France, where he was most honourably received by the Franks, and
once more anointed Pippin and his sons Kings of the Franks. After

vain attempts by Pippin to bring about mediation between the

Pope and the Lombards, the assistance of the Franks was promised
to the Pope at an assembly of the kingdom at Carisiacum (Kierzy

on the Oise, a royal castle near Noyon) in 754. The domains and
properties belonging to the Roman Church, of which Aistulf had
taken possession, were to be given up to her. Pippin was obliged

to move twice against Aistulf (754 sqq.); what was rescued from the

latter, lie gave over to the Pope (Donatio Pippini 756) ;
•' he himself,

^ So, according to the Anuales Lauriss. of the year 749. Agreeing- as to the
fact, the continuator Fredeg. Chron. Appendix to Gregory of Tours' De Gloria
Martyrum. of the year 7G7. In Bouquet, V. 9.

- This statement of the Annales Lauriss. is often controverted, as by Eett-
berg, I. 386, and many others. It is sought to explain the admission of this

narrative into the Annals of Lorsch which was nearly related to the Carolingian
house, from the interest of the dynasty, but vid. on the other hand, Hauck, I.

530. The conjecture that Pope Zacharias did not desire to take on himself the
responsibility for the change of the throne, and that therefore his representative,
Boniface, must also have remained non-participant (Alberdingk-Thym, Urich),
lacks any positive foundation ; Boniface's personal attitude towards the impor-
tant step cannot be certainly determined. Eettberg's view, that Pippin's step

was rather antipathetic to him, cannot be i^ositively proved; Ebrard, on the

contrary, sees in Boniface the real instigator, who at the price of the suppres-
sion of the alleged " Culdee-Church " offered Pippin the royal crown. This falls

in with his whole hj'pothesis.

* The charter of Kierzy is not preserved ; the narrative of the Liber Pontifi-

calis (vita Hadriani in Ml. 128, col. 1179) as to the literal repetition of this gift

by Charlemagne (774), according to which it must have included nearly the
whole of Italy, cannot be maintained. The deliverance of Pippin must have
referred to the Duchy of Rome and conterminous city-districts of the Ex-
archate, as also to the enjoyment of the papal possessions outside of the ec-

clesiastical state. On the very numerous researches on this point vid. H. von
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however, claimed the dignity of the Roman patriciate, i.e. a pro-

tectorate. This relationship, in itself still fluctuating, although a

nominal subordination to the Greek Emperor was still maintained,

furnished the foundation on the one hand of the practical detach-

ment from the Eastern Empire and of an exercise by the Pope of

rights of political supremacy, on the other hand of the protectorate

of the Frankish king over Italy, and therefore paved the way for

the subsequent feudal relationship. At first, indeed, the oppressions

continued. Under Paul I., Desiderius (757-774) Duke of Tuscany
fell upon the youthful State of the Church with armed force. The
claim of the Pope to a political position without adequate power,

and with only transitory support from Pippin, seemed only to result

to the detriment of the papacy, as was shown by the party conflicts

after Paul's death. Stephen III. (768-772) even found himself

threatened by an alliance of the Frankish power with the Lombard
Desiderius. After Pippin's death (768) the elder son Charles, at

the desire of Desiderius and the instigation of his mother, in spite

of the forcible dissuasion of the Pope, allied himself with the

Lombard princess Desiderata, although to do so he had first to

repudiate his Frankish wife ; but after one year only he separated

from her. Next, when after the death of his brother Carlmann
(Austrasia) Charles took possession of his province, Desiderius re-

ceived his widow and children, demanded of Pope Hadrian I.

(772-795) the anointing of Carlmann's eldest son as King of Aus-

trasia and, when he refused, oppressed him to the utmost. Charles

then interfered, besieged Desiderius in Pavia, took him prisoner,

sent him to the monastery in Corvey, and announced himself King
of the Franks and Lombards (776). But while the siege of Pavia

was still in progress, Charles went to Rome, where he was brilliantly

received, and confirmed Pippin's donation (probably also increased

it). Later too, when Charles conquered the hitherto independent

Duke Arichis of Benevento, and brought his domain under

Frankish supremacy, a still further increase of the donation to the

Pope took place (787). In Italy, and even in the Papal Domain,

Charles now decidedly exercised the rights of the lord of the land

and rejected the lofty claims of Hadrian, with all respect for the

papal authorit3^ The Pope and the subjects of the ecclesiastical

state were obliged to take oath to him, and his emissaries {musi

dominici), as representatives of the royal power, exercised rights of

Sybel, O'ber d. Schenkungen, etc., in HZ. 1880 and Klclne histor. Schri/ten, III.
'

1880; also Nieiiues and Hueffeu in JGG. 1881 and G. Kaufmann D. G. II.

415sqq. Abel, JB. p. IGl.
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supervision over the papal officials, and received complaints, appeals,

etc. But the rights over the Clmrch, election of bishops, ecclesias-

tical legislation and Church government, to which the Frankish

rulers had already laid claim, naturally gave rise to the correspond-

ing attitude towards the Roman Church. If until this time the

idea of the unity of the Christian world, in spite of any interruption

of it in actual fact, had always attached itself to the Greek Empire,

there was now more and more completed that revolution, which for

the Christians of the West placed the centre of gravity in the new
Franco-Germanic power. As early as 777 Hadrian had designated

King Charles the novus Christianissimus Dei Constantmus Imperator ;

from 781 he ceased to date his Bulls by the years of the reigns of

the Greek Emperors. In 788, indeed, when the revolution in the

image question had again restored the alliance with Rome, he ad-

dressed the Emperor Constantine and his mother Irene as " nostros

principes et imperatoresy But under Hadrian's successor Leo III.

(795-816) the new relationship found decided expression. Leo had

been raised to the papacy on the day after Hadrian's death, amid

violent party conflicts, and had at once sent the keys of Peter's

tomb and the banner of Rome to Charles, with the petition that he

would receive the people of Rome in sworn fidelity. Charles

praised his humility and his promise of loyalty, but at the same

time caused him to be exhorted by his ambassador, Abbot Angilbert,

to an honourable life, faithful obedience to the canons of the

Church, and to the putting away of simony. AVhen therefore, in

799, Leo was fallen upon by the opposition (Hadrian's kindred)

during a procession, and had with difficulty escaped maltreatment,

the Frankish Duke Winnigis of Spoleto brought him to Charles at

Paderborn. His enemies also appeared here and accused him of

perjury and adultery. In the autumn of 799 Leo was carried back

to Rome by Frankish bishops (Hildibald of Cologne and Arn of

Salzburg and others) and there solemnly received. Commissioned

by Charles with an investigation, his ambassadors did not however

venture on a decision in Rome, but sent Leo's accusers to Charles,

in order that he might give judgment upon them. In the following

year Charles crossed the Alps, and a synod was held in his presence

in Rome in November, 800, which finally freed the Pope from the

accusations and only left him of his own accord to take the oath of

purification, which Leo did.^ Soon thereafter, at Christmas, 800,

' The narrative of the Liber Pontificalis, according to which the bishops

declared that they did not dare to judge the Pope, etc., requires to be supple-

mented by the Frankish Annals, according to which Charles sat for seven days

in judgment between Leo and his opponents.
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Charles, at mass in St. Peter's, sat opposite the altar, when the

Pope at the conclusion of the office advanced to him, and placed a

gold crown on his head, and the populace greeted him as a divinely

crowned Augustus, and Emperor of the Romans. Thereupon Leo
performed the anointment of Charles and his son Pippin and did

homage to the former.

Charles afterwards declared, that if he had known what the Pope intended, he

would have absented himself from church in spite of the high festival. This

has been regarded as a merely feigned opposition to an act whicli was probably

prepared beforehand, and which demonstrabl.y agreed with the ideas of Charles's

Frankish surroundings. On the other hand DoUinger conjectured, that Charles's

effort, to represent in his power the unity of Christendom, had reallj' in view a

higher aim ; he did not so much wish to place a Western Empire alongside of

the Eastern, as to become the legitimate heir of tlxe Empire in general. His
irritated conduct on the image question is thus thought to have been aimed at

showing the Emperor Constantine and his mother Irene unworthj' of empire

(a woman was not capable of succession), and he was then, to a certain

extent against his will, forced by his own entourage and the Pope, into the

path whicli had been struck out by the latter. But the opposition of Charles is

capable of explanation other than this always doubtful hj'pothesis (cf. Hauck,
11. 101 .sq.).

For the Papacy the result of this procedure was at first to

strengthen and confirm its political subordination to Charles

If in subsequent times, conversely, inferences were drawn from the

coronation of the Emperor by the Pope in favour of the superiority

of rank of the spiritual power and authority over the secular,

this does not correspond to the contemporary conceptions, for the

coronation did not appear as an act of papal, divinely furnished,

absolute power over the Franks and their king, but as an act of

election of the Romans and their Res publica, represented by the Pope.

Leo himself rendered homage to Charles, and was obliged to sign

Charles's testament, in which Rome appears as one of the metro-

politan sees alongside of Ravenna, Milan, etc. The Pope is the first

bishop of the Carolingian Empire, but under the Emperor, like the

rest.

The so-called Donation of Constantine.

Sources : The text in the pseudo-Isidorian Decretals, ed. Hinschius, p. 249,

sqq., also in Fribduicii, Die Conatant. Schenkumj, 179-197, and a new^

revision by Zeumeu, 1888 {vid. inf.).—Literature : of the modern literature

on the subject, to be noted ai-e, J. Dollinger, Pap.-fabeln des ATA.,

Miinchen 18G3, 2nd ed. J. Fkiedkicii, Stuttg. 1890. W. Martens, Die riJm.

Frage unter Pijjjyin uvd Karl d. Gr., Stuttgart 1881. Id. Die falsche

Generalconcession Const, d. Gr. Miinchen 1889. H. Graxert in JGG. 3
and vol. 4. D. H. Brunner, Die Const. Schenkungsurkundp, I. Das Consti-

tutum ConstJs II. Zeumer, Der dlteste Text. Berlin 1888 (From the Fest-

schrift in honour of Gneist). A. Hauck in ZWL. 1888, 207. L. Weiland in
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ZKR. XXII. 137. I. Friedrich, Die consiantinische Schenkimg, Nordlin-

gen 1889. Scheffer Boychorst, Neuere Forschungen in MIOG. X., 302.

KRiJGER in ThLZ. 1889, Nos. 17 and 18. Seeberg in ThLBl. 1890, Nos. 3-5.

LoHNiNG in HZ. vol. 66, 193.

The fable of the Constitutum Constantini, owes its origin, as it seems, to

the circumstances under Popes Steplien II. (III.) and Paul I., when the papacy,

being oppressed by the Lombards, sought and found help from Pippin, and the

first foundations of its secular dominion were laid, and Pippin would have
sacrificed the blood of the Franks, not for the Greeks, but for S. Peter. It rests on
the older legend of Sylvester, the fable of the miraculous cure and conversion

wrought by Sylvester on the Emperor Constantine, who had been attacked by
leprosy, and who turned his favour upon the Bishop of Rome. The legend

which exalts the authority of the Roman Church (even against Byzantium),
can be traced back as far as about the time of Pope Symmachus (i. 350), and is

gradually enriched. Acts of Sylvester are already designated apocryphal in

the Decretimi Gelasii de libris recij)iendis (i. 350). The vitce Sylvestri et

Liherii in the Liber Pontificalis, the Gesta Liberii and other legends are based

upon it (cf. Duchesne's edition of the Lib. Pontif. p. cxiii. and Friedrich, I.e.

79-107). The Constitutum Constantini now makes use of and develops this

material, makes Constantine himself relate his conversion, and communicate his

confession in extenso, and puts in his mouth the greatest exaltations of the

Roman Church, which holds the highest spiritual primacy and is to receive

higher honours and distinctions than even the Imperial power. Constantine

presents Sylvester with the Lateran palace, the city of Rome, all the

Provinces and cities in Italy and the Western regions, and surrenders

them to the i^otestan and ditio of the Pope ; the Pope only repudiates the golden

crown as incompatible with the corona clericatus. But on account of this dona-

tion Constantine transfers his seat from Rome to Byzantium, as the Emperor
ought to have no secular power in the place where the Lord of Heaven has

established the priestly princedom. The author, or more correctly, completer

of this legend is to be sought in Rome at the time indicated. He gave to the

glorification of Constantine and Sylvester an application, which, even if the

vindication of such extensive rights of dominion for the papal see was not

seriously to be thought of, could not fail to make an impression on men's minds.

Grauert's learnedly carried out attempt to ascribe the forgery to the West-
Frankish Church and the date 840, is correctly rejected by Friedrich, Brunner,

and others ; but the placing of its origin at about 816 (Weiland and Brunner)
is also incorrect. The earlier perception, that Hadrian I. already betrays

knowledge of the forgery, is luminously confirmed by Friedrich (I.e. 4-20).

The authorship is with greater probability transferred to Rome and the time
of the Roman bishops, Stephen II. or Paul I. The acute attempt of Friedrich

to distinguish in the present text of the Constitutvim Constantini, an older

writing belonging to the seventh century, from the closing part only added
shortly before 754, cannot, however, be maintained in this form {vid. Seeberg,

I.e.). The fantastic legend acquired very real power in the Middle Ages.
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CHAPTER EIGHTH.

The Christianization of the Saxons ; beg^innings of the Slavs and
Avars.

Sources : Eixhard's Vita CaroU Magni, MGS. II. and in Jaffe, BrG. IV. 487.

Translation by Abel in GDV. ; Eigil, Vita Stiir^nii ; Altfridi Vita

Liudgeri; Anskarii Vita Willehndi, all in MGS. II. Translatio S.

Liborii, MGS. VI. Besides these, the various Frankish annals and Adam
of Bremen, Gesta jwrdif. Hammahurg. MGS. VII. and ed. Lappenb., 2nd

ed. Hannover 187G. Translation by Laurent in GDV.

—

De converstone

Bagoar. et Carant. libellus. MGS. II. 7 sqq. Literature: Jahrb. d.

frdnkischen Reichs unter Karl d. Gr., by Abel and SImson, 2 vols. 1866

(1888) and 1883.

After the Saxons, from the time of the destruction of the great Thuringian

kingdom in 530, had pressed on southward as far as the Unstrut, and later,

in the .seventh and the beginning of the eighth centurj'-, under pressure of the

Bructerii had come across the Lippe and the Ruhr, as far as the Rhine, the

hostile opposition of the Franks became ever more decidedly evident, and made
their Christianization at the same time as their subjection the political problem

of Charles, the Christian king.

1. Before the time of the Saxon wars we know of isolated

missionary attempts. The activity of the two Ewalds, the black

and the white, who are said to have suffered martyrdom about the

end of the seventh century, lies entirely in obscurity (Bede, H.E., V.

10). SuiDBERT, a companion of Willibrord's {vid. i^iq). p. 6-1), next

worked among the Bructerii on the Upper Ems, and then, being

expelled by the Saxons, founded a monastery on an island in the

Rhine between Diisseldorf and Duisburg (Ivaiserswerth), presented

to him by Pippin. He was thus regarded as the apostle of the

Berg country. Boniface already directed his view towards his

dangerous neighbours, and in Carlmann's and Pippin's marches

into the Weser districts, and eastwards as far as the so-called North

Schwabengau (between the Harz and the Elbe, south of the Bode),

free preaching and baptism are mentioned among the conditions of

peace ;
traces of individual Christian foundations are also found.

Charles at first, from 772, made marches in the manner of Pippin

and Carlmann into the middle of Saxony, in order to make the

rapacious Saxons feel his power, took at that time the so-called

Eresburg (Burg of the War God, Ziu), near the modern Stadtberg
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on the Diemel, and destroyed Irminsul, which lay further north.

From 775 he proceeded to their entire subjection to Frankish rule

and Christianity, After the campaigns of 775-776 the Diet of

Paderborn in 777 marks a period. The Saxons swore loyalty to

Charles, received ofHcials from among their own nobility, and many
were baptized. But Widukind induced the Saxons to complete

rebellion ; his converted fellow-countr^anen had to take flight like

the Christian priests. Charles came as far as the Eastphalians and

Slavs on the Elbe, and avenged the defeat in the Suntal brought

about by treason, by the slaughter of 4,500 surrendered Saxons at

Verden on the AUer (782). The general revolt of the Saxons was
quelled by the battles at Detmold and on the Hase (783), and

Charles sought to fortify the rule of the Christian Church by
severity (Diet of Paderborn, 785). After his march as far as the

Bardengau, Widukind and Abbio agreed to receive baptism, which

followed at Attigny.^ At Charles's desire the Pope appointed a

general feast of thanksgiving for Christendom ; but the Saxons once

more broke loose, when in 798 Charles demanded forced service

against the Avars. In the conflicts of the following years Charles

came as far as Bardowiek and into the marshland between the Elbe

and the "Weser. The Transalbingian Saxons murdered the am-

bassadors of the king in 788. The Obotrites, who were hostile to

the Saxons, now became Charles's allies. In the midst of these con-

flicts the Saxon Paderborn saw Pope Leo with Charles in 799.

After a new advance by Charles into Saxony, he led away the

Transalbingian Saxons and those from the district of Wigmodi
(neighbourhood of Bremen), with their women and children into

Franconia, and gave their district to the Obotrites. Practically and

formally also this ended the war,- and indeed " Ea conditioner ut

dbjecto dcemonum cultu et Francis adimatl unus cum eis populus

efficerehir " (Einhard), As a matter of fact the Saxons retained

their hereditary law (beginning of the lex Saxonum) and self-

government under condition of the acceptance of the Christian

religion and subjection under the royal counts and the royal legisla-

tion.

From the very beginning Charles kept in view, equally with the

subjection of the Saxons, the planting of Christianity, as inevitable

and natural ; he took a clerical retinue with him and sought to

place the districts which were made accessible by his arms under

the spiritual care of older Christian foundations in the Frankish

^ Vid Caroli epist. ad Offam., ASB., Jan. 1. 381.

^ As to the alleged peace of Selz or Salz vid. Simson, I.e., 590 sqq.
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kingdom,' Individual attempts were made from Friesland in

support of the mission, e.g. by the Anglo-Saxon Lebuin (Liafwin).

Charles allured and terrified until the battle on the Hase without

great results. He now proceeded with inexorable strictness in the

Capitula, quae de partibus Saxoniae constituta sunt,- which impose

the penalty of death on tlie murder of priests (without remitting the

weregild or composition), so also on human sacrifices, leagues with

heathen, robbery and destroying of churches, and even on the

refusal of baptism, persistence in heathenism, burning of corpses

and breaking of fasts apart from cases of necessity. On the other

hand the churches received the right of asylum in the case of every

crime ; he who fled to them remained unattacked till the next diet

of justice, and even then had security for life and limb. Voluntary

confession to the priest, also, with the acceptance of penance was a

security against capital punishment. It is true that there were also

imposed on the Saxons the equipment of the churches with landed

property by the members of the community, and the greatly hated

tithe of property and gains, of which Alcuin said, that even the

Franks who were born in the Christian faith only agreed to render

it in full on actual compulsion.

The baptism of Widukind, at which Charles himself took the

place of sponsor, was without doubt of great influence ; from that

time onwards he remained loyal to the Church and to Charles, and
promoted the building of churches. The sons also of noble Saxons,

whom Charles retained as hostages and caused to be educated by
different bishops and monasteries of his kingdom, helped to accustom

the Saxons to Christianity. Later, when Charles thought his aim
in the main matter was attained, he mitigated these bloody laws

and placed the Saxons more on an equal footing with the Franks.

Thus, at Aix-La-Chapelle in 797 the traditional German compensa-

tion (weregild) was again allowed, only that for the injury of a

priest or church property it was to be doubled, and for the murder

of a royal envoy, tripled.

Tradition mostly carries back the foundation of the Saxon

bishoprics as far as the early times of the Saxon conflicts. But
they first grew gradually out of the initial mission stations. For

^ E.ij. the neighbourhood of the Diemel vinder Sturm and his monks ; the

Verden neighbourliood under the monastery of Amorbach. Otliers vinder

Frankish bishoprics.

- MGL. Capitularia r. Fr., ed. Boretius, I. Qii. As to tlie date of their com-
position vid. Hauck, II. 250 note 2. Waitz and others assume 782, Pertz and

Rettherg, 785, Boretius generally from 775 to 790; Hauck is inclined to come
down to 787 or 788.
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regular bishops more important cities and security of conditions

were still lacking ; tliey also appeared to the Saxons too much as

officials of the king alongside of the counts. It was only after the

end of the war that, along with the quick growth of Christianity,

the episcopal sees rose into prosperity.

The following are prominent :

—

1. For Westphalia : a. Mtmster (Mimigserneford), where earlier during the

war an Abbot Bernard had worked; abont 803 Lii;dger was made bishop, after

his Frisian ministry, and after he had also been elsewhere active in the founda-

tion of monasteries. Along with that of Miinster between the Lippe and the

middle course of the Ems, the tive Frisian districts {vid. sup. p. 65) were com-

bined, h. Osnabrlick, north from Miinster, on the Hase, the beginnings of

which seem to fall somewhat earlier still. But besides, the south-western parts

of Saxon Westphalia, on the Rhur and as far as the Lippe (Berg-country and

Sauerland) wei-e attached to the older bishopric of Cologne.

2. For Engern : a. Paderborn, at first Sturm's domain, then placed vmder the

care of the Bishop of Wiirzburg ; shortly before Charles's death (about 806)

there appears here a bishop of Saxon descent, Hathvimar, who as a Saxon host-

age had been educated in Wiirzburg. h. Minden. c. Bremen. A friend of

Liudger's, the Northumbrian Willehad, who had wrought as a missionary since

770 in Friesland (Dokkiim and farther to the north-east) was as a presbyter

invited by Charles about 781 to the Saxons on the Lower Weser (Gau Wigmodi).
In consequence of the Saxon revolt in 782, he went to Utriustri, the outmost

part of Rlistringerland (Grand Duchy of Oldenburg on both sides of the Jahde),

thence by water to Friesland and then to Italy. Among those who remained

behind, who had to suffer persecution, a cleric in Thiatmaresgaho (Dithmarschen)

is mentioned. After the bai^tism of Widukind (785) Willehad returned

from the monastery- of Echtei-nach and received (which is typical of Charles's

method of procedure) for his support in his work and that of his companions
the cell (/.e. the small monastery without a chiirch) of Justina (Mont Justin in

Upper Bergundj^) ; it was not till 787 that he received episcopal consecration

in Worms. He died in 789. His successor Willerich, on account of the re-

newed outbreak of war and numerous revolts, could only take possession of his

see from aboiit 805 ; from that time onwards is reckoned the proper foundation
of the bishopric of Bremen, d. Verden. The assertion that Suidbert was
bishop here, seems to rest on mistaking this place for Verda {i.e.. Kaiserswerth).
The mission here was worked from the monasterj^ of Amorbach, the abbot of

which, Patto (Pacificus), is accordingly named as the first bishop, but he died

at Amorbach in 788.

o. For Eastphalia are to be named : a. Hildesheim, which, however, does not
appear till the time of Lewis the Pious. Halberstadt for North Thuringia, as
asserted, at first in Seligenstadt,' which is sought to be identified with Oster-
wieck.

The relations of Liudger to Halberstadt and Helmstedt are uncertain. Be-
sides, parts of Engern and Eastphalia were also attached to Mayence.

2. In the South-East of G-ermany Duke Thassilo of Bavaria, who
had long been able practically to withdraw himself entirely from

' Annal. Quedlinh. for the year 781. Here, as elsewhere, Hildegrim, Bishop
of Chalons, and the brother of Liudger, is wrongly given as the founder.

C. H.—VOL. IT. H
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the Frankish supremacy, in order to secure his rule had arranged

ecclesiastical affairs on the foundations laid by Boniface and had

liberally equipped churches and monasteries, and at the same time

had made dependent on him the Carantani in Carinthia, Styria, and

the eastern Tyrol, and supported the mission work of Bishop Virgil

of Salzburg by founding monasteries. After the death of Duke
Cheitmar (about 789), who was zealously devoted to the church, a

reaction indeed followed ; all priests had to flee the country, but

Thassilo soon interfered again. Waltung, the new Duke of the

Carantani, begged priests of Virgil. Arn (Arno) of Salzburg con-

tinued this work, b}' which the authority and power of the see of

Salzburg was essentiall}'' raised.

In consequence of the victorious wars of Charles against the Avars,

Christianity was also si)read here in the south-eastern mark. The

Avar chieftain, Tudun, appeared in 795-79G with a great retinue at

Aix before Charles, submitted himself and received baptism. He
indeed soon fell away again. But the missionary efforts were con-

tinued from Aquileia and Salzburg as centres, not without success,

supported by Charles's measures for the regulation of the affairs of

the Avars. However soon afterwards the latter disappear from

history.
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CHAPTER NINTH.

The Franko-Germanic Church in the time of Charlemag-ne, Ecclesi-

astical Order, Hierarchy and Church Government.

Sources: Capitularia j'^'^'. Franc, (p. 67), Cod. Carol, (p. 84), Alcuin's Epp. in

JafFe BrGr. V. (Mon. Alcuin.) 1873. Literature: EettberCt, II. 582 sqq.

Hauck, II. 185 sqq. Hatch, The Groivth of Church Institutions, translated

by A. Harnack, 1887.

The Roman institutions of the Church of the Empire also remained

the essential foundations for the Germanic Church
; but, in conse-

quence of the total alteration in social and political relationships,

they suffered very essential transformations. Already, in the Church

of the Empire, the undivided and compact episcopal community had

developed into the episcopal diocese, which, however, in conception

retained the idea of being the ecclesiastical unit. The prominent

importance of the city-bishops in the Roman provinces overrun by
the Grermans, in Gaul, has been mentioned {vid. p. 67 sq.) ; but it

was of a similar sort in Italy and Spain. But the converted Ger-

mans (Franks) gave an entirely new importance to the rural popu-

lace. The churches which arose on the rural properties fell into

peril of being detached from the regulated alliance with the episco-

pal organization. This was still more the case in the districts in

which the Roman administration, and along with it the episcopal

constitution of the Church, had not attained sufficient solidity or was

still non-existent altogether. Here the mission advanced indepen-

dently'-, attached itself to monastic settlements (the monastic

churches of Columba), or, the missionary priests or bishops sought

their support from the properties of newly-converted landholders,

by whom churches or chapels were erected. Abbot-bishops or

regionary bishops worked here, or even presbyters without episco-

pal consecration, in districts which did not as yet form defined

dioceses. With a view to bringing order into these new circum-

stances, recourse was had as far as possible to the old canonical

regulations of the Church. Influential missionaries, such as Willi-

BROED in Friesland, and Boniface in Germany, sought attachment

to the Pope, as representatives of sacred ecclesiastical order. The
old principle was emphasized, that bishops were only to be instituted
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in more considerable cities, and that all the clergy of a district were

subordinated to the bishop, and ought to acknowledge his jurisdiction

and bind themselves to him by oath. If the landowners regarded

themselves as proprietors of the churches which they founded, and

as those on whom the appointment, support, and dismissal of the

priests of these churches depended, the reformation which began

from the time of Boniface was directed towards the limitation of

the rights of landowners, in accordance with ecclesiastical views.

Charles declared sharply against the appointment of clergy without

the consent of the bishop.^ The proprietary rights of the builders

of churches to their eccledce proprke., which they might sell or be-

queath, were of course recognised, and care was only taken that

these churches were kept for divine worship. Against the claims of

private proprietors to a share in the gifts offered to the church,

Gregory the Great {Epist. 2, 5) had already declared according to

precedents in the Spanish Church. So likewise it had been declared

in the Spanish Church (Cone. Toled, V. c, 33) that the builders of

churches were not to have the disposal of the property of the foun-

dation, which rather lay under the administration of the bishop.

On the other hand the individual churches had to be protected

against the greed and caprice of the bishops. In Spain the founders

of churches and their families, in case of the squandering or abuse of

church property by the clergy, received the concession of the right

(Cone. Tol. IX. can. 1.) of carrying a complaint to the bishop, and

even beyond him to the metropolitan.

According to the original idea the clergy of an episcopal see were

to form a unitary corporation, enrolled in the cathedral church,

which from this centre was to care for urban, rural and branch

churches in pursuance of the bishop's commands ; but there was

now developed the formation of a parochial clergy proper, indepen-

dent parish churches with an endowment of their own. The estab-

lishment of an endowment by the builder (patron or senior) became

the condition of the ecclesiastical consecration of a church by the

bishop. Correspondingly, the patron himself installed the cleric

whom he had chosen after he had received confirmation from the

bishop. But the inclination of the church soon became predominant,

to have the investiture carried out by the bishop, who, by this very

fact, to a certain extent acquired a position of feudal supremacy over

the clergy. Thus there arises a regular standing clergy for definite

churches, the intitulati or incardinati, who now held a potestas

propria &sparochi in d pdrochia or as curati {cura animarum). For

' Epist. in Ital. missa in Capit. ed. Bor., p. 203.
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the organic system of these separate clergy in the episcopal dio-

cese, the distinction of the so-called ecclesise baptismales (baptism-

churches) is of special importance. Under Pippin, the Concilium

Vernense ^ (Verneuil on the Lower Seine, 755) ordained : that all

presbyters who are in the parochia {i.e. here, in the episcopal dio-

cese), are to be under the power of the bishop, no one shall presume

to baptize or celebrate mass without the commission of the bishop.

There shall only be a public baptisterium, where it has been insti-

tuted by the bishop ; only in cases of necessity might every presby-

ter of the diocese baptize. These baptism-churches, to which defi-

nite villages were assigned for the purpose of revenues (tithes), are

exalted above other rural churches and chapels, and in them the

Arch-presbyters or Deans find their place. As they alone have the

standing right of baptism, these baptism-churches appear as the

rural parishes projDer (partial parishes of the diocese j, to which

again the other churches with their presbyters, or rather deacons,

are subordinated, as smaller branch pastorates, to which the tithes

of their nearer surroundings are assigned. These Arch-presbyters

are appointed to help to carry the burdens of their bishop ; their

duty is the supervision of the other presbyters.^' Their parishes are

designated Christianitates, plebes, and hence they themselves are

called plebani. While they conduct the supervision of the func-

tions in divine worship of the rest of the clergy, and therefore share

in the so-called ])otesta.'< ordinis of the bishops, the Archdeacon, al-

though at that time of lower clerical consecration than the presby-

ters, as the right hand and representative of the bishop, exercises

the potestai^ jurisdictionis over presbyters and even arch-presbyters.

In the large German bishoprics there soon appear a number of

arch-presbyters and deans, and when even that was no longer ade-

quate, the bishoprics were divided into several archidiaconates,

each of which had a number of deaneries with arch-priests under

it.3

Alongside of the bishops, there appear in the Frankish kingdom

in the beginning of the ninth century so-called chor-epi.'>copi, who,

however, have nothing to do with the officials of the same name in

the ancient Church ; they much rather seem to have arisen out of

' Capit. ed. Boretius, pp. 32 sq.

- Stat. Salisb. 18 in Capit. Boret. 2.30.

^ As to the division of the bishopric of Strassburg into seven deaneries said

to have been confirmed by Pope Adrian in 774, vid. however, Abel-Simson,

Jalirhilcher, I. 188 (2nd ed.) according to v^hich the relative letter of Hadrian

is a later fabrication.
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the regionary bishops of former times. They partly come into

opposition to the clergy organized by Boniface, and are partly

utilised during longer vacancies of episcopal sees, either by the

princes, in order to apply the episcopal revenues to the fiscus, or by

indolent bishops as substitutes.

As a rule the choice of the lower clergy lies in the hand of the

bishop, so far as limitations do not occur through patronage {vid.

Mip.).'^ The rulers exercised the right of patronage over the

churches of the crown domains. As the right of private patron-

age passed to others by gift or inheritance, so also, such churches,

either by immediate incorporation or later donation, were incor-

porated with neighbouring monasteries, which then became the

holders of the ecclesiastical property and the rights of patronage.

Besides the churches there are also public and private chapels

(oratories), the former rural and field chapels which were provided

for from the parish church, the latter the chapels of bishops,

monasteries and men of rank, who kept special domestic chap-

lains
;
the latter withdrew themselves from episcopal supervision

under the protection of their masters, on whom they were for the

most part entirely dependent as serfs. Against the ancient canon of

the Church, tie quis vage ordinetur, which had to be departed from

in mission work, there still existed many so-called clerici vagi,

whose priestly ordination must often have served as a convenient

means of earning a livelihood.

Of great importance for the re-organization of the Church was the

establishment of the metropolitan alliance, which had not yet

succeeded in establishing itself under Pippin. It was only very

gradually carried out under Charles. In Germany, as has been said?

Lullus, the successor of Boniface in Mayence, only received

archiepiscopal rank and the papal pallium about 780, when
Charlemagne set about arrangements for the increase of the German
metropolitan sees. In the tenth decade of the century, Utrecht,

Liege, and part of the newly founded bishoprics, which owed their

oi'igin to the conversion of the Saxons, viz. Bremen (only for a

short time), Miinster, Osnabriick, and Minden, were placed under

Cologne, while of the new bishoprics, Mayence received Pader-

born, Verden, Hildesheim and Halberstadt. As here the Saxons

were kept in view, so, the elevation of Salzburg to an arch-

bishopric, had in view the eastern Marks (Slavs and Avars). Arno,

closely allied with Alcuin, and made use of by Charles in nego-

tiations with Rome and missionary work among the Avars, is the

' Traces of election by the community in Bavaria, vid. Hauck, IL 376.
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first Archbisliop of Salzburg. Subordinate to him are the Bavarian

bishoprics, until in subsequent times Passau is raised alongside of

Salzburg. The Diets of the Empire frequently gave decisions as

to the subordination of the suffragan-bishops (diocesan bishops) to

the metropolitans.

The election of bishops according to Franco-Germanic custom

practically lay with the kings. Carlmann did indeed tolerate the

installation of bishops by Boniface as the legate of the Pope, but

nominated them himself of his own absolute power. Charlemagne

exercised this right with equally little limitation, but not, as was

only natural, the right of confirmation and investiture.

The effort to restore the decayed discipline of the Church among

the clergy, as kept in view by the Frankish synods under Carl-

mann and Pippin under the influence of Boniface, was assisted by

the attempt of Bishop Chrodegang of Metz, to renew the so-called

canonical life of the clergy, chiefly of the episcopal clergy, and,

according to Augustine's model, to unite the clergy around the

bishop in a rnonasteriuni clencorum in domo epincopi. The synodal

decisions of the sixth and seventh centuries already strive after

this, and assume that it exists here and there. Chrodegang, who
belonged to the Court clergy under Charles Martel, and was at

the same time Referendanu.s (chancellor), had been made Bishop of

Metz by Pippin, but had been kept occupied with the affairs of the

realm. ^ His rules for the episcopal clergy, whereby they were to

be led to a monastic life along with the bishop, subsequently

became the model for others. Lodging in common near the

episcopal cathedral, and common precepts for the life there,

regulated the so-called vita canonica, which required a common
dormitory and refectory, definitely regulated service at the " hours,"

and reading of chapters at the same. Hence the whole institution

received the name of cathedral chapter, equivalent to cathedral

foundation
; the individual canonici " were also called capitulares.

At the head stands the bishop, next to him, the archdeacon as

prcepositu.s = i^Yovost, then a primiceriu.-^j chief of the schools which

form themselves around the cathedrals. Handicrafts, study, and

the copying of books are to be pursued alongside of the spiritual

exercises. It was only after the time of Charlemagne that Chrode-

gang's Rule acquired universal authority, but in many places the

^ He led the embassy to Rome which was to bring Pope Stephen to France.

- According to its original broader sense, canonicus means every cleric

regularly appointed to a church, as the person, who, entered on the register

or canon of the church, has a share in its revenues ; now, however, canonicus

is more accurately equivalent to regulariter=canonice vivens.
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canonical life of the clergy is also to be assumed even under

Charlemagne, when maintenance of the rule that the clergy should

live under the bishop, as the monks do under the abbot is fre-

quently inculcated. To the cathedral chapters or cathedral foun-

dations there were attached in the course of the ninth century, the

collegiate foundations, which were formed of the clergy of the rest

of the city churches, and were presided over by a provost or dean.^

As regards the position of the Church, the clergy and monasteries

in the organism of the state, the Church was the first and most

influential power, equipped with many privileges, and indispens-

able as the bearer of literary culture, hence bishops and abbots

were indispensable organs in affairs of state, apart from carrying

on war. Indeed, as the institution for the education of the

people, the Church took over even a part of the penal power of

the state. But by all these mean's it had at the same time

grown into such close association with the secular power, that it

found its head in the Christian kingship, and the king also felt

himself to be at the head of the ecclesiastical organism, and made it

his servant.

The older privileges of the clergy in the Roman state were as

a whole transmitted to the Germanic and were further increased.

The bishop was equal in rank to the duke, the priest to the count.

For crimes and acts of violence committed against ecclesiastical

persons a triple weregild was established. The independent

jurisdiction of the bishops as such, apart from the spiritual

disciplinary power proper {vid. infra)., of course only extends to

controversies between clerics on points of civil law ;
on contro-

versies between clergymen and laymen, as well as in criminal

matters, after earlier fluctuating relationships, under which the

bishops had, of course, always striven for exemption, Charlemagne

laid down the rule that the lower judicial authorities (Centenaries

and Counts) could only proceed against a cleric with the co-

operation of his bishop, but that the bishop was only subject to the

judgment of the king or the provincial synod, while in general

the judicial power of the king might interfere in all cases. If this

refers only to the purely ecclesiastical position as such, there was

in addition the position which bishops and abbots occupied as

magnates of the realm, rich vassals in the service of the king, and so

as a spiritual aristocracy in the land, who had equal weight with

the secular lords of the soil, and who even decidedly surpassed

^ The alleged Capitulary of Aix-la-Chapelle of SOB in reality belongs to the

time of Lewis the Pious. The regula Aquisgran. in Mansi XIV. 153.
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them in influence ; hence the rights and privileges of the higher

clergy as estates of the realm, their participation in the assemblies

of the realm, which of course, under the Carolingians as under the

Merovingians, had only a consultative voice. Connected with this

was the fact that the kings, above all Charlemagne, were obliged

almost exclusively to avail themselves of the higher clergy and the

abbots for affairs of state, embassies and diplomatic negotiations,

and that the representatives of the king in his highest judicial

capacity, the missi dominici, always to the extent of one-half con-

sisted of clerics. So again, however, account must be taken of the

fact that the bishops and abbots in lands presented to the church

by the king, enjoyed equal immunity with the secular vassals, the

rights of the lord of the manor and the land, and so especially the

raising of the fiscal revenues and the exercise of judicial powers

over the vassals of the property, so that therefore the whole lower

administration of justice, with reservation of the supreme royal

appeal to the mlssi, lay in the hands of bishops and abbots.

This leads us to the subject of the circumstances of church and

monastic property in general. The wealth of the Frankisli Church,

originating in the gifts of princes and private persons, had become

extraordinarily great in the seventh century, but had then suffered

most serious losses, against which the ecclesiastical reformation

under Carlmann and Pippin was intended to provide assistance {vid.

supra). The desire of the Church, to rescue ecclesiastical property

from lay hands, had only led to the subjection of the lending of

ecclesiastical property to laymen to regulation, under which the

necessities of the Church should be to a certain extent considered.

The Church had been drawn into the growing system of benefices.

For the sake of the political interest of maintaining and strength-

ening his defensive power by the right of demanding military

service, the ruler laid claim to the right to require, that very con-

siderable portions of the property of the Church should be let out to

magnates sub preeario et censu, i.e. in such manner that, whoever

received it as a benefice, issued a petition to the church or monastery,

and so acknowledged the Church as the proper owner (bestower),

but begged for the enjoyment of it during his lifetime, with the

condition that for each casata (each family of the people on the

property) one soUdus ( = 12 denarii) was to be paid to the church in

question. After the death of the holder the benefice falls again to

the church, but if necessary and agreeable to the ruler, may again

be bestowed {precarium renovetur et rescribatur 7iovum). But if

there were danger that the church would be impoverished, restora-
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tion should ensue. The sovereign retained in his own hands the

right of determining how much of such ecclesiastical property was

to be given out and to whom. The magnates, it is true, formally

received the property from the Church, but on the intercession or

command of the prince, and under condition of serving him as

vassals. In Neustria, Pippin interfered still more seriously than in

these resolutions of Leptinse, till a certain restriction in the same

sense was effected here also. Charlemagne also continued to secu-

larize individual church-properties in this fashion, and wished, in

accordance with the desire of the secular magnates, to make the

measure universal. Only what was necessary for their support was

to be left to the bishops, abbots and abbesses. But meanwhile the

ecclesiastical spirit had grown too strong and designated it robbery

of the Church, if the laymen who received church-property were

thereby to become vassals of the king, and not rather vassals of the

bishops and abbots ;
Charles gave assurances accordingly. On the

other hand, the same relationship again developed to the advantage

of the property of the Church, inasmuch as, in accordance with the

general social development of the age, many free men, in order to

share in the enjoyment of the protection of the Church and its privi-

leges, presented their land to the Church, with the purpose of

receiving it back again precario, i.e. as a benefice. The relation of

real dependency which thus arose was not regarded as detrimental

to the personal position of the free man.^

Alongside of innumerable gifts for pious purposes, the above

mentioned precarial compacts, as well as the private property of the

clergy and monks, which (according to Carolingian regulations, that

at least which was acquired after ordination) at their death as a

rule fell in to the church or monastery as heirs, constant sources of

ecclesiastical revenue were formed by the ecclesiastical tithes, which,

in accordance with the transference of the Old Testament precepts

to the Church, were to be raised by all the incumbents of its parishes.

Claimed in the Frankish Church since the sixth century, but not

enforced, the tithe was established as state-law by Charlemagne,

and applied to the profits of personal industry as well as to revenue

from the ownership of land. On the other hand surplice-fees proper

were forbidden, but were replaced by voluntary presents, which

became the prevailing custom. The important property of the

churches and monasteries necessitated a legal representation of the

Church in affairs of property by means of stewards of churches

' Even kin<?s received beneHces from churches. Vid. Waitz, Verfassungs-

(jesifi.,ll.2,2'M.
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and monasteries (advocati ecclesiae). They were frequently the

founders, the nobles, on and out of whose properties churches and

monasteries were founded ; as for the rest, the king exercised this

right through his counts, as the defensores ecclesice^ or he appointed

stewards to the ecclesiastical foundations or allowed them to make
choice of such. These stewards laid claim also to the control of the

property of the Church and a share in the revenues, as well as to

judicial powers. Hence rights of stewardship were bestowed on

the part of the holder as a benefice. Their position was often

oppressive to the Church ; but Charlemagne universally required of

the bishops, abbots and abbesses, that they should have stewards

skilful in the law.

The position of the bishops and prelates as a landed aristocracy

widened the breach between the lower and the higher clergy. In

addition it was frequently the case that serfs were received into the

clergy, a procedure which again was promoted by the emancipation

of the clergy from military service. Charlemagne required that no

free man should pass into the clergy without special royal permis-

sion, hence for the lower grades of the clergy the Chiurch was
mainly directed towards the serfs ; they are not seldom found even

among the higher clergy. Individual synods required emancipation

before ordination, but were unable to enforce it.

As regards ecclesiastical legislation, the ecclesiastical canons

(canons and decretals of councils) were indeed frequently disre-

garded and violated through the influence of Germanic views ; they

were now recognised, at least in theory, as the norm for the ordering

of ecclesiastical affairs in general. Boniface had already received

from Pope Gregory II. a Codex canonum (the Dionysiac collection).

Similarly Pope Hadrian sent Charlemagne a complete Codex can-

onum., which is frequently made use of in Charlemagne's capitularies.

In the propositions put forward by Charlemagne for the assemblies

of the kingdom, or synods, appeal was made, in regard to those

points of ecclesiastical order which were in immediate question, to

individual canons of the ancient Church, and in Charlemagne's

Admonitio generalis of the year 789, a whole series of regulations from

the older canons are gathered together.^ At Aix-la-Chapelle, in the

year 802, on occasion of a general revision of legislation, a collection

of canons was also proposed. But all the individual canonical regula-

tions of the ancient Church were not thereby really brought to life,

but their authority was made a support with reference to existing

^ Aliqua capituLa ex canonicis institutionibus, quce magis nobis necessaria

videbantur, subiunxlmus. MG. Capitularia ed. Boretiiis, I. 53.
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necessities, in so far as they did not contradict Frankish conceptions

of law.

Under Charlemagne there was completed that development in

the Frankish kingdom, in accordance with which both the highest

judicial power in ecclesiastical affairs and ecclesiastical legislation^

the guidance and confirmation of ecclesiastical decisions, became

the attribute of the king, who summoned the consultative assem-

blies of the kingdom, composed of clergy and laity, and who pro-

posed, caused deliberation on, and promulgated the Capitula. Hence

the chief ecclesiastical legislation is now found in the capitularies.

Under these circumstances the ecclesiastical hierarchy had indeed a

great influence on secular affairs, but was obliged to renounce all

purely ecclesiastical legislation. Even the great councils brought

about by Boniface were not purely ecclesiastical sjaiods, but so-called

concilia mixta, in which the magnates of the kingdom took part.

Under Charlemagne, alongside of such councils, individual purely

ecclesiastical synods are again found, which however are likewise

summoned by the king, and whose decisions were by him confirmed.

So likewise under Charlemagne, the way is already paved for the

separation of the states of the realm into curias. In Charlemagne's

procedure, in the zeal with which he devotes himself to ecclesiastical

reforms, there everywhere emerges that idea of the Christian-theo-

cratic kingdom, which equally contemplates secular and spiritual

affairs as problems for the government of the Christian people.

Hence the relationship to the Pope also takes a peculiar form.

Charles stands on terms of lively intercourse with the Bishops of

Rome, acknowledges their primacy and their authorit}^ as the guar-

dians of ecclesiastical unity and the tradition of the true faith, and

frequently addresses to them inquiries in regard to ecclesiastical

legislation and discipline. But he only conceded to them the right

of advice, admonition and the like. At the famous Synod of

Frankfort, Charles himself presided, although papal legates were

present, and under his guidance the Frankish Church asserted its

dogmatic independence even as against them. It has been noticed,

that in the above mentioned Admonifio generalix of 789, among
the numerous canons adduced, the Canon of Sardica, which was
intended to afford the foundation of the appeal to Rome, is not in-

cluded, but the regulations of Nictea and Antioch are, which ascribe

the highest authority to the provincial synod. At the accession of

Leo III. to the throne, Charles declared it to be his duty, externally,

to afford the Church protection, internally, to strengthen it by
acknowledgment of the Catholic faith.
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CHAPTER TENTH.

Monastic Life.

Sources and Literature : Vid. previous chapter.

As the monasteries supplied the missionaries, so also they formed

the fixed points of support in the mission fields, and along with

Christianity promoted the cultivation of the soil and the pursuit of

the traditional culture. The Rule of Benedict, which was favoured

by Gregory the Great and others, acquired a growing preponderance

over the original local varieties of the monastic life. Even over the

peculiar Irish-Scottish form of monasticism, w^hich exercised an

important influence on the Frankish Church through Columban's

activity, the Benedictine Rule gained the preponderance in the course

of the seventh century. With the victory of the Roman Anglo-

Saxon system over the Irish-Scottish in England, and with the order

introduced by Boniface into Germany, its preponderance is com-

pleted. Since the efforts of Cassiodorius, the Benedictines had taken

up learned culture, and, since Gregory the Great's Anglo-Saxon

mission, they had also taken up the carrying on of missions, in

regard to both of which Scottish monasticism had preceded them.

The chief churchmen, Willibrord, Boniface and Chrodegang of Metz,

promoted the ordering of the monastic life according to the Benedic-

tine Rule. St. Gall already received this Rule under Pippin, and the

synods under Charlemagne made it obligatory. At the same time

unimportant influences of the Scottish rule were retained.

The social and political position of the so-richly endowed monas-

teries may be generally inferred from the previous chapter. The so-

called King's monasteries possessed the immunity, either as having

been founded by kings and endowed out of crown property, or as

founded by private persons, but presented to the king with a view

to obtaining the immunity from him. The circumstances depicted

above also led to the giving away or granting {henefidum) of monas-

teries to laymen ; in consequence of which we find lay abbots

{abhato comites, abbates laid, milites). But it is not laymen only who
become Commendator abbots, i.e. persons to whom the monastery is

delivered in commendam., but bishops also, partly with the view of
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placing young and politically important monasteries under the pro-

tection of powerful or trustworthy leaders, parti}' with a view to pro-

cure larger revenues for bishops. The monasteries, each of which

was to have its own abbot, as yet form no wider alliance (congrega-

tion), even when they are linked together hy the somewhat loose

bond of a common founder, e.g.., in the case of the monasteries of

Pirmin's foundation in Bavaria and Alsace. In certain circum-

stances a larger monastery may also possess a second by presentation

{e.g. Fulda). The monasteries, as a rule even those provided with

the immunity, still stood almost universally under the spiritual

supervision and jurisdiction of the bishop, and it was only attempted

to protect them against his arbitrary interferences with their finan-

cial affairs.

Seeing that the canonical life was recommended to the clergy,

and that among the monks, for the sake of mission work, the number
of those provided with priestlj^ ordination increased, the view

brought the whole body of monks and the clerg}^ near to one

another. The monks already sought to force their way into the

office of the parochial pastorate, against the opposition of the secular

clergy, and the people gladly applied to them in confession.

In the nunneries also, which took an important part in the super-

intendence of ecclesiastical culture, the Benedictine Rule, that of

Scholastica, Benedict's spiritual sister, was victorious. Anglo-Saxon

nuns followed Boniface to Germany with the most zealous devotion.

The best known among them is the Abbess Lioba in Tauberbischofs-

heim, who stood on very close terms of personal intimacy with

Boniface. Double monasteries of monks and nuns are also found,

under a single administration, which was at first occasioned by the

exercise of spiritual functions in the nunneries concerned on the

part of those monks who possessed ecclesiastical consecration. Along-

side of the monasteries proper there is also found the assumption of

the vow of chastity and the nun's robe by persons who remain in

their families. It is only regarded as hazardous when such virgins

combine in companies without any Rule. Establishments for noble

ladies, so-called canonesses, only begin at the close of this period.
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CHAPTER ELEVENTH.

The Popular Life of the Church.

As the Franko-Germanic world attains more solid formation, the
religious-moral forces of renovation arise from amid the frightful

moral barbarism and dissoluteness by means of the Church, and,
though in a rude fashion, acquire more solid formation. Permanent
foundations for a Christian national education are formed, such as

emerge more clearly in Charlemagne's noble creation.

1. The contest with heathen superstition.

Sources
: Martin of Bracara, De correctione rii.^ticorum, ed. Caspari. vid. p.

36. The Indiculus Suj)erstltio)ium (usuall\' brought into connection with
the sj-nod of Lestines [p. 78] in the time of Boniface, but by Hauck, II. 357,
with the conversion of the Saxons), Capit. Franc, ed. Boret. p. 222.

PsEUDO-AuGUSTiNUS, HomiUa de .sacrilegiis, ed. Caspari, Christiania 1886.

Cf. also the Dicta abhatix Pirminii in Caspari, Kirchenhistor. Anecdofa,
Christiania 1883, p 151.

The impression of a new absolute faith in the supramundane
Deity and His serious moral claim, and of His immediate entrance
into the world for the purpose of redemption from the powers of

corruption. His promise of eternal blessedness and His threat of

eternal pain, gives men's minds an ideal tendency, and in the midst
of the conflicts of rude force, mighty passion and self-seeking, sets

awe in presence of a divine, morally exalted power, faith in His
miraculous working of salvation, and the feeling of the obligation to

obedience, in order to obtain participation therein. But the Church
appears throughout as the immediate representative of the divine

demands and steward of the divine gifts. The next problem of
the Church was to combat the tenacious remnants of the old heathen
faith, which now appeared superstition. It is true that the latter

in many cases only withdraws into obscurity and continues in great

measure to dominate men's minds. It is partly transformed into

diabolic spectres, the gods are degraded into spirits and fiends
;
partly

the worship of the saints takes on the character of a metamorphosed
heathenism, as well-known and numerous mythological traits were
transferred to favourite popular saints. Up to a certain degree the
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Cluirch favoured accommodation to usages and popular customs,

which were rooted in heathenism, as is already shown in the pro-

cedure of Gregory the Great in the Anglo-Saxon mission {joid. supra.^

p. 50). For the rest war is made on every sort of superstition, sooth-

saying, magic and sorcery, behind all of which there are seen not

mere empty shapes of phantasy, but the action of dark demonic

powers, and often enough there is substituted for them a magic-like

use of Christian customs, formulas and consecrations.

2. Divine Worship.

Literature : B. Duchesne, Oriyiiie du culte Chretien. Etude sur la Litnrgie

latine avant Charlemagne. Par. 1889. Rettberc; II. 772.

The divine worship of the Church, really understood in its inner

significance by comparatively few, impressed the multitude by the

solemnity of the function. If in the beginning the Goths and

Vandals possessed not only the Scriptures and preaching, but also

the mass, in the Gothic language, the victory of Catholicism over

the Arian creed of the Germanic races was also, on the whole, a

victory of the Latin language, which, apart from preaching, and

especially missionary preaching, and confession, became and re-

mained the peculiar language of worship, not only among the Franks

on Roman soil, but also among the Anglo-Saxons and Teutons. The

Gregorian order of divine worship, as the Roman liturgy, obtained

the predominance in spite of important local variations (the Am-
brosian in Milan, the Mozarabic in Spain), and became dominant

in Germany, through Boniface, and especially Charlemagne. The

Gregorian Latin chant, brought to England along with the Anglo-

Saxon mission, obtained exclusive prevalence in the Frankish king-

dom under Pippin and Charlemagne. Charlemagne exerted him-

self in favour of the cultivation of the chant in monastic schools, in

Metz, Soissons, and later in St. Gall. This chanting exalted the

impression made by the solemn mass, in which the multitude, with-

out comprehending the details, were seized by the awe of the

mysterious presence of God, and were able to take part by their

hyrie eleiaon.^ The first organ came from Greece in the time of

Pippin. Then the Emperor Michael Balbus sent one to Charle-

magne at Aix ; thence organs were naturalized in Germany,

naturally at first only in great cathedrals and monastic churches.

The older Latin hymns were further increased in number by

' Charlemagne would also have rescued the Gloria and Sanctus for the con-

gregational singing.
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eminent churcli teachers, Isidore of Seville, Bede, Paul Warnefridi,

Theodulf, etc.

The rite of baptism, mostly performed in special baptismal

churches, was furnished under Charlemagne with all the ceremonies

of the Roman Church. In regard also to the times of baptism the

Carolingian age sought to carry out again the older Roman limita-

tion, and to limit other times of baptism, such as those at Easter

and Whitsunday, to exceptional cases. By means of the cultus,

the popular mind felt itself to be placed under the protection and

consecration of the divine power, and in presence of it religious

devotion assumed above all things, the character of subjection to the

Church and of the performance of religious service to it ; religious

fancy, however, was mostly busied with the miracle-working saints

and relics, which latter were regarded as the most necessary re-

quisites for founding churches. In them the saving and protect-

ing Deity approached more closely to childish contemplation, and it

not seldom happened, that the legends of these saints, as e.g. those

of Martin of Tours, assumed familiar mythological traits for the

people. The saints partly embody also national opinions and

tendencies. Thus S. James led the Spanish Christians to war

against the Moors, and in Germany S. Michael led the van.

The religious duties which were imposed on the people, consisted

in the required participation in the Eucharist (three times a year,

or at least once, on Thursday in Passion-week), attendance on the

churches or pilgrimages, the undertaking of fasts as commanded,

especially in Lent and the so-called Ember days at the four seasons,

finally in the offerings and gifts to the Church, the alms which

blotted out sin and gained rehgious merit. Donations and founda-

tions take place 'm remedium animce, to secure salvation. But the

sacrifice of the mass also comes especially under this point of view

of a religious performance, as also the frequent repetition of the

Psalter. Hence masses are also held for the attainment of definite

ends, to a certain extent as enhanced intercessions. Lullus ordered

masses and fasts, in order to obtain good weather ; these religious

functions, were also to be performed for the advantage of definite

persons. The mass, being regarded as the daily sacrifice for daily

sins, it was at the same time recognized, especially by Gregory the

Great, as the means of procuring relief for the souls of the dead.

Prayer was to be made for the dead in general, at mass, and this

gave rise to the special institution of soul-masses for definite persons,

for which special ecclesiastical foundations were established ; but

objection was still taken to low-masses proper {missce solitarice), at

c. H.—VOL. 11. I
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which the celebrating priest alone, who certainly was not supposed

to officiate without an administering assistant, consumed the sacred

repast. The object of these private masses was served in larger

churches by the erection of a considerable number of altars by
special foundations, especially as the principle held good, that a

priest was only to read one mass at one altar daily. To what rude

conceptions the practice of these masses for the dead led, is shown

by an ordinance of the Spanish Church (Concilium Toled. xvii. 5),

which interdicts the holding of such masses for the living, in order

that they may soon die. A strengthening of the feeling of religious

communion and a spiritual insurance is provided by so-called leagues

of the dead, in which clerical corporations, bishops or abbots

mutually secure one another a great number of masses and psalms

in case of death. The contrivance first clearly emerges among
English monasteries and bishops, with whom Boniface was allied.

In the Frankish Church one of the first examples is that of the

members of the Synod of Attigny (about 762, according to others

765), who founded a league of the dead of this kind, which obliged

all the members to cause a considerable number of masses to be

read, and psalms to be sung, on occasion of the death of a brother

of the league. Other such leagues of the dead soon arise in Bavaria.

The whole Synod of Frankfort in 798 founded a brotherhood of this

kind, into which, by Charlemagne's special desire, Alcuin was re-

ceived. So likewise St. Gall and Reichenau entered into similar

alliances.'

3. The Penitential System.

Sourcea : in Wasserschleren, H. Die Bussordnungen d. ahdl. Kirclie. Halle

1851, and H. J. Sohmitz, Die Biissbilcher uad die Bus.sdisciplin d. K.

Mainz 1883.—K. Hildehrand, Untersuchungen ii. d. germ. Pdnitenzb.

"Wurzb. 1851. Steitz, vid. i. 258.

The most important instrument for the guidance of believers now
consists in measures of ecclesiastical discipline, in which, however,

the ancient ecclesiastical principles of the discipline of penance

suffer very essential alterations. The most important is constituted

by the fact, that there had been formed since the seventh century

the so-called episcopal synodal courts, which arose out of the old

visitations of churches, but now, especially under Charlemagne, in

accordance with the entire spirit of this theocratic kingdom, assumed

the character of an at once political and ecclesiastical institution

for the educational discipline of the people. The bishop, or rather

' Libri confraternitatum S. Galli, Augiensis, etc. ed. Piper (MG.) 1884.
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the archdeacon, is annually to travel over his diocese accompanied

by a royal missus; seven irreproachable synodal judg-es (testes

synodales) are then appointed in each community. After the visita-

tion of the clergy by the bishop there follows an inquisition of the

laity ; the investigation is to extend, besides ecclesiastical trans-

gressions proper, to most of the gross sins, including such as

are secularly punishable, especially sexual sins, murder, homicide,

robbery, and theft. The ecclesiastical punishment goes alongside

of the secular, a matter of so much the more importance considering

the facility with which all injury to life and limb could be civilly

atoned for by fine. The penance inflicted by the Church as a rule

consisted of fasts and abstinences, for grave sins, often during a long

series of years, also in scourging and imprisonment or excommunica-

tion. For the vindication of ecclesiastical authority against persis-

tent obstinacy, use was made of the real, greater excommunication,

which on the whole seldom happened, but was supported by the

princes. Thus Pippin (775) confirms the law, that such an excom-

municated person shall not enter any church, and that no Christian

may eat and drink with him or greet him ; if he does not seek the

reconciliation of the Church, he is banished. But appeal to the

metropolitan against the judgment of the bishop was conceded.

At the public sjaiodal-courts, in accordance with the ancient peni-

tential system, public repentance and confession of sin, and public

reconciliation were practised in the case of public and notorious sins

which had been denounced by the judges. At the same time there

was formed alongside of this practice an ecclesiastical system of

confession, which avoided the publicity which encountered great

opposition arising from German conceptions ; the external signs of

penance, cutting off the hair, and the laying aside of weapons, seemed

incompatible with the dignit}^ of the free man. The root of this

peculiar system of confession lies partly in what had earlier shown
itself in the Church of the Empire (i. p. 489), but especially in the

pastoral influence exercised by the monasteries, the pasdagogical

guidance of individual souls. The religious guidance of the converted

people by the monasteries, involved the making of this point of view

regulative for the treatment of the lay-world also, and the attempt

was made to place all sins under the psedagogical discipline of the

Church. Thus, first in Ireland, and then in England, it became
usual to collect definite rules for the imposition of penance for

different sins. To this subject belong synodal regulations which
are ascribed to Patrick ; and again, the much utilized synodal of

the Scot ViNNiAus, and those of the Britons David and Gildas,
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of the sixth century. Columba regretted the absence in the

Frankish Cliurch of the pastoral discipline of souls by penance, and

sought to work in its favour. The book of penance which bears

his name at all events points to the influences represented by him,

though it remains doubtful whether even a part of it is derived from

himself.^ On the other hand, in the Anglo-Saxon Church it is to

Theodore of Canterbury (j 690) in particular that there is traced

back the recognition of the principles of penance, which, are given

again in the Poenitentiale which bears his name. Public penance

does not seem to have been practised at all in the Anglo-Saxon

Church in Theodore's time. In the Frankish Church, private

penance for secret, voluntarily confessed sins comes alongside of the

public penance practised by the synodal-courts : "If any one con-

fesses in secret and voluntarily, let him do penance in secret ; if, on

the contrary, he has been publicly or notoriously convicted, or has

so confessed, let it take place publicly and notoriously before the

Church according to the known grades of penance." ^ The newer

penitential system, in accordance with its character as taking care

of the soul, at the same time directed itself upon sins of thought,

though mostly without fixing special penitential exercises for such.^

It was then begun, in attachment to the monastic discipline of John

Cassian, to lay down the doctrine of the so-called vltia principalia

{rid. sup. i. p. 369), which is made use of in the Insfnicfiones^ which

incorrectly bear Columba's name. The Pcenitentiale of Ecbert e.g.

speaks in this sense of crimina capitalia, and Alcuin declares it to be

the duty of the priests, to recognize the chief sins and their con-

sequences and to afford men the means of improvement. If there

are here, on the one hand, characteristics of the deepening of the

penitential system in regard to the care of souls, on the other hand

the adjustment of the acts of penance for individual sins shows

correspondingly ruder treatment of the matter. With the exten-

sion of the penitential discipline to the whole outer and inner life,

it now a])peared advisable to confess to the priest, but as yet no

proper compulsion to confession existed ; no council as yet ordained

that all believers should go annually to confession. On the other hand

there is still a very lively consciousness that the duty of confession,

in the first place, only consists in the obligation to confess one's sins

' Hauck i. 254 would regard Can. 13-37 as the genuine core.

2 MGL. I. 395 sqq. Can. 6 of the Synod of Paris in 850.

* Synod of Chalons (813), can. 32. On the other hand such exercises are

actually found in the Penitential of Vinniaus.
*~ Vid. Hauck in ZWL. 1885.
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to God, and that it is on this that the real forgiveness of sins, which

is Grod's attribute, depends. The Synod of Chalons (caw. 33), can-

not avoid recognizing this, although it also recommends confession

to the priest for the sake of saluiare consilium : " The confession

which is rendered to God, takes away sins, but that which takes

place to the priest, teaches us, how the sins are taken away ;
" i.e.

God in His forgiving grace is not bound to the priestly mediation,

but the latter is valuable as a salutary help. Alcuin also had to

combat the widespread opinion that confession to the priest was not

necessary, in the interest of the priestly care for souls. Correspond-

ingly, the reconciliation which was to be completed by the priest,

was conceived not as judicial, but only as deprecatory. According

to the Anglo-Saxon method of procedure, reconciliation was the

attribute of the bishop, while penance or offering of atonement

might also be imposed by a presbyter or monk. On the other hand,

the right of reconciliation is elsewhere ascribed to the presbyter

who imposes the degree of penance. According to the original

custom, reconciliation was only to take place at the end of the

period of penance, and accordingly Vinniaus still decides, that a

man should not go to the altar till his penance is completely ful-

filled. But in the Anglo-Saxon Church at an early period, and in

the Frankish Church in the eighth century, restoration was allowed

after the elapse of a part of the period of penance.

To the external adjustment of the performance of penance there

was attached one of the grossest of all abuses, by the so-called

redemptions of penance, which were probably at first occasioned

by seeking, in the case of weak, sick persons, who had voluntarily

confessed their sins, a substitute for the long, burdensome period of

fasting, which they were unable to bear in its entire stringency.

This method of procedure was essentially promoted by the German
legal conception of the so-called compositio7is. In accordance with

it, there was an inclination from the very beginning to regard the

pcenitentia (which indeed as a matter of fact was originally intended

to be a satisfaction to the ecclesiastical community, satisfactio) as

" compensation," i.e. amends, indemnification of the injured. Jeiu-

wareis placed on an equality with poRuitere., as fasting in combination

with other spiritual exercises forms the chief penitential act. Other

amends may take the place of this doing of penance. A long period

of penance may be replaced by a severe short period (of fasting on

bread and water, the repetition of a great number of psalms and

prayers, also scourging) ; but also by a money-substitute for a part

or even the whole of the period of penance ; only the money was to
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be devoted to pious ends, tlie redemption of prisoners and slaves,

gifts to the poor, spiritual foundations. But the penitent may also

have himself represented by others, who take the penances on them-

selves ; and thus a rich man is in a position, if he is not afraid of

expense, of working out long years of penance within a few days,

by means of paid representatives. The Synod of Cloveshove (747)

is still zealous against this abuse, which nevertheless establishes

itself. In the Frankish Church also in the time of Charlemagne,

decided opposition to this method of procedure is aroused, and in

general to the mechanical system which was promoted by the

penitentials. The Synod of Chalons will have nothing to do with

them, and on the contrary seeks to fall back on the ancient ecclesi-

astical canons, but without much success.

4. Influence of the Church on legal life.

Ecclesiastical views could only to a small extent penetrate

Germanic legal institutions. This is shown e.g. in the extensive

and peculiar application of the oath and so-called compurgators in

Germanic judicial procedure, which stood in striking contrast both

with Roman views and with those which were represented by the

Church. Here the Church only attempted to render conspicuous

the religious significance of the oath by connecting it with the

Church ; it also tolerated the so-called ordeals (divine judgment by
the lot, by judicial combat, by trial by fire and by water), and only

sought to place them under ecclesiastical consecration. As the

Church had now marriage, as well as testamentary affairs, in its

hands, in regard to divorce it began the conflict for the principle of

the indissolubility of marriage against the Germanic freedom of the

man to dismiss the wife with the " morning gift." The following

remained valid grounds for divorce : adultery, neglect, banish-

ment, desertion, even leprosy, refusal of the duties of matrimony,

and here and there even agreement on account of mutual disinclina-

tion is allowed to be a valid ground. The definitions on individual

points still wavered multifariously between capitularies, ecclesiasti-

cal penitential ordinances and papal decretal letters, and on the

whole great laxity prevailed ; to a still greater extent extraordinary

dissoluteness and disorderliness of life. In the Frankish kingdom,

among princes and magnates, sexual alliances of all sorts are formed

and dissolved in the most wanton manner, even to the disregard of

the principle of monogamy. On the other hand the aims of pious

retirement frequently form a motive for the actual dissolution of

marriage. Entirely foreign to the Germanic views were the
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hindrances to marriage which were asserted by the Church with

growing stringency, according to which blood-relationship to the

fourth deg'ree (by canonical reckoning, which corresponds to the

seventh degree according to Roman reckoning) was interdicted. So

hkewise the hindrance of the so-called spiritualis cognatio, such as

was assumed to exist between the sponsor and the baptized or his or

her parents, subsequently between the sponsors themselves. For the

rest, the hindrances to marriage were often made to provide the pre-

text for the dissolution of marriages which had become burdensome.

5. Preaching and instruction in Penance.

Sources : Mullenhoff u. Scherer. Denkmiiler deutscher Poesie nnd Prosa

2nd ed., Berlin 1873. W. Wackernagel,, Altdeutsche Predigten, Basel

187G, p. 291 sqq. Literature : R. Cruel, GescJiichte der deutschen Predigt

im MA., Detmold 1879. A. Linsenmayer, Gesch. der Predigt in Deutschl.,

Miinchen 1886.

Charles sought to exert himself decidedly in favour of the pro-

motion of religious knowledge by preaching and confession. It is

true that the proper means for the Christian education of the people

lay partly in civic-ecclesiastical legislation and discipline, partly in

habituation to the duties of the cultus, but in regard to both there

was required the communication of a certain religious knowledge,

the importance of which Charlemagne deeply recognised, and which

he sought to foster according to his powers. Even under the Anglo-

Saxons the planting of Christianity had produced the beginnings

of a national literature (poetry), which was able to influence the

popular consciousness. Charles's educational efforts {rid. following

chapter) were consciously directed towards Christian popular educa-

tion, and at the same time laid the foundation for a national

Christian-German literature, as he also applied his attention to the

ancient popular songs.

The missionary preaching, which was directed to the popular

intelligence, had necessarily been obliged to make use of the

language of the country, partly directly, partly by the help of

interpretation. The Irish Gallus preached, probably imperfectly

enough, in the language of the Alamanni, Pirmin in Romance and

German ; for the Anglo-Saxons, such as Boniface, who is said to

have preached to the Frisians in their national language, the matter

was facilitated by the cognate nature of the language. Preaching

proper as a part of the cultus, which in general had retired in favour

of the liturgical elements of worship, and under the lowered state of

culture among the clergy had in many cases become silent alto-
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gether, received a new importance in consequence of the missionary

activit}^ in the Anglo-Saxon, as also in the German, Church. Charle-

magne urged its cultivation, required the regular practice of preach-

ing not on\j from the bishops, but also from all priests, who were all

to be in possession of collections of homilies so that they might draw
upon them. The Homiliarium, collected by Paulus Diaconus at

Charles's request, is an anthology of homilies by the Fathers. It has

not indeed the general aim of making material for sermons access-

ible to the clergy, but the special one of assisting the prelection of

the Latin so-called officmm nocturnimi on Sundays and Feast-days in

monasteries and chapters of cathedrals.^ But as a matter of fact,

where Charlemagne's instigations in the main found observance, it

probably was the rule to draw upon extant older homilies (of

Augustine, and those which went under his name by Caesarius of

Aries and others, also those of Gregory the Great). The fifteen

sermones ascribed to Boniface (Ml. 89, 843), the collection of which

by Boniface, in spite of Cruel's defence (I.e. p. 40), is subject to very

serious doubt {vid. H. Halm in FdG. vol. 24), are in greater part a

compilation from patristic homilies. If the Latin language in the

Romance region was formerly considerably spread among the

Germanic populace also, and latterly the Romance dialects in pro-

cess of formation still stood pretty close to the Latin, in the German
region it was certainly otherwise. But Charles required, in the one

case as in the other, what indeed only met with scant performance,

that the bishops should exert themselves to translate the homilies

into the speech of the people.- The substance of popular sermons in

the language of the country, seems, in accordance with Charles's

desire (Cap. 789, c. 60, 81), to a large extent to have consisted in

catechetical instruction of a very elementary sort, imparting the

creed, the Lord's Prayer, and the formulas of confession, with some

few explanations and moral doctrines. It was preciselj'" baptism

and confession which necessitated the teaching of the people in their

own language. Charles requires the Christian people, even under

threat of punishment, to know the Lord's Prayer and the confession

of faith. Baptismal sponsors must know both and are to teach them

to their god-children. Hence we find German translation of the

baptismal confession, and of the forms of renunciation to be used

at baptism, and of the forms of confession and prayer. Charles's

Enctjclica de litteris colendis of 789 requires the instruction of the

people in the creed, Lord's Prayer, and a list of sins composed in

' Cruel, I.e. 47 sq.

^ Transferre in rusticam romanam linguam aid theotiscam.
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accordance with Gal. v. 19 sqq. Attempts at translation, such as

the Weisenburg Catechism,^ in part very clumsy translations of the

creed, the Lord's Prayer, etc., also fragments of translation of the

Bible and other Christian writings and prose translations of Christian

hymns, have been preserved.

In 801 and frequently, Charles further enhanced his requirements

in this respect. Of his Exhortatio ad plebem c]i)'isfia7}am^ which the

priests were required to pronounce in Latin word for word and

explain in Grerman, a German translation originated in Freising (I.e.

No. 54). All of these were very fruitful attempts, to the carrying

out of which, however, very much was lacking.

^ Vid. MiJLLENHOFF U. SCHERER. No. 56.
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CHAPTER TWELFTH.

The Learned and Theolog-ical Culture of the West from Gregory
the Great to Charlemagne.

Literature : A. Ebert, Allg. Gesch. der Lit. im Mittelalter, I. 516 sqq. II. 3-105.

Hauck, II. 166 sqq.

With the acceptance of Catholicism the Germanic peoples had

entered into the literary and theological inheritance of the ancient

Church, the fosterers of which were the clergy and the monasteries.

At the head stood Gregory the Great, who handed down the ancient

Roman-Christian culture to posterity, with a tendency which pre-

ponderated towards the practical-ecclesiastical and ascetic. With
all his expressed contempt of secular science, which finds its explana-

tion in the inner hollowness of the secular (rhetorical and poetical)

culture of the age and in the reproduction of the substance of

heathenism, he still stands in the traditional culture, and was re-

garded by his contemporaries as an esteemed representative of

science in general.

In liis Dialogues {Dialogi de vita et miraculis patrinn italicorinn et de

ceternitate atii')iiarum) he j^ives an accoimt for the nourishment of faith,

partly from the mouth of the people, of the life and miracles of pious men (in

the second book, of the life of Benedict of Nursia) and, in the fourth book, for

the confirmation of the faith in retribution in the future life, he gives dis-

closures in accordance with the visions of pious men. These narratives, full of

naive love of the miraculous, in which also the doctrine of purgatory is for the

first time searchingly treated, occupied the popular fancy of the people in the

most lively manner during the whole of the Middle Ages. His thirty-five books

of Moralia, dedicated to Bishop Leander of Seville, originating in edificatory

expositions of the Book of Job for his monks, lay the foundation for the Middle

Ages of the threefold intei-pretation of Scripture, in accordance with the literal,

typical and moral sense, the main point lying in the latter, prolix, spun-out

moral disquisitions. His four books, Regula pastoralis, on personal conduct

and care of souls by the clergy attained an extraordinarily great importance for

the instruction of the latter. His numerous letters {vid supra, p. 84) are one

of the most important sources for the ecclesiastical history of the time. 0pp.

ed. Maurina, 4 vols. 1705. Ml. 75-79. Monographs by Lau, 1845. Pfaiiler 1.

1852. BoiiKiNciER, vol. 12.

In the times of the lowest state of general intellectual culture,

individual men became the guardians of the traditional treasures,

not only of theological, but also of the elements of general, literature.
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Isidore of Seville (f 636), the younger brother of Leander, gathered

together in encyclopaedic fashion, all the learned culture that was

accessible in his time.

The twenty books of Origines seu etymologicae treat of grammar, rhetoric,

geometry, music and astronomy, medicine, jurisprudence and chronology,

further of Biblical and other books, along with what belongs to literary com-

positions. They treat besides theological, historical, and ethnographical matter,

the state and the family, etymologies, anthropology and natural history.

Worthy of note, besides, among his historical writings {Clironicon, etc.) are the

treatise De scriptoribus ecclesiasticis (a continuation of the writings of the

same name by Jerome and Gennadius), exegetical treatises and specially the

three books of SententiaB, a compilation of doctrines on faith and morals from

the utterances of the Fathers, especially Augustine and Gregory the Great, and

his treatise on the Cultus {vicl. i. 520). 0pp. ed. Arevalo, Rome 1797, sqq. 7

vols, and Ml. 81—86.

In the Irish-Scottish monasteries also an active literary life early

arose, likewise not of a merely theological or biblical sort. Scientific

efforts next received a new impulse from the Anglo-Saxon mission,

especially from the Grreek monk Theodore (of Tarsus), Archbishop of

Canterbury (vid. supra, p. 53) and his companion Hadrian. By their

means the school of Durovernum, where along with Latin, Greek

was also cultivated, attained to great prosperity.

By Columban besides the theological writings {vid. supra) we have poetical

epistles and Latin hymns and poems in the Antiphonarium of the monastery

of Bangor (Muratori, Anecdota Amhros. IV. 119 sqq.). Aldhelm, who was
educated in the school of Honorius, afterwards in the monastery of Malmsbury
(the foundation of a Scot), and who was subsequently Abbot of Malmsbury and

finally Bishop of Sherborne (afterwards Salisbury), f ''^09, in his treatise De
laudibus viryinitatis represents monastic ideas after the model of Cassian, but

at the same practises with predilection the art of Latin versification.

Bede (Bseda), who likewise proceeded from the school of Theodore,

embraces in a similar manner to that of Isidore, all the secular

knowledge of his time, and furnishes text-books for it. He wrote

a Chronicon beginning with the creation of the world, the Historia

ecdesiostica gentis Anglorum which is of so very extraordinary impor-

tance for Church history, biographies of holy men, numerous com-

mentaries which entirely follow the footsteps of the Fathers, and

numerous homilies. 0pp. ed. Giles, London 1843 sqq.. Ml. 90-95.

K. Werner, Beda der Ehrwurdige, 1875. The school at York
flourished contemporaneously, especially under Archbishop Ecbert

and his relation and successor Aelbert. From it proceeded Alcuin
;

but it had also fertilizing influence abroad, especially on the school

of Utrecht, which was connected with the Frisian mission {vid. sup.,

p. 65).
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In Italy, even under the Lombards, some connection with ancient

Roman culture was maintained, supported by the tradition of the

Roman See, relations to the Greek Church and the exertions of

Cassiodorus for monastic culture. Hence in the time of Charlemagne,

so eminent a representative of ecclesiastical and secular culture as

Paulus Diaconus (Warnefridi) could proceed from among the

catholicised Lombards,

In the seventh century Graul had stood lowest among all Germanic

Christian lands, but it was just from here that there now proceeded

the powerful regeneration in connection with the rise of the Pepinids,

the expansion and confirmation of the Frankish monarchy, and the

activity of Boniface and his Anglo-Saxon companions, and the

school of Gregory of Utrecht. As among the Anglo-Saxons, so in

Germany also we find nuns taking part to a considerable extent in

the fostering of literary culture.^

Charlemagne's exertions in favour of literary culture show them-

selves especially after his campaign in Italy against the Lombards.

He at that time drew to himself the grammarian Petrus Pisanus.

Paulus Diaconus (Warnefridi), who had betaken himself to the

monastery of Monte Casino, was summoned in 782 by Charles to

the Frankish court, to the intellectual enlivenment of which he

greatly contributed in the following years, till in 787 he again

retired to Monte Casino, where he died in 799, Along with his

admirable Latinity, his knowledge of Greek and even of some

Hebrew elevated him above most of his contemporaries. He also

took a strong share in the Latin versification which was soon culti-

vated with so much predilection in the Carolingian circle. Besides

the valuable history of his own peojjle {Jlist. sice de gestis Lango-

hardorum) he wrote a Historia eimcoporuni Mettendum in the interest

of the Carolingian family, and a life of Gregor}^ the Great, and the

HomiUarliun which has been mentioned. (0pp. Ml. 115, vid. Beth-

MANN in the ADG. X. and F. Dahn, Langohardisclie Studien, I.,

Leipzig 1876.) At the conquest of Friuh Charles had made the

acquaintance of Paulinus, whom he made Patriarch of Aquileia,

and who came forward as an ecclesiastical polemic in the Adoptionist

Controversy (0pp. Ml. 99). About the same time Charles also made

the acquaintance of Thkodulf, a man of Gothic descent, whom he

subsequently made Bishop of Orleans. He took a vigorous part in

the poetical efforts of his time, and in subsequent times distinguished

himself as a theologian {vid. inf.).

At the same time as Paulus Diaconus (782) there came to court

' Rettberg, II. 386.
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the man who became the soul of all efforts for the promotion of

learned and theological culture in the Frankish kingdom, Alcuin
(Alchuine, Latinized into Albinus, Flaccus Albinus, after the fashion

in the Carolingian learned circle of designating themselves by classi-

cal or even Biblical names), born in York, educated there, and
Albert's successor as head of the school, in the latter capacity-

became Archbishop of York. On a journey to Italy he met Charles

at Pavia, and in the following year obeyed his summons, accom-
panied by several other Anglo-Saxons (Wizo, Fredegis, Sigulf).

The entire court was attracted into literary zeal by Charles's

example. Originally Charles was as good as destitute of any
literary culture, even writing he only learned late, but he was now
devoted to the elements of the higher culture, Latin, grammar, and
the other liberal arts, and on occasion of lively relationships with
the Byzantine court made trial of himself in Greek. At the court-

school (schola palatina) many sons of distinguished Franks received

their educatioja from Alcuin, in order to equip them for the service

of the Church and the State. At the same time Charles, his family
and courtiers, took pleasure in his teaching. Alcuin became the
centre of the circle of humanistic excitement, which rejoiced over
the attainment of skill in Latin versification ^ and took pleasure in

literary correspondence. In 787 Charles commanded all bishops

and abbots to erect cathedral and monastic schools, the scientific

instruction in which was to have its main object in theology, the

exposition of Biblical Scriptures. Subsequently he again repeatedly

issued similar exhortations. After Alcuin had again resided in

England from 789 to 793, he was permanently gained for the

Frankish kingdom, in 796 became Abbot of Tours, now lived entirely

for the monastic school there and the sciences, and was in constant

epistolary correspondence with Charles, till he died in 814.

His extraordinary literary activity extended to every region of contemporary
knowledge

; he wrote text-books for the liberal arts, numerous poems, among
them the poetical history of the archbishopric and school of York, and letters,

moral treatises, lives of saints (such as the important life of Willibrord), dog-
matic treatises, among which the Commentarius de fide sanctce et individuce
trmitatis is eminent, as well as controversial writings against Adoptionism
and against the Greeks. 0pp. ed. Proben 1777, Ml. 100, 101 ; the letters and
historical writings best in Jaffe, BrG. VI. (Mon. Alcuin. ed. Wattenbach und
Diimmler). K. Werner, Alcuin 1876, Sickel, Alcuinstudien 1875.

The SCHOOLS called into existence by Charles's exertions remained,

Insight into the wealth of the Carolingian age in Latin poetry is afforded
by the Poetce lat. med. cev. (MG.), ed. Diimmler, 2 vols. 1881 and 84, and vol. 3,
ed. Traube 1886.
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it is true, on a low level. Charles required reading, writing, count-

ing and singing, grammar and learning of the Psalms, acquaintance

with the Gospels and the missal ; accordingly it is required of the

clergy to be appointed, that they should all understand the Athana-

sian and Apostles' Creeds and the Lord's Prayer " cum expositione

sua" that they should know how to handle the Missal, the Exorcism,

and the Penitential, that they should understand the gospel and

know how to deliver homilies, finally that they should be able to

write letters and count. Many of the schools rose higher, to the

treatment of the seven liberal arts, the number and rank of which

had been brought into acceptance mainly by Augustine {De ordine

Uhri II.). The books of Marcianus Capella (ca. 460), of Boetius

De Arithmetica and of Cassiodorius De septem dixcipUnh., to which

were attached the text-books of Isidore, Bede and Alcuin, formed

the first foundation in the Middle Ages. At these higher schools a

few classics and church-fathers were also read ; canon law and the

Holy Scriptures were the main subjects of concern. Many of them

also occupied themselves with the study of Greek, for the cultivation

of which opportunity was given in the political relations of Charles

with the Byzantine court.
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CHAPTER THIRTEENTH.

The Participation of the Prankish Church in the Movements of

Theology.

Amid the educational efforts of the Carolingian age, the Church,

although moving quite prevailingly in traditional theological

grooves, gains an exalted self-confidence. The representatives of

the Church find opportunity of taking their place in ecclesiastical

controversies on various points.

1. The Image-Controversy.

Sources : Codex Carolinus, ep. 36, 37, (20, 2G) in Jaffe, BrG. IV. (Mon. Carol.),

Berlin 1867. Libri Carolini, ed. Tilius, Paris 1549 and in Goldast, Im-
perialia decreta and ejdm. Collectio Constitutionum imperialmtn (vid.

sup. p. 1.3) Ml. 98 and better in Heitmann, Au(justa Nicceni consilii censura.

Hannover 1731. Cf. JafFe, BrG. VI. (Mon. Ale), p. 220 sqq. Hadriani I.

papce ad Carolum regem de imaginibus, ibid. p. 245 (Jaffe 2483) ; Synod of

Frankfort 794.

During the Byzantine image-controversy, Pippin, on the induce-

ment of the Emperor Constantine Copronymus, caused the Frankish

Church to enter into discussion concerning this question and also

concerning the question of the procession of the Holy Spirit, for the

first time probably at the synod at Gentiliacum (767 sqq.). Pope
Paul I. assured Pippin of his contentment with what was there

expressed. The Acts of the II. Niceue Council (787), having

reached Charlemagne in a somewhat faulty translation from Con-

stantinople, gave Charles and the Frankish Church an oppor-

tunity of vindicating the opjDOsition to the Byzantine Empire in a

very animated manner. First of all Charles sent the Synodal-book

to King Oifa in England. Here, with the essential participation of

Alcuin a refutation was composed, which the latter himself brought

to Charles by commission of the English princes and bishops. On
this as basis, there arose a memorial of Charles, i.e. of his theologians,

in the composition of which, the Arch-chaplain Angilbert, who
brought it to Rome, seems also to have shared. The relationship of

this " capitula" of Charles to the famous Libri Carolini is not quite

clear, as, while they are in the closest contact as regards essentials.
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the arrangement and substance seem to have differed. The Caroline

Books declare themselves both against the earlier iconoclast synods

and against the II. Nicene held under Irene's influence, and give a

very contemptuous judgment on the arbitrary scriptural exegesis

of the latter and the arrogance of the Greeks, as against which a

strong self-confidence finds utterance. They reject the fanaticism

of the iconoclasts, seeing that images may well serve for the adorn-

ment of churches and in memoriam rerum gestarum^ but pronounce

much more decidedly against the image-worshippers, in regard to

whom, not without the fault of the bad Latin translation, they pass

over unnoticed the distinction between Xarpela and TrpoaKvvrjcTL^

made by the II. Nicene Synod. They deny the necessity of images

for the maintenance of the remembrance of sacred things ; their

use decides nothing for or against the faith. God alone is to be wor-

shipped {colendu.s)j and, along with him, his saints are to be vener-

ated (venerandi). The adoratio of images is to be rejected, for while

the educated are able to maintain the distinction between the image

and the person it portrays to whom veneration is due, the common
man is not :

" Therefore we will have no adoratio {i.e. no bowing),

no lighting of candles and offering of incense before images, and no

kissing of them." The books animadvert upon the lack of Biblical

foundation for the service of images. Images are not to be venerated

like the saints, not even like eminent living men, nor like the relics,

which were so important for the popular consciousness of the West,

in the case of which the relationship to the divinely glorified living

personalities exalts the believing consciousness. Nor might the

veneration due to dead images be compared to that due to the

Bible, or the elements of the Supper, the Cross, the sacred vessels

and the Church itself. The Csesarolatry of the Greeks, who seek

to justify the veneration of images by the Trpoa-Kvvrja-i^ before the

busts of the emperors, is bitterly censured. Bitter remarks are also

let fall against the presidency of a woman (Irene) over the Nicene

Synod.

Hadrian's reply to the Capitula sent by Charles extols the

authority of the Apostolic see, and in the form of a corrective reply

adheres to the fact, that his predecessors at synods had condemned

those who would not venerate (veiierari) the sacred images of the

Lord Christ, His mother and all saints, according to the doctrine of

the Fathers ; he adopts the Second Nicene Synod, without desiring

to defend every word there uttered. But the discussion goes so

slightly into the matter, that one might conjecture an intentional

avoidance of the controversy. At the Synod of Frankfort in 794,
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although papal legates were present, the repudiation of the Seventh
(Ecumenical Synod was maintained. It was charged with claiming
servitium et adorationem for the images of the saints, equally with
the Divine Trinity, an assertion which certainly does injustice to

that synod. Later still the Frankish Church (Synod of Paris in

825), not misled by the authority of the Pope, maintained its posi-

tion on the question.

2. The Controversy on the Procession of the Holy Spirit.

In accordance with the Trinitarian development of doctrine in the
Greek Church (i. 402), it was confessed in the Creed, that the Holy
Spirit proceeded from the Father, on the other hand, the Western
(Augustinian) conception had led to the assertion that the Spirit

proceeded from the Father and the Son. This form of doctrine we
find in the so-called Athanasian Creed (also called from its initial

word the Quicunqtie), which formulates the ecclesiastical doctrine

of the Trinity in the fashion influenced by Augustine, probably in

opposition to the Arianism of the Germanic peoples. The unknown
author designates this confession Athanasian after the father of

orthodoxy. Csesarius of Aries (i. 468) is the first to show acquaint-

ance with its forms. At the Third Toledan Council (589 vid.

Reccared's conversion, p. 40), the addition filioque appears in the

Nicaeno-Constantinopolitan Confession there adopted, and the denial

of the doctrine that the Holy Spirit also proceeds from the Son and
is of the same nature with the Father and the Son, is condemned.
Similarly we find the addition fiUoque in the Spanish synods of the

seventh century. Maximus Confessor mentions that the Greeks
(then Monotheletic) found fault with this doctrine to Pope Martin.

At the Synod of Grentiliacum (p. 129), as has been noticed, the

difference again came under discussion. In the "West there is

almost uniformity as to the justification of the filioque, i.e. of this

doctrine in itself. The Caroline Books decidedly champion it

;

scruples were only excited by its admission into the long conse-

crated wording of the Creed, which was now attempted in the

Frankish Church also. At the Synod of Friuli (Forum Juliense,

^96) Paulinus of Aquileia did indeed provide against alterations or

additions to the Creed, so far as they altered the sense, which how-
ever he denied in regard to the filioque. As the Second (Ecumenical
Council of Constantinople (381) by its additions to the confession of

the Holy Spirit had only explained the confession of the Nicene
Fathers in accordance with the meaning and against heretical

doctrine, the same held good of the addition et a filio. Alcuin had
C.H.—VOL. II. K
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•already expressed liimself in favour of the Western style in the

treatise De processione spiriting sancti. When Latin monks belong-

ing to Jerusalem, after their return from the West, sang the creed

with the addition, as they had heard it in the West under Charles,

they were vigorously blamed by the Greeks and applied to Pope
Leo III., appealing to the Frankish practice. On the Pope's com-

munication Charles commissioned Theodulf of Orleans with the

preparation of a dogmatic treatise in vindication {De spinUi Sajicfo),

and the Synod of Aix-la-Chapelle in 809 pronounced in favour of the

Western doctrine. In consequence of this Leo III. in 810 expressly

approved of the AVestern doctrine, but censured the fact that the

filioque was expressly interpolated in the Frankish Church, and so

sung at mass. According to the Liber Pontificalis Leo is also said

to have had the Creed engraved on two silver tables in S. Peter's,

according to the long-consecrated wording {i.e. without the filioque).

3. The Adoptionist Controversy.

Sources: Elipandi epistola ad Albimim and ad Fdicem in Ml. 96, 868 and in

JaiFe Monum. Alcuin. 494 sqq.

—

Etherii Uxamensis et Beati presbyteri

adversns Elipandum libri II. in J. Basnage (Canisii) Monumenta II. 279

(Ml. 96).

—

Alcuin's writings against Felix and various letters and other

documents in Alcuin's opp. ed. Froben 1777 (Ml. 100 and 101), the Alcuin
letters also in Jatie, I.e.—The treatise of Paulinus of Aquileia in opp. ed.

Madrisius 1737 (Ml. 99). Agobart of Lyons opp. ed. Bazulius 1666, Ml.

104. The synodal negotiations in Mansi XIII. Hadrian's letter to the

Spanish bishops in Jaffe, BrG. IV. {Mon. Carol. 292).

—

Walch, Ketzerhis-

torie IX. Hefele, Concilien(/e.sch. III. Helferich {rid. p. 36). Hauck,
II. 1, 250. Grossler in the Jahrenb. d. kgl. Gymn. z. Einleben 1879. Abel-

Simson Jbb. d. frank. Relchs unter Karl, II. 29 sqq., 67 sqq., 154 sqq. A.

Harnack, DG. III. 248 sqq.

This controversy is occasioned by relations of the Frankish Church to the

Spanisli under Saracen rule. Its outward adjustment arose out of the subjec-

tion of the Basques and the beginning of the formation of the Spanish Mark
with the cities of Urgelli (La Seo de Urgel) and Girona (from 780), which events

were associated with the establishment of the Aquitanian kingdom for Charles's

then three-j-ear-old son Lewis ; it also arose out of connections with Christian

Asturia, where Alphonso II. (from 781) had to guard against the usurper

Maurecat who was favoured by the Saracens, wliile the Asturian Church, with
its metropolitan see of Braga, opposed and repudiated the claims of the Arch-
bishop of Toledo who was under Saracen rule.

Against the heretical views of a certain Migetius, especially

against his doctrine of the Trinity, Archbishop Elipandus of

Toledo had successfully striven, and an emissary of the Roman
Bishop Hadrian I., Bishop Egila, who was to have worked in Spain

in the interest of Rome, was so compromised by his alliance with

Migetius, that the Bishop of Rome was obliged to let him drop.
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In the conflict with Migetins, Elipandus had been led to give great

prominence in the person of Christ to the distinction between the

eternal Son of God and His human appearance. The presbyter

Beatus of Libana and his younger friend and disciple Bishop

Etherius of Othma (both in the Christian-Asturian district), now
attacked the doctrine of the Toledan, who on being so informed,

expressed himself violently against them in the letter to an Abbot
Fidelis. According to an older expression, which also occurred in

the Spanish Liturgy, of the incarnation of Christ as an adoption of

man, i.e. of human nature or the flesh, Elipandus designated Christ

a son by nature only in His divine nature ; according to His human
nature, on the other hand, He was a son by adoption {fXiuii Dei non
genere, .sed adopfione, non nafui'a, sed gratia^ and even nuncupative

Deus). According to His divine nature Christ was unigenitus, accord-

ing to the human primogenitu.s in adoptione; but in saying this he did

not go so far as to mean to deny the unity of the divine-human person

of Christ. His opponents regarded this as a revival of the Nestorian

doctrine ; in His human nature also Christ was the true and real

Son of God, since it had been fully appropriated by the personal

Son of God. In Asturia the opponents of Elipandus had the king

and the Archbishop of Braga on their side ; for the rest, violent

dissension prevailed, probably not unconnected with the opposition

of the political parties. When Bishop Felix of Urgel, a very

skilful and theologically important champion, took the side of

Elipandus, the Aquitanian-Frankish Church was also drawn into

the controversy. Hadrian I. had already declared against Adop-
tionism ; the Synod of Regensburg" (792) in the presence and under
the presidency of Charles now compelled Felix to retract. He had
to abjure his doctrine in Rome before Hadrian. Returning home,

he again threw off the enforced confession, fled to Saracen territory

and continued the controversy. Elipandus and his party now
applied to Charles and the Franko-German bishops with repre-

sentations, and craved the former, that he would reinstate Felix

in his episcopal office. In consequence, however, the Frankfort

assembly of 794 once more rejected Adoptionism. This synod, in

its association with Charlemagne, appeared as the centre of the

whole Christian West. Charles had alread}'- repeatedly placed him-
self in alliance with the Pope, and obtained from him a declaration

against the erroneous doctrine. He now sent a declaration obtained

from the Pope by request, that of the bishops of Upper Italy com-
posed by Paulinus of Aquileia {Libellus .sacrof^yllabua) and that of

the Galilean and German bishops, in which Anglo-Saxons had also
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a share, to Elipandus, on whom he also impressed that he might

trifle away the help of the Frankish power against the Saracens by
his doctrinal attitude. This was followed by a lively literary attack,

especially by Alcuix and Paulinus of Aquileia. By the help of

Paulinus and others Alcuin laid his Libellun adversus Felicia hceresin

before Charles for examination. To this there was subsequently

attached the larger work : seven books Adversus FeJicem. In Octo-

ber 799 Elipandus sent his vehement treatise through Felix to

Alcuin, which was however to fall first into the hands of Charles.

With a view to opposing the very wide-spread false doctrine, Adop-

tionism was repudiated by Leo III. at a Roman synod, on the

suggestion of Charles (end of 799 or beginning of 8L)0).^ Felix was
threatened with condemnation if he would not retract. Bishop

Leidrad of Lyons obtained in Urgel, where Felix must have again

settled, in return for Charles's promise of a free hearing before the

bishops, his sworn promise to appear. At Aix-la-Chapelle (June 800
;

others say already in 799), in the royal palace, Alcuin long disputed

with Felix, who finally declared himself overcome. Felix invited

the clergy of the Urgellitan Church to follow him, and was received

into the peace of the Church ; but he might not return to his epis-

copal seat, but was obliged to close his days at Lyons under the eye

of Leidrad, and after his death, of Agobard. Even now, however,

he seems to have cherished his divergent opinions and made them
known. Leidrad, supported by Nefried of Narbonne and the famous

Abbot Benedict of Aniane, now wrought successfully for the quiet-

ing of the excited Church of Septimania. They are said within a

short time to have converted 20,000 souls. Outside the sphere of

the Frankish Church and power Elipandus remained unshaken, but

the controversy was bit by bit extinguished. Apart from the un-

rest which was naturally involved in the ecclesiastical doctrine of

the two natures and its contradictory definitions, the controversy

was perhaps influenced by the old Antiochene tendency, through

Oriental Christians who had come to Spain in the train of the

Arabs.

' Hefble III. 722, indeed judges otherwise, and dates it as early as 798.
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FROM CHARLEMAGNE TO THE MIDDLE OF THE ELEVENTH CENTURY,

Survey of the General Condition of the World.

The Christian world had now two great centres, the ancient Byzantium and

the new creation of Charlemagne, which the Byzantine Empire, in spite of all

its cecumenical claims, was obliged to recognize as of eqvial rank.^ In the

Eastern Empire we see a state system resting on ancient Roman-Christian

traditions, which indeed in its Western dominion is limited to a quite small

remnant by the Frankish power in Italy and the Arab power in Spain, and in

the East is entirely deprived of great provinces by Islam, and which besides, in

the period of the assaults on images, has to undergo grave internal shocks, but

in spite of all that revealed for future times a very firm structure and a tena-

cious power of life. With the developed mechanism of its political and ecclesi-

astical order, with its art of war and maritime capacity, the wealth of its world

trade and its ancient possession of higher civilization, it survived frightful

storms in the period under discussion. The Arab Caliphate of Bagdad, which

under Harun al Raschid claimed and received its tribute from Byzantium, did

indeed more and more lose its terror, but in place of it the independent Moham-
medan domains on the Mediterranean began to make themselves objects of

fear.2

On the other hand, the influx of Slav races from the north into the Balkan

peninsula had already brought the gravest dangers. The Bulgarians, who in

680 had already crossed the Danube and thronged into Moesia, now made them-

selves objects of fear. Against their Khan Krum the Emperor Nicephorus I.

lost his life in 811. Under Boris's son Symeon (888-927), who twice besieged

the Emperor Constantine Porphyrogenitus in Constantinople, the Bulgarian

kingdom attained its greatest expansion, and Byzantium like Servia had to

pay tribute. It was only under Emperor Johannes Tzimisces (971) and after

continued frightful wars, especiallj^ under Basilius II. (the butcher of the Bul-

garians) that this fearful foe was successfully subjected. In addition there

were the Chazars, Patzinaks, and Russians beyond the Black Sea, besides the

independent Southern Slavs, Serbs and Magyars. But these ver.y facts opened

new and great problems of Christian civilization, such as the Graecising and

Christianising of the Slav populace which had thronged into the Empire,

the conversion of the Bulgarians, the free Slavs and the Russians. Amid all

these storms the firm structure of the Bj^zantine political system was proved

by trial, and the Empire also survived the internal shocks, frequent palace and

' In the peace of the Emperor Nicephorus with Charles in 803, the former

tacitly but finally gave up the Greek claims on Rome and Central Italy, and in

the peace of 812 the ambassadors of the Emperor Michael also greeted the lord

of the West as ^aa-iXfvs, vid. Abel-Simson, Jbh. II. 482.

^ Loss of Crete in 823 ; settlement of the Arabs in Sicily, 827 ; fall of Syra-

cuse, 878, etc. Loss of the remains of Greek dominion in Spain.

133
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military revolutions which accompanied the growth of absolutist despotism.

With the powerful and astute upstart Basil I. the Macedonian (867-886) the

so-called Macedonian Dynasty came to the front, the first representatives of

which after Basil (like himself and Caesar Bardas before him) are of outstand-

ing importance for the fostering of the accepted Greek culture and science ; thej'

have much less importance in their character as rulers. These were Leo VI.

the Philosopher (886-912) and Constantinb VII. Porphyrogbnitus (945-

959), who attained the throne when seven years old, but only obtained govern-

ing power after the fall of Romanus Lepakenus and his sons. Under the

youthful RoMANU.s II. (959-963), who lived only for pleasure, Byzantine military

capacity obtained the re-conquest of Crete by Nicephorus Phouas, who was
raised to the throne by Theophano, the widow of Romanus, as Nicephorus II.

(t 969). In him and his successor, Johannes Tzimisces (t 976) the Empire found

two capable soldiers and powerful men, and Basil II. (976-1025) broke the

power of the Bulgarian Khan Samuel with terrible energj^ restored the autho-

rity of the Empire in the north as far as the Save and Raab and received the

homage of the Serbs and Croats. Under him the Eastern Empire stood forth

in inherited and asserted glory, involuntarily regarded by the surrounding-

peoples, not only of the East and North, but also b\' those of the Germano-Roman
West, as the centre of the civilized world. From this time onwards the close of

the Macedonian Dynasty, until the rise of the first Comneni, exhibits undigni-

fied feminine rule. However, the x-evolt of the Serbs and Bulgarians (1040)

which gravel}' threatened the Empire was [fortunately' quelled. But alongside

of the attack of the Russians and Patzinaks and the menacing settlement of

the Normans in the West (Southern Italy), a new and dangerous enemy appears

in the East, the Seljuk Turks, who entered into the inheritance of the Caliphate.

In regard to ecclesiastical matters, the momentous break with Rome is com-

pleted in 1054 under Constantine IX. Monomachus, the last husband of the

Princess Zoe.

In the West the Christian Frank kingdom had reached its highest point under

Charlemagne ; the present period at first shows a fading of the brilliant picture

of the Christian Imperium. But the foundations of Christian civilization which

were laid still show themselves powerful in resistance and rich in seed for the

development of the future, and save themselves even amid the enfeeblement and

partition of the kingdom. The sundering of the parts of the Prankish monarchy

(treaty of Verdun 843, of Mersen 870) renders possible a national development

of Germany as well as France, but has also the effect of loosening the authority

of the hierarchical Church which, on the whole, was harmoniously fitted into

Charles's kingdom, but now vindicates itself as the universal and encroaching^

power of the papacy, while at the same time this papacj' which has become so

arrogant is sacrificed to the emancipated local powers of Italy. Besides, the

coasts of the Mediterranean are severely affiicted by the scourge of the Arab

corsairs. In England the Anglo-Saxon rule attains to comprehensive imity in

ECBBRT in 827, but the invasions of the Danes now begin. Though Alfred, by

the amalgamation of the Danes with the Anglo-Saxons, was able to secure in-

dependence to his kingdom and increased prosperity to Anglo-Saxon civilization

for another hundred years, the power of the Danes, which had become too

strong, finally obtained dominance (1016-1042), and in the end the restored

Anglo-Saxon Dynasty is overthrown by the Normans under William I. In

France, which had had to suffer from the invasions of the Normans since the

second half of the ninth century, the monarchy under the last Carolingians

rested almost entirely on its nominal superiority over the great vassals. But
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the new race of the Capets, which emerged in the tenth century, maintained

the conception of the French monarchy. The Germanic element of Northern

France received strong support from the settlement of the Normans, as against

the Eoman character of Southern France. While the difference in language

and civilization between the North and South remained, the waj^ was paved for

national and political unity, especially by the influence of the Church, which
did essential work for the confirmation of internal peace and the promotion of

culture. At the close of this period the beginnings of the spirit of knighthood
already show themselves, and the beginning also of a free bourgeoisie, to which
the cities of the South with their ancient Roman reminiscences contributed, but

in Northern France the combination of the free inhabitants of the low country

into communes within the walls of the cities. From Germany there now begins

the conflict with the Scandmavian North, and here also, as towards the

Slavonic East, the greatest Christian problems of civilization arise, which after

the efforts of the ninth century (Lewis the German), in the tenth are brought

nearer to their solution by the united German Empire which was raised out of

the decay of the last Carolingian times by the Saxon kings Henry and Otto.

On the other hand in the weakness of the monarchy in France and the confu-

sion in Italy, Otto I. comes forward as the establisher of order and peace,

acquires the emperorship and the protectorate over the papacy it involved,

which he asserted in the sense of Charlemagne, with the object of raising it

from a state of deep depression. The Diet of Cluedlimbourg in 973, where
Miesko from Poland, Boleslav from Bohemia, and ambassadors of the Romans,
Greeks, Hungarians, Danes, Slavs, Bulgarians and Russians appeared, afforded

a representation of the universal importance of the Saxon empire for the Chris-

tian world and the world which was being opened to Christianity. It is true

that the frightful revolt of the Slavs on the eastern frontier soon destroyed

Otto's creation, and in Italy the Papacy once more sank into the most unbridled

disorder, but the advances of Christianitj'- in the north and east opened wide
prospects, which gladdened the Empire and Papacy which were allied in the

persons of Otto III. and Sylvester. Under Henry II. and the Salic Conrad
II., who brought Burgundy to the Empire, and under Henr}^ III., the authority

of the Empire and its dominion over Italy were maintained, and the influence

of German policy on the Slavs, Poles, Bohemians and Hungarians who were
being added to the Christian world, was strengthened. Henry III. was able

once more to employ German influence successfully in rescuing the Papacy from
deep disgrace.
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CHAPTER FIRST.

The Spread of Christianity.

1. The Northern MissioQ.

Sources : Adami gesta Hammabiirgensis ecclesice pontificum rec. Lappenberg,

ed. altera, Hannover 1876 (MGS. VII.).

—

Rimberti vita An.skarii, accedit

vita Rimberti, rec. G. Waitz. Hannover 1884 (MGS. II.). Koppmann, Die

dltesten Urknnden des Erzbisthums Hamburg-Bremen, Hamburg 1866

(Gott. Inaug. Diss.).

—

Literature : E. Pontoppidan, Annates ecclesice Danice,

4 vols. 1741. MuNTBR, Kirchengeschichte von Ddnemark nnd Norivegen,

1823. Dehio, Geschichte des Erzbi.sthmus Hamburg-Bremen, Berlin 1875.

Maurer, Die Bekehriing des norwegischen Stammes zum Christenthum,

Miinchen 1856.

A REACTION on their ancient home of the Anglo-Saxons who were converted

in Britain, is at lirst not demonstrable ; nor did Willibrord's Frisian mission

{vid. p. 65) leave behind it any trace of inflvience on his North-Frisian con-

geners of the western islands and the west coast. It was the subjection of the

Saxons by Charlemagne and the foundation of the North-Saxon bishoprics of

Bremen and Verden which first laid the foundation for the conversion of North-
Albingian Saxony between the Elbe and the Eider, as also of the Scandinavian

North in general. After overcoming the resistance which was specially tena-

cious in the North of Saxony on both sides of the Elbe, Charles in 804 caused

100,000 inhabitants, with women and children, to be carried away from the Gau
of Wigmodi (left of the Elbe, the Bremen district) and from North Albingia, and
made room in their district for the Slavonic Obotrites, who, pressing in from

Mecklenburg, had settled in the eastern part of the modern Holstein (Wagria),

and under Tasko or Trasiko had beaten the " Northmen " on the field of

Sventine in 798. So far as they held Holstein, it remained closed to Christi-

anity in the outset. The contlicts between the Danes under Gottrik (Gottfried)

gave Charles occasion to interfere. After Gottrik's death he concluded peace

with the Danes under Hemming in 810. The North Albingians who had been

carried away were partly allowed to return. The frontier mark between the

Eider (North Eider or Treene) and the Schlei seems to have been established for

the fortification of the Empire against the Danes ;
^ probably at that time also

the frontier mark against the Wends, the so-called limes Saxoniciis, a narrow
strip from the Elbe to the Bay of Kiel. Two fortresses dominate the land,

Hobuoki (Hohbek near Gartow) on the Elbe, and Esseveldoburg (Itzehoe).

The first ecclesiastical centres beyond the Elbe are Hamburg",

Avhere Charles about 805 caused a church to be consecrated by

' This hypothesis has been again taken under protection by Dehio in opposi-

tion to Koppmann's doubt ; cf . also Waitz, Jbh. d. d. R. unter Heinrich I. 3,

p. 279.
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Archbishop Amalharius of Treves, which was entrusted to the priest

Heeidag, and Meldorf in Dithmarschen. The latter came under

Bremen, the former under Verden. Conflicts in Jutland under

Gottrik's sons and Harald (Heriold), son of Halfdan, temporarily

drove the latter out of the country. At the imperial court at Aix-

la-Chapelle he commended himself (in 814) as vassus^ according to

Frankish custom, into the hands of the Emperor Lewis. When after

a few years he returned with German assistance, and was conceded a

share in the government by the sons of Gottrik, Archbishop Ebo of

Rheims was sent to Rome by an assembly of the Empire, with a

view to being commissioned by Pope Paschal I. with the mission

among the peoples of the North. ^ Bishop Willerich of Bremen went
with him to the Danes in Jutland, where Ebo baptized many.

From Lewis the Pious he received the manor of Welanao, the

modern Miinsterdorf, on the Stor, under the protection of the castle

of Itzehoe, as a point of support for his activity. Again expelled

by his opponents, Harald fled in Ebo's retinue once more to Lewis,

and on St. John's Day, 826, in the chapel of St. Alban, in Mayence,

was solemnly baptized with his wife and sons, when the Imperial

family itself supplied the place of god-parents to them. His whole

following imitated his example. About the same time Gottrik's

sons had concluded peace with Lewis.

For the new field which was now opening there was wanted a

personality entirely devoted to missionary service, and the then very

powerful Abbot Wala of Corbie found it in one of his monks,

Ansgar (or Anskar = God's spear). He was born in 801, brought

up and educated, after the death of his mother, in the monastery

at Corbie (on the Summe above Amiens in Picardy), under Adal-

HARDT, the cousin of the Emperor Charles, then transplanted to the

branch foundation Corvey on the Weser (Neu-Corbie). Serious

ascetic strictness and a piety which was receptive of voices and

visions from the higher world, was early aroused in the boy, quite

in the spirit of the age, but of great purity and fervour. Ansgar,

along with the monk Autpeet, accompanied King Harald in 826

on his return journey, which went down the Rhine by Cologne and

Duurstede, the important Frisian place in active commercial inter-

course with the Scandinavian North, as far as the Jute frontier.

Here they worked in the neighbourhood of the king in Hethabye

{i.e. Sleswick),^ but had soon to follow the re-expelled king to the

'Bishop Halitgar of Cambray was to accompany him. Nothing however is

known of his activity.

^ It is incorrect that a church had already arisen at Sleswick.
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Frisian fief (Riistringen on the "Weser) conferred on him l)y Lewis„

They exerted themselves, living now among heathens and again

among Christians, to give heathen boys Christian education. Aut-

pert, however, was obliged by illness to return to Corvey, where he

died in 829.

When an embassy from Sweden appeared at the court of Lewis,,

begging for Christian preaching, Ansgar, whose place with Harald

was now taken by Gislemar, was sent in the year 830 along with

the monk Wittmar of Corvey to Sweden, fell on the way into the

hands of Norman pirates, but succeeded in reaching Birka on Lake

Maelar, the chief harbour of the country, where the Burggraf allowed

himself to be baptized and built a church. After a year and a half

Ansgar returned to Lewis, and, on the conclusion of peace with

King Horich, the son of Gottrik, at Diedenhofen in the summer
of 831, was consecrated Bishop of North-Albingian Saxony in

November, 831, by the half-brother of Emperor Lewis, Bishop

Drogo of Metz, with the assistance of the most eminent eccle-

siastical dignitaries, including Ebo, Hettis of Treves, Olgar of

Mayence, with the approbation of the bishops of Bremen and

Verden. In this way there was founded the bishopric of Hamburg,
to which the few Transalbingian ecclesiastical foundations belong-

ing to Verden and Bremen had to be given up again. The Elbe,

but with inclusion of the moor and marsh-land on its south bank,

was to form the southern limit. But the Bishop of Hamburg was
to become archbishop of a diocese of the North which was still to

win by mission-work. Ansgar personally obtained confirmation in

Rome from Gregory IV. and at the same time his appointment as

Apostolic Vicar or personal delegate of the Pope for the North in

general. Ebo having received fundamentally similar qualifications,

afiairs were so arranged, that he assumed the Swedish mission, and

for this purpose commissioned his nephew Gauzbert as Bishop of

Sweden (under the name of Simon) ; but after a few years Ebo was
again driven away, while his nephew suffered a martyr's death.

Ansgar's position in Hamburg was limited and necessitous. To
the existing churches in Hamburg and Meldorf, Heiligenstatten and

Schenefeld and perhaps a few chapels were added. In these four

chief churches of the country baptisms were performed at Easter

and Whitsunday. Monks from Altcorvey occupied a monastery in

Hamburg, where serfs (purchased boys) were brought up as Chris-

tians. Ansgar had the same thing done in the monastery (cell) of

Turholt in Flanders, which was assigned to him for his support by
Lewis. But after Lewis's death, in the partition of Verdun, it fell
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to Charles the Bald, who bestowed the monastery elsewhere, so that

the school ceased, and the boys were placed among the serfs of the

new proprietor. In addition there came the severe blow of the

sudden attack and complete destruction of Hamburg by the Nor-

mans in 845 (not 842). Although King Horich had renewed the

peace with the Frankish Empire in 839, hostilities against all the

three Frankish kingdoms began soon thereafter. Almost contem-

poraneously there ensued the piratical expedition of the Normans

into France, which brought them as far as before Paris, an invasion

of Christian Friesland and the above-mentioned devastation of

Hamburg. Ansgar only saved his bare life and the sacred relics,

and church and monastery went up in flames. Lewis the German

now made Ansgar Bishop of Bremen, just vacant, the bishoprics of

Hamburg and Bremen being thus united. Verden, which now laid

claim again to the parts of North Albingia which had formerly

been relinquished to Hamburg, received instead a portion of the

diocese of Bremen on the left bank of the Elbe. The relative

negotiations were carried on at the Synod of Mayence in 847 and

848. The new archbishopric of Bremen-Hamburg had now to seek

release for Bremen from its previous suffragan position under

Cologne, which Giinther of Cologne conceded in 862 and Pope

Nicholas confirmed in 864.

After the sudden attack on Hamburg, Lewis the German de-

manded satisfaction from Horich, and the pestilence, which was

brought into Denmark from France by the Normans, and which

was regarded as the power of the saints and the Christian God,

made an impression. Ansgar entered into friendly relations with

King Horich, and the man, who was honoured by the people as a

prophet of God and miracle-worker, produced the most powerful

effect on rude minds by his word, was untiring in alms-giving, but

for himself only coveted one miracle, that God would make of him

a good man, and also, in his capacity as the commissioner of Lewis

the German, instilled into the King great confidence in his trust-

worthiness and honesty. Ansgar was now able to found a church

in the important Sliasvig, an emporium of the trade of the time,

whither merchants from all quarters resorted and where there

were already Christians, who were baptized in Hamburg or Dur-

stede. It is true that Horich was then overthrown and the Chris-

tian priests driven away, but the young king, Horich (Erich) II.

expelled the chief opponent, Jarl Hovi of Sleswick. Ansgar returned,

and in Ripe also a church arose in 856.

In Sweden, as Gauzbert, now Bishop of Osnabrtick, would not
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again take up the work of the mission, Ansgsir himself had gone to

King Olaf in 852, and made Grimbert, a nephew of Gauzbert's,

priest in Birka, and the Folk-thing there had declared by a major-

ity for toleration of Christianity. In the year 865 Ansgar ended his

life of many deeds, which amid all the pressure of action main-

tained its contemplativeness and monastic asceticism to the end.^

His pupil and biographer Rimbert succeeded him, and for twenty-

three years administered the archbishopric of Hamburg -Bremen,

untiringly active also in journeys to Denmark and Sweden. But

the unsettled life and the warlike undertakings of the Danish sea-

kings in the second half of the ninth century did not permit of

the idea of further mission work, and even smothered what had

already been planted in North-Albingian Saxony. The churches in

Ripe and Sleswick were destroyed, and Rimbert had also to ex-

perience the terrible defeat of the Saxons by the Danes on the 2nd

February, 880. About this time the Saxon Mark {Limes Saxo)iicus)

seems also to have been lost. The missionary activity of the Church

of Hamburg was extinguished, and Cologne began again to vindi-

cate its claims to Bremen.

It was King Henry's procedure against Gorm the Old, which first

re-acquired footing for the mission here. Under Gorm the mon-

archy in Denmark assumed fixed and permanent forms. Ledra on

Zeeland, the ancient Danish sanctuary, in which human sacrifices

took place, was the seat of his dominion. A friend of the ancient

gods and foe of the German power, he was however obliged, in con-

sequence of Henry's victorious advance into Jutland, to permit the

restoration of the Danish Mark (934) and the toleration of Chris-

tianity. Archbishop Unni of Bremen appointed Christian priests,

and Gorm's son, Hauald Blaatand (Blue-tooth, 941-986), held in

dependence by Otto, received baptism ;
^ bishoprics arose in Sles-

wick, Ripe and Aarhuus. His son Sven (Fork-beard), who over-

threw his father, by the destruction of the Christian foundations

once more brought heathenism into predominance, which Eric the

victorious of Sweden, who oppressed Sven for fourteen years, also up-

held. Sven in association with his fellow-sufferer, Olaf Trygvason

of Norway, likewise expelled by Eric, became as a sea-king the

> Spiritual exercises were served by the collection of prayers on the Psalms,

Hymns, and Church-prayers, in his treatise Pigmenta^ i.e. spice, edited by

LArpicNBEiKi in Z. fur Hamb. Gesch. ii. 7-32. He also copied theological

writings to a large extent. As to the Vita Willehadi (p. 94), vid. Dehio I. 51,

who would limit Ansgar's authorship to the " miracula."

^ As to the legend of the fire-miracle of the clerk Poppo vid. Diimmler, Otto

d. Gr. 390 sq.
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terror of England, and finally brought the latter entirely into his

power. Having been brought into contact here with Anglo-Saxon
civilization, when he again became master in Denmark (about

1010), he afforded toleration to Christianity, After his death in

1014, his son, Cnut the Great, formally recognized as king in

England from 1016, carried out the victory of Christianity in Den-
mark with the help of Anglo-Saxon clergy. He now entered into

intercourse with the world of Christian culture, went to Rome on
pilgrimage in 1026, and under him there wrought in Denmark the
powerful and rich Archbishop Unwan, who also brought about the

treaty of peace between him and the Emperor Conrad, by which the

Danish Mark and the city of Sleswick fell to Denmark, and the
Eider was recognized as the frontier of the Empire.

In Norway, Harald Harfagr (the Fair-haired) in the second half

of the ninth century and till about 930, combined a favouring of

Christian doctrine with his effort to obtain a strong superiority over
the tribal kings and jarls, in which he was followed by his sons

Eric (till his banishment to England) and Hakon the Good. Mean-
while the conflicts about the throne (usurpation of Harald Blaatand)
intervened obstructively. Olaf Trygvason, a descendant of Harald
Harfargr, who attained to rule in 949 after an adventurous life,

treated the Church with violence and cruelty. But about 1000 he
was so hard pressed by his former comrade in arms, Sven Fork-
beard of Denmark along with Olaf (Skautkonung) of Sweden, that
he threw himself into the sea. Olaf the Fat, of the ancient royal

race, from 1019 carried out with relentless stringency the victory of

Christianity and the organization of the Church. The resisting

elements found assistance in Cnut of Denmark, to whom the people
were devoted. Olaf, who had escaped to Russia to his brother-in-

law Jaroslav, returned once more, fell in battle (about 1030), but
was soon honoured as Olaf the Saint. Subsequently his son Magnus
the Good had the fortune to regain the rule.

The Normans, who in the ninth century dispossessed the then Celtic popula-
tion, already Christian, on the North-Westem Islands of the Hebrides, Orkney,
Shetland and the Faroe Isles, were won to Christianity in the time of Olaf the
Fat by Norwegian influence.

In Iceland, which was occupied by immigrant Northmen, Thouwald Cod-
ranssen. won to the Christian faith abroad, in 981 sqq. caused the German
Bishop Frederick to conduct mission-work : Olaf Trygvason next prompted
the missionary activity of the Icelander Stefnir Thorgilson (996 sqq.), and
again the fruitful activity of the Saxon priest Dankerand (997-1000). The
rapidly increasing Christian party enforced the formal acceptance of Chris-
tianity by decision of the national community (1000). Isleif Gizurason, a
native of the country, was consecrated bishop in 1055, and under his son and
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successor Skaholt became the seat of a bishop, to which a second was shortly

added at Holar for the north of the island. The ecclesiastical development
subsequently found its first settlement in the recording of a proper Christian
law (1122 sq.). Vid. K. Maurer, Isl. von seiner er.sten Entdeckung Ins zum
Untergang des Freistaats. Munchen 1874.

In Sweden, Olaf Skautkonung, the son of Eric tlie Victoriou-s,

was the first to appear as a Christian king. His mother Sigrith,

who after Eric's death became the wife of Sven Forkbeard, was a

Pole. Connected with this is the fact, that the emissaries of Bruno
of Querfurt, came from Poland to Sweden also ; in fact Olaf Skaut-

konung seems to have been baptized by them about 1008.^ Olaf

called in Anglo-Saxon priests, among them Sigurd (Siegfried) in

particular wrought during a long lifetime for the Christian faith

as a second apostle of the North. From that time onwards the

kings remained Christian, but had continuously to combat with

heathen opposition. In East Gothland an independent heathen

kingdom maintained itself on into the following period.

2. The Moravian Mission.

/Sources : Lihellns de coiirersione Bagoarionim et Carantanor. by the so-

called Anonymus Salisp.. of 871 in MGS. XL and the Ep. Ejnscop. Bavarien-

sium ad P. Johann. IX. c. 900 in Mansi XVIII. 205, Letters of Hadrian II.

(Jaffe No. 2924 sqq.) John VIII. (Jafife No. 2970 sqq.) and Stephen V. (ibid.

No. 3407 sqq). The Translatio *S'. Clementis in Marti's AsB. II. 19-21. The
so-called Pannonian legend of Saint Methodius edited by Miklosich and
Dummler in AOeGK. XIII. (1854), this and other legends of less value in

GiNZEL, Gesch. d. Slavenap. Cyrill it. Method. Leitmeritz 1857. Also the

Serb-Slovenian legend (founded on a Greek original text) of Saint Cyrill,

edited by Diimmler and Miklosich, SBWA. XIX. (1870). Vita S. Clementis
ep. Bulg. grcece ed. Miklosich, Vindob. 1847. Cosmas, Chronic Prag. in

MGS. IX.

—

Literature: Schafarik, Slavische Alterthihner II. 471 sqci. and
Palacky's Bohemian, Dudik's Moravian, and BiJDiNGER',s Austrian History,

Dobrowsky, Cyrill it. Meth. 1823 (Id. il. d. mUhr Legende, 182G), Ginzel I.e.

Wattenbacii, Beitr. zur Geschichte der chri.^tl. K. in Mdhren «. Bohmen.
Wien 1849. Leger, Cyrille et Methode, ettide hist, sur la convers. des

Slaves 18G8 and especially Dummler in both I.e.

—

Kapp in ZhTh. 1867.

From the Carolingian Empire the bishoprics of Salzburg and

Passau conducted missions among their Slavonic neighbours, Salz-

burg from the Carinthian Mark in Lower Pannonia as far as the

Drav, for which extensive sphere we find a regionary bishop of its

own under Arno and his successor Adalram. Passau reckoned the

East Mark and Upper Pannonia in its see. Here also a special

territorial bishop is active about 833 sqq. From here influences

went out to the Moravians, united under Duke Moimir. Moimir

' Vid. Giesebrecht, Kaisergesch. II. 105 and G48 of the 2nd edition.
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received baptism from Bishop Urolf. The chief Pribina, expelled

by Moimir, fled to the Pannonian Margrave Ratbad and was
baptized in the diocese of Salzburg. In the district of Upper
Pannonia, presented by Lewis the German to Pribina at Ratisbon

in 848, numerous churches received consecration from Salzburg.

About the middle of the ninth century Moravia was regarded as

an entirely Christian country.

But Rastislav, who was supported by Lewis the German against

Moimir and (in 848) raised to Grand Duke, from 855 turned away
from German and towards Greek influences.

By the thronging of the Slavs into Greece, the Greek Church was
urgently directed to mission work among them. From the begin-

ning of the ninth century their conversion to Christianity goes hand
in hand with their overthrow in the ancient Hellenic provinces,

their subjection to Greek influences and the planting among them
of new Greek colonies. The remnants of the ancient Laconian

Hellenes on Taygetus and the Slavs of the Peloponnese were mostly

won for Christianity. Contemporaneously the Greek Empire, in

the growing weakness of the Prankish West, gains increased power

of attraction in the frontier districts on the Adriatic. Croat

Dalmatia is won (877), the Nomentani and other southern Slavs

are subjected, receive baptism, and place themselves under the

Patriarch of Constantinople, as do also the bishops of the Romance
coast cities, who renew the old alliance with Byzantium, From
Thessalonica, an essentially Greek city, but entirely surrounded by
Slavs, work for their conversion was carried on. Here also the

brothers Methodius and Constantine (mentioned by his later eccles-

iastical name of Cykil) were born, sons of Leo, an officer of high

rank. The elder (Methodius), occupied in a secular calling until of

somewhat ripe age (procurator in a Slavonic district), afterwards

retired to a monastery on Olympus (the Olympus near Prusa in

Bithynia is meant). The younger (Constantine) was born in 827.

He early distinguished himself by his giftedness, talent for language

and love of the sciences, but at the same time of philosophic, i.e.

religious contemplative, life, and received his education in Constan-

tinople from the greatest scholars of the time, Leo of Thessalonica

and Photius, the teachers of the Emperor Michael IH, He lived

for a time in monastic retirement, and again as a teacher of philo-

sophy in Constantinople. He is said to have held a disputation at

the court of the Caliph Mutavakkil, The prince of the Chazars

north of the Black Sea then invited him to a disputation with Jewish
and Moslem theologians, and he determined the prince in favour of
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Christianity. At this point Eastislav of Moravia, who found him-

self in a difftcult position between Lewis the German and the Bul-

garians, and sought attachment to Constantinople, through his

nephew Svatopluck begged the Emperor Michael III. to send him

Christian teachers, who should put an end to the antagonism of the

foreign priests (Frankish, Italian and Greek) who had appeared in

his land, and be able to proclaim the Word of God in the Slavonic

language. Constantine and Methodius were sent about 863, and

in the next three to four years displayed a very important activity.

Constantine gave the Slavs a method of writing, not the Cyrillian^

but the so-called Glagolitic, which, in the beginning of the tenth

century, on account of its clumsiness, had to give place to the easier

and more convenient Cyrillian.^ To his activity is attributed the

Slavonic (ancient Slovenian) translation of the Bible.'- The German
clergy in Moravia, whom Methodius moreover reproaches with too

great indulgence towards heathen customs, raised opposition to the

use of the Slovenian language in worship. The brothers Constantine

and Methodius therefore applied to the Pope, and on the invitation

of Nicholas I. visited Rome itself. On their way thither they were

received in a friendly manner by the Slovenian Prince Kozel (the

son of Pribina) in Pamionia, and had to undergo a vigorous dis-

putation with German clergy in Venice, who contested the justifica-

tion of the Slavonic liturgy, because God might only be praised in

the three sacred languages (Hebrew, Greek and Latin).'^ In Rome
they were honourably received by Hadrian II., the successor of

Nicholas who had just died. He conceded them the use of the

Slovenian liturgy and destined Constantine to the archbishopric of

Moravia. But the latter, under a sense of his near approaching end,

took the cowl, received the ecclesiastical name of Cyril and died

while still in Rome on 14th February, 869. He had brought the

relics of S. Clement of Rome, which had been discovered in the

Chersonese, to Rome, and now received solemn burial himself in San

Clemente, where they were deposited.^

At Kozel's request Hadrian sent Methodius to be teacher of his

people, but at the same time sent his communication (JafFe, 2924) to

Rastislav, and thereby appointed Methodius Archbishop for Pan-

nonia and Moravia together."' Hadrian praised the princes for

^ MiKLOSiCH, art. Glagoltisch in Erscli and Gruber's Encycl.

- Chietlj' that of the N.T. and the Biblical Lessons and other liturgical texts.

^ For this reason Constantine designated them disciples of Pilate, in allusion

to John xix. 20.

'' Vid. De Rossi, Bulletino di archeol. I. 9-14.

* As to the question whether Methodius was at once in Rome elevated to the
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applying to the Roman see, which had an ancient right over their

lands (ecclesiastical province of Illyria), approved of the work of the

Slovenian translation of the Bible begun by Constantine, the con-

tinuation of which he encouraged, and recognized the legality of the

Slavonic liturg3^ But in the Mass, the epistle and gospel were first

to be read in Latin, and afterwards in Slovenian. The wish to

withhold the Slavs of Pannonia from attachment to the Bulgarians,

who were seeking ecclesiastical alliance with Byzantium again, per-

haps explains the extraordinary responsiveness of Rome, in opposi-

tion to German wishes.

During the war which broke out, after Rastislav's overthrow by

Svatopluck, between Moravia and the East Frankish kingdom

(870-874), Methodius could not himself come to Moravia, but worked

alongside of Kozel. His episcopal seat seems to have been at Szalavar

at the influx of the Szala into the Flatten See. But Methodius was

accused by Ricbald, a German arch-priest of the diocese of Salzburg,

and had to appear before an Austrian synod in the presence of Lewis

the German, as Kozel as a vassal of the East Frankish kingdom

was unable to protect him. The points in controversy were the

Slovenian liturgy, and the claims of Salzburg on the one hand and

Rome on the other. Methodius was detained in Germany against

his will for several years. Pope John VIII. opposed the Roman
claims to Illyria to the historically grounded claims of Salzburg,

and demanded satisfaction for Methodius on pain of excommunica-

tion, and Lewis was obliged to release him, probably under pressure

of the peace with Svatopluck (874) which was unfavourable to him.

But John VIII. required Kozel not to detain Methodius and, in con-

tradiction to Hadrian, forbade the use of the Slovenian language in

the Mass. Kozel died shortly thereafter and from that time Metho-

dius seems to have had little influence in the Pannonian diocese.

He now took up his residence in Moravia with Svatopluck.^ Here,

however, the claims of the German priests who had returned to

Moravia were soon renewed, and they also reproached him with the

Greek heresy (doctrine of the procession of the Holy Spirit). The
chief of these opponents of Methodius, Wiching, who at the request

of Svatopluck was raised by Pope John VIII. to the bishopric of

Neithra, won Svatopluck over to the Latin Mass. Methodius was
able, on occasion of his personal presence in Rome, to obtain anew
from John permission for the employment of the Slovenian liturgy

archbishopric of Moravia, or onl5^ on a second visit at the request of Kozel, vid.

DiJMMLBR, Ludw. d. D. II. 261, note 5.

^ It remains doubtful whether his residence was Welehrad {i.e. Hradisch).

C. H. VOL. II. L
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and to repel the attacks of his opponents by means of the Pope's

letters. After the death of Methodius (815) the exertions of the

German hierarchy against the independence of the Slovenian

ecclesiastical system gained new power and also found support in

Pope Stephen V.^ The decay of the great Moravian kingdom (908)

soon brought the corresponding turn of events. The disciples of

Methodius, Bishop Clement and others, fled to the South, especially

to Bulgaria, where, as well as in Servia and partly in Croatia, the

Slavonic worship asserted itself.

3. The Bulgarians.

tSources : Theophanes continuat. ed. Bonn 1838. Photii epistulce ed. Monta-

cutius Lond. 1651, pp. 1-45. Literature. : C. J. Jirecek, Gesch. d. Biilgaren,

Prag. 1875.

In Bulgaria, the originally non-Slavonic nation (of Turkish race),

on its settlement in the ancient Moesia, underwent such strong

intermixture with the far more numerous subject Slavs, that it

resigned itself to the Slavonic language and then to Slavonic-

Christian civilization. The Bulgarians, who had again made them-

selves so terrible to the G-reek Empire in the beginning of the ninth

century,^ from that time, being in contact with the Greek world

of civilization, began to open to Christianity. Bishop Manuel of

Adrianople, whom they took prisoner, did indeed pay with his life

for his zeal for the Christian faith under the Bulgarian John Mor-

tagon. But the Khan Boris (Bogoris), when in 864 he concluded

peace with the Greek Empire, received baptism, after he had re-

quested and obtained a bishop from the Emperor Michael III. and

the Patriarch Photius.'^ A heathen party was bloodily defeated.

But alongside of the Christianity of the Greek Church we also find

Armenian Monophysites, Paulicians and Jews in the land. There

immediately began the struggle between Rome and Byzantium for

the ecclesiastical possession of Bulgaria,^ which after a short alliance

' The genuineness of his letter to Svatopluck might be maintained against

Oinzel.
^ Death of the Emperor Nicephorus I.

3 It is a groundless assumption that Methodius and Constantino (Cyril) went

to Moravia by way of Bulgaria and conducted mission-work there ; if the story,

that a Methodius made a striking impression on Bogoris by means of a picture

of the last judgment (Theophanes contin.), has historical value at all, it must be

referred to some other Methodius than the famous Apostle of the Slavs. Cf.

HiRSCH, Byzant. Studien, p. 218. Dummler, G. d. Ostfr. R. II., 187.

•• As early as 866, two years after his baptism by a Greek bishop, Bogoris

petitioned Lewis the German and Pope Nicholas I. to send him bishops of the

correct faith.
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with Eome, ended in its attachment to the Greek Church. At the

same time the Slavonic element obtains the predominance, inas-

much as Bishop Clement, the pupil of Methodius, after his flight

from Moravia, worked with much influence in Bulgaria. Similarly,

under the second son of Bogoris, Symeon (893-927), who became so

dangerous to Byzantium, Slavo-Bulgarian Christian literature re-

ceived powerful incentives to development.

4. Bohemia.

Sources : Cosmas Chron. vid. sup. p. 142. L. Budinger, o.sterr. Gesch. I. and

Zur Kritik der Altbohm. G. in ZOeG. 1857.

The bishopric of Ratisbon did indeed lay claim to Bohemia.

More important for its conversion to Christianity was its political

attachment to the kingdom of Moravia under Rastislav and Svato-

pluck. The latter's father-in-law, Borzivoi of Bohemia, had himself

baptized with his wife Ludmilla. Their grandson Wenzeslav

(928-935), who was devoted to the Church and again acknowledged

Bohemia's dependence on the German Empire, and under whom
many German priests came into the country, was slain by his

brother Boleslav the Cruel. The latter, although himself a Chris-

tian, was won by the heathen national party, rent Bohemia away

from the Empire (till Otto I. again subjected it), but was unable to

uproot Christianity ; three years later he caused the relics of his

brother to be brought to the church of S. Vitus in Prague.

Boleslav the Pious was the first to carry out Christianity strictly,

now, however, in the Latin form. After setting aside the older

claims of Ratisbon, a bishopric was erected in Prague (975 or 976),

in which, in accordance with the requirement of Pope John XVI.

the Latin rite was the rule from the very beginning. After the

exertions of the first bishop, the Saxon Thietmar, which bore little

fruit, there succeeded the young Bohemian Adalbert, whose mind

was filled with his predecessor's complaints of the obstinate resist-

ance of the Czechs, and who at the diet of the Empire at Verona

(983) under Otto III, received consecration from Archbishop Willigis

of Mayence, and pilgrimaged bare-foot to Prague, but with his

ecclesiastical and monastic strictness, found such obstinate resist-

ance, that he again left Prague, to live as a hermit in Italy. Bole-

slav and Willigis did indeed induce him after a few years to return

to Bohemia, where in the meantime the affairs of the Church had

fallen into entire disorder, while Boleslav in association with the

heathen Liutizes made war on the German Empire. But Adalbert

withdrew a second time, and when, at the Pope's command, he would

have returned a third time, he was no longer received {vid. inf.).
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5. Conversion of the Wends.

Sources : Wioukind's (of Corvey) Res gestos Saxon icce, SrG. 4 rec. Waitz, 3rd ed.

Hann. 1882, MGS. III. Thibtmaki (ep. Meseb.) Chronica SrG. 38 rec. Lap-

penb. u. Kluge 1889 (MGS. III.) and Adam Brein. (p. 136).

—

Helmold, Chron-

ica Slavorum, rec. Lappenb. Hann. 1868 (MGS. XXI.) and Saxo-Gramm. ed.

A. Holder 1886 are based on Adam of Bremen for the older period and only

become of independent importance for the later. Literature : L. Gibse-

BRECUT, Wendi.'iche Geschichten,B vols. 1843.

—

Wiggers, ii'(?. Mecklenburgs,

1840.

Under the Saxon princes Henry I. and Otto I. there arose on the

Wendish frontier the Margravates of Meissen (for the Sorbs), East-

Saxony (Lusatia) and North-Saxony (Altmark). Henry advanced

against the Wiltzes and Liutitzes on the Havel and conquered

Brandenburg. Otto sought to secure his rule by the erection

of bishoprics. In Oldenburg in Holstein (Slavonic Stargard), where

Bishop Adalward of Verden had already been active in spiritual

mission-work among the Obotrites, Otto, in the last years of his life,

founded a bishopric for "Wagrians and Obotrites in East Holstein

and Mecklenburg as far as the Peene and the Elbe, which was to be

under the archbishopric of Hamburg-Bremen and the protection

of the Saxon Duke Hermann Billung. For the Wends who were

baptized by Saxon clergy on the Havel and the Spree, he founded

the bishoprics of Havelberg (Redarians) in 94G and Brandenburg
(Hevellians) in 948, which at first stood under Mayence. But
finally, disregarding the initial resistance of Maj^ence, on his third

visit to Rome, with the consent of the Pope, he erected an arch-

bishop in Magdeburg in 968, where in 937 he had already founded

a richly endowed Benedictine monastery. To it Halberstadt was

obliged to surrender a part of its diocese. Under Magdeburg came

the bishoprics of Havelberg and Brandenburg, the likewise already

founded bishopric of Meissen, as well as the two new bishoprics of

Zeitz and Merseburg for the districts between the Saale and the

Elbe. Soon thereafter Mayence found itself indemnified by the

subordination to it of Prague and a Moravian bishopric. Adalbert,

hitherto Abbot of Weissenburg in the Speiergau, in Rome, in

October, 968, received the pallium and equal rights with the Arch-

bishops of Mayence, Treves and Cologne. The death of the Mar-

grave Gero and the abolition of the bishopric carried out by Bishop

Giseler of Merseburg are events detrimental to the unity and power

of the Saxon race.

But in revolt in the end of the reign of Otto HI., the Wends in

greater part shook off again the Christianity which had been thrust

upon them ; Havelberg and Brandenburg fell in 983, the Obotrites
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rose in revolt under Duke Mistui (Mistewoi), the archbishopric of

Magdeburg lost everything beyond the Elbe. It was only among

the Obotrites belonging to Bremen-Hamburg (in the bishopric of

Oldenburg) that remains of Christian institutions were preserved,

and in the bishoprics of Merseburg (abolished for a time but restored

under Henry II.), Zeitz and Meissen, the Church established itself

under German rule.

The Wendish prince Gottschalk, a grandson of Mistui, who had

been brought up as a Christian in a monastery, had then become a

furious foe of the Saxon oppressors, and had finally been again won

to the Christian Church, worked energetically from 1045 in his

great kingdom between the Elbe and the Baltic, under the influence

of the Duchy of Saxony, for the carrying out of Christianity and

German customs and state-administration, founded numerous

churches and monasteries and the two bishoprics of Ratzeburg and

Mecklenburg (near Wismar) ; but in the midst of his Christian

enterprises, he fell at Lenzen in Priegnitz in 1060, and along with

him his creation was again swallowed up by heathenism.

6. Poland, Prussia, and Hungary.

Sources: Of German chroniclers specially Thietmar (p. 148). Passio S. Adal-
BERTi Martyris in Script, rer. Borussicarum I. 235 and the two vit(e of

Adalbert by J. Canaparius and by Bruno in MGS. IV. 531 and 596^—
Brunonis epistola ad Henricum II. in Giesbbrbcht's KaisergeschicMe II.

Appendix. Literature: The history of Poland by II('')Pel, of Prussia by

J. VoiGT, of the Magyars by J. v. Mailath, 2nd ed. and by Fbssler (newly

revised by Klein 2nd ed. 1875-80).

—

Giesebrecht, G. d. d. Kaiserzeit I. and

II.—Friese, kg. des Kr. Polen I. 1786.

1. After previous influences proceding from Moravia, in Poland,

Miecislav I. (Miesco), the husband of the Bohemian Dubravka, the

sister of Boleslav II., first accepted Christianity in 966, and, being

compelled by Otto II. to recognize German supremacy, founded the

bishopric of Posen,^ which came under the authority of Mayence,

but soon under that of Magdeburg.—To the Polish Boleslav I.

(Chrobry, 992-1025) the Brave, who also ruled over a great part of

Pomerania, a part of Prussia, Masovians, Cracovians and Silesians,

came Adalbert of Prague {vid. sup.)., with the object, at the Pope's

command, of seeking entry into Prague for the third time. Re-

pulsed there, under Boleslav's protection he went down the

Weichsel and on board ship as far as the neighbourhood of Konigs-

berg, without having any success. On the point of returning, he

^ According to Zeissberg AOeG. 38, 74 the rise of the bishopric of Posen

already took place in the time of Otto I.
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was stabbed by the Prussians in 997, on account of an unconscious

violation of a sacred field. Boleslav redeemed his corpse and his

captive companions and brought the former to G-nesen. Here (about

1000), at the instigation of Otto III., he founded the archbishopric

of Gnesen, with the bishoprics of Kolberg (for Pomerania), Cracow
(for Chrobatia) and Breslau (for Silesia). (Posen remained at first

under Magdeburg.) The independent organization of the Polish

Church, which was reprehended in Germany, subserved his success-

ful endeavour to strip off the supremacy over it which Germany
continued to claim, and on the other hand, promoted direct alliance

with Rome.
To Boleslav there then came, with the object of emulating the

example of Adalbert of Prague, whom he venerated, the Saxon
nobleman Brun (of Querfurt), a relation of the Saxon ruling house,

who had come to Italy in the company of Otto III. and had there

been seized by the same spirit of visionary asceticism as Adalbert.

Pope Sylvester II. appointed him Archbishop of the heathens, and
the Archbishop of Magdeburg [not of Gnesen) was obliged to give

him consecration in 1004. As the political opposition of Henry II.

to Boleslav was a hindrance to the plans of Brun, he went first

to Hungary, then to Kielf to the Russian Grandprince Vladimir

and as far as the Lower Don and the mouths of the Danube to the

wild Patzinaks, with the object of inducing them to an alliance with

Vladimir and the acceptance of Christianity, which indeed had only

transitory success. Returning to Boleslav, he worked successfully

through his emissaries in Sweden [rjid. sup. p. 142) and then pursued

Adalbert's route to Prussia, where along with all his companions he

met death by decapitation in 1009 on the eastern frontier of the

country. Boleslav stringently maintained Christianity in Poland,

and his successor, Miecislav II. also sought to strengthen it ; he

founded the bishopric of Cujavia for the Wendish country on the

Weichsel. But the political disorders after his death (1034) occa-

sioned the falling away of great masses from Christianity. The
bishopric of Posen detached itself from Magdeburg and came under

Gnesen, which however was devastated by the Bohemians, who took

the body of S. Adalbert to Prague. After the return of Miecislav's

son, Casimir, who had fled to Germany, ecclesiastical order was
only very gradually restored.

2. From the middle of the ninth century the Magyars disturbed

Fannonia, where they settled at its end, and whence in the tenth

century they carried terror with their hordes of riders into the

German Empire and Italy. In them the ancient Huns seemed to
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return. The great Moravian kingdom suffered their attacks in

908, the Carolingian East Mark disappeared, the country below the

Enns fell into their hands, Bavaria especially had to suffer fright-

fully from the barbarism of these hordes, who had reached only

a very low degree of civilization, till Henry of Bavaria and

then Otto I.'s victory at the battle of Lechfeld (955) set a limit

to their predatory excursions. At that time the Hungarians were

still essentially heathen, although their relation to the Chazars, the

influence of numerous, especially female, captives, and their relations

to the Greek Empire, which was likewise menaced by them, had

already brought them near to Christianity, and the chieftain Gylas,

baptized in Constantinople about 950, had already begun Christian-

ization in the country of the Wallachs (the modern Transylvania).

After the battle of Lechfeld, and after in 970 they had suffered a

complete overthrow by the Grreek Empire, they found the necessity

of uniting their loosely allied tribes, and of adopting a fixed and

settled life. The way was being paved for an internal revolution,

which led to the pursuit of agriculture, the development of the

monarchy, and at the same time, to the acceptance of the Christian

Church as the intellectual organizing power. Thus Geysa, under

whom the proper formation of the Hungarian State began, became

Christian, but, it is true, continued to sacrifice to the heathen gods.

At the same time began the immigration of Christian colonists.

A Swabian, Wolfgang, teacher in the monastery of Einsiedeln,

a friend of Bruno of Cologne, worked as a missionary in Hungary,

but was re-called by Bishop Piligrim of Passau, who reckoned on

the earlier relation of Hungary to his see and desired no foreign

influence. By means of doubtless exaggerated representations of

the success of his own exertions, Piligrim sought to obtain from

Pope Benedict VII. the recognition of the alleged ancient claims

of Passau to archiepiscopal rank, making proffer of the founda-

tion of seven bishoprics for Hungary and Moravia. But in vain.

At that time rather the rights of the archbishopric of Salzburg

over Passau itself were expressly recognized. Adalbert of Prague

also, both personally and by emissaries, worked temporarily and

with small success in Hungary. The Church, which had made

but very small advance under Geysa, only attained to decided vic-

tory under his successor Stephen (997-1038). He first really came

over to Christianity on his marriage with Gisela of Bavaria (the

sister of the future King Henry II.), and assumed the obligation to

carry out the organization of the Church. Every ten villages were

obliged to build and equip a church ;
whoever would not become a
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Christian, became a serf. Supported by Otto III., he gave the

Church of Hungary, under dependence on Rome, an organization

of its own under one archbishopric (Gran), and in the year 1000

placed on his head the royal crown sent him by Pope Sylvester II,

The violent procedure of Stephen brought about reactions both

against Christianity and his monarchy after his death, but the

Church nevertheless remained assured for future times.

7. Chazars and Russians.

Sources: Nestor's Russian .4wnaZs, translated by Schlozer, 5 vols. Gottingen

1802. (Nestor's Chronicle by Miklosich, Vienna 18G0). Literature: Ph.

Strahl, Beitr. zur runs. KG. 1827. E.jdm. Ge.sch. d. russ. Kirche 1830.

Philaret, Gesch. der K. RussL, in German by Bkimenthal, 2 vols. 1872.

Cf. PiCHLER, Gesch. der kirchl. Trennung zivischen Orient und Occident, i.

1-7, BoNWETSCH, Zur Einfuhrung der Chr. in Bussland, Ev. luth. Kz. 1888,

31 sq.

The nomad nation of the Chazars, north of the Black Sea, had
gradually spread, from the coast of the Caspian and the Caucasian

isthmus, as far as beyond the Don and the Dnieper, reaching north

as far as the Oka. Their Chakhan (Grand Khan) resided at Itil,

not far from the mouth of the Volga (Astrakhan) and ruled, by
means of a nucleus composed of a standing army, over nations of

the most various races, languages and religions. The Goths on the

Tauric peninsula were Christian, the Slavs in the North and West
were heathen, the army for the most part consisted of Mohamme-
dans. The ruling family, of Turkish origin, in the ninth and tenth

centuries at least, adhered to the Jewish faith, the rest of the

Chazars and most nearly related Finns were mostly still heathen,

but in part were Christian or Moslem. The embassage of Con-
stantine (Cyril) to the Chazar court {vid. sup. p. 143) sheds light on
these mixed relationships. Among the Slavs in modern Russia,

in the centre, Novgorod, Smolensk, and Kieflf formed the oldest and
most important points. Finnish tribes (Letts, Livonians, Esthon-

ians, Lapps, etc.) attached themselves on the north. In many cases

these Slavs had come into contact, partly hostile, partly commercial

(especially at Novgorod), with the Northmen, the Varangians.

Internal discords and external distresses caused them to apply to

the Waragi (Russians) who belonged to the former, to assume the

dominion and restore order. Rurik (f 879) and his brothers and
men answered this appeal, and by the alliance of this ruling war-

like tribe of Norman descent with the Slavs there was thus formed
the nucleus of modern Russia, which speedily grew up under Rurik's

race ; in the process, the tribe, which at first was continually
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strengthened by new reinforcements, was gradually more and more

amalgamated with the subject Slavs and Finns. The growing

power of the Russians, to whom a multitude of smaller Slavonic

tribes subjected themselves, led to the collision with the Chazars,

the conquest of Kieff, and contact with Constantinople, which re-

ceived mercenaries from among them, and afforded lively com-

mercial intercourse, but also, both once in the time of Michael III.

after the middle of the ninth century, and repeatedly afterwards,

was thrown into terror by Russian hosts, and had to keep its

troublesome guests in good temper by rich presents and treaties of

peace and commerce.

An attempt to convert the Russians was made as early as the

time of Photius (second half of the ninth century), and in the time

of Igor, the son of Rurik (about 900), a church existed in Kieff.

Igor's widow, Olga, likewise of Norman descent, who successfully

conducted the government during the minority of her son Svatos-

LAV, received Christian baptism along with her following in 955 at

Constantinople, where she was received with great splendour ; the

Emperor Constantine Porphyrogenitus was her godfather, and

himself circumstantially described her entry.^ But Olga was not

yet able to draw her people after her ; Svatoslav also refused to

follow her. An embassy of Olga's to the Emperor Otto I. also

occasioned a missionary attempt from the West by Abbot Adalbert,

the subsequent Archbishop of Magdeburg, but without success.^ It

was only after the subjection of the Bulgarians by Svatoslav and

after bloody wars under Jaropolk that Vladimir the Great (980-

1005) was able essentially to promote his object of blending the

manifold national elements, by accepting Christianity and carrying

out its introduction. When Vladimir conquered ^ the ancient city

of Cherson on the peninsula of Taurus, he married Anna, the sister

of the Emperor Basil, in 988, of which the Emperor made his

baptism a condition.'* Accompanied by priests and relics, Vladimir

returned to Kieff, caused the venerated idol to be tied to a horse's

tail, to be beaten with clubs and thrown into the Dnieper. He
commanded his subjects to receive baptism, with the threat that

otherwise, they would be treated as enemies of God and the Grand

^ Const. Porphyr. De cerimon. II. 15 ed. Bonn. 1829 p. 594.

^ Vid. the passages in Schlozer's translation of Nestor, V. 106, 109.

^ Said to have been assisted by the treason of a priest, who then became
Metropolitan of Kieff.

* By the marriage he at the same time became brother-in-law of the German
Emperor Otto II.
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prince. The legislation of his successor Jakoslav shows, along with

the fixing of judicial tradition/ the beginning of the influence of

Christianity on the state of law, Kieff became the centre of the

Russian Church, the metropolitan there standing under the Patri-

arch of Constantinople. During a time of political tension with

Constantinople, Jaroslav did indeed leave the see unoccupied for

four years after the death of Theopempt the first metropolitan

(1047), and then (1050) caused the Russian bishops to elect a born

Russian, the monk Hilarion, the founder of the cave-monastery of

Kieff (Petschera), who ruled the Russian Church for twenty years.

But the relationship to Constantinople was maintained. From
Bulgaria the Russian Church received the Slavonic (Cyrillian) Bible

and the ancient Slovenian ecclesiastical language. The above cave-

monastery became the seed-plot of ecclesiastical culture and litera-

ture. Here the first Russian chronicler, Nestor, worked at the

beginning of the following period.

' In Slavonic and German, in Ewers, Das alteste Becht der Russen in seiner

(je.schichtl. Entwickluny, Dorp. 1826, p. 264 sqq.



CHAPTER SECOND.

The Papacy and the Hierarchy.

Sources : Till towards tlie end of the ninth century the Liber Pontificalis (i.

340). From that time onwards: J. M. Wattbrich, Pontificum Roman-

07'um qui fuerunt inde ab exeunte sceculo IX. usque adfinem s. XIII. intce

ah cequalibus conscriptoe. T. I. (Joh. VIII. to Urban II. 872-1099) Lips. 1862.

Along with the catalogues of the popes and other sources standing near to

the time, the most important documents and numerous relative fragments

taken from chronicles and other sources. The Acts of Synods and the

most of the relative papal letters in Mansi XIV.-XX. Jaffe, Beg. I.,

Hefble IV. Literature: Baxmann, II. (p. 84), Gregorovius, Gesch. d.

Stadt. Rom.

1. The Popes, the Church and the Frankish Monarchy till after the

middle of the Ninth Century.

Sources : Capitularia reg. franc, ed. Bokbtius vid. suj). p. 67. Tli. Sickbl

Acta regum et imperatormn Carolinorum, 2 vols. Wien 1867 sqq. Litera-

ture : W. SiMSON, Jbb. d. frank. Reiches under Ludiv. d. Fr. 2 vols., Lpz.

1874-76. E. DuMMLBR, G. d. ostfr. Reichs, I. Ludwig d. D. bis zum Frieden

von Koblenz 860. 2nd ed. Lpz. 1887 {Jbb. d. deidschen Gesch.).

1. Under Lewis the Pious (814-840), in the quarrel with his sons, there

begins the crumbling to pieces of the Carolingian Empire, amid the lively par-

ticipation of the higher clergy of the Frankish Empire, who at first at least

represented the conception of the unity of the Empire as the correlative of

the unity of the Church in a manner which was contradictory of Frankish

traditions. This was so far realized in the act of partition of 817, inasmuch

as, while Pippin received Aquitaine, and Lewis Bavaria, all the rest was to

remain under the Emperors, father and son. The iinitas i7nperii was not to be

rent asunder out of love to sons, ne scandalum in sancta ecclesia oriretur. After,

at the instigation of his second wife, Judith, Lewis abolished this ordinance in

829 in the interest of Judith's son Charles (the Bald), a number of the most

influential prelates took the side of the elder sons, Lothar and Pippin, who
fought their father on this account and accomplished his humiliation at Com-
piegne in 830. Against Lothar's oppressive preponderance Pippin and Lewis
did indeed again turn to their father at first. But the elder brothers once more

proceeded in common against their father, who was deserted by them all on

the Field of Lies near Colmar (833) and was also betrayed by Pope Gregory IV.,

who had hastened to his side ; he was to have been made incapable of bearing

arms, and so of ruling, by enforced solemn ecclesiastical penance at Soissons.

But the interference of Lewis (the German) now put an end to his father's

state of constraint, and at the Diet at Diedenhofen in 835 the entire body of

prelates declared the deposition illegal and solemnly restored Lewis the Pious.

Ebo of Rheims, who took special part in the procedure against the Emperor
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had now to do ecclesiastical penance and declare himself unworthy of the

priesthood; and Agouaud of Lyons was deposed from his archiepiscopal

dignitj^ on like grounds. But the conflicts continued after the death of Lewis
tlie Pious, the bloody internecine battle of Fontanetum (June, 841), on the

brook of the Burgundiones,' between Lewis and Charles on the one side and
Lothar on the other, led finally to the treaty of Verdun (843), in which Lewis
the German (t 876) received Germany as far as the Rhine, but also the dis-

tricts of Mayence, Worms and Spires, on the left bank of the Rhine, Charles
the Bald (f 877) received Gaul, West Burgundy and the Spanish Mark, Lothar
as Emperor (t 855), Italy with Rome, Ravenna, East Burgundy, Alsace, and
Friesland. Of the sons of the last-named, Lewis II. received Italy and the

title of Emperor, Lothar II. Lorraine (Alsace and the lands between the Rhine
and the Scheldt, the Meuse and the Saone) and Friesland

; Charles, Burgundy
and Provence. But after the death of the last two, their two uncles Charles

the Bald and Lewis the German took possession of the inheritance, and the

treaty of Meersen in 870 completed the definitive separation of the Romance
(Burgundian and Provencal) portions from the German.

2. Position of the Popes.- Lewis the Pious decidedlj'^ vindicated

his right of dominion over Home and the Pope as his vassal, and

further, called Leo III. to account for the exercise of capital juris-

diction. Stephen IV. at once caused the Romans to swear fidelity

to the Emperor, and ordained that the consecration of the Pope must
take place in the presence of the imperial ambassadors. Paschal I.

made excuses for the neglect of this ordinance to Lewis the Pious.

He seems also to have received from Lewis the promise that in

the future only after the consecration of the Pope had taken place

should his ambassadors negotiate with the Emperor on friendship

and peace.'' But the patent " Ego Ludovicus," etc., which refers to

this matter, and which at the same time assigns to the Roman
see, in addition to the earlier donations, Corsica, Sardinia, Sicily

and the patrimonies in Calabria, is if not altogether spurious, at

least falsified. Lewis the Pious repeatedly sent his son Lothar, who
received the crown in Rome from Paschal, over the Alps to curb

Rome, and after the election of Eugenius II., Lothak in reference

to acts of violence which had taken place, arranged affairs on the

spot by the Constitutio Romana.* Obedience to the Pope was
here inculcated, but the Emperor's right as superior was also main-

tained. Envoys of the Emperor and the Pope were to watch jointly

over the administration of justice and bring acts of violence to the

knowledge of the Pope, who was obliged, either himself to provide

^ According to Waitz and Diimmler not far from Auxerres.
2 Stephen IV., 816-817. Paschal I.—824 Eugenius II.—827. Valentinus—

Orcgory IV. 827-844. Sergius II.—147. Leo IV.—855. Benedict III. till 858.

•^ MGL. Il.b, pag. 9.

^ MGL. I. 239, in Boretius p. 323.
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for their abolition, or to hand the affair over to the Emperor for

discharge. The election of a pope ^ was to be carried out without
the disturbing participation of the masses, by those Romans only

who had a right to do so in accordance with long consecrated tra-

dition. The clergy and people were obliged to swear fealty to

Lewis and his sons, without prejudice to the fidelity due to the

Pope, and to vow to refrain from all uncanonical procedure at papal

elections, and from any attempt to consecrate a pope, before he
had bound himself by oath in the presence of the imperial envoys.

This was not indeed observed at the election of Valentine, who
only reigned one month, but probably at the election of Gregory
IV. In the conflict of the sons against Lewis the Pious, Gregory
IV. took the side of the former and the clerical party which sup-

ported them (Wala, Agobard, etc.), marched with Lotliar across

the Alps and threatened the opposite party with excommunication
but experienced the most decided resistance even from the Frankish
Church, and then sought in vain to mediate. Pope Sergius 11.^

elected and consecrated without regard to the Emperor, with the

Roman magnates, refused to render the oath of fealty to the young
king Lewis, sent by the Emperor Lothar to Italy, for the reason

that Rome ought only to be subject to one Emperor
; but they had

to agree to renew solemnly their oath of fealty to the Emperor.
Thereupon Sergius anointed Lewis with holy oil Xing' of the Lom-
bards, a new and unusual performance, from which the Pope might
claim increase of his authority.

At the same time, however, at the desire of the Emperor Lothar,

he appointed the latter's highly esteemed uncle Drogo, the Bishop
of Metz, to be apostolic Vicar {Primas) over all Gaul and Germany,
in the interest certainly of the closer unity of the Frankish Church
as against the partial kingdoms, but at the same time according to

the wish of the Emperor, who desired to gain in Drogo an organ of

influence in the realms of his brothers also (Jaffe, No. 2586). But
Drogo was unable to vindicate the claims of this position. Leo
IV.'s election and consecration also ensued, without delay for the

Emperor's confirmation of the latter, Leo excused himself on the

ground of the danger which threatened from the Saracens and
promised future obedience to the Roman statute, which he liked to

designate as a treaty between the Pope and the Emperor (Jalfe,

^ Vid. H. DoPFFEL, Kaiserthum und Papstwechsel unter den Kaj^olingern.

Frib. i. B. 1888, who however erroneously sees in the claims of the Emperor to

influence the election of the Pope, the rise of a new right. Vid. Hauck in

ThLZ. 1890, No. 11.
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'2652). In August, 846, a Saracen fleet had ascended the Tiber as

far as Rome, had phmdered the right bank and made prisoners, and

many Romans had been slain in a sanguinary fight. The Franko-

Italian army, which in the end came up in support, suffered a deci-

ded defeat ; it was in the end only owing to a storm that the

greater part of the Saracen fleet was destroyed. "While in this way
the protection of the imperial authority proved to be very inade-

quate, the cautious and energetic Pope Leo IV., who had gained his

position by the free choice of the Romans, earned great merit in

securing Rome b}^ restoring the ancient Aurelian wall, fortifying

the mouth of the Tiber, and enclosing the district around S. Peter's

(Leonine City) within walls. Increased self confidence becomes

clearly evident in him ;
in his bulls he began regularly to place his

own name before that of the person addressed, and avoided calling

the Emperor and princes dominus. The acts of the council of 853,

for the first time have alongside of the date according to the years

of the Emperor's, that according to the years of the Pope's reign.

In the same year he was able to anoint and crown at Rome the

Anglo-Saxon King Ethelwolf and his son, afterwards Alfred the

Great. And the choice of his successor, Benedict III., was only

announced to the two emperors (Lothar and Lewis II.), after he

had been placed upon the papal throne. The imperial envoys at

first attached themselves to an opposition party, which would have

used violence against him, but were finally obliged to recognize him
;

he was consecrated in their presence. In these years the idea of

moving against the Frankish Emperor by a league with the Greeks,

arose in Rome.

3. The practical revolution in relative powers and accordingly

in pretensions since the days of Charlemagne showed itself in the

significance which it was now sought to give to the anointing of

the emperors and kings. Charlemagne had himself caused the

crown to be placed on the head of his son Lewis ; Lewis the Pious

proceeded in like manner with Lothar, and the latter with Lewis

II. Nevertheless Pope Stephen anointed Lewis the Pious when he

visited him in Rheims in 816; so likewise did the Popes with Lothar

and Lewis on occasion of their presence in Rome. On such spiritual

consecration of the secular government the spiritual power then

founded a kind of theocratic claim, to which, in circumstances in

which it was to their interest to do so, the rulers began to make

appeal. The Emperor Lewis II. in 871, in opposition to the Greek

Emperor, derived the divine right of his imperial rank from the

papal consecration, and compared the Pope to Samuel, who after the
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rejection of Saul (the Greek Emperor) crowned David (Charle-

magne).

In like manner the controversies of the sons of Lewis with him
and among themselves, led to their appealing to the voices of the

bishops, and led the latter to ascribe to themselves, as the representa-

tives of the divine authority, a kind of judicial power over the rulers,

although they were themselves most deeply involved in political

relations and bound by political considerations. Thus the Synod of

Paris of 829, in a communication to Lothar, appealed to the fact,

that according to Rufinus, But. Ecde.s. x., 2, Constantine the Great

had attributed to the bishops a judicial power over himself. At the

assembly at Compiegne in 833 they laid claim to the right to judge

the king, inasmuch as they condemned him to public penance on
account of his acts of government ; and in the year 842 the Council

of Aix-la-Chapelle deposed the Emperor Lothar.^

Addendum. Pope Joan. The legend, whicli first appears in the thirteenth

century in Stephanus de Borbone, but which was quickly spread, especially by
the popular chronicle of Martinus Polonus, into whose MSS. it soon insinuated
itself, tells of a maiden, Agnes, who in man's attire had followed her career in

Rome at the papal curia, and in the end had herself become pope as John VIII.

(Anglicvis), but had then been delivered of a child, whereby the deceit was re-

vealed. The legend which interpolates this popess between Leo IV. and Bene-
dict, was ingenuously believed at the close of the Middle Ages. Protestant

polemics vitilized it, but the Protestant David Blondel was the first to supply
a detailed demonstration of its unhistorical character. In our own century
Kist would still have maintained its historical character, which however is

now generally given up. Historical interest only attaches now to the questioa
of the origin of the legend. On this point vid. Dollinger, Papstfabeln, Miin-
chen 1863.

2. The Revolution in the views of Ecclesiastical Law.

Sources: The editio princeps of the Pseudo-Isidore in Merlin, Collectio

canonum 1523, often repeated since then, also Ml. 130. Critical edition

:

HiNSCHius, Decretale.s x>s^udolsidoriancE et capitula Angilrami. Lps.

1863. Benedict: Lbvit^e Capitularia in MGL. III.—Of the very abun-

dant literature : Kunst's dissertation in the edition of Benedictus Levita

in MG. and Hinschius in the Commentatio on his edition. Wasserschle-
ben, Beitrdge zur Geschichte der falschen Decretalen, 1844 and RE. 12, 367.

J. Weizsacker, die Pseudoisidorianische Frage in Sybel HZ. III., 44, and
the text-books of ecclesiastical law by Schulte, Philipps and L. Richter

revised by Dove-Kahl 1877.

In the early stages of the decay of the Carolingian Empire, the

inclination of the Popes was directed towards freeing themselves

from the supremacy of the Emperors. The hierarchy in general,

' As the unglossed expression of the conviction which was being formed, vid.

Nithart, Hist. 4, 1 (SrG. 3 ed. Pertz. ed. 2, Hann. 1870.
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the power and inilueiice of which hitherto, under Charles's power-

ful hand, had been made part of the organism of, and serviceable to,

the Empire as a whole, tried to obtain a spiritual jurisdiction in

secular things also on the strength of its divine vocation. On the

other hand, in the civil wars after Charles's death, the preponder-

ance of the secular power and the insecurity of the Church in these

conflicts, made themselves most sensibly felt, and were bound to

promote the endeavour of the higher clergy to diminish their depen-

dence on the secular power and extend their ecclesiastical power.*

But above all, for this purpose, allegiance to the Pope, as the

natural champion of the Church, recommended itself. The Council

of Paris in 829 already placed the papacy and the Empire parallel

as the two greatest powers, with a view to gaining due authority

for the bishops as the representatives of the ecclesiastical power.

The spiritual law, of Roman origin and universal (not national)

character, appropriated by Charlemagne in his capitularies, but also

modified and introduced into the system of the political law of the

Empire, began to be felt as an independent power and to be made
serviceable to the interests of the bishops.

For the material of his extensive ecclesiastical law, Charles, as

has been noted, had received from Pope Hadrian and utilized in his

legislation, the augmented Dionysian collection as that which was

consecrated by Roman usage. Along with it other collections, such

as the so-called Hispana, were also known in the Frankish Empire^

and individual bishops also supplied smaller collections for practical

use, which combined with it local regulations and special ordi-

nances for the regulation of the ecclesiastical discipline of their

dioceses, the " capitula episcoporum,^' such as those of Theodulf of

Orleans (about 797), Hatto of Bale, and later, Hincmar of Rheims

and others. But there also appeared important collections of

church-law with definite ecclesiastico-legal tendency, and decretals

adjusted or invented accordingly : the famous Pseudoisidorian Col-

lection, the collection of capitularies by Benedict which in its

origin comes into close connection with it, and the so-called Capitula

Angilrami, both of which latter are joined to the Pseudoisidore in

many MSS.

The preface prefixed to this collection under the name of a certain Isidorus

Mercator,^ which is essentially based on the substance of the so-called Hispana,.

* Florus (of Lyons) attempted to prove from some constitutions of Roman
Emperors, that the clergy were free from secular jurisdiction. Vid. Maassen,

E/,n Commentar des Florus in SBWA. XLII., 103.

'^ On this name vid. Hinschius ZKR. VI. 148 sqq.
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was for that reason explained as referring to the celebrated Isidorus Hispalen-

sis. The compilation contains in Part I., besides a few other pieces, the fifty-

so-called Apostolic Canons received by the Church {vid. I. 234, II. 11) and fifty-

nine alleged, but all spurious, letters of the Roman bishops, from Clemens down
to Melchiades (t 314), in chronological order; in Part II. there follow, after a few

other pieces (of which the Donatio Constantini ad Sylvestrum is the most im-

portant) the Canons of many councils, beginning with that of Nicsea, essen-

tially following the Hispana (falsification is only perceptible in one passage)

;

Part III. gives the decretal letters of the Roman bishops from Sylvester to

Gregory II. (t 731), of which thirty-five are spurious. The author has therefore

admitted a number of already existing anonymous pieces, and the Epistle of

Clement to James (from the Clementine Homilies), the Donatio Constantini

and the Constitutio Sylcestri, but has invented the most of the spurious papal

letters, for doing which Rufinus, Cassiodorius, and the Liber Pontificalis must

have supplied him with the historical substratum, and older ecclesiastical

authors, acts of councils, etc. with the material.

As against the imperium^ the claims put in the mouths of the

older popes do indeed exalt the mcerdofium, the see of Rome and

the primacy of Peter and the standard authority of papal decretal

letters, but less in the interest of the papacy itself, than in that of

the Episcopate, which seeks by exalting the papacy to protect and

reserve itself against the oppression of kings and the spoliations

of the great, so as not to be subjected to secular force by one-

sided judgment in consequence of political negotiations. Hence it

is required, (1) as against the secular power, that the competence

of secular courts in the affairs of the bishops should be excluded,

and that the secular authorities should not summon any synod

or condemn any bishop without papal consent. Nor in the spiritual

court might any layman appear as accuser or witness against

bishops or clergy, or the reges aid potentates exercise any influence.

On the other hand, secular affairs might be brought before a

spiritual court, and every sufferer of violence might appeal to a

spiritual court. But (2) it is also sought most assiduously to

secure the bishops as against their metropolitans and provincial

synods. The existing hierarchical organization is indeed recognised,

and further, the insertion of a grade, that of the primacy, is recom-

mended as a means of mediation between the Pope and the metro-

politans, probably with a view to affording the individual provincial

churches a stronger support against the sovereign. But the position

of the bishop is to be made as unassailable as possible. Not the

metropolitan by himself, but only the provincial synod under his

guidance may proceed against a bishop, and only when it has been

summoned legitimately, i.e., auctoritate sedis aposfoUcce. Any com-

plaint against a bishop is rendered so difficult, that practically it

C.H.—VOL. II. M
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would become impossible. Like the laity, th^ lower clergy also are

not to be admitted as accusers. Even in the case of bishops, inves-

tigation is to be made as to whether thej'' are determined by hostile

intention. Every accuser is first to attempt amicable agreement

with the person to be accused, otherwise he is threatened with

excommunication as a despiser of the apostles and fathers. If the

accused bishop holds the judges to be liable to suspicion or hostile

in feeling, he can withdraw himself from their jurisdiction, and

appeal beyond the judgment of the provincial synod to the primate

or the Pope. And again, the appearance of witnesses is made
practically impossible, for only those who might be accusers might

be witnesses, i.e. only the higher clergy, to the exclusion of the laity

and the lower clergy, and then seventy-two such legitimate wit-

nesses were requisite. Finally there always remains unlimited

appeal to Rome. But against violent deprivation and expulsion,

such as so often occurred under tlie entanglement of the bishops

in secular affairs, the regulation seeks to provide that a deprived

bishop must first be completely reinstalled in his rights and proper-

ties, before any charge whatever may be brought against him.

It is everywhere regarded as the duty of the Pope to protect the

bishops against malice and tyranny.

Naturally all these requirements only appear partly as particular

and occasional, partly as frequently repeated and widely scattered

requirements of the Roman bishops, not as a collected system,

which would bring out much more tangibly their monstrosity com-

pared with the existing condition of the law.

The Capitularia of Benedtctus Levita, i.e. the deacon, of the church of

Mayence under Archbishop Otgar (f 847), which come into the closest contact

with the Pseudo-Isidore, ai'e asserted to be supplementary^ of the capitularies of

the Frankish kings by Ansegis {vid. MG-. Capit. reg. Franc, ed. Boretius). This
collection seeems to have originated at Otgar's instigation, and to have made
use of the archives of Mayence. It is only composed to a small extent of real

capitularies, of similar tendency to the Pseudo-Isidore, and partly agreeing with
him verbally, but is of more varied matter, with copious material for ecclesiastical

legislation and discipline. Here, therefore, the author works not only b3^ means
of alleged papal letters, but by means of pretended royal-ecclesiastical legis-

lation. To the same time and tejidenc^' belong finallj^ the so-called Capitula

Angilrami, alleged to have been delivered to Bishop Angilram of Metz (f 791)

by Pope Hadrian. They also to a large extent agree verbally or almost

verbally with the two other forgeries. It may now be regarded as proved that

they did not arise in Rome, Italy or the Spanish Church,^ but in the Frankish

* According to F. Maassen, P.seiidoisidor.'itHdien, 1st and 2nd Heft, Wien
1886, one codex of the so-called Hispana exhibits a revision and recension of

the text of the Hispana, which might be regarded as a preparatory study for

the forgery.
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Church. Seeing, therefore, that Benedict's enterprise seems to have proceeded

from the church of Maj^ence, it was thought possible to assume origin in the

East Frankish Churcli, especially in Mayence, for Pseudo-Isidore also. Kunst
would make Benedictus Levita himself the author of the Isidore, which, how-
ever, cannot be maintained. Miich in the Isidorian collection rather pointed

to West-Frankish conditions, especially the diocese of Rheims, e.g. the polemic

against the institution of regionary bishops. Following the example of

"WeizsaCKBR, many (Noorden, Hinschius, Dove) decided in favour of the West-

Frankish origin of the collection, which moreover was said to have utilized

the capitularies of Benedict. But according to Wasserschleben, the complete

Isidorian collection would have to be distinguished from a shorter form which
only contained false papal letters down to Damasus (f 384), and as neither

the hypothesis that Benedict had made use of Pseudo-Isidore nor the converse

seemed capable of being carried out, Wasserschleben assumed that the older,

shorter form of the Pseudo-Isidore had originated in Mayence and like the

capitularies of Angilram also, had been utilized by Benedict, but that the

completed Isidorian collection, viz., the forged letters of the popes after

Damasus, which is just where the question of the regionary bishops which
concerned Rheims emerges, had ensued later in the West-Frankish kingdom.

He brings the origin of the older nucleus of the forgeries into intrinsic con-

nection with the divisions of parties during the conflicts of Lewis with his

sons, and therefore places it in the time, when, after the restoration of Lewis
the Pious, the party of Otgar and Ebo ( i.e. that of Lothar) desired to protect

itself against the secular power and the party of the metropolitans and synods

allied with it, while at the same time Otgar hoped to vindicate the ancient

claims of Mayence ; he therefore claims the date of 844 for this older collection

(Ebo's restoration in 840, and removal to Hildesheim, 844), but for the later

addition a somewhat later time (after 847). The other view now stronglj'

championed assumes for the whole Pseudo-Isidorian collection this later date,

after the year 847, in which the capitularies of Benedict seem to conclude, and
regards Rheims as the seat of their origin, in w^hich diocese a more frequent

use of the Pseudo-Isidore is earliest perceptible. None of these hypotheses

removes all difficulties, and so Schulte confines himself to the close connection

of Benedict with Isidore, and to the assertion, that the first use is made of the

latter in the affair of Ebo, and that he and his adherents were in any case

closely associated with the business.^

In the Frankish Church, Hincmar at the Synod of Rheims already shows
knowledge of Pseudo-Isidore, whose forged papal lettei'S are also made use of at

the Synod of Kierzy (Feb., 857), in the synodal missive of Thoucy (Oct., 8G0),

and elsewhere. In Rome thej^ are made use of hy Nicholas in the affair of

Rothad (Mansi, XY. 676), and he appeals to the fact {ihid.^ 695), that Frankish

bishops, who controverted the validity of the false decretals, had formerly

made use of them in their own interest. Hence the conjecture that it was just

Rothad who had brought them from the diocese of Rheims to Rome, where
the clergy consecrated by Ebo made use of them against Hincmar, who was
now ardent against this trap laid for the right of the metropolitan.—In the

history of Nicholas I. and his next successors, the conflict of the Pseudo-

Isidorian conceptions bears the imprint of those of hitherto existing ecclesiastical

^ SiMSON has made another attempt : die Entstehung der Pseudo-isidorian-

ischen Fdlschungen in Le Mans. Leipzig 1886. Vid. on the contrary Was-
serschleben in HZ., vol. 64 (NF. 28), 234-250.
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law. The episcopate very soon had cause enough- to complain of the two-

edgedness of the weapon which had originally been wielded in its interest, as

the papacy alone reaped the fruits and found means in the Pseudo-Isidore

to protect itself not only against the independence of the princes, but also

against that of the episcopate and the metropolitans.

The Pseudo-Isidore did not make the medieval papacy, but, as a strong

expression of tendencies which were present and favoured by the development

of history, it strengthened its advance, collected for the first time the claims

which had been earlier made separately, combined with them really new

claims, such as in part subsequent times did not realize, and clothed the whole

with the authority of ecclesiastical tradition, and thus not unessentially con-

tributed to the development and confirmation of papal absolutism. After

those contemporaries from whom {e.g. Hincmar) the forgery could not be entirely

concealed had passed away, the belief in its genuineness became universal,

or rather, with the growth of indolence and the diminution of culture almost

all opposition became silenced, although e.g. the famous Synod of Eheims of

991 opposed the Isidorian principles with decision. The false decretals were

received into the larger systematic collections of canons, which then became

the sources for the Decretinn Gvatiani, and so gained entrance into the corpus

juris canonici. At the end of the Middle Ages doubts of their genuineness were

audible (Nicholas of Cusa and others) ; then the Magdeburg Centuriators

demonstrated the forgery in detail (similarly in France, De Moulin and others).

The defence of the Jesuit Torres (1872) was forcibly refuted by the Calvinist

David Blondel {P.seudo-zsidoru.s et Turriamis vapidantes, Genevse 1628), and

even Romish scholars, especially the brothers Ballerini {Deantiquis turn editis

turn inediti.H collectionibus et collectoribus canonum ad Gratianum usque tracta-

tus, 1757), cleared up the history of ancient ecclesiastical law in such a manner

that since that time, even from the Eomish side, only quite isolated attempts

have been made to maintain the genuineness against the force of facts, such

as the last by Eduard Dumond, Les faiisses decretales in the Revue des

questions historiques, I. 392, II. 97 (18GG). Another sort of exoneration of

the Romish Church was tried by the Jesuit De Smedt {vid. on it, Wasser-

schleben in RE. 12, 382).

3. The Papacy and Hierarchy under Nicholas I. (858-867), and his next

successors, Hadrian II. (—872 ) and John VIII. (872-882).

Sources: Nicolai I. epp. in Ml., 119 cf. (Coustant) de Nicolai I. epp. in

Annlecta juris jwntif. Ser. X. t. V. ps. 2, 1869; Hadriani epp., Ml., 122
;

Joannis VIII. epp. ML, 124. Hincmari epp. ed. Sirmond, 1645 ; ML, 125,

126. Literature: E. Dummler, G. d. osffr. R. II., 2nd ed., 1887.

On the news of the death of Benedict III., the Emperor Lewis

hastened to Rome to prevent an injury to his prerogative. To his

influence and that of his magnates, more than to the clergy, the

•decision on the election of Nicholas I. is attributed,^ and so of the

man who, with good fortune, seemed to conquer for the Bishop of

Rome the position at the head of the Christian West, which the

Christian Emperor Charles had once occupied. The upward ten-

dency of the papacy, which had been traceable since the time of

' Prudentii annates ad annum 858.
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Lewis the Pious, culminated in Nicholas. He sought with success

to free the Roman see from the imperial supreme authority, as in

general he combats all interferences of the secular power in eccle-

siastical afifairs in the interest of the independence of the Church,

but ascribes the monarchical leadership over the Church itself to

the see of Rome by virtue of the prerogative of St. Peter, from

which all rights of bishops and councils were first of all derived.

Towards the East, also, he seeks to extend the sphere of power of

the Roman Church, and to interfere decidedly in the Grreek Church
;

and, indeed, to show himself to be the highest arbiter in the world,

to be judged by none. Himself of strict morality and scientific

education, mild towards obedient clergy, terrible to the refractory^

he left a powerful impression on his time, and occupies one of the

first places among the great types of ecclesiastical Rome.^ In Italy,

he knew how to win the people to himself by his undertakings in

the common interest and his great benevolence, took the part of

the oppressed, and also became the agent of the people against the

nobility who were drawn into the Frankish interest. Complaints

by the city of Ravenna about its bishop gave him a welcome oppor-

tunity of breaking the ancient desire of this archbishopric for in-

dependence. Nicholas called Archbishop John before a Roman
synod in 861, in spite of the Emperor Lewis's attempts at media-

tion, on account of the controversies pending, and when he did

not appear, uttered the ban against him in 862, and John had
finally to submit.

On occasion of various controversies in the Frankish Empire, the

interference of the Pope showed the beginning of the activity of

the new ecclesiastico-legal idea. Bishop Ebo of Rheims, on account
of his taking part against the Emperor Lewis the Pious, had been
deposed at Diedenhofen {vid. p. 155). After the death of Lewis in

840, the Emperor Lothar had reappointed him, but when in 843
(Verdun) Rheims came under Charles the Bald, Ebo had to retire^

and went into the service of Lothar, who exerted himself in vain
with Pope Sergius for his reinstatement. After Ebo had fallen into

disgrace with Lothar, Lewis the German entrusted him with the

administration of the vacant bishopric of Hildesheim, but Hincmar,
who had been raised by Charles the Bald, in agreement with the
synod at Verneuil (845), to be Ebo's successor in Rheims, now deposed
as illegal all clergy in the diocese of Rheims who had been conse-

The idea that in his case the ceremony of coronation was first performed,
rests on a misunderstanding of a passage in the Liber Pontificalis. Vid.
GiESEBRECHT, GescU. dev deutschen Kaizerzeit, 4th ed., III., 1086.
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crated by Ebo after his return anu before his second expulsion,

which the Synod of Soissons in 853 approved, and Pope Benedict

III. confirmed, though with the prudent phrase :
" If the circum-

stances permit." But at the same time he reserved the right of

appeal to Rome, basing on the Sardicene Canon. At Hincmar's de-

sire. Pope Nicholas now at first repeated the approval in the same

modified manner as his predecessor.

Hincmar now fell into violent dissension with Rothad of Soissons,

who was also decidedly his political opponent, and who, moreover,

had secretly supported the cause of the clergy who had been conse-

crated by Ebo, and whose prospects were now checked. Hincmar,

Rothad's metropolitan, caused him to be deposed at a synod at

Soissons in 860, on account of numerous cases of refractoriness and

self-will, amongst others also, because Rothad had of his own power

deposed a priest who was accused of adultery, and would not

reinstate him at Hincmar's request. A synod at Pistres in 862 was

obliged to acknowledge Rothad's right to appeal to Rome. But
Hincmar seized upon Rothad's exertions to gain the bishops directly

for his cause, as a renunciation of the appeal ; and, while Rothad

was imprisoned by the king, caused the Synod of Soissons ^ to

confirm the deposition. Nicholas, on the other hand, at first

required the reinstatement of Rothad, and summoned him and his

opponents, represented by at least two or three bishops from the

synod, before his tribunal at Rome. The Synod of Verbery deter-

mined to send Rothad to Rome, and as a matter of fact he had the

fortune to escape thither and lay his complaints before the Pope.

But the episcopal accusers remained absent, and without further de-

lay Nicholas invested him on Christmas eve, 864, with the episcopal

robe, himself reinstated him a few weeks later as Bishop of Soissons,

and required Hincmar to reinstate Rothad under threat of deposition.

This is the first indubitable papal attempt to ground upon the

principles of the new ecclesiastical law according^ to Pseudo-Isidore
;

obedience was due to all papal decrees ; without the command of the

Pope, no synod was to be held ; all causae majores [piz. those relat-

ing to bishops) were to be reserved to the decision of the curia.

Hincmar complained ~ of the injuriousness of the papal interference

with the archiepiscopal administration and the rights of the bishops,

but had actually to reinstate Rothad in 865.

The priests consecrated by Ebo now also demanded their res-

toration and new investigation with the participation of outside

' In the suburbs, not in Senlis, vid. Hefele, 4, 258.

- Hincmar, ojt»/>., II. 244 sqq. Cf. Flodoardi hist. Remensis eccl., III. 12-14.
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metropolitans {viz. the opponents of Hincmar, Remigius of Lyons

and Ado of Vienne). That might cost Hincmar his archiepiscopal

position. For if they were legally priests, Ebo had been illegally

expelled by Charles the Bald, and Hincmar was an intruder. But

the Synod of Soissons, in 866, declared the deposition of those

priests to be legal, and only recommended their re-appointment out

of mercy. Nicholas at that time required the help of the Frankish

Church in conflict with the Greek, and took conciliatory steps.

But when Hincmar had drawn down on himself the disfavour of

Charles the Bald, Nicholas again took up the matter, aiming at

Hincmar's complete ruin and a decisive victory of the papal

authority. But at this point Nicholas died ; and his successor.

Hadrian II., who was friendly disposed towards the powerful

Hincmar, settled the matter in the sense of the synod, seeing that

Ebo's affair could no longer be fully cleared up.

Nicholas, basing on the vocation of the Church as protectress of

moral order, also successfully opposed the secular authorities, and the

prelates who were subservient to their interests, in the well-known

affair of the marriage of Lothar II. of Lorraine.

The latter had lived in his youth with his lover, Waldrada ; hut soon after

his father's death, under the stress of political considerations, had married

Thietberga, the sister of the powerful and immoral Abbot Hucbert of St.

Maurice, the most influential man in Burgundy. But as early as 857 he sought

to get rid of her, accusing her of grave offences, and again lived with Waldrada.

He gained the Archbishops Gijnther of Cologne, and Thietgaud of Treves,

rf,nd on the ground of a confession of guilt which was forced from her at a synod

at Aix-la-Chapelle, in which a few Burgundian and West-Frankish bishops

also took part, Thietberga was condemned to public monastic penance and

monastic confinement. Thietberga, however, fled to Charles the Bald, who
willingly took her part against Lothar, and appealed here as she had already

done, to the Pope. From the West-Frankish kingdom Hincmar raised his

voice (Z)e dlvortio Lothari) against the divorce. Lothar also, and the Lothar-

ingian bishops, applied humbly to the Pope. But Lothar, at the same time,

was skilful enough to win over his Lotharingian bishops by exaggerated

exaltation of their spiritual supreme power, to approbation of a new marriage

with Waldrada, whose wedding and coronation ensued in spite of the prohibi-

tion of Nicholas. He had, however, intimidated by the threatening attitude

of his two uncles, Charles and Lewis the German, to submit to a fresh investi-

gation of the affair at the Synod of 853, summoned to Metz by Nicholas. Here,

however, the two legates of the Pope, Rhodoald of Porto, and John of Ficulna,

allowed themselves to be gained by bribery. Partly they did not present the

papal missive at all, partly they falsified it ; and silenced in this w^ay, the

synod confirmed the former decision, and under the impression, which was

fortified by the legates, that they would obtain the papal confirmation, they

sent Gunther of Cologne, and Thietgaud of Treves, themselves to Rome to

carry out the affair there. But Nicholas annulled the Metz decisions, excom-

municated his own legates, one of whom, Rhodoald had already shown himself
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venal in the mission to Constantinople (on the affair of Photius), deposed the

two German bishops, and offered the other participators pardon only on condi-

tion of their subjection to Rome. This was certainlj^ an entirelj' new method
of procedure, to depose bishops without the consent of the king, and without
consulting a provincial court ; but in doing so he had the public conscience on
his side, and the bishops were silent. Lothar's brother, the Emperor Lewis II.,

now advanced on Rome with troops, and with the assent and participation of

all the Italian opponents of the Pope ; it came to a collision in 864, and the

two guilty archbishops deposited a protest on the tomb of St. Peter. Gunther
then returned to his ai'chbishopric in spite of the excommunication. But the

inflexibilitj' of Nicholas did not fail of its moral impression on the Emperor.
Lewis II., especially at the instance of his wife, took conciliatory steps towards
the Pope, and Lothar, in his political embarrassment, let his helpei'S di'op, and
humbled himself in the most humiliating terms, and even called the Pope to

his protection. The Lotharingian bishops svibmitted themselves to the Pope,

and Lothar entrusted another bishop with the administration of Cologne in

the interim, as Nicholas had reserved to himself the final decision. The papal

legate, Arsenius, who, on the Pope's commission, at the same time brought
Bishop Rothad of Soissons to France, and brought letters of the Pope to

Charles, Hincmar, etc., simply announcing the re-instatement of Rothad, took

Thietberga in charge and brought her to Lothar, to whom, moreover, ecclesias-

tical penance for his adultery was remitted, and by commission of the Pope was
to bring about an entire reconciliation of the three Prankish rvilers. Charles

the Bald and Lewis the German, whose quarrels had at that time been recon-

ciled (February, 865) at Thoussy (Thusiacum, in the diocese of Toul), did,

indeed, declare against Lothar's marriage, and promised to persuade him to

virtue by their ambassadors; but they declined the plan of Nicholas, of sending
bishops from all the Prankish kingdoms to a synod at Rome. The three

Prankish kings began to recognize the common danger which threatened them
from Rome through the ambitious interference of Nicholas. But Lothar again
received Waldrada, who was to have been brought to Italj-, bv;t escaped on the

way and defied the Pope, who now uttered the ban against Waldrada (not

against Lothar). The Pope remained inflexible, although Thietberga herself

now begged for divorce. Thietgaud and Gunther in vain exerted themselves

with the Pope for restitution, supported by the intercessions of the Synod
of Paris in 865. Gunther returned to Cologne, and King Lothar once more
made over the archbishopric to him. He, indeed, refrained from the

spiritual functions of his office, but practically administered his arch-

bishopric, although formally Hilduin (perhaps his brother), who had previously

been commissioned for the pui-pose, exercised the office of vicegerent. He
was able, by very favourable bargains with the cathedral chapter, to win
it to his side. Nicholas died (13th November, 867) before the settlement of the

controversy.

For the success with which Nicholas vindicated his claims in Constantinople

(against Photius) vid, infra^ chap. vi. Regard to the conflict with the Greek
Church, in which he desired to have the whole West behind him, appears finally

to have restrained him from further measures against Lothar, which might
also have stirred up the Emperor. At the same time he also made friendly

approaches to the so bitterly opposed Hincmar in the autumn of 8(57, inasmuch
as through him (Ep. in Mansi, XV. 3557) and Charles the Bald, he summoned
the whole West-Frankish Church, as likewise Lewis the German and the

German bishops, to the defence against the attacks of the Greeks.
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Hadrian II. now ascended the papal throne, for which he had
already been kept in view on occasion of previous vacancies. The
Roman and the Franko-Imperial parties united on him, now of

venerable age. In the triumph over the Greek Church (general

Synod of 869-70), he reaped what Nicholas had sown, but for

the rest certainly inherited Nicholas's claims, but not his force and

consistency and good fortune. He at first came forward as a con-

ciliator, as was shown by the settlement of the controversy in

regard to the Rheims clergy, and in general by his friendly ad-

vances towards Hincmar, but professed the principles of Nicholas^

which he also sought to maintain in the affair of the marriage.

He refused King Lothar the divorce which Thietberga herself now alsa

begged for, but proposed a still fi;rther reinvestigation, and so did not a priori

cut off the prospect of a different turn of the event. Lothar II. came himself

to Italy, and through the intercession of Engelberga, the wife of the Emperor
Lewis, obtained a meeting with the Pope in Monte Casino. At the intercession

of the Emperor he loosed Waldrada from the ban of the Church, under the

condition that she should immediately renounce all intercourse with Lothar,

communicated this to the Frankish bishops, and dissuaded Lewis and Charles

from attacks on Lothar. At the assembly at Monte Casino an oration was
held in Hadrian's presence, which is designated the first comprehensive vindi-

cation of the Pseudo-Isidorian principles. On the sworn assurance of Lothar
and his retinue, that since his reacceptance of Thietberga he had refrained

from all intercourse with Waldrada (an obvious perjury), the Pope himself

gave him the sacrament. To Giinther also, who at that time resigned his

archbishopric, he then gave the Holy Supper. In Rome, however, he treated

Lothar with visible disrespect, and when the latter suddenly died at Piacenza

(869) on his return journey, there was a universal impression that it was a

divine judgment.

When Charles the Bald now made himself master of Lorraine

and had himself crowned in Metz, Hadrian took the side of the

legitimate heir, the Emperor Lewis II. But his interference was

decidedly repelled by Charles the Bald. Hincmae, while protesting

his devotion, replied to the Pope, that the king, the bishops and

magnates of the realm regarded his interference in secular affairs

as an unheard of presumption ; he could not be both bishop and

king. A threatening reply of Hadrian's remained without effect.

Against Lewis the German, who likewise sought to obtain posses-

sion of his share of the inheritance of Lothar, and who had im-

mediately taken possession of the archbishopric of Cologne, the

Pope took up a much more friendly attitude, being deceived by
his conciliatory expressions. Hadrian was unable to prevent the

coming into existence of the Treaty of Meersen (870), and he

threatened in vain that he would come to Frankfort in person..
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Passionate, but equally fruitless, was Hadrian's interference in

favour of Carlmann, the posthumous son of Charles the Bald.

In another matter he likewise experienced a decided rebuff.

Hincmar of Rheims had made his nephew of the same name Bishop

of Laon (858), but had fallen into violent dissension with him, a

man of self-willed and intriguing character. The nephew began,

founding on the Pseudo-Isidore, to encroach on the metropolitan

rights of his uncle, and received support in his action from Pope

Hadrian, The elder Hincmar, who had himself formerly made use

of many of the false decretals, now turned as metropolitan decidedly

against the legal validity of these principles, and a synod at

Attigny in 870 decided in his sense. "When the younger Hincmar
showed partizanship for the plans of Carlmann, and refused to

subscribe to the excommunication decreed against Carlmann's

associates in January, 871, he was deposed at a synod summoned
by the king at Doucy near Sedan, in spite of his appeal to the Pope.

The resolutions of the synod, which did not deny him appeal to

the Pope in accordance with the older law of the Church in the

sense of the Sardicene Canon, were sent to the Pope for confirma-

tion. Hadrian II. loftily commanded [vid. Jaffe, 3945) that Hinc-

mar of Laon and a suitable accuser should be sent to Rome for

'examination. At this the synod expressed their astonishment,

and continued to stand by the ancient point of view.^ Hincmar
rephed in the name of the king, in a very blunt fashion, appealing

to Charles's dignity as a Christian and a king : the Kings of the

Franks were not episcopoi'um vicedomini, sed terrm domini. He
deprecates such letters in the future and casts pretty plain side-

glances at the new decretals. The Pope actually gave way in

humble fashion, praised the king's deserts of the Church, represented

his former letters as surreptitiously obtained, and enticed Charles

with the prospect of the Imperial crown if he should survive Lewis

II. Hincmar of Laon, if he persisted in his refusal, was to be called

before a provincial court, without previous reinstatement. Thus

he was here again obliged to allow the validity of the old legal

view of the Frankish Church. Hincmar, so seriously threatened

under Nicholas, stood at the climax of his power, and after Hadrian's

death in 872, John VIII. also confirmed the Synod of Doucy. But

Hincmar of Laon was subsequently blinded by Charles the Bald

on account of treasonable alliances with the German court.

John VIII. prosecuted the aims of Nicholas with rather more

* Vid. Delalande, Conciliorum gallicorum supple77i., pp. 274-282, more com-

plete than in Mansi.
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good-fortune than Hadrian, but without the moral greatness of

Nicholas, with the weapons of intrigue and by utilizing the weak-

ness of the Carolingians and the confused political conditions, from

which, however, he himself finally suffered. After the death of

the Emperor Lewis II., Charles the Bald immediately hastened

across the Alps, with a view to obtaining the imperial crown in

opposition to the nearer claims of Lewis the German. On his way,

while he was dealing with the son of Lewis the German, who

advanced against him, the ambassador of the Pope already invited

him to come to Rome. Seventy-five years after the imperial

coronation of Charles, at Christmas, 875, he received the crown

from the hand of the Pope, and he afterwards acknowledged that

he owed it entirely to the papal appointment and election.^ The

imperial dignity now appeared to be no longer hereditary, but

conferred by grace of the Pope, and there was no longer any trace

of vindication of the Frankish supremacy over Eome, although

the Pope in his political embarrassments by the Saracens and the

Italian parties appealed to the protection of the Emperor—mostly,

indeed, in vain. The consequence of the altered conditions was,

that the Lombard Kingdom, hitherto the hereditary possession of

the Carolingians, became a hereditary monarchy. At a great

assembly of spiritual and secular lords in 876, Charles was elected

King of Italy, after the Pope had invited him and created him

Emperor.

In the Frankish kingdoms, John sought, in accordance with an

agreement entered into with Charles in Rome, to interfere through

Archbishop Ansegis of Sens, as his Vicar or Primate, in the sense

of the Pseudo-Isidore, from which Charles, on his side, hoped also

to have influence on the West-Frankish kingdom also. But not

only was the intended extension of the claims of Ansegis on

Germany not attained, but even in the Frankish kingdom the

Synod of Ponthion in 876 declared its obedience only under reser-

vation of the rights of metropolitans, in favour of which Hincmar

stepped in, in the treatise De ju?'e metropoUtanorum ad episcopos.

After the deaths of Lewis the German in 876, and Charles the Bald

in 877, the embarrassments of the Pope increased. John, being-

hard pressed by Lantbert of Spoleto, was obliged to flee for pro-

tection and assistance to Boso of Provence and Lewis the Stam-

merer. But Charles the Fat, in alliance with the German party

in Upper Italy (Anspert, Bishop of Milan), compelled the Pope to

^ On the doubtful gift of Capua to the Pope by Charles, vid. Hirsch in the

Forschungen^ XX. 133, 152.
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drop Count Boso of Provence, who had erecl^ed the independent

kingdom of Arles, and instead to raise himself to the emperorship

in 881. John died by the hand of an assassin in 882 ; and at the

same time with him, Hincmar, on flight before the Normans, who,

having long been the terror of the West-Frankish and other

Oarolingian kingdoms by their invasions, now settled in Normandy.

Soon thereafter Charles the Fat once more united in his own hand

all the parts of the Carolingian heritage, but this was a faint shadow

of the Carolingian Empire, and for it the Pope fell into the hands,

of the Italian parties.

4. The Papacy and the Hierarchy down to the Deposition of John XII.

in 963.

^oitrccs- ;—The papal letters in Ml. 129 (Stephen Y., sqq.), Ml. 131 (Joh. IX.,

sqq.), Ml. 132 (Joli. X., sqq.), Ml. 133 (Marinus sqq.), Liutprandi Anta-

liodoais in MGS. V. and Serg. I., 2nd ed., ed. Diimmler, Hann. 1877.

AuxiLii opp. Ml. 129, and the writings of Auxilius and Vulgar, in

Diimmler, Auxil. u. Vulgar., Lpz. 186G. E. Diimmler, Gesta Berengariif

Halle 1871. Literature : Jb. d. R. E. Dummlbr, G. d. ostfr. R., 2nd ed.,

vol. 3. Die letzten Karolinger, Konrad /., 1880. Waitz, Jb. d. R. miter

Heinrich I., 3rd. ed., 1885. Kopke u. DiJMMLER, Otto d. Gr., 1876. V. E.

LoscHER, G. d. r'dm. Hurenregiments, Lpz. 1708 (2nd ed., Gesch. der

viittleren Zeiten als ein Licht in der Finsterniss, 1725).

1. The deposition of the incapable Charles the Fat (887), and

the election as German king of Arnulph of Carinthia, the natural

son of the German Carlmann, loosed the bond between France,

Italy and Germany, As in France the different princes and pre-

tenders stood opposed to each other, so also in Italy did the dynasties,

especially the Dukes "Wido of Spoleto and Berengar of Friuli, and

the popes found themselves completely involved in the Italian

party conflicts, Stephen V. (885-8'Jl), elected without the influence

of Charles the Fat, after the latter's deposition crowned Wido of

Spoleto Emperor (891). Pope Formosus (891-896), who formerly as

Bishop of Porto and Papal Legate had taken a vigorous part in the

negotiations with the Greek Church regarding Bulgaria, had then

been excommunicated, from political motives, by Pope John VIII,,

but restored again by Marinus one of his short-reigned successors,

was the first pope who was elevated from another episcopal see to

that of Rome. Wido compelled him to crown his son Lantbert

(Lambert) as co-emperor. But Formosus then sought help against

this tyranny at home from the German king Arnulph, who, in

894, and again in 896, not to the satisfaction of the German magnates

and clergy, appeared in Italy, and after overcoming Lambert received

the imperial crown from the Pope and the oath of fealty from the
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Homaus, naturally with reservation of their honours and rights and

their obligations to the Pope.

The elevation of the succeeding popes, who mostly reigned only

for a short time, exhibits a continuous party warfare between the

German and Italian parties, which thought shame of no expedient.

Stephen VI., elevated by the Spoletan party, conducted the scanda-

lous process against the corpse of Formosus, which he caused to

be exhumed and invested with the pontifical robes, with a view

to accusing Formosus before a synod, nominally because out of

sinful ambition he had exchanged his bishopric of Porto for that

of Rome, in reality, it is probable, because of his relations with

Arnulph. Formosus, whose defence a deacon was obliged to under-

take, was declared to be an illegitimate pope, and his decrees and

consecrations null. The priestly garb was then stripped from the

body, and the finger with which he was accustomed to bless, hacked

oflP, and the corpse was thrown into the Tiber. Stephen himself

found a violent end, as did his next short-reigned successors. A
pope, Sergius III., arose, but did not attain recognition. John IX.

(898-900) restored the honour of Formosus at a Eoman synod in

898, at which all who had participated in the affair had to offer

apologies, and reinstated those who had been consecrated by

Formosus. The acts of the process he caused to be burned. But,

at the same time, he had to confirm Lambert's emperorship against

Arnulph, acknowledge the imperial right to make trial of the

papal election, and tolerate the imperial jurisdiction of Lambert in

Rome. Lambert died in 898, Arnulph in 899.

In Germany, Arnulph's son, Lewis the Child (till 911), the last

of the Carolingian blood, was now raised to the throne, and it was

-especially the exertions of Archbishop Hatto of Mayence, and the

higher clergy in general, which restrained the dominant factions

(the aspirations of the dukedoms towards separation). But in Italy

Berengar of Friuli opposed Lewis III. of Aries, who had been

invited by the Spoletan party and crowned Emperor by Pope

Benedict IV. (900-903). Meanwhile the mastery of the condition

of affairs at Rome and the papacy was obtained by the local

parties, especially that of the Margrave Adalbert of Tuscany, the

centre of which was formed by a Roman lady of senatorial family,

the notorious Theodora, with her daughters Marozia and Theodora.

The papacy became the spoil and the plaything of the immoral

nobility. This so-called Roman pornocracy begins with the re-

elevation of the already mentioned Sergius III. (904-911). At a

Roman synod he declared himself again against the validity of the
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consecrations bestowed by Formosus, the subjects of which were

obliged to be consecrated anew, and by threats and bribery carried

through the recognition of this principle of confusion to the Church.

He was succeeded by Anastasius III., then by Lando, finally by

John X. (914-928) elevated by the favour of Theodora. The last-

named succeeded with the help of Berengar, Lando of Benevento

and the Greeks, in expelling the Arabs who had settled on the

Garigliano, in doing which the Pope took part in person. Pre-

viously he had made King Berengar Emperor (915), probably in.

order not to be powerless in the hands of those who had elevated

him; but his attempts to act with greater independence cost him

his freedom and probably his life ; he is said to have been smothered

in 929 at the instigation of Marozia. John XI., the son of Marozia

by Pope Sergius, as at least Liutprand asserts, ascended the papal

throne in 931, while his half-brother Alberic (born of the marriage

of Marozia with Alberic of Camerino), as Patricius and Senator

possessed himself of the secular government of Rome, which he

essentially vindicated (932-954), after expelling his stepfather, the

third husband of Marozia, Duke Hugo of Provence (King of Italy,

after the overthrow of Rudolph of Burgundy) and his mother

herself. John XI. was taken prisoner, once more set free, and

died in 936. The succeeding popes under Alberic's rule only

retained the ecclesiastical administration.^ But Alberic's son

OcTAViAN, who, while still very young, inherited his power over

Rome, and at the same time at the inducement of Alberic was-

elected coadjutor to Agapetus, after the death of Agapetus, in 956,

ascended the papal throne as John XII., and at the same time

disgraced it by his excesses.

2. Under the conditions depicted a consistent carrying out of the

ideas of Nicholas I., was not to be conceived of till the middle

of the tenth century. The need of calling in the help of the papal

authority as divine, in the solution of conflicts which seemed

otherwise insoluble, only showed itself incidentally in the party

conflicts of the time. Thus John VIII. had been obliged to release

the Emperor Lewis II. from an oath, and Charles the Fat wished

to make use of Hadrian III., to declare his illegitimate son Bernard

legitimate. But neither those claims of the Roman see to appear

in secular affairs as the supreme arbiter, nor the interference in

the ecclesiastical affairs of the different national Churches to which

Nicholas in his own time had successfully aspired, could be other-

wise than merely incidentally vindicated. In general the richly

' Leo VI., Stephen VIII., Marinus II., Agapetus (f 95G).
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endowed higher clergy, who, especially in Germany, had also a
decisive influence on the affairs of the Empire, sought to maintain
their rights even against the Pope.

The Synod of Tribur (895), led by Hatto of Mayence, was the first larger
synod in Germany for half a century which tried to restore ecclesiastical

order and the sunken ecclesiastical discipline and to vindicate the authority of
the bishops as against the secular officials also. In order to strengthen the
influence of the Church and protect the clergy against laymen in general, the
bishops in many cases appealed to passages in the Pseudo-Isidore

; they also
declared themselves to owe obedience to the Pope, but not without side-glances
at the fact that he desired to impose an insufferable yoke ; and they oppose the
tendency of the lower clergy to make crafty use of the papal authority against
their bishops.'

In the succeeding times of Lewis the Child it was the first clergy of the
Empire (Hatto of Mayence and Adalbert of Augsburg) who along with Otto
Duke of the Saxons conducted the government of the Empire ; and while
Solomon of Constance also exercised the greatest influence, certainly cared for
themselves and the increase of the Church, and watched zealously over the
rights of the German archbishoprics.- Bishops and abbots were in this age
more and more endowed with royalties and immunities, while, it is true, the
property of the Church formed the favourite object of attack in the conflict

of the magnates. When, after the death of the last Carolingian, the Frank
Conrad I. was made German king in 911, and had immediately trouble in
maintaining the unity of the Empire against the newly arising provincial
dukes (of Bavaria and Swabia), after the death of Otto, the old Duke of the
Saxons, it was especially the heads of the German Church (Hatto, then Heriger
of Mayence, Solomon of Constance, etc.) who had the ear of the king and pro-
tected the monarchy against the powerful nobility, certainly in the proper
interest of the Church and Church-property. For the provincial dukes had
specially come to the front by the spoliation of the rich spiritual foundations

;

dependents were maintained by monastic property and vassals increased in
number, lay-abbots frequently occur, bishoprics are bestowed and sold by
family interest. At that time (916) the synod at Hohenaltheim, not far from
Nordlingen, was held, in order " to give the tottering monarchy a support in the
Church." 3 Peter of Ortona, a legate of Pope John X., opened the assembly.
They were " to root out the devil's seed, which had arisen in this land, and
bring to nought the godless machinations of perverse persons," by which not
only the revolt of the dukes against Conrad, but also the deeds of violence and
the spoliations of the Church which were connected with it, are to be under-
stood. The episcopal duties, but also rights, were inculcated, among them the
excejMo spoUi {vid. supra, p. 162). Lower clergy are subject to episcopal, not
to lay, courts. Laymen who obstinately refuse the tithe are to be laid under
excommunication. Accusations against bishops are the business of the i^ro-

vincial synod, but after its judgment there is still freedom of appeal to Eome.

' Vid. Mansi, XVIII. 131 sqq. and in addition Phillips in SBWA. 1865 and
Hefele, VI. 552 sqq.

- Vid. sup. the controversy about Hamburg, p. 139 sq., the resistance to the
detachment of Moravia from the German ecclesiastical alliance, and the
championship of the rights of the diocese of Salzburg in the Slavonic East.

' The comi^lete minute of the synod in MGL. II. 554 sqq.
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There is no question here of the papal claims which, according to the Pseudo-

Isidore, go heyond the canon of Sardica. The Saxon hishops, who, in spite of

the invitation to the synod, had not appeared, were censured (canon 30) and

once more invited ; in case they should not appear they were to be prohibited

by the legates and this synod from reading mass, till they should go to Rome
and answer for themselves before the Pope. A solemn declaration, against

rebellion against the king and the killing and putting to violence of spiritual

persons accompanj'ing it, is attached.

When the monarchy had passed to the Saxon Henry I. (919-93fi), he in

proud modesty declined anointment and coronation by Archbishop Heriger
of Mayence, which the clergy for long did not forget against him. However,
the German Church had no cause to complain of him. Naturally, apart from

Bavaria, where he had still cause to spare the similar claims of Duke Arnulph,

he mostly appointed the bishops himself, which right no one contested with

him, and Pope John expressly acknowledged.' He invested the bishops, and

they were obliged to offer him the oath of fealty and furnish the requisite militia.

We find the prelates regularly present in the campaigns of the tenth century.

But after he had in the first place established peace in the Empire, he also sought,

not without success, to heal the wounds with which the Church had been

smitten. The bishoprics which had suffered detriment in the matter of

property (less of course the monasteries) recovered themselves. Synods were

held for the establishment of ecclesiastical order and the celebration of festivals

;

naturally, care was also taken for the settlement of the limits of ecclesiastical

power. Before the decisive battle against the Hvingarians in 933, Henry is

besides said to have vowed to renounce the ancient abuse of simony which was
so closely involved with the political and social importance of bishoprics and

abbacies. As a matter of fact, just as in France and Italj', the bestowal of

spiritual appointments, especiallj^ by the hands of smaller princes, because it

was also the conferring of benefices, often took place out of purely secular,

frequently out of quite i;nworthy considerations (to favourites, creatures, even

children), and positions were often actually sold.

After Henry's deatli the Empire and the papacy came into pecu-

liar relationship through Otto I. (936-973) who was solemnly

crowned at Aix-la-Chapelle by Archbishop Heribert of Mayence.

In [the first grievous years, full of conflicts with the dukes and his

brother Henry, we see bishops also, among them Frederick of

MajT^ence, the first bishop of the Empire, on the side of the enemies

of his powerful rule. He desired to make the monarchy and the

dukes balance each other. Even before the Roman campaigns, Otto

was on one occasion able to interfere in a peculiar way in the

ecclesiastical relations of France. In the controversy over the

archbishopric of Rheims, Otto supported his brother-in-law Lewis

IV. (Transmarinus) against Duke Hugo of Francia ; after a bloody

and victorious feud, Otto, with the consent of Pope Agapetus II., at

the Synod of Ing-elheim in 948, which Avas almost solely attended

by German bishops, caused Ahtold, who had previously been

' Vid. John's letter to Archbishop Hermann of Cologne. Jaffe, 3564.
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expelled by liis opponents, to be recognised as arcbbisliop, and bis

rival to be excommunicated. Of French bisbops only Artold and

two of bis suffragans were present.^

After confirming the royal power and extending and establishing

the frontiers of the Empire, Otto turned against Italy, called in by

Agapetus and the ItaHan magnates against Berengar II. (9B1).

At that time, when he married Adelheid, the widow of King Hugo

who was oppressed by Berengar, Rome, where Alberic ruled,

remained closed to him. Agapetus was obliged, probably out of

regard to Alberic, to decline Otto's offer to come to Eome. More-

over his further plans were crossed by the revolt of his son Ludolph,

who was leagued with Duke Conrad and Archbishop Frederick of

Mayence. To this danger there was attached that which was

threatened by the Hungarians till the victory at Lechfeld (955).

In 953 Otto had made his brother Brun Archbishop of Cologne,

a most important force for the establishment of ecclesiastical order

and the promotion of the culture of the clergy. The combination

of the Dukedom of Lotharingia with the Archbishopric of Cologne

in one hand, a kind of personal union, was peculiar. After Fred-

erick's death Otto gave Mayence to his natural son Wilham in 954,

Treves to his cousin Henry in 956. He thus here allowed the interest

of blood-relationship to rale, but certainly, for the good of the order

of the Empire, and for the security of the condition of affairs, which

was also advantageous to the Church.

Pope John XII., hard pressed by Berengar II., now appealed to

Otto I. for help. The latter advanced on Rome, gave the Pope a

sworn promise of the security " of his person and the preservation of

the heritage of Peter, and had himself crowned by the Pope (2nd

Feb. 962) along with his wife Adelheid. Otto laid claim to the

imperial power in the sense of Charlemagne, referring to the regu-

lation of the Co7istltutio Romana of 824, that the consecration of a

pope should not take place till he had rendered the solemn oath in

the presence of the royal emissaries. But he confirmed the Roman

See in its possessions on the ground of the donation of Pippin, and

its extensions, while adding a few cities.^ At a synod held m S.

^ Synodal minute in MGL. II. 19 sqq. cf. Flodoardi H. eccl. Bern. 4, 35 and

the Annals on 948 in Ml. 135.

2 The verbal form of this oath, proffered by Otto through his representatives,

best found in Jaffe BrG. II. 588. On the meaning of the oath Waitz. D. V. G.

v., 2. VI. , 177 3rd ed.

^ On Otto's Privilegium of the year 962, which carries on the series of the

earlier privileges of Pippin (754). Charlemagne (774), and Lewis the Pious

(817), and is succeeded later by that of Henry II. (1020), vid. Ficker, Forschun-

N
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Peter's, John confirmed Otto's plans in reference to the arch-

bishopric of Magdeburg which was to be founded, and made various

arrangements regarding German bishops in accordance with Otto's

desire. At Easter, 962, a synod was held in his presence at Pavia,

at which Otto made numerous presents and conferred numerous

rights to bishops and monasteries, with a view to finding support

from the hitherto much oppressed bishops, and generally disposed

of matters as the lord of the land in Italy. But when the Pope,

contrary to his given promise, again entered into intrigue with

Adalbert, Berengar's son, against Otto, the latter returned to Rome
in November 963 ; the Pope and Adalbert fled, the Romans were

obliged to renew the oath of fealty and promise never to elect a

pope without the consent of the emperor or his son. At a Synod

in S. Peter's John XII. was now deposed and Leo VIII. elevated.

Rome indeed once more revolted, John returned, and after his

death which ensued shortly thereafter, the Romans set up Benedict

V. as anti-Pope, But in May, 964, Otto entered Rome for the third

time and reinstated Leo. The ancient relationship of the Empire

to the papacy and the Roman-Italian rule seemed to be estab-

lished.

The alleged Constitutio Leonis VIII., in a shorter version in MGL. II. B.

177 and in Watterich, 1. •i75 sq(i., in another largely variant form in Floss,

Die Papshvahlen iinter den Ottonen, 1858, p. 147 sqq. (also in Watterich. I. 683),

alleged to have originated at the Roman synod which deposed Benedict V.,

concedes to the Emperor Otto and his successors the choice of their own suc-

cessoi'S as well as the appointing of the popes. This document, which in its

fii*st form is generally abandoned, is also spurious in the second form, which is

defended by Floss. At most, an attempt has been made to save a genuine

nucleus, in which the Roman right of election is abolished {^Ju1. RE. VIII. 572

and DuMMLBR, Otto d. Gr., I. 365). Still another fabricated document exists, in

which the pope gives back all his donations to the emperor.

5. The Papacy, the Ottos and the French Church down to the deaths of

Otto III. and Gerbert.

Sources : The letters of the popes concerned, Ml. 134, 135, 137, 139, the im-

portant letters of Gerbert in his 0pp. ed. by Olleris, Par. 1867 (Ml. 137)

and on more recent MS. foundation by J. Havet, Lettres de Gerb. (983-997),

Paris, Picard 1889. The Acts of the Synod of Rheiras (Mansi, XIX. 1079),

also MGS. III. 658.

Literature : Wilm.-vnns, Jb. d. d. R. unter Otto III. 1840. Hock, Gerbert, 1837.

Werner, Gerbert ron Aur. 1878. H()Fler, d. dt.sch. I'ajhste, I., Regensb.

1839.

John XIII., who was elected after the deatli of Leo VIII., in the presence of

gen zur Reichs- und Rechtsgeschichte Raliens, II. Martens, Neue Erorterungen

fiber die romische Frage, etc., 1882 and Tii. Sickel, Da.^ Privilegium Otto I. etc.

.Innsbruck 1883.
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Otto's commissioners, was kept prisoner by the Roman party of independence,

till Otto once more appeared in Rome (966) and executed a terrible judgment.

In the following year, at the ecclesiastical assembly held at Ravenna, the city

and district of Ravenna were restored to the Pope, but with reservation of the

sovereign supremacy of the Emperor. Soon thereafter Otto II. was crowned

in Rome. After the death of Otto I. in 973 there arose in Rome the so-called

Tuscan party, with Crbscbntius at its head, the son of the younger Theodora.

Pope Benedict VI. was imprisoned by this party and strangled by Boniface VII.

whom they elevated. Boniface, however, could not maintain himself, and fled

with the whole treasure of the Church to Constantinople ; the imperial party

elevated Benedict VII. (974-983), who found protection from Otto II., when he

after the end of the Gerinan wars came to Italy and (981) to Rome. After his

unsuccessful wars against the Saracens in Lower Italy, Otto II. survived to see

his son, the three-year-old Otto III. acknowledged at the Diet of Verona as

German and Italian King, and also, after the death of Benedict VII. to establish

John XIV. as pope. After his earlj- death in 983, Boniface VII. returned, but

found a violent end at the hands of John XIV., who soon after was likewise

murdered. The younger Crescentius had obtained the patriciate and consulate

of Rome and dominated the new pope, John XV. In Germany the exertions

of Archbishop Willigis of Mayence were successful in maintaining the rule of

the child Otto III. under the regency of his Greek mother Theophano against

the endeavours of his relation, the deposed Henry II. of Bavaria.

But in France, after the death of King Lothar (986) and his

childless son Lewis V. (987), with the co-operation of the German

Empress and the powerful Archbishop Adalbero of Rheims, the

Carolingian Charles of Lotharingia was passed over, and Duke Hugo
of Francia (Capet) was raised to be king, and crowned by the

Archbishop of Rheims, who shortly thereafter was obliged to crown

his son Robert also. Alongside of Adalbero of Rheims, who was

most deeply involved in this secular transaction, stood Gerbert,

born at Aurillac in Auvergne, a man of humble origin. He had

been educated in the Latin monastic school at Aurillac, had come

as a young man to Spain, with Count Borel of Barcelona, and had

there received the elements of higher culture from Bishop Hatto

of Vich in Catalonia. He had next come in the retinue of the

Margrave to Italy, been brought by Pope John XIII, into con-

tact with the Emperor Otto, and had then gone to Rheims with an

archdeacon of Rheims, attracted by his dialectic culture. For ten

years he taught in the school of the chapter, and at the same time,

as Adalbero's secretary was drawn by him into the movements of

politics. Having come to Italy in 980 with his archbishop, he

received from Otto II., before whom he had occasion to exhibit his

learning, the rich abbacy of Bobbio, which, however, in these wild

times had much degenerated. Thereby he was drawn into the

conflict of Italian interests, till, after the death of Otto II., he was
obliged to leave Italy and return to his relations with Adalbero,
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who, in close relation to the Regent Theophano, was occupied in

preserving the Empire for Otto III., and at the same time Lothar-

ingia for the Empire, against the etforts of Lothar of France and

Henry of Bavaria. Then, when the death of Lothar and that of

Lewis had been followed by that of Adalbero also (June, 989), Hugh

Capet obtained the mastery of the important Rheims, made the

citizens take the oath, but conceded them the right of freely electing

a new archiepiscopal master, and guided their choice to a cleric,

Aenulf of Laon, a Carolingian bastard, who, formerly Hugh's

opponent, had known how to gain him over. But, once raised to

the see of Rheims, Arnulf immediately betrayed the city to his rela-

tion, Charles of Lower Lotharingia, allowed himself to be apparently

surprised and taken prisoner, and then openly took the side of

Charles. Gerbekt, whose own hopes of the see of Rheims had

been thwarted by Hugh, after hesitating at first, nevertheless took

Hugh's side, who, in association with a French synod, accused

Arnulf before Pope John XV, of perjury. The Pope hesitated to

meddle with the matter, but Hugh gained over the suffragan bishops

of Rheims to his side, gained possession of the persons of Charles of

Lotharingia and Archbishop Arnulf, and tried the latter for his life

at the remarkable Synod of Rheims.^ From the very beginning

Arnulf was here promised intercession for his life in case he should

be found guilty ; but the accusation discovered his faithless pro-

ceedings. In his defence a few abbots, among them the esteemed

Abbo of Fleury, vindicated the ecclesiastico-legal principles of

Isidore ; the accused ought first to be reinstated in his dignity : the

matter belonged to Rome : the canonical forms had not been ob-

served. But the bold speech of Bishop Arnulf of Orleans, which

betrayed the tendencies of King Hugh, called to mind the frightful

corruption and the dependence and faithlessness of the Roman see

in the tenth century. Were the god-fearing priests of the whole

world to obey such monsters as Octavian (John XII.) ! If it were

not for the tension between Hugh and the G-erman government,

application might be made to the German clergy, instead of to

Rome, where everything was to be bought. Arnulf's affair had

already been laid before the Pope, but had remained without

response. But the older canons give the provincial synod the right

of judging independently over bishops. Rome was to blame for

the decay of the Church. Thus a revolt from Rome and a free

development of a national Church seemed almost to be contemplated.

' Vld. the Acts, by Gerbert's own hand, in Mansi, XIX. 107 sqq. and MGS.

III. 658.
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Arnulf had to admit his guilt, hiy aside the priestly insignia in

church in presence of the assembled people, and on his knees be-

seech Hugh Capet for pardon. In the deed of resignation he

renounced all demand for the restoration of the see and all appeal.

GrERBERT was elevated in his place, and in the profession which he

made, only gave prominence to the ancient foundations of the

Church, and passed over the relation to Rome,

In Germany, however, there was discontent with the bold pro-

cedure of this, synod, especially as Hugh's independent power was

traced behind it. At German invitation Pope John XV. required

French and German bishops at a synod at Aix-la-Chapelle (992),

under the presidency of his legate, Abbot Leo, to investigate the

matter anew. But the French bishops remained absent and refused

to appear in Rome, and adhered to Gerbert and the right of the

Synod of Rheims at the assembly at Chelles. But the opinion of

Rome and the growing strictly ecclesiastical disposition made

Gerbert feel insecure. He entered into negotiations with the Pope,

the Empress Adelheid and Archbishop Willigis, and appeared at a

synod convoked by the Roman legate at Mousson, which Hugh

forbade the French bishops to attend. The synod temporarily

prohibited Gerbert from undertaking spiritual functions till a future

decision. The negotiations were prolonged, till in 996 Gerbert him-

self went to Rome and attached himself to the young Otto III.

About this time the condition of affairs in Rome was entirely

altered. When Otto, full of exuberant imperial ideals came over

the Alps, Pope John XV. died, and the ambassadors of the Roman

nobiUty required of him a new pope. Otto appointed his cousin

Bruno (the son of Duke Otto of Carinthia), who went to Rome

accompanied by the German arch-chancellor of Worms, and was

unanimously received and installed on the 3rd May, 956
,
this was

the first G-erman Pope, Gregory V., who shortly after Otto's

brilliant entry, crowned him Emperor. Crescentius, called to judg-

ment and condemned to exile, was pardoned on the intercession of

the Pope. The elevation of Gregory V., an austere and cultured

man, in the full vigour of youth, was greeted with joy by all who

had at heart the reform of the Church and, for its sake, the elevation

of the deeply degraded Roman see. The alliance with the Empire

also appeared in the character of a saving benefit. A like effort

seemed to unite them both. The Empire placed its power at the

service of the Church. It is true that under the given circumstances

a more serious conception of the dignity and duty of the Church

and its head was almost necessarily at the same time a re-
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admission of the loft}^ claims of the papacy to dominion in the

Church and in the world. In this manner Gregory V. himself laid

hold of his task. Soon after entering upon his pontificate, he

designated Gerbert, in spite of his presence and alliance with, the

Emperor, an intruder in the see of Rheims. From Hugh Capet's

son Robert, who in October, 996, had succeeded his father on the

throne, his legate demanded the release of Arnulf, which actually

ensued. Without taking any measures against Gerbert himself,

Gregory cited the French bishops who had assented to Arnulf's

deposition to Pavia in the beginning of 997, and when they did not

appear, removed them from their offices pending further proceedings.

At the same assembly he declared against Robert's second marriage,

into which he had entered after repudiating his first wife, and

required penance of all bishops who had favoured the marriage.

With Robert indeed he did not succeed, but Arnulf was formally

installed in his office, and the French Church subjected itself to

Rome. But meanwhile Gerbert had concluded peace with Rome
in another fashion. The talented and fantastic Otto III. found

great satisfaction for his urgent desire for knowledge and " Greek

refinement " in intercourse with Gerbert. The learned man, versed

in literature and rhetoric, became his adviser. Otto procured for

him the archbishopric of Ravenna, and Gerbert now turned alto-

gether into the channel of the curia.

In the meantime, while Gregory lingered at Pavia, Crescentius

had again obtained mastery of the city of Rome and raised up an

anti-Pope. But Otto now led Gregory back to Rome, where the

anti-Pope John, brought in a prisoner and mutilated, was igno-

miniously insulted at the command of the ruthless Gregory, in spite

of the intercession of the revered hermit Nilus ; but Crescentius

was besieged in the castle of S. Angelo and afterwards executed

(April, 998). The Roman Church was assisted in obtaining all its

possessions ; but Gregory who was still very young, and hated by

the Italians on account of his ecclesiastical severity, died suddenly

in the very midst of his strenuous activity and great projects, and

the friend of the Emperor, Gerbert himself, who had formerly so

notably opposed the papacy, now succeeded as Sylvester II. (999-

1003) and completely entered into the principles of his predecessor.

He confirmed his most embittered opponent Arnulf of Rheims, and

received him honourably in Rome. King Robert was actually

obliged to separate from his wife Bertha. Lofty but also fantastic

plans agitated the Empire and papacy, which were closely allied in

Otto and Sylvester. S^dvester prosecuted the universal claims of
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the papacy, and himself gave expression to the idea of a crusade.

Otto gave himself up to a tendency to ecstatic piety which was
specially nourished by contact with Adalbert of Prague, Romuald,

Nilus and Odilo of Clugny, but at the same time under Gerbert's

influence, to high-flying plans, not only for the strengthening of the

hitherto Romano-German Empire, but for the establishment of a

Roman world-empire, a sort of Christian universal monarchy. Just

at that time new and great prospects were opening for the spread

of Christianity {vkl. Poland, Hungary, etc.), which were seized on

with equal vigour by both Pope and Emperor, but not in the sense

of the practical policy of the German Empire, but rather in the

interest of the papal universal monarchy which had a still wider

ambition. Thus Otto, without regard to the German Church, could

favour the elevation of Gnesen into an independent archbishopric,

and the reception of the crown by Hungary from the hand of the

Pope.

The much discussed so-called Diploma of Otto III. (MGL. II. B. 162,

Watterich, vHxz Fonilficum^ I. 695), in which Otto makes a gift to the Pope
of eight counties in the Romagna, which had long been the subject of con-

trovers3^ between the Empire and the see of Peter, but expressly without any
reference whatever to earlier donations, such as the forged donation of Con-

stantine, but out of his free sovereign power, maj- be regarded as spurious in

spite of Pertz's defence.

The artificial edifice of Otto's power now quickly collapsed and

the blow struck the papacy along with it. Returning from his last

stay in Germany, Otto found southern Italy in revolt ; an insurrec-

tion in Rome, which threatened the person of the Emperor, was put

down with difficulty. Soon thereafter Otto went with Sylvester to

Ravenna, and during new preparation for war, and while revolt

from the Emperor was being contemplated in Germany, the youth-

ful Otto died in 1002, on the 23rd January. Sylvester made his

peace with Rome and returned. But his support was broken, and

in the following year he followed his imperial friend in death (1003).

6. From the death of Sylvester II. to the Synod of Sutri.

Sources: in Watterich, I., the Papal letters of the popes in question in Ml. 139,

141, and 142. Literature : Jbb. d. d. R. unter Heinrich II., by Hirsch,

completed by Pabst and H. Bresslau, 3 vols., 1862-1875; tmter Konrad II.,

by H. Bresslau, 2 vols., 1879, 1884 ; unter Heinrich III., by Steindorp, 2

vols, 1874, 1881. MijCKE, Konrad II. u. Heinr. Ill, Halle 1873. C. Will,

Die Anfdnge der Restauration der Kirche im 11 Jli. Marburg 1859, 1864.

W. Martens in ZKR. vols. 20-22. Hofler, vid. sup. p. 178.

Since the Fall of Otto, and while the last emperor of the Saxon

House, Henry II., Otto's kinsman, had first in the next years to win
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the royal supremacy in Germany, Arduin €>i' Ivrea arose as king
in Upper Italy, against whom Henry, elected by the Lombards in

1004, was only gradually able to prevail. In Rome, John, the son

of Crescentius, who fell in 998, exercised rule as Patricius. The
next popes, John XVII. and XVIII., and Sergius IV., were his

creatures. At the same time he nominally sought to maintain a

certain recognition of Henry as liege- lord by presents and the like,

but sought as far as possible to evade any real interference of his

power. But after his death and that of Sergius, which followed

shortly thereafter, the opposition family of the Counts of Tusculum
(descendants of Alberic) obtained the preponderance in Rome.
Theophylact, belonging to this family, ascended the papal throne

as Benedict VIII., and asserted it against the opposition candidate,

Gregory, who had been set up, and who betook himself to Germany
to Henry, in order to appeal to his help as arbiter. With force

and energy, supported by the power of his family, Benedict first

established the external power of the Roman Church over the small

Italian dynasties, and humbled the Crescentians, but at the same
time took up the idea of ecclesiastical reform proper. The pious

German Henry now entered into alliance with Benedict without
regard to Gregory. Henry, who in Germany found in the bishops

the support of his royal power against the secular nobility, greatly

favoured them, but at the same time decidedly maintained his royal

rights (of appointing to bishoprics), and while giving much, also

required much in the service of the Empire, showed decided zeal

not only for the protection of ecclesiastical and monastic property

against rapacious violence, but also in other ways for the carrying
out of the laws of the Church, and at this point proved favourable

to the church-reforming tendencies of Benedict. Thus we find him
on his advance into Italy, at the assembly of Ravenna in the be-

ginning of 1014, in friendly relations with the influential Odilo of

Clugny and the like-minded Abbot Hugo of Farva. At Ravenna
he championed the property of the Church and the much-oppressed
monasteries. In Rome, soon thereafter, Heney, along with his wife

CuNiQUNDE, received the imperial crown from Pope Benedict in

return for his vow to be the faithful patron and protector of the
Roman Church

;
^ there is no question of a feudal relation of the

Pope to the Emperor. Indeed, soon thereafter, Henry was also

obliged to leave Benedict himself to get the better of his enemies
in Italy (Arabs and Greeks). At one with the Pope in the effort

after ecclesiastical reforms, Henry was able to contemplate the

' Thietmar, VII. 1.
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Pope's efforts after power over the Church, so much the more

quietly, as a threatening ascendency was not to be feared from one

who was oppressed in his own country. In the erection of the

new bishopric of Bamberg, which had been already confirmed by a

bull of John XVIII. (Jaffe, 3024), Henry and Benedict went hand

in hand
; Benedict came himself, was most honourably received

in Bamberg, and consecrated the church of S. Stephen there in

1020. On this occasion Henry confirmed to the Pope all his

previous possessions, and gave and received new assurances.^ The

important synod at Pavia, in 1022,"^ showed the growth of the

ecclesiastical demands for reform, as indicated by Hildebrand. If on

the whole the French bishops resisted the reforming tendencies

which were so decidedly championed by the French monks

(Clugny), the German higher clergy showed themselves more

accessible to the ideas of ecclesiastical reform and legislation, but

at the same time, and exactly in the interest of ecclesiastical order,

knew how to guard their independence of Rome. This is shown by

the resolutions of Seligenstadt under Aribo of Mayence (1022 or

1023 j, which expressly set aside the Pope's right of hearing appeals.

No one is to dare to go to Rome without the permission of his

bishop, no one to evade the penance imposed by his priest (in cases

of mortal sin) by applying directly to Rome and without episcopal

letters. This affair aroused Benedict's wrath, against which Aribo

of Ma37ence sought further to protect himself by the National

Council at Hochst (1024). But Benedict died in 1024
;
in the same

year Henry II. also, the " saint " Henry, who had attested his

ecclesiastical disposition by many ecclesiastical foundations, and

whose marriage with Cunigunde was reputed to be monastic.

Benedict was succeeded, through violence and corruption, by his

brother, a layman, under the title of John XIX., " in one day

Prefect and Pope." In 1027 he solemnly consecrated at Easter,

the (Salic) Frank Conrad II., Emperor in Rome, in presence of the

great Cnute, who happened to be on a pilgrimage, and of King

Rudolf of Burgundy (which soon thereafter, after his death, was

added to the Empire by Conrad). Pope and Emperor then conceded

to Cnute that the northern pilgrims should not be burdened with

^ The charter (in AVatterich, I. 704) confirms, with for the most part verbal

repetition, the former privileges of Lewis the Pious of 817, and Otto I. of 962,

along with the addition of a few new points. Cf. Ficker, Forschungen zur ital.

Reichs- u. Rechtsgesch., II. 232 sqq.
"- Mansi, XIX. 343 sqq. Cf. MGL., II. 561 sqq. The date, 1022, is to be

maintained against Giesebrecht. Vid. Bresslau in Hirsch, Heinrich IL, III.

342 sqq.
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oppressive taxes. If this Pope had ah'eady drawn upon himself the

hatred of Rome and the contempt of Christendom, the Roman see

sank still deeper under the cousin of the last two popes, Theophylaot,

a boy of twelve, for whom his father. Count Alberic of Tusculum,

procured the Roman see with mone3\ As Benedict IX. he shame-

lessly disgraced it by murder, robbery and dissoluteness. He had

already to take flight in 1037, but the Emperor Conrad, in the con-

flict with the Lombard bishops, at whose head stood Aribert of

Milan, led the Pope back to Rome and caused him to lay Aribert

under the ban. In the year 1044 the Romans elevated Bishop John

of S. Sabina, a rich prelate, who spent much money, to the see of

Rome as Sylvester III. Benedict, indeed, returned once more by the

help of his family, and the Romans allowed Sylvester to fall ; he seems

to have made his peace with Benedict. ^ But finally Benedict himself

sold the papal see for a considerable sum of money to the Arch-

presbyter Johannes Gratianus (1045), who had the reputation of a

pious man. He called himself Gregory VI., and his elevation was

greeted with joy and hope by the ecclesiastical circles of Italy, the

monastic party and Peter Damiani. It is conjectured that the

monetary transaction at first remained unknown to these circles,

e.g.., Damiani expected well of him just in regard to simony.

But now, after the death of his father Conrad, in 1039, Henry III.

interfered, a ruler who was full of power for both science and art,

but who was also warmly affected towards the strengthening and

disciplining of the Church. He too had been anointed with holy oil,

he declared, and had the duty of ruling his empire with piety, but

also in the consciousness of divine consecration, humbling himself

before the priests, but also requiring absolute obedience from the

ecclesiastical dignitaries of the Empire. At a synod at Constance

he once ascended the pulpit with the bishop. At the assembly of

the Empire at Aix-la-Chapelle, he compelled Widger, whom he had

himself raised to the archbishopric of Ravenna, to lay down his

office, because he had neglected for two years to obtain episcopal

consecration. He thereby earned the thanks of Damiani, but had

to hear the protest of Bishop Wazo of Liege against it as an inter-

ference with the rights of the Pope. Ostensibly the bishops had

assented, and Widger had only voluntarily given back the staff and

ring into the hands of Henry ; in truth, however, Henry probably

carried through the deposition.- When Henry had now marched

across the Alps, and in Milan, after Aribert's death, had appointed a

1 Vid. Steindorff, Helnrirh III., I. 158 sqq.

- Vid. Anselmi Gesta e])i.'icoporum Lead., Cap. 58. ]kIGS. VII. 224.
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simple rural cleric to be bishop in despite of all the resisting parties,

the synod, held in his presence at Pavia in the autumn of 1046,

showed the decided tendency to serious ecclesiastical principles of

reform. It was here perhaps, where to the terror of the bishops, he

censured the rooted cancer of simony,^ by which venality every

ecclesiastical grade, from the first bishops down to the last door-

keeper, was disgraced. On this point (he said) he would care for

the soul of his father, who had only too much practised execrable

avarice, and he proposed that the ban should be uttered against

both the taker and the giver of money for ecclesiastical posts. At

the synod arranged by Henry in December, 1046, at Sutri, in the

neighbourhood of Rome, not only was the deposition of the already

retired Sylvester III. confirmed, but Gregory VI. also, who had

already come to an agreement with Henry at Piacenza, was deposed

as a Simonist.2 Finally, probably in Eome, Benedict IX. himself

was declared to have forfeited the papal dignity.^ Henry now

elevated the G-erman Suidger of Bamberg, as Clement II.

Certainly the form of an election seems to have been retained, but

the decision naturally lay with the Emperor. Clement performed

the imperial coronation of Henry and his wife, on which occasion

the Romans induced him to declare himself their Patricius, and

conceded him the principate in the election of the popes, i.e., the

nomination of the Pope to be elected. This was essentially an

approximation to what Otto I. in 963 had desired and attained.

But the expression Patricim has now its own significance with

reference to the patriciate exercised by the Italian noble families,

by which they practically held in their hands the appointment to

the Papal see.'^ In the beginning of 1047 Clement held a further

great synod in Rome, at which steps were taken against simony,

and, it is to be conjectured, the decree was issued, according to

which a cleric who had been consecrated by a simoniacus, who had

been conscious of the fact at his consecration, was obliged to under-

take forty days' penance, but was then to remain in his post.

Clement, whose mild personal procedure little corresponded with

1 Vid. on this point Glaber End., Y. 5, De exstirpatione simoniaca. MGS.,

VII. 71, and in addition SteindorfF, Heinrich III., I. 497 sqq.

= Out of this Bonito, in the Liber ad mmcum,ma,de an alleged self-deposition

by Gregory. Gregory was afterwards obliged with his chaplain Hildebrand to

follow the Emperor to Germany, where he remained in the diocese of Cologne

till his death.
3 Vid. Petrus Damiani, 0pp. III. 220. Depositus est, qui suscepit (scit

Gregorius), non excommtmicatus est, qui deseruit (Benedict IX.).

* On the meaning of the Patriciate, vid. Steindorff, I. 506 sqq.
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the expectations of the zealous Damiani, died as early as October,

1047, and was interred in his beloved Bamberg. Once more

Benedict returned for a short time, but had to give place to Bishop

Poppo of Brixen (Damasus II.), who was appointed by the

Emperor. After Clement's death, the Romans had at once applied

to Henry for the appointment of a new head of the Church.



CHAPTER THIRD.

Monasticism.

Sources : Vita Benedicti Anian. in Mabillon, ^.<S'. Bened. 4 scec. Vol. I,

Bibliotheca Cluniacensis, in qua s. Patrum Abbatum Cluniac. vitce et c.

curis M. Harrier et Andr. Quercetani. Par. 1614. (Therein also the Consue-

tudines Cluniacenses). Vita Johannis Gorziensis in MGS. IV. 337. Vita

S. DuNSTAN. ASB. 19 May. The Vita Eomualdi bj' Damiani, 0pp. II. 188

(Ml. 144, 953). Vita Gualbbrti in Mab. AS., II. 237. Literature : Vid. i.

22, No. 6. cf. i. 355.

The monasteries, endowed with the possession of immunities, as

important members of the organism of politico-social life necessarily

give themselves up to purely secular interests ; on the other

hand as the representatives of the moral ideal peculiar to the

Church, they are adapted in certain circumstancs to become im-

portant foci for increasing Christian ecclesiastical tendencies. The

arrangements as to monasteries and abbeys made by the Carolin-

gians, clearly suggested by the necessities of political life, especially

of providing for deserving magnates, very frequently alienated the

monasteries from their proper object ; lay-abbots, abbato-comites {vid.

sup. p. 109) came to preside over them. The complaints of the

bishops on this point and the demand for restitution at the assembly

of the three Frankish kings at Diedenhofen in 844 received the

response : where the transference of the monasteries from lay-abbots

to spiritual (monastic) leaders was impracticable on account of

necessities of state, the bishops were at least to take care that the

monasteries should not suffer distress and that the monks should

not be withdrawn from the rule of the monastic life. But in the

course of the ninth and tenth centuries such bestowals of the mon-

asteries as benefices upon non-monks still further increased. They

were even given as dowries to princesses. Bishops also allowed

themselves to be endowed with them.^

This tendency was now opposed from time to time, by an effort

to retain and restore the monasteries for their original purposes, and

at the same time to make them foci of ecclesiastical life. Benedict

' All considerable monasteries remained in lay hands or passed from one lay

hand to another, till far on in the tenth century.
181
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of Aniane had already wrought towards this end under Charles and

then under Lewis the Pious. Witiza, born about 750, of noble

descent, had lived as a youth at the courts of Pippin and Charle-

magne (in 774 had shared in Charlemagne's campaign against the

Lombards), but had suddenly renounced the world, subsequently

even assumed the name of the celebrated monastic saint, and founded

a monastery (Aniane in the Cevennes), which, soon favoured by

Charlemagne, flourished greatly, being exempted by him from

the jurisdiction of any bishop or count. Benedict continued the

effort to make the monastery an educational institution. He was

employed by Charles in various ecclesiastical affairs {vid. Adop-

tionism). Lewis the Pious commissioned him with the supervision

of all the monasteries of Aquitaine, in which he sought to set up the

Benedictine rule and to establish the decayed discipline—the first

example of a wider association. As to Lewis's conduct to Benedict

vid. Ermoldus Nigellus, Be gestis Ludov. P. II. from 481-602.

Nevertheless among the monasteries a considerable number, in

the Carolingian age, remained of prominent authority and in part

were of great importance for ecclesiastical culture. Such were

Corbie, a seat of Frankish scholarship, and its branch establishment

Corvey from which Ansgar proceeded, Fulda, St. Gall, Reichenau

(undei- Walafried Strabo) and others. But the political disorders of

the second half of the ninth century checked their higher efforts,

and, along with the bestowal of the monasteries on lay-abbots, even

led to the entire dissolution of the monastic life. (Marriage of

. monks, division of property, endowment of children with monastic

property.)

In the monastery of Clugny (Cluny, Cluniacum) in Burgundy,

founded by Duke William of Aquitaine and immediately subordi-

nated to the Roman Church and to it alone, Abbot Berxo (a man

of a family of counts, previously abbot of the monastery of Beaume

near Dijon), whom he appointed, in DIO restored the Eule of

Benedict, and his successor Odo (927-41), under whom donations

flowed into the monastery from all sides, carried the reforms further

and was made use of, as Berno had also been, to carry out reforms

in other monasteries also. The Benedictine rule was augmented by

him and his successors by peculiar additions, which were subse-

(^uently collected as the " Con.siietudines CluniacemesP ^ In this

way there was here formed the first Congregation proper of the

Benedictine order. From an early period onwards in this Con-

1 By Bernard of CL, then also b^- Ulrich of CL, to serve as model to the efforts

of Abbot William of Hirscliau {vid. inf.).
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gregation, energetic eft'orts after the establishment of a zealous

monastic life in asceticism and the exercise of devotion ^ are combined

with the aim of general ecclesiastical reform in the hierarchical

sense, which made the order under Majolus (—994), and especially

Odilo (—1048), a most highly influential factor in the great politico-

ecclesiastical life of the time. The monastic spirit here stands in

the closest alliance with the energetic prosecution of ecclesiastical

aims and therefore with great worldly wisdom." The Cluniacs

were absolutely the most decided workers for that exaltation of the

papacy and the supreme power of the Church which took place in

the days of Hildebrand. It was also promoted by the closer knit-

ting together of the Congregation, all the monasteries of which were

subject to the Abbot of Cluny, and hence, from that time onwards

are mostly no longer headed by Abbots, but only by Priors (with

few exceptions, in which the name of abbot is retained.) The Abbot

of Cluny, as archiabhas, appoints the priors, and in general exercises

a power with very few limits. About the same time in England
there occur the energetic efforts an-d conflicts over the reform of

monasteries and the clergy by S. Dunstan, abbot in Glastonbury,

afterwards Archbishop of Canterbury (954-989), the rough but

powerful ecclesiastic, who also desired to reform the clergy in ac-

cordance with monastic standards.

Of another character was originally the fanatically exaggerated

tendency, which asserted itself in Italy about the close of the

tenth century, towards over-driven asceticism and devotional

exercises, merits gained by prayer, and therefore towards anchor-

itism, such as appeared as the highest piety at the court of Otto III.,

in the most abrupt contrast to the dissoluteness of the time,

and which we have also encountered in Adalbert of Prague.

Romuald, born at Ravenna, of a family of rank, is the most eminent

representative of this tendency. Everywhere, where he settled in

solitude, great hosts immediately gathered about him, whom he

grouped in associations of hermits, and himself again sought

solitude elsewhere. We also find here the impulse towards sending

out missionaries ; he himself however was compelled by sickness to

abstain from a missionary attempt on Hungary. Among his anchor-

ite foundations (which were thereafter left by him to themselves,

and so in the nature of the case easily ran wild), there was also

' The silence in church and dormitory, at tahle and in the kitchen, is peculiar,

vid. Gieseler, 11. 1, 298.
'^ Cf. how monastic sentiments and hierarchical tendencj^ interpenetrate one

another in Damiani.
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the at first very small association of hermits on the Campus Maldoli,

a lofty place, very difficult of access, in the Apennines, near Arezzo

(1018). This Camaldoli, in which the strict spirit of the hermit

life was maintained, became subsequently, when Peter Damiani,

himself a monk of a monastery of this character, had set up the life

of S. RoMUALD as the ideal, the centre and head of the widespread

hermit order of the Camaldolites, which had branched off from the

Benedictine order, not as a reformed congregation, but as a class

of the perfect, which had grown out of it. Ecclesiastico-political

activity was not involved in the original character of this eremitic

system, which was directed towards special holiness and freedom

from needs. But Damiani shows how the spirit of the age made this

form of monasticism also serviceable to the ideals of the Church.

Individual personages, such as Saint Nilus ^ of Calabria (910-1005),

developed, on the basis of similar ascetic disposition, a great personal

influence by means of the deepening and intensifying of religious

moral conceptions.

Prom the ardent and ecstatic tendency of the time there proceeded

also the order of Vallombrosa in the Apennines, not far from Florence

(1038), founded by Johannes Gualbert, Lord of Pistoja, which

however is an order of coenobites not hermits. These reforming

efforts penetrated last to Germany. Here, indeed, e.g. Archbishop

Beun of Cologne worked in this sense, especially in Lotharingia,

where the monastery of Gorze near Metz distinguished itself in

this direction under Abbot John ; but the monastic popiilation, even

of esteemed monasteries, as e.g. St. Gall and Reichenau, were little

inclined to allow themselves to be disturbed in their comfortable

life by stricter ecclesiastical discipline, and resisted it to the utmost

in the beginning of the tenth century. To the ingenuous monk

Widukind in Corvey the strict regulations appeared as grath per-

.^ecutio of the poor monks. It was only with the beginning of the

following period that the example of Cluny and of France in general

worked more generally in Germany. In this period it still remained

the rule that the monasteries stood under the spiritual jurisdiction

of the bishops to whose dioceses they belonged; numerous papal

privileges seek only to secure them against episcopal interference

with their administration and to preserve to them free disposal of

the monastic property, or to maintain the free election of the abbots,

which latter was indeed frequently enough illusory, on account of

the encroachment of the secular power, the bestowal of monasteries

on laymen, and also the deposition and imposition of persons as

' V/d. Neander, Denkio. ausd. g. des chr/'.'ifl. Lebens, 3rd ed. II. 220-235.
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abbots in the so-called royal monasteries. The abbot may teach

and preach ; the requisite ordinations of clergy and ecclesiastical

acts of consecration, which the bishop only can perform, the latter

is to carry out for the monastery without remuneration. On the

other hand the episcopal duty (and accordingly right) of visiting the

monasteries is repeatedly inculcated, and the canonical obedience

of the abbots is required.—When the monastery of Clugny under

Odilo, appealing to its charter of foundation, laid claim to the right

of exemption from its diocesan bishop (and therewith to the right of

obtaining ordination and consecration from any bishop it chose), the

Synod of Anse in 1025, appealing to the ancient canonical regula-

tions, declared against it, and in favour of the regular power of the

diocesan bishop. But a new controversy of the Bishop of Macon
with the Abbot of Clugny, in which Damiani took the side of the

latter (Synod of Chalons, 1063), gave Pope Alexander II, an op-

portunity of really exempting Clugny. No bishop was to enter it

without the invitation of the abbot ; the abbot may apply to any
bishop he likes for the requisite acts, and no bishop is to have the

power of excommunicating the monasteries. It was the league of

the papacy with this ecclesiastically reforming monasticism against

the bishops. Clugny's example was soon followed by man}^,

especially by Cluniac monasteries.

c.H.—VOL. 11.



CHAPTER FOURTH.

Christian Culture and Science.

1. The Ninth Century.

Literature : Histoire litteraire de la France, vols. TV. and V. Ebert, AUg.

Gesch. der Literatnr des MA. im Abendlande, vol. II., Lpz. 1880 and 1887.

The germs sown and impulses given from the time of Charlemagne,

grow and extend their influence at first, but the general efforts for

the propagation and spread of Christian scientific culture alread}'

recede under Lewis the Pious, as is shown by repeated good resolu-

tions (Synod of Attigny, 822
;
Aix-]a-Chapelle, 825). The mainten-

ance of the episcopal cathedral schools is inculcated (Paris, 829, can.

30), and the Emperor is petitioned for the erection of several higher

schools (imperial, at three places in the Empire). The complaints as

to the decay of scientific education subsequently increase. Cathedral

and monastic schools (Tours, Orleans, Lyons, Rheims, Corbie and its

branch foundation Neucorvey on the Weser, Fulda, Reichenau, and

St. Gall) are the centres. The influences of the school at Tours
(Alcuin) may be traced everywhere in its scholars. Under Hrabanus

Maurus, who likewise proceeded from Tours, Fulda is the centre for

Germany and farther, whence culture spreads on various sides.

Hraban, who, probably as a native of Mayence (Ebert), called

himself Magnentius and received from Alcuin the surname of

Maurus, after the favourite disciple of S, Benedict, received his

education as a boy in Fulda, was sent in 800 as a deacon to Alcuin

at Tours {liberale.s disceiidi gratia artes)^ and after his return became

the teacher of the monastic school of Fulda, which rose under him,

especially after the entrance upon office of Abbot Eigil (817), whose

successor Hraban became in 822. As abbot also, he was active in

instruction and study, so far as the business of administering the

large and rich monastery permitted, and being little inclined to-

wards participation in the great political movement, he laid aside

his dignity as abbot in 842 and devoted himself to literary occupa-

tions on the Petersberg near Fulda, till on the death of Archbishop

Otgar he ascended the archiepiscopal throne of Mayence. He died

in 856.
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Hraban maintains the Carolingian efforts after culture in the sense of his

master Alcuin, writes compendia for instruction in the liberal arts (grammar,

prosody, on the alphabets of different languages—including runes—and on

chronology, De computo) and for the further education of the clergy : De cleri-

corum institutione, a compilation which treats of the Church, the sacraments,

canonical hours, feasts, lessons, the confession of faith, etc., as well as of the

compass of clerical culture, in which the " Science of the heathen," the seven

liberal arts, and also philosophy are duly recognised. The twenty-two books

De universo, while making great use of the etymologies of Isidore of Seville,

give an encyclopedia of knowledge in accordance with the horizon of the time,

but with allusion to the mystical significance of things.

His Biblical Commentaries are industrious compilations from Latin fathers,

and were meant to replace the old exegetes ; he ventures however to intersperse

explanations of his own. The allegorical explanation strongly superabounds,

especially in the O.T. His other writings were partly called forth by ecclesias-

tical controversies (on the rural bishops ; on predestination, against Gottschalk

;

on the doctrine of the Lord's Supper of Paschasius Eadbertus), partly theo-

logical considerations on practical questions of the moral life of the Church (on

forbidden degrees in marriage ; as to what is to be held regarding magic arts

;

of the reverence of children towards their parents, on occasion of the conflict

between Lewis the Pious and his sons).

Of his sermons, the one collection, dedicated to Archbishop Heistulf, has the

thoroughly practical object of treating of everything which is necessary to the

people in a moral and enlightening way.

He also practised the Latin versification which was so greatly favoured and

fostered in Alciiin's circle. In short, the efforts after culture of the Carolingian

circle, with their spiritual-practical aims, survive here in a noble fashion.

0pp. Ml. 107-112. Vid. Gegenbaur, Die kloslerschule zu Fulda, 1856. The
monograph by Kunstmann, 1841. F. Kahler in ZhTh. 1874. The learned

Bishop Haimo of Halberstadt (840-853) also proceeded from the school of Alcuin

and Hraban ; he was the avithor of commentaries, a Homiliarmrn and a Church-

history, drawing from Rufinus and Cassiodorius, Ml. 116-118 {Vid. i. p. 8).

In the monastery of Reichenau, Walafried Strabo (the squint-eyed) re-

ceived his first education as a boy under Abbot Haito ; his teachers were
Erlenbald, the monk Wettin, and others. After visiting Fulda again from

847, and then becoming tutor to the future king Charles the Bald, he received

from Lewis the Pious in 838 the abbey of Reichenau. Lewis the German drove

him away for some years from this seat which he had made famous ; he died in

849. Distinguished as a skilled Latin poet (poetical version of the remarkable

Visio Wettini; Hortulus, a didactic description of the growth of his establish-

ment ; Lives of Saints (St. Gallus), Epistles, Epigrams. His treatise : De ex-

ordiis et incrementis rerum ecclesiasticarum elucidates matters pertaining to

the ecclesiastical cultus (church bells, images, the mass, hymns, etc.). His
name was mostly made famous in subsequent times by the great compilation,

the Glossa ordinaria, which, for a long time the most treasured quarry for

exegesis for the Middle Ages, in attachment to Hraban's commentary, drew from
the older exegetes, Jerome, Augustine, Gregory the Great, Isidore, Bede, and
others. The Latin text of the Bible is surrounded with these exegetical excerpts

(with indication of the authors) ;
" it was less the object of his effort to gain

the fame of giving what was new, than to gain the reputation of correctly

utilizing the famous ancients" (Reuss). In many editions the Glossa linearis
of Anshelm of Laon, which only belongs to the twelfth century, is included.
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Not less than here and in St. Gall, and even in a still higher

degree, literary studies are pursued in Lotharingia, where the

monastery of Priim (Waxdelbert) and the bishopric of Liege dis-

tinguish themselves. Here the Irish Sedulius Scotus, a fertile

Latin poet, found reception with the bishop. In the West-Frankish

kingdom. Tours and the monastery of Ferrieres (once in the posses-

sion of Alcuin) were eminent seats of study. Alongside of the

humanistic efforts which are fostered here also, great activity is also

exhibited in the theological sphere, favoured by Charles the Bald.

Among the theologians who are still immediately rooted in the

Carolingian age the following are prominent :

—

Agouaku of Lyons, trained under Bishop Leidrad, to whom the church and
school of his diocese owed much, and whose successor he became in 816, was
removed from his bishopric for a long time through his lively partizanship in

the political conflicts of his time (vid. tiuj}.), but was reinstated before his death

(840). Penetrated by those tendencies towards culture of the Carolingian age,

he combats the superstitions and prejudices of his time, e.g. the superstition

of the sorcerers, in the interest of Christian civilization, sharply opposes

the worship of images, which, because faith has died out of the heart, sets

all its trust upon visible things. So likewise he opposed ordeals. These and
other of his writings (such as the Liher apologeticus pro filiis Ludovici,

dictated by strong political passion) bear the character of fugitive pieces,

which are directly concerned with the questions of the time. With striking

severity he declares himself in several writings against the Jews, who in

Southern France were treated with much tolerance by the people and were
favoured by Lewis the Pious and other magnates (Z>c insolentia Judceorum ;

occasioned by the baptism of heathen slaves in the possession of Israelites).

Against Abbot Fredegis of Tours, Alcuin's successor, and his strict doctrine of

inspiration, he vindicated his own more liberal doctrine; he interfered in the

discussions on Adoptionism, and he also carried on dogmatical and liturgical

feuds with Amalarius (presbyter of Metz, afterwards Abbot of Hornbach, f 827),

who, moreover, presided over the Church of Lyons during Agobard's exile.

(0pp. ed. St. Baluze, 2 T., Paris 1666. Ml. 104. Dissert, by Hundeshagen, 1831.

Bliigel, 1865, and especially Leist, Gymnas. Prog. v. Stendal, 1867. H. Reuter,

G. d. Aufkl, I. 24 sqq.

Claudius, born in Spain, a disciple of Felix of Urgel, teacher at the Court

School of King Lewis in Aquitaine, was in 820 (perhaps even sooner), made
Bishop of Turin by Lewis, in order that he might bring the pure gospel to the

people there who were stuck fast in superstition. Behind Agobard in humanist

culture, but surpassing him in theological importance, and standing under the

strong and decisive influence of Augustine, he sees what is decisive for salva-

tion in exaltation to the purely spiritual and supra-mundane being of God and

exclusive dependence on Him, and starting from this idea of religion, combated

in radical fashion the entire sensuous tendency of the cultus, relics, pilgrimages,

images, but also the mediation of salvation by the saints, and therefore the

worship of the saints. Claudius excited great offence by his practical proceed-

ings ; he justified himself in the Apologeticum atque rescriptum adv. Theut-

rairum dbhatem (only known to us fragmentarily from the counter-treatises of

the learned Scot Dungal, liesponsa contra perversas Claud ii sententias. Ml.
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105 and of Bishop Jonas of Orleans). Of his numerous Biblical commentaries
fragments only have come down. Opusc. in Ml. 104, Eudelbach, imd. opp.

specimina prcemissa de eivs doctr. scriptisque dissertatione, Kopenh. 1824.

C. Schmidt in ZhTh. 1843.

At the instigation of the Emperor Lewis the Pious the radical reforming

tendencies of Claudius were opposed by Bishop Jonas of Orleans (843), a man
who was rooted in the Carolingian culture both on the side of humanism and
on that of theology, the successor of Theodulf of Orleans, of important weight

in the synodal discussions of the time. A representative of the Carolingian

view of images, he had so mvich the more cause to oppose the far-reaching

ideas of Claudius. His De cultu itnaginuvi^ at first interrupted by the death of

Claudius, was subsequently' completed and dedicated to Charles the Bald, and
was intended to guard the position of the Galilean and German clergy against the

reproach of idolatry made hy the Italian bishop. His treatise De insUtutione

regia, for King Pippin of Aquitaine, comprises (834) a collection from the Acts

of the Paris Synod of 829, which were important for the efforts after culture of

the age, and in which Jonas took a most vigorous part.—The treatise De insUtu-

tione laicali, composed to meet the enquiry of Matfried, a layman, "how he and
the others who were bound by the bond of matrimony were to regulate a life

pleasing to God," is for the most part composed of passages from Scripture and
the fathers and likewise stands in close relation to the Acts of the Synod of

Paris of 829 {vid. Ebert, II. 228). Ml. 106. On the three last-mentioned persons:

FoRSTER, Drei Erzhischbfe vor 1000 Jahren, Giitersloh 1874.

Among the younger generation, especially in the West-Frankish

domain, the fruits of the Carolingian endeavours emerge in a series

of important theologians, who partly also continue to share in the

lively humanist interests of the Carolingian age.

Servatus Lupus, born about 805, was trained iia the monastery of Ferrieres

under Abbot Aldrich, afterwards with Hraban in Fulda, where he stood on
intimate relations with Einhard and shared his classical interests; having
returned, he enjoj^ed the favour of Lewis the Pious and the Empress Judith,

subsequently^ became Abbot of Ferrieres and as such was in lively intercourse

with important church-men, jDarticipating in ecclesiastical and ecclesiastico-

political affairs, and was concerned along with them in the disturbances and
miseries of the age. His letters (130) exhibit the man who amid all the civil

and ecclesiastical controversies adheres to his loving exertions for classical

studies and receives culture from them ; his Vita S. Wigberti is distinguished

above all this class of literature by historical simplicity ; theologically, in the

Gottschalk controversy, he champions the ideas of Augustine in a decided but

moderate fashion and an urbane manner, Opp. ed. Baluze, Paris 1664, and
Antw. 1710. Ml. 119. Sprott, ^ery. I/., Regensburg 1880.

Radbertus Paschasius, born at Soissons about 790, received his first educa-

tion in a nunnery, then took up the secular career, but in 812 entered the

monastery of Corbie under Abbot Adalhard, where he gained his extensive

classical and theological culture and afterwards turned it to account as teacher

of the monastery
; on terms of close friendship with Adalhard and his brother

and successor Wala, whose panegyrical biographies he supplied, he accompanied
the brothers to Saxony, in 882, for the purpose of founding New Corvey, on the

Weser. Himself abbot from 844, he retired entirely into his studies in 851,

lived for a long time at S. Riquier, and died at Corbie in 865. As a teacher he
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exercised an important influence, and not less hy his writings. Among his

exegetical writings the Exponitio in Matth., in 12 books, which originated in

his running lectures on Matthew, in the monastery, is distinguished by com-
parative adherence to the bare sense of the words. His book De fide, spe et

char/fate, intended for instruction, rests throughout on Augustinian conceptions,

which are also to be recognised in his famous book De corpore et saugii. Chr.

(vid. inf.), intermixed, of course, with others belonging to the specifically

mediaeval manner of thought. 0pp. ed. Sirmond, Paris 1618. 'Ml. 120.

A contemporary and monastic companion of his, is a man of manj'-sided

culture who makes an important figure in the dogmatic discussions of the time,

the monk Eatramnlts (vid. inf.), in whom the critical activity which hung
together with the classical studies of the Carolingian age is also evidenced,

which we also perceive elsewhere, e.g. in Florts and Prudentius. (Information
on this literary criticism in Weizsilcker in ZhTh. 1858, p. 334 sqq.) He died

after 868. He was a clear-sighted man and energetic thinker, who decidedly
took the side of the Augustinian dogma which was persecuted in Gottschalk,

and in the controversy with the Greeks, at the instigation of Hincmar, gave his

liigtly valued opinion, in which, in opposition to the Greek dogmatising of

even ritual customs, he laid claim to freedom for local differences on these

matters ; 0pp. Ml. 121.

Hincmar, a man of eminently ecclesiastical character, whose extensive theo-

logical studies were directed in the interest of practical questions of ecclesiastical

law and politics, was born about 806, educated in the monastery of S. Denis
under Abbot Hilduin (archiepiscopal arch-chancellor of Lewis the Pious), with
whom he came to the court, was active in ecclesiastical reform, and from 845
was raised to the archbishopric of Eheims (f 882). His comprehensive literary

activity in letters, memorials, and synodal missives, is closely connected with
the movements of ecclesiastical life. For his dogmatic chief work against

Gottschalk vid. inf. Standing at the centre of the high politics of his time, he
wrote the history of his time in the continuation of the Annales Bertiniani

(after the death of Prudentius) with a broad view and independent mind. He
died in the flight before the Normans. 0pp. ed. J. Sirmond, 2 vols. Paris 1645.

Ml. 125 and 126. Noorden, Hinkmar, Bonn 1863 ;
Sch()RRS, Ilinkmar, s. Lehen

nnd seine Schriften, Freiburg 1884.

Prudentius (Galindo) was a Spaniard by birth, trained in the Court School
of Lewis the Pious, from about the middle of the fifth decade Bishop of Troyes
(Trecas in the archbishopric of Sens), f 861 ; he was the continuator of the

so-called Bertinian Annals, and distinguished himself as a theologian in the

Gottschalkian controversy.

Florus Diaconus (or Magister) belongs to the Church of Lyons, and stood

there in alliance with Agobard; he was a skilful poet (Querela de divisione

imperii post mortem, Ludovici prii), penetrated by the political conception of

unity which was specially powerful among the clergy, and bewailing the

vanished glory of the time of Charlemagne. He was esteemed as a scholar and
theologian, and took part in the dogmatic conflicts of his age (Lord's Supper
and Predest). His Commentary on the Pauline Epistles is entirely compiled

from Augustine. His treatise De actione viis.sce shows the interest of the age in

questions of the cultus, in w^iich, moreover, he passionately defends his teacher

Agobard against Amalarius. His Martyrologiitm is a revision of that of Bede,

and on the other hand was again made use of and enriched by Hraban.
The monk Christian, at Stavelot (Stablo) in the diocese of Li^ge (second half

of the ninth century), who in consequence of an erroneous statement of Trithe-
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mius is wrongly quoted as Christian Druthmak, wrote a commentary on the

Gospel according to Matthew (Ml. 106), which on principle puts forward the

historical sense as the necessary foundation even for the spiritual explanation.

Vid. E. DuMMLER and SBrAW. XXXVII. (1890), 935 sqq.

In all those mentioned, alongside of general scientific efforts of a

humanistic character, such as were fostered by the Carolingian age,

we find a theology, which, both in exegesis and dogmatics merely

draws on the traditions especially of the Latin fathers, Jerome,

Augustine and Gregory the Grreat, after the model of Alcuin. Even
where, as is frequently the case, the delight in dialectical discussions

is active, we find, however, purely formal endeavours after the

inheritance of the fathers, which is substantially fixed on all

essentials.

On the other hand one figure now appears, which rises in entire

independence, and not only appropriates the patristic tradition to a

much wider extent (through the interweaving of Greek theology

and philosophy), but has also received the impulse to a flight of

entirely free speculation on the belief of the Church : Johannes
ScoTus Eeigena.

By his contemporaries and the oldest MSS. he is called J. Scotus or Scotigena,

in the oldest codices of his translation of the Pseudo-Dionysius, Joh. Jerugena
(derived from Upov sc. vrjaov), which subsequently was transformed into

Erigena, probably in allusion to Erin (Ireland). He therefore came from Ire-

land (from which indeed the Scots first migrated into Scotland), and both

names have the same meaning. Like many of his learned countrymen, in

whom the pursuit of higher culture had been awakened and fostered in their

native land, and who now sought activity and recognition in the Fi-ankish

empire,' he had probably come in the beginning of the fifth decade to West
Francia and met with a friendly reception from Charles the Bald, the patron of

scholars. As teacher and president of the Court School he stood close to the per-

son of the king, who (according to later legends, William of Malmesbury) stood

on very confidential friendly relations with him. Equipped with a knowledge
of the Greek language, on the commission of Charles the Bald he translated

the Pseudo-Dionysian writings, which Lewis the Pious had received from the
Greek Emperor Michael Balbus, and which iip to that time were as good as

unknown in the West (only Gregory the Great shows knowledge of them). His
careful verbal translation first led this stream of Neo-Platonic mystical specu-

lation into the West ; but J. Scotus also attached himself lovingly to the Greek
church-fathers in general who were under Platonic influence, Origen, Gregory
of Nyssa, Maximus Confessor, the expositor of the Dionysian writings. In his

book iiepi (jiva-ecds fxepia-^iov, id est de dlvlslone naturae, he develops a philosophic

speculation on God and the world based ou tlie internal necessity of reason,

which in his opinion coincides with the true content of ecclesiastical faith, as

the true philosophy is the true religion and conversely, and the two sources of

all truth ratio and auctoritas (divine revelation in Scripture and the church-

' Vid. the words of Heiric to Charles the Bal-d in Ebert, II. 118.
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fathers) canuot coutradict one anothei-, for God reveals Himself progressively

in the historical development of religion, and so gives in dogma by the authority

of the Church, that which is again recognised and confirmed in its inner neces-

sit}^ b}'- the ratio. Thus it may be said that religion is philosophy wrapped up
in the form of tradition, and philosophy is religion stripped by reason of the

authoritative belief which rests on historical revelation.

The conceptual elements with which he works, especially the conception of

the absolute, as purely indeterminate being, lying beyond all determination

and opposition, are the Neo-Platonic, as they met him in the Pseudo-Dionysian

writings, hei-e grasped on their mystical side, and in the commentator on them,

Maximus Confessor, but they are speculatively developed by him in a new and
powerful manner. All positive utterances on the divine nature {OioKoyla kotq-

(paTiKT)), as positive, are limiting, not indeed arbitrarily, but are only of unreal,

symbolic significance ; only the negative, restrictive (deoXoyia unocpariici]) have
real significance. The}^ lead to a purely transcendent absolute which lies

beyond all oppositions, including that of good and evil, and which is unattain-

able to conception and only reveals itself to contemplation, as the absolute ful-

ness. The world cannot stand over against pure Being, as a second existence
;

creation is also an impi'oper expression ; to say that God creates all things is

only to say that He is the true being in all beings ; even of love we can only

improperly speak, since God is moi-e than love, and produces Himself in every-

thing, or i-ather is all in all. The universe is only the imfolding and return

of the absolute upon itself. God as pure cmisa su?', the potencj" of all existence,

is natura creans nee creata ; God as the ideal result of Himself, and so at the

same time as the principle of all individual being, is natura creata et creans,

the verhum del as the compendium of the primordial causes of the world.

The world as finite things, as the unfolded form of appearance of the divine

being, is natura creata nee creans ; and the absolute as the end of all things is

natiira neque creans neque creata. The world becomes the form of appearance

of the absolute, in which the latter, which in itself is pure being = nothing

and therefore unconceivable to itself, becomes conceivable •, God was not,

before the universe was, because He. in Himself pure causality, i.s only realized

in actual being, and hence deus omnium factor et in omnibusfactus.
Hence there is a divine necessity in everything that exists, a process of God's

becoming the creature. For God (the absolute standpoint) there is therefore no
evil. He does not know it, for His knowledge and thought is identical with
His being, and that with His creation. Cognoscendo facit, et cognoscit faciendo.

If God knew evil, then it would be necessarily in the nature of things. But it

is rather the non-being, which is present for the finite view of the individual.

In the whole it ceases to be evil, inasmuch as here it only appears as the neces-

sary contrast, the foil of the good and thus itself good. Connected with this

conditioned being is the fact, that it finally disappears in the restoration of all

things. Meantime, according to the premises, the whole temporal (succe.ssive)

conception in general stands on the point of being swallowed up b^' its con-

sideration as absolute.

Against the whole pantheistic foundation of the system there is, however, in

Erigena a certain practical ecclesiastical reaction, which does not allow of its

being completely carried out, especially in relation to the human personality-

and person of Christ.

His contemporaries lacked intelligence for his S3'stem as as a whole, even foi-

those of its consequences which were dangerous to the faith of the Church

;

Erigena stood alone and as a prophet of future speculation in his time. Only
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when he was drawn into particular questions of controversy, such as that

about predestination (vid. inf.), did he arouse vigorous objection. Pope
Nicholas I., probably in connection with the attacks of Prudentius (in the

Synod of Langres) upon him, entertained suspicion of the orthodoxy of the

otherwise learned man, and required of Charles the Bald that Scotus' trans-

lation of the Dion3'sian writings should first be laid before him for examina-
tion. ^ But Charles the Bald kept him undisturbed in his position till his death

in 877. The end of Scotus is doubtful. Frankish and other sources of the time

are silent. Later English sources recount his invitation by Alfred the Great

to Oxford and his elevation to the office of Abbot of Malmesbury, his murder
by his disciples and his canonization which followed ; these are narratives the

trustworthiness of which was already decidedly attacked by Mabillon and the

Hl.'it. lit. de la France, and is given up by most moderns, but the kernel of

which Staudenmayer, Christlieb and others, finally Hermens {Leben des J. Sc.

Erlgena, Jena 1868) still seek to maintain. (0pp. chief edition by Floss in ML
122. In addition Haurean, Commenfaire de J. Sc. Erigena sur Martian. Cap.

1861. Of the numerous monographs special attention is to be called to Stau-

denmayer 1833, Christlieb 1860, and Huber 1861.

Alongside of the literarv and theological activity of the Frankish Empire in

time of Charles the Bald, Anglo-Saxon culture is also worthy of regard till to-

wards the end of the ninth century. King Alfred (871-901), the great fighter

against the Danish oppressors, and organizer of his people, also exerted himself

zealously in the elevation of scientific culture and himself translated into

Anglo-Saxon and revised writings of Orosius, Boethius and Gregory the Great.

The translation of Bede's Hist. eccl. Angl. is also ascribed to him. His trans-

lation of Gregory's Lib. pa.stor. curce edited by Sievers in the Early English

Text Societjr, 1872. Eeinh. Pauli, Konig Aelfred, 1851, and J. B. Weiss, Ae. d.

Gr., 1852.

The connection of the Roman Church with Greek scholarship is

shown by Anastasius Bibliothecarius, the Roman abbot and

hbrarian under Nicholas I. and his two successors (vid. i. 8, and ii. 3).

2. The characteristic doctrinal controversies of the time of Charles the

Bald.

Literature : vid. the Histories of Dogma, specially J. Bach, Dogm. G. des MA.
I. Wien 1873, and A. Harnack, Lelirb. d. Dg., III. 214-293.

For the state of dogmatic knowledge and dogmatic work, as well

as for the relation to patristic theology on the one hand, and for the

ecclesiastical views and sentiments of the beginning of the Middle

Ages, the following are specially worthy of note.

1. The Eucharistic Controversy which is attached to the name of Pas-

chasius Radbertus.

Sources : Eadberti I. de corp. et sang. dom. Ml. 120, 1267. Eatramnus, De
c. et s. dom. ad Carol. Ml. 121, 125.

He represents the growing tendency of the piety of the age, to

' Fragment of a letter in Ivo of Chartres, Jatfe, 2834. On another view in

Balseus, Hist. Univers. Far., vid. Staudenmayer, p. 166.
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make certain of the reality of divine things in the most tangible

possible mystery, the magical interference of the Deity in the sen-

suous world. Already in the Adoptionist controversy, in opposition

to the Adoptionist separation of the divine and the human, the desire

was felt of adhering to the concrete religious notion of God born of

the Virgin as the absolute mystery ; and connected therewith are

the discussions of Beatus on the sacramental eating of the divine

body. ^

In 831, at the the desire of Abbot Warin of Neu-Corvey, Radbertus

Paschasius wrote the treatise on the Body and Blood of Christ,

which subsequently, as Abbot of Corbie, and so after 844, he sent

to Charles the Bald at his desire. The assertions herein set up of a

transformation of the elements of the Supper into the body and

blood of Christ {transferrer not yet transsuhHtantlare) are so much
the more striking, the more difficult they are to blend in a unity of

conception with the Augustinian views on the sacrament, which

are maintained by Radbertus and to which he grants a correspond-

ing influence. But basing upon the limitless divine omnipotence

and the truth of the word of Christ, he asserts, that, in the conse-

cration by the word of Christ in the Holy Spirit, the elements are

transformed into the body and blood of Christ, and indeed what is

most wonderful and inconceivable to belief, into the same body

which was created by the Holy Spirit from the Virgin, hanged on

the cross, etc. It is sacrificed and partaken of in the Supper. The

same Spirit, which created Christ in the Virgin, also works creatively

in the mystery. Only the form, colour and taste of the elements

remain, for the Supper is to remain a mystery to be believed in, faith

is to be exercised ; but the miracle is not to terrify, or bring evil

reports on Christians, as though they ate of human flesh. Never-

theless, the legends tell, that as a matter of fact, here and there, to

the shaming of doubt and especially to reward ardent love of the

Saviour, the elements have appeared on the altar in their true form

as flesh or at least as bleeding, or in the form of a lamb or a child,

slain by an angel hand.

The doctrine of Radbertus was combated by several of his

eminent contemporaries, essentially from the Augustinian stand-

point, viz. by Hraban, and on the commission of Charles the Bald,

by his own fellow-monk Ratramnus, who would make the body of

Christ present in the sacrament, not in substance, but in its sacra-

mental power.

Nevertheless, in spite of weighty opposition, Radbert's conception,

' Etherii tt Beati adv. Flip. II. 2. Ml. 96.
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which corresponded to the spirit of the age, made more and more

way in the immediate future.

2. The controversy on the Partus Virginis.

Sources : Ratramnus, L. de eo, quod Christus ex virgine natus est, M. 121, 81.

Eadbertus, Opusc. de partu virg., Ml. 120, 1268.

It is equally characteristic that the same Radbertus, in attach-

ment to the patristic conceptions of an Ambrose, Jerome, and others,

of a partus virgineus, which took place utero clauso s'me clolore et sine

gemitu et sine ulJa corruptione cavyiis {vlcl. i. 508), the view developed

from the porta clausa (Ezek. xliv. 1 sq.), explained as an allusion to

Mary, who was not harmed even by the birth of the child. He
combats a contrary opinion, that Jesus was indeed conceived in a

supernatural manner by the unviolated virgin, but that the birth

ensued by the natural opening of the mother's womb. This adverse

opinion however is not that of Ratramnus, as is frequently alleged,

as the latter decidedly adheres, to the virgo aiite partum, in partu,

post partum, and makes Christ proceed through this porta clausa in

the same way as He did out of the closed tomb and through the

closed doors to the disciples, and only combats an opinion which

made its appearance in Germany, that Christ had left his mother's

womb by a different (monstrous) way from that of other children.

3. The Gottschalkian Controversy.

Sources : Maugin, Veteru7n auctoruvi, qui IX. scbc. de prce.dest. et gratia

scripserunt, Par. 1G50, 2 pts.

A much greater movement was called forth by the Grottschalkian

controversy. Gottschalk, the son of a Saxon Count Bern, presented

{ohlatus) as a child to the monastery of Fulda, had attempted in the

self-confidence of the free Saxon, to free himself from the monastic

yoke which had been enforced upon him. A Synod of Mayence of 829

actually declared in favour of the remission of the vow. But Hraban,

through his influence on Lewis the Pious, procured the declaration

that this was prohibited.^ Gottschalk was relegated to the monas-

tery of Orbais in the diocese of Soissons, there threw himself with

passionate energy into theological studies, especially of Augustine

and his disciple Fulgentius. Without the knowledge of his bishop

he received priestly consecration from the regionary bishop of

Rheims. In his wanderings through Italy, Dalmatia and Pannonia,

this restless man raised offence by his abrupt assertion of the

Augustinian doctrine of predestination, which he also expressly

propounded at a synod at Mayence under the presidency of Hraban
^ Hrab. contra eos qui repugnant institutis b. p. Benedicti opp., Ml. 110.
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in 847, accusing his opponents, and Hraban also, of Semi-pelagianism.

But the synod, under Hraban's influence, rejected his doctrine, and

Gottschalk was handed over to his metropoUtan, Hincmar of Rheims,

who, at the West-Frankish Synod of Kiercy in 849, caused Gott-

schalk to be deprived of his priestly rank, and compelled by cruel

treatment to a sort of recantation, the burning of a treatise drawn

up by Gottschalk in his own defence ;
Gottschalk was handed over

to the monastery of Hautvilhers, in the diocese of Rheims, for per-

petual imprisonment.

While the Church on the whole, with all its high veneration for

Augustine, without coming to a clear understanding of the matter,

had refrained from drawing the full consequence of the Augustinian

doctrine of grace, and the spirit of ecclesiastical practice often led

away pretty widely from him, Gottschalk as a matter of fact was

conscious of being at one with Augustine, and indeed with just

cause, even though he was much less determined by the points of

view of Augustinian anthropology, than by the abstract point of

view of the unalterableness of the omnipotent God. He at the same

time does not shun the expresdon, once avoided by Augustine, of a

double predestination (of the elect to hfe, of the reprobate to death).

From predestination he draws the consequence of the irresistibility

of grace and the so-called particularity of the divine will of grace.

God does not actually will that all men should be saved.

The severe treatment of Gottschalk by Hincmar caused a whole

series of the most important theologians of the West-Frankish

kingdom to come forward more or less decidedly in favour of Augus-

tine as attacked in the person of Gottschalk ;
such were Pkudentius

of Troyes, Servatus Lupus, Eatramnus and others. Hincmar also

occasioned Johannes Scotus to enter into the literary conflict in

opposition to Gottschalk {De dogm. prcedestinationis), but his treat-

ment of the problem from the standpoint of his speculative hypo-

thesis only called forth aggravated offence among the ecclesiastical

theologians, and incited Prudentius, who had previously been his

friend, as well as the theologians of the Church of Lyons, who had

formerly occupied a more compromising attitude (Archbishop

Remigias, De tribus EpistoUs, and Florus the Deacon), to so much

the stronger opposition. At the renewed Synod of Kierzy in 853,

the four Capitula Caridacensia, set up by Hincmar, were adopted.

Instead of the predestination of the reprobate to punishment, they

set up the predestination of the punishment for the reprobate,

acknowledged the loss of the freedom of the will in Adam and its

restoration by Christ, but asserted the universality of the divine
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will of grace, and ascribed entirely to the unbelief or dead belief of

men, tliat the merit of Christ did not avail for all. But shortly

thereafter Prudentius came forward with other propositions, which

asserted the particularity of the divine will of grace, and found

therefor the approbation of a Parisian Synod of the Archbishopric of

Sens. Remigius of Lyons also rose up against Hincmar, and a synod

of the three South-Lotharingian ecclesiastical provinces at Valence,

set up six propositions against those of Hincmar, which were in-

tended to do more justice to the doctrine of Augustine, but yet

sought half and half expressions, because the harsh predestination

principles of Gottschalk were seen to threaten the reality of the

saving operations of the Church and the power of the sacraments.

An opposition of the Emperor Lothar to Charles and Hincmar co-

operated to aggravate the discord. But also when Charles the Bald

sought alliance with his two nephews Lothar H. of Lotharingia and

Charles of Provence against Lewis the German, the Proven9al

Bishops, before the council at Savonieres near Toul which was set

on foot for the purpose of common arrangement of political and

ecclesiastical affairs, first assembled in Langres in 859 and adopted

the six canons of Valence, but avoided express censure of the pro-

positions of Kierzy. At Savonieres, where the reading of those

canons threw Valent. Hincmar into great excitement, the matter

was postponed ; also at the French national synod at Toucy near

Toul (October, 860) it did not come the length of discussion, and

Hincmar, now at the height of his influence, was only able to throw

out expressions in the sense of the four Cap. Carisiac. and side-

glances at the novi Prcedestinatiani in a synodal missive issued by

him on other business. The matter did not reach an actual decision,

though Pope Nicholas seems in 859 to have expressed his approval

of the propositions of Valence and Langres, so that the imprisoned

Gottschalk remained a dangerous enemy for Hincmar. From his

prison Gottschalk attacked Hincmar on another matter. The latter

had taken objection to the phrase : te trina deltas unaqiie poscimus, in

the ecclesiastical hymn : Sanctorum meritis mclyta gatidia, and would

have substituted for it te sancta deltas^ because the expression trina

did not fit deltas as the designation of the invisible Divine Being

;

but by his correction he aroused great offence, and Gottschalk, as

indeed Ratramnus also, attacked him on the subject with his pen.

Gottschalk was treated with increased severity in his prison
; he was

deprived of the communion of the Church, and finally also of the use

of his pen, and he, to whom Hincmar appeared in the light of Anti-

Christ, died without reconciliation with the Church about 868 or 869.
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3. The Tenth and the first half of the Eleventh Century.

In Anglo-Saxon England the inundation of the Danes and internal conflicts

checked the upward impulse given by Alfred {vid. p. 201). Along with general

moral and ecclesiastical conditions, the state of culture also sank. The power-

ful Archbishop Dunstan of Canterbury (p. 191) exerted himself both in the

establishment of discipline in the monasteries and in the promotion of culture.

At the end of the tenth and the beginning of the eleventh century these exer-

tions were continued in a prominent manner by the Benedictine monk ^lfric,

who has been identified at one time with the like-named Archbishop of Canter-

bury (ob. 1006), at another with a somewhat later Archbishop of York, but in

both cases erroneouslj'. Apart from ecclesiastical writings (Z)e conHuetudine

monachnrum, Canones ecclesiastici) he gained merit by fostering the Saxon
language (Latin-Saxon grammar with a glossary) and translations into it

(Heptateuch). His Homilies (sermone.'i catholici) in Anglo-Saxon are free

translations from Jerome, Bede and others, vid. Dietrich, Aht. Aelfrik, in ZhTh.
1853.

In Italy the schools of the " grammarians " kept up interest in secular i.e.

heathen-classical literature, and being much attended bj' laymen, spread among-

them a tolerable degree of culture, of such a kind, it is true, as lived without

internal contact with the Church, on mere imitation of antique conceptions. An
example of culture of this character is supplied in the beginning of the tenth

century by the Panegyricus Berengarii {vid. E. Dummler, Geata Berengarii^

Halle 1871). Liutprand of Cremona also entirely betrays the influence of this

classical school. Having grown up at the court of King Hugh, he became
the chancellor of King Berengar, on whose commission he went to Constan-
tinople, where he acquired familiarity with the Greek language and with the

circumstances of the Byzantine Empire. After the rupture with Berengar he

attached himself to Otto I., who made him Bishop of Cremona in 9G2. He
wrote a history of his time with a polemical tendency against Berengar and
his wife Willa, as his personal opponents, under the title Antapodosis, a

treatise on the depo.sition of John XII., and a report on his embassy to Constan-

tinople as bride-winner for Otto II. 0pp. in MGS. III., 264 and SrG. I. 2nd ed.

ed. Diimmler, Hanover 1877. For the rest the Italy of the tenth century forms

the stage of ceaseless conflicts and political factions, in which Germans, French-

men and Burgundians also interfere, and at the same time of a fleshly dissolute-

ness and insolence in sin which increased to an incredible degree and against

which the humanistic culture afforded no protection. The Church and the

clergy stand at the lowest point of mental and moral culture; in Rome itself

the thickest darkness of ignorance prevails and the highest insolence of sin in

league with the coarsest sensual superstition. Ratherius, who was born in

the diocese of Liege, came with Hilduin (afterwards Archbishop of Milan) ta

Italy, and as Bishop of Verona was personally involved in the factions of the

time, and is a representative of higher culture and more serious ecclesiastical

effort. Not without his own fault he was restlessly tossed about, and sub-

sequently was also temporarily Bishop of Liege (died 974). His writings

(ed. Ballerini 1765, Ml. 186) afford us glimpses of the sunken condition of the

culture of the clergy (vid. A. Vogel, R. von. V. tend das 10. Jfi., 2 vols. Jena

1854).

In Germany many monastic schools had remained the protectors of ecclesias-

tical culture. Fulda, Hirschau, Corvey and above all S. Gall, the flourishing

period of which, as regards the monastic school also, had begun under Lewis
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the German's arch-chaplain Grimoald (841-872) on wliom he bestowed S. Gall,

and had continued into the tenth century. Here the so-called innar school

(Iso) worked at the up-bringing of the boys who were destined for monkhood,

and the outer school (Moengal or Marcellus) for the nobility, who here received

their equipment for posts as canons and bishops. The elder Notker (Balbulus.

the Stammerer) worked here till his death in 912. He is the author of a

martyrology and is especially famous on account of his Sequence-poems {vid.

Meyer v. Knonau, Lcbenshild des h. Notker v. St. gallen, Mltth. der antiqu. Gs..

XIX., Zurich 1877 cf . Chap. V. under 2.) Alongside of poetry and the sciences,

music and various sorts of artistic skill, especially miniature painting, flourished

at S. Gall. The famous Bishop Solomon III. of Constance (890-920), at the

same time Abbot of S. Gall, represents the culture fostered by S. Gall (vid. E.

Diimmler, St. GalUsche Denkmale am der karolingischen Zeit in the Mittheil-

vngen d. antiquar. Ge.sellsch., XII. 6, 1859, and id. Das formelhuch des Bischofs

Salomo von Constanz, cf Wattb., I. 257).

From the profound convulsions of the time of the fall of the Carolingians and

the frightful invasions of the Hungarians, the Saxon Ludolfings, Henry I. and

Otto I., led to a new upward movement. These were indeed times of conflict

and the sword, but also of new impulses for the intellectual life. Otto's brother

Brun, of Cologne, especially, in spite of his enormous activity as Chancellor and

Arch-chaplain of the Empire, distinguished himself by industrious literary zeal,

attracted all the men of the time who were prominent in culture, invited foreign

scholars, especially from Italy (the grammarian Gunzo of Novara), utilized the

presence of the Greeks at the court for advancement in Greek scholarship,

worked himself as a teacher, and made the royal chancery a seed-plot for able

bishops.' Otto II. received his careful scientific education, and the women of

the imperial house, Adelheid and the Greek Theophano were eminent in literary

culture. Noble ladies in general were at that time in a better position than the

men of lay rank to appropriate the beginnings of literary culture : reading,

writing, Latin, in order to read the Psalter, and introduction to the world of

books under clerical instigation.

Although the inward opposition of ecclesiastical ideas to the foundations of

classical culture, ever and again made graceful occupation with the antique

authors, especially the poets, appear as a kind of diabolic temptation, the in-

stinctive feeling of the need of maintaining them as the supports of culture,

preponderated. Even the Corvey monk Widukind, who glorifies the deeds of

Henry and Otto as those of his own Saxon family, seeks carefully and clumsily

enough to clothe his language in a classical, Sallustian robe. But classical

schooling and mastery of form is shown in a high degree by the nun closely re-

lated to the imperial house, Eoswitha (Hrotsuit) of Gandersheim, who there

under Abbess Gerberga (the daughter of Duke Henry of Bavaria), celebrated in

Latin verses the gesta Ottonis jjrimi and the Primordia cosriobii Gandershevi-

ensis, and composed conicedice sacrce after the model of the plays of Terence,

and who sought to retain their charm along with Christian matter, in order to

drive out the heathen and offensive comedies of the favourite Terence.^

Otrich, who passed as one of the most learned men of his time, worked at

the cathedral school of the newly-founded archbishopric of Magdeburg. A
great number of capable bishops appeared, such as Bishop Ecbert of Treves,

from the school of Bruno (977-93), a patron and promoter of ecclesiastical artis-

1 Vid. Ruotge vita S. Brunonis, MGS. IV. 252.

' 0pp. ed. Barak, Niirnberg 1858. Lit. in Wattenbach I. 247.
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tic activity, further on Bisliop Thietmau of Merseburg (1009-1019), educated in

Madgeburg, and the admirable Beknward, who from 987 had the conduct of

the education of the young Otto III. at the court, and then from 992-1022 was
Bishop of Hildesheim, and combined scientific culture with care for the arts.

(His life by Thangmar in MGS., IV. 754.)

In connection with the efforts after monastic reform, such as were also made
by Brun in Lotharingia, which was entrusted to him, a new intellectual life

began to be active. Metz, Utrecht, and other places gained importance, espe-

cially Liege, from which Ratherius had gone out, and where also a certain Not-

ker, formerly provost in S. Gall, raised the school to high prosperity at the end

of the tenth and beginning of the eleventh centuries. Not less did the school of

S. Gall now take a new upward leap i;nder the second Notker, the most famous

of this name, the German (also called Labeo). By his translations and exposi-

tions {libri f'X7>o.s'«^/'/?/?f??i),classico-philosophical and biblical writings, in which
for purposes of instruction, the German language appears mixed to a greater or

less degree with the Latin, he essentially promoted scientific culture.' A dis-

ciple of his, who survived till after the middle of the eleventh century, was
Ekkehard (IV.), the author of the Casus St. Galli, of such great interest for the

histoi'y of civilization (MGS., II. 74-147, and edited with explanations by Mej^er

V. Knonau in St. Galler Geschichts-Quellen, III. 1877 [Mittlieilungen zur Vaterl.

Gesch. XV. and XVI.]), which gave Scheffel the opportunity for his Ekkehard
(the first, who lived in the first half of the tenth century). His contemporary,

Hermann, of Eeichenau (Herm. Contractus), the author of the first medieeval

world-chronicle, is famed as a teacher, and also on account of his mathematical

and asti'onomical knowledge, as well as a poet and musician, f 1054. (Bau-

mann in St. Kr. 18G9, 103-118.)

In France an important learned activity of the so-called Schoolmen directed

towards grammar, rhetoric, and dialectics, was maintained from the ninth cen-

tury. Among the monasteries, that of S. Arnaud, in the Hennegau, makes
itself notable, where the learned monk, Hucbald (Calvus), lived, whom Bishop

FuLKO of Rheims (882 sqq.) made use of in I'aising the Rheims school, which
had entirely sunk into decay. In Rheims Flodoard (f 906), the continu-

ator of the Rheims Annals and author of the Historia Remensis, distinguished

himself in the tenth centur^^ ; he celebrated the history of Christ and the prim-

itive Church, as well as that of the bishops of Rome, in fourteen books of Hex-
ameters.

Ahho of Fleury wrought for a time in England, and afterwards as Abbot of

the monastery of Fleury (f 1004), both for monastic discipline and also in sup-

port of scientific elForts by numerous writings, and contributed to the promotion

of the dialectical training, for which the scholastic theology had prepared the

way.

But it is especially Gerbert {vid. p. 179) who brilliantly repre-

sents the aspiring scientific power of the age. His study in Spain

with Bishop Hatto has given rise to the legend of his apprenticeship

to the Arabs ; nevertheless the fostering of the sciences in Arabian

Spain may also have worked favourably on the Christian pursuit of

' There are preserved : Aristotle's Categories, Boethius De Consol. philos., 1.

and Marcianus Capella. In the text-book of Rhetoric, examples from German
popular song are also adduced. Vid. Hattejier, St. Gallens altdeutsche Sprach-

.scJiiitze, vols. ii. and iii.
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the sciences. He taught at the school of Rheims with great repute.

The course of study which he followed rested on the traditional

seven liberal arts. He explained the writings of the ancients, the

Isagoge of Porphyry, Aristotle's Categories, and irepl kpfjur^veia';^

Cicero's Logic and writings of Boethius ; the poets, Virgil, Statius,

and others, were read as a preparation for rhetoric. Then followed

exercises in disputation ;
finally as the completion of the instruction,

the Quadrimum : arithmetic, music, astronomy, and geometry. A
man of brilliant talent, he also grasped the idea of science or philo-

sophy as a comprehensive organism of knowledge. His scientific

attitude is preponderatingly and almost exclusively secular, pursu-

ing classical, rational and realistic interests ; but this richly-gifted

and worldly-wise man knows all the same how to throw himself

into the attitude of the strict churchman.

Among the learned men who proceeded from the school of Ger-

bert, Fulbert stands pre-eminent by his success as a teacher ; he was

the founder of the school of Chartres, which soon won great esteem,

and where also he was finally bishop (f 1029).

An example of the increase of delight in dialectical disputation is

given by that Anselm the Peripatetic,^ who, wandering over Ger-

many, exhibited the lustre of Italian higher schools, but here also

found those who were a match for him.

' E. Dlimmler, Ans. d. Per., 1872.

C.H.—VOL. II.



CHAPTER FIFTH.

Ecclesiastical Life.

1. Christian Instruction.

Sources : MOllenhoff u. Scherer, vid. sup. p. 119. Wackernagel, altd. Pre-

digf, etc., Cruel, and Linsenmayer /&/(/.—Heliand, edited by Sievers,

Zacher's Germanist. Handbibel, vol. 4, 1878, cf. Sievers Zd.A., vol. 19, 1876.

—Otprid of WeissenhuYg, Evangelienbuch, Text, and lutrod. byKelle, 1856.

by Piper, 1878. Erdmann, 1882. Lachmann in Ersch. u. Grub., and in

A7. Schriften, 449 sqq.

1. An attempt was made at first to maintain the Carolingian

foundations of Christian popular instruction by means of the Church.

The bishops are repeatedly reminded of the duty of preaching, which

they ought to perform themselves or through others. The endea-

vours after renovation after the disorders of the end of the Carolin-

gian period (Synod of Hohenaltheim in 916 under Conrad I.) assert

the same point of view, and to it corresponds the repeated inculca-

tion of the duty of laymen to attend the preaching with their house-

holds, and the censure of men of rank who can hear mass in their

chapels, and therefore absolve themselves from attendance at the

parish churches.

In this matter the Carolingian ordinance is maintained, that the bishops and

presbyters should supply themselves with collections of homilies by the orthodox

fathers, and instruct those under their charge accordingly, so that every one

might understand them (Capitulary of Mayence of 847, cf. p. 120). HRABANalso

expounded Holy Scripture to his scholars in the language of the country.—But

the practice remains far behind the requirements. People contented themselves

here with elementary catechetical instruction, the inculcation of the Creed and

the Lord's Prayer in Latin and German, or even merely in the latter
;
there are

traces of sermones ad populum teutoniee in a book-list of the tenth century. In

the Saxon region there are glosses to the Homilies of Gregory the Great, in-

tended to help the glossator's lecture, an address for All Saints' Day.'

In the tenth and in the first half of the eleventh century we only hear of

individual prominent bishops, who, travelling about in their dioceses, preach to

the assembled multitude and, in part, make a deep impression, such as Bishop

Ulrich, of Augsburg (f 973), Wolfcang of Katisbon (f 994) ; these sermons

may partly also have had the character of brief catechetical inculcation. Arno

of Cologne also exerted himself on his entrance upon his see to check the pro-

» Wackernagel I.e. 31.5 sq. Cf. also the remains of German sermons, trans-

lation, extracts and revision of Latin homilies of the fathers in Cruel, p. 96 sqq.
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found ignorance of the people. It is narrated of the famous Bishop Goobhard
of Hildesheim (the successor of Bernward, f 1038), that where he heard that
the common people were streaming together to a saint's festival or the conse-
cration of a church, he hastened thither to preach on the love of God and one's

neig hbour. Christian faith and conduct, the confession of sins and care for

souls.

Wackeenagel has alluded to tlie fact that the intellectual life and

the usage of language of the Grerman people were as yet little pre-

pared for prose and didactics. In the Saxon region the Christian

epic of the Heliand, the poetical work of a clerical author under
Lewis the Pious, must, so far as its influence reached, have been in-

finitely more effective than any sermon whatever. It was a life of

Christ on the basis of the so-called Tatianic Harmony of the Gros-

pels by Victor of Capua, which brought the Gospel near to the

popular spirit, and preached a German Christ. The poem Muspilli,

on the burning of the world, the war of Anti-Christ, and the last

Judgment, seeks to move men to care for their souls by holding up
heaven and hell before them. This object may also be perceived

m the Gospel-book of Otfrid of Weissenburg, although in it the

execution is much less popular.

2. Church and Divine Worship.

Literature : 1. vid. i. 495, and i. 21 ; ii. 112, 2. Schubiger, Die Sangerschule
von St. Gallen vom 8. bis 12. Jh. Einsiedeln und New York 1858. Meyer
V. Knonau in his Anm. zu Ekkehards {IV.) Casus St. Galli{vid. p, 207). E.
Dummler, St. Gall. Denkmale d. Karl. Zeit.^ Zur. 1859 (Mitth. d. antiquar.

Ges. XII.). Meyer v. Knonau, vid. p. 208. Dummler in NA., NF. III. 267
sqq. F. Wolf, Lais., Sequenzen und Leiche. Hdlb. 1841. K. F. Bartsch,
Die lat. Sequenzen d. MA. Eost. 1868.

1. For the religious sentiment of the people the main weight
already hangs on the visible appearance of the Church, its institu-

tions and acts of worship. In the churches and monastic buildings

the nation learns to reverence the centres, from which the powers
of religion issue forth over its life. Hence the great Christian civil-

izing mission which is conducted by the clergy and monks is con-

ducted to no small degree by the fostering of the arts and artistic

skill, above all of architecture, in the service of the sanctuary.

It was Roman and Byzantine elements, which, modified by the Gothic and
Lombard architecture of Upper Italy, gained influence on the Carolingian period.

Charlemagne's palace-chapel at Aix-la-Chapelle recalled edifices at Ravenna (S.

Vitale), and the circular plan here given also found imitation here and there in
subsequent times, as may already be recognised from the building plan which
came from Fuldato S. Gall in the time of Lewis the Pious about 830.^ Of the

' Vid. in Dehio u. Bezold, plate 42, 2.
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buildings of the Carolingian time only few surely demonstrable ruins are pre-

served, as in the ruins of a monastery at Steinbach, and in the church at

Michelstadt in the Odenwald, founded by Einhard, and consecrated in 821 ; in

the case of important buildings of the Romance period, it remains doubtful how
much of them belongs to the Carolingian age. In Germany, in the ninth and

tenth centuries, wooden building still entirely predominates. From scanty be-

ginnings, often only sufficient for the primary requisite, in the decaying Caroling-

ian age, there arose again in the tenth century, with the increasing prosperity

and the increased resources of the Ottoman period, a lively activity in the build-

ing of churches and monasteries, which at the close of our period, in the first half

of the eleventh century, when many wooden churches were replaced by stone, led

to important monuments of the Romance style, which developed itself in mani-

fold local peculiarities according to a common type. For Germany, the Saxon

home of the ruling house, where German Government and the German Church

sought to obtain a firm footing in conflict with the Wends, and the Rhine-land,

with its rich resources, are especially important seats of this activity in build-

ing : ftuedlinhurg, Merseburg, Magdeburg, and the foundation of the powerful

Margrave Gero, the cathedral-church at Gernrode (960), the plan and oldest

portions of which belong to this ancient time, then also Hildesheim, where,

under the admirable Bernward (998-1022) the Church of St. Michael arose

(consecrated in 1033). Elsewhere also capable bishops and abbots promoted

activity in building.—About the same time King Conrad II. founded the cathe-

dral at Spires (1080), in the royal vault of which under the transept and choir

he was laid in 1039. The beginnings of the Cathedral of Mayence reach back

as far as Archbishop Willigis (976), the round towei-s of the east side at least to

the eleventh century. On these as on other buildings the following period,

building further, developed the Romance style from its initial simplicity and

massiveness into greater refinement and elegance. But even the present period,

while maintaining the fundamental type of the basilica and its peculiarities

(predominance of horizontal lines and the round arch) developed Romance
church-architecture independently. While smaller churches attached them-

selves more closely to the simple form of the ancient basilica, in the case of

larger cathedral and monastic edifices we find the expansion of the apse into

the more extensive space of the choir, which affords a special place for the in-

creased number of the priesthood in the sanctuary of the church in contrast to

the laity, and room for the pomp of the sacred functions. Connected therewith

is the formation of the building after the form of the Latin cross. The frequent

arrangement of crypts under the choir causes the latter to be raised by several

steps above the nave of the laity.

Partly the needs of large monastic communities, partly regard to the patron

saints which had to be honoured in the church, or to the providing of a

worthy place of burial for the founder of the church, leads to the erection,

which properly departs from the idea of the basilica, of a second (western) choir

opposite the eastern (chief-) choir ; in consequence a second transept may also

be formed. The plan of S. Gall already shows the double choir ; but the oldest

example seems to be afforded by the monastic church of Centula (St. Riquier) '

in Normandy, built by Abbot Angilbert in the last years of the eighth century.

2. With the carrying out of the Roman order of worship, Charle-

magne had also required the cultivation of the Gregorian chant in

' In Deiiu) u. Bbzold, plate 43, 1.
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the mass and office (service of the Hours), which indeed excluded

the active co-operation of the laity, but not a little exalted the

solemnity of Divine worship. In connection with the zealous culti-

vation of Latin poetry of all sorts in the Carolingian circle, the com-

position of ecclesiastical hymns progresses, represented by Theodulf

of Orleans, Walafried Strabo, Florus, and many authors who have

remained anonymous. In these hymns, mostly devoted to the praise

of the saints, the rhythmical formation of the verses (cf. i. 439, 468)

has already completely ousted the prosodic. To the seven aries

liberales, according to the traditional model, music also belonged,

the cultivation of which occupies an important place, exactly in

reference to Divine worship, among the efforts which proceeded

from the Carolingian epoch of culture. A musical peculiarity of

the liturgical priest's chant led to the emergence of the important

sequences alongside of the hymns.

The monk Hucbald, of S. Amand, who also worked for some time in the

cathedral school of Rheims, and died about 930 in S. Amand of a great age,

treated of music (Ml. 132, 826 sqq.) in various writings, on the basis of the tra-

ditional Greek musical system, but not without independence and criticism, and

attempted to replace the older notation by pneumata by a more intelligible writ-

ing of the notes.

Just as ecclesiastical music was cultivated in the cathedral schools of the

Frankish Empire, so was it especiallj^ in the monastic school of S. Gall (Schu-

BiGER, Die SangerschiUe von St. Gallen von 8. his 12. JJi., Einsiedeln und New
York 1858), where, according to the tradition, one of the singers (Romanus) sent

b}^ Hadrian I. to Charlemagne for the reform of ecclesiastical song is said to

have remained, while the other went to Metz. Singing and poetry are here

closely intertwined. Notker the Stammerer {vid. sup. p. 207) in youth already

experienced the need of making more retainable for the memory the longer

musical phrases, in which on feast-days the Hallelujah of the graduale died

away without words.' A priest from the monastery of Gimedia (Jumieges),

destroyed by the Normans (862), brought with him to S. Gall an antiphonary,

in which words were supplied for this sequence-melody. Notker's attempt to

improve this method of procedure, led to the poetical composition of sequences,

which has made his name celebrated. The sequences consisted of series of

different musical sentences, of which each except the tirst and the last (as a rule,

at all events) was repeated once (frequently performed by the double choir) ; cor-

responding to this are the sequence texts, the substance of which is taken from

the subject of the ecclesiastical festival, formed of a series of lines {versus, versi-

culi) of different length, but of which apart from the first and the last, every two
had an equal number of syllables. They were prose lines without definite

alternation of rise and fall, hence the sequences were also called proses. Of
the sequences which go under Notker's name, forty-one are to be recognised as

genuine, according to Wilmann's investigation (ZdA. N.F., III. 267).^ Notker's

' Therefore on a, probably also on both the last syllables of Hallelujah.

^ Collection in Daniel, Thesaur. Hymnolog., Schubiger I.e., and Kehrein,
lat. Sequenzen d. MA. ges., Mainz 1873.
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sequences soon enjoyed great popularity, and imitated and subsequently (from
the beginning- of the following period) transformed into rhymed strophes, intro-

duced an essential enrichment of divine service at festivals and of ecclesias-

tical poetry. Related to this is the attempt of Notker's contemporary and
fellow-monk TuOTiLO, who distinguished himself in all sorts of artistic skill, to

expand other mass chants, especially the Introit and Kyrie, in a similar manner
in the so-called Tropes.

Acts of worship of manifold character do indeed encroach upon
the popular life beyond the walls of the church, rogations (litanies),

and processions, etc. ; but the office of the mass, with its rich litur-

gical equipment always formed the climax. Theologians of the

Carolingian age apply much attention to the elucidation and ex-

planation of its usages lAmalarius, Hraban, Walafried), but the

believing multitude, without understanding the details, sees in it

the function which in itself exercised saving- (magical) power.

Hence the personal presence and communion of the believers who
are to be benefited by them, at the numerous masses founded for

special purposes {md. sup. p. 113), begin to be no longer looked upon
as indispensable. The performance by the priest, in accordance

with the foundation (of course, with the presence of the one or more
administering assistants), is sufficient to secure the object intended

by the foundation of the mass. This result of the mass as soul-mass

extends its influence beyond this life to those for whom the soul-mass

is founded. After an ecclesiastical celebration for the departed had
arisen at an earlier time, the Feast of All Souls, which was assigned

to the 2nd November, spread from Clugn3^ A pilgrim, returning

from Jerusalem, believed himself to have seen the entrance to

purgatory in the Lipari Islands, and to have perceived that souls

were delivered out of purgatory by the prayers of the pious at

Ciugny.

3. The Worship of Saints and Relics.

L/'terahire. : vid. i. 504. and Gieseler, II. 1, 307 sqq. On the Martyrologies,

EE. 1, 121 sqq. and AVattb., I. 68.

The dominant interest of popular piety in all ranks, circles quite

peculiarly around the saints and their relics For religious fancy

they represent the prcesentia numinis. The chief altar (high altar)

is dedicated to the patron saints of the church, and in larger

churches along with the number of the relics the number of the

by- or side-altars increases, of which the building-plan of S. Gall

already shows a considerable total.

Along with the cautious Carolingian conception of the worship of images {vid.

siij). Synod of Paris in 825, with express censure of the papal standpoint), emi-
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nent men of this period also show a more evangelical conception of the worship
of images. Such was Agobard of Lyons, who feared that it would prejudice

the Divine honour, and Claudius, of Turin, who attempted to proceed to the

radical abolition of images, but also found decided opposition. If the earlier

more cautious attitude towards the image question may still be recognised for

some time {e.g. in Hincmar), it more and more fell into the background. But
from the beginning greater importance attached to the worship of relics,

which was indissolubly linked with the worship of saints. In the miracles

which were worked by the sacred remains of the saints, the omnipotence of the

God of the Christians was as it were demonstrated ad oculos. Thus Count
Waltpert, a descendant of Widukind, when he had sought forgiveness for his

sins in Eome at the graves of the holy Apostles by their intercession, asked for

relics to take back with him to his Saxon home, where (he said) the people still

adhered more to heathen worship and superstition than to the true religion, in

order that by their signs and miraculous power the majesty and greatness of

the Almighty God, whom these saints had served here below, might shine out

publicly upon all men, both believers and unbelievers.^

On occasion of the translations which were carried out with great ecclesias-

tical ceremonies and pageantries, the desired miracles and signs were wont to

make their appearance. Hence relics, often of the most singular sort, turn up
in numbers ; as a rule, they were bones of the alleged saint, but also such
things as tears of Christ, milk of the Virgin Mary, blood of Christ (Reichenau),

the sacred spear with which Christ's side was pierced, nails from His cross, even
the staff of Moses, etc.^

Although Pope Gregory IV. (827-44) could not fulfil the prayer of Otto of

Mayence for a saint's body, because as yet none had been found (JafFe, 2584),

such things were constantly broiight from Eome and Italy in general, and by
pilgrims from the Holy Land, and were also discovered elsewhere hx pious in-

dustry, or provided by fraudulent tricksters,^ And the people were alwaj-s

readj' to believe miracles of them. Nor was there lack of those who were ready
to respond to the need of mii-acles by feigned cures, etc. But others also, as is

said, begged their saints to make an end of their miracles, because the concourse

of the worshipping and help-seeking crowds undermined the peace and order

of the monastery, and especially because the youth found in them the best

opportunity of escaping strict rule.

It was often sought to gain assurance of the genuineness of the relics by the

ordeal by fire. The magical graces of the saints seemed to justify everj- means
of obtaining possession of them. When the hermit, Romuald, who was vene-

rated as very holj^, and stood in great repute in Catalonia, determined to return

thence to Italy, the rude multitude would have had him murdered, in order

that, since they could not keep him alive, ihey might at least keep his body as

that of their tutelary patron. He only escaped by feigning madness. Hence it

also appeared allowable, and even praiseworthy, to purloin relics by deceit and

^ Vid. Translatio Alexandri by Eudolf and Meginhard in Fulda, 2nd half of

the ninth century MGS., II. 678 translated by Eichter, Berl. 1856. Cf. Tram-
latio LIBORIlhy Bishop Boso of Paderborn in the time of KingArnulf (MGS.,
IV. 149) :

" So those also, who did not believe the words of the preachers on the
omnipotence of God, would yet believe that which they had seen with their

own eyes and which they could experience as a benefit to themselves."
^ Vid. the list of 801 'in Gieseler, IL 1, 154 and 309.
^ Vid. Glabe Ead. on the year 1027 in Gieseler, II. 1, 308.
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fraud, just as Bishop Otwin, of Hildesheini, having come to Italj' in the retinue

of Otto I., obtained possession b3' deceit of the corpse of S. Epiphanius in Pavia
in 964'

The martyrolog'ical literature [vid. i. 504), which was cultivated

with special predilection in the ninth century, corresponded to the

worship of the saints. Out of the lists of the anniversaries of the

deaths of the martyrs and saints who were to be remembered at

mass, there grew up such as also contained notices of the lives of the

martyrs and confessors.

To the oldest martyrologies, that which is erroneouslj- ascribed to Jerome,
that of Bede, which was very widely spread, and which is only preserved in

the revision of Florus Mag. Lugd., there were attached those of Hraban (845).

Ado of Vienne (about 860), and Usuardus (Husward), composed about 875, at

the desire of Charles the Bald, as also the martyrologj^ in verse of Wandalbert
of Priim (851) ; finally, the above-mentioned martj^rology of Notker (Balbul.

t 912), which attached itself to Ado, and the likewise poetical one by the monk
EucHEMPERT of Monte Casino.

But the short accounts of the martyrologies did not satisfy the needs of edifi-

cation. The custom which had sprung from the ancient Church, of publiclj-

reading the acts of the martyrs on their feast days, had indeed heen gainsaid

by the so-called Deer. Gelasianum de libris recipiendh (i. 349), and it was not

uniformly carried out ; but Pope Hadrian I., permitted the custom, and not

merely to the respective communities to which the mart3'rs had belonged, but

also to others (E. Martene, do antiquls eccle.s. ritibiis. Antw. 1737, IV. 5).

In addition, the need of the monasteries, to bring forward

their monastic saints for purposes of edification, contributed to the

extraordinar}' multiplication of the literature of the lives of the

saints, which had long been naturalized. For us it is a copious

historical source, but one which certainl}^ frequently flows very

turbidly, inasmuch as the historical interest disappears entirely in

favour of the interest of the cultus.

For relics, once present, with arbitrary or obscure names, stories of saints

had to be invented as a necessary requisite ; local saints, who actually had
traditions, were at least as far as possible transported back into the apostolic age,

and the lives and miracles of unknown saints formed after the model of other

legends. Anastasius Bibliothecarius (p. 201), who was also so influential other-

wise as a translator, is important for the bringing over into the West of the

wanton exuberance of the Greek legendarj- literature. A livelj' exchange took

place between the Greek and the Latin Church. Vid. inf..^ Chap. VI. No. 3.

Wolfhard of Herrieden (beginning of the tenth century) is already mentioned
as the author of a comprehensive Leyendavium (MGS., VII. 250).

Canonization was at first the result of local tradition, but was afterwards

exercised by metropolitans for their sees. But to the ancient saints there were
added individuals closely connected with the time, and here the popes chiefly

Translatio S. Epiph., MGS., IV. 248.
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interfered; Ulrich of Augsburg (f 973), the bishop who was celebrated on

account of his services to the city in the Hungarian war, his lavish ecclesias-

tical benevolence, his asceticism and promotion of monastic life, was expressly-

canonized twenty years after his death (993) by Pope John XV. at the request

of his successor. As God is honoured in the saints, so by their merit and

intercession the Divine grace is also mediated for men. The notions on this

point often appear in the crassest form. A rich man, living in worldly luxury,

who, besides his name of being a Christian and his dead faith, had no other

merit except that, being devoted to S. Csesarius, he frequently attended his

church and presented wax candles, is said to have been called back to life once

more after his death, and to have recounted, that being already on the point of

being seized by the black devils, he was released on the prayer of S. Csesarius,

with whom the mother of God and all the saints concurred.' In other narra-

tives the Virgin Mary interferes with the most ingenuous partiality for her

worshippers, even when otherwise they are characters of the worst sort.

There are frequent conflicts over the possession of similar valuable saints, i.a.

of their relics, such as that between the monks of S. Dionysius near Paris, and

those at S. Emmeran in Ratisbon, that between the Benedictines of Monte-

Casino and those of Fleury near Orleans (whither Aigulf, in the seventh

century, is said to have brought the bones of Benedict, purloined from the

original monastery which was laid waste by the Lombards).

Of the great number of the saints the Holy Virg-in, the semjmr

virgo, is highly exalted, and her cult encouraged by eminent men
like Fulbert of Chartres, and Damiani (rid. the following period).^

4. Penitential Discipline and the Papal Jurisdiction.

Sources : Hincmar, Capitula Synodica ad preshytero.'i parochice. suce (ML 125).

Regino abb. Prumens., libri 2 de ecclesiasticis discipUnis s. de synod-

alihus causis ed. St. Baluzius, Par. 1688 (Ml. 132), ed. Wasserschleben,

1840. H. Wasserschleben, die Bussordnungen der abendl. Kirche,

Halle 1851. E. Friedberg, aus deutschen Bnssbb., Halle 1868. H. J.

ScHMiTZ, vid. p. 114. EuSEB. Amort, de orig., pj-ogressu, etc., indulgevti-

arum, Vindol. 1735. Kluckhohn, Geschichte de.s Gotfe.tfriedens, 1857.

Fehr, del' Gotfes Fr. u. d. Kafh. Kirche^ 1861.

For Christian popular education the most important means of

influence is the ecclesiastical discipline of penance, and especially in

connection with the organization of the episcopal synodal courts ivid.

sup.)^ with its mixed ecclesiastico-civil character, in the Frankish

empire. The bishop, making one or more progresses through his

diocese, is preceded by the archdeacon or archpresbyter, who con-

vokes the people, exhorts them on pain of excommunication to

appear at the synod, and along with the priests settles minor

matters. The bishop received by the priests with the synodal-fare

{servitium), preaches, confirms, visits the ecclesiastical establish-

ments, etc., and holds judgment (in the presence of the count or his

mayor) upon the grosser sins (which in the secular court were either

• Cruel, 91. - Cf. Benrath, StKr., 1886, p. 209 sqq.
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not punished at all, or only by fine) ; viz., on offences against life,

adultery, harlotry and other sins of the flesh, theft and robbery,

perjury and false oaths, magic and heathen superstition, as well as

against numerous offences against ecclesiastical order and ecclesi-

astico-civil propriety. The synodal witnesses (usually seven), teMes

xynodaJes^ who were chosen by the bishop from among the matu-

rioi'es, honestiores et veraciores of the community, were bound by

oath upon the relics, to answer conscientiously the questions of the

bishop, whether in this parish a man-slayer, etc. On the complaint

of one of these synodal witnesses, it is the business of the accused

to purge himself (by oath, compurgator, eventually by judgment of

God). The bishop with the clergy finds the verdict, and imposes

the penance to be performed, even in cases when the offence has

already been compensated for with money in the secular court.

The episcopal synodal courts were supplemented by the monthlj- district

assemblies vinder the archpriest, archipresb. ruralls}

With the growing participation of the bishops in the government of the

Empire, summons to the diets of the Empire, to diets of the court, to the

imperial court of justice, to military service, especially from the time of the

Saxon emperors, the care of these synodal courts falls to the archdeacons as

the representatives of the bishops ; their rights are further bestowed on the

provosts of the cathedral chapters and collegiate foundations ; and gradually

(though not until the following period) the archdeacons strive to attract to

themselves the right exercised commissionis nomine, as their own proper juris-

diction. They again have their officials or commissaries. Eegino of Prum

(t 915) gives us clear glimpses into the procedure of these synodal courts at the

close of the ninth century.

This judicial procedure of imposing penances, of great importance

for the education of the people, promotes, however, the legal and

external view of religion. In the theological treatment of the

subject it is true, in the conception of ecclesiastical penances in

general for sins open or secret, but confessed to the priest, the

penitence of the heart and painful regret are theoretically empha-

sized as the necessary presupposition of their saving fruit, but the

conception, which descended from the ancient Church, of penance as

a satisfaction which was to be offered to the Church, and ultimately

to God Himself, necessarily exerted an externalizing influence, as

also did this way of regarding penance, which was asserted in the

synodal court, as atonement, i.e. as an absolving discharge of a

penalty. Stress is laid upon the individual transgression and its

expiation, but not upon the inward disposition.

' Cf. Hincmar, Capitula a XII. epLscopatus Hupevaddita, opp. ed. Sirm., I.

730.
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But this tendency is especially strongly promoted by the practical

system of penance and its deterioration by the so-called redemptions

of penance {vid. sup.). In the imposition of periods of penance {i.e.

above all, fasts, in certain circumstance matrimonial abstinence

also) of very various lengths, use was made of the Uhri poaniteMiales

{poBnif. Romanum^ Theodori Canfuar.^ BedceY formerly mentioned.

In these libri pmnit. (as in Regino Pr. de .^iynod. cans. II. 438 sqq.),

in the canones excerpti of Abbo of Fleury (f 1004), and especially in

Burchardi ep. Wormat. (j 1025) conlectarium cano7iuin, that redemp-

tion was now defined in such a way that longer fasts might partly

be replaced by shorter ones, with accumulated psalms and recita-

tions of prayers, and partly by money payment also, in which case

only the character of alms (money ad pias causas) was to be main-

tained, ''• Adtendat unusquisque., cui dare deheat, she pro redemptione

captivorum.! s. supra sanctum altare, sive Dei servis, sive pauperibus in

eleemosynen " (Reg.).

In the Carolingian period this procedure had still been combated,

and the Synod of Chalons in 813 declared against the wide-spread

pcenitentials of uncertain origin, as too lax ; the degree of the

penitential exercises was to be regulated according to the ancient

canons. Now, however, the opposition fell silent. At the synod

at Tribur (895), there is found for the first time in a synodal canon

the permission of the mitigation of a longer period of penance

for manslaughter, by the penitent's absolving himself from strict

fasting on certain days of the week by money payment (one

denarius or feeding three poor persons). And this soon gains the

upper hand in the manner depicted, and the confessional fees in-

stituted for an ecclesiastical purpose, become a new source of

enrichment for the Church. Resting on this are numerous dona-

tions and foundations given to churches and monasteries, with the

object of atoning for a sinful life and generally of obtaining religious

merit. But vicarious penance is also found to exist and is bought.

It is undertaken, e.g.., by a thrall for his deceased master, after

freedom has been assured him in reward for it. In this way periods

of penance could be imposed, which extended far beyond a life-

time, but which were then redeemed. For the rest, in this redemp-

tion of penance by alms, weight was not merely attached to the

view that alms take away sins, but also to the view that the pious

' According- to inquisitio 95 prefaced in Eegino Pr. lib. I., the presbyters

were to be asked, whether they possessed one of those named, so as to be able

to deal with those who confessed, and impose the degree of penance in accord-

ance with it.
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priest or monk takes upon himself the performance of the penance

in return for receiving the alms.^

Closely connected with this general conception of the performance

of penance is the peculiar system of indulgences. Under condition

of attendance at certain churches on the anniversary of the founda-

tion or at other times, and obviously of presenting offerings to this

church, a part of the imposed penance is remitted.^ Indeed at the

end of the period popes go so far (Benedict IX., the first to do so,

so far as known) as to issue plenary indulgence on particular

occasions, i.e., entire remission of penance even for the grossest sins,

under the condition, that the person should confess the sins com-

mitted to the priest and should improve in the future.

But on the other hand for grave sins (parricide, acts of violence

against churches and the like) there appeared many specially severe

forms of penance
;
scourging (yifZ. Damiani), imprisonment, exile,

whence peregrinari (pilgrimage) is developed as a performance of

penance, loading the pilgrim with chains, etc.

From the ecclesiastical penalty of excommunication as exclusion

from the communion of the Church on account of public and

notorious mortal sin until it was completely or partially expiated,

there was now further distinguished the anathema against those

who would not submit themselves to the penance of the Church.

As ceternce mortis damnatio it might be ordained only when the

sinner had evaded all other means of conversion, and forms a special

weapon against heresy and also against rude violence offered to

the Church. Robbers of churches are in the first place subjected

to the excommunicatio minor ; if up to a certain point of time they

do not seek absolution, to the anathema. It involves exclusion

from all Christian intercourse, the refusal of the Sacrament even

in the hour of death, and of ecclesiastical burial.'^

' According to Sclitnitz; (I.e. 149), the mischief of redemption of penance
would be only an abuse of the Anglo-Saxon and German Churches ; in the

Roman pcnitentialsonly regard to individual circumstances and corresponding

modification of ecclesiastical penitential penalties is recommended. The general

practice of redeeming penances by money, did not, he says, gain ground in

Italy. But Schmitz's construction as to the existence and content of alleged

Roman penitentials is in general untenable. It presupposes traditional

practice, when Anselm of Milan at the Synod of 1060 imposes a penance of a

hundred years on account of the simony which had occurred in his church

and was more widely practised, at the same time fixing the sums of money
whereby the individual years might be compensated (Hefele, IV. 837).

- T'7cZ., the indulgence for a monastic church at Aries, in Gieseler, II. 1,

333.

=* Vid. Hefele, IV. 117, 5150, cf. the anathema tevvibUe, ibid., 207.
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Finally, in connexion with this subject, towards the end of

this period the interdict appears. Isolated cases, where the ecclesi-

astical penalty, in order to make it real, was extended to the whole

community to which the guilty person belonged, had already

occurred at an earlier time,^ but had also been decidedly censured

(e.^., by Grerbert) ; but in the eleventh century it was sought by
this means to create a weapon against the breaking of the peace of

the country by rapacious magnates. Thus, first of all at the Synod
of Limog'es, in 1031, in France (Province of Limoges) ; if the quarrel-

some noble any longer resisted the bishop's offer of peace, the whole

neighbourhood was to be laid under excommunication. Only the

clergy, beggars, aliens, and children under two years received

ecclesiastical burial ; mass might only be performed in silence. At
the third hour of each day, at a sign given from the church, every

one was to fall down and repeat penitential prayers
;
the sacraments

of penance and the Supper were only to be extended to the mortally

sick. In all churches the altars were stripped as on Good Friday,

crosses and ornaments laid aside. Only during the mass, celebrated

by the priests alone and with closed doors, might the altars be

again covered. During the existence of the excommunication no
one might marry, or eat flesh, and neither clergy nor laity might
cut hair or beard.

In continuation of the same exertions, to gain the mastery in

Aquitaine of the intolerable system of feuds by the application of

ecclesiastical resources, the bishops (about 1033), since entire aboli-

tion of the feuds was not to be attained, grasped at the expedient

of arranging that according to a common resolution no one should

practise feud or violence from the evening of Wednesday till sunrise

on Monday, or arbitrarily revenge or right himself, on penalty of

compounding for his life or of exile and outlawry,-

The Germanic means of justice of the ordeals, the Church had
formerly been obliged to permit, but had disapproved

; she now
recognised its validity, but took it under her own supervision with

practical limitation. Agobard had declared decidedly against this

undertaking to anticipate the Divine judgment, so likewise, still

later, many representatives of the Church ; and the Church did not

cease to reject the Divine judgment of the duel. But otherwise,

HiNCMAR already defended Divine decisions (trials by fire and water).

The custom for clergy of making the Holy Supper {pro expurgatione)

a Divine decision, frequently, however, found disapprobation.

J Hefele, IV. 381, 490, 636.

^ Aut de vita componeret aat suorum consortio expuhus patria peUeretur.



CHAPTER SIX2H.

The Greek Church fi'om the end of the Image-Controversies till

the Schism of 1054.

Sources : Cf . the Byzantine chroniclers ; the continuation of the Chronicle o£

Georgius Monachus down to 948 ; that of Thbophanes, with the co-

operation of the Emperor Constantine VII., whose work is the Fifth Book,

and Genesius (vkl. sap., p. 2) ; Symeon Magistbr, entirely dependent on

the continuator of Theophanes. Leo Grammaticus, essentially a copy

of the stoutly transcribed Georgius Monachus and his continuator ; most

closely connected with him Theodosii Meliteni qui fertur chroiiographia,

ed. Tafel, in the Monumenta Ssecularia, edited by the Kgl. bayr. Aka-

demie der Wissensch. III. KL, I. Theil., Milnchen 1859. For the later

period Leo Diaconus and Georgiu.s Cedrenus, a chronicle of the world

down to 1057, come into consideration, for the last two centuries an almost

verbal repetition of Johannes Scylitzes, historiarum compendia, etc.,

ed. Joh. B. Gubius, Venice 1570, otherwise only accessible in a Latin

translation. Cf. Hirsch and Hertzberg, si(p., p. 3.

1. The Relation to the Latin Church.

Literature : Leo Allatius (a Greek who had passed over to the Eoman
Church), De ecclesice orientalis et occidentalis perpetua consensione,

Colonise 1648. The Jesuit Maimbourg's Histoire du Schisme des Grecs,

Paris 1677. German transl. by Meuser, Aachen 1841. Pitzipios, Veglise

orientale, sa separation et sa reunion avec celle de Rome, Paris 1855,

4 vols. PiCHLBR, Gesch. d. kirchlichen Trennung zwischen dem Orient

und Occident. Vol. I., Munchen 1864.

The way has already been preparing for a long time, for estrange-

ment between the Greek Church of the Byzantine Empire and the

Roman West, fostered by the independent development of the

Germano-Romance West, by the attitude of the Frankish Church

in the image-question' and the rivalry between the Frankish

Emperor Charles and the Eastern Empire. In the second half of

the century the fall of the Patriarch Ignatius gave occasion for the

widening of the breach. He, the youngest son of the Emperor

Michael Rhangabe, who was overthrown by Leo the Armenian in

' In 824, under Michael Balbus, a Greek embassj^ to Lewis the Pious and

Pope Eugenius II., had taken place, which was intended to make use of

Frankish opinion against those who were decidedly friendly to images, but

the issue of the image-controversies worked against this attempt at friendly

advances.
222
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813, was mutilated along with his brother by Leo, and clapped into-

a monastery. As a zealous ascetic and friend of images he was
raised by the Empress Theodora to the patriarchate of Constanti-

nople. But under her youthful and dissolute son Michael III. (the

Drunkard), he attracted the disfavour of Caesar Bardas who ruled

for the latter, by keeping him from the communion on account of

his life, and also refused to confirm the enforced investiture of the

mother and sister of the young Emperor as nuns, which had been
pressed on by the advice of Bardas, by blessing the veil. He was-

accused of high-treasonable intrigues and banished in November.
867, and the celebrated and learned Photius, who was related to-

the imperial house, Protospatar^ and first imperial secretary, and
still a layman, was selected as his successor. He sought in vain to

induce Ignatius to otfer his resignation, and was speedily provided
with the requisite consecrations, acknowledged by an assembly in

Constantinople as the successor of Ignatius, and consecrated patri-

arch by an old opponent of the latter. Archbishop Gregorius Asbesta
of Syracuse, who had been expelled by the Arabs. An older party

opposition among the clergy to Ignatius was here successfully

utilized by Bardas. Ignatius, namely, had, at an earlier synod,,

declared G-regory deposed, and had sought to gain bishops Leo IV,
and Benedict III. of Rome for this view. They, however, hesitated

with their approval. This was sufficient to encourage Bardas and
Photius to seek to press on the recognition of the new patriarch

in Rome by an embassy (859) which brought costly presents. But
Nicholas only availed himself of this to vindicate the claims of
Rome on the church property taken away by Leo the Isaurian, and
the Roman rights of supervision over the ecclesiastical province
of Illyria, and to protest against the uncanonical procedure in the

removal of Ignatius and the elevation of a layman to the patriarchal

throne. His legates at the assembly at Constantinople (May, 861),

at which the rescript of the Pope was only made known in an
incomplete and falsified form, did indeed consent to the deposition

of the abused Ignatius. But this Nicholas repudiated, deposed his

own legates at the Synod of Rome (863), and declared Photius to

have forfeited the priestly office, and, in case he should further
usurp it, to be excommunicated. Violent declarations on both sides

followed. Bardas died in 866, falling a victim to the suspicion of
the Emperor Michael. Nicholas addressed himself to the mother
and wife of the Emperor and others who were favourable to
Ignatius, as well as to the rest of the patriarchs and bishops in
Asia and Africa.
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Just at that time the Bulgarian Prince, Bogoris, who had been

converted to Christianity (his Christian name was Michael), dis-

turbed by conflicting doctrines in the country and probably disposed

to withdraw himself from the influence of Byzantium, had ad-

dressed himself to Rome and to Lewis the German with a request

that they would send him Christian teachers (p. 146). Nicholas

sent Roman bishops with the Eesponsa ad consulta Bulgarorum,^

and he succeeded for the moment in chaining the j^oung Bulgarian

Church to Rome and drawing it away from the Greek Church,

whose confirmation by priests he in accordance with the Roman
system did not recognise. In Constantinople the place of Bardas

had been taken by his murderer Basil the Macedonian, who, as

Master of the Horse and High-Chamberlain, had won the favour of

Michael, and was raised to the co-regency and solemnly consecrated

and crowned b}^ Photius.'-

The Bulgarian aiiair completed the breach. Incited by the

procedure of Rome, Photius, in a circular letter to the Oriental

patriarchs by which he invited them to a synod, ascribed to the

Roman Church all the heresies of which it was accused by the

Greeks. The most part refers to ditferences of rite and ecclesiastical

custom, such as fasting on Saturday, the rejection of the marriage

of presbyters once, the reservation of the chrism and other matters

to the bishops. But the doctrine of the procession of the Holy

Spirit from the Father and the Son, whereby two principles are

introduced into the Trinity, is attributed to the Romans as sin

against the Holy Spirit. The Emperor at the same time compelled

the papal ambassadors, who were on the way, to turn about at

the Bulgarian frontier without fulfilling their object. At a synod

at Constantinople, in 867,' at which it is said that Photius caused

monks to appear as representatives of the patriarchs under Saracen

rule and arbitrarily multiplied the subscriptions, Photius seems

indeed to have played the impartial and only to have allowed him-

self to be moved by the synod to receive the complaints against

the absent Nicholas ; but the actual result was a verdict of de-

position against Nicholas, which threatened all who held intercourse

' Mansi, XV. 401 ; cf. Hefele, IV. B46 sqq.

^ After repudiating his wife, he married aleft-off mistress of the Emperor and

procured his own sister for the Emperor.
3 Its acts are not extant, as those which were sent to Rome were destroyed

as being alleged to be falsified. Accounts exist almost entirely by opponents

of Photius; on the side of Photius, METRoniANES episcopus Smyrnensis in

Mansi, XVI. 418.
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with liim with excommunication. Photius sought to gain the

Emperor Lewis II. by means of ambassadors and presents.

But Basilius Macedo, whose favour with the drunken despot

Michael was wavering, now put the Emperor to death, and himself

obtained possession of the imperial power. He forthwith caused

the fall of Photius, recalled Ignatius, and invited. Pope Nicholas to

confirm the reinstatement of Ignatius and to give judgment as to

numerous clergy, who had been consecrated by Photius. But mean-

wliile Nicholas had died on the 23rd November, 867. His successor,

Hadeian II., at a Roman synod. (869), in presence of the deputies of

Ignatius, condemned Photius and his synod, and invited the Emperor
to hold a great assembly at Constantinople, which should adhere

to the Roman decisions. The Roman ambassadors were honourably

received in Constantinople where the council met on the 5th Octo-

ber, 869.^ All who had hitherto been adherents of Photius and

clergy consecrated by him, were obliged, in order to find acceptance,

to sign the lihellua sathfactionis drawn up by Rome, the verbal

tenor of which contained such important concessions to the ecclesi-

astical pretensions of Rome that the Greek feeling of independence

was sensibly touched by it in spite of the dominant party passions,

and the Emperor at the last was on the point of taking the com-

pleted document away again from the Roman legates. During the

course of the synod, the at first very small number of bishops

taking part, i.e. those who abandoned the cause of Photius, had

gradually become greater and greater. Photius himself, placed be-

fore the Sjaiod, kept a dignified silence, appealing to a higher judg-

ment ; the papal ambassadors, however, throughout occupied the

standpoint that there was no question of investigating the matter

anew, but of carrying out the judgment which pleased Nicholas

himself, and in this they were supported by the representatives of

the Oriental patriarchate. In the subscription of the acts the

Emperor conceded the first place to the Roman legates and the

representatives of the Oriental patriarchs, then subscribed himself

before his patriarch Ignatius.

Meanwhile, however, a turn of events had arisen through the

Bulgarians. The king Michael, irritated at Rome, which refused him
the desired nomination of Bishop Formosus asArchbishop of Bulgaria,

and perhaps also frightened by the success of Lewis the German

^ The Latin translation of the acts by Anastasius Bibliothecarius, who
who was then living in Constantinople, on the commission of Emperor Lewis
II. The Greek text in Mansi, XVI, 307 sqq. As to their relation to each
other, vid. Gieseler, II. B76 and Hergenrother, Photius, II. 160 sqq.

C. H.—VOL. II. Q
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against Moravia, (p. 146), began to be "again receptive to Greek in-

fluences, wliicli were put forth both by the Emperor and Ignatius.

Three days after the close of the synodal negotiations narrated, Bul-

garian emissaries brought the request before the Emperor, that the

assembly should decide on the question of which patriarchate the

Bulgarian Church should stand under. Under the protest of the

E-oman legates, who appealed to the ancient ecclesiastical appur-

tenance of the region now possessed by the Bulgarians to Rome,
the ecclesiastical activity of the Roman priests in Bulgaria and its

voluntary adherence to Rome, the assembly declared in the Byzan-

tine interest, that Bulgaria, which belonged to the Greek Empire,

should be given back to the Church of Constantinople ; the Romans,

Avho had withdrawn from the Greek rule and attached themselves

to the Franks, could no longer exercise ecclesiastical jurisdiction in

the Empire of the Greeks. As a matter of fact, Ignatius now sent

a Greek archbishop and Greek priests and monks to Bulgaria, from

which the Latin priests were expelled.

The deposed and exiled Photius now held his adherents closely

together, and soon regained the favour of the Emperor. He was

recalled, a reconciliation took place with the very aged Ignatius,

and the Emperor exerted himself to obtain Rome's approval of the

restoration of ecclesiastical peace by the restitution of expelled Pho-

tians, Ignatius also seems to have interceded for Photius in a mis-

sive to Rome.^ As a matter of fact, after the death of Ignatius

(23rd October, 877) Photius was again raised to the patriarchal

throne. The Roman bishop, John VIII., allowed himself to be in-

duced to consent to the restitution of Photius, but in doing so did

not cease to demand in return the surrender of the Bulgarian

Church to Rome. The political distresses of the Pope through the

attacks of the Saracens on Italy and the local party-conflicts com-

pelled him to pay regard to the Emperor's wish. To the synod

which now (Nov. 879-Marcli 880) met in Constantinople and which

was to replace that held ten years before, the approving letters of

the Pope were communicated in a Greek translation, which modi-

fied the lofty tone of the Pope into a request, set aside the satisfac-

tion before the synod required of Photius, as well as the demand on

account of Bulgaria, and on the other hand added the repudiation

of the synod of 869. The question of Bulgaria was left to the

decision of the Emperor. Finally, at first in a narrower circle in

presence of the Emperor, then by the whole synod, a declaration

of adhesion to the Nicseno-Constantinopolitan Creed was issued,

' Mansi, XVI. 431.
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solemnly repudiating every addition to it, which was therefore a
declaration in the sense of the Greek rejection of the fiUoque.

Johu VIII. now in vain protested on account of non-observance of his pre-
scriptions, and guarded himself against everything that his legates had done
against their instructions. Whether John VIII. actually expressly condemned
Photius, or avoided this out of regard to the Emperor, whose fleet the Saracens
had just conquered, remains doubtful. In any case Marinus, as cardinal and
emissary of John, had appeared so decidedly against Photius in Constantinople
that he was kept in prison for a month by the Emperor. Then when Marinus
succeeded John VIII. in the Pajial See the quarrel continued.

But Photius did not long remain in possession of his patriarchal dignity; for

after the death of Basil (29th August, 886) the latter's son Leo VI (the Philo-
sopher) deposed him. Political charges made against Photius and Arch-
bishop Theodore the Santabai'ene, who was closely associated with him, con-
tributed to this ; but the decisive point seems to have been the intention to

transfer the patriarchal dignity to Stephen the brother of the Emperor, whom
Basil had destined for the clerical career, and who had already become deacon
and syncellos of the patriarch. The old complaints of Eome against Photius
do not appear to have played any decisive part in the matter. But by the
elevation of Stephen a special difficulty was created as regards Rome, seeino-

that Stephen had been consecrated by Photius himself, and was therefore not
acknowledged by the opponents of Photius to be legally consecrated. From
Photius himself Leo had obtained an actual written abdication.^ For him,
therefore, up to that point, Photius was the legal patriarch, whose ecclesiastical

acts were not to be disputed ; but for his opponents, and so for Rome, he had
never been legal patriarch, hence the consecrations performed by him were
invalid, and hence also the new patriarch Stephen was illegal. In the neo-otia-

tions with Rome the Greeks demanded the remission of the ban against Pho-
tius, while the Emperor api^ealed to Photius's voluntary resignation. The
Roman bishop, Stephen VI., censured the self-contradiction of this attitude.^

The Greeks sought to evade the question of the validity of the consecrations,

on which the right of the new patriarch rested, and only begged for dispensa-
tion for those clergy who were in ecclesiastical communion with Photius. The
answer of the Roman bishop Formosus maintained the Roman standpoint, and
so the question remained in suspense till, about 899, the advances of the Eastern
Roman statesman Stylian obtained the abolition of the schism from Pope
John IX.

In another affair the Emperor Leo VI. obtained tlie support of Rome against
the opinion of his own Church.^ Although in a law issued by him (Novell. 90)
he had declared against the legality of a third marriage, he himself proceeded
to enter into a fourth marriage with a view to obtaining a legitimate heir.

(Mysticus) Nicholas, the friend of his youth and intimate, hereupon con-
descended to baptize the child which his concubine Zoe had borne him, with all

the ceremonial of a legitimate prince, in return for the promise of the Emperor
to separate from Zoe altogether. But after a few days the Emperor brought

^ Vid. Vita Euthijmti, ed. de Boor, II. 22.
=* Jaffe, Nr. 3452.

' Vid. on this point, along with the letter of Nicholas (Nicolai Constant.
'Cpistola 32 in Mg. III.) and the so-called Tomus unionis under the Emperor
Romanus, Mansi, XVIII. 333, especially Vita Euthymii, ed. de Boor, 1888.
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Zoo back to the palace, had himself married b^- another cleric, and crowned

Zoe. who was now his wife. Nicholas resisted this alliance, which was con-

trary to the laws of the Greek Church, but on the pressure of the Emperor

allowed an appeal to the Koman See and the three patriarchs of the East,

and at a synod the Emperor actually obtained the desired dispensation.' But

Nicholas resisted and was now compelled by the Emperor to lay down his

office.-

Nicholas' ])lace was filled \)\ Euthymius, who was esteemed as a zealous

monk but who was deposed after the death of the Emperor Leo and exiled after

severe maltreatment, in order to make room for Nicholas again. After the

death of the Emperor Alexander, return to the patriarchal see was again

offered to Euthymius ; he however was finally reconciled to Nicholas. After

his return Nicholas had obliterated the name of the Eoman bishop from the

Diptychs, and his ecclesiastical commemoration was discontinued till, under

the Emperor Eomanus, the difference in the Greek Church was abolished by

express recognition of the Greek principle of the rejection of a fourth mar-

ria"-e (920) and at the same time circumstances made an approach to Eome

desirable for the patriarch Nicholas.^

The relations of the Greek Church to the West in the time of the Ottos are

very various. The natural antipathies conditioned by historj- are now strength-

ened now weakened by political interests.'' In this connection the superi-

ority of Greek culture and learning is often enough acknowledged; cf. the

disposition at the court of Otto II. and III., and the outstanding importance

of Theophano. But the increasing variance is also nourished in many ways in

the further course of the tenth century. With the Greeks the Eoman Churcli

came more and more under suspicion of heterodoxy, and as firstly the increased

claims of the papacy under Nicholas and the ideas of the Pseudo-Isidore, so

a"-ain the degraded condition of the Eoman papacj' in the times of the Porno-

cracy must have had a repellent effect. In the beginning of the following cen-

tury the Constantinopolitan patriarch Sergius I. erased the name of the Eoman

Ser"-ius IV. from the church books on account of the interpolation of the

'•' iilioqnt " in the Eoman symbol (1009).
*

Onlv the political interests of the Emperor, however much thej^ occasionally

contributed on the one hand to the sharpening of the opposition, on the other

hand nevertheless made it more difficult to come to a breach.

Tims the energetic Emperor Basil II, (976-1025), after successfully

fighting the Saracens and conquering Bulgaria, sought to restore

the Greek rule in Sicily and Lower Italy against the Arabs and the

Normans who were now making their appearance, and with this

object also exerted himself for the reconciliation of Constantinople

with the Roman Pope. By the efforts of the Germans matters had

gone so far, that in 1010 the whole of Apulia, which had received

no help from the Greek Emperor against the Saracens, broke away

1 Vid. the letter of Nicholas to Anastasius III. in Mansi, XVIII. 243.

2 The secret and wavering procedure of Nicholas is explained by De Boor,

basin"- on the Vita Eufhymil edited by him, from the fact that Nicholas was

not free from the suspicion of high-treasonable plans.

» Vid. the letter to Pope John in Mansi, XVIII. 25G.

* Vid. the legatio of Liittprand under Otto L, Mg. III. (SrG. 1).
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from Byzantium. Benedict VIII. procured tlie help of tlie I^ormans
for the insurgents against the "heretical Grreeks," who still ruled

unjustiiiably in Italy. The victory of the Greeks next forced

Benedict to seek help from Henry II. of Germany. Basil II. now-

sought by means of considerable sums of money to induce Benedict's

successor, John XIX. (1024-33), to recognise the Const antinopolitan

patriarch as QLcumenical Patriarch of the East :
" that the Church

of Constantinople in its region {in suo orhe)., like the Roman in the

whole of Christendom, should be called cecumenical." John was

prepared for this, but the project, when it became known by

rumour, was wrecked on universal opinion, especially that of Italy.

Then when the Normans, who had been invested by Henry III,

with the fief of Apulia, now also occupied Benevento which had

been assigned to the Pope and held the Pope in honourable impris-

onment, their common interest brought the Emperor Constantius

MoNOMACHUs and Pope Leo IX. together. But just at that time

the patriarch Michael C^eulapjus of Constantinople, in ancient

animosity to the Roman Church, had caused all churches with the

Latin rite in Constantinople to be closed, and the Latin monks there

to be deprived of their monasteries. In agreement with him the

Bulgarian [metropolitan Leo of Achrida, in 1053, in a missive to

Bishop John of Thrani in Apulia,^ had asserted new reproaches

against the Roman Church in addition to the old. The custom of

using unleavened bread at the sacrament, which is demonstrable

from the ninth century, was accounted to the Roman Church as

Judaistic heresy, while, on the contrary, the eating of the blood

{mffocatum) about which there were no scruples in the West, v/as

designated heathenish. The omission of the Hallelujah during Lent

was also censured.^

Leo IX. wrote a disclaimer to the Patriarch Cserularius, and set

up Rome as the constant refuge of the pure faith, by which so many
Greek heresies had been choked ; no mortal had the right of judg-

ment over the Bishop of Rome. He also appealed to the Acta

Sylvestri and the Donatio Constantini. He also vindicated the large-

heartedness of Rome, which quietly tolerated Greek monasteries

and churches in their ancestral customs, seeing that as long as there

was unity of the faith these did not imperil the salvation of souls.

' Which from the time of Leo the Isaurian had been detached from the Eoman
patriarchate, and stood under that of Constantinople.

- The letter, which was only known formerly in Humbert's Latin translation,

was found hy Hergenrother in a Munich codex, and first printed in Will, Acta,

etc., pp. 56-60.
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It is doubtful whether this missive was really despatched.^ In

any case the steps taken by the Emperor and also by the patriarch

who was directed by him, who sought ecclesiastical peace, now
intervened. Leo sent an embassy to Constantinople, at the head of

which stood the masterful and passionate Cardinal Humbert. Leo's-

letters censured the assumption of Michael Casrularius, in calling-

himself the (Ecumenical patriarch, and desiring thereby to subordinate-

to himself the Eastern patriarchs ; so also his procedure against the

Roman custom in the Supper. Plainly under the pressure of the im-

perial wish, NiCETAS Pectokatus, a monk of the monastery of Studion^

agreed to repudiate his treatise against the Latins in the presence

of the court and the Roman ambassadors, and the Emperor caused

it to be burned. But Michael Cgerularius proved unapproachable

and broke off all intercourse with the Roman legates. They then

deposited a bull of excommunication against him on the altar of S.

Sophia, on the 16th July, 1054, in which he was accused of all

possible heresies, and every one who received the Supper from a

Greek who blamed the Roman sacrifice was threatened with the

ban. Once more the Emperor induced the already departed legates

to return ; but the populace .took the side of their patriarch, the

legates were obliged to take flight, and were placed under the ban

by Michael at a synod, which the Oriental patriarchs also approved.

The popular disposition, which was fostered by the Greek clergy,

annulled the plans of the Emperor. Although the council repre-

sented the matter as though Humbert and his companions were not

really legates of the Bishop of Rome, as a matter of fact the

decisive and momentous schism was thus completed.

2. The Ecclesiastical State of Affairs.

1. To the arbitrary interference of the Emperor in the affairs of

the Church, especially in the appointment to the patriarchal see of

Constantinople and its ecclesiastical administration, there corresponds

on the other hand an equally deep entanglement of the higher clergy,

especially of the patriarch in Constantinople, in court cabals and

political intrigues. This is attested by the circumstances depicted

under Photius and Ignatius, under Stephen, Nicholas, and Euthy-

mius. The emperors sought in many cases to place princes in the

patriarchal chair, as Leo did his brother Stephen, and as in a

specially striking way, Romanus LECArExus, who [had completely

possessed himself of power for the minor Constantine VII., placed

his young son Theophylact. As, when the patriarchal see became

vacant, the latter was still too young, a pious, otherwise uneducated

' The letters of Leo (Jaffe 4332 and 4333) in AVill., 85 and 89.
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monk, Tryphon, was obliged to fill the office temporarily, but, when

he afterwards resisted, was sent back into the monastery. The

Roman bishop, John XI., the brother of the Eoman Alberic,

allowed himself to be induced, in accordance with the wish of

Eomanus, to approve of this uncanonical appointment (933).

Theophylact (933-956) afforded the example of a thoroughly un-

spiritual patriarch, whose dignity was only sought in theatrical

pomp of appearance, while his ruling interest was in love of horses

and the chase. On the other hand, Nicholas, who has been men-

tioned, especially afforded one of the examples of the meddling of

the patriarchs in political affairs. After the death of the Emperor

Alexander, the brother of Leo VI. (913), he stood at the head of the

regency of the empire and then, when Constantino Ducas sought to

gain possession of power, was skilful enough to secure decisive

influence over the Empress-mother Zoe.

2. The development of the Byzantine emperorship into unlimited

absolutism expressed itself in the fact, that Leo VI., in his Novelise,

abrogated the earlier laws on which rested the legislative power of

the Senate which now only existed nominally. Corresponding to

this is the fact, that, in the ecclesiastical sphere, he also claimed

direct authority to issue ordinances on strictly ecclesiastical affairs

even without a council. Onl}'' when many regulations were to be

issued, was a synod in place (Novell. Const. 17).

He here lays down e.g.., tliat women after child-birtli, if they are still nn-

baptized, are not to be baptized, or receive tlie sacrament, dviring the period of

purification (40 days), but that the occurrence of sickness justifies exceptions.

In legislation on those matters in which political and ecclesiastical interests

concur, there is shown on the one hand a certain inclination towards regard to

secular interests ; on the other hand, however, there is evidence of how much
the ecclesiastical points of view were also regarded as regulative for political

legislation. Thus the existing Sunday legislation is made more strict by the

prohibition of rural labour {Islov.., 54). Burials in the towns are permitted in

ecclesiastical interests (iVoy., 53), to the state-recognised feasts and holidays

there are added others in commemoration of the great teachers of the Church,

Athanasius, Basil, the two Gregories and others (JVov., 88), the ecclesiastical

conclusion of marriage is made obligatory (JVby., 89), entrance upon a third

marriage is forbidden (iVou., 90), although the royal legislator sought ecclesias-

tical dispensation for even a fourth marriage. On the other hand a certain

testamentary capacity was ascribed to the monks (JVbu., 5), and the prohibition

of the undertaking of guardianship by the clergy was limited to a certain

extent {^Nov.., 68). It is to be regarded as a certain indulgence towards the

clergy, that the penalty for false witnessing is only to be taken in its full

stringency from clergy when it is a question of testimony actually made on

oath (Aw\, 76), that entrance into matrimony after ordination is only to involve

a lowering of clerical rank, and that the earlier prohibition of certain secular

occupations for the clergy is mitigated (A'oi;., 86), and other provisions besides.
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As regards ecclesiastical and monastic property, tlie Emperor

Nicepliorus had required its subjection to the land-tax, but Michael

Rhangabe had already abolished this. Nicephorus II. Phocas

(963-960), one of the most capable and successful rulers, who had

been raised to the throne by the Empress Theophano, was, however,

little liked by the clergy, because in spite of his strict piety, he

heavily taxed the spiritual properties, and prohibited the multipli-

cation of the so extremely numerous existing monasteries by new

ones. On the other hand the important Basil II. had otherwise

attempted to oppose the growth of the great "latifundias" in favour

of small landowners, but in doing so he availed himself of the

support of the clergy against a new aristocracy which was in

process of formation, and so gave up the conflict of Nicephorus

Phocas against the gathering up of pieces of land in the dead

spiritual hand.

In this period, also, on the whole, alongside of much professional

and strong spiritual extravagances^ the most lively spiritual forces

are still to be sought in monasticism. From it the higher clergy

proceeded in many cases, while on the other hand also, numerous

men of high rank, after an agitated political life, finally seek in it

rest and religious peace. The monkhood wrought with zeal at the

missions among and the Christianizing of the Slavs of Greece;

churches and monasteries arose everywhere as the real mission-

stations. In Crete, which was reconquered by Nicephorus Phocas,

the monk Nicon distinguished himself by what was certainly a

most highly turbulent activity in Christianizing. This period also

sees the growth of the very important monastery of Mount Athos.

Numerous ascetics had long settled in the woods and gorges of Mount Athos.

In the year 885 the demarcation of their settlements from the little city of

Hierissos took place by imperial act, Leo VI., in 911, declared the indepen-

dence of these monks from the older monastery of S. John Colobus, near

Hierissos. Auranius, as monk named Athanasius, an ascetic from Trebizond,

who was favoured by the Emperor Nicephorus Phocas, about 9G3 founded the

famous abbey of Laura on the southern edge of the peninsula of Athos, and

collected and organized the hermits anew. The rule which was established in

9G9, and confirmed by the Emperor Johannes Tzimisces, contemplated the

alliance of several monks' seats into one. The " Frotos'''' of the different

" Hegoumenoi" was to be dependent on the patriarch of the capital, who, more-

over, had also to appoint the latter. The country town of Caryse was to form

^ A dramatic example of the mad extremes of ascetic self-neglect is afforded

by the legend of S. Andrew the Fool by Nicephorus Tresbyter Constantinop.

(In the ASB. May, VI. 20, Mgr. IIL G21), who like his predecessor S. Symeon, in

the time of the Emperor ]\Iauritius, played the madman for Christ's sake, and

thereby exposed himself to every possible sort of insult.
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the centre of administration for the ever increasing naonastic settlements of

Mount Atlios. "With the Greek monks there were soon associated Slavonic

and further Iberian and Georgian, soon also Bulgarian and Russian monks.

Under Constantine Monomachus (about 1016) their economical affairs were

regulated by a second constitution {rvniKw). At that time the strict exclusion

of the female sex from the whole district of Atlios was sanctioned. At that

time 180 larger and smaller settlements were already enumerated. Pischon in

the Ilistorlsclies Taschenbuch, 18G0. W. Gass, Ziti' Geschichte dei'AthosklUster,

Giessen 1865. V. Langlois, Le mont Athos, Paris 1867. Neyra, VAthos,

Paris 1881.

The system of Divine Worship developed in the manner deter-

mined by the victory of the tendency of opinion friendly to images,

i.e. with a predominantly ritual character. At the same the sermon

still retains importance.

The Emperor Leo VI. practically attested his literary and theological inclina-

tions by the composition of nineteen orations for ecclesiastical feasts, which,

include the chief feasts of the Church, including the feasts of St. Mary (also the

Ascension of Mary), the feasts of All Saints (the Sunday after Whitsunday),

John the Baptist, S. Nicholas of Myra, and S. John Chr3^sostom. He also

collected 2)reces liturglcoe. (vld. Mgr. 107). The treasury of the hymns and
odes which were superabundantly made use of in the ecclesiastical cult is

considerably further increased. The religious interest turns in increasing-

measure towards legendary matter {vid. the following section).

3. The Literary and Theological Development.

Literature : Fabricius, Bibliotheca grceca ed. Harless. K. Krumbacher, G. d.

hyzantin. Littratur von Justinian hiszum ende des ostrum. Eeichs, Miinch.

1890.

The embittered image-controversies, which extended over a cen-

tury and a half, only contributed to confirm the religious spirit of the

Greek Church in the tendency upon which it had already entered,

without allowing an essentially different turn towards intellectual

emancipation to emerge. In addition, the continuous conflicts of

the Byzantine Empire with Saracens, Bulgarians and Russians put

a check upon peaceful development ; all the same, in this period

—

so great were the resources of the Byzantine Empire—a certain

literary advance is not to be ignored. Merit is already attributed

to C^SAK Baedas under Michael III., in the establishment and

endowment of schools and the erection of an academy in Constan-

tinople, which latter is to be noted- as a free scientific establish-

ment with a secular constitution. The academy, which was
calculated for general culture, was presided over by the learned

Leo, who after the victory of those favourable to images had been
obliged to give up his archiepiscopal see of Thessalonica, but enjoyed

the greatest esteem on account of his learning. Basil the Mace-
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donian (867-886) and several members of the Macedonian dj-nasty,

Basil's son Leo VI. the Philosopher (886-912) and his son Con-

stantine VII. Porphyrogenitus (independent ruler only 945-959),

made themselves scholarly names ; Leo himself appeared as an

author, and Constantine is especially celebrated on account of his

promotion of the sciences (libraries and the educational system),

however little he, like Leo, distinguished himself in his political

rule. For the scientific turn of the age it is of special importance,

that along with the treasures of patristic learning, interest was

turned in an increased degree to classical literature. Alongside of

the aspiring "West, which was much poorer in scholarship and finer

culture, but in the more vigorous life of its youth, and the quickly

blossoming Arabic science, while original power is dying awaj', the

Byzantines have still the somewhat hoary renown of wealth of

erudition.

In the sixty-six short moral precepts of Basilius Maceclo to his son and co-

regent Leo,^ the recommendation of literary culture stands significantly' in

the front, then follow the dogmatic and ecclesiastical requirements (orthodoxy

and reverence towards the Church and priests, reflection on the future reward,

alms in order to lengthen life and gather treasures for the other world, etc.).

Leo VI. the Wise caused the new law-book, the /3aolX^Kat hLaTa^(:L^., which had

been begun under liis father, to be completed by Sabbathius, in which the Greek

translation of Justinian's legislation, commentaries of the Greek jurists, laws

of the more recent emperors, and canons of the ecclesiastical assemblies and

other matters are gathered together, and which now obtained official

authority.- Leo's iVo^'e^^oB have alread}^ been mentioned. Among his literary

compositions a book on the Art of War stands alongside of an apologetic treatise

addressed to the Caliph Omar on the truth of the Christian religion, homilies

for ecclesiastical feast-days and liturgical prayers. Constantixe Porphyro-

genitus, a weak ruler, allowed his state aflEliirs to be much overshadowed by

his favourite learned occupations, but has really certain merits as a promoter

of scientific activity. He promoted the preparation of chronicles and

encylopedic collections, the gathering together of the most worth j- to be known

of older authors on various matters, animal medicine, agriculture, cattle-

breeding, himself wrote the life of his grandfather Basilius Macedo, and on the

military garrisons in the different parts of the Empire, and on the art of

government. His book on the ceremonies of the court of Constantinople ^ is

especially noteworthy for the history of civilization. He also wrote on the

Edessene image of Christ which was brought to Constantinople during his

^ Ke(/;u/\eta irapaiveTiKci in Mgr. 107, 21 sqq.

2 Edition by C. W. E. Hcimbach, Leipzig 1833-50, 3 vols, and the Siip-

plementum of Zacharia of Lingenthal, Leipzig 184.G. Vol. vi. contains the

Prolefjomena and Maniiale, 1870.

3 Ed. Leicii und Reiske, Leipzig 1751 and 1754, 2 vols. ed. Bonn 1829.

* Edd. Comi;efisu's in the Fasciculus ori(jinumet aiitiquitafum Constancy

Paris 1GG5.
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The most important representative of the wide and varied learn-

ing of the age is Photius {vid. .mp. p. 224). His book-learning is

attested by his ^l^XloOi^kt} (also called fivpio^i^Lov)^^ in which

inider 280 numbers he gives an account in varied and accidental

sequence of the works he has read b}^ heathen and Christian authors

(orators, historians, grammarians, lexicographers, physicians and

theologians ;
but helles lettres are also represented, though strikingly

few poets), mentions their contents, frequently also gives extracts

and subjoins criticisms on their literary value, especially on style.

It is a collection of inestimable literary value on account of its

information and extracts from about eighty authors who have other-

wise remained entirely unknown. The vo^iokuvcov of Photius con-

tains in the first part the recognised missives of councils and synods,

in the second the ecclesiastical state laws with the object of com-

parison with the former. (Cf. the earlier undertaking of Johannes

Scholasticus in the sixth century.-)

A pure Greek, in the full sense of possession of the classical treasures as well

as of patristic learning and orthodox dogmatics, he looks down with depreciation

on the Eoman Church, which was poorer in culture ; he lays the main stress on

correctness of orthodoxy and its dialectical development on the one hand, and

on the Greek confessionalism of the cult on the other. He practises the

traditional Greek polemic in the four Books against the Manichees and in the

treatise De spiriius sancti mystagogla (ed. Hergenrother, 1857), where the

variant Roman doctrine is combated as heresy, with dialectical weapons. His

letters (248 ed. Montacutius, London 1G51) treat of numerous individual theo-

logical questions along with personal affairs ; on him vid. especially Hergen-

rother, Photius, 3 vols., Regensburg 18G7.

The appearance of persons such as the elder Michael Psellus,

who had the reputation of heathen sentiments and even in his later

years had instruction on Christianity =^ from Photius, made life in

the learned traditions of the Greek sciences possible in spite of the

dominant Byzantine spirit.

In scriptural exegesis the so-called Catenas begin to prevail, also

the Commentary on the Acts of the Apostles and the Epistles,

ascribed to (Ecumenius, Bishop 'of Trikka in Thessaly (end of the

tenth century), has essentially this character, although here in the

utilization by extracts and turning to account of the patristic ex-

positions, an independent judgment can still occasionally show itself.

Alongside of it there goes also the favourite older form of the putting

forward and replying to a number of individual problems of scrip-

1 Edition of J. Bekker, 1824 sq.

2 Edited in Voelli et Justilli hihUotliecajin^is canonici, torn ii.

=• Vid. Leo Allatius de Psellis, in Fabricius, Bibl. Grseca XL 435 ed. Harl.
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tural exposition, as in tlie Amphilodiia of Pbotius, answers to 308

questions and doubts of Ampliilocliius of Cyzicu&, wliich, for tlie

rest, are not merely exegetical in substance ; commentaries of

Photius on the Psalms and Prophets, the Gospel of Matthew and
the Epistles of Paul have been lost.

Quite special favour and influence in this age is now attained by
the literature of the legends of the saints and eulogies on the

saints, in which love of the miraculous and the play of rhetoric are

combined ; a branch of literature, in which, from the close of the

image-controversies, there is exhibited a lively interchange between

the Greek and the Roman Church.

Methodius from Sj^racuse, gained to the monastic life in Con-

stantinople, afterwards as a supporter of images fled to Rome and

was received as a friend by Leo III. ; he was a man who stood in

lively association with Theodorus Studita, and during this stay in

Rome wrote a great martyrology ; similarly other Greek monks,

who iled to the West on account of the image-controversies, became

bearers of this literature to the West. Later on the well-known

Anastasius, Abbot of S. Maria in Trastevere and finally papal

librarian, wrought influentially till towards 882 by his numerous

translations of Greek legends, as again, conversely. Western
materials found their way into the Byzantine Church. Vicl. Usener,

Beitrcige zur GescMcM der Legendenliteratur in JprTh. XIII. 219 sqq.

especially 240 sqq. In the great collection of Symeon Metaphrastes

(Logotheta) this literature finds a compilation in the form of a

collection of lives of saints arranged according to the months (Mgr.

114-116).

Symeon, who was himself venerated as a saint in the Greek

Church, a man of rich and aristocratic family, stood in high favour

with the Emperor Leo VI., and occupied the most important offices

of the State, but afterwards retired into monastic quiet, and devoted

himself entirely to that branch of literature. He may have died

about the middle of the tenth century ; rid. on him, whose life-

time has been very variously determined, Hirsch, Byzantinische

Stiulien, p. 303. Much that is of later origin has insinuated itself

into his great compilation.
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4. The Sects hostile to the Church.

a. Paulicians and Thondeakians/

Sources: Vid. sup. p. 25 and Johannes Piiilos. Ozniexsis contra PauUclanos
in his opp. ed. J. B. Aticher, Vened. 1834'; cf. "Windischmaxn in ThQ. 1835,

25 sqq. Anna Comnena, Alexias, ed. Schopen, Bonn 1839. Literature : vid.

p. B and Dollinger, Beitrdge zur SecteiKjescMchte des M.A., I., Munchen
1890.

1. From tlieir fixed seats in Armenian Melitene (Argaum and
Tephrica) tlie Paulicians continued their conflicts with the neigh-

bouring Empire ;
after the death of Kaebeas, under his son-in-law

Chrysocheres, who extended his inroads as far as Nicjea and
Nicomedia and in 867 plundered Ephesus, the Emperor Basilius

Macedo, for the purpose of redeeming captives, sent to Tephrica an
embassy under Petrus Siculus, who bears witness to the fact that

the Paulicians at that time were occupied with the zealous propaga-

tion of their doctrine, which already extended as far as the Bulgar-

ians. After vain negotiations, the troops of Basil succeeded in beat-

ing an army of the Paulicians in Cappadocia in 872, and finally in

destroying Tephrica. The political power of the Paulicians was
thereby broken, but their sect survived, and about one hundred
years later (969) the Patriarch Theodore of Antioch induced the

Emperor Johx Tzimisces to transfer a portion of the Paulicians to

Thrace (Philippopolis and its neighbourhood), where they served

him as guardians of the frontier and were allowed to practise their

religion unhindered. Here they took a new rise in prosperity, ruled

almost independently in that district, spread themselves in Mace-
donia and Epirus, found adherence in Bulgaria also, but served

stoutly in the imperial army. This relationship, however, was
changed, when, in the conflict of the Byzantine Empire against the

Normans (Robert Guiscard), they in part faithlessly deserted the

Emperor Alexius. Alexius gained the mastery over them and par-

doned those who accepted baptism. He exerted himself through

Archbishop Eustathius of Niceea and the Bishop of Philippopolis

to convert them, and as a matter of fact, after day-long disputations

thousands of them allowed themselves to be won over (about 1116).

The city of Alexiopolis or Neocastron, opposite Philippopolis on the

other side of the river, was founded for the converted.

2. In Armenia proper the doctrine of the Paulicians acquired a

somewhat different form in the tenth century through the Armenian
Sembat. According to the Armenian patriarch or Catholicus

^ For the sake of connection the chronological limii of tlie period is trans-

gressed.
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JoHAXXES Philosophus of Ozuii, liis predecessor Nerses III. Sliinogli

is said already to have had to do with Paulicians about G45. But

the question concerns a related phenomenon of dualistic Gnostic

stamp, a mixed formation, which appeared, in Armenia as the sect

of the Arevurdi (children of the Sun). Gnostic Christian ideas were

here combined with the ancient Armenian and Persian religious

views. Paulician elements seem soon to have been added ;
and, in

the end, opponents of images who were driven out from Albania by

Christian bishops, attached themselves in a great settlement on the

Lake of Cirga. This sect combated the Christian monks as idolaters,

and rejected the veneration of the Cross. Under these influences,

the above-mentioned Sembat, Avho had made himself acquainted with

the doctrine of the Manichees and Paulicians, and had been intro-

duced to magic and astrology by Medjasik, a Persian physician, noAV

won the position of a reformer. Inasmuch as he gave himself out for

a zealous Christian priest, he organized (between 833 and 845) at

Thondrake, a country town south-west of the (upper) Euphrates, a

community, the Thondrakians, to which the whole neighbourhood

adhered. Their secret doctrine was only communicated to the

initiated, but they knew how to accommodate themselves skilfully to

the multitude in the propaganda which was zealously prosecuted by

emissaries. Strictness of life, or the appearance of it, won on the

one hand ; the dualistic secret doctrines attracted the Manichees and

Paulicians. John of Ozun accuses them of the rejection of all

revelation and denial of immortality and the divine government of

the world, and all sorts of secret abominations are said to have been

practised in their assemblies. How much of these accusations is

well founded cannot be know^n.

The Thondrakians had a whole series of other presidents after

Sembat, and along Avith Thondrake other chief seats in High

Armenia. Named Manichees by the people, they called themselves

Gascheziks. In spite of repeated persecutions they spread in Armenia

and Mesopotamia in the tenth century, and in 1002 an Armenian

bishop, Jacobus, passed over to them, who distinguished himself by

a strict and abstinent life and seems to have given the sect a more

Christian character. Here also, as among the other Paulicians, an

opposition to the ecclesiastical sacrament and the ecclesiastical wor-

ship is noticeable. Prayers and devotions also, according to them,

cannot avail for the forgiveness of sins. At the same time there

also emerges here opposition to a custom which was usual in the

Armenian Church, which appears as a national modification of the

love-feasts of the ancient Church on occasion of the obsequies of the
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dead. Here animals were also offered and slain as oblations for tlie

benefit of tlie love-feasts, in wliicli the poor received a share.

Against this Jacobus proceeded ruthlessly. He was deposed and
persecuted by the Armenian Catholicus Sergius, but escaped, com-

plained on the subject in Constantinople, and then united himself to

other Paulicians in Justinianopolis {ob. 1003). A little later their hos-

tility to a highly revered cross in the neighbourhood of Mananalis gave

an opportunity for persecuting the sect, who in their turn complained

at the court of Constantinople of the burning to ashes of their dwell-

ings. About the middle of the eleventh century the Byzantine

Procurator Gregorius Magtster began a persecution against them
in the Byzantine portion of Mesopotamia, in consequence of which
numerous Thondrakians allowed themselves to be baptized. But
alongside of the Paulicians who were transplanted by Johannes
Tzimisces to Philippopolis, mention is also made of the adherents of

the above Bishop Jacobus, the Thondrakians, as a related sect.^

&. EUCHITES AND BoGOJIILES,

Sources: Michael Psellus, Trept ivepyeias Sat/Ltoi/coi', cur. Boissonade, Norimbergse
1838, Mgr. 122, p. 819 sqq.

—

Euthymius Zygadenus, narratio de Bogomilis
(Tit. 23 of his PanopUa) ed. Gieseler, Gott. 1841 and 52 (Mgr. 128), and ejdm.
Victoria de Messalianorum secta in Tollius, Insigniaitineris Ifalici,169Q.

—Anna Comnena vid. p. 237. Literature : p. 3 and Jacobi ZKG., IX. 507
sqq.; Schnitzer Stud. d. Geistl. Wilrtemb., II. 1.

In the beginning of the eleventh century the sect of the Euchites
also appears in Thrace. Like the Paulicians, these Euchites or

Enthusiasts are also designated by the general heretical name of

Manichees, although they hold just as little specific Manichean
doctrine. A certain dualistic fundamental characteristic suffices for

this designation. In reality it is ancient Gnostic ideas, which here

gain a new form. To the highest God, to whom the supra-mundane
regions belong, they ascribe two sons ; the elder, the ruler of the things

within the world, who on the Avhole corresponds to the Gnostic

Demiurge, and the younger to whom heavenly things are assigned,

who corresponds to Christ. They are to render a certain reverence

to both sons, as sons of the same father, who, though now at conflict

with one another, shall at some future day find a certain reconcili-

ation. Some of these Euchites are said to serve the younger son,

as the better, who has chosen the better things of heaven, without
however abusing the elder, because otherwise he has power to injure

them
; others again are said to glorify the elder, Satanael, as the

firstborn and creator of the world. The latter ascribe envy to the

Anna Comnena, Alexius, XIV. p. 452 (ed. Paris).
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3'ounger son and say that lie sends earthquakes, hail and pestilence

down out of envy ;
indeed they are said to curse him and reject the

Old Testament. In the latter expressions there is certainly some
confusion of the narrators. Moreover all sorts of excesses in their

worship, the murder and burning of children, drinking of blood and

ashes for purposes of the cult, are ascribed to them. Both these

doctrines and these darksome customs, with which they are

reproached, point plainly back to ancient Syrian-Gnostic phenomena
and suggest the hypothesis that in these Eiichites we have really a

reappearance of the ancient sects of ecstatic and heretical monas-

ticism, the so-called Euchites or Messalians of the fourth century

(17fZ. i., 362). If among them originally, only the doctrine that

ever}' man from birth was inhabited by a demon, who could not be

overcome by the sacraments of the Church, but only by continual

prayer could be perceived, yet Theodoret already knew that they

suffered from Manicheeism. There is therefore nothing improbable

in the conjecture that this ecstatic monasticism, in order to support

its practical dualism and its anti-ecclesiastical disposition, very soon

admitted dualistic Gnostic elements. Seeing that the traces of these

Euchites may be demonstrated through all the following centuries

down to the time of Photius, and not only in Mesopotamia or Syria,

but also in the districts of Asia Minor, we shall be justified in re-

garding the Euchites of the eleventh century as the descendants of

that ancient sect, which early fell under Gnostic influences.^

From these Euchites among the Slavonic population of Thrace,

and this and the farther side of Hoemus, there proceeded the

Bogomiles, so called since the beginning of the twelfth century by

Euthymius, also called Phundaites, Euchites, Enthusiasts, Encra-

tites and Marcianists. Euthymius mistakenly explains the name
Bogomilos from their alleged cry. Bog m'lliu^ in the sense of Kyrie

eleison (this would much rather be Gospodi milui). The name means

friends of God or lovers of God. The sect made a stir in Constan-

tinople in 1111, and the Emperor Alexius Comnenus cunningly

elicited their secret doctrine from their leader, Basilius, a physician,

Avhich the latter confessed in spite of torture and death. He was

finally burnt in the Hippodrome. Their doctrine appears to have

been essentially what was only hinted at or defectively perceived

in Michael Psellus.

' K. Miiller (ThLZ. ISDO, No. 4) is inclined to suppose an amalgamation of the

Paulicians and the Euchites, on which the Euchites accepted the dualism of

the Paulicians, but the latter placed themselves under the guidance of the

Euchite ascetic class of the perfect.
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According to Euthj'mius, tliey are said to have rejected the Mosaic writings,

as also the God proclaimed in these writings, and to have regarded the men
who were well-pleasing to him, and the other Old Testament Scriptures as in-

spired by Satan. However, thej'- reckon the Psalter and the Major and Minor
Prophets along with the Scriptures of the New Testament among their Holj^

Scriptures. The rejection of the Mosaic writings does not hinder them from

utilizing the primaeval historj^ of Genesis in their own sense, only what is there

depicted does not appear to them as the work of the highest God, but of his

first-born and elder son, Satanael, the administrator of earthly things, who sat

on the right hand of his father, but plotted a revolt and was throAvn from heaven

with the angels whom he had seduced. To him are assigned the creation of the

world and men, but in order to give souls to men, he had to call in the help of

his father, and i^roraised him in return that they should have a common share

in the creation of man. The place of the fallen angels could then be taken by
men. But he circumvents the father by cheating Eve in the form of the ser-

pent, in whom he had himself implanted life, and with her he begets Cain and

his twin-sister Calomena. Adam, on the other hand, begets Abel with Eve, and

him Cain slays. In this way Satanael seeks to withdraw the greater part of

mankind from his father. But the father, when he discovers the cheat, deprives

him of the divine form. Satanael, through Moses as the instrument deceived

by him and the law given by him, brings innumerable men to ruin. The im-

pure character of this law is shown by the fact that it partlj' allows and partly

forbids marriage, eating of flesh, oaths, saci-ifice of animals, and man-slaughter.

In order to counteract the deceit which had been played upon him, the father

in the year 5500 (according to the Constantinopolitan Era), causes the Logos to

go forth as his son (he is like Michael, the angel of great counsel). He enters

the Virgin Mary through her ear, and appears seemingly with a human body,

in reality in a finer spiritual bodj-, teaches the Gospel and overcomes Satanael,

whom he now calls Satan, cutting off his divine name. But the suffering, death

and resurrection of Jesus are onlj^ apparent. The Logos seats himself in

Satanael's place at the right hand of God, but afterwards returns into the bosom
of his father. The Logos, during his apjjearance on earth, would also have
annihilated the fallen spirits and demons, but in accordance with his father's

will they still retain the possession of this world during the present course

of time. For this reason it is also advisable still to revere these governing

demons. In the Gospel the son is reported to have said :
" Honour the demons,

not in order that thej' may use you, but that they may not harm you." In all

men the demons are the real originators of crime (here we have still the real

Euchitic notion) ; they only flee from the Bogomiles, as at the shooting of an
arrow. For the Holy Ghost begotten by the Logos dwells with them. The
Bogomiles are the true BioroKot. They do not really die, but are painlesslj^

transformed, freed from their stained garment and clothed with the divine

garment of Christ.

With the baptism of the Church as a mere water-baptism they con-

trast their rite of admission as the true baptism of the Spirit : con-

fession of sins, and prayer lasting seven days, as w^ell as obligation

to secrecy, and even written promise never to return to the Catholic

Church
; thereupon the Gospel of John is laid upon them with

invocation of the Holy Spirit and repetition of the Lord's Prayer.

But there follows a second period of probation, and only then the

C. H.—VOL. II. R
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reXeioyaK: proper, at which the men and women present lay on their

hands. The Lord's Supper is also rejected as a sacrifice of demons.

The churches are said to be dwellings of the demons, the cross is

abhorred, the worship of images designated mere idolatry, and the

fathers who are honoured by the Church, especially Gregory Nazi-

anzen, Basil and Chrysostom, are the false prophets against whom
Jesus gave warning (this also without doubt an original Euchitic

trait). In truth, it was said, the fathers were under the guidance

of demons, to whom also the miracles at the graves of the saints

were ascribed. The Lord's Prayer is regarded as the exclusive

prayer ; every other is false lip-service. They reject marriage and

the eating of flesh ; three times a week they hold a strict fast.

During persecution they hold fraud and dissimulation, and for that

reason participation in Catholic worship and the sacraments, to be

allowed. The priests of the Cliurch are to them the Pharisees and

Sadducees, against whom Christ strives ; the learned are the scribes,

whom Christ combated.^

Li the j^ear 1140 excitement was caused by the fact, that Bogo-

milian errors were believed to have been discovered in the writings

of the lately deceased Constantinus Chkysomalos. The Patriarch

Leo Stypiota, at a synod, brought about the condemnation of these

writings, which, however, only contained certain heretical sym-

pathies. The baptism of the Catholic Cliurch was said to be power-

less in itself, and required catechization, consecration (by anointing

with oil and laying on of hands) and spiritual conversion, by means

of which the second unsinful soul would be imparted. Everything

performed by baptized, but still unconverted, persons, even attend-

ance at church and offering of prayer .and penance, remains vain.

It is only by the laying on of hands that God's grace is received,

according to the measure of faith and not of works. But the initi-

ated are no longer subject to the law and can no longer sin. Only

certain persons, as possessors of the Holy Si)irit, could administer

this mystery. Two Cappadocian bishops were deposed as Bogomiles

in 1143 at a synod in Constantinople (Mansi, XXI. 583). In 1230 the

Patriarch Germanus still complains that the Bogomiles steal about

secretly into houses by night and lead away many by their appear-

ance of piety.

' The fact tliat the Bogomiles combined with their doctrine a doctrine of the

Trinity of a Sabellian cliaracter (Mansi, XXI. 551) is striking, but is hardly to

be regarded, as it is by Euthymius, as a deceptiou calculated for the simple.
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FEOM THE MIDDLE OF THE ELEVENTH CENTURY (tpIE BEGINNING OF
THE INFLUENCE OF HILDEBRAND) TILL THE DEATH OP BONIFACE
VIII. IN 1303. THE FLOURISHING PERIOD OF THE PAPACY AND
THE MEDIEVAL ECCLESIASTICAL SYSTEM.

General Auxiliaries : A. Potthast, Bihlioth. hist, medii cBvi, Berol. 1862, and
Supplement, 1868. Oesterley, histor. (]eograph. Wurterbuch d. deutschen
MA., Gotha 1883. Gotzinger, Reallexikon der deutschen Alterthiimer,

2nd ed. Leipz. 1884.

Introduction.

We now pass into the period of the exaltation of the Church and the papacy
to the highest pinnacle of power, and of the unfolding of the richest and most
powerful life in the peculiar forms of mediaeval civilization, which indeed fre-

quently conceals the deepest conflicts. In the north of the German Empire
as especially in the north-east among Wends, Prussians and Livonians, the
Church now plants its foot firmly by means of missions, especially those of the
Cistercians and Premoustratensians, as well as by the knightly orders. Im-
pelled by the power of the Christian idea, Christendom applies itself to the
conflict with the Crescent, with a brilliant display but at the same time dissi-

pation of its powers, and in such a way that the spiritual conflict leads involun-
tarily to a violent secular revolution in civilization. In the beginning of this

period stands significantly the humiliation of Henry IV. by the papacy con-
scious of its power, and the conflict of the feudal monarchy with this papacy in
the controversy on investiture. The Hohenstaufens then bring in the flourish-

ing period of the Empire, but provoke also the inevitable collision with the papal
power and the resistance of the local powers to its universal tendencies. The
heir of these universal claims, the young Frederick II., proceeds out of the
guardianship of Innocext III., the pope who had led the papacy to the culmin-
ation of its power, and had known how to repress the threatening powers of
heresy with the forcible weapons of the Church. Medigeval science, after its

important rise in prosperity in the twelfth century, receives new fertilizing

—

but also decomposing— influences (Arabic-Jewish philosophy), and its most
brilliant development in the great Scholastics of the thirteenth century.
The powerful religio-ascetic impulse of monasticism creates, in the twelfth cen-
tury, in new modifications of the older forms, the organs for the ecclesiastical

and civilizing tasks of the Church (especially the Cistercians and Premoustra-
tensians), and in the thirteenth century, according to new points of view, creates
the new army of the Church, the mendicant orders. At the same time, the
ideas of the Church find their artistic glorification in ecclesiastical architecture
and its development into Gothic, and the bloom of national poetry appears
impregnated by the ecclesiastical spirit in Wolfram of Eschenbach.
But the dominant power now comes into most bitter conflict with the Em-

pire
; the embodiment of the ecclesiastical claims and ideals in Innocent III. is

opposed by Frederick II., the representative of the secular and anti-ecclesias-
243
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tical civilizfition of the age now grown strong. The fall of the Hohenstaufens

leaves the Empire iu Aveakness, and when the Hapsburg puts an end to the

emperor-less period, the monarchy in him abandons both its universal claims

and its imperial rights of supremacy over the papacy. But now the hitherto

suppressed dissolving forces begin to be astir. The sects loosen the firm hold

of the Church on men's consciences, scepticism gnaws at the root of eccle-

siastical science, asceticism comes into dissension with its mother, the hier-

archical church. Tliat power emerges, in which, at the close of the period, a

new consciousness of the independent right of the State and nationality, repre-

sented \)Y the monarchy, over against the papal absolutism is best vindicated:

France, where the Capets at first occupied a difficult position over against the

completely independent princes and the independent Norman power, but had

gradually striven towards a closer combination, and, in spite of the conflict

with the Anglo-Norman power from the time of Henry II. of Anjou, had

partly attained it. Here in the thirteenth century Saint Lewis (IX. 1270),

although permeated by the monastic and knightly ideals of the Church, helped

the life of the State, as well as the national Church, to independent form, and

at the end of the period, Philip IV. the Fair, no longer like the German

Emperors in the name of a Christian world-rule, but in the name of a nation

independently imited in the crown, successfully confronted the world-ruling

papacJ^ And in England, where since William the Conqueror (1066), under

the Norman rulers, the secular and spiritual powers, the princely and eccle-

siastical (papal) authorities come into strong contrast, the deepest humiliation

of King John (1199-1216) imder Pope Innocent, becomes at the same time tho

turning point of independent national development on the basis of the Magna

Charta of 1215.

In Southern Italy the Normans had stood forth in opposition to the Arabs

since the beginning of the tenth century, and had there founded the Norman

rule, which was to interfere with such importance in papal and imperial

politics and at the same time in the crusading movement (William of Apulia,

1040; Eobert Guiscard, 1056).

On Spanish soil this period sees the gradual repression of the Crescent by the

Cross. The on the whole tolerable relation of the subject Christian populace to

their Ommeyyad rulers had been followed by a reaction in the ninth century, in

the times of Abderrhaman II. (822-52) and his successor Mohammed (till 862),

a period of fanatical zeal for martj-rdom, which provoked bloody persecution

(cf. Baudissin, EnlogiuH und Alcar). The brilliant times of the Ommeyyad
Caliphate, especially in the tenth century under Auderrhaman III. and

Hakem II. the contemporaries of Henry I. and Otto I., had seen a quickly

blossoming Arabian science and civilization, which was also still carried on

under the Hajeb Aoiansur (—1002) of victorious rule.

But meanwhile the Christian dominions in the north of Spain were con-

solidated. Out of Asturia, after the expansion imder Alphouso II. and III,

(the Great, — 910) there arose under Garcias the kingdom of Leon, and along-

side of it come tho counties of Castile, Barcelona, Navarre, etc., Saxciio III.

the Great, of Navarre and the therewith united Castile (1003-35), arises in great

power, while the Ommeyj'ad rnle falls in pieces tlirough the revolt of the pro-

cui-ators and breaks up into Emirates. Hksciiam III., tho last Ommeyyad, dies

in 1037. On the Christian side there now stand Sancho's sons, Garcias of

Navarre and Aragon and Ferdinand I. of Castile, to which he united Leon.

Although conflicts of the Christian dominions with one another were not

lacking, the Spanish knighthood under Ferdinand I. and his son Alphonso lY,
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(1109) rises to its best period in the contiuued conHict with the unbelievers.

The city of Toledo falls before a great number of Christian kniglits from

Castile, Navarre, Aragon, and Southern France. The deeds of the " Cid," the

Castilian Eodrigo Diaz (t 1099) fall in these periods ; in the Spanish concep-

tion he becomes the type of that knighthood, in which the spirit of knightly

poetry and romantic desire for distinction in action makes alive again the

legends of King Arthuj-, Charlemagne and Roland. And these knights also

regard themselves as the heroes of the Christian faith. Against the Almora-

Tids from Morocco (from 108(3), called in to the help of the Moors, as again

against the Almohads from Barbary, who took their place (from Il-IG), in the

•course of the twelfth century the Christian rule (Alphonzo I. of Aragon,

Alpiionzo VIL of Castile, Alphonzo I. of Portugal) victoriously advances.

After the battle of Tolosa (1212) till towards the middle of the thirteenth cen-

tury there is completed the conquest of the whole of Andalusia. Only Granada
still remains Moorish for several centuries. The disposition which here in

Spain was fostered and increased, co-opsrated as an important factor towards

the great movement of the Crusades, which took possession of the West.

The longing to go as pilgrims to the Holy Places never ceased in the Church
from the time of Constantine and his mother Helena, and when the Holy
Xiand fell under Mohammed's rule, the numerous Christian i:)ilgTims were com-

paratively little molested by the Arabs. But already under the Fatimite
<lynast,y (Cairo), from the beginning of the tenth century, and still more after

the Seljuk Turks had founded their empire in Asia and, in 1073, had also made
themselves masters of Syria, the oppression of the Christians of the Holy
Land increased, as did that of the pilgrims who were attracted in ever increas-

ing masses by the devout tendency of the age.

Under the leadership of Archbishop Siegfried of Mayence, a host of, as is

said, seven thousand men, among whom w^ere many bishops, including the

popular Bishop Gunther of Bamberg, api^eared in full warlike array, marched
to Palestine in 1064, bi;t suiFered great losses through hostile attacks. The Greek
Empire had no thought of rescuing the Holy Land from the unbelievers, but

in the Christian West such ideas had already for a long time become public.

Sylvester II. had already (999) written a complaint in the name of the deso-

lated Jerusalem ; Gregory VII. summoned the young Henry IV. and the

German people (in the year 1074) thereto, and promised to bring together an
army of fifty thousand men and to place himself at its head. Ecclesiastical

•enthusiasm and knightly desire for distinction by feats of arms here com-
bined with the desii'e of adventurous enterprise and often enough with
the wish for release from oppressive conditions or obligations. On the other

hand the internal circumstances in the Mohammedan empire could give some
prospect of success ; especially the opposition of the Shiite Fatimites, who in

their palmy days extended their ai;thority from Egypt as a centre far into

Asia, to the Sunnite Caliphate of Bagdad. The caliphs of Bagdad, nominally
recognised as head bj- the other group of the Mohammedan empires and govern-
ments, but sunk to the shadow of their power, fell into the hands of their first

•officers, the Emirs al Omra (the family of the Buides), who at the same time
ruled independently in Persia.

The Ghasnavids now arose threateningly in the extreme East, and then the
power of the Seljuks, and numerous conflicts and controversies over the throne
broke out.—Victor III. summoned the Italian Christians in 1086 to fight

against the Saracens in Africa, under the banner of Saint Peter. But finally

Urban II.. at the brilliant councils of Piacenza and Clermont in 1095, brought
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to a head the agitation of men's minds. The Greek Emperor Alexis hacS

begged in an embassy to the Pope for the help of the West in the conflict with
the imbelievers. Urban threw the inspiration into men's minds.'

1. The first hosts of unsupported and undisciplined thievish vagabonds-
under the leadership of Peter the Hermit and Walter the Penniless, whicli

found destruction on the way in Hungarj', Bulgaria, and on the soil of Asia
Minor, were followed in 1096 by the flower of the Franco-Norman and Lothar-
ingian knighthood under Godfrey of Bouillon, Duke of Lower Lorraine,.

Eaymond, Count of Toulouse, Robert of Normandy (the son of the Conqueror
William I., who in his disturbed circumstances grasped at the honourable
undertaking), Hugo, brother of the King of France, Bishop Ademar of Puy,
whom Urban himself decorated with the cross at Clermont and whom he sent

out as his legate, besides the Normans under Boemund of Tarentum, the son of

Guiscard, Tancred and others. After the difficulties, of which the Emperor
Alexius had prepared abundance for his threatening friends, had been over-

come, the conquest of Nicasa, then that of Antioch (1095), finally the conquest

of Jerusalem (15th July, 1099) indicate the success of the enterprise. Godfre}^

of Bouillon became King-Duke of Jerusalem. The new papal legate Daimbert
of Pisa as Patriarch of Jerusalem declared the kingdom a fief of the Church •

Godfrey acquiesced, and sought to sti-engthen his rule by importing the feudal

and knightly systems of the West. The kingdom comprised as its immediate

possessions Jerusalem, Joppa, Nazareth, Ramleh, Cresarea, and a few other

points, and exercised feudal superiority over the four baronies of Laodicea^

Tiberias, Antioch, and Edessa.

In the course of the next fifty years there followed gradual occupation of the

whole coast from the frontier of Egypt to Ascalon (Acre or Ptolemais). The
entire number of knights at the time of its highest prosperity can only be

estimated at a few hundreds, the militar}^ at about five thousand.

Internal dissensions soon begin, increased by the excessively numerous,

clergjr, at whose head stood the Patriarch and five archbishops ; a mass of poor

clergy and monastic folk, who stream together here to make their fortune.

The "Franks" form the really favoured and ruling class of the population,

and make themselves hated by their avarice, treachery and cruelty ; so like-

wise their descendants born in Palestine, the so-called Pullans. In addition,,

there were the native Christians of the Greek rite, the real labouring and

oppressed class (Surians), and a comparatively small number of Saracens and

Greeks (Griffons). The chief supports of the Christian rule were the spiritual

orders of knights {vid. infra).

2. About the middle of the twelfth century the conquest of Edessa by
Emaeddin Zenkhi and his son Nureddin caused Pope Eugenius III. to call forth

the Second Crusade, for which Bernard of Clairvaux staked his whole spiritual

authority ; King Lewis VII. of France obeyed the call, in Germany too the

enthusiasm was now kindled (assembly of the Empire at Spires, Duke Frederick

of Swabia) and carried along with it the Hohenstaufen Conrad III. And yet

the enterprise ended, after gi-eat distresses, with the fruitless seige of Damascus.

It was only the conflict of the different Muslim rulers with each other that

still prolonged the life of the Christian kingdom of Jerusalem, till Saladin,

after overthrowing the Fatimites, united Egypt with anterior Asia, and now
occupied Jerusalem on the Brd October, 1187 (battle at Hittin or Tiberias).

3. Gregorj^ VIII. then gave the summons for the Third Crusade: the Italians

* The alleged mission of Peter the Hermit, his message to the Pope, is a

legend : vid. Hagemeyer, Peter der Einsiedlei-, Lpz. 1ST9.
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equipped a fleet along with Danes, Normans, and Frisians. The Emperor

Frederick I. marched in 1188 with 30,000 warriors, strictly kept in discipline,

through Hungary to Constantinople, extorted the transport to Asia from the

Emperor Isaac Comnenus, who was secretly negotiating with Saladin, con-

quered Iconium and came in good order to Tarsus. But his death in the waves

of the Calycadnus (Seleph) near Seleucia (10th July, 1190) and many disasters

loosened the bonds of discipline. Onlj^ a greatly weakened remnant under his

second son, Frederick of Swabia, arrived before Acre. Here in the beginning

of the following year Philip II. (Augustus), and somewhat later Eichard

CcEUR DB Lion arrived by sea. At an enormous loss they finally won Acre.

Duke Frederick of Swabia died of the plague. The quarrels of the Christian

kings caused Philip's return to France, where he attempted to snatch the

English possessions to himself ; Eichard finally obtained in knightly conflict

with Saladin at least a three-year's armistice, which left the coast land in

Christian hands and procured free access to Jerusalem for the pilgrims. In

the following enterprises, secular, political, and commercial interests more and

more take the place of the vanishing Christian enthusiasm.

4. Innocent III. caused an appeal for a new enterprise by the preaching of

Fulk of Neuilly. A considerable force of French and Italian nobles came to-

gether, but in spite of the threats of the Pope allowed itself to be used by the

aged Doge Dandolo, to conquer the important Zara in Dalmatia for Venice as

payment for transport ; they then involved themselves in the palace revolu-

tion in Constantinople and, instead of the conquest of the Holy Land, brought

about the erection of the Latin Empire in Constantinople (1204-12G1, first

under Baldwin of Flanders, a creation of constant weakness).

The Children's Crusade of 1212, which was recruited from France and South-

western Germany, onlj^ afibrds a contribution to the Christian pathology of

the age. The enterprise carried out by King Andrew VI. of Hungary and Duke

Leopold of Austria at the same time with Norwegians, Danes, and William of

Holland, only led on the return to the conquest of Damietta (1219), which how-

ever was again lost as early as 1221 to Sultan Kamel of Egypt.

5. In the enterprise, long delayed, but finally carried out in spite of the ban

which was laid upon him, Frederick II., by the treaty with the Sultan Kamel,

again made the Holy City accessible to Christians. But the Chowaresmians,

who were crowded out by the rise of the Mongols, now interfered and conquered

Jerusalem along with Egypt in 1247. This was the occasion

6. Of the enterprise of King Lewis IX. the Saint (1248-54), who conquered

Damietta, but fell into captivity. Finafly came the march against Abu

Abdallah of Tunis, which brought about the death of Lewis in 1270. Antioch

fell in 12G8 ; Acre in 1291.

The Crusades exercised the most deeply reaching consequences on the whole

of mediaival life, and brought about the greatest revolutions in social and

economic life, as also in the entire state of civilization. The aspiration of the

spiritual power over the secular was powerfully promoted by this armed service

of Christ in the Church, the knightly orders learned to apply their powers to the

service of the Church, certainly also to serve themselves, and extend their wealth

and dominion, in doing so. On the other hand the horizon is mightily extended
;

the contact of West and East, of Christian and Mohammedan civilization,

promotes new ideas, which outgrow the Pope's authority ;
social relations are

displaced, secular, especially commercial interests attain increased importance.

Cf. Wilken, GqscU. der Kreuzzilge, 7 vols. Leipzig 1807-32. B. Kugler, Gesch.

der Kreuzziige, Berlin 1880. E. Rohricht, Beitrage zur Gesch. der Kreuzzilge,

2 vols. Berlin 1874-78.



CHAPTER FIRST.

The History of the Papacy and its relation to the Empire and the

Secular Authorities in general.

Sources: J. M. Watterich (down to 1198), vid. I. 19 under 2 b. and II. 155.

Jaffe, Beg. (down to 1198) and Potthast, Eeg. s. vid. I. 19 under 2 b.

Jaffe, Codex Udalkici Bahenh. in BrG-. V. {Mon. Bamb., p. 235) 1869.

EwALD, Collectio Britann. in NA., V. 275-414, 505-596. Loewenfeld,
Epp. Pontiff. Eoman. inedifce, Leipzig 1885. Pflugk-Hartung, vid. I. 19

under 2 h.—Anncdes Eomani (1044-1183) in MGS. Y., 468 sqq.

1. The Papacy and its reforming efforts under the influence of

Hildebrand, —1073.

Sources : Mansi, XIX. Bonitho (Bonizo) lib. ad amicum (in "Watterich and) in

Jaffe, BrG. II. (Monum. Gregoriana) 1865. Wiberti vita Leonis IX. in

Watt.

—

Damiani opp. ed. Cajetanus, 1783 (Ml. 144). Humberti adv.

Simonistas in Martene ed. Diir. Thes. YE., 683 sqq. (Ml. 143). Literature:

Steindorf. Heinrich III, 2nd vol., 1881, and Gerold Mayer v. Knoxau,
Ileinrich IV. und F., vol. i. 1890 (both in Jbb. d. d. R.).

Once more (Synod of Sutri, vid. p. 187) tlie interference of the

German Emperor had rescued the papacy from being disgraced by
unworthy persons. When more churchly and worthy men now
ascended the Roman chair, the long prepared necessity for ecclesi-

astical reform asserted itself with more and more decision. The
ecclesiastical feeling directed itself especially against the evil of

Simony (the buying and selling of spiritual dignities for money),

which extended so universally from the highest ecclesiastical posi-

tions down to the humbler offices of the Church, and which was
closely associated with the whole secular power and state of property

in the Church and its entanglement in the affairs of the feudal

State. Alongside of this, great offence was especially caused by the

dissoluteness of the clergy in regard to sexual matters, a consequence

of the celibacy which was required from the canonical point of

view ; but it was just this priestly celibacy which cast the stain of

an illegal alliance on the marriage of priests which was still preva-

lent in wide circles ; it appeared as concubinage. The emancipation

of the Church from the secular power, the dominion of the Pope over

the whole Church, and the predominance of the papal power over

the secular, were regarded as the curative means for the Church
2-18
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which was bethinking itself of its spiritual task. Bishop AVazo of

Liege, called into counsel by Henry III. after the death of Pope
Clement II., had already required that the election of the Pope
should necessarily take place 'per ecdesiasticos ministros absque

potentia sseculari, an advice which at that time came too late, as

Damasus (Poppo of Br.) had already been made Pope. Also after

his death, which soon followed (twenty-four days after his entrance

into Rome), the Romans applied to Emperor Henry III., who at

Worms (in the end of 1048) with difficulty prevailed on Bishop

Bruxo of Toul, his own relation, who had afforded his father Conrad
and himself important services in Lorraine, but had also already

decidedly entered upon the tendency of Cluniacensian reform, to

assume the papacy. He made it a condition that he should once

more be canonically elected by the clergy and people in Rome, and
then went to Rome himself as a pilgrim. On the way the young
monk HiLDEBEAND (the intimate of the famous Abbot Hugo of

Clugny) attached himself to him, and he ordained him a sub-

deacon. As Leo IX., at the Easter Synod of Rome in 1049 he
already set up alongside of the vindication of celibacy the require-

ment that not only should all simoniaci themselves forfeit their

offices, but that all who had been consecrated by them (even though
without simony) should be deprived of their posts, or at least should

be consecrated anew. This radical measure, which, in the general

diffusion of the evil, threatened the whole stability of the Church,

he however withdrew on account of general resistance, and only

required a forty days' penance of all who had consciously allowed

themselves to be consecrated by a simoniacus. Subsequently he
several times attempted to come back to the strict view, but

without success.

On his frequent journej^s in pursuit of ecclesiastical as well as

political ends, through the whole of Italy, France, Germany and
Hungary, Leo himself everywhere arranged synods, in order in this

way to promote the centralisation of the Church in the papacy and
at the same time to work upon the religious feeling and fancy of the

populace by his personal appearance at ecclesiastical feasts, such as

the consecration of churches, and the exaltation of the relics of

martyrs. In doing so in Germany the Pope went hand in hand
Avith the Emperor Henry. But when Leo, invited to the consecra-

tion of a church by the Archbishop of Rheims, at the same time
convoked a Frankish synod thither, apprehensions were roused
among the secular and ecclesiastical magnates of France as to such
a direct magisterial procedure on the part of the Pope. They
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induced tlie king to go out of tlie way and to call his prelates off

to military service, so tliat only a few appeared in Rheims ;
but

numerous abbots — impregnated with, the ecclesiastical ideas of

Chigny—nevertheless made the assembly a stately one ; the prelates

who remained absent were excommunicated, and here, as afterwards

m Mayence, simony and the marriage of priests were seriously dis-

cussed, not less afterwards in Rome and Upper and Lower Italy.

Along with great successes, this restless man, who, as we may say,

first conquered the Papal See itself for this Cluniac idea of reform.

and introduced many elements friendly to reform into the Roman
clergy, nevertheless in the course of his pontificate suffered many
discomfitures, e.g. in his conflict with the Normans for the possession

of Benevento, whither Leo himself marched with the army, and on
its defeat was taken prisoner. But the victors threw themselves at

his feet and were by him freed from the ban. Nevertheless he has

not escaped the reproach on the part of strict friends of ecclesiastical

reform, that for the sake of transitory possessions of the Church he

grasped the secular sword. Leo also knitted more closely the

alliance with the remnant of Christian Churches in North Africa.

Under him begin those negotiations with Constantinople (Cseru-

larius) which led to the breach. He died in 1054.

As plenipotentiary of the Roman clergy at the German court

HiLDEBKAisD now effected the election of one of the most capable

German bishops. Bishop Gebhaed of Eichstadt, whom Henry un-

willingly spared, and thereby gained for the Roman views a man
who along with sound ecclesiastical sentiments had hitherto con-

sciously opposed the papal interests in power : Victor II.—1057,

who now worked through his legates in the same mind as his pre-

decessor. So likewise did Abbot Frederick of Monte Casino as

Stephen IX., the brother of Godfrey of Lorraine, who was married to

Beatrice, the widow of the Margrave of Tuscan3^ Before Stephen's

(loath in 1058 Hildcbrand had received from the Romans the sworn

promise, in case of the decease of the Pope, to await his return before

the election, but when the event occurred, the Roman nobility and

the party which was hostile to reform carried out the immediate

election of Bishop John of Veletri as Benedict X. Hildebrand,

returning from the court of the Empress widow Adclheid, while in

Florence, came to an understanding with his party, who had in part

been obliged to take flight. With the approbation of the German
Court, Archbishop Gerhaud of Florence was elected and conducted

to Rome by Duke Godfrey as Nicholas II. 1058-61, From now
onwards Hildcbrand as Archdeacon of the Roman Church stands at
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the head of affairs. But for the whole situation of the papacy, the

relation to the Normans in Southern Italy, which was fostered and

well utilized by Hildebrand, affords one of the most important points

of support. Richard was recognised by Rome as Prince of Capua,

and took the oath to the Pope as protector and steward of the Roman
Church. So likewise Robert Guiscard, as Lord of Apulia and Cala-

bria, came into a feudal relation to the Pope, and the astute Abbot

Desiderius of Monte Casino, Cardinal and Vicar of the Pope, here

preserved the best understanding between Rome and the Normans,

who in the Pope's interest broke down the castles of the Roman
nobility.

In order to ensure the election of the Pope, Nicholas II., at the

brilliant Synod of Rome in 1059, which however was but little

attended by Germans, prepared new regulations, which place the

decision in the choice of the Roman cardinal clergy.

Officium cardinale primarily means a fixed ecclesiastical office, officium

offixum et iminotnm in cardine suo, and cardlnalls sacerdos means a clergy-

man appointed permanently to one cliurch, and ordained to its title, incardi-

)iatus— intitidatus^\n contrast to commendators, vicars and assistant clergy.

In a narrower sense in tlie tentli century the canonici of tlie cathedrals in

contrast to the clergy of the parochial churches are so called. But in special

application to Rome it indicates the permanent (entitled) clergy of the Roman
churches, who all stand in connection with the papal Lateran church (as the

proper cathedral-church of the bishop of Eome) ; thus the presbyteri intitulatl

of the various Roman parishes or titles and the dlaconi regionarii are all

cardinals of the Lateran church. But from the time of Stephen III. (IV.) (769)

there are added to these the seven SUburMcary bishops (of Ostia, Porto, Rufino,

Frascati, Sabina, Palestrina and Albano), the so-called Hebdomadarii, who
have to perform clerical functions each Sunday, according to their order of

sequence, and so come into a relation of attachment to the papal church. To
these (seven, afterwards six) cardinal bishops and a great number of Roman
cardinal presbyters and cardinal deacons the name of cardinal is now applied pre-

eminentl\', and hence re-interpreted, as by Leo IX. : clericl siimmce sedls Car-

dinales dicimtur, cardini ill/, quo cetera moventur, vicinius adherentes. (The

number remained changeable till Sixtus V. in 15B6 fixed it at six bishops,

fifty presbyters, and fourteen deacons.)

The canonical basis for the papal election was formed by the regular ancient

election of a bishop by the clergy and the community with the co-operation of

the neighbouring bishops. Concurrent interests in the case of a post which
was also so important politicallj', early led to interferences of the secular power,

for which a handle was specially afforded by the decision in the case of a dis-

cordant election. (The last West-Roman Emperor, Theodoric, although the

Synodus Palmaris had proclaimed freedom from secular rule.) After the re-

moval of the Ostrogothic rule the Greek Emperors laid claim to a right, which
was exercised through their Exarchs, of a certain supervision over the act of

election and a right of confirmation, only after which the consecration of the

elected was to take place. But the election itself was by the clergy and—repre-

senting the community—the different categories of the influential Roman
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populace. The election, wLich in the time of the decay of the Lombard rule

often ensued without regard to a secular lord, was so much the more subject to

the local party conflicts, and this in 769 (Stephen III.) led to the regulation that

(1) the election should only be made from the number of the Roman cardinal

clergy (deacons and priests)—which was often not maintained, and was
abolished by Nicholas II.—and (2) that only the clergy were to exercise the

actual right of election, while the laity have merely the right of acclamation

and joining in the signature of the minute of election. Under the Frankisli

supremacy the imperial confirmation was required, in so far as the consecration

was only to ensue after the individual elected had taken the oatb to the royal

emissaries ; to this the Romans had to bind themselves expresslj^ in 824. After

the fall of the Carolingian rule this partly ceased or was exercised according to

circumstances ; as again John IX., elected under the influence of the Emperor
Lambert, ordained at the synod of 898, that the Pope should be elected by the

cardinal bishops and the entire Roman clergy in the presence of the senate and
people, but that he might only be consecrated in the presence of the imperial

ambassadors. Otto I., after rescuing the papacy from the slavery of the Italian

parties, next confirmed the imperial right of influencing the papal election, or

rather of confirming it. To this the Ottos firmly adhered, and after the re-

newed outbreak of these parties, Henry came forward with the same right and
exercised it repeatedly. Now, however, the papacy, which was invigorated

anew and supported in its efforts after reform by the Emperor, had to be secured

not only against the party interests of the nobles and the storms of a popular

election, but also against the deciding influence of imperial power. Appealing
to the ordinance of Stephen III. (IV.) of 7G9, in the decree of Nicholas II. the

main weight in the actual act of election is exclusively placed in the college

of cardinals, and indeed among them pre-eminentlj- in the hands of the cardinal

bishops. The Pope is indeed as a rule to be taken from the Roman Church, but

if no suitable pei'son can be found here, he may also be taken from outside (for

the higher interests of the Church must not be too much limited in this respect).

If no impartial choice be possible in Rome, the election is to take place at

another place by the cardinal bishops, clergy and, even though only a few.

Catholic laymen ; and a Pope, so elected abroad, even before he has been en-

throned in Rome, is to have the full legal power of exercising his functions.

Under these regulations the honour due to King Henr^-, the expectant Emperor,

is to be reserved, as has already been conceded him by the Pope, and to his

successsors, who in the future shall personally obtain this right from the Apos-

tolic See. With this general and undefined turn of expression, which treats a

participation in the election not as a self-evident right of the Emperor's, but

as a contingent personal concession, the right of the Emperor to take part in the

election of the Pope, is turned into the one, and, according to SciiErFER-

Boiciiorst's demonsti-ations, genuine papal conception of the decree, while

certainl^^ the other (and imperial) (1) wipes out the marked preference of the

cardinal bishops over the other cardinals—which nevertheless did not per-

manently maintain itself—and (2) puts in the foreground the reference to the

Emperor, even though in the same indefinite manner and conceived as a per-

sonal concession. Cf. Zopfell, Die, rapsticahlcn, Gottingen 1874 ; Scheffeu-

BoiciiousT, Die Neuordnung der Papstioahl durch Nicolaus II., Strassb. 1879.

At the above Romaa Easter-Synod (at wliicli tlie affair of

Berengar was also discussed) or at one somewhat later, decided

measures were also taken against simony and the marriage of priests.
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The defenders of tlie latter were branded with the ancient heretical

name of Nicolaitanes ; all priests with wives were forbidden on pain

of the ban to hold mass and divine worship, and deprived of the en-

joyment of ecclesiastical revenues. The party of reform now sought

also to gain the support of popular opinion. Cardinal Damtaxi and

others in their sermons invited their hearers to attend no divine

service by such clergy. In Florence a monkish party denied the

clergy in general who were stained with simony and concubinage,

the capacity of administering the sacraments with saving efficacy

so that many of the laity died without communion. On the other

hand opinions became public, which regarded the formal recognition

of the marriage of priests as the only decisive means of cure. Arch-

bishop CuxiBERT of Turin, himself unmarried, allowed his clergy

to marry, and even Damiani, who combated this, was obliged to

acknowledge that the}'' distinguished themselves by their conduct

of life and knowledge. In the diocese of Milan also the marriage of

priests was quite universal, and the clergy indeed, free neither from

simony nor secularity (secular businesses and pleasures such as

hunting), but yet, on the whole, they stood high. But it Avas just

here that there now emerged an ecclesiastical demagogic move-

ment, promoted and favoured by the powerful efforts towards reform

of Anselm da Baggio (afterwards Bishop of Lucca and finally Pope

Alexander IL), the so-called Pataria,^ which simultaneously directed

itself against the secular clergy and the nobility of the cities. Fiery

preachers of repentance, like Aeiald already for a long time, and

then Laxdulf, rebuke the secularised clergy and contrast with

theirs the poor and chaste life of Christ. The violence of the party

conflicts caused Nicholas II. to send Cardinal Damiani and Anselm

of Lucca to Milan. The ancient independence of the metropolis

bristled up against the interference of Damiani, but Archbishop

AVjdo submitted to the Pope, and thus by taking advantage of the

ecclesiastico-political fermentation the demands for the reform of

the Church and the ecclesiastical claims of Eome over Milan were

simultaneously carried to a successful issue. But in Germany the

bold efforts of Nicholas, which also worked against the German
imperial influence on the papal election and on Italian affairs,

already awakened a strong opposition. Cardinal Stephen, who was
to transmit the acts of the Roman council, was not admitted to

audience at all by the German court, and a German assembly, in

which bishops also took part, subsequently declared all statutes of

1 rpj

Patari
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the Pope to be invalid. After the death of Nicholas II. Anselm of

Lucca, raised by Hildebrand and the cardinals without any refer-

ence to the German king Henry IV., ascended the papal throne as

Alexander II. (1061-73). The opponents of Hildebrand (the

Roman nobility) attached themselves to the Grerman court, which

was already excited and disturbed by the close alliance of the

Roman See with the Normans. At the Council at Bale the imperial

party declared the young King Hexry IV. to be the heir of the

Roman Patriciate and, appealing to the rights exercised by Henry
III., declared Anselm an intruder, and in agreement with the Lom-
bard bishops, set up Bishop Cadalo of Parma, a representative

of the higher Lombard • clergy as anti-pope : Honokius II., an elec-

tion in which no cardinal took part. Lombard troops conducted

him to Rome, he took possession of the Leonine city, as Godfrey of

Lorraine could not come forward directly against the imperial Pope,

and the Normans were occupied in Southern Italy ; and the Roman
nobility took his side. Godfrey sought to mediate and Cadalo was
able to withdraw and await a German decision. But in Germany
the revolution was completed by the overthrow b}?- the German
princes, under Axno of Cologne's leadership, of the imperial rule of

the Empress Adelheid and by Anno himself obtaining possession of

the person of the infant king and the government of the Empire
(1062). The Synod of Osbor (Augsburg) declared in favour of

Alexander II. ; royal ambassadors were to conduct him to Rome,
if their examination should show that Alexander II. had been
elected without simony. In this way the ecclesiastical principle

•of reform was practically victorious, although the decision still

formally lay in the hands of the German court.

But the young King Henry now fell out of the hard hand of

Anno into that of the ambitious Archbishop Adalbert of Bremen,
who (1065) carried through the declaration of his capability of

bearing arms, and gave free scope to his passions. After Adalbert's

influence was broken, the princes of the Empire forced a wife

(Bertha) on Henry, from whom he sought separation with the help

of the bishops who were about him (Siegfried of Mayence and
others), but Alexander II. decidedly rejected this through his legate

Damiaxi at the Diet of Worms (1060). Henry, filled with deep

mistrust of the great princes of the Empire, had surrounded him-
self with younger men distinguished neither by birth nor propert}^,

the companions of his youthful pleasures, who along with the

bishops about the King formed a sort of court government. At this

court the trade in clerical offices and the bestowal of ecclesiastical
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and monastic property on laymen and also on prelates was vigorously

pursued. In tins regard the avarice of Adalbert of Bremen is

notorious. Alexander II. at the Easter Synod of 1070 now ordered

the Archbishops of Mayence and Cologne and the Bishop of Bamberg
to Rome, to justify themselves against the reproach of simony. It

was thus meant to make them docile instruments of the Pope, which

also succeeded. But the state of affairs in Lombardy gave occasion

for the taking of further measures. In Milan the movements of

the Pataria had progressed under the clerical demagogy of Erlem-

BALD. After he had laid down his office (1060), the reforming party

raised a cleric named Atto, who however was forced to abdicate by
the enraged burghers. On the other hand. King Henry, whose

power in Lombardy for the most part rested on his right of investi-

ture of the bishops, caused Bishop Godfrey, whom he had previously

invested on Wido's proposal, but who was already the object of the

papal ban, to be consecrated at Novara by the assembled bishops.

Alexander II. now laid the ban upon several advisers of the King,

at the same time reproaching them with simony, but died soon

after.

2. The Pontificate of Gregory VII.

Sources : Jaffk, BrG. II. {Mon. Greg.) vid. p. 248. The letters also in Ml. 148,

where also col. 843 sqq. the Vetera womcm. contra schismaticos collected

by Gretser ed. Tergnagel, Wien 1611 (also in Gretser's 0pp. VI.) have
been printed, contrasted with which is Mich. Goldast's Apologice pro
Imp. Henr. /F., Hanov. 1611. On the controversial literature iv'cZ. Menzel,
die friink. Kaiser, II. 55 ; Cassander, das Zeitalter Ilildehrands filr und
gegen ihn, Darmst. 1842; Helfenstein, Greg. Bestrehungen nach den
Streitschriften s. Z., Frank. 1856 and K. Mirbt, die Absetzung Heinrichs

IV., etc. in Kg. Stiidien, Renter geicidmet, 1887, p. 95 sqq. and "Wattb.

under the names Beno, Benzo, Olbert, Walram of Naumb. ; Paulus
Bernriedens, Herrand, Bonizo, Bruno de hello Saxon.. Bernold of Const.
—Literature : J. Voigt, Ilildebrand als Gregor VII. u. s. Z., 2nd ed. 1846

;

LiPSius in ZhTh. 1859; A. F. Gfrorer, Gregor VIL u. s. Z., 7 vols.,

Schaff. 1859-61 (the portrait of Gr. VII. is almost lost in a comprehensively

sifting universal church history of his time).—H. Flotho, K. Heinrich IV.,

2nd ed. 2 vols., 1855 ; "W. Giesebrecht, die Gesetzgehung der rom. Kaiser

zur Zeit Gregors in the Milnchener hist. Jb. 1866 ; v. Eanke, WG. vol. 7,

1887 and thereon W. Martens, Heinrich IV. u. Gr. VII. nach der Schilde-

rung v. Rankes, 1888.

At the funeral obsequies for Alexander II. Hildebrand was him-

self elected by the acclamation of the people, which Cardinal Hugo
was skilful enough to turn in such a way that the election neverthe-

less appeared to proceed from the cardinals. Henry did not feel

himself in a position to raise objection to the choice. Hildebrand

was now to carry to completion as Gregory VII. what he had intro-
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duced by liis influence since tlie election of Leo IX. He decpl}' felfc

the corrupt condition of the Church, and descried a main root of

the evil in the fact that the secular lords did not hesitate to degrade

the Church to the position of a handservant, and in her emancipa-

tion and exaltation to decisive power he saw the task under the

enormous burden of which he almost succumbed. The Church was

to rule as the divine authority not merely in the guidance of men's

consciences, but also in the whole of political life. He already

emphasizes most sharply the profane and heathen origin of the

secular power in contrast to the divine origin of the spiritual, and

so brings to its strongest expression that dualism between the

spiritual and the secular which dominates the whole of the Middle

Ages, till the reaction against it asserts itself ever more sharply in

the last period of the Middle Ages, and finally the Reformation

bring-s the religious recognition of the moral significance of the

state and every other natural ordinance of God.

Hence there proceeded a war for life or death between Church

and State with so much the more necessity that the hierarchy,

with its claims to power and propert}^, had itself entirely assumed

the character of a secular power, and had utilized the divine

dignities it claimed to obtain enormous secular privileges, and

thereby indeed had undermined its really spiritual aims. But the

dominance of the papal power required their concentration in the

papacy. Thus all the previous claims of the papacy seemed to gain

exalted life in the powerful personality of Gregory VH. As he

interfered despotically in the organism of the Church, so also he

claimed to exercise authority over the throne, and besides, he

occasionally came forward with the most extravagant claims on

various Western kingdoms as special fiefs of S. Peter.

At first Gregory appeared to desire to direct his weapons against

King Philip of France, " the worst of the tyrants who enslaved the

Church." He was able to count upon the powerful support of the

Cluniacs, but much less upon that of the French bishops, whom as

early as 1074 he accuses of a share in the guilt of the simony prac-

tised by the King. He required them to withdraw their obedience

from the latter, and if not, threatened France with the interdict.

But with a more correct estimate of the circumstances of Germany

and the dangers which threatened from Lombardy, he let this con-

flict drop and turned against Henr}'- IV. The latter had so alienated

Saxony and Thuringia by harsh proceedings, that they desired to

accuse him to the Pope of oppression and simony. Gregory immedi-

ately demanded the dismissal of the councillors who had been
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excommunicated by his predecessor. His mother, who was devoted

to the Pope, sought to mediate, and the Saxon revolt which now
broke out (still in 1073) still further induced him to give way. He
wrote a submissive letter to the Pope,^ rendered a repentant con-

fession at Nuremberg in 1074 in the presence of his mother and two

Roman cardinals, and, along with the excommunicated councillors,

who had promised on oath to surrender all church properties

obtained by simony, was received into the communion of the

Church. The attempt of the cardinals to bring about at this point

a German national council in order to carry out the reforms

required by the Pope, was wrecked on the antipathy of the German
clergy. But at that time the Pope was able to hope that he would

be able to induce Henry as an obedient son of the Church to a war
against the infidels. The wish of the Pope to come to the help of

the Greek Emperor Michael VIZ., who was oppressed by the Seljuks,

was at the same time induced by the hope of abolishing the still

recent schism between the Roman and the Greek Churches. But

about the same time Gregory himself was hard pressed by the

Normans, and Henry, after overthrowing his enemies, soon returned

to his old manner, and the German clergy resisted the interference

of the Pope. At the Roman Synod (February, 1075) Gregory then

decreed numerous ecclesiastical penalties against resistant German
and Lombard bishops, and five councillors of the King were once

more laid under the ban on account of simony. But in addition, at

a Roman synod of the same year, he carried through the bold law
of investiture, which prohibited bishops and abbots from receiving a

bishopric or abbacy from the hands of a layman, and prohibited the

rulers from conferring investiture on penalty of excommunication.

Before the publication of the law Gregory caused confidential

overtures to be made to the King, in order, as it seems, to give the

King an opportunity of taking measures to obviate the threatening

dangers which were involved in this extreme step. At the same
time he himself was threatened and entangled on all hands

;

RoBEKT GuiscARD, whom he had previously excommunicated, he

once more laid under the ban. But in Milan the fall of Erlembald
and the Pataria ensued at Easter 1075 ; the Milanese craved an

archbishop from the Emperor ; the majority of the Lombard bishops,

under the leadership of Wibert of Ravenna, again resisted Gregory

;

and in Rome itself—even among the clergy—the opposition was
active ; Cardinal Hugo the Wise took the lead among his opponents.

' Greg. Eeg. I., 29 a. Ed. Jaffe, p. 46;

C.H.—VOL. II. S
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Henry, who in the summer of 1075 still negotiated^ directly with

the Pope through ambassadors, after completely overthrowing the

Saxons now ceased to pay any attention. The excommunicated per-

sons appeared in his entourage., and in Lombardy, at the sitting of the

diet on the Plain of Roncaglia, he praised the Milanese, declared the

Pataria enemies of the Empire and the King, and by his own
appointment gave the Milanese an archbishop (Thedald). Once

more Gregory applied to Henry through 'representations by letter

and oral charges through the returning royal ambassadors, and

threatened him with the ban, at the same time making use of the

moral accusations which had been raised against him. Henry
received the embassy in Goslar on the 1st January, 1076, where he

held a diet under a full sense of his restored power, and now de-

stroyed his bridges. At Worms (24th January, 1076) he caused a

great portion of the German bishops to declare the deposition of the

Pope who, as was said, was shattering the Empire and degrading

the bishops. 2 The Lombard bishops subscribed the decree of

deposition at Piacenza and Pavia. Its bearers aroused a fearful

storm against themselves at the Lenten Synod of Rome (1076), and

Gregory now declared the excommunication and deposition of

Henry, and released his subjects from their oath. Serious voices did

indeed deny the Pope's right to the latter course ;
^ but a portion of

the German bishops at once humbled themselves before the Pope,

others began to waver, and the German princes, angered over

Henry's government, demanded at Tribur in October, 1076, that the

King should give satisfaction to the Pope, and the Pope hold judg-

ment on Henry in Germany itself ; if by his own fault Henry should

remain under the ban for a year's time, another King was to be

elected. Henry then resolved to make his peace with the Pope in

order to take their weapon out of the hands of the German princes.

Before the Pope came to Germany, he hastened in the winter with

his wife and child from Besancon, over Mont Cenis, and found a

friendly reception in Lombardy, so that the Pope, already on the

way to Germany, betook himself to the castle of Canossa to the

Margravine Matilda of Tuscany, fearing an evil turn of aifairs from

Henry and the Lombards who were hostile to the Pope. But

Henry was driven by his threatened position in Germany to seek

release from the ban above everything. This brought him as a

penitent into the court-yard of Canossa (January, 1077), where

^ Vid. Henry's letter inserted in the Reg. IV. 5.

' The decree of deposition of Worms, vid. MGL. II. 46.

^ Segebertus Gembl., Theodore of Verdun and Walram of Naumburg.
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Grregory saw him stand from morning till evening during three

days before he released him from the ban at the intercession of

Matilda. Henry was obliged to promise to render satisfaction to

the German princes according to the judgment of the Pope, and to

afford the latter or his legates security for his journey to Germany
with a view to adjusting the quarrel.^ Henry's humiliation—that

event of typical significance—was however neither a reconciliation

nor any brilliant victory for Gregory. But Henry thereby alienated

the Lombards, who regarded themselves as deceived in him, but
were brought together with him again by the similarity of their

interests : his attitude showed that he only awaited more favourable

times to move against the Pope once more. The German princes on
the other hand, very little contented with the release of the ban, so

as not to be given over into his hand, now proceeded at Forcheim in

March, 1077, and in the presence of a papal legate, to the election as

king of Rudolf of Swabia, who was obliged to promise free

episcopal election and non-exercise of the right of investiture !

While the civil war now raged in Germany, the Pope, although

through his legates he had done everything to ruin Henry, shrewdly

withheld his decision until Rudolf overcame Henry at Flarchheim

(1080) ; only then did Gregory renew the ban against Henry at the

synod in Rome, declare for Rudolf, and issue the general prohibition

of lay investiture. Henry, however, at Mayence and Brixen caused

Gregory's deposition to be declared, and in Brixen Archbishop

WiBERT of Ravenna was elected as Clement III, In the autumn
of 1080 Rudolf fell in the battle on the Elster, whereby the ad-

herents of Henry were not a little increased. But the embitter-

ment had reached too high a point for Gregory to be able to try to

turn back. He was now reconciled to the Norman Robert Guis-

card, whom he had excommunicated in 1074 on account of his

seizing possession of Campania, and bestowed upon him the fief of

Lower Italy
; in Germany he stirred up the project of a new election

of a King pleasing to Rome (in doing which his legates were to be

prepared in case of need to give up many of the hierarchical

demands). In March, 1081, Henry marched into Italy, desolated

the lands of Matilda, and advanced on Rome and conquered the

fortified Leonine City (2nd June, 1083). After vain negotiations,

Henry conducted his pope, Clement III., to Rome, and he was now
solemnly consecrated and recognised, and at Easter, 1084, crowned

Henry and his spouse. Gregory, who was besieged in the Castle of

' Lambert's statements go further.
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S. Angelo, was conducted bj' Robert Guiscard and bis Normans,

before whom the Emperor withdrew, after a frightful pillage and

laying in ashes of Rome, to Salerno, where he once more summoned
believers to his aid, but in vain. Near his end, he excepted Henry

and Clement III. from the absolution which he granted to his

opponents, and died on the 25th May, 1085 with the words :
" I

have loved righteousness and hated injustice, therefore I die in

exile."

Gregory proceeded quite differently against William of Normandy the con-

queror of England, for whom Lanfranc, the Prior of the monastery of Bee,

afterwards Ahbot of the monasterj" of S. Stephen in Caen, had procured a

dispensation from Pope Nicholas II. (1059) on account of his marriage, which
was ecclesiastically disputable. At that time Hildebrand expected much of

"William and looked with favour on his conquest of Anglo-Saxon England.

William came forward with the claim to be the reformer of the English Church,

which was in process of decay, and Lanfranc became his adviser in so doing.

Hildebrand hoped by ecclesiastical authorization of William's enterprise to

obtain for the Church a position of feudal superiority over the new kingdom,

and William stood in need of the Pope as against the Saxon clergy. Hence in

1070 a papal embassy came to England ; William was crowned anew, and by

means of the Synod of Winchester and the replacing of many Saxon bishops by
Normans carried through the reform of the English Church after the French

model, just as in the secular sphere he carried out the Norman-French feudal

constitution. Lanfranc, raised to the archbishopric of Canterbury, obtained

the subordination of the archbishopric of York to Canterbury in the interest of

political as well as ecclesiastical unity. But William laid claim to the right of

the appointment and investiture of the bishops and only conceded a right of

confirmation to the Roman Pope. No pope was to be recognized by his clergj'

without his consent, papal letters were first to be laid before the king. In

close alliance with William, Lanfranc also took up a cold attitude towai'ds the

claims of the Pope. At the Synod of 1076 (Winton.) he contented himself with

the absolute prohibition of the marriage of priests onlj^ in the case of the

canonical clergy, the married secular clergy were protected in their position,

and only in future was no one to be consecrated without the vow of celibacy.

But the repeated desire of the Pope that William should swear fidelity to him
and his successors, William rejected with quiet coldness, while he promised to

pay the usual sums to Rome. Nevertheless Gregory VII. guarded himself

against irritating him; when his legate had suspended refractory Norman
bishops, he caused them to be reinstated out of regard for the king, in order

wherever possible to win him by gentleness.
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3. Gregory's successors and the Controversy on Investiture down to the

Concordat of Worms.

Sources : Victoris III. (Desiderii) dialogl de miracuUs S. Bened. in Mab. A. S.

TV. (Ml. 149). Urbani II. epp. in Ml. 151. The epp. and opp. Paschalis

II., Gelasii II. and Calixti II. in Ml. 163. Literature : E. Gervais, Poli-

tische Geschichte Deutschlands unter Heinrich V- und Lothar, II. 2 vols.,

Leipzig 1841 ; Drupfel, A'. Heinrich IV. u. seine Sohne, Eegensbvirg 1863;

M. F. Stern, Zur Biographie Urbans II., Berlin, 1883 ; Schum, Die Politik

des Papstes Paschalis II. gegen K. Heinrich V. in ,Jhh. d. Akad. der

Wissensch., Erfurt 1877 ; M. Maurer, P. Calixt II., vol. i. Milnclien 1886.

—E. Berniieim, Zur Geschichte des Wormser Concordats, 1878 ; Id. in

ZKG. 7,303 sqq.

Henry IV. had remained victor and in the next succeeding years

acquired the decided preponderance in Germany and Italy. But the

ecclesiastical reforming party regarded Gregory as a martyr of the

holy cause
; they now elevated the enthusiastic admirer of Gregory,

the abbot Desiderius of Monte Casino, as Victor III. (1085-1087),

who however was hard pressed by the imperial pope, Clement III.

His successor also, Urban II. (1088-1090), the French Cluniac Otto,

Bishop of Ostia, had to relinquish Rome to the imperial pope. The
efforts after peace of the princes, who desired to induce Henry to

allow his pope to fall, were wrecked on the point that Henry would

not sacrifice the bishops of his party. But Urban's power soon

increased. Already in 1089 he brought about the marriage (which

certainly was soon dissolved again) of the much older Countess

Matilda with the son of the most dangerous enemy of Henry IV.,

Duke Welf the younger of Bavaria. In Lombardy the democratic

party of the Pataria, which was at the same time adverse to the

German rule, gained the preponderance in opposition to the im-

perially disposed bishops, as again the greater part of the bishops'

rights of superiority passed over to the rising cities, an event which

the Pope willingly permitted to occur in this case. Henry's cause

was again injured by the revolt of his son Conrad, who was made
King of Italy. But Urban II. was specially assisted by the enthusi-

asm for the Crusades which had been kindled since 1094, and which

placed him as the intellectual chief of this powerful movement at

the head of the West. At the synod held by Urban in Piacenza

(March, 1095) in the midst of the schismatics of Lombardy, the grow-

ing strength of his party showed itself, and at the brilliant assembly

of Clermont (November, 1095), where he invited men to the crusade

under promise of plenary indulgence, he was able at the same time

to carry through his measures against King Philip of France.
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The latter had repudiated his wife Bertha in 1092, in order to enter upon a

new marriaf^e with Bertrada, who had separated from her husband the Count

of Anjou. Bishop Ivo of Chartres, supported \>y Urban, had energetically pro-

tested against the audacitj- of the king and had been summoned to trial for high

treason by a council at Rheims which was complaisant to the king. The Pope,

to whom Ivo appealed, had now caused the ban to be uttered against the king

by his legates at Autun. Philip submitted in appearance only and was released

from the ban. But at Clermont Urban renewed the ban against the king.

Here also Urban took up the question of investiture in the spirit

of Gregory. In Germany, where the crusading enthusiasm was

not yet kindled, Henry indeed retained the upper hand. But Urban

II. entered Rome triumphantly accompanied by crusaders, and his

opponent Clement here lost all importance. Towards the Normans,
however, Urban was obliged to enter into a method of procedure

which entirely deviated from liis principles, in order not to lose

indispensable allies. To Count Roger of Sicily and his descendants

he gave the privilege,' that no papal legate should ever be sent

into his land against his will, but that the pope would much rather

always apply to Roger and his successors as his legates.

-

His successor Paschal II. (1099-1118) had to continue the con-

flicts which were begun.

For a few years at least he brought to obedience King Philip of France, on

whom (1100) at the Synod of Poitiers he anew imposed the ban on account of

continued adultery. In England, William Rufus like his father had kept the

dominion over the Church entii'ely in his own hand, treated the holders of

ecclesiastical dignities entirely on an equal footing with the secular barons, and
ruthlessly practised simony. Anselm of Bee, whom William (1093) had made
Archbishop of Canterbury, effected his recognition by Urban II., but refused to

pay to the king the usual sums for his confirmation, journeyed to Rome and,

while his archbishopric was laid under arrest, lived in Italy as an exile, in

close relationship with Urban, who also invited his counsel in his negotiations

with the Greeks {vid. infra). William's son Henry I. (Beauclerc) did indeed

recall him, but when he would not take the oath of fealty to the king, new
conflicts arose. After Anselm for this reason had betaken himself to Urban in

Rome and had threatened the king with the ban, the agreement was arrived

at that in the investiture Henry should dispense with the ring and staff, but

the oath of fealty was conceded him.

In Germany it seemed that the disturbing internal quarrel was to

be finally at rest and Henry IV. to attain undisputed dominion. But

Paschal encouraged the making of war upon the spiritual domains

of Cambray and Liege, which had remained faithful to the Emperor

Henry (Siegebert of Gemblours! ), by Count Robert of Flanders, who
had returned from the Holy Land, and who here raged with fire and

' Mansi, 20, <;59.

^ The foundation for the so-called Monarehia ecdesiastica Sicilice ; vid.

F. J. Sentis, Monarehia Sicula, Freib. 1869.
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sword in a new sort of crusade. Paschal renewed the ban against

Henry, the power of which, already flagging, was accentuated anew
by the rising of Henry the son (afterwards Henry V.) against his

father. When Henry IV. had died deserted and excommunicated at

Liege in 1106, the Pope released the German clergy from the ban,

but renewed the prohibition of investiture. Henry V. had indeed

shown himself very devout towards the Church and the papal

legates at the assembly at Nordhausen (May, 1105), but as Emperor
he was obliged to take up the same declinatory standpoint as his

father in the matter of the investiture. He said that he knew of

no other means of instituting the bishops in their bishoprics. If the

king did not confirm them upon them, the vassals would not obey
them, and their declarations of law would have no force

; and also

the royal authority was indispensable for the avoidance of irregular

elections. At the same time all simony was to be avoided, and

canonical election, but of course under royal confirmation, was to be

conceded. The king's ambassadors in vain asserted these views at

the assembly at Chalons in 1107. The hopes entertained in the

papal party in Upper Italy, which had greatly risen on account of

the death of Henry IV., were already depressed at the Synod at

Gruastalla in 1106' by the reserved attitude of the German bishops

sent by Henry V., and the imposing progress to Rome of the latter,

who also restrained the spirit of the aspiring Lombard cities and
compelled Matilda to fulfil her feudal obligations, now brought Pope
Paschal into severe embarrassment. In the negotiations on investi-

ture the Pope made the remarkable proposal : that the Church
should renounce all royalties and content itself with its purely

ecclesiastical (freehold) estates and ecclesiastical revenues (tithes and
offerings). In 1111 a treaty was actually established according to

which, under this condition the king at the imperial coronation

was to renounce the i'nvestiture and secure the heritage of S. Peter,

but the Pope was to command the clergy to restore to the Empire
everything which the Church had for centuries received on feudal

tenure from the Empire (principalities, counties, rights of coining, of

market, of toll, imperial prefectures, courts, castles, etc.). This

would have been an end of the Church's tenure of political power,

and the Empire would have been thrown into confusion. Hence
the public reading of the treaty in S. Peter's before Henry's corona-

tion aroused a great tumult and could not be carried to a conclusion.

But Paschal along with the cardinals was in the power of Henry

^ Where it was purposed to dig up the corpse of Wibert of Ravenna, throw it

into the water, and humiliate the proud Archbishop of Ravenna.
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(who kept him prisoner for two months) and, in April, 1111, had to

agree to concede the investiture to the Emperor under condition of

free canonical election without simony ;
ecclesiastical consecration

was only to ensue after the royal confirmation and investiture. At
the same time Paschal was obliged to promise the Emperor on oath,

never to excommunicate him and to crown him forthwith, which

took place. But the pressure of the ecclesiastical party of action,

which was exasperated by this obsequiousness on the part of the

Pope, compelled him practically to withdraw his concessions at the

Lateran Synod of 1112. The Pope declared that he would person-

ally maintain his oath, not excommunicate the king or trouble about

the investiture, but as the treaty was objectionable, the synod must

decide upon it. The synod rejected it unanimously ; and the Pope

permitted the issue of the ban against the Emperor by his legates

in France and Burgundy. But in spite of the revolt in Germany
(Saxony) this was still unable to shake the attitude of Henry. He
came for a second time to Italy, where the death of the Margravine

Matilda (1115) who had bequeathed her great property in land to

the papal see, occasioned a controversy which was equally important

for the Empire and the chair of Peter, seeing that along with the

allodial property considerable imperial fiefs belonged to this landed

estate. Paschal, who besides was greatly tossed about by local

party quarrels, fled before the Emperor, but once more returned to

Rome in 1118, but died in the same year. Against Gregoey VIII.

who was now elevated by the imperial party, Gelasius II., who was

elected by the rest of the cardinals, could not maintain himself in

Rome and Italy. But in France and especially in Clugny he found

the best reception, and his opponent did not obtain practical ecclesi-

astical authority. France now became more and more the real

fulcrum of the ecclesiastical movement. Here Gelasius died in 1119,

and the cardinals elevated Archbishop Guido of Vienna, a descendant

of the ancient Burgundian royal house, who was related to Henry,

as Calixtus II. (1119-1124). He was a man of decided ecclesiastical

disposition, astuteness and firmness, who at once gained the votes

at Rome. After vain negotiations Calixtus renewed at Rheims

(in 1119) the prohibition of simony and investiture and the ban

against the Emperor, and soon thereafter, drawn by the opinion of

the Church and supported by France, returned to Rome where the

anfci-pope was treated with ignominy and kept prisoner, while, in

Germany, amid the conflicts of which Archbishop Albert of Mayence

was the soul, Henry's attention was abundantly occupied. But the

desire for a return to an assured state of law asserted itself im-
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periously in G-ermany, and the princes of tiie Empire, who had learned

to know their power in these conflicts, brought about the imperial

peace of Wurzburg in 1121, The way was being paved for an

adjustment of the spiritual and secular claims. The more moderate

canonical view, as already represented by Ivo of Chartres and

others, and newly founded by Hugo of Fleury,^ asserted itself, and

Calixtus II., a princely man of wider horizon than his monastically-

narrowed predecessors, responded to their wishes. A synod of the

Empire at Mayence negotiated with the papal legate, and the united

Concordat was proclaimed on the plain of Worms, on the 23rd

September, 1122, in the open air and in presence of an incalculable

multitude of people, and was sworn to by the Emperor and the

legate. The Emperor renounced the investiture with ring- and
staff, promised to allow free canonical election and ecclesiastical

consecration (absque Hmonia et aliqua violentia), the Pope conceded

that the election of the bishops and abbots in the Empire should

take place in the presence of the Emperor or his representative, the

feudal investiture with the properties and rights of the Church

should ensue by royal investiture with the sceptre, and the bishops

should swear fealty to the king and render what they owed from

their properties to the Empire. Thus, formally, free ecclesiastical

election was to take place, but in Germany ecclesiastical consecra-

tion was not to ensue before the investiture and rendering of the

oath as vassal, whereby, as the king was not bound to invest or

confirm every elected person, the election as a rule of persons

pleasing the king seemed secured, while also the use of the royal

influence in contested elections was conceded. All the same, this

held good in its full extent only for Germany, while for the rest of

the Empire, i.e. for Italy and Burgundy (Arelate), the transference

of the royalties was only to ensue after ecclesiastical consecration,

and indeed within six months. At the great Lateran Council of

1123, the first general, this Concordat of Worms was confirmed.

^ Tractatus de regia potestate et sacerdot. dignitate, Ml. 163.
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4. The succeding Popes down to 1154 and Arnold of Brescia.

Sources : Honorius II. in Ml. -66. Narratio electionis Lotharii MGS. XTI. 511.

Innocenti II. (and his next successors Coel. and Luc. II ) opp. Ml. 179, Eugenii
III. Ml. 180.—On Arnold of Brescia, Otto Frlsing de gestis Friderici I.

MGS. XX. and Script rer. Germ., 2nd ed. rec. Waitz, Hannov. 1884 : I., 28

sqq. (27), II., 28 (Joh. Saresb.) historla pontific. MGS. XX., 537. Bernhardi
Claraev. epp. Ml. 182, 361.

—

Literature : W. Bernhardi, Lofhar von
Supjjlimburg, JjQipzig 1879 ; W. Bernhardi, A'o?ira(i ///. 2 vols., 1883. W.
Giesebrecht, Arnold -von Brescia in SBA. 1873 ; R. Breyer in HTb. VI.

F., vol. 8, Leipzig 1889.

Amid frightful conflicts a result which was certainly somewhat
meagre had been reached. The German monarchy was weakened,

the power of the princes as against the German imperial govern-

ment was set free
;
the hierarchy proceeding from Rome was essen-

tially strengthened, the papacy, which from the time of Hildebrand

lay in the choice of the cardinals, had emancipated itself from the

Empire and by the spiritual investiture had bound the clergy of the

different countries more closely to itself and, on the other hand, had

loosened their connection with the feudal state, and by means of

canonical election had placed the spiritual power more freely at its

own disposal. The idea of a Christian monarchy, as conceived by
Charlemagne, had been replaced by that of a universal spiritual-

hierarchical empire, which everywhere inserted itself like a wedge
into the secular kingdoms. But the abstract theories of a

hierarchical theocracy, which would necessarily have split up the

kingdoms of this world or given them as vassals into the hands of

the spiritual monarch, had bean broken and mo lified by the force

of circumstances, so that the spiritual members of the kingdom

were not entirely alienated from national interests. On the other

hand a war of ideas had been let loose, which led further.

Calixtus II. was followed by Honorius II. (1124-1130), Henry V.

by the Saxon Lothar III. of Supplimburg (1125-1137), an opponent

of Henry's, who entered into friendly relations with the Pope.

Even if he did not abandon essential ordinances of the Concordat of

Worms, the Pope nevertheless seems really to have been approached

for his confirmation of the election. After the death of Honorius,

Innocent II. (1130-43) was opposed by a minority of the cardinals

to Anacletus II. who was elected by the majority, and belonged to

a family of Jewish descent which had become rich through usury

and financial speculation. Elevated by bribery, he maintained

himself in popular favour by giving away the treasures of the

Church and leaned for support on Roger of Sicily. But Innocent

found his support in France among ruling personages like Bernard
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and was acknowledged by the West with the exception of Italy.

LoTHAR, who conducted him to Rome, was crowned by him in the

Lateran church (as Anacletus still held S. Peter's) and invested with

the properties of Matilda. After the death of Anacletus (1138) the

(Second General) Lateran Council was able to celebrate the restora-

tion of the peace of the Church in 1139. But Innocent, in the con-

flict with King Roger and the revolted cities of the papal domain,

had to experience the renunciation of obedience to him by Rome
itself, which, after the model of the Lombard cities, elected its own
government and revived the senate of the Roman Republic.

The next successors of Innocent II., Ccelestine II. {pb. 1144) and

Lucius II. {pb. 1145) had to deal with the restless Rome, which

nominated a Patricius, who was to take possesion of the royalties

of the Pope. The Cistercian, pupil and friend of S. Bernard, who
was elevated to the papal see as Eugenius III. (1145-1153), did

indeed end the quarrel with Rome by recognising the representa-

tion of the city, and in return received the concession of the right of

investiture of the senators ; but his remaining in Rome was not yet

to last ; France became essentially his refuge. Here he enjoyed the

highest reverence, being guided and supported by Bernard's spiritual

authority. The news of the fall of Edessa (1146) which threatened

the kingdom of Jerusalem, strengthened the enthusiasm for a new
crusade, which was nourished and deepened by Bernard's striking

preaching of penance. Eugenius not only promised full indulgence

to the participators, as Urban had once done, but also freed debtors,

if they took the cross, from the payment of arrears of interest, and

gave feudal tenants the right, if their liege lords would not lend

them the neccesary money, to pledge their properties to the Church

or pious laymen. In Germany also Bernard's appeal now worked
;

the Hohenstaufen Conrad (1138-1152) took the cross like the French

Lewis VII. But in spite of the enthusiastic promises the affair

came to a pitiful end.

In Rome meanwhile the republican movement had won new
importance through the interference of Arnold of Brescia.

This strenuously ascetic priest, filled with the ideal of the life of poverty of

Christ and the apostles, had previously preached stirringly at Brescia against

all secular property of the clergy ;
priests were only to live on the tithes and

free gifts of believers ; bishops and abbots to hold no royalties. The strictly

spiritual voice found a lively echo in the rising cities with their republican

leanings. It was, as it were, the continuation of the democratic Pataria,

which now however, in consequence, turned their aim also against the domi-
nant church itself. Arnold was accused b^' his bishop, and at the Lateran
Synod of 1139 deposed from his office and expelled from Italy. He betook
himself to France, attached himself to Abelard, and himself taught in Paris
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that " which greatly agreed with the law of Christians, but stood in opposition

to their life." Bernard, who carried through the condemnation of Abelard at

the Synod of Sens (1141), also effected Arnold's expulsion from Paris. In
Switzerland, however, the latter found a patron in a cardinal, with whom he
returned to Italy in 1145. Here he received Eugenius's pardon, and devoted

himself in Eome to the works of penance imposed on him, but was caught by
the republican movement there. Rome desired to see all priestly dominion
abolished and the clergy limited to their purely spiritual functions, and in so

doing sought to obtain support in Conrad III. Rome, they thought, was again

to become in the old Roman sense the centre and source of the imperial

power, and Coni-ad, from this centre, was to play the part of a Constantine or a

Justinian. By his sermons Arnold gathered a party of adherents who were
highly esteemed among the people on account of their strict moralit3^ : the sect

of the Lombards. He bound himself by an oath to the Roman senate and the

Republic, preached against pride, avarice and all the vices of the cardinals

;

against the Pope, who, he said, was no shepherd of souls but a man of blood,

who covered incendiarisms and bloodshed with his authority ;
called him a

tormentor of the Church, oppressor of innocence and the like ; and in spite of

the Pope, Rome adhered to Arnold, both on the return of Eugenius in November,
1149, and also on his later return in 1152.

Bernard of Clairvaux also desired in his own fashion, as Arnold did in his, to

lead back the papacy from secularization to its true spiritual purity. "Who will

give me, before I die, to see the Church as it was in the ancient da3's, when
the Apostles cast their nets to catch souls, not silver and gold ? " When his

personal intercourse with Evxgenius ceased, he addressed to him his book De
'^nnskleratione. With great frankness he warned him against the secular

conduct of the papal rule, in which, he said, the popes were the successors not

of the Apostles but of Constantine. He saw that the alliance of dominatus and
apostolatus must destroy both, but all the same maintained the theocratic

claims of the papacy, which must have deprived his exhortations of effect.

Only the monitions not to injure the ecclesiastical organism of authority by
arbitrary interferences with the rights of the bishops, could to some extent

consist with it. The book, however, had an important influence on subsequent

times ; even Wiclif highly esteemed it.

Eugenius was unable to overcome the anti-hierarchical and re-

publican movement in Rome. But it was now also directed against

the Emperok Frederick I., who had succeeded Conrad in 1152;

Rome would not recognise him before he had I'eceived the imperial

rank from the Roman senate and people. This brought Eugenius

closer to the Emperor Frederick I. In return for the promise of

the imperial coronation, Frederick engaged to bring the Romans
to obedience to the Pope and not to make peace with the Romans
and Roger of Sicily without the Pope. The powerful appearance

of Frederick in the first Roman campaign (1154), the assertion of

his imperial rights and the subjection of the Lombard cities did

indeed already arouse the apprehensions of Eugenius III. ; but it

only came to conflict after his death and that of his successor

Anastasius IV. (1154), who only reigned a short time.
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5. The Popes Hadrian IV. (1154-59) and Alexander III. (1159-81), and the

Hohenstaufen Frederick I. Barbarossa (1152-90).

Sources: Mansi XXI.; Hadrian IV. 's opp. Ml. 188, Alexander III.'s Ml. 200;

Otto Frising. and his continuators Raliewin, and Otto of St. Blasien, vid.

Wttb. Thomas a'Becket's Lives of Herbert of Boseham, William Fitz-

stephen and John of Salisbury and others, in the opp. Thorn. Cant., by
Giles and Ml. 190 and 199. Eobertson, Materials for the hist, of Th. B., H
vols., London 1876-81.

—

Literature : H. Reuter, Alex. IIL, 3 vols. (vol. i.,

2nd ed.), Leipz. 1860 and 64. Along with the works on the history of the

world, Fr. von Raumer, Geschichte der Hohenstaufen, 4th ed., Leipzig

1871, and W. Giesebrecht, Kaisergeschichte, vols. 4-6 ; H. Prutz.
Friedrich I., 3 vols., 1871.

In Hadrian IV., an Englishman (Breakspear) by birth, who after

adventurous fortunes had been promoted a cardinal by Eugenius

III., and employed in important concerns {vid. Northern Mission).

a most highly important and energetic man ascended the papal

chair. He was successful in expelling the dangerous reformer

Arnold, who fell into the hands of the Emperor in Upper Italy

and was delivered by him to the Roman prefect of the city
; he was

hanged and his body burned. Frederick contemptuously rejected

the desire of the Romans that he should receive the imperial crown

at their hands. In spite of many frictions with Hadrian, Frederick

agreed to the ceremonj^ of holding the stirrup, and was crowned b}'

the Pope in Rome in June, 1155, by which he estranged the hearts

of the Romans. The Pope fleeing from Rome with all the cardinals,

in vain expected the help promised by Frederick against the

Romans and King William I. of Sicily. He made his peace with

William, on whom he conferred Sicily, Apulia, Capua, Naples, etc.,

without regarding the Emperor's claims on Apulia.

Grreat embitterment was created at the Diet at Besangon (1157),

by a letter of the Pope, in which with many reproaches he reminded

him of the benefit of the imperial dignity which he had received

from the Pope. By the expressions used {beneficium and conferre)

he seemed to designate the emperorship as a fief of the Pope's.

People were reminded of a picture of the coronation of Lothar

(who certainly was invested by the Pope with the allodia of the

properties of Matilda, which could now be explained by reference

to the emperorship).^ The Pope's legate, Cardinal Roland (after-

wards Alexander II.), actually expressed himself in this sense. In

view of the universal indignation the Roman ambassadors were

obliged to leave the Diet at once. Frederick now pointed out to

the Pope, that Grod had exalted the Church in Rome through the

^ Post Iiomo fit Papse, sumit quo dante coronam.
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Empire, and that now the Church sought to destroy the Empire.

The Pope apologised, and gave a milder meaning to his earlier

expressions, when Frederick about the same time prepared to start

a second time for Italy. At the brilliant Diet on the Plain of

Roncag'lia in 1158 (after the first humiliation of Milan), Frederick

caused the imperial rights to be recorded by jurists from Bologna.

The question concerned all rights, which had been regarded in Italy from

ancient times as royalties, of whicli, however, many had become lost to the

crown. Bishops and lords were required to recognise them as such, and

Frederick confirmed all of them which could demonstrate that they had

been legitimately obtained by royal conferment. But the claims of the

Emperor on imperial fiefs which had long become lost, and the extravagant

expressions as to the absoluteness of the imperial power, which corresponded

not to historical circumstances but to Roman juristic theory, provoked discord.

The Pope required that the Emperor should not exercise rights

of sovereignty in Rome through nunfii^ and that he should demand

no feudal oath from the Italian bishops, and reproached him with

hindering his legates in Germany. The Emperor rejected the first

demand which, he said, would make the emperorship in Rome itself

an empty name ; from the bishops he desired no feudal oath if they

would renounce the royalties ; but said that the legates only came

to Germany to plunder and satisfy Roman avarice. Hadrian was

on the point of a rupture with the Emperor, when he died in 1159.

The imperially-inclined minority of the cardinals now elected

Victor IV., while the papal-hierarchical and at the same time

Sicilian party elected Cardinal Roland of Siena as Alexander III.

(1159-81). A synod at Pavia (1160) attended by only about fifty

German and Lombard bishops declared for Victor, while Alexander

and his party protested. In face of the existing predominance of

the Emperor in Italy, Alexander fled by ship to Genoa, and after

the fall of Milan (1st March, 1162), to France. At the common
Synod of Toulouse (autumn of 1160), the kings Henry II. of England

and Lewis of France had decided in favour of Alexander, and the

attempts of Frederick I. to draw to his side Lewis, who had been

enraged by secret arrangements between Henry II. and Alexander

III., were broken off. Alexander was able to hold a solemn council

at Tours in 1163, at which the anti-pope and his helpers, above all

the right hand of the Emperor in all these affairs, Rainald of

Dassel, Bishop-elect of Cologne, were laid under anathema. Even

in Germany a preponderating part of the clergy and the monks

(though of the German archbishops only Eberhard of Salzburg and

the native of Cologne Conrad of Wittelsbach, who had been ousted
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by the Emperor) stood on the side of Alexander, or willed and
desired a decision by a general council. The important Cistercians
in particular championed Alexander, and many who were refugees
for this reason assembled in France. The anti-pope Victor died in
1164, during the third presence of Frederick in Italy, and Rainald
of Dassel speedily pushed on the election of a new anti-pope,
Paschal III. At the assembly at Wurzburg in 1165, from which
many absented themselves entirely, inclination towards concession
was not wanting, and the insecure situation of the imperial pope
was little concealed by the measures against the resisting clergy
the deposition of Archbishop Eberhardt of Salzburg, and the con-
fident appearance of Eainald of Dassel, now really consecrated
archbishop, who with the approval of Paschal III. carried out the
canonization of Charlemagne. Henry II. also, who had already
fallen into serious quarrels on account of Thomas Becket, began
to take up an ambiguous attitude on the papal question. But the
alliance into which the interests of Alexander came with those of
the Lombard cities was decisive. The League of Verona had been
formed in 1161

;
Alexander was able to return to Italy in 1165 •

the league was expanded in 1167 into a general league of the
Lombard cities. A limit was placed on the fortunate advance of
the Emperor on Italy in the fourth Roman campaign by the out-
break of the terrible plague in the army in 1167. Frederick was
obliged to escape to Germany. Here he indeed adhered to the
schism (Paschal was succeeded by another anti-pope, Calixtus III.
m 1168), but after, when on his fifth Roman campaign, he had
been left in the lurch by Henry the Lion, and had suffered a
decided defeat from the Lombards at the battle near Legnano
(1176), he sought to make his peace with Alexander. While with
the Lombards he only concluded a six-years' armistice, with his
other Itahan opponent, Wilham of Sicily, one of fifteen years • he
now dropped Cahxtus, acknowledged Alexander and gave back all
'the conquered territories to the Roman Church, although also salvo
omni hire imperii}

It was a great moral defeat. Pope Alexander advanced as victor
and the gaping wound of the schism closed.

The result which Alexander derived from this in England was
very important. The English clergy, who under William I. and IL

' For the solemn conclusion of peace at Venice, on the basis of the adjust-
ments previously agreed upon, vid. MGL. II., 147. Cf. on account of the words
omitted in Sigonius, Theiner, Cod. dipl. dominie, tempor. s. sedis Eom 1861
p. 22, No. 30.

'
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and Henry I. had been held in strict dependence on the English

crown, had indeed to suffer the most severe oppressions under

Stephen of Blois (1135-54), but had received from him when in

a hard-pressed situation sworn promises as to the liberties of the

Church, unhindered alliance with Rome and exemption of the

clergy from civil jurisdiction. In the spirit of the earlier Norman
rulers Henry II. desired to assert the old views and return to the

old conmetucUnes. At the Synod of Chester (1157) he contrasted the

royal authority as instituted by God, with the papal as only derived

from men.^ Henry had elevated the Archdeacon of the arch-see of

Canterbury, his chancellor Thomas Becket, a man who had formerly

been very devoted to him, to the'Archbishopric of Canterbur3\ But

the latter now grasped with entire tenacity and energy the hierarchi-

cal idea of the freedom of the ecclesiastical authority. At the as-

sembly of the kingdom at Winchester, Henry required that if the

archdeacon should have to judge the clergy, a royal official should

be given him as his assistant, and further, that a cleric who became

guilty of gross offence should after his clerical degradation be handed

over to the royal court of justice for further punishment. The

wavering bishops were induced to resistance by Becket. And in

accordance with Becket's advice the bishops would only undertake

an indefinite obligation to the conmietudines avitce with the evasive

formula : salvo orcUne nosfro et iure ecclesice. At the assembly of the

kingdom at Clarendon (1164) Becket allowed himself to be induced

by the exertions of the king to promise further to keep the ancient

consuetudines " bona fide.^^ These consuefudines were codified by a

commission in the 16 Articles of Clarendon, which declared the

authority of the king over the English clergy, his influence on

the election of prelates and especially the royal jurisdiction over the

clergy, and greatly augmented the difficulty of the alliance of the

English prelates with Rome.

The royal court is to be highest judicial court of appeal, which decides

whether accused clergy are to be tried before it or before the ecclesiastical tri-

bunal. Appeals by the clergy go from the bishop to the archbishop, from the

latter to the royal court, in order that the king maj^ restrain the archbishops

from allowing the right in question from being transgressed. Also in controversies

as to property between clergy and laity the royal court of justice forms the

final court of appeal. Clergy condemned by the royal court are not to be pro-

tected from punishment by the bishop. Prelates may not go without the coun-

try without the royal permission. Bishops, in so far as they occupy royal fiefs,

stand on equal footing with the secular barons, as in their rights so also in

their obligations. The king has the right to draw the revenues of the prelates

' Hefele, V. 570,
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on occasion of vacancies. The elejtions of bishops are to take place by the
jwtiorespersonce ecclesice summoned by the king and under the king's approval.
The elected have to render the oath of fealty.

Thomas Becket also accepted these capltula, and supported by
letter the request of the king that Alexander should give them his
approval. But he soon appeared as a penitent on account of this

comiDliance, had himself released from his oath by the Pope, and
was obhged by the anger of the kiug, who put him on his trial be-
fore the convention of secular and spiritual magnates at Northamp-
ton, to take refuge in France, where he was protected by Lewis VII.

Alexander, at first more moderate than Thomas Becket, yet in 1166 proceeded
with spiritual weapons against the "robbers of the Church," /.e. all on whom
the king had bastowed the administration and usufruct of the archiepiscopal
see of Canterbury. While Alexander now appointed Becket apostolic legate for
the whole of England (except the province of York), an assembly of the realm
held at Chinon near Tours, and so in the Norman domain, in presence of King
Henry, determined on an appeal of the entire English clergy to the Pope, which
was actually carried out at the Synod of London in 1166 under Becket's chief
opponent. Bishop Gilbert of London. English ambassadors, supported by
English money, then effected in Rome the sending by Alexander of legates to
England for the settlement of the controversy, declared some further measures
of Thomas Becket's to be without effect till the decision, and released the ban
which he had uttered against the councillors of the king. The procedure of
Alexander, who had to fear an alliance of Henry with the Emperor Frederick,
was not without diplomatic ambiguity, and Henry, out of regard to the tendency
among the clergy, had to guard himself against allowing matters to come to
extremes. An attempted reconciliation between the two kings and Becket
(Montmirail, 1169) was wrecked by Becket's obstinacy and only succeeded at
La Ferte Villeneuve, but even then only without a clear settlement of the con-
flict, for Becket received from the Pope a secret permission, only to be used in
case of necessity, to excommunicate and suspend "the seducers of the King,"
Roger of York and Gilbert of London. Becket, on the point of returning to
England, sent on the bull of excommunication in advance, and thereby excited
the anger of the king anew. The latter in displeasure let fall the words which
four knights interpreted as an encouragement to the murder of Becket, which
they carried out in December, 1170, in the cathedral at Canterbury.

The blame fell upon the king ; Becket appeared as a martyr of
the holy cause. In return for the promise of complete subjection to
Alexander's judgment the king obtained the concession that the
Pope on Thursday in Passion Week of 1171 only excommunicated
generally the originators and instigators of the murder. In May
1172, Henry rendered the oath of obedience to the Pope at Avrenge,
made appeal to Rome free, promised a crusade, pardon for all clergy
of Becket's party, and abolition of all customs injurious to the
Church which had come into vogue during his reign. Thomas
Becket was canonized, and the king, who was harassed by his own
sons, did public penance at Becket's grave.

C. H.—VOL. II. m
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Alexander, who confirmed the independence of Alphonso I. of

Portugal and awarded him all conquests on the Saracen domains,

at the height of his authority in 1197 held the Third (Ecumenical

Lateran Synod, which ordained that a third of the votes of the

cardinals were to be requisite for the valid election of a pope. The
complete freedom from taxation of spiritual properties and the ex-

emption of the clergy from secular jurisdiction were most strongly

emphasized.

6. The Papacy from the death of Alexander III. to that of Innocent III.*

Sources : The Letter.-^ of Innocent III., one book for each year of the pontificate,

under the title Regesta (Bk. 4. 17-19 are lost), edited partlj- bj^ St. Baluze,
partly by Brequigny and du Theil, together also in the opp. ed. Ml. 214-

217; here also the Begistrinn super negotio Rom. Imp. and the Gesta Inno-

centii by an anonymous author. Vita Innocentii III. ex manuscr. Bern.
Guidonis in Muratori, rer. Ital. sc. III. 1, 480. J. Fr. Bohmer, die Regesten
des Kaiserreichs (1198-1224) ; 2 vols., Stuttg. 1847-49. On Philip of Swabia
and Otto IV. : the works of 0. Abel (1852 and 1856) and WiNKRL:\rAXN,
Phil, von Schiv. u. Otto IV., 2 vols., 1873 and '78. Relation to England

:

Pauli, Gesch. Engl., 3rd vol. From here onwards : 0. Lorenz, Deutsche
Gesch. des 13. ?/. 14. Jh., 2 vols., Wien 18G3-69.

Alex.^nder's successors, who followed in quick succession, have again to deal

with The refractory spirit of Rome, while Frederick I., after the subjection of

Henry the Lion, was reconciled with Lombardy in the peace of Constance in

1188. The Lombards swore the oath of fealty to him and retained the royalties

within the cities, while for the others the^' required the imperial confirmation.

After the brilliant Diet of Mayence in 1184, Frederick marched for the sixth

time to Italy, and married his son Henry to Constance, the heiress of Sicily,

the nearest relation of the childless king William II., thereby opened to his

house the prospect of ruling over the whole of Italy and withdrew from the

papacy this important support against the imperial preponderance. Friction

was not wanting between Frederick and popes Lucian and, especially. Urban,
who belonged to a Milanese family which had been injured by Frederick; so

especially in the contested episcopal election in Treves, for which Urban in con-

tradiction of his former promise consecrated Volkmar, one of the candidates,

with his own hand. Urban's death averted a rupture. Clement III , who suc-

ceeded in .subjecting the Romans to him.self on certain conditions, put an end to

the quarrel at Treves by deposing the obstinate Volkmar. At the same time

men's minds received another direction from the fall of Jerusalem. There en-

sued the Third Crusade, in which Frederick Barbarossa met his death. When,
not long after Frederick's departure to the East, King William II. of Sicil,y died,

aversion from the German rule caused the elevation of an illegitimate scion of

the native ruling house, Count Tancred, whom Clement III. in his own inter-

est willingl3' invested with the fief. It was only after his death in 1194 that

Henry (now Henry VI.) was able to enter upon his Italian heritage, which he
would not receive as a fief from the Pope. In his powerful position he sternly

' Lucius III., 1181-85; Urban III. —October, 1187 ; Gregory VTII. —Decem-
ber, 1187; Clement III. —1191; Celestine III —1198 ; Innocent III. 1198-1216.
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and autocratically opposed the aged Pope Cele.stine III. In German^' he dealt

with tlie episcopal sees without regard to him. In Rome and the State of the

Church he administered as the secular ruler, and in his Sicilian heritages he

proceeded with considerable violence. The detention as a prisoner of Richard

CcEUR DE Lion by Henry was also regarded as an insult to the Pope, as the

Church expressly put all crusaders under her protection. Celestine however

did not venture to enter upon any enterprise against Henry VI. But all appre-

hension as to his far-reaching plans disappeared with Henry's early death in

1197, on which his and Constance's son was left a child of three years.

Cardinal Lothar, of tlie house of tlie Conti in Anagni, now

(1198) ascended tlie papal throne in the prime of life as Innocent

III. He had been educated in theology and law in Rome, Paris

and Bologna, and placed sagacity and energ}'- at the service of the

Church. He at first sought to establish fixed order and undisturbed

government in the State of the Church, obtained the oath of fealty

to himself from the imperial Prcefectus Urbis, as well as the Senator

who governed in the name of the city, and bound the neighbouring

counts and lords to allegiance. Elsewhere in Italy he successfully

asserted the claims of the Papal See. The league of the Tuscan

cities Avas approved, the Lombard league renewed. After Henry's

death Constance had accepted Sicily as a fief from the Pope in order

to secure it to her son against the parties, and indeed with the sur-

render of the former special ecclesiastical privileges of the crown of

Italy [vid. sup. p. 262) and in return for the payment of a yearly tax

to S. Peter. On her death, however, Constance appointed the Pope

himself the guardian of her child, and he protected Frederick's claim

over Sicily.

Although Frederick II. soon after his birth had been acknow-

ledged as successor in the Empire, the German princes, with a view

to having a man at their head, proceeded to a new election which

ended in discord. The Hohenstaufen Philip of Swabia was opposed

by the Guelf Otto (the son of Henry the Lion). Both parties

negotiated with the Pope, who ascribed to himself the right of de-

ciding by a casting vote, since from ancient times the election of a

German King" was the affair of the Germans, because the Pope in

transferring the Roman emperorship from the Greeks to the Ger-

mans had transferred this right to them ;
but the Pope, who had to

bestow the imperial crown, had of necessity to make trial of the

person elected, hence also in the case of a discordant election, he

might decide for the one candidate or even choose another.^ After

lengthened delay Innocent decided in March, 1201, for Otto, who

' Vkl. the deliberatio of 1190 in the Registrum de 7iegofw Bomani i'mperii

No. 29 (Ml. 216, 1025), and the Decretal Venerabilem (ibid. lOGo sqq.).
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promised liiin on oath protection of the possessions and rights of the

Roman Church and obedience and homage such as tiie pious and
catholic Emperors had been accustomed to show towards the Roman
see.^ But Philip more and more gained ground against Otto, who
at first asserted the preponderance, especially in North Germany.
The party conflict in Germany became the best ally of the Curia.

Philip made considerable promises, and Innocent already began to

take steps, by which Otto was to be moved to resign, when Philip

fell by the hands of his vassal Otto of Wittelsbach in 1208. Otto,

now universally acknowledged by a new election, took a new oath

in Italy to the Pope, in which, along with the formerly promised

free election of the prelates, i.e. practical renunciation of the con-

cessions of the Concordat of Worms, he further promised renuncia-

tion of the iii>< spolJi and support against the heretics,^ and was
crowned in 1209. But Otto forthwith sought by stress of arms
to regain the imperial rights which had become lost, whereby the

disposition made by Innocent in Italy in regard to Sicily and the

possessions of Matilda was menaced. When Otto for this purpose

severely harassed Frederick in Sicily, the deluded Innocent uttered

the ban and deposition against him, and the scion of the hated

Hohenstaufen family, Frederick II., on whom he had moreover be-

stowed an excellent, brilliant and liberal education, was now obliged

to serve him against Otto. Frederick engaged further also to regard

Sicily as a papal fief, and then, with the support of the Pope and the

King of France, marched on Germany (1212), which soon sided with
him, while Otto, supported by John of England and fighting for

the English claims against France, was worsted at the battle of

Bouvines in 121-1 against Philip, and thereby at the same time lost

his prospects of German}'. Frederick gave the Pope the same pro-

mises as Otto,^ and received the German royal crown at Aix-la-

Chapelle in 1215.

At the very beginning of his pontificate Innocent had caused the

call to the crusade to sound forth anew, especially by means of the

preaching of repentance of Fulk of Neuilly. In consequence the

movement had arisen which led to the establishment of the Latin

Empire in Constantinople under Baldwin of Flandeis (1204). How-
ever greatly Innocent at first disapproved this deviation from the

' The important deed of tlie Stli June, 1201, drawn up at Neuss, is the foun-

dation of the later privileges of the Eoman see.

- MGL. II. 21G. Cf. FicKiou, Forschungen zur Iteichs- unci Itechtsyeschichte

Jtaliens, II. 3i)5
; Hefele, V. 813.

^ Deed of 12th July, 1213, in MGL., II. 224.
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true aim, he greeted with joy the fact that the time had come when,
after destruction of the golden calves, Israel should return to Judah.
Innocent had manifold opportunities of asserting his voice even

against the rest of the princes of the West.

Philip Augustus of France liacl ssparatad from liis wife Inobburgis, a
Danish princess, immediately after the marriage, and, with tlie approval of his
bishops, had concluded a new alliance with Agnes of Meran. This had been
already opposed by Pope Celestine III. (Synod of Compiegne in 1193). After
yarn admonitions, Innocent laid France under interdict in 1200. The ostensible
submission of the king caused it to be repealed. But in truth the disobedience
of the King endured till the death of Agnes in 1201, and the actual reconcilia-
tion with Ingeburgis only ensued in 1213. Innocent, however, at the desire of
the king, resolved to declare the two children of Agnes to be legitimate and
capable of the succession, because the king, after his former divorce by the
Archbishop of Rheims, had entered into the new alliance bona fide.
King Sancho I. of Portugal sought in vain to free himself from the obliga-

tion to tlie Papal See undertaken by Alphonzo Peter of Aragon had himself
crowned in Eome in 1204, in order to strengthen his authority against his
powerful vassals and against the claims of Castile, and bound himself to an
annual tribute. Subsequently indeed he resisted the Pope, who opposed his
divorce. In consequence of the crusading movements, Leo II. of Armenia now
sought attachment to Eome.* The Bulgarian Prince Johannes requested and
obtained the crown from Innocent. In Hungary he appeared as arbitrator;
But John of England had especially to feel tlie whole weight of his authority.
In John's conHict witli Philip of France, Philip was acknowledged as feudal
superior by Prince Arthur for Anjou, Maine and Touraine

; the murder of
Arthur by John led to a new conflict in 1202. John, who by his caprice and
inconstancy had roused his own barons against himself, then sought help from
the Pope, who also sought to mediate between the two kings, but finally let

the matter drop, so that John about 1208 no longer possessed a city on the
continent. An opportunity was then afforded to the Pope for interfering anew.
In a controversy between the monks of the monastery of the Trinity at Canter-
bury and the bishops of the ecclesiastical province, as to the right of election,
both parties applied to Rome. Innocent recognized the rights of the monks,
but cancelled the election which they had overhastily made, and induced their
emissaries iii Rome to choose another archbishop (1206), viz. his former fellow-
student, Stephen Langton. The ambassadors of the king protested. Inno-
cent sought by letter to gain the consent of the king, although, as he declared,
an election carried out before his own eyes did not require the confirmation of
a secular prince, seeing that the papal chair was the best safeguard of all right
Kne.gest. IX. 206; Ml. 215, 1045). In spite of the opposition of the king he
forthwith elected Stephen Langton in 1207. John resisted, expelled the monks
from Canterbury, and in 120S Innocent caused the interdict to be proclaimed
against England by English bishops. The latter had to save themselves by
flight from the anger of the king, who now expelled numerotis clerics and
proceeded with the confiscation of clerical property. Innocent then uttered the
ban against John, and was able in 1212 to depose King John, who had fallen
out with the barons, and assign his land to King Philip of France. He is said
to have summoned him to the conquest of England as to a formal crusade, with

1 Hefele, V. 802, etc.
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the same promises of pardon as in the conflicts for the Holy Sepulchre.' John,

who could no more trust to his barons, now gave way, acknowledged Stephen

Langton, promised to restore all church properties and to recall all banished

clergy ; and, in accordance with the demand of the Pope expressed by his

legate Pandulph, made over his land to the Holy see in atonement for his own
and his family's sins, in oi'der to receive it again from the Pope as a fief, which

was to be binding on all his successors, and promised to pay a considerable

yearly sum to Eome in 121B {Regest. IG, 7B-78. Ml. 216, 87G). Philip had now
to give up his hopes. While Stephen Langton took the lead of the nobility

who were discontented with the king, the Papal Legate, Cai-diual-bishop

Nicholas ofTusculum, took up the humiliated king, caused the posts of the

church to be filled up with the creatures of the king, interfered in the juris-

diction of the bi.shops, and sought to work in Eome through Pandulph against

Stephen Langton and for the king. But the barons and prelates now united

against the morally annihilated king, and forced Magna Charta from him in

1215. which was to become the foundation stone of the independent national

development of England. The Pope in vain rejected it, uttered the ban and

interdict against the barons, and suspended Stephen Langton because he would

not excommunicate them. In tlie conflict of the barons with the king, which

now began, it nearly came about that Lewis, the son of Philip of France, was

made king by them, when the death of John altered the situation. In this

transaction the cold unscrupulousness of Roman desire to rule comes out with

special cleai-ness, playing with the passions of princes, making use of every

means and becoming the ally of the most unprincipled prince, as soon as he is

broken. The unprecedented Roman exactions of money also came to light here

and were scourged in most bitter terms. But the hierarchical policy of the

Pope, which would have enslaved a country through its princes, was involun-

tarily made to give the impulse to the above mentioned national development.'-

To^vard.s tlie end of his life Innocent arranged the brilliant

Fourth Greneral Lateran Synod, invitations to which were issued to

all the patriarchs, archbishops and bishops of Christendom, as well

as to the secular potentates, the masters of the knightly orders and

the presidents of the great orders of monks, and Avhich was actually

attended by 412 bishops, 800 abbots and priors, and very many
representatives. Two conflicting candidates for the see of Constan-

tinople appeared, but Innocent appointed a third person, the Tuscan

priest Gervasius, as Patriarch of Constantinople. The Patriarch of

Jerusalem fAcre) and the united Maronite Patriarch also appeared,

the (Latin) Patriarch of Antioch, and even the Alexandrian Patri-

arch of the Melchites sent representatives. The council was to

advise the reacipiisition of the Holy Sepulchre, and arrange coni-

preliensive reforms of the whole Church in doctrine and discipline,

and especially to establish measures against heresy, which had

become too powerful. Innocent himself pronounced the solemn

' With Matthaeus Paris, ad aim. 1212, cf. Winkel.max.n, riillipp von Schwaben,

II. 357, note.
'^ STUnii.s, The Consfifuflonal llisfonj of KikjI.. 1S74, I. 520.
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opening oration. AVe shall everywhere meet again the ordinances

of this important council, which, as a matter of fact, forms the apex

of the papal glory/ Innocent raised the conception of Gregory to

its highest pitch, and consciously expressed the idea that the Pope

was the vicarhis Dei; the Lord g-ave Peter not only the whole

Church, but the whole world to rule. As every knee bows before

Christ, so ought all to obey Peter, even kings should not think to

rule aright if they do not exert themselves to serve him devotedly.

Secular dominion, a mere earthly power, extends to bodies ;
the

spiritual and heavenly to souls. They are related as the two great

lights which Grod has created, the sun and the moon. As accord-

ingly the Pope in God's name can depose princes also, so is he the

highest arbiter between them in all controverted cases of law.

7. The Papacy in conflict with Frederick II. and the fall of the Hohen-

staufens.-

Sources: The Vitce of the Popes in Muratori, sc7\ r. Ital. III. ; Honorii opp.

in HoROY, me.d. cevi imtr. I. Par. 1879; HoxN. epp. in MGE. 13. ssec. I.

Eegests in Potthast and P. Pressuti, reg. Hon. I., Eom. 1888; Winkbl-

MANN zud. Reg. in FDG. vol. 10, IbTO; Mansi, XXIII. ; Gregorii IX. Decret.

1. VI. in the Corp. iur. can.—E Berger, les i-egistres cVInnoc. IV., Par.

1886 sqq. ; Inn. IV. epp. Baluze M/.sceUan. t. VII. ; Hofler in BIV.

XVI., 2, Stuttg. 1847 ; Winkelmann in FDG., vol. 15. — A Huillard-

Breholles, hist. dipl. Fried. IL, Par. 1852 sqq. ;
Winkelmann, Acta im-

perii inedita, I. and II.

—

Literature : The monographs on Frederick II. by

F. W. Schirrmacher, Gott. 1859 sqq., and E. Winkelmann, Berl. 1863 ;
0.

LoRENZ in HZ. vol. 11th; A. de Chambrier,- cZ«e letzten Hohenstaufen und

das Papstthum, Bas. 1876 ; J. Felten, Papst Gregor IX., Freiburg 1886.

HoNORius III., a man of mild personal character, immediately

pushed on on every side the business of the crusade. While

Frederick II. hesitated, at first those undertakings of King Andrew

of Hungary, and then the conflicts in Egypt, arose, which led to

the conquest of Damietta in 1219, which however had again to be

evacuated in 1221. Frederick II., full of lofty plans and claims,

met the zeal of the Pope with enduring reserve, although he him-

self had invited him to threaten all who had taken the cross with

the ban in case they should not be ready for the undertaking by

S. John's clay of 1219.^ In 1220 Frederick, against his repeated

^ Of the acts only the 70 Capitula and a decree in reference to the Crusade

are preserved ; for Innocent's opening speech vid. Mansi, 22, 968, also in Ml.

216, 674.

2 Honorius III. 1216-27 ; Gregory IX. 1227-41 ;
Celestine IV. Sept.-Oct.

1241 ; Innocent IV. 1243-54 ; Alexander IV. 1254-61 ; Urban IV. —1264 ; Clement

IV. —1268.
^ Winkelmann, Acta Imp. ined. p. 127, no. 151.
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promise, caused his son Henry, who had been nominated King of

Sicily, to be elected German king (Diet of Frankfort, April, 1220).

He had won the prelates by special promises in the Patent ^ of the

26th April, 1220. Frederick confirmed all the privileges which he
had bestowed on the Roman Church, and declared that Sicilj' should

never be united to the Empire.- In November, 1220, Honorius
carried out the imperial coronation of Frederick in Rome, where-
upon Frederick with numerous German and Sicilian magnates took

the cross for the second time, but had the term extended. At the

same time he abolished all the ordinances and statutes which were
injurious to the freedom of the Church by whomsoever they had
been issued, confirmed the exemption from taxes of the Church and
clerical persons, the exemption of ecclesiastical persons from secular

jurisdiction in civil and criminal affairs, declared that all persons

who persisted in excommunication for a year on account of violation

of the freedom of the Church, eo ipso should fall under the imperial

ban, and proclaimed outlawry against all heretics.'^ But at the

same time the Pope had already to complain not only of the delay

of the Crusade but also of the interferences of the Emperor in

the State of the Church, taxation of the clergy in his Sicilian

inheritance, and other matters. The marriage of Frederick with

loLAXTHE, the heiress of the claims to the kingdom of Jerusalem,

gave a new motive for the undertaking of the crusade, which was
now preached by papal legates in Germany also not without success.

But more important for Frederick was the arrangement of Italian

affairs, especially' in his country of Sicily, where he broke the re-

sistance of the nobility to his autocratic rule, and gave great offence

lo the Pope by transplanting the Saracens of Western Sicily to

Lucera, north of Naples. To this was added the revival of the

claims of Frederick to Lombardy at the Diet of Cremona (1226), in

opposition to which the Pope favoured the renewal of the Lombard
League. However, at the Emperor's desire he undertook to mediate

at the peace-convention at Rome.

When the latest term appointed for the undertaking of the

crusade arrived, Honokius was already dead, and his place occupied

by Gregory IX., an aged but most energetic man, ecclesiastically

of strong though rugged character. Great hosts of crusaders had

assembled in Apulia, among whom severe plagues broke out in the

' MGL., II. 236.

^ MGL., II. 397. Cf. his excuse to the Pope which followed only three months
later, in Winkelmann I.e. p. 156.

3 MGL., II. 243 and Ep., I. 160 and 169.
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heat of summer. Among the crusaders signs were not wanting of

the failure of enthusiasm. Many allowed themselves to be released

from their vows by an impostor, who played himself off as the vicar

of the Pope. After long decay Frederick embarked in August, 1227,

only to return after a few days, ostensibly on account of illness. At

this time the Landgrave of Thuringia died ;
Frederick appointed

the Duke of Limburg in his place as leader, but the army of the

cross dissolved in considerable part. Although Frederick had

begged for a new postponement, Gregory now laid him under the

ban and the place where he was staying under the interdict.

Unconcerned as to the ban, Frederick after a year (August, 1228)

entered on the crusade with moderate means, and in spite of the

ban, in consequence of which the Patriarch 'of Jerusalem and the

Templars and Knights of S. John, denied him all assistance, and

only the young Teutonic Order remained on his side, he obtained

in 1229 an advantageous armistice for ten years from Sultan

Kamel of Egypt, who was engaged in controversies with his

nephew, the young Sultan of Damascus. The intimate intercourse

of Frederick with the Saracens and the liberal and tolerant utter-

ances which accompanied it, did indeed raise considerable offence,

and it was made matter of reproach to him, that in the treaty with

Kamel, the city of Jerusalem indeed was given over to the Christ-

ians, but the monastery of the Templum Domini was to remain in

the occupation of the Saracens.^ At the persuasion of the Master

of the Teutonic Order, the Emperor on account of the ban under

which he lay, took the crown from the altar without divine service

and consecration, but declared himself ready to be reconciled with

the Pope. On the next day the Archbishop of Csesarea by com-

mission of the Patriarch of Jerusalem, proclaimed the interdict

against the church of the Holy Sepulchre and other holy places.^

On occasion of Frederick's visit to the Mosque of the Caliph Omar,

the words are said to have fallen from him, from which the Saracen

eye-witness would infer that Frederick did not believe in the Christ-

ian religion.-^ Meanwhile the Pope had released the Sicilians from

their oath to Frederick and invaded the inheritance of the Emperor.

But Frederick, returning in haste, expelled the papal soldiery. The

1 Yid. the treaty. MGL., II. 2B5, and ibid. 281, the Encyclica of the Emperor.

2 For the copy of the treaty with the critical remarks of the Patriarch, who

certainly censures the considerable concessions to the Saracens and passes over

in silence the points favourable to the Christians, vid. in Eaykald, ad ann.

1229, Nr. 15 sc. and MG. Ep., I. 380.

3 WiNKELMANN, Frederick III., I. 311 sc. and on the contrary Schirrmacher,

II. 205.
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Pope sought in vain for help from the Lombards, England, France

and Germany. His legates had harsh experiences in Germany
when they wished to stir the people up against the Emperor.

After the Peace of St. Germano, concluded with the Pope in 1230,

there ensued the release from the ban, and then a meeting with

the Pope, at which Frederick promised the restoration of everything

that had been wrested from the State of the Church and a series of

ecclesiastical concessions for his hereditary land of Sicily. At the

same time the Pope had to be content with the fact, that in the

Sicilian legislation ^ recorded by Frederick's Chancellor Petrus de

ViNEis, the subordination of the clergy to the secular power was

decidedly expressed, and that at the Diet of Ravenna, which was

attended by many German princes, Lombardy was declared to be

under the ban of the Empire, and an edict was issued against the

autonomy of the episcopal cities."^ On the other hand Frederick

certainly issued stringent declarations against the heretics with the

greatest willingness and took the Dominicans under his protection

as inqu'miores h(Ereticce pravitatls for the whole of Germany.'^

Frederick's marriage with the sister of Henry IH. of England then

followed at the persuasion of the Pope. The mutual relations of the

Emperor and the Pope to the Lombards involved one of the most

important incitements to continued dissensions. After the castiga-

tion of his rebellious son Henry, the conflicts in Lombardy led to

Frederick's victory at Cortenuova in 1237. His natural son Enzio

obtained by marriage the dominion over Sardinia, over which

the Pope asserted ancient claims. The Pope now came forward

as the open ally of the Lombards, and finally decreed the ban and

deposition against the Emperor in March, 1239.*

Remarkable mutual accusations were exchanged between the Pope and the

Emperor. The Emperor upbraids the Pope with hindering the repression of

the heretics in Lombardy, and regards the papacy as an anti-Christian pheno-

menon. The Pope reproaches the Emperor with mere unbelief, and declares him

to be the Beast in the Apocalypse (xiii. 1 sqq.). The earlier accusations of his

intimate intercourse with the Saracens, his entrance into their customs and

his contemptuous utterances as to Christian mattei'S culminate in the expression

ascribed to, but expressly denied' by the Emperoi', as to the three impostors.

Moses, Jesus and Mohammed.' All that is certain is the sharpened anti-

' Vld. Huillaud-Breholles, IV. 1-178.

2 In the German sphere also l^e so-called Laws of Worms exhibit Frederick's

effort to limit the rising freedom of the cities, and in opposition to it to

strengthen the princely power. MGL., II. 282.

a MGL., II. 285.
'' PoTTiiAST, Nr. 905.

' The Pope's Encyclical, Huillard-Bueholles, V. 327 sqq. and MGE. 13.
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papal disposition and the sceptical tendency which was nourished b^y Fred-

erick's whole education and the altered state of the times, and which is also

expressed elsewhere among those about the Emperor. In this advanced stage

of the irreconcilable opposition, the Pope sought in vain to set up a rival

Emperor. The German episcopate met the Pope with very discreet consider-

ations. The Bavarian b^'shops, with Eberhard II. of Salzburg at their head,

reminded liim how under the intimate connection of the two svvords, the injury

of the one necessarily affected the other, brought into prominence the painful

double position of the German bishops in such conflicts as members

of the ecclesiastical and secular organism, censured the Pope for being

led away by political motives to his harsh procedure against the Emperor

and for allowing himself to be thereby carried away into political agita-

tions.' As a matter of fact the Pope sought in every way to stir up the

dissension in the German Empire, but the Diet at Eger adhered faithfully

to Frederick and sought to bring about peace. The Pope offered the German

crown to Robert, the brother of the King of France. The mendicant monks in

Germany preached the crusade against Frederick by his commission. But

universal unwillingness arose against it. Frederick conquered nearly the whole

of the State of the Church (1240). When the Pope summoned an ecclesiastical

assembly to Eome, Frederick took away the Genoese ships which were to carrj^

the prelates assembling at Genoa to Rome, and held several Cardinals and

other prelates prisoners. Gregory then died in 1241, the same Pope who gave

over the inquisition in Languedoc to the Dominicans, and who in 1231 had

already caused the crusade to be preached (by Conr.\d of Marburg ?) against

the so-called Stedingians, on account of rebellion against the spiritual juris-

diction of the Archbishop of Bremen. Even in the year of his death he wrote

a sermon of this sort against the threatening power of the Tartars. Gregor^^'s

successor Celestine IV. soon died, and under the superior power of the Emperor

in Italy there now occurred a vacancy of the see for nearly two years, till

Frederick released the imprisoned Cardinals, and dissolved the army which

encircled Rome. The French already threatened that they would elect a Pope

themselves.

Then came the election of Innocent IV., whereby Frederick lost

one who had hitherto been his friend among the Cardinals, to find

in him an irreconcilable enemy. Negotiations between the two re-

mained vain, as the Pope wonld not give np his Lombard allies, and

wonld have all adherents of the Chnrch admitted to the peace to be

concluded with the Emperor. The Pope then escaped to Lyons,

which indeed belonged to the German Empire, but, surronnfled by

France, was practically almost independent. Here in 1245 he

arranged the General Council, the thirteenth according to the

Eoman reckoning, which however was not acknowledged as such by

France.^ Only some few German prelates took part in it. Among

ssec. I., 750, cf. MGS. XXIII. 941 :
'' quamdiu durahit truffa ista?'' The

Emperor's rejoinder in Huill.-Breh., V. 348. The satirical testament in

WiNKBLMANN, I. 371 ; Reuter, GescJiichte der relig. Aufkldrung, II. 251 sqq.

' Huillaud-Breholles, V. 398.

* On it vid. the two accounts by Matthew Paris and the Anonymus in
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those present was also the distressed Latin Emperor of Constanti-

nople. Frederick's cause was here sustained by his judge of the

court, Thadd.eus of Suessa. But the Pope no longer allowed him-

self to be put off by the offers of Frederick ; Frederick's ban and

deposition were here repeated.

Lewis IX. of France sought in vain to mediate: Frederick even professed readi-

ness to have his orthodoxy examined into bj^ tlie Archbishop of Palermo. In

a memorial to all the prelates and believers in England, Frederick acknowledged

the full power of the Pope in spiritnalihxia
., but contested his right to dispose

of secular kingdoms and gave the warning: "a beginning is made with us, an
end will be made with other princes and kings." Frederick now dropped every

hesitation. In a missive to all the kings and princes of Christendom, etc., he

declared that he would exchange the role of the anvil for that of the hammer.
The clergy, he said, abused the simplicity of thelaitA-; /j/.s' aim had always

baen torestoi-e the apostolic life of the clergy as it was in the primitive Church.

It was meritorious to remove pernicious riches from the clergy ; all princes

ought to support him in doing so.' Frederick now expelled the Dominicans
who wei'e hostile to liim; in Sicily he suppressed a revolt which had been

stirred up bj* the Pope. But, as in German}' Bishop Siegfried of Mayence
had already left the Emperors party since 124:3, so now other bishops also were

drawn away by the impression made by the Council, and Rome spared no

means of strengthening this clerical opposition.

Finally, at the instigation of the Pope, four archbishops of the

Empire i^Mayence, Treves, Cologne and Bremen) and a number ot

bishops, along with some few secular princes, raised Landgrave

Hkxry Raspe of Thuringia in 1246 to be king (the Priests' King),

whom the Pope supported with money and letters by means of dis-

guised beggar-monks. But the German princes remained faithful

to Frederick ; his son, King Conrad, was indeed overcome by the

priests' king, but the latter died soon afterwards in 1247. The

Pope now presented Frederick's crown to Count William of Holland

in whose election the bishops already named, but probably no

German prince except Duke Henry of Brabant, William's uncle,

took parr. The Pope exhausted every means of procuring him

adherents by money. Then Frederick died on the 13th December,

1250. In his will he delivered up all the rights of the Roman
Church, but with reservation of all imperial rights and under the

condition that the Church should give back the rights of the Empire.

But Innocent, who now returned from Lyons to Italy, caused the

crusade to be preached against Conrad.

Mansi, XXIII. 610 sqq. and 633 sqq. In addition the poem Pavo, edited by

Carajan in 1850.

^ Huill.^kd-Bkeiiolles, VI. 889 sqq.
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Y/hile William o£ Holland with the Popa's help now made some advance in

(TBrmany, Conrad went to Italy, where his half-brother Manfred had preserved

for him his Italian hereditary land, but met with his death in 1254. Manfred
submitted to the Pope on his promise to respect the rights of Conrad's son.

But when the Pope nevertheless desired to exercise authority over Sicily,

M^hich he offered to the English King Henry III. for his son Edmund, Manfred
with the help of his Saracsn troops took possession of Apulia, and placed the

crown on his own head, as the claims of Coxradin could not be carried into

effect. Meanwhile the stubborn Innocent had died (1254). His successor,

Alexander IV., in vain hurled the ban against Manfi-ed, declared for Prince
Edmund and made use of this for exorbitant exactions of money in England,
but was unable to prevent Manfred's victorious axlvance in the State of the

Church and Tuscany. But in Germany, where Conradin, under the guardian-
ship of his mother, only possessed his hereditary lands in Svvabia, the crown,
when William of Holland died in 125G, was sold under papal influence to

foreign princes. The Pope threatened the German archbishops, and through
them the German princes, with excommunication, if they should elect Conradin.'
Richard of Cornwall and Alphonzo the Wise of Castile appeared as pre-

tenders. Practically indeed, only Richard, who was also crowned at Aix-la-

Chapelle, had through his money a certain adherence in the Empire. But
several German cities which attached themselves to Richard, took from him a

written promise that he would release them from their obligation, if the Pope
should decide for another than the more legitimate candidate. The latter took

Richard's side in 1259. Nevertheless the matter remained undecided, and his

successor Urban IV. summoned both pretenders before his tribunal while deny-
ing the decision of his predecessor, but in vain. The Ghibelline party in Lom-
bardy had had an important support in Ezzelino da Romano till his fall in

1259. Urban now offered Sicily, as the English financial resources began to be

exhausted, to the brother of S. Lewis, Charles of Anjou, who by his marriage
was heir of Provence, in order through him to destroy the hated Manfred, and
at his request the French clergy granted Charles a tithe for three years. His
successor Clement IV. caused the ci'usade to be preached against Manfred. '''

Charles appeared in Rome, was crowned by Clement and overcame Manfred in

the battle at Benevento, where the latter fell (12GH). But the Pope had imme-
diately cause to fear the criiel Charles who was also faithless to the Pope. The
young Conradin appeared in Italy, hailed as a deliverer, but was pursued by
the Pope with the ancient hatred against the Hohenstaufen, and laid under
the ban, and overcome by Charles in the battle of Tagliacozzo on the 23rd

August, 12G8, taken prisoner and executed after a form of trial on the 29th

October. The hated seed was exterminated, but Germany was most deeply

unsettled, and Italy in French hands, which was a cause of apprehension to

the Pope himself. And all these conflicts took place in a time during which
the Mongols rolled on against Germany, the Latin Empire had found its end in

Michael Pala?ologus in 1261, and Palestine, oppressed by the Chowaresmians in

the service of the Egyptian Sultan, in greater part, including Jerusalem, fell

into their hands.

Lewis IX., the Saint, indeed once more agreed, in spite of the increasing

' Potthast, Nr. 16, 406.

- The bull of 2nd Nov., 1265 (Potthast, 19, 429), promises all actual partici-

pators full indulgence for their sins and addition of eternal salvation on the

day of the judgment of the just.
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opposition of the opinion of the time, to go forth to the crusade (the so-called

sixth). The conquest of Damietta succeeded in 1249, but the enterprise ended

with Lewis's imprisonment, from which he only returned in 1254 with a smal

.

remnant of his force. In tliis age of disturbance and a great cooling of eccle-

siastical enthusiasm, Lewis still stands out as a personality, peci;liarly ecclesi-

astical and monastic in his piety and j-et princely. ^ In Syria the Sultan of

Egypt more and more limited the points occupied \>y the Christians; Antioch

fell in 1268, so that Ptolemais almost alone remained in Christian hands.

8. The Papacy till the death of Boniface VIII.-

Sources: Besides the Regests of Potthast, the new French enterprise: M.
Pron, les registre<f d'Hoiiorais IV., Paris 188G ; Lanolois, Ics reg. de N/col.

IV., 1880; DiGARD, Faucon, Thomas, les reg. deBonif. VIII., 1884 i^qq. The
vlt(z, especially tliose drawn from Bernard. Gi:ir)ONis, in 'Muratori,
.Hc.riptt. rer. ital., III.; Ptolem^us (Bartholomfeus) Lucensis hi.stor. eccles.

Muratori XI. ; Martinus, 'Polon., continuatio pontlfic. Rom. in MGS., XXII.
and the vitce, pontific. Rom. erroneously ascribed to Theodoricus de Niem
in Ecuard, Corpus hist. vied, cevi, I., 1462.

—

Literature: W. Drumann,
Bonifat. VIII., 2 vols., Konigsberg 1853; F. E. JLopp, [Wiederhersfellung

vnd Verfall des h. r'om. Reiches, continued by BussON and others, 5 vols.,

Basel 1871-83.

After a vacancy of the see of almost three ^''ears (29th No-

vember, 1268- 1st September, 1271) there ensued, on the basis ot

a compromise, the election, by a small commission of cardinals of

both parties, of the Archdeacon of the church of Liege, Thedald

of Piacenza, who ascended the 23apal chair as Gregory X. At
the time of his election he happened to be in the Holy Land
with Prince Edward of England, whither he had been called by

Saint Lewis, when he once more took the cross in company with

Prince Edward. Lewis himself had died in the undertaking

against Tunis, Edward then songlit to defend Ptolemais, the last

bulwark. "With the vow not to forget the Holy Land, Gregory left

Palestine and arrived at Rome on the 1st Januarj^, 1272. At the

General Council of 1275, which was again held at Lyons, Gregory

sought with very little success to raise recruits for the Holy Land.

How much the enthusiasm for it had died out and the opinions had

increased, which were alread}' raised even against the justification

of such crusades, is shown by the remarkable treatise b}' the General

of the Dominicans, Humbertus de Romanis,-^ on the subjects to be

' On tlie so-called Pragmatic Sanction of 12tJ9, vkl. infra, Chap. II., Section

3, under No. 7.

2 Gregory X. 1271-76; Innocent V.
;
Hadrian V. ; John XXI. ; Nicholas III.

1277-80; Martin IV. 1281-85; Honorius IV. 1285-87; Nicholas IV. 1288-92;

Celestine V. 1294 : Boniface VIII. 1294-1303.

3 Vid. the treatise in Brown, Appendix ad fasciculum rerum expetendarum

etfugioidarnm, Lond. 1690.
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treated of at the Council, which exhaustively seeks to refute the

scruples against the justiHcation. The experiences of recent times

had occasioned the ordinance which was meant to promote the

acceleration of the papal election : the election was to be held at

the place where the Pope with the Curia had resided and died
;

after the arrival of the absent cardinals had been awaited for ten

days, the shutting up of the cardinals in the so-called Conclave

was to take place, in order to compel union of parties by gradual

diminution of food.^ The succeeding Popes did indeed suspend

this ordinance, to which the cardinals had already shown great

resistance at the council. But Celestine V. re-established it.

In Germany, where the disturbances of recent times since the

death of Frederick II. had decidedly promoted the influence of the

Pope, after the death of Richard of Cornwall, G-regory prompted

the new choice of the princes, which fell on Rudolph of Habsburg
(1270-91). The Pope confirmed it (2Gth September, 1274), ^ and

after Rudolph's ambassadors had sworn at Lyons for their master

the oath which had been usual since the time of Otto IV,, Rudolph
repeated it personally at Lausanne, where he met the Pope return-

ing from the Council, who now compelled Alphonzo of Castile to

give up the claims he had hitherto made. Rudolph confined him-
self to the establishment of an ordered condition of affairs in

Germany and readily conceded the papal demands in regard

to considerable debated portions of tlie territory in Italy ; these

now remained definitely to the State of the Church. In face of

Charles of Anjou who now menaced the Pope, a more friendly

rapprochement took place between the Pope and the Emperor.

Nicholas III. compelled Charles to renounce the claims on the

imperial vicariate in Tuscany and on the senatorial dignity in

Rome, and established a peace, in which Charles agreed to receive

Provence as a fief of the Empire. The pressure of the French
rule had long been grievously felt in Lower Italy, and Nicholas

III. had already entered into conspiracies against Charles. His

successor Martin IV., did indeed entirely belong to the French

party, but just in his time the hatred of the Sicilians found vent

in the Sicilian Vespers (30th March, 1282). The Sicilians, after

the Pope had rejected with anathema the crown which was offered

him, took for king Peter III. of Aragon (the son-in-law of Man-
fred and so heir of the Hohenstaufen). He and his son James

* Mansi, 24, 81. An attempt at similar regulations liad already been made
before the election of Innocent IV.

^ Vld. Potthast, 20, 921).
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asserted themselves over Sicily and Aragon in spite of ban and

interdict, and Charles I. of Anjou remained limited to Naples, in

which he was succeeded by Charles II, in 1288. For the support

of Charles I., Martin IV. did not hesitate to make use of great sums

out of the tithes intended for the Holy Land. Soon thereafter

Ptolemais also fell in 1291. The political intrigues of the different

parties finally brought the pious hermit Petrus de Murone to the

papal throne as Celestine V., as a harmless instrument of which

each party hoped to be able to make use. Benedictus Gaetani

(Cajetan) was specially active in this, being unable at the time to

carry his own election on account of his attitude at that time towards

Charles II. of Naples. Celestine, pious and strict of life, but not

fit for his position and entirely under the influence of Charles, was

then induced to abdicate by Cardinal Gaetani, who was skilful

enough to come to an understanding with Charles's party,

Gaetani now succeeded as Boniface VIIE. Bold, crafty, expert

in law and completely acquainted with the affairs of the Curia, but

without the ardour of hierarchical natures of a better stamp, he

sought once more to raise the papacy to its highest altitude and in-

deed by mingling in the secular affairs of his time. He detained
^

the abdicated Celestine V., in order not to permit him to become the

instrument of his opponents. When he slipped away, Charles caused

him to be again arrested by his bailiffs, and Boniface held him prisoner

till his death in 1269. ^

In Germany Rudolph's powerful government had been succeeded bj- the reign

of Adolphus of Nassau, who assured the Pope of his childlike obedience, but did

not allow himself to be interrupted in his political conflicts by the Pope. Philip

the Fair of France, a prince who strove by every means after absolute power

and the breaking of the opposition of the nobility and higher clergy, and who
was solely intent on his own interest, was at war with Edward I. of England.

The Pope sought by means of liis legates, who were armed with the most ex-

tensive powers to release oaths, abolish treaties, etc., to put himself forward as

arbiter in this conflict ; which Philip rejected.

But the complaints of the clergy of France and EngUmd of the

taxation of the Church and clergy for military purposes gave oppor-

tunity to Boniface to forbid the extraordinary taxation of the clergy

on pain of excommunication, in the bull Clericus laicos of 1296 ^ (a

severer form of a previous prohibition of Innocent III.). Philip

revenged himself by the prohibition of the export of gold and silver

(in reference to the Roman revenues), and answered the complaints

' A groundless rumour especial'y among the Celestinian hermits accused

Boniface of poisoning him.
- POTTIIAST. 24, 291.

\
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of the Pope by allusion to the duties of the clergy also to the

commonwealth. The petitions of the Archbishop of Rheims to the

Pope showed him that the French clergy would not dare to take

his side, and the legates themselves only ventured timidly to fulfil

Boniface's attempt to enforce peace upon the conflicting rulers by

threats of excommunication. Philip answered plainly that no one

had the right to interfere with him in secular government.

Hence the Pope abolished the above ordinance by modifying the

interpretation of it and sought to appease the king by granting the

tithes of the French clergy for three years, and he also canonized

his ancestor Lewis IX. The Kings of England and France now

actually submitted to the Pope as mediator of peace and arbiter,

but only as a private person. But when the Pope immediately

furnished his decision given in this capacity with papal sanction by

a bull,^ the negotiations for peace remained fruitless and the mutual

reproaches again increased.

The Pope complained especially of the extended application of the royal

prerogative on the part of Philip. Boniface experienced a grievous rebuff from

England, when he laid claim to Scotland, which had been subjected by

Edward, as a papal fief and summoned Edward before his tribunal for offering

it violence. In this matter the Parliament stood entirely on the king's side.

But Philip now sheltered the Ghibelline Colonnas, who being banished by

Boniface, declared Celestine's abdication illegal, and he concluded an alliance

in 1299 with the German king Albert I. (1298-1308), who having risen against

Adolphus of Nassau, after thelatter's defeat and death in the battle atGollheim,

was generally recognised except by the Pope alone. In the full consciousness

of his papal power Boniface celebrated in 1300 the Jubilee, to which hundreds

of thousands came to Eome from all countries. Boniface then sent the Bishop

of Pamieres, Bernard of Saisset, as his legate to Philip, to exhort him to the

crusade and to the exclusive application of the tithes raised from the Church to

this very purpose. Bernard, a French bishop, who was anything but a persona

grata with Philip, was sent back by the king, and, when he returned to his

liishopric, arrested, accused of high treason and deposed. Then ensued the

different papal decrees of the 5th December, 1301,2 whereby the prospect was

held out of the abolition of all the alleged ecclesiastical privileges of the king,

the king was exhorted to bear in mind the superiority of the Pope, and the

French clergy were invited to an assembly^ at Eome in order to find a decision

on the many complaints against Philip. Here and in the bull Unam Sanctam

there is attachment to Innocent III., Heg. VII., 42.

In the bull Ausculta fill it was represented to the king that God

had placed the Pope over kings and kingdoms :
" let not thyself be

1 Bull of 30th June, 1298, in Potthast, 24,713.

^ Potthast, 25,096 sqq.

3 Vid. the acts in BuL.EUs, Historia universitatis Parisiensis, Vol. IV.

Especially remarkable is the speech of the Cardinal of Porto, Matthseus de

Aquasparta.

C. H. —VOL, II. U
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persuaded, that thou hast no superior over thee and that thou dost

not stand under the highest hierarch ; this were madness, and he

who stubbornly asserted it would prove himself an unbeliever."^

The King's rude answer declares everyone a fool who does not

believe that in secular affairs the King of France is subject to no

one. He most decidely asserts his royal prerogative and supports

himself upon his estates, barons, prelates aiid also cities which

repudiate the assumptions of Rome. The French clergy also

warned the Pope against extreme measures. The cardinals, as also

the Pope himself, disavowed that the Pope desired to regard the

French crown as a papal fief. But even the secular jurisdiction, it

was said, fell under the spiritual jurisdiction of the Pope in virtue

of the spiritual power of the keys ''' ratione peccati^^^ and indeed de

jure, though not ^'quantum ad usum et ad execufionem actus.^^ But

the Pope now himself answered with the notorious bull Unam
Sanctam (18th November, 1302) f both swords are in the power of

the one head of the Church ; it is true that the one, the secular, is

according to the expression of Bernard of Clairvaux not to be

directly borne by the Church itself, but for it ; but it is subordinate

to the spiritual sword, hence to be judged by it, while the highest

spiritual power can be judged by no man. He who resists this

power, resists God's ordinance
; hence on pain of forfeiture of salva-

tion every creature must be obedient to the Pope. While Philip

now sought to strengthen his position by peace with England, the

Pope was reconciled to Frederick of Sicily (the brother of James)

who accepted Sicily as a fief from the Pope, dropped the opj)osition

to Albert I. of Germany, and now exalted the German emperorship,

which had been transferred by the Pope from the Greeks to the

Germans, as the crown from which all other secular powers on

earth received their light, the power, to which all kings and princes

were de jure subordinated.^

* The short and strongest letter " Deum time " with the words :
" Scire te

vobimus, quod in spiritualibus et fomporaUbuN nobis subes . . . ; aliud

credentes hcereticos reputamiis^^ is probably to be regarded as forged altliough

the answer of the king seems to make reference to it. One is inclined to regard

it as the letter substituted for the immediately burned papal bull Ausculta

fill. Berciithold again maintains its genuineness, Die Bidle Unam sanctam,

ihre trahre Bodeutung und Tragireifefiir Staat und Kirche, Miinchen 1887.

2 PoTTiiAST, 25,189. The repeatedly printed text is also in L. Kichter's

edition of tlie Corpus juris canonici, If. 1159 ; the essentials also in Gieseler,

II. 2, p. 203.

* Vid. the remarkable speech in Petrus de Marca, de concordantia sacerdotii

et imperii, II. 4, 103 sqq. ed Bohmer. On the report that Boniface had ottered

A-lbert the French crown as vacant, vid. Drumann, Bon. VIII., II. 101.
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Albert acknowledged tliat kings and emperors had received the

otesfas temporalis gladii from the Apostolic See, and took a very

comprehensive oath to the Pope, but did not allow himself to be

used in the conflict against Philip. Through William Du Plessis,

Philip, (June, 1303) before a select assemby of French clergy, barons

and jurists, now accused the Pope of obtaining his dignity surrep-

titiously and complained of his procedure against France, and

besides accused him of unbelief and all sorts of infamous actions,

such as the Pope was accused of by his Italian enemies, for the most

part probably unjustly. Appeal was here made to a general

council to be summoned and the future legitimate Pope. All

classes, including the Corporation of the University, the prelates

and the monasteries, joined in this appeal. It was the unanimous
voice of the national consciousness now grown strong, against the

papal arrogance. From Anagni Boniface now issued interdict

against the country, suspension against the clergy of France, and

took away the privileges of the University.^ The bull of deposition

against Philip, whereby France was awarded to the German king,

was already prepared, when the French Chancellor, William of

Nogaret along with Sciarra Colonna surprised the Pope in Anagni
and took him prisoner. The people indeed set him free after a few

days, but soon thereafter Boniface died of a burning fever. On
these controversies, which on the one side show the culmination of

the papal claims to world-empire, on the other awakened more
acute investigations into the limits of papal power and its demar-

cation from the secular ; rid. infra.

^ Vidi EOTTHAST, 25,277 sqq.



CHAPTER SECOND.

The Constitution of the Church.

Literature: J. 'Pla'sk, Gesch. der christl.-kirchl. Gesellschaftsverfassiing,TV.

1 and 2, Hannov. 1806. 7 and the statements of Ecclesiastical Law, espe-

cially the text-books of A. L. Richter, 8th ed., of E. W. Dove and W.
Kahl, Leipz. 1877 ; E. Friedberg, 3rd ed. 1889 ; P. Hinschius, d. Kli.

der Kath. u. Prot.^ 4 vols., 1869 sqq.

1. The Canonical Law-Books.

Literature : vid. J. F. v. Schulte, Lehrbuch des kath. KR., 4th ed. 1886 (Vol. I.

2nd Section); Id., Geschichte der Quellen des KR.^s, Vol. I. 1875. The
numerous editions of the Corpus iuris canonici, vid. I. 20, under c).

The old foundations of the canon law, taken over from the Roman
Church of the Empire, had been gradually overgrown and broken

through since the beginning of the Germanic Western development,

by masses of new ecclesiastico-legal material, which were already

gathered together in the previous period in various collections,

among which the two books de synodalihus causis (p. 219), of Abbot
Regino of Priim and the CoUectarium or decrefum (Ml. 140) of

Bishop Burchard of Worms (about 1015) are the best known. In

the present period Deusdedit, CoUectio Canonum,^ composed about

1086, and the two works Decrefum and Fannormia (Ml. 161), ascribed

to Bishop Ivo of Chartres (-j- 1117), are especially to be named.

Old and new materials of ecclesiastical law are mingled in these

collections. But the work of the Benedictine or Camaldolite monk
in Bologna, Gratian {Concordantia discordanthnn canonum libri

tres)j composed about 1150 (usually called the Decrefum Grafiajii),

became of special importance. It is not only a collection of sources,

but at the same time a theoretico-practical work ; to a running,

brief, theoretical disquisition by Gratian himself {dicfa Gratiani) the

particular passages from the sources are subjoined as proofs. The
object is a perspicuous arrangement of the valid legal materials and

the adjustment of the numerous contradictions by the distinction of

particular and general, spiritual and secular, principles of law. The
work soon attained great authority and indeed became the founda-

tion for the study of canon law. Through it there properly first

' Ed. Pius Martinucci, Venetiis 1869 (Ml. 150).
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arose a special science of ecclesiastical law, while liitlierto the

matters of ecclesiastical law had formed a part of theology, viz. the

theologla pradica externa^ distinguished from dogmatics and morals

as the inteyna. The increasing mass of legal relationships which
were in themselves purely secular or likewise secular, the transform-

ation of many legal relationships by the Church, and at the same
time the influence of Roman law appearing as a model, led to a

treatment of ecclesiastical principles of law entirely after the model

of modern jurisprudence, and there was thus formed a canonical

science in distinction from the theological which led to a great

formal completion of the canon law. Now, however, the period after

Gratian, from the second half of the eleventh to the beginning of

the thirteenth century became just the most fruitful period for the

papal legislation by the establishment of the general councils (II. to

the IV, Lateran Councils) and the extraordinary increase in the num-
ber of the papal decretals (especially by Alexander III. and Innocent

III.). These ^^ Decretales exb'avagantes" were gathered together

again in collections, e.g. in the so-called CompHatlones antiqtice.

Gregory IX. then caused his penitentiary Kaymundus de Penna-
FORTE to gather the constitutions and decretals into an official

collection in five books, which henceforward was to be used ex-

clusively in jucUciis et scholis.^ To it were next attached as additional

matter the decretals of Innocent IV. and other popes, which were
also usually attached to the decretals of Gregory IX. as noveUce

constltutiones. From them and the constitutions proper Boniface

VIII. caused the so-called liber sextus to be composed and presented

to the Universities of Bologna and Paris.^ In addition to these

came those of Clement V. from the decisions of the Council of

Vienna with the addition of a few others : the so-called Clementines.

As to the still later so-called extravangantes, vid. infra. In this

greatly swollen bulk of ecclesiastico-legal matter great confusion arose.

Com^ilaint is made partly of incompleteness, partly of falsification

and interpolation, as is already done by Innocent III. His younger

contemporary Stephen of Tournay, although himself a decided

champion of the new papal law, censures the fact that in canonical

judicial procedure an inextricabilis sllva epistolariim was brought

forward and in contrast with it the ancient ecclesiastical canons

were neglected.

1 Bull of 12th September, 1234.
" Bull Sacrosancta Romana ecclesia of 1298.
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2. The Eights of the Pope.

The ecclesiastico-legal development of the papacy not only

brought along with it a general enhancement of the papal power,

but also an essential transformation of the fundamental conception.

The presupposition of the essentially equal foundation of the papacy

with the whole episcopate which was maintained in ancient ecclesi-

astical law in spite of all the preferences and rights to honour

which were awarded to the Pope, can no longer be maintained.

The Pope has long been designated Episcopus universalis and vicarius S.

Petri, and pretty early, on one occasion at the E,oman Synod of 495, even

Vicarius Christi ; but from what was there expressed in the customary hyper-

bolical fashion in the concluding acclamations there were now drawn quite

other ecclesiastico-legal inferences which already find a brief and comin-e-

hensive expression under Gregory VII. in the so-called dictatus pap(x} The

Pope as Vicarius Dei or Christi, but not by any means the episcopate united

under the Pope, would now be the concentration of all the divine authority

of the Church, the proper source of ecclesiastical power and ecclesiastical

law. Hence the bishops are in theory pushed back into the position of vicars

of the Pope, who cannot everywhere directly exercise his absolutely universal

power over the whole Church and all believers, and hence calls in the bishops

to share in tiie duties which are incumbent upon him or commissions them

with the latter.2 It is the Pope who distributes the burden of the pastoral

obligations among his brethren, the co-bishops, but in doing so has deprived

himself of nothing, so that he can himself interfere in every detail, can him-

self everywhere investigate, and in certain circumstances can himself judge.

The Thomist theory then develops the relation of the siiiritualis potestas of

the bishops to the full papal potestas, by drawing a parallel between it and the

dependence of every created power on the divine, and between it and that of

the pro-consul under the Emperor, while on the other hand it regards the de-

pendence of the bishop on the archbishop as merely limited, because both have

their common root in the supreme ^^o.s/f^sY^.s' of the Pope. It is specially signi-

ficant, that Innocent II., at the opening of the Second Lateran Council in 1139,

conceives the relations of the bishops to the Pope after the analogy of the

feudal relation.^

The Pope now appears more and more as the proper source of

ecclesiastical law in so far as he Lays more and more exchisive claim

to the legislative power in the Church.

Gregory VII. already ascribes to him the power of giving new and abrogating

old laws. In complete agreement with him Urban II. * only makes the limita-

tion, that he holds this power in every case in which the gospels and prophets

• In Jaffe, BrG. II. (Mon. Greg.), p. 175: " quid valeant pontifices Bomani."
2 Vid. Innocent III. Epist. 1. I. 495 and 496: in partem sollicitudinis advo-

cavit,utsic tanti onus officii per subsidiarias actiones commodius suj^J^ortetur.

^ Mansi, XXI. 534.

* So likewise judges Johannes Saresberiensis, vid. Hkiiteii, Alexander III.,

428.
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have not given other definite regulations (sententialiter aliquid dejinierunt), a

limitation which is again abolished by Thomas Aquinas in so far as the Pope is

only bound by the definitions of the fathers and even the apostles so far as they

are declared to be valid as de jure diouio. All others, which are only valid de

jure 2)ositivo, the FoTpe can alter or give dispensation from; in other words,

only what is an article of faith or valid as a divine ordinance de jure naturae,

is withdrawn from his determination. The phrase of Lucas Tudensis, adv.

Albigenses, II. 1 (Bibiioth. Patr. Max. 25, 215j •' in scrinio cuius (scil. 2}(^P<^)

pectoris totius iuris summa consistitp here used in the sense of the absolutely

unlimited power to bind and to loose according to his will, is subsequently

adopted by Boniface VIII. (Sexti liber I. 2, cap. 1), certainly only in order to

afford foundation for the principle that by a new constitution of the Pope a

previous silence is already reprobated. But this always involves that the Pope

as unlimited and sovereign lord has the jjower of legislation.' In Gratian's

Decretum the view was still ^preponderantly asserted, that the Pope had not the

authority to ordain one-sided alterations in the precepts of earlier councils ; on

the other hand po^ver to abolish by his own authority all positive legal pre-

cepts, and therefore the earlier councils also, was now ascribed to him. The
Councils were hence to be valid only under papal authority and when
brought about by it. A limitation of the legislative authority of the Pope by

the councils is already called in question by Paschal II., because they came

into existence and received power by the authority of the Roman Church.

Hence also the Pope is not bound by their ordinances. Hence, from the time

of the Third Lateran Council, it is also usual to publish their ordinances only

in the name of the Pope with the addition " sacro adprobante or ijrcRsente

concilio." Connected with this is the controversial question as to what was to

be held in case of a quarrel between the Pope and the council. The doctrine of

the Curia, as it is represented by Thomas also, gives the decisive voice to the

Pope even without a council, but the doctrine of the ei^iscopate gives it to the

council even without the Pope. This was a controversial question which in

the following period became a burning one. Connected with it is the definite

assertion, that the Pope who has to adjudicate on everything, is himself to be

judged by none, not even by a general council. Sound ecclesiastical and papal

opinions, such as that of Gerhoh of Ileichersberg do indeed complain even in

the time of Alexander III., that Rome will not suiter itself in an_>' vvay to be

called to account or allow any one to ask cur ita facis, and emphasize the fact

that the Pope is subject to the Church, and therefore also to a general repre-

sentation of it,^ but the Pope tenaciously asserts the above principle, e.g. on

the occasion of the Synod of Pavia (p. 270).

As master of the laws the Pope can also grant dispensation from

ecclesiastical laws {dejure supra iua dispensare, luuocent III. Deer.

Grreg. III.j T. 8, c. 4), and indeed in a very extensive manner.

The earlier dispensations, such as the bishops had also power to grant, merely'

referred to violations of ecclesiastical laws which had taken place, but that to

which the Pope now laid claim also referred to deviation from the canons

[venia canones infrigendi) to be permitted beforehand, onlj' here also the sound

' Tliis " rule of interpretation" is therefore not of such harmless import as is

represented in the Katholik of 18d8, p. 479.

- Vid. Reuter, Alexander HI., 3. 5Jy.
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papal Thomist doctrine finds itself compelled to limit this authority to ecclesi-

astical ordinances, which were juris hiimani or imsitivi, and therefore to the

exclusion of what was juris divini or naturalls ; but the glossators of the

canon law take pleasure in extending to the furthest possible extent the Pope's

right of dispensation.

In logical connection with the assertion of the absolute ecclesias-

tical potesfas the conception of papal infallibility now begins to be

formed.

At first, as with Gregory VII., it is in the mild form of belief in the promise
of Christ (Luke xxii. 32), and with reference to the alleged fact that no heretic

had ever sat in the Roman chair,^ and so that none would ever sit in it ; thus

Alexander III., with every confession of human fallibility in affairs of ecclesi-

astical administration, also assumes infallibility in matters of belief,^ and
Innocent III. says :

" if I were not firm in the faith, how could I educate others

in the faith, which, however, is my vocation." However, the case is supposed
as at least possible, that the individual Pope should err from the true faith and
in such case be corrected by the Church, and so Innocent says further, that the
Pope is to be judged by no man, nisi deprehendatur a fide devius.

Linking on to the custom which required the metropolitans, be-

fore receiving the pallium as the sign of union with the Roman
see, to make a confession of faith and take a vow to maintain the

Roman decretals, the popes began to chain the higher hierarchy to

themselves by sworn obligation.

The oath of fealty formed on the model of the feudal oath, and imposed by
Gregory VII. on the metropolitans, was regularl3- used from the twelfth cen-

tury and strengthened according to circumstances. On the strength of this

oath popes also required obedience in political affairs. Gregory VII. also de-

sired that the metropolitans should come in person for the pallium to Rome,
which however was not carried out. Encroaching upon the rights of the

metropolitans, the popes also sought to ally themselves directly with the

bishops. By custom, indeed, the bishops rendered the oath of subjection to

tlieir metropolitans, by whom they were consecrated, but the confirmation and
consecration of bishops now begins to be reserved to the Pope ; it then becomes
tlie rule that the bishops are bound to render the oath into the hands of the

bishop delegated by the Pope for the purpose of consecration. Corresponding
to this is tlie fact that alontj with the bestowal of the pallium upon the metro-

politans, there is then for the iirst time expressly conferred upon them the right

to consecrate bishops. On the other liand the bishops, for the sake of securing

their position, frequently sought confirmation directly in Rome, natui-ally not
witli empty hands.

But the popes already also laid claim now and again to the right

of nominating the bishops themselves ; such bishops are designated

dei et apostolicce sedix gratia ep/scopus. So likewise the right to

* Vid, Gregorii VII. dictatus, whose freedom from error is ascribed to the

Roman Church.
^ Reuter, I.e. 3, 511.
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remove and depose bishops is decidedly claimed by the popes. The
vassal oath is also frequently required of bishops and exempted
abbots as well as from the metropolitans.

Of the most far reaching consequences was further the claim,

based on the Pseudo-Isidore, to the universal right of receiving

appeals not only aftsr trial before the episcopal tribunal, but also

before it.

According to Alexander III. all legal proceedings may ba directly instituted
before the Pope, or rather, his legate. In this comiection appeal begins to be
desired a clvlll iiidlce to the Pops, which serious ecclesiastical opinions, as
already Bernard, of Clairvaux, disapprove, on account of the disturbing conse-
quences for ecclesiastical and civil order, which eiuerge so much the more tangibly
as the Curia now claims a universal right of absolution, i.e. the right of direct
decision by the Pope, who, formerly, on the occurrence of an appeal, only sent
the matters back for renewed investigation. Scrupulous bishops essentially
contributed to this momentous extension of the right of appeal, by referring
every dubious or hard case from themselves to the Pope.

Those cases which the Pope on all occasions reserved to his own
decision as grave {Casus Papce resermti) increase to an extraordinary
extent in the course of time

;
so likewise the cases of dispensation

reserved to the Pope. The right of canonization is now also

expressly made a reserved right of the popes by Alexander III.

Innocent III. expanded this right by extending it to the acknow-
ledgment of relics.

Of specially momentous consequences was the claim of the popes
to dispose of ecclesiastical benefices in the different national

churches.

In the twelfth century thej^ (Innocent II. and others) begin to issue letters of
recommendation to episcopal chapters to provide favoured clerics with pre-
bends. This influence, exercised in the form of recommendation and petition
{preces),^ then assumed the form of legal disposition: the recommendation
becomes a monitorium, eventually a mandate, on which finally execution
follows. In the thirteenth century this papal disposition over benefices is

already enormously increased, hence the popes also again secure particular
ecclesiastical foundations against it by means of indulgence or give the con-
Cdssion that no foundation may be burdened by the particular pope with more
than four mandates.- From this there is further developed the legal conception
of papal reservation ; on the ground of their right of disposition over all

ecclesiastical offices the popes lay claim to the filling up of all benefices
becoming vacant in Curia. So again by the so-called right of devolution tlie

filling up of bishoprics is claimed by the Pope, when the election which has
been carried out by those entitled is rejected as illegal, and (Innocent III.)

Corresponding to this in the secular sphere is the Jws primcR precis which
fell to the Emperor. Of Innocent III., Epist. vii. 70.

^ Cf. Richter-Dore-Kahl, Kirchenre.cht^ p. 702.
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when the election lias been delayed beyond three months. But finally the

popes also laid claim in special cases to the right of taxing ecclesiastical

property, especially in the form of conceding to pi'ovinces the levying of an

ecclesiastical tenth for a definite period for the purpose of the crusade.

The proper organs of this enormous papal power were the legates

(the legati ordinarii, or rather leg-ati a latere).

The ancient Church had known such ambassadors and substitutes of the

Pope, e.g. at the genei-al councils, or as permanent representatives and agents,

such as the apocrisiaries in Constantinople, so also emissaries with definite

full power for certain affairs. In another fashion certain metropolitans had
been entrusted as papal vicai-s with higher rights of supervision over a larger

ecclesiastical cii'cle {vid. the vicars of Aries and of Thessalonica, vol. i. 344,

and the position destined for Bishop Drogo, ii., 157). The Pseudo-Isidore had

advocated the idea of such a primacy as a permanent interinediate degree.

Besides, as a rule the case of such primatial rank was accompanied by the

notion of a legation, i.e. a commission to represent definite papal rights. Now,
however, the legati ordinarii emerge as an indispensable institution. They
exercise the so-called coaicurrent jurisdiction of the Pope, i.e. the right apper-

taining to the Pope of interfering everywhere in the jurisdiction of the bishops;

and when they are at the same time cardinals, they have at the same time as

legati a latere the power to exercise the reserved papal rights, with some
exceptions. On the other hand the position of the vicars or permanent legates

rather sank into a "mere honorary precedence, the limited rights of which
became inoperative in the presence of an ordinary legate. The princes only

claimed with fluctuating success to make the appearance of these ordinary

legates in their territories dependent on their consent. These legates, equipped

with universal full powers ad visltandas ecclesias, frequently appointed from
the time of Leo IX. and especially from that of Gregor3' VII., have precedence

over all bishops without regard to their own ecclesiastical rank. From this

legatio there is, for the rest, to be distinguished the delegatio, i.e. that of the

transference of jurisdiction on the part of the judices ordinarii with a defin-

itely limited commission which might not ba transgressed. Thus the Pope, as

ordinarius Judex singuloi^um, sends papal delegates, who may even force the

bishops as ordinaries to carry out the decision approved by them by the

application of censures. As those ordinary legates are entitled to claim sus-

tenance from the churches in which they are active, they frequently practise

the greatest monetary exactions, and contribute in quite special measure to

increase the complaints as to papal oppression in regard to finance, such as

are most sharply expressed by men of sound papal disposition such as Bernard,

John of Salisbury, and many others.

Naturally, with the growth of the papal claims, a numerous papal

Curia is also made necessary. The name occurs from about the

middle of the eleventh century ,for the officials surrounding the

Pope, and Grerhoh of lieichersberg still censures this secular expres-

sion. Naturally, growing hnancial resources were also required for

it, which were claimed by the popes under various titles.

The Papal See draws revenues partly from the landed properties bestowed by

the Homan Church, partly from the monasteries which have submitted to its
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protection or have been placed from the beginning under it by their fotniders,

partly from the so-called exempted bishoprics, partly taxes from secular rulers

in consequence of the feudality of their realms. Individual nations such as

England, Denmark, Norway, Sweden, rendered taxes to it lender special titles,

such as the so-called Peter's penny. Other revenues may be designated accord-

ing to their nature, as dues. Thus according to the law of Justinian definite

dues were paid by the ordained to the ordaining patriarchs, archbishops or

bishops, and their chanceries, which among the lower clergy rose as high as

the value of a year's income. The like was found in the Eoman Church also

in the sixth century.' Later also a so-called Oblatio or Benedictio was there

rendered by consecrated bishops or ordained abbots. Since the right of ordain-

ing or confirming bishops had now become a papal reservation, this gave rise

to a very lucrative source of income; this was likewise the case with the

bestowal of the pallia on the metropolitans, for which a considerable tax had

to be paid, which had already given cause of complaint in the time of Boni-

face, and again since the eleventh century. But finally a rich source of income

arose out of the right above mentioned of taxing ecclesiastical property or

tithing all ecclesiastical revenue, to which the popes laid claim in extraordinary

cases. Hence the incessant complaint as to Roman avarice advances step by

step with the rise of the papal power. While so-called simony is combated

with holy zeal, in Rome and among the papal legates it prevails in another

orm and in unlimited fashion. When the Roman legate, Richard, reproached

Ivo, Bishop of Chartres, with the fact that simony still prevailed in his diocese,

Ivo declared : if according to ancient custom the dean or cantor and other

members of the chapter demand money from the canons to be appointed, they

appeal against my opposition to the example of the Roman Church, where the

chamberlains and ministers of the palace require much of the consecrated

bishops and abbots under the the title of the Oblatio or the Beneficium
;
not

even pen and paper are to be had there otherwise. Archbishop Adalbert of

Mayence as papal legate required of a new bishop as the price of recognition

300 pounds for the Pope and 600 for himself (cf. Woker, Klrchliches Finanz-

wesen der Pcipste, Nordlingen 1878).

3. The relation of the papal Church to the secular power and the geo-

graphical extension of the papal church-government.

Literature : E. Fkiedberg, de finium inter ecclesiam et civitatem regundorum

iudicio, quid medii cevi docfores et leges statuerint, Leipz. 1861. Id. in

ZKR. A^III.

1. At the beginning of the former period Charlemagne had put

himself forward as ruler of Christendom, on whom fell first and

foremost the care for the maintenance of the faith and the practical

Christian education of the people. He had also regarded the admin-

istration of ecclesiastical order and the maintenance of the faith

taught by the Church as his task. Accordingly, the assemblies of the

Empire, formed of spiritual and secular representatives, had afforded

a handle for ecclesiastical legislation also. On the one hand honour

' Vid. Concilium Romanum, 595, also contained in the Decretum Gratianum,

Cap. 4, Caus. 1. quaest. 2.
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and acknowledgment were paid to the organs of the Church and

also to the head of the Church as the guardian of religious-moral

truth, but on the other hand the ecclesiastical institutions with their

property were unhesitatingly drawn into the service of political

civilization and the secular requirements of the State.

'2. The strengthened specifically ecclesiastical consciousness had

next obtained its rough expression in the Pseudo-Isidore, and the

strong character of the personality of Nicholas I. had asserted the

Church, culminating in the papacy, as the highest religious-moral

authority even as against the secular princes, and had striven after

the Church's free self-determination.

3. But the papacy, which withdrew itself from the supreme

power of the Emperor, fell a victim to the self-seeking interests of

the parties, which made use of its power for their own purposes and

in a high degree divested the Church of its religious-moral ideality.

It was the Empire which by taking thought for its own religious-

moral duties had first to. bring the papacy to order. But in the

Church, elevated from its disgrace by the secular power, tendencies

towards ecclesiastical reform of a serious character gain increasing

power ; the Church strives to stand upon its own feet, to go its own

way, and to guard itself against being put under the guardianship

of the secular power and, for that end strives to gain the dominion

of secular affairs. For the Church as a legal institution requires

for its spiritual ends universal obedience from the Christian world,

the submission of all who desire to have a share in its sacramental

graces to its discipline, and the consecration of all profane institu-

tions by the Church, Hence not only the highest persons in secular

rank must be subject to the judgment and discipline of tlie Church,

but also all secular orders are to fall under its spiritual guidance.

4. The far-reaching domination of rude power and the self-seeking

interests of political life themselves promote the view, according to

which the secular ordinances of life do not appear so much as inde-

pendently moral, but rather as in themselves profane, and requiring

the higher divine influence through the Church, before they can

obtain any value. From the representatives of the Church there

goes forth the influence which sought not without success to give

the world the peace of God in the establishment of the so-called

treuga del. But the Church immediately begins to defend itself

against simony and to come forward in favour of the celibacy of

priests, and indeed not only for the sake of combating the venality

of the clergy and establishing their ascetic purity, but also in the

interest of a fundamental severance and emancipation from the
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secular power in general. But the Cliurch can only promise itself

eifective consequences for these efforts by gathering its power

together in the monarchical papacy,

5, In Gregory VII. the conceptions of ecclesiastical reform and

the effort after unlimited papal power consciously prevail. It is no

longer the Christian king, but the Pope, who is the head of the

great Christian family, and who, as the substitute of God, requires

obedience of all its members, even the highest. A supreme domin-

ion over everything secular is also derived here from his universal

religious mission.

Peter, it is said, was appointed by the Lord Jesus Christ to be princeps super

regna (Registrum, i. (3o) ; the Pope holds the %miversale regimen (ibid., ii. 51).

Along with Paul, Peter has the power to take the empire, kingdoms, princi-

palities, etc., and every possession from one person and give them to another,

according to merit. As he has to give account of princes to God, so, as God's

representative, it is his to require obedience from them. The apostolic and the

kingly power ought indeed to co-operate for the guidance of men, but the much
used image of the sun and the moon assigns the subordinate place to the kingly

power and is obliged to do so logically, as it regards the Pope as the representa-

tive of God, and the spiritual power as necessarily called to the guidance of all

earthly things. In presence of it every earthly power appears a'^ of profane

origin. In spite of the acknowledgment that the secular power also exists in

accordance with the divine will, the origination of princely power is derived

merely from human pride and hviman passion inspired by the devil {liegistr.

IV. 2 and VII. 21, especially p. 456 sqq.). Hence Gregory already requires of

the new Emperor, to be elected after the death of Rudolph of Rheinfelden,

a strict oath of fealty and obedience {Reg. VIII. 26, p. 475). The idea that the

Pope has no right to depose the Emperor and raise another in his place, he

regards as a foolish opinion {Beg. VIII. 21 ; cf. his threats against Philip of

France, Reg. II. 5).

6. The further prosecution of these tendencies, which already find

strong expression in the book of Damiani {de pricilegiis Romance
ecclesice, 0pp. III.), prompted by Hildebrand before his accession to

the throne, and likewise in the work of Cardinal Humbert adversu.s-

Simoniacos^ and which, are also gathered together in the so-called

Dictatus of Gregory {Reg. II. 55 a), involved that the election of

the Pope, which by the decree of Nicholas II. was placed in the

hands of the cardinals, should be rescued from the claims of the

Emperor, and involved further the obstinate conflict over investi-

ture, and finally the continued effort to release the Church and
clergy from secular jurisdiction and secular burdens, and substitute

the use of spiritual weapons as means of coercion against princes.

In doing so the canonical doctrine at first still adheres to the indepen-

dence of both the papal and the imperial power, each in its own
sphere, and also does not yet found the imperial dignity upon the
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papal investiture, but on the election by the princes and people.^

But Bernard of Clairvaux already holds that both swords belong to

the Church, and only that the secular sword is to be administered

not \nj the Church itself but oiA^^ for the Church ad nutum sacerdotis

{De considerat. 4, 31).

7. The attempted realisation of the papal universal monarch3'-

appears at its highest point under Innocent III The Lord is said

to have commanded Peter to rule not only the Church, but the

whole world also {Reg. II. 209). Both powers—that over souls and

that over bodies, were indeed created by God, but the one by direct

divine ordinance
; the other, as is exemplified in Saul's monarch}^, was

only extorted from God by human desire {Reg. de negotlo^ Nr. 18).

Hence arose the claim {vld. sup. p. 275) to decide on the worthi-

ness of the elected German king and make him Emperor by con-

secration. The Pope actually carries his point as to the oath of

fidelity to be rendered by the Emperor. In Constantine's Donation

Gregory sees the correct acknowledgment that he to whom God has

entrusted the government of heavenly things ought also to rule over

the earthly (MG. Ep. s. 13, 1. 703). Innocent IV. gives the strongest

expression to the like sentiment in his conflict with Frederick II.

Fundamentally it is everywhere the spiritual power to bind and

to loose, conceived as spiritual jurisdiction, which is made to afford

the foundation for the judicial superiority of the Pope even over

princes ;
but Innocent IV. goes beyond the widest extension of this

principle, when he says, that it was not Constantine, but the eternal

King and Priest after the fashion of Melchisedec who, along with the

high priestly, bestowed also the royal ^.wtocxdicy {monarchat ii.s) on Peter

and his successors. The converted Constantine, he said, had only

given back the dominion of the Church which had hitherto been

exercised in an illegitimate manner, in order to receive it again from

the Vicar of Christ as it was ordained by God. Both swords rest in

the lap of the Church ; he who is not in the Church has neither of

them ; both by right belong to Peter. The saying is not, throw away
thy sword, but: put up thy sword in the sheath, all that is meant

being that he is not to handle it himself ; the successors of Peter

are forbidden to handle the sword themselves, but not the authority

in virtue of which it is handled. The materiali.^ po.ste.stas gladii lies

potential!}^ in the lap of the Church ; actually it is transferred by

the Church to the Emperor.^

' Vi(L Maassen, Beitnige zur Geschichte der juri.stifichen Literatur, Wien
1857, p. B7 sqq.

^ AViNKELMANN, Acta iaedita, II. GOG sqq.
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With the theological theory there are allied other practical considerations of

a perfectly different sort, by means of which Innocent IV., in reference to the

saying of Frederick II. quoted above, p. 284, seeks to reassure princes in the

belief that they have nothing to fear from the Pope such as Frederick II. had.

From their prelates, who anointed them, they nevertheless received the feudal

oath for their secular fiefs. They reign by hereditary succession, tlie Emperor
by the choice of the German princes.

8. The attempt to assert these claims in the most pointed manner
against Christian princes in g-eneral, is involved in the procedure of

Boniface VIII. , which has been described.

Distinct from the foundation of the peculiar relation between Pope and Em-
peror, spiritual and secular power in general, is moreover the attempt, which
through historical circumstances was crowned with much success, to bring a

large number of European countries into a relation of real dependence on the

Pope.

But even apart from this Gregory VII. already obtained a high degree of

decisive authority over different princes and kingdoms of his time. Under
the banner of S. Peter the Duke of the Normans seized the mastery over Eng-
land, and the Normans in Southern Italy had to supply him with a point of

support against the German Empire. The See of Peter was engaged in lively

intercourse ^ with the kingdoms of the Scandinavian North, as well as with the

Slavs and Magyars in the East, and being released from the German dominion,

they met the papacy with great willingness. It has been narrated what influ-

ence the Eoman See under Alexander III. attained in England, as also how it

interfered under Innocent III. in the political relations of England and France,

etc. Various provinces of national churches which had formerly been indepen-

dent and little touched by the papal power were opened to its influence. The
Spanisll Church, till towards the end of the previous period, had stood almost
entirely without connection with Eome under the Spanish Primacy which had
passed from Toledo to Compostella. But the necessities of the Christian rulers

drove them into close attachment to the Christian West; especially under
ALrHONZO VI. of Castile, Asturia, Leon, Gallicia and a part of Portugal. With
him and with Sancho of Aragon Gregory VII. joined alliance after long separa-

tion, and essentially obtained the acceptance of the Roman liturgy instead of

the Mozarabic. Similarly Alexander III. succeeded in attracting the hitherto

almost entirely isolated Irish Church which, it is true, according to ancient
custom, had procured ordination for its bishops from Canterbury. The action

of Archbishop Malaghi of Armagh,"^ who wrought for the naturalization of

the canonical houi's, the Eoman confession, confirmation and marriage, was
especially epoch-making for the beginning of a closer alliance with Eome,
under King David (1124-53). At this time there also began the removal of the
national married priests—the so-called Culdees—especially in the cathedral
churches, though in the meantime it could not be carried to its completion.
Malachi procured the pallium in Eome in 1135, and a synod of 1148 was active
in the matter. After Malachi's death Eugene III. .sent four pallia to Ireland.
Four archbishoprics were erected at the Council of Mellifont in 1152. But

^ Cf. Gregory's Regent. I. 13 ; II. 63 and 70.

2 Bernhaedi Clakavall. liber de vita et 7'ebu.s gestis Malachice in Oj^p. ed.

Mabillon, I. 657 sqq, ; Ml. 182, 1013.
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ecclesiastical interests here went band in hand with those of politics dii-ected

towards the subjection of Ireland to England, supported hy Hadrian IV. who
was himself an Englishman. In the negotiations carried on on this subject

with John of Salisbury in 1155 the Roman See develops the theorj^, according

to which all islands belong to the Papal See ^ de jure atitiquo, viz. according to

the Donation of Constantine. The British ruler receives permission to take

possession of Ireland for the purpose of ecclesiastical and moral reforms, with-

out prejudice to the rights of the Church, and under condition of the payment

of Peter's penny by every house. King Henry III., after seventeen years,

sought to carry out these pbms. Alexander III. sent legates, summoned a

council, and in doing so treated the Irish as almost mere nominal Christians,

who were now^ for the first time to be Christianized and introduced into the

Christian organization. The occupation of Ireland by Henry was followed by

the Synod of Cashel in November, 1171. But the ecclesiastical arrangements

took place without even the mention of Eome. The special ecclesiastical fea-

tures which were connected with national peculiarities had to give way.

On occasion of the crusades new relations were also formed with the East

(vkl. infra).

The Milanese Church now also succeeded in drawing out of its old indepen-

dence and closer to Rome. Even after the subjection of the Milanese to the

Roman requirements of celibacy, the clergy and people of Milan would not

have Anselm, the new archbishop, go to Rome. He did indeed do so, but evaded

receiving the pallium from the Pope. In the 12th centui'y Milan took part

against the Emperor Lothar of Saxony, and in the contemporary papal schism

took the part of Anacletus against Innocent TI., but for this very cause was

obliged to submit to the growing power of Lothar and Pope Innocent II. whom
he recognised, and the archbishop was obliged to receive the pallium from the

latter and take the oath to him (113G).

Not only were the ideas of the papal niiiversal monarchy, which

were so greatly enlarged from Grregory VII. onwards, opposed by

the ideas of the imperial supreme authority and the efforts of the

princes, but also the conception of the independence of the two

powers, the spiritual and the secular, each in its own sphere, as it

had been so decidedly asserted by Frederick I. and II., maintained

itself for a considerable time after Gregory VII. even in canonist

doctrine. Against the encroachments of the papal power, especially

ao"ainst the political and financial oppressions which resulted from

their application, there arose a powerful resistance even on the part

of those who were well-wishers of the Church. An example in

point is the so-called Pragmatic Sanction, carried out by so good a

churchman as Lewis IX. of France on the ground of the gravamina

ecclesim Gallicauce, in which the complaints of the barons and mag-

nates of the realm as to the Papal oppressions were expressed.

Devotion, it said, had been thereby cooled and even transformed into vehe-

ment hatred ;
it was unheard of that the Roman Church should demand subsi-

* Vid. the bull in Mansi, XXI. 788.
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dies or tribute from the Galilean Church for every necessity; unheard of that
it should say, " give me so-and-so much or I excommunicate thee." Lewis re-

fused the Pope the tithes demanded from the French Church for three j^ears for

the purpose of the war against Frederick II. He would by no means suffer the
Church of his kingdom to be plundered in order that by these means war should
be made on Christians ; he himself indeed, in 1267, got the Pope to concede him
these three years' tithes of the French Church, but for the purpose of the cru-

sade, as to which his own clergy were greatly exasperated. To appease them,
in March, 1269, he issued the so-called Pragmatic Sanction.^ Their full right
and jurisdiction are here assured to the prelates, patrons and collators of the
French Church, free election by the chapter is asserted and the Koman exac-

tions are forbidden ; such levies are only to be permitted by the royal assent, in

case of acknowledgment of their inevitable necessity.

That moreover the grave dangers of the Papal encroachments

were keenly felt by good churchmen is shown e.g. by Gerhoh of

Reichersberg, whose sound papal sentiments came into keenly felt

discord with his political loyalty in the conflict of Frederick I. with

Alexander III. ; so likewise in the 13th century Bishop Robert

Geosseteste (Grossetete, Greathead) of Lincoln (f 1253), was
impelled by nothing but strenuous zeal for the Church to say the

sharpest things to Innocent IV. on account of the encroachments

practised by the latter on episcopal rights (Provisions) to the preju-

dice of pastoral duty.^

4. The Social Relations of the Clergy.

The effort of the Church towards emancipation of the spiritual

power from the secular and increase of the influence of the spiritual

power in the secular sphere stamps itself distinctly on the develop-

ment of the relations of the clergy in general. Connected with
this is :

1. The elevation of the class-rights of the clergy. In pursuance
of the claims already asserted at an earlier time, the principle of the
inviolability of the clergy is already enunciated at the Second
Lateran Council in 1139, for the protection of the clergy against

attacks.^ Every material injury (with a few exceptions) inflicted

on them involves the penalty of the Church's ban. Even according
to the legislation of the decretals the injurer ipso facto falls under
excommunication, from which as a rule only the Pope can absolve.

^ Ordonnances des rois de France de la troisihne race, recueiUies par Ms. de
Laurier, Paris, 1723, fol. I. 97. As to the contested genuineness vid. the litera-

ture in RiOHTER-DovB, 8th ed., p. 129.

* Vid. Lechler, Wiclif, 1. 177 sqq.

* Synod of Wiirzburg in 1130, can. 10 ; of Rheims in 1131, can. 9. Second
Lateran Synod in 1139, c. 15.

C.H.—VOL. II. X
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2. The ancient ecclesiastical privileges, which had also been

essentially transferred to Germanic conditions {vid. suy).^ p. 104), are

especially demanded in reference to the immunity of the clergy

from burdens and taxes as a privilege bestowed by God, and recog-

nised by the imperial legislation of Frederick II., of 10th November,

1220.

3. In accordance with the principle that no cleric as such shall

stand under secular power, and with the point of view which

dominates the whole controversy over investiture, the exemption of

the clergy from secular jurisdiction is demanded in a new fashion

from the time of Urban II.

Urban II. already went beyond the principle still acknowledp,ed by Gratian,

that the clergy in civil affairs were subject to civil jurisdiction, and only in

criminal affairs to that of the bishops, and under him the Synod of Nimes
declared it sacrilege to drag clergy or monks before a secular tribunal.

Alexander III. threatened this offence with excommunication. According to

Innocent III., even in civil matters a cleric v^-as not even to renounce the

spiritual jurisdiction in controversy v^^ith a layman, since the spiritual court

was not a personal beneficium for the individual clergy, but was awai-ded to

the whole class. The attempt of Henry II. of England to re-obtain penal

jurisdiction over the clergy by means of the capitula of Clarendon (p. 272)

failed. For the case of obstinate persistence in offence, seeing that the Church
could only dispose of its spiritual means of punishment, Celestine III. certainly

retained the expedient that obstinate clerical criminals should be handed over

to the secular penal power, which could proceed by means of exile or other

legitimate penalties. It was partly pre-supposed, or expressly ordained by
princes, or conceded on the part of the spirituality as a special privilege to the

authorities, that the secular judge might apprehend a cleric taken in flagranti
.^

but only in order to hand him over to the spiritual judge (Synod of Lerida,

1229). The French magnates under Philip Augustus, in 1219,' no longer dared

to demand that a person who had been degraded bj^ the spiritual tribunal for

common crime should be handed over to the secular tribunal, but only that the

degraded person should not be protected on the part of the Church from further

prosecution by the secular court, and that the secular judge might further

seize and judge him outside the church and the forecourt, when he found him.

Still more cramping for the secular administration of justice was the pi'inciple,

that all who had taken the cross, were thereby withdrawn from tlie secular

tribunal {r/ul. infra). As regards them, Philip Augustus demanded that in

cases of grosser common crime, the penalty of which was death or mutilation,

the final judgment should bo before the secular tribunal ; the Church was not

to protect them, in return for which he would leave them to the ecclesiastical

forum in the case of lighter transgressions. The principle of the privilege of

the spiritual court of justice found confirmation in the legislation of Frederick

II. in 1220. And also in his Sicilian code he only excepted crime of high

treason from this privilege.

^ Vid. GiESELER, II. 2,270.
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4. The emancipation of the election of bishops from the secular

power. On the abolition of lay-investiture a certain influence of

princes on the election of bishops very probably remained possible,

as, conversely, regard to the properly ecclesiastical and canonical

rights of election was still compatible with investiture with ring

and staff by laymen. On the whole, however, the movement
against investiture by the secular power advanced co-ordinately

with that for the abolition of secular influence in general on the

election. The position of the clergy in the secular feudal alliance

now certainly hindered the radical solution, which sought to bring

the bishoprics, etc., entirely into the hands of the Church. The
obligation to the feudal lord, which was involved in the holding of

the fief, necessarily remained, as in the interest of the Church the

royalties could not be renounced. The bestowal of the royalties

by the secular feudal superior also requires the rendering of the

feudal oath and the assumption of the feudal obligations, as was
also recognised by Innocent III. at the Fourth Lateran Council, can.

43 ; similarly the cleric, in spite of the privilege of the spiritual

tribunal, was obliged, as a holder of a royal fief, to accept law from

his feudal superior (Alexander III.). But the share of the laity in

the actual election of a bishop was greatly diminished, in conse-

quence of the controversy as to investiture. Innocent II. certainly

ordained that the chapter should not exclude pious laymen from

participation in the election. According to Gerhoh, the clerg}^ have

to advise, the canons to elect, the people to pray, and the honorati

(advowees and noble servitors of the bishop) to approve ; neverthe-

less, when this approval does not ensue, an otherwise canonical

election is not to fall to the ground. But the canonici (the cathedral

chapter), especially from the time of Alexander III., more and more
appear as the real and exclusive electoral college ; as the cardinals

elect the Pope, so should the cathedral chapter elect the bishop. So

Innocent III., in the Fourth Lateran Council, places the decision

in the entire cathedral chapter or its majority, or even in its better

part [fienior par.^).i in which case a handle was afforded for the inter-

ference of the Pope.

5. The limitation of the right of patronage also shows the effort

to place the Church on a free and independent footing. If formerly

the church was founded and endowed by a landlord, was still re-

garded as the property of the landlord or his heirs (p. 100), and the

landlord or patron as the person who had the right of appointing

to the pastorate, there is now no longer any question of a property
of the landlord in the pastorate ; there now remain? to him only
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the right of protection and supervision of the church property

(hence in the decretals the patronus is occasionally also designated

advocatus). The principle which had already been so frequently

inculcated by the Pseudo-Isidorian collection, that no cleric might

receive his office as a fief from a layman, now becomes practical in

the fact that the landlord's right of nomination is transformed into

the jus prsBsentandi attached to the possession of the estate.

But alongside of this so-called real patronage, thei-e is developed in the time

of Alexander III. the personal patronage attached to the foundation, and still

further I'elations of patronage arise out of the investiture of laymen with

church property and the institution of churchwardens. The so-called

spiritual patronage rests ^"partly on endowment out of the resources of the

cathedral or monastery entitled, partly on donation on the part of the secular

patrons, bvit it frequently rests on the right of the incorporation, the presenta-

tion of churches to the monasteries, which have divine service administered

by one of their members, or a vicar installed bj^ them. la this case the

installation of the minister by the monasteries has also been mostly trans-

formed into presentation, but at the same time such stringent measures were

not taken against this influence as against the influence of the laity.

6. The enormous possessions of the Church supplied the condition

of its vast development of power. The Church as a whole was not

indeed regarded as the proprietrix of church property, still less

were the individual communities, but, according to the predominant

canonical point of view, the individual churches and ecclesiastical

institutions are regarded as the proper holders of the right. But

sufficient provision is made for the undivided utilization of the

immense property of the Church through the right of superintend-

ence and control ascribed to the ecclesiastical superiors under the

culmination of the entire hierarchical system in the papacy. Here

also the Church seeks with much success to guard the free disposal

over church property, and to pursue its constant augmentation by

every means, although it is always exposed, in regard to the former,

to covetous interference from the secular side ; and in regard to the

latter, especially towards the end of this period, the need obtrudes

itself upon the secular authorities, of placing such limits upon the

acquisition of portions of land on the part of the Church, as should

arrest the excessive increase of property in the dead hand. This

effort begins in particular in the thirteenth century among the

cities, which issued their own municipal laws. The secular judges

often refuse recognition to those testamentary dispositions by which

immoveable property or more than a definite sum of money is be-

queathed to the Church. This movement extended more decidedly

in the Ibllowing period.
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The secular means of power of the bishops and prelates for the

most part rest upon the secular fiefs held by them. This feudal

relation explains the attempts of the feudal lords to interfere with

the usufruct of the property appertaining to the ecclesiastical

dignitaries, for their own advantage, especially in cases of death,

especially by the so-called jms regalice., according to which during

the time of vacancy the Ijona temporalia and the junsdktio tem-

poralis recurred to the feudal superior, and also the jus spolii or

exuviarum, which developed about the same time, i.e. the right of

the feudal superior, which probably originally arose out of reckless

violent interference, and became a custom, to take possession of the

personal property left at the death of prelates.

The former primarily related only to properties bestowed by the king. It

was not till the thirteenth century that the attempt was made to extend it to

all properties of the bishoprics from whatever source they might have pro-

ceeded. The royalty was claimed in France (for the greater part of the French

bishoprics) from the middle of the twelfth centviry, in England even earlier.

As a matter of fact the popes were obliged to acknowledge this right as i-egards

France, and when Boniface VIII. aspired anew to abolish it, Philip the Fair

was able to assert it, and indeed with reference to other prebends and digni-

ties also. The claims which were here only tolerated with i-esistance, had

to be given up in Germany by Otto IV. But a general prohibition, to which

Frederick II. agreed in 1220, was never observed by the German princes, and

equally little by other kings and their great vassals, or the stewards and

patrons who laid claim to the right. At the Council of Lyons, in 1274 (can.

12), which guards itself against the robbery of spiritual properties on the part

of the stewards, the customary enjoj^ment of the fruits of the ecclesiastical

property in cases where it has existed from antiqviity, has to be conceded

during the time of vacancy. The jus primarum i^recum of the German

emperors, i.e. the right of the bestowal of one bene Bee in each bishopric,

which was conceded to them, may be regarded as a scanty remnant of these

claims.

Among the properly ecclesiastical sources of revenue the tithe

permanently occupies an important place ; it had long been claimed

by the Church as a universal divine right, but was only more

generally given effect to in this period. Introduced into Denmark
by Cnut the Saint, in 1086, but, as elsewhere, only reluctantly

tolerated, the tithe right raised a revolt of the peasants in Scania.

In Ireland, the closer attachment to Rome {pid. sup., p. 303), in the

end of the twelfth century led to the introduction of the tithe
;
so

likewise in Portugal and Spain.

In consequence of the principle that church property might not be arbitrarily

alienated, the Church now asserted the demand that laymen should not be in

possession of the enjoyment of the tithe ; at the same time many ecclesiastical

tithes (along with some which were not of ecclesiastical origin), had come into
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secular hands. Kings had given in fief to laj-men the titheable property
bestowed by them on the Church, or the bishops, as in many cases, had made
such bestowals, partly to their advowees, partly in particular to their servitors,

whom they i-equired in order to render their military services. Or patrons,

to whom according to the earlier view the churches built upon their land

properly belonged, had retracted again the tithes which had been made over to

the clergy. Against this the consciousness of tlie Chui'ch arose in the eleventh

centurj' under Gregory VII. The ecclesiastical tithes were to be given back

by the laitj^, even when they had received them from kings or bishops.' This

was an interference with existing rights, such as Gregory YII. was not afraid

to make, but at first with little consequence. Frederick I. vs'as able to declare at

the diet at Gelnhausen in 1180, that the tithes were conferred upon the power-

ful as fiefs, in order that they might become defendei'S of the Church, which
was in need of protection, and therefore intei-ested himself in the so-called

decimae infeudatse as legitimate, and the Third Lateran Council of 1179

at least confined itself (can. 14) to the transference of tithes from laymen to

laymen. Awe of the Church, however, caused many tithes held by laymen
to be presented to the Church or to monasteries, or surrendered in return for

reasonable indemnit^^

A further important source of revenue was continuously formed

by bequests, so much the more as all testamentary matters were

the affair of the spiritual court. The influence of pastors and

confessors was further strengthened by the fact that according to

the regulation of Alexander III. wills made on the deathbed before

the pastor and two or three other persons were to have legal force

;

soon the presence of the pastor was actually required. While this

was of influence, specially in England and France, the Church in

Grerman}' had long to combat the contrary Germanic view that a

valid testament could only be made by a person who still " walked

the street without stay or staff." The Crusades also frequently

afforded the Church opportunity of enriching itself by purchases

and mortgagees, so likewise the continuation of the alread}' ancient

relationship, according to which common freemen, who were unable

to protect themselves, preferred to receive their properties from the

Church as rent-hold. Besides, it was now sought, as has been

remarked, to secure the Church, apart naturally from its existing

feudal obligations, in freedom from taxation of its properties. It

boldly set up the principle of entire freedom from taxes ; only of

its own free-will would it contribute to the relief of public necessity

and that only with the approval of the bishops (Third Lateran

Council, 1179), and even only with that of the Pope (Fourth

Lateran Council, can. 46), The imperial declaration of Frederick

II., of lUth November, 1220, was referred by the Pope to the free-

' Synod of Rome, 1078, can. 6 ; Second Lateran Synod, 1139, can. 10, and more

tluiu once.
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dom of the Church from all taxes
; but the Church never succeeded

in carrying- into effect these claims, by which she desired to escape

secular greed, and the cities were now specially successful in de-

fending themselves against them.

5. Influence of the Hierarchy on legal life.

The exalted influence of the Church on the secular power is based

in the last resort on the claim of the Church to be the exponent of

the divine will and so of the law which is binding on all, and at

the same time on the spiritual power of the Keys bestowed upon

her.

1. Even where the independence of the sphere of the secular

power is maintained, it appears to be the duty of the secular sword,

in acknowledgment of the divine law, to place itself at the service

of the requirements of the Church. The Emperor as guardian-

steward of the Church ought to lend the secular arm to the main-

tenance in its purity of the Church's faith by means of his law.

In continuation of that which the Emperors of the Roman Empire

had already recognised, and Charlemagne had also regarded as

the duty of a Christian king, it is maintained that violation of the

Christian faith, the basis of the life of the Christian Church, is at

the same time to be prosecuted with punishment as a crime against

civil society. Infamy, confiscation, forfeiture of the testamenti [actio

and in certain circumstances death itself, are among the penalties

ordained, and these penalties^ acknowledged by the Church received

confirmation in the constitutions of the German Emperors, as is

shown especially by the constitutions of Frederick II. of 1220 and

succeeding years.- To this subject also belong the reliefs afforded

by the secular government in cases of complaint as to interference

in the ecclesiastical sphere, and the recognition and securing of the

liberties of the Church, as is shown by the Golden Bull of Frederick

II. in 1213, the constitutions of 1220 sqq. above mentioned, and

other documents.

2. But in particular, the spiritual censures of excommunication

and the interdict, which in its effects extended much further into

civic life, in spite of all conflicts in individual cases, are generally

recognised by the secular power, which concedes their legal conse-

quences by making secular outlawry follow the ban if reconcilia-

tion with the Church is not sought within six weeks, which outlawry

can only be set aside after the release of the ban. At the same

' Vid. Decretorum Gregorii IX. liber v. tit. 7.

2 MGL. II. 243 sqq.
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time, a public decree^ was required for the actual occurrence of the

civil disadvantages, especially the refusal of judicial prosecution,

which arose therefrom. But the spread of the abuse of excom-

munication as a weapon for the secular interests of the hierarchy,

necessitated the emergence of a growing opposition of the secular

power, such as comes out in so many conflicts of the popes with the

emperors. Especially noteworthy is the line of conduct of Louis IX.

in France in the thirteenth century
;
he refused to compel those

who had been excommunicated in such conflicts to reconciliation

with the Church by depriving them of their properties. The

notion is here asserted with ever-growing power, that the govern-

ment must form its own judgment as to the justice or injustice of

such a ban and decide accordingly and afford protection against an

unjust ban. Here lies the root of the doctrine, subsequently

developed in the French domain, of the so-called appelationes ab

abusu.

8. Along with other sins, the Church threatens with ecclesiastical

penalties those also which lead to the disturbance of civil life and

order, and so encroaches deeply in this reference upon the secular

sphere. She had laboured most successfully to bring about the

peace of God, and constantly threatened transgressions of it with

ecclesiastical censures. But similarly piracy and beach-combing',

usury and false-coining and the like, also the custom of tourna-

ments which was offensive to the Church, and finally the custom of

the ordeals which had formerly been tolerated and sanctioned by

the Church, were placed under her censure. The penal judgment of

the Church not only upon heresy, but also upon the things men-

tioned, found a specially solemn expression in the ban uttered on

certain days, especially on Thursday in Passion Week, in a general

contumacial process. From the thirieenth century a ban of this

sort was solemnly uttered "iw ccBWrt Domini''^ against whole classes

of persons.^ The history of the papacy shows how the popes make

use of this process even for the prohibition of new taxes and imposts.

In reference to such contumacial process of the Pope in coBua Domini

the synod of Wurzburg of 1287 ordained that the bishops should

proceed by means of similar solemn declarations against any one

(even against archbishops).

The final judgment on many offences of this sort now also lay in

> Constitutio Frederici,!!., 1220. MGL. II., 23G.

^ Nicholas III. in 1280 collected the regulations against heretics {Magviim

bullariiim liomaniim, 1. 156). The oldest printed form of the bulla hi ccena

Domini is that of Urban V. 1365.
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the hands of the so-called Synodal Court {vid. sup., p. 217), at which

in consequence of the semi-secular procedure secular vindictive

penalties, especially fines, were applied alongside of the spiritual

penances. But when, in accordance with the state of the matter,

such penalties were to be applied against life and limb, the case was

handed over for this purpose to the secular judge.

With the contemporaiy development of the purely secular penal law there

arose out of these circumstances a certain rivalry between the secular and the

spiritual court, so that, towards the end of this period, the principle emerged

on the ecclesiastical side, that, as soon as the secular court had punished a

crime, it might no longer be censured in the synodal court. In this way only

the ofFences which directly attacked the life of the Church remained subject to

the exclusive judgment of the spiritual judges. The Church, however, retained

an essential share in the administration of the penal law, in so far as, whenever

she herself or the clergy were injured, she allowed the accuser the choice be-

tween the secular and the ecclesiastical forum ; and so also in the case of other

oflPences, when they had an ecclesiastical or religious aspect, she herself de-

clared the penalties threatened in the civil law, whenever the secular judge had

not fulfilled his duty.' But in the thirteenth century participation in this

jurisdiction was more and more withdrawn from the synodal courts.

4. The increase in the number of matters which were ex-

clusively reserved to the spiritual court is specially characteristic

of the spirit of the whole development in this period. Not only the

affairs of marriage, wills and oaths, and complaints of usury were

so regarded, but also complaints and crimes of the crusaders, and

further all affairs of widows, minors and orphans and personcB

mUerabiles; indeed, seeing that the Church is the last retreat of

justice, recourse to the spiritual court is claimed for all cases {in

defectu jiistitice .^ecidaris).

In this sphere too, at first even in the case of churchmen who

decidedly champion the preponderance of the spiritual power over

the secular, such as Bernard of Clairvaux,- a lively feeling specially

asserts itself of the great extent to which the Church is entangled

in this way in a mass of secular affairs, in which its spiritual char-

acter threatens to be smothered. So much the more powerfully on

the secular side, under the strong sense of ecclesiastical oppression,

grows the feeling of its intolerableness and the disturbing conse-

quences of these encroachments upon the entire secular sphere.

Here also the increased strength of the political consciousness of

France shows itself most decidedly.^ After the empire of the

1 Hence was developed in the following period the principle of the so-called

proiventio.

2 De considerat ione, I. 3.

3 Vid. GiESELER, II. 2, 275.
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Hohenstaufens had been overthrown in Germany, attempts at least

were made here at exertions to demarcate more carefully the

boundaries between spiritual and secular courts, and the Council

of Ma^^ence of 1261 expresses the motive therefore in can. 18: ne

seven!ari judirinni enervetur.

6. The internal relations of the Clergy.

The outcome of the historical development was, that on the one

hand the power and influence of the higher ecclesiastical dignitaries

increased very considerably through the formation of the spiritual

territories by means of the grant of the highest criminal court and

other rights to the bishoprics ; on the other hand their spiritual

power underwent certain not unessential limitations through the

above delineated encroachments of the Papacy which was raising"

itself to absolute power. Hence arose the constrained position of

the metropolitans, who were obliged to beg the Pope for the pallium,

and who lost important rights, especially that of the confirmation

of bishops. The provincial synods led by them now lost the right

of judging as courts of first instance over bishops. Innocent III.

in 1199, designates the right, reserved to the Pope, of depos-

ing bishops, a divine ordinance. The successful conflict of the

investiture-controversies next resulted in the fact that with the

exclusion on principle of all lay participation in the episcopal

election, as was declared by Innocent III., and afterwards by

Gregory IX., the episcopal chapters became a limit on the episcopal

power itself. The clergy of the episcopal church joined themselves

together to form a close corporation, which as an episcopal pres-

bytery and at the same time as representatives of the diocesan

clergy formed the episcopal senate, to whose approval the bishops

were bound in important cases. In the course of time they ob-

tained the right of jurisdiction over their own members, and as

exclusive holders of the right of election attempted to prescribe

conditions to the bishop to be elected in the so-called capitulations

of election. Innocent III. in 1204 rejects such jurauieii fa in diunnum

episcopalis juris, without however being able to hinder influences

of this sort in practice.

The enormous increase of secular business causes the spiritii.al jurisdiction

of the bisliops to be increasingly transferred to the archidiaconate. The latter

frequently holding the provostship of the episcopal church or also of collegiate

foundations, become judicial lords with far-reaching aiithority. In the extensive

North German dioceses we also find so-called Archidiaconi minores, frequently

rural deans, who obtain archidiuconal rights. From the twelfth century in

man^- dioceses, the archdeacons, who formerly merely exercised jurisdiction as
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delegates of tlie bishop, obtain the rights of ordinary jurisdiction, «.e. belong-

ing to them on account of their office, to a wider or narrower extent. Inno-

cent III.' bluntly designates an archdeacon ordinarlus judex. In this case the

archdeacons exercise the jurisdiction in a court of their own through special

spiritual officials. Meanwhile a reaction in the interest of the episcopal right

makes its appearance, by the limitation of the rights of the archdeacons to keep

officials of their own, and by making the decision of certain important matters

dependent on the delegation of the bishop. It was just this which gave rise

to the institution of the episcopal officials ;
the name official indeed often

designates the archdeacon himself as the holder of the jurisdiction, but fre-

quently, especially in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, so-called officicdea

foranel appear alongside of the archdeacon, appoiiated by the bishop for par-

ticular parts of the diocese, to exercise certain rights in concurrence with the

archdeacon, but frequently also cfficiales princqjciles or vicar ii generates in the

episcopal seat itself, whose duty it is to exercise jurisdiction in second instance

or in the matters reserved from the archdeacons in first instance.

The arch presbyters, at the head of the deaneries or christiaaitates (p. 101),

who, in distinction from the deans of the episcopal church, are designated decani

rurales (rural deans), have to bear supervision over the conduct of office and

the behaviour of the clergy, the direction of the regular clerical assemblies, the

supervision of the moral and ecclesiastical conduct of the laity and the care for

ecclesiastical property, and in all these relationships stand under the supervision

of the archdeacons ; but at times they emerge into a more independent posi-

tion and are endowed with jurisdiction.

Another far-reaching limitation of the poAvers of the bishops consists in the

fact that independent spiritual spheres were formed by granting secular and

spiritual immunity to abbacies in the midst of the dioceses, on the holders of

which even the episcopal jurisdiction frequently devolved.

In consequence of the double position of the bishops, the diocesan synods

presided over b.y them, which have importance especially through their par-

ticipation in the episcopal jurisdiction, frequently receive a secular admixture

by the participation of vassals.

The wide-spread custom of conferring parochial benefices or the parochial

right in general on chapters or monasteries, in very many cases promotes the

abuse of the adminstration of the parish by mere vicars appointed by the

titulars.

In other ways also the bishops seek to disburden themselves of their

spiritual activity. Connected with this subject, alongside of the already

mentioned officials there are the so-called pcenitentiarii, who as coadjutors of

the bishop represent him in preaching and hearing confession, and in the care

of souls in general. The institution of so-called bishops consecrate {episcopi

in partibus injidelinm) already begins to show itself towards the end of this

pei-iod.

7. The celibacy of priests.

Literature: J. A. u. Aug. Theinbr, die Einfilhrung der erzivungenen Elielosig-

keit bei d. chr. geistl. u. ihre Folgen, 1828.

The relentless carrying out of the reforms of G-regory VII.

decided the prevalence of the celibacy of priests, the universality

1 Epist. XIY. 451.
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of whicli was only made effective after long resistance in many
national churches.

In England the exertions of Anselm and subsequent papal legates had very
ittle success in the entire twelfth century; the precepts of the Church remained
a dead letter and merely gave the kings opportunity of raising a tax from
married priests. The requirement only permeated to the Northern kingdoms
in the thirteenth century

;
in Scania the revolted peasants liad already de-

manded the establishment of the marriage of priests in 1180, for the protection

of their wives and maidens. A synod of Sleswick in 1222 still discussed the

carrying out of celibac3^, as did also a Swedish sj'nod at Skcninge near
Linkoping. In Hungary the ecclesiastical requirement was only victorious in

1267. The case was similar in Poland, Silesia and Bohemia, and even in indi-

vidual districts of Germany, as in the diocese of Liege, the resistance was ob-

stinate.

But in spite of the fact that the reform was not carried out abso-

lutely and uniformly, Gregory VII. had so effectually imparted the

tendency to the Church, that it could not again break away from it.

To the higher grades of the clergy, from the sub-deacon upwards,

entrance into matrimony was entirely forbidden, so that such alli-

ances had to be dissolved and were not held to be real marriages

(Second and Third Lateran Councils). On the other hand, the

marriages of the lower clergy might not be dissolved, but by en-

trance into marriage they lost their ecclesiastical benefices (Alex-

ander III.). The injurious consequences of the prohibition of

marriage cast their dark shadows on the condition of the clergy,

and through them on the Christian lay world. In spite of all the

exertions of synods, concubinage could not be extirpated, so that

many bishops provided themselves with a source of revenue by per-

mitting it. Worse was the rank growth of sexual sins, even of

the darkest character, which had a poisonous effect on the whole

condition of morality, and undermined the authority of the clergy

among the people. Serious churchmen recognized the frightful

danger. The greatly esteemed Parisian theologian, Petrus Comestor

(1170), said that the devil had never so ensnared ths Church as on

this point.

The dissoluteness of the clergy, the worst phenomena of which

were rooted in the precept of celibacy, was further promoted by the

development of the papal system : the favouring and facilitation of

appeals to Rome, the decay of the provincial synods which was con-

nected therewith, and the fact that complaints against the clergy

were made more difficult. The other chief source of corruption

consisted in the secular position of the clergy, the heaping up of

secular properties in their hands, which, in sharp contradiction
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to their ostensible contempt for the world, made avarice and

luxurious enjoyment of life the chief mainspring of ecclesiastical

activity. Herein Bernard of Clairvaux recognises something truly

and really antichristian, and the best opinions of the Church (as

Gerhoh of Reichersberg, De corrujito ecdesice statu) bewailed the cor-

ruption of the clergy, the main roots of which they were unable to

cut off.

8. Canonical Life. Augustinian Canons ; Victorines ; Premonstratensians.

Sources:—The so-called i?e</«Za Afcgustini in Luc. Holstex.—Brockie, Cod.

regul. II. 120; Damiani Epp. I., 6 ad Alexaiidrum II. (Ml. 144) and opusc.

22, 24, 27 (Ml. 145).

—

Literattire : Thomassinus, Veins et nova eccl. dis-

ciplina I., III., c. 11 and 21.—Sources : Vita Norberti ed. Wilmans, MGS.
12, 663sqq., and ibid. p. 653 : Hermanni Mo'sachi de iniracitlis St. Mar ice

Landunensis Excerpta. Also ASB., June 1., 804. Manuscript matter in

(L. Ch. Hugo) La vie de St. Norhert, Luxb. 1704.

—

Literature : Hugo,
Annates ordinis PrcEmonstr., Nanceji 1734; Winter, die Pr(Z7nonstra-

tenser des 12. Jhdts. undihre Bedeutungf. d. nordostl. DeutscJdand, Berl.

18G5.

The reformation of the Church prompted by its internal necessit}'

the establishment and intensification of the canonical, monastically

reg'ulated life (vid. p. 103) of the clergy in the cathedral chapters

and foundations. Practically, the collective life of the canons at the

minster and their spiritual co-operation in the service of the choir

had almost disappeared. The ancient rule of Aix-la-Chapelle {vid.

p. 103, note 1) had left the canons their private property, but really

required monastic life in common in the common enjoyment of the

ecclesiastical revenues. But as a matter of fact permanent incomes

had been assigned to the individual members of the chapters from

the rich properties of the bishoprics, which they enjoyed in their

own cures, while they caused the common service of the choir to be

attended to by vicars, so that finally only the younger canons

{domicellares) lived in common under the cathedral schoolmaster,

till in the end even this last essential remnant of the ancient insti-

tution dissolved with the rise of the universities. If in these secular

chapters the original conception had quite disappeared, it was again

to be realized in the establishment and intensification of the vita

canonica, and along with the entire surrender of all private property

(Nicholas II., Alexander II.), For this purpose Peter Damiani founded

upon the requirements of Augustine in his treatise : sermones de

moribus clericorum, from which a regula Augustini was next compiled

in opposition te the regula Aquisgranensis. The chapters reformed

according to this rule were called from the twelfth century on-

wards those of the Regular Canons in contrast with those of the
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Secular Canons. In most cases this reform was only of short dura-

tion. Tlie rich prebends of the chapter were more and more

claimed by the younger members of noble families. In the thir-

teenth century it was attempted, naturally in face of the decided

opposition of Gregory IX. and Nicholas IV., to make noble birth a

general condition of admission. In this way secular interests main-

tained the preponderance.

Nevertheless, in a number of cases the reformation exerted a most

important influence on the development of the Church. Towards

the end of the eleventh century Bishop Altmaxn founded at Passau

several establishments for clerici regulares. Next, Ivo of Chartres

(as Provost, afterwards as Abbot, of S. Quintin, near Beauvais) and

GrERHOH and Arno of Reichersberg wrought to the same purpose.

Augustinian Canonries also begin to serve as points of support in

mission fields [e.g. Neumiinster and Vicelin). In the Holy Land

regular canons of the Holy Sepulchre are mentioned. The monastic

rule binds together several foundations of this sort after the fashion

of the monastic congregations. Thus the Canons of S. Victor

spread from Paris over the whole of France. William of Champeaux,

the teacher of the episcopal school at Paris, after his quarrel with

Abelard {vid, infra)., had transferred his school to the Regular

Canons of S. Augustine in the Chapel of S. Victor, who went

under the guidance of the chapter of S. Victor at Marseilles.^

When William of Champeaux became Bishop of Chalons in 1113,

he introduced Victorine canons into the cathedral chapter there
;

the same thing was done by various French bishops from 1131 ; the

congregation spread to Italy, England, Scotland and Lower Saxony;

the English Church began to appoint disciples of S. Victor to its

highest spiritual posts. Near Halberstadt, a disciple of S. Victor,

Bishop Reinhard, founded in Hamersleben a cloister of Regular

Canons of S. Augustine, in which his nephew Hugo, born Count

of Blankenburg and Regenstein, afterwards the ornament of the

school of S. Victor in Paris, received his first education.

But the most important phenomenon in this field is that of the

Premonstratensians. Norbert, born in Xanten, a man of noble

descent, holding in his early years a canonry in his native city and

another in Cologne, for a time court-chaplain to Henry V., under a

sudden conversion turned away from the secular occupations of the

higher clergy, travelled about as a preacher of penance, and when

this gave rise to oftence (Synod of Fritzlar in 1118), renounced

his benefices and his property and obtained from Pope Gelasius II.

' Hist. lit. de la Finance, IX. 113 ;
XII. 476 sqq. and 155 sqq.
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(then in Languedoc) full power to travel and preacli, and traversed

France as a zealous preacher of penance, accompanied by two lay-

preachers, intentionally avoiding contact with clergy and monks.
The Bishop of Laon desired to make use of him in reforming the

cathedral chapter there, but without success. Finally he settled in

a waste in the forest of Coucy in the diocese of Laon in 1120-21

with a few companions, and here there arose a society of regular

canons : Pratum monstratum or Prsemonstratum (in allusion to the

direction of a heavenly vision). They assumed the white robe of

the Cistercians. The founder, who was entirely devoted to the

papal ideas and who with his companions successfully brought
heretics to return to the Church, became acquainted with the

Emperor Lothar at Spires, and was by him made Archbishop of

Magdeburg in 1126. Here he had to undergo heated conflicts with
the secularised cathedral chapter, and, to support his ecclesiastical

activity, brought in Premonstratensians, to whom he made over the

collegiate foundation of S. Mary in Magdeburg (1129). The latter

became the second mother- cloister of the Premonstratensians,

whose branch foundations, mostly composed of twelve clergy or

twelve lay-brothers (so-called conversi)^ became the most important
points of support in East Saxony and east of the Elbe (Leitzkau)

for the Christianizing and Germanizing of the Wend country.

Norbert exercised an important influence on Lothar and on his

decision in favour of Innocent against Anacletus
; afterwards on the

Emperor's commission he negotiated with Innocent II. in France,

showed him Premontree now grown to a stately size, and in 1132

accompanied the Emperor to Rome as arch-chancellor for Italy ; he
was only able to work a few years longer in Magdeburg (till 1125).

Like the close alliance of the Magdeburg monastery with the archbishoiDric, it

also became a matter of great importance that the cathedral foundations of

Brandenberg, Havelberg and also Ratzeburg passed into the hands of the Pre-
monstratensians. Bishop Anselm of Havelberg (afterwards Archbishop of

Ravenna), and a series of other bishops proceeded from this society. The
whole order, which quickly spread itself over different countries, confirmed by
Honorius II. in 1123, and again by Innocent II. in 1134, was to stand under the
leadership of the parent monastery of Premontree. But the close alliance of the
Magdeburg monastery with the archbishopric there and its ecclesiastical duties,
and the preponderance of Norbert's personality, who besides gave the Saxon Pre-
monstratensians some peculiarities in the garb of the order and in customs of
worship, brought about a pretty independent position for the Saxon Province
[circarie) of the order and a closer attachment of it under the leadership of the
provost to S. Mary's in Magdeburg. The schism between Alexander III., who
recognised the French Premonstratensians, and the imperial Pope Victor IV.
brought about an entire alienation of the Saxon Premonstratensians, who took
up a neutral attitude in the schism. The parent-monastery subsequently carried
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its point that the provosts of the Saxon Premonstratensians should once more

be obliged to appear at the annual general chapters in Premonti-ee, but this

intercourse gradually died away.

As the regular canons were an ordo clericorum, they also held the cnra

anhnarxitn in their churches and parishes. But as they formed monasteries,

their right to the pastoral office and to hear confession was contested, against

which Ivo of Chartres took them zealously under protection. Practically the

entire activity of the Premonstratensians was founded upon these rights, which

were tacitly presupposed in their constitutions, so that only the relation of the

pastors to the abbacies was regulated (Denifle in ALKG. I. 174 sq.).



CHAPTER THIRD.

The popular Life of the Church. The Church's Means of

Edification and Discipline.

1. Preaching.

Literahire : W. Wackernagel, R. Cruel and Linsenmayer, vid. p. 119 and

Schroder in Steinmeyei-'s Anzeiger f. d. AUei'fhum, VII. 172 sqq.

;

Zezschwitz in Zockler, Hdbch. d. theol. Wissensch., III. 266 of the 1st

ed. ; C. Schmidt in StKr. 1846, 243 : Leroy de la Marche, La chaire

frangaise au rnoyen dge specialeinent mi Xllme. siecle, Par. 1868; Bartsch,

Grundriss der jjrovencal. Lit., Elberfeld 1872 ; Ten. Brink, Gesch. d. engl.

Literatiir, 1877, vol. I.

Even in this period eminent bishops bestowed care upon the duty

of preaching in their dioceses, though the extensive affairs of their

profession, which had to so great an extent been secularized, especi-

ally in the great German dioceses, did not allow the great majority

to attain a constant activity as preachers. At the best the bishops

seem as a rule to have confined themselves to sermons on feast-days,

and frequently to have only given their sermons in the form of short

addresses {admonitiones). Bishop Hermann of Prague (1099-1122),

a homiliarium of whose has been discovered,^ is credited with zealous

exertions as to preaching in the language of the people, as he

himself also, though by birth a German, preached in Bohemian.

Bishops who were active in mission-fields, were specially successful

in working by preaching, such as Benno of Meissen, who in his

forty years of office as bishop (f 1106) also preached to the sur-

rounding Slavs, and above all Otto of Bamberg, who was famous as

a popular preacher (f 1139) ; not less the Cistercian Berno ^ who

was raised to the episcopate in Schwerin, and others. But these are

exceptions
; hence, with the increasingly pressing need of eccle-

siastical instruction for the people, Innocent III. is obliged to im-

press upon the bishops, that if on account of their business affairs

they are themselves diverted from this duty, or even if they have

not the requisite culture, they ought to provide suitable substitutes

in preaching as well as in the care of souls.

But the most powerful influences on whole districts of people

1 Ed. Hecht, 1863.

2 Winter, die Ci-stercienser, I. 82 sqq.

C.H. VOL. II.
^^^ Y
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proceeded from men, who were conscious of the special vocation

and impulse towards popular preaching.

Thus Canon Nokbekt came forward as a preacher of penance and morals in

France, even before he had received full power from the Pope to do so in 1118

{vid. sup. p. 319), and for that end adopted the French language. The like is

known of the deep reaching influence of Robert of Arbrissel. The powerful

movement of the ideas of the reformation of the Church sought entrance in this

manner to larger popular circles. But those religious efforts after reform,

which came into opposition with the church itself, as was the case with Peter
of Bruys and the fiery orator, Deacon Henry {vid. infra)., and likewise with

Arnold of Brescia (p. 267), also influence w^hole masses of the people.

But alongside of these the enthusiasm for the Crusades now
awakens popular preachings of kindling power. The example of

Pope Urban II. himself, at the Sjmod of Clermont, was followed by-

numerous others ; among them, of specially powerful influence, was

Bernard of Clairvaux, whose French sermons, although not under-

stood, carried away the people even on German soil. The powerful

preacher, Fulk of Neuilly, appeared at the end of the twelfth century.

Even when in his country charge he attracted the attention of Paris, where
the learned doctors incited each other to listen to the new Paul. Bishops

invited him to preach in their dioceses, and in Paris his street-preachings

carried away the people to penance and conversion. His former teacher,

Petrus Cantor, invited him to preach the crusade. His sermons were written

down by others and for long read publicly to the people ; he even originated a

school of his ow^n of popular orators, composed of men also who were in high

office in the Church. In England too it had its representatives, where a certain

Master Walter of London and the famous subsequent Archbishop Stephen
Lanciton were of their number. Other examples of French popular preaching

were not lacking in France in the twelfth century.

The new advance of the canonical life and of monasticism in this

period was also accompanied by the gaining of new forces of popular

instruction by preaching, especially in the regular clergy of the

Augustinian canons, among the Premonstratensians and in the

Cistercian Order. The practice of preaching in the monasteries was

chiefly aimed at their o\vn inmates, and therefore along with the

monks proper, part of whom were deficient in culture, at the so-

called lay-brothers (coiwersi) ; but it was also aimed at the people

and laity who were dependents of the monastery, and who sought

their edification there. Hence the preaching was presented in the

vernacular.

The conception, according to which the monk, as being dead to the world,

had only to lead a life of penitential retirement, still battled with the view that

he also held the right of preaching, ' if provided with the requisite ordination,

• Vid. EuPERTiis TuiTiE}\sis, Altercatio monachi et clerici, quod liceat

monacho jircedicare (Ml. 170).
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and the latter began to gain the victory in accordance with the great ecclesias-

tical profession of the monasticism of the time. Guibert of Nogent was still

of opinion, that every pious and learned man ought to teach, even when he did

not belong to the teaching class. But the preaching of even the educated cleric

without regular ecclesiastical commission {missio canonica) is soon combated as

an encroachment upon episcopal and pastoral power, and the attempt of pious

laymen impelled by the spirit was met from the time of Lucius III. and Inno-

cent III. by the prohibition of preaching without papal or episcopal per-

mission.

The entire parochial clergy held the uncontested right of preach-

ing. But under the conditions of ecclesiastical culture among the

rural clergy a general and regular exercise of this right cannot be

conceived. Indeed under a sense of the danger involved in the

heretical movements, the Synod at Treves in 1221 (can. 8) went the

length of forbidding uneducated and inexperienced priests to preach,

because it caused more harm than good. The higher requirements

of the Carolingian age upon the culture of the clergy had long

shrunk to a minimium.

An immense number of the clergy belonged to the so-called sacerdotes
simplices or illiterati, and had been unable to educate themselves in the
episcopal or monastic schools, but had only perhaps been for a time under
a priest as scholars, and so had barely acquired the requisite ability to chant,
read mass and other matters of ritual. As, according to the Carolingian laws,
the priests were never to read mass alone, but were always to be accompanied
by an administrant (clericiis, or clerkus scholaris), the village pastors, having-
little means, took boys or youths into their service for secular functions at the
same time, and this was for many of the latter the cheapest and simplest way
into the clerical profession. This tendency was aided by the want of books
under the dear price of which the stock of most of the village clergy was
confined to a few ecclesiastical books, the missal, lectionary, breviary, and peni-
tential. The low average moral condition of the parochial clergy, who in

extensive circles were living in concubinage, and freqviently stood in slight

esteem, was also preventive of a fruitful preaching activity. How far the
growth of sermon literature, especially of collections of sermons, in the twelfth
century, affords grounds of inference for the more extended use of this
auxiliary means beyond the monasteries and among the parish clergy, remains
doubtful. In any case, in regard to tliis point also, apart from the appearance
of extraordinary preachers, the monasteries remain the chief foci, fi-om which
the populace receive spiritual nourishment.

Guibert of Nogent {de Novigento f 1 124) as the companion of his

abbot on a journey of visitation, on which he had to preach in the

monastic convents, was requested to produce a more comprehensive

composition in the style of his own preaching as a source of material

for all sorts of sermons, and responded in his Moralia geneseos
which is preceded by a tractate on the style and contents of the

sermon. To this his Tropologim on Hosea, Amos and Lamentations
also attach themselves. But especially influential in wide circles
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was the collection of Honorius of Autnn [I'ld. infra).. Speculum

ecclesm,^ sermons on feast and saints' days, and also on ordinary

Sundays, preached by Honorius himself. This homiletic help for

preachers was made use of for a long time and in many ways, and

also as an instrument for the edification of the laity. Alongside of

it mention must be made of the Deflorationes sanctorum, by the

almost contemporary Abbot Werner of Ellerbach, and the homilies

of Godfrey of Admont. But in the twelfth century collections in

the vernacular appeared alongside of those in Latin. -

The sermons are composed partly in the style of the older homilies,

partly in that of the simpler or more compressed sermon or tractate

and shorter addresses. A text is not always expressly mentioned,

and for this purpose use is made not only of the words of Scripture

but also of passages taken from the liturgical books. The Fathers

are largely drawn upon, the narrative style is preferred, in relation

to which the Old Testament is much utilized, and use is made of

symbolical and allegorical explanation. Dogmatic teaching is much
less prominent than practical morality.-''

Grood works, occupation with the legends of. the saints, growing
worship of Mary indicate the favourite tendencies. Christ, they are

fond of calling simply "our God "; parallel with the spiritual love-

ardour of the cult of Mary goes the preference for and turning to

account of the Song of Songs allegorically explained, especially from

the time of Bernard of Clairvaux. Historical and mythological

matter is also unhesitatingly utilized.

The mendicant orders in the thirteenth century next introduce

a new turn of events, both by the appearance of extraordinary

individual popular preachers, and by the rise \n the cities of their

preaching churches,

With preaching in the vernacular, such as we must presuppose

alongside of Latin preaching before clerical assemblies (.s'ermones

ad clenim) and also in monasteries, the vernacular likewise gains

its fixed position in the Latin Mass. For here the regular parochial

preaching has its prop<'r place, and as a rule after the reading of

' :\[1. 172, 807 s(i.|.

- Vid. oil them Linsenmavek, pp. l!>i-ol7, whore those in German are given

in fulL

^ Cf. GuiBBRT de Novip:ent., liber quo ordine sermo fieri debet (Ml. 156,

sqq.) : faith on the whole, he says, stands fast among the hearers of the

Church, but morality is wanting. Alanfs ab Ins., Sumina de arte prfedica-

toria (Ml. 210, 111), assigns the chief place to the tn.structio moriim, and would

have the text taken from the Gospels, Psalms, Pauline epistles and writings of

Solomon, on account of their applicabilit\- to morals.
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the Gospel. In the twelfth century it is still delivered from the

reading desk within the cancelli (hence Kanzel, pulpit). It is only

with the increase of large churches in the thirteenth centurj' that

the practical necessity of making oneself intelligible seems to have

led to the erection of the pulpit against a pillar or in a corner of

the nave. But with German preaching there are united other

portions of the liturgy, which are likewise given in German.

Among these, besides the changing ecclesiastical announcements,

as especially that of the saints' days which fall to be observed

during the week, there are the confession of faith, the confession of

sin with the general absolution, the general intercessions for the

living and the dead, and the Lord's Prayer. Here, therefore, are

contained important elements for the religious-ethical influence of

Divine worship. The confession of faith is introduced by the

abrenuntiaUo, made familiar since baptism. The text of the con-

fession is handled with a certain freedom, and contains additions

of a dogmatic character. The signification of the confession of sins

and the general absolution is limited in such a way as to prevent

their trenching upon the priestly procedure in the confessional. ^

Moreover all these portions are at one time extended to greater

length, and at another confined to mere indications. The use of

the confession of faith does not appear as a universal custom.

In many cases the sermon, as an exposition of the Gospel or

Epistle which necessarily formed part of the liturgy, and even of

both of them, was confined to a quite short address, so that the

main stress fell on the remaining parts of the German liturgy.

Finally, there was frequently attached to the preaching address,

especially on Feasts and Saints' days, a further short verse of song

in German, closing as a rule with the Kyrie eleison^ to which

German sermons invite the hearers with some such words as :
" Now

raise ye your cry, all the saints help us," or :
" Let us praise the

Son of God," and the like. The creed moreover was to be joined

in by the people kneeling, and in a low voice. Berthold of Ratisbon

still calls the singing of the congregation a good custom, where it

exists ; to sing the Kyrie after the liturgy was a right of the laity,

he says ;
" but ye sang it not alike and could not make it ring in

tone
; hence we had to sing it."

' Honorius, Ml. 172, 824; vid. sub No. 4, Confession and Absolution.
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2. The Sacraments.

Sources : [Ivo Carnotensis] Micrologus de ecclesiasticis ohservationihus, Bibl.

Max., XVIII. 4G9 (Ml. 161); Ruperti Tuitiensis de divinh officiis, Ml.

(167-170) ; HoNORii Aiicjustodunensis gemma animce (Ml. 172, 541)

;

Stephanus Augu.stouunen.sis, de sacramento altarU (Ml. 172, 1271 sqq.)

;

JoHANNi.s Beletiii, I. divinovum officiorum ac eorundetn I'ationum, fre-

quently appended to the chief work : Guilelmi Duuantis, rationale

divinorum officiorum libri VIII., Venetiis, 1609, and frequently.

The idea of the sacrament, which from of old was .sb wide in its range, is

now further attached to all the acts and elements of divine worship, by which
faith is convinced of receiving the divine benefits of salvation, especially to all

those acts, in which a mysterious saving influence is conceived to attach to the
use of sensuous objects. Thus Godfrey of Vendome {ob. after 1128) accounts
sacramental every act by means of which the consecration of men and churches
is carried out. But out of the great number of things of this class, Hugo of

St. Victor, in accordance with the ecclesiastical development hitherto, exalts

the sacraments of Baptism and the Supper as the most preferable, by means of

which salvation is received and retained, and distinguishes therefrom things
that are only desirable for sanctification, and thirdly those, by means of which
that which bestows the requisite endowment for the institution of the rest of

the sacraments is furnished, i.e. the spiritual consecration of the ordo and
the dedication of churches, sacramenta ad salutem, ad exercitationem, ad
lirceparationem. To his second class belong all things such as holy water,
ashes, consecrated palms, consecrated wax, all acts such as crossing oneself,

exsufflation, bending the knees, and all sacred words, to which as e.g. to the
appeal to the Trinity, mysterious influences are conceived to attach. The
whole of this disquisition of the theologian brings vividly before us the great
importance for popular piety which was held by the entire complex of the
symbolical functions of the cult, in which there was seen not merely a sensuous
symbolism but a mysterious saving influence, an interference of the divine
in process of becoming evident to the senses.

All this finds its highest expression for the ecclesiastical conscious-

ness in the mystery of the Mass, and in both its aspects, as

sacrificium and sacramentum. The general pervasion of the idea

of this mystery of the presence of the Deity in the sensuous sought

various theological forms of expression in the beginning of this

period. For in spite of the ecclesiastical repudiation of Berengar,

the opinion opposed to his only gradually gained the victory.

Many, indeed, censured Berengar's profane treatment of the ecclesi-

astical linguistic usage, the dialectical analysis of the believing

extravagance of the liturgical expression, which without hesitation

identified the sensuous image with the supersensuous object, bitt

they also blamed the crass conception of his opponents, which was
willing in blunt fashion to take literally the metaphorical and
figurative manner of speech. Others, instead of a transubstantiation

proper, would have assumed the notion of a so-called impanatio

or other notions. Mystics like Bernard could speak very spiritual-
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istically of the mystery of the Eucharist, without thereby losing

the sense of a very real receiving of Christ in the Supper. He was

able quite ingenuously to regard the transference of an inheritance

through the symbol of the ring as an image of the divine grace

which is imparted through the elements of the Supper. Others,

like Hugo and Rupert of Deutz, attached themselves to the patristic

notions, according to which a mystical union of Christ with the

earthly elements, and a reception of the divine-human nature of

Christ thus brought about, were brought home to the mind without

the hypothesis of an actual material transformation. In this con-

nection the more intellectual conception is exhibited in the assertion

of Rupert of Deutz, according to which the miracle is only carried

out for faith, and the unbeliever accordingly receives nothing but

bread and wine. In accordance with this also is the assertion of

Robert Pulleyn, that only the bread which is really consumed in

the Supper is the body of Christ.

The extravagance of ecclesiastical faith turns into the materialistic

among the miracle-loving multitude, in the maintenance of the

even older legend that here and there the body of Christ had

appeared in the form of a child, or of bleeding flesh, or the like.

But equally materialist appears the calculating judgment of the

schoolmen, in which that mystical extravagance is crystallized into

Transubstantiation ; an expression which, used here and there

from the beginning of the twelfth century, is given a fixed place

in theology by Peter the Lombard, and receives ecclesiastical

sanction from Innocent III. at the Fourth Lateran Council :
" Jesus

Christ is at once priest and sacrifice, whose body and blood are

truly received in the sacrament of the altar under the form of

bread and wine, inasmuch as the elements are transubstantiated

by the divine power into body and blood, in order that for the

carrying out of the mystery of unity we may receive of His that

which He assumed of ours ; a sacrament which only the duly

ordained priest can perform." This mystery of the power of miracle

in the hands of the priest now becomes the object of the inex-

haustible hair-splitting subtlety of the school-men, which can soar

to the absurd question, as to what came of the body of Christ when

gnawed by beasts ; but none the less it becomes the inexhaustible

subject of the absorbed meditation of mystical faith. Thomas

Aquinas's celebrated hymn :
" Pange lingua gloriosi corporis myste-

rium " shows how wonderfully the two were able to blend.

In a certain connection with the advanced conception of the Supper stands

the gradual extinction of infant communion in the twelfth century, to justify
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which it was necessary to settle with the opposite authority of Augustine

(I. 525). By the help of a passage, adduced as Augustinian in Gratian's Decree

(III. dist. 4, cap. 131), but which really came from Fulgentius, the absolute ne-

ces.sity of partaking of the Supper to salvation was contested. The danger of

abuse of the consecrated elements apjjears as the chief motive. Help was prob-

ably sought in giving the unconsecrated host, which however Bishop Odo of

Paris prohibited in 1196 (Mansi 22, G87). In the thirteenth century the adminis-

tering of the Supper to little children was forbidden. But as a rule this is only

to be regarded as applying to quite little children, in reference to the ancient

custom of the Church of administering the Lord's Supper to the baptized after

the act of baptism. Thus Thomas, where he treats of the withholding of the

cup from laymen, speaks quite naturally of the jiartaking of the sacrament by

parvuli. One sj^nod (Synodus Bajocensis of the year 1300) only allows it after

the seventh year.

Similarly this period contains the beginnings of the withholding of the

cup from the laity, which is based on the danger of spilling the sacred wine
;

an important privilege is thereby created for the priests. The custom, which

was already of some antiquity, of administering the bread soaked in wine in

cases of the communion of children or the sick, becomes more general from the

end of the eleventh century. Pope Urban II. and afterwards Paschal II. (1110)

did indeed forbid the imperfect dispensation of the sacrament, appealing to the

institution, and in the case of the communion of children and the sick per-

mitted only the converse—the dispensation of the wine only. But the custom

of administering the host only dipped in wine, is designated in England about

the same time as a rite which varies from the institution. The ancient prohi-

bition of it at the Council of Bracara in 675 (can. 2), which Gratian has

admitted into the Decree under the name of the Roman Pope Julian, was

repeated on the ground of the latter at the Council of London in 1 175, can 16.

In the twelfth century, however, the evidences of the actual withholding of the

cup are still infrequent. Robert Pulleyn holds Christ's institution in the

double form as binding in the communion of priests. But, he says, that the

manner of the administering of the Eucharist to the lait3'- was left by Christ to

his bride, the Church. The danger of spilling tlie blood of Christ is here

asserted, which is much more present in carx-j'iug the sacrament to the sick.

But in the theological treatment of the doctrine of the Supper the presupposi-

tion of participation in both elements is still unhesitatingly adopted as the

starting point. In the thirteenth century Alexander Halesius justifies the

withholding of the cup, which he regards as an almost xmiversal custom in the

Church, in direct opposition to the pi-ohibition of Pope Gelasius (vid. vol. i. 522)

which had passed over into Gratian's Decree. Albertus Magnus still acknow-

ledges the imperfection of the sacrament without the wine. In Thomas's

justification of the withholding of the cup, also, the reasons against it are first

enunciated, but are then overthrown b^^ appeal to tlie usage of many churches.

In the year 1261 the General Chapter of the Cistei-cians withdrew the cup from

the monks, lay-brothers and nuns; it was only to be received by the priests.

Connected with this is the other custom of pouring unconsecrated wine for the

laity into the cup after the priests had partaken, and when therefore it con-

tained remains of the consecrated wine, and distributing it (the so-called

rinsing cup), .lust at this time, when the cup is being withdrawn from tlie

laity, there is an increase of the so-called blood-miracles (bleeding hosts), which

seem adapted to prove the scliolastic doctrine, that the blood must also be

conceived as contained in the Lord's body {Christus totus in utraque specie).
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The heightened conception of the miracle of the Supper next leads in the

thirteenth century to the Adoration of the Sacrament. The rite of elevation

which is demonstrable among the Greeks from as early as the seventh century,

among the Latins from the eleventh, was at first regarded as a merely sym-

bolical act. C/ESARius of Hesterbach now narrates that Cardinal Wido, on

occasion of his ambassage to Germany in reference to the confirmation of the

election of Emperor Otto IV., recommended the custom of prostration before the

sacrament. At the elevation of the host all the people were to prostrate them-

selves at the sound of a small bell and remain in this attitude till the blessing

of the cup. Similarly, when the sacrament is being carried through the streets

to a sick person, a ministrant is to go before the priest with a bell, and all the

people on the streets and in the houses are to prostrate themselves. He already

appeals to the example of France. Pope Honoriu.s III. ordained this univer-

sally in 1217 {Decretum Gratiani, III. 41, 10). In accordance with this, the

ancient ecclesiastical custom, still confirmed by Alexander III., of intermitting

kneeling and praying standing at divine services on Sundays and certain festal

seasons, especially between Easter and Whitsunday, was abolished or at least

restricted by Gregory X., with express reservation of the kneeling at the

elevation of the body of Christ.

The feast of Corpus Christi (/e.9<«fm corporis domini),ior the special cele-

bration of the mystery of the Supper, was first introduced in the diocese of

Liege in 1259, at the instigation of a nun who appealed to a vision. Urban

IV., formerly a canon of the Church of Liege, adopted it for the whole Church

(1264). But its celebration only became gradually prevalent after Clement V.

had ordained it anew in 1311 {Clement /'nee, III., tit. 16).

For the great mass of the laity the custom of partaking" of the

sacrament fell away more and more, and even in prescribing attend-

ance on the sacrament at least once a year, Innocent III. (Fourth

Lateran Council, can. 21) really lays the main stress on the auri-

cular confession which was brought into connection with it.

English and French synods desired at least to make three attend-

ances on the sacrament in the year the rule, but were unable to

carry it out. More frequent participation in the sacrament becomes

especially the affair of monastic mysticism, which thereby plunges

itself into mystical union with the Saviour ; and particularly in the

nunneries of the thirteenth century, it is worked up to the ardour

of spiritual love, which frequently works itself up at the same time

to mystical delirium.

On the other hand the significance of the Supper as a sacrifice,

apart from participation in the sacrament, acquires exalted import-

ance for the whole of Christendom. Remembrance of the original

sense of this sacrifice as the oblation of the community more and more

disappears. The introduction of unleavened bread, in consequence

of which the ancient offerings of the gifts of nature entirely dis-

appear and are replaced by donations of money, also co-operate

here. Theological doctrine does indeed long continue to main-
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tain in the ancient manner the necessary connection of the sacri-

ficium with participation in the sacrament.* Peter the Lombard

also, in the discussion on the effects of the sacrament, theoretically

pre-supposes that it has been actually partaken of and still con-

ceives the sacrifice of the Mass entirely in the ancient sense as

memoria et reprcesentatio verl nacrificii et sanctce immolationis factce

in criice. The sacrifice of the Mass, like the prayers of the Church

and alms-giving, only avails those who have died in the communion

of His body and blood. Even Thomas conceives the sacrifice of the

Mass only as imago qucedam reprcesentath'a passionl^ Christi, but

ascribes to it as the application of the suffering of Christ for the

believing members of the Church the real efficacy of the latter,

especially for those who are mentioned in the canon of the Mass

as sacrificing. But the view of the sacrifice of the Mass which is

practically developing into such great importance already finds in

Albertus Magnus the expression that the sacrifice is not mere

reprcesentatlo, but immolatio vera, i.e. ret ohlatce ohlatio per manus

i^acerdottim. In this way the sacrifice of the Mass by the priest

appeared as the highest office of the Church. As the priest has

to exercise the power of the keys, so also he has to produce the

mystery and thereby, like Christ, in whose person he operates,

becomes a mediator between God and man. Thomas expresses the

/lecisive sense of the Church, when he says : perfectio huius sacra-

menti non est in usu fidelium, sed in consecratione materiae.^ The

miraculous act of the Church through the priest is the main thing

;

hence for the laity the mere attendance at Mass, in which the

inysterium tremendum is reverently looked upon as it passes, acquires

the character of a pious work in and for itself ; but secondly, pious

merit is sought in the establishment (foundation) of Masses (private

Masses, especially soul-Masses in memory of the dead). The foun-

dation of such Masses now becomes a trade in masses for the clergy.

English bishops iu the thirteenth century exerted themselves in

vain to raise a barrier against this trade in Masses, and the com-

pulsion of the laity to render payment for them. The great

quantity of Masses founded in turn supported the already existing

increase in the numbers of the priests, particularly as only one Mass

might be held daily at each altar of a church, and accordingly in

' DuiiANTi {Rationale dlv. off. IV., De prcedicafione, fo. 55a of the ed. of 1480)

gives to the public confession and absolution after the sermon the reference to

the worthy preparation for the enjoyment of the sacrament, which is then

either actually partaken of sacramentally or at least spiritually i.e. by faith

(according to Augustine's saying ci'ede et manducasti).

- Summa P. HI., quiest 80, art. 12.
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large churches it was necessary to establish many altars and many

priests (vicars) for them.

In the case of the long practised and recommended anointing of the sick

(Mark vi. 13; James v. 14, 15) the reference to healing of sickness had gradu-

ally hecome less prominent than a sacramental reference. It became the

extrema unctio, a component part of the dying sacrament, the provision for

the way for departing souls {viaticum). Peter the Lombard reckoned it among

the seven sacraments of the Church ; it was intended to serve the forgiveness

of sins and the mitigation of bodily weakness. From that time the school-men

exerted themselves to define its special effect in distinction from the rest of the

preceding dying sacraments (absolution and the Eucharist). According to

Albert it served to purify from the reliquice peccatorum, which Thomas

understood as applying to the remaining weakness and dislike of goodness, but

BonaVENTURA to such blotting out of venial sins as afforded protection against

their return. The original sense of the healing of the sick is now only regarded

by Thomas as an accidental and accessory effect. The possibility of repeating

this sacrament was contested by Godfrey of Vendome (ca. 1100), but asserted by

Peter of Clugny and Hugo of S. Victor and then universally maintained.

3. The Worship of Saints and Relics.

Sotirces: Guibbrti de Novigento (t 1124) de piipioribus sanctorum, Ml. 156
;

Petri Venerabilis de miracuUs sui temporis libri II., Ml. 189 ;
C^sarii

MONACHi Heisterbacensis dc miracidis et visionibus sua (ztatis libri

X//., Colonic 1591 and 1599, 8vo; Jacobi de Voragine (t 1298) Legenda

aurea sive historia Lombardica. New ed. by Grasse, Dresden and Leipz.

1846 ; Konrad of Wurzburg, die goldene Schmiede, ed. by W. Grimm, 1840;

Marienlegende ed. by Fr. Ppbiffer, Wien ISGH.—Literature : Vid. i. 504
;

ii. 214; Th. Esser, Ge.sch. des eiigl. Grusses in JGG., V. 88 sqq.

This popular bent of piety, which from of old was most deeply

rooted in the mediaeval church, receives enhanced attention in this

period, especially through the monasteries, and it receives new

nourishment from the crusades and intimate contact with the East.

The enthusiasm for the Holy Places seemed to afford tangible con-

tact with the life of the Saviour and Biblical persons. From the

Greek Church many saints who were there celebrated were taken

over, such as S. Catherine, and Greek legendary matter found ready

ears. The fantastic spirit of the age was inclined to find and accept

sacred relics everywhere.

Thus the sacred lance, with which Christ's side was pierced, was discovered

in Antioch in 1098, and along with the legend of S. Longinus was transplanted

to the West. Similarly at the conquest of Caesarea in 1101 the Holy Grail was

discovered in a glass vessel. Various seamless holy coats, such as the ancient

Greek Church had already known, made their appearance. The bodies of the

holy three kings were transferred by Rainald of Dassel from Milan to Cologne.

The believing inclination to find relics and bones of martyrs in all quarters met

more than half-way the impostures of the sellers of relics. Near Cologne there

was found about 1156 a large burying place with numerous female and male

bones, and inscriptions also appeared along with them. Older accounts, in the
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martyi-ologies on the 20th and 21st October, of the martyrdom of Christian

virgins, combined with accounts of the putting to death of many virgins by the

Huns, suggested the explanation. Suspicion was excited that the discoverers

had composed the inscriptions for purposes of gain ; but the Abbess Elizabeth
of Schonau {vid. infra), who was celebrated on account of her visions, received

the desired revelation of the martyrdom of the 11,000 virgins. Her visions

were subsequently supplemented with new revelations by the Premonstratensian

Abbot Richard about 1183, and thus there grew up the detailed legend : De
passione sanctorum undecim millium virginum {vid. Crombach, Ursula vindi-

cata, Colonise 1667, fo.). 0. Schade thought to be able to demonstrate mytho-

logical elements in the legend, while otherwise it is supposed that the enor-

mous number arose out of a misunderstanding of undecim M. Virgimtm, i.e.

martyrum virginum. A rich store of relics came to the West from Constan-

tinople at its conquest by the Latins {vid. Riant Exuviae sacrce constantinopoli-

tarice, 2 vols., Genevte 1877, 78), in which case ecclesiastical dignitaries held

robbery permissible. Vid. Gualther. Paris, of Abbot Martin of Paris : indig-

num ducens sacrilegium, nisi in re sacra (Riant, I. 105).

The Church does not lack prudent protests against the impos-

tures of the sellers and discoverers of relics who were interested

in some sanctuary. Ecclesiastical assemblies (Poitiers in 1100, can.

12 and the Fourth Lateran Council, can. 62) and popes (Honorius

in. in 1223 and Gregory IX.) took measures against such persons.

Bishop WiBERT of Nogent, himself a zealous and even extravagant

worshipper of the Virgin Mary and the saints, yet felt himself

driven to raise a warning against the tangible abuse of credulity and

assert more rational views.

He does not reckon the worship of relics among the customs necessary to sal-

vation. Only the things as to which sure and credible tradition exists are to

be regarded as holy. Even miracles, which are alleged to take place by means
of relics are no unambiguous proof for the holiness of the persons from whom
they proceed ; Balaam's ass does not become a saint on account of its miracu-

lous speech. He here also alludes to the miraculous gift of healing the king's

evil ascribed to the French kings. Arbitrary fancies were made use of by

representatives of the Church, in order that thej^ might enjoy the pecuniary

benefits which the credulous multitude spends on every relic. Wibert himself

admits, that out of regard to the authoritj' of the clergy, he had not dared to

give the lie to a clerk, who appealed to him as to the genuineness of a relic (a

piece of the bread of which Jesus had eaten). The common people, he said,

ought not daily to procure new saints for every city and every village, as in

antiquity new gods were constantly making their appearance, of whom finally

some had to be put awaj'^. Old women at their spinning narrate fabulous

stories of such new patron saints, and persecute with abusive words and their

distaffs every one who would contradict them. In regard also to tlie relics of

undoubted saints very many errors are met. The head of John the Baptist is

said to be at Constantinople, and yet also with the monks at S.Jean d'Angely,

etc. In general Wibert censures the abuse of removing the bodies of the

saints from their resting places in the earth, in order to enclose them in costly

vessels, and calls that to vie with God, but with want of understanding.

Wibert had doubted the genuineness of the tooth of Christ, which the
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TOonks of the monastery of S. Medardus believed they possessed. Making men-

tion of numerous similar relics (Christ's navel-string and foreskin) he attacked

this whole species, because he said Christ had risen and been glorified with his

whole body. Christ declared in the Lord's Supper that the body which sacra-

mentally represented Him maintained His remembrance. But if miracles had

really taken place by means of the alleged tooth of Christ, God might have con-

ceded a miracle to the faith of Christians even though it were the tooth of

.another saint or any other person whatever.

With all the obvious effort in this treatise to meet and restrain

the uncritical passion for relics and miracles of the age, it never-

theless shows how little an aversion on principle from the miracle-

loving spirit of the age was intended, and how ineffectual on the

whole such an eifort necessarily remained.

This period much rather exhibits the constant growth of all sorts

of miracles, with which faith saw itself surrounded everywhere.

The most telling witnesses for this are the treatise of Petrus Vene-

RABiLis on the miracles of his time, and still more, that of C^sarius

of Heisterbach. Actual miracles are not only expected from the

relics of the saints, but living pious persons also, who boast of

special devotion and asceticism, are bold enough to undertake to

perform miracles of every sort (healings and the like) : Abelard in-

deed narrates ironically the attempt of S. Norbert and his com-

panion, to revive a dead man by prayers, when the failure was

attributed by the pious men to the unbelief of the people present.

At the same time in many cases a sceptical opinion glances out with

greater insight, wliich, however, was unable to set a barrier to the

popular love of miracle, and on the other hand, the clergy and

monks are only too much inclined to strengthen the people in their

belief in miracles and regard it as something pleasing to God, even

when they themselves see deeper. The whole disposition to believe

in miracles grew still further in the thirteenth century, and is en-

hanced to the utmost by the begging-monks. In the celebrated

Lecjenda aurea of Jacobus de Voragine the entire chaos of crazy

fables, whereby ecclesiastical authority avails itself of the services

of the superstition of the age in its coarsest forms, is set down by

predilection.

But it is in the adoration of Mary that the worship of the saints

now reaches its culmination. About the beginning of this period

Damiani already shows how ecstatic intensity and unrestrained

phantasy see in her the tangible representative of the divine power

for the redemption of men, and surrounds her with all the ardour of

a sensuously coloured devotion. Bernard of Clairvaux says, that

God desired that we should have everything through Mary.
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" Christ is indeed given as mediator to sinful man recoiling in terror

before God the Father ; but the divine majesty of Christ also awes

the sinner, and he therefore seeks an intercessor with Him
;

flee to

Mary, whose pure humanity the Son also honours. The Son hears

the Mother, the Father the Son ; this ladder for the sinner is my
whole hope."

In the Mariale (sermons on the feasts of Mary) the Cistercian Abbot Adam
compares tlie motlier of God as virgO (a rod out of the root of Jesse) with her

son as the axe (which according to Luke is laid at the root). The rod strikes

mercifully in order to improve, the axe strikes to annihilate in fury and wrath.

Whoever does not allow himself to be improved by the former has to expect

the latter (Ml. 211, 702). In the sermons of the Cistercian Nicholas, a contem-

porary of Bernard, which are to be found among those of Damiani, the deifica-

tion of Mary, mingled with sensuous devotion, comes out most strongly. Mary

is the perfectly deified creatui-e, to whom nothing is impossible. She comes

before the altar not as maid, but as lady. God stands, silent and perplexed

on account of the Fall, in the midst of the angels ; then Mary is born and

grows up into a glorious marriageable virgin, whom God himself draws tO'

himself, wooing her with the words of Psalm xlv. Burning for her with

ardent love he sings the marriage-song (epithalamium), viz., the Song of Songs,

in which he can no longer conceal his passion. Then in the council of the

angels the decree of redemption is proclaimed, and the angel Gabriel commis-

sioned : through Mary, in her and from her and with her the whole decree of

redemption is to be carried out. According to the word of Gabriel the Vii'gin

perceives dcutn suis oblapsinn visceribus. Vid. in Damiani sermo 11; 40; 44,.

etc. Ml. 144, 557, 717, 736. The Song of Songs allegorically explained is the sen-

suous .supersensuous expression of this devotion, into which Rupbkt of Deutz,

like so many others, plunges. The mountains of spices (Song of Songs viii.

14) are the saints, but Mary is the mountain of mountains, from which comes-

our help. This adoration of Mary appears in its most extravagant form in

Bonaventura, to whom also, although erroneously, the so-called Psalterium

majuH beatce Marice virg/'nis is ascribed, in which the devotion of the psalm-

ists is in travesty referred to Mary. The glory of Mary now resounds by pre-

dilection in the Latin hynins of the time, as well as in French and German

poetry, especially in the minnesong of the thirteenth century, and in a specially

outstanding fashion in the ^^ Goldener Sch7niede" of Conrad of Wurzburg

(t 1287).' The most devout and awe-inspiring elements are here blent in a verj-

naive fashion with blunt sensualizing of the divine mystery. The visitation

of Mary by the eternal Godhead is turned into a sweet love-mystery :

" 'Twas love that made the Ancient young
Who was from evermore

From heaven above to earth he sprung

Mid our distresses sore," etc.

Accordingly, however, tlie worship of men for the Queen of Heaven entirely

assumes the character of a knightly love-service. Monasticism pre-eminently

devotes itself to this chaste service of love. The Cistercians in particular dedi-

' Vid. the edition by Wilh. Grimm, Berlin 1840, with its admirable expla-

nations.
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cate themselves to Mary in special devotion, all their churches are churches of

S. Mary. Subsequently the Carmelites and the Servite monks come into a

special relation to the mother of God, who in the course of the thirteenth century

is represented as virgin beauty.

Damiani had already been most influential in determining the

special form of the ecclesiastical worship of Mary. The song in

praise of Mary began to receive a regular place in the daily service

of the hours in chapters and monasteries, as did also those in praise

of the Holy Cross and of all saints. Damiani composed a special

officium S. MariaB, i-^- certain prayers and hymns which were sung

in the canonical hours.*

This cursus beatce Marioe quicklj'- naturalised itself in the monasteries, along

with other attestations of devotion, such as the humble bowing of the knee or

the head at her name, and the custom of fasting in honour of the Virgin Mary
on all feast vigils and every Saturday. It was hoped that for the sake of this

fasting Mary would procure a good end for her worshippers. The Council of

Toledo of 1229, can. 25, prescribed attendance at church on Saturday evening to

the laity oh reverentiam beatce Marice virginis.

Popular piety was to be deeply permeated by the custom, which

is already mentioned by Damiani, of addressing the Virgin with the

Marian greeting Ave Maria gratise plena (Luke i. 28), which was

soon regarded as recommended by the Virgin herself. Bishop Odo

of Paris (end of the twelfth century) enjoined the priests to teach

the people the Ave Maria, as well as the Lord's Prayer and the

Creed. This custom became quite universal in the thirteenth

century, and special devotion consisted in many times repeated

daily prayer in these words. The Ave Maria was soon extended

by the " benedictus fructus ventris tui,'' to which Urban IV. added

the further words ^^ Jems ChrHiis. Anient With the numerous

repetitions of one and the same prayer, which was prescribed as a

meritorious performance, there came in the use of the Rosary^

recommended by the Dominicans, by means of which the number

of aves and paternosters could be counted.

The feast
^'-
festum immaculatce conceptions^'' also owed its origin

to the great enhancement of the worship of Mary. Actual sinless-

ness had already long been attributed to Mary, and indeed the

conception had been advanced to that of her consecration in her

mother's womb, but Anselm of Canterbury had strictly adhered

to the view that Mary was born infected by original sin Ber-

nard of Clairvaux,2 when Canons of the church of Lyons had

advanced to the notion of her immaculate conception in her

' Vid. Ml. 148, 955.

^ Epist. 174, ad canonicos Lugdunenses.
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mother's womb (1140), censured this as an objectionable innova-

tion.

Appealini,' to Biblical analogies (Jer. i. 5 ; Luke i. 41), he fell back on the

notion of the consecration of the child in its mother's womb, without desiring

to decide how far this Hcuictificatlo in iitero proved effectual against the original

sin implanted by generation. For he maintained that Mary had formerly been

holy, before she was born, hence her birthday was celebrated by the whole

Church, as again her whole life had been free from sin ; but if it was desired

tO'-'O back to the conception, it would be necessary on account of this miracle to

celebrate feasts for her parents and so further back. The appeal to a vision for

confirmation Bernard would not admit, as being untrustworthy. Other theo-

logians also of the twelfth centui-y took their stand on Bernard's opposition to the

innovation. In the thirteenth century the festum concej^tionis Marioe is often

mentioned in lists of feasts, and the Council of Oxford in 1222, can. 8, restricted

itself to the remark that the celebration of this feast was not necessary. On the

other hand the General Council of the Franciscans declared in favour of it in

1263. Nevertheless the Feast of the Conception is not here invariably ex-

pressly designated festum ImmaculataB conceptionis, hence Duranti will not

regard the immacrdata conceptio, but only the fact of the conception of the

Mother of God as the ground of the celebration of the feast, since Mary, like all

mankind, was in peccato concepta.

Thomas still emphatically opposed the doctrine. It is only at the

close of this period that Duns Scotus undertakes what is still a

pretty moderate justification of it, which then became the distinctive

scholastic doctrine of the Scotists.

Finally, it w'as in accordance with the practical ascendency of

the cult of Mary, that men should in theory indeed guard against

paying to Mary divine adoration {adorafio latrice), but should

ascribe to her, in distinction from the reverence {dulia) due to all

the other saints, a hijperduUa, which Thomas expressly designated

an intermediate degree between didia and latria.^

While hitherto the bishops in many cases had still exercised the

the right of canonisation for their dioceses, Alexander III., taking

occasion by a vexatious procedure in a French monastery, laid

exclusive claim for the popes to the right of deciding. Hence

developed a ceremonious process at the establishment of the merits

of the saints concerned (process of canonisation).

Alexander III. also exercised this right in many cases, and for the most part

not among popular saints and martyrs of an ascetic character, but among such

* The expression hypcrdulia is first found in Petrus Lombardus for the

worship which is due to the human nature of Christ, which is connected with

his inclination towards the Adoptionist separation of the two natures in Christ,

while following the traces of more correct ecclesiastical Chris tolcgy, it was

necessary to avoid this and allow the adoration of the humanity of Christ to

coincide with that of tlic Eternal Word.
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as had merited reward by ecclesiastical services, as in the cases of the younger

Cnut of Denmark, Thomas Beckbt (1173), Bernard of Clairvaux (1174) and
others. The meritorious episcopal missionary Otto of Bamberg was canonised

by Clement III. in 1189, similarly the accomplished Bishop Bernward of

Hildesheim and the ascetic founder of the Order of Vallombroso. The Emperor
Henry II., who had already been canonised by Pope Eugenius III., was now also

followed in this honour under Innocent III. by his wife Cunigunde. In the

thirteenth century the number of these new saints was extraordinarily increased.

Very speedily the founders and heads of the mendicant orders, Dominic, Francis,

Antony of Padua, Clara of Assisi, etc. were canonised, similarly the monastic

ideal of Christian feminine virtue, S. Elizabeth of Thuringia. The steps

towards the canonisation of Lewis IX. of France began immediately after his

death, but only led to the desired end after long investigations and negotiations,

in 1297, vmder Boniface VIII.

The ecclesiastical celebration of the saints acquires a very wide-

reaching importance for divine worship among the people. The cele-

bration of their days was proclaimed in church, and sermons on saints

occupy a large space in the sermonic literature of the day. The

visitation of the churches consecrated to their relics, bestows a

special importance on the celebrations of the dedication of Churches

and in part grows into largely attended pilgrimages. As in the

Mass men find support in the merit and intercession of the saints,

so at other times they are appealed to as favourite intercessors with

God, and special exercises of prayer and ecclesiastical good works

are dedicated to them. The disposition, which was already ancient,

to ascribe to definite saints the power of certain kinds of benefits,

is now fortified in the conception of the so-called helpers-in-need,

usually numbering fourteen, as special patrons in special needs (S.

Florian for distress of fire, S. Margaret for pregnancy, S. Nicholas

for seafarers, and more of the like).

Confession and the System of Indulgence.

Sources : Pseudo-Augustinus, De vera et falsa poenitentia in Augustini opp.

ed. Bened. Antw. 17(X) sqq. Tom. vi., 717 ; almost entirely included in

Gratian's Decretum (II. cans. qu. 3) and in Petri Lomb. Sententice.

Richardi a S. Vict, de potestate ligandi et solvendi Ml. 196, 1159 ;
Ray-

MUNDi DE Pennaforte, Summa de pcenitentia, Rom. 1603, Aven. 1715.

The treatment of the point of doctrine in all the School-men from HuGO
A S. Vict, onwards.

—

Literature : vid. p. 217.

The hierarchical development of the Church necessarily led to

the giving of a growing importance to confession as the real

bridle by means of which the laity were guided by the priesthood,

both as regards the extension of the obligation of confession and

as regards the conception of the inner nature of confession and

absolution. The manipulation of ecclesiastical discipline had its

support on the one hand in the judicial procedure of the synodal

C. H. VOL. II. Z
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courts ivid. supra)., on the other hand in the fact that apart from

this procedure, the Church also inculcated the duty of confessing

public and notorious sins to the priest, in order that he might

impose the requisite penances.

For the treatment of open sinners, who were convicted and submitted

themselves to the penitential procedure of the Church, the ancient custom was
maintained of the solemn procedure b}' the bishop at the beginning of Lent,

in presence of the deans, archpriests and priests of penance, when those who
had accepted penance {qui jyuhlicam suscipiunt ant sti.sceper'iint poenitentiam)

prostrated themselves contritely in front of the church in sackcloth and ashes in

presence of the bishop, were then amid penitential singing in the church itself

declared by the bishop to be excluded from the church, and were led out bj- the

doorkeeper, onlj^ to find solemn re-admission after making atonement during

the fasting season and in certain circumstances under further obligation to

perform longer penance.

The Church always pressed with increasing urgency the point

that all who were secretly conscious of a so-called mortal sin, should

submit themselves to confession before the priest ; in fact, apart

from the case of plainly mortal sin, the Church began to recommend
general confession to the priest, but in doing so still met with much
resistance.

Damiani (Ml. 144,897 sq.) complains that the power of confession is still hidden

from so many, and Hugo of S. Victor in his recommendation of confession

quotes the words of the laity : where does Scripture command us to confess

our sins? In the formula of general confession and absolution, given bj'^

HoNORius of Autun in the Speculum ecclesice (MI. 172, 824), a safeguard is

appended to the formula of absolution, to the effect that this confession in

public worship (the so-called public confession) only avails those who have
already confessed to the priest or, for the rest, onlj^ for those sins which have

been unconscious!}' committed ; for those persons, however, who have com-

mitted capital sins and have not yet confessed them, ^.e. those sins for which the

solemn penitential procedure of the periods of fasting (carena, vid. the annotation

on Ml. I.e.) was appointed, the advice is given to submit themselves to the priest

before they come to the Lord's Table, in order that they may not become guilty

of the Lord's body. In the formula of confession itself prayer is made for God's

dementia and delay in which to make amends {emendare) " in order that I may
gain his grace (gratia),''^ and the absolution itself is expressed by way of de-

precation. Quite similarly we find it in German books of sermons,' where the

formula of absolution, in a deprecatory form, expresses forgiveness of sins and

respite for true and fruitful penance, as is prayed in the confession of sin, that

the saints should assist in obtaining from God, " that I should receive so long

respite in this life, till I can rightly repent for my sins and do penance, in order

that the grace of God may release me from my sins," etc. And also where in

this case the absolution is uttered with express appeal to the priestly power of

the keys, the expression is however :
" So speak I ahso the sacred words, which

' Vid. Kelle, Speculum ecclesice, 1858, p. 7. Cf. Linsenmayeu, I.e. p. 140 sqq.

and the comparison of passages in Cruel I.e. p. 223.
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may God in His goodness fulfil, the remission and forgiveness of all your sins

and prolongation of your life for true repentance and amendment."

This procedure at the so-called public profession of guilt at divine

service throws light on the development of the system of confession

proper, which now comes more definitely under the idea of the

sacrament. In this connection the following points come under

consideration: (1) The formula of absolution remains deprecatory

till after the beginning of the thirteenth century, and in it there-

fore the priestly mediation is only conceived as mediatorial inter-

cession, to which also the formulae of confession correspond {id

intercedas pro me et pro peccatis meis ad dominum). Peter the

Lombard still declares that " God alone binds or looses sins." The
priest's power of the keys therefore signifies the postestas ostendi

homines ligatos vel solutos ; one who is loosed before God is regarded

as loosed in the view of the Church only by the declared judgment

of the priest.^ But already in the pseudo-Augustinian tractate De
vera et falsa pcenitentia, which became of such great ecclesiastical

importance, the view that the priest's forgiveness was God's for-

giveness had found effective expression.^ Hence (2) arises the

entirely decisive weight which is now laid upon confession before

the priest. Gratian discusses, whether absolution is to be obtained

from God by brokenness of heart and secret satisfaction even with-

out confession by the mouth, as still an open question, and finds

non-decisive the reasons given for the theory that even secret sins

must necessarily be confessed to the priest that they may be atoned

for according to his decision. (3) Practically the question was
specially related to the further question of which sins in general

were to be confessed.

Lanpranc had still limited the necessity of confessing to the priest and
receiving absolution from him to public sins; secret sins were only to be

confessed to some cleric, or in the absence of such to another pure man, or in

case of necessity only to God Himself. Peter the Lombard still hesitates

whether any one can obtain release from sins without satisfaction and con-

fession and solely by penitent contrition, and whether it is sufficient, say, to

confess to a layman, but was inclined to the decision that one must confess

' Cf. Pbtrus PiCTAV. sentent. III., 16 (Ml. 211, 1078 sqq.) : to the priest falls

the declaration of the divine forgiveness of sins which has taken place (the

ostendere), the imposition or remission of the ecclesiastical penalty, finally the

imposition or abolition of ecclesiastical excommunication.—A very noteworthy

discussion in Adami abb. Persenise epp. ad abbatem de Vernusia, ep. 26 (Ml.

211, 692 sqq.) :
" Lazarus was raised up by the Lord, but at His command loosed

from his bandages by the disciples."
* The tractate under the weighty name of Augustine found admission into

Gratian's Decree and almost entirely into the sentences of the Lombard.
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first to God and then to the priest in oi'der to gain entrance into Paradise. The

omission of confession before the priest can only be excused in cases of neces-

sity. The laity are now exhorted to frequent confession even of sins which

have remained secret, and confession before a layman is only declared sufficient

as a necessity on the ground of God's mercy. The pseudo-Augustinian tractate,

however, asserts that in such cases help is not so quickly given as through

priestly absolution. The sacramental character of confession is still ascribed

by Ali{p:rt the Great to necessai-y confession before a laj-man.

It now becomes an effective principle, that by the very confession

before the priest, the sin, which in itself was a mortal sin, is reduced

to a venial one, which can now be atoned for by the works of

penance imposed.^ But finally Innocent III. at the Fourth Lateran

Council, can. 21, gave the precept that all believers, so soon as they

had reached the age of discretion, should be held to confess all their

sins to their regular priest at least once a year, in order that he

might impose the satisfactions upon them. By this means it was

intended to oppose an important weapon to the dangerous threaten-

ing of the Church by the sects (Albigenses). Those who contra-

vened were threatened with exclusion from the Church and the

refusal of Christian burial. Confession was only to be made to a

strange priest with the permission of the ordinary pastor, a regula-

tion which indeed was immediately limited by the privileges con-

ferred upon the mendicant orders. At the same time prudent

procedure and careful investigation of all the circumstances, and

the conscientious guarding of the secrecy of confession, on the

breaking of which the penalty of deposition and permanent cloistral

confinement was imposed, were inculcated on the priests. These

ordinances of the general council had an essential share in deter-

mining the further scholastic conception of confession.

TnOMAS still recognised, that according to divine law confession was ob-

ligatory for those only who had fallen into mortal sin after baptism, as only

for them was confession necessary for salvation ;
- but according to positive

ecclesiastical law, all were obliged to confess before the priest on account of

the ecclesiastical precept mentioned. In consequence of this the person who has

nothing else to confess, must even confess venial sins. Confessiou and absolu-

tion set free from eternal punishment ; but man remains subject to the i?ce«a

teiiiporalis as the means of salvation and purification, a penalty which, so far

' Fit per confesaionem veniale, quod criminale orat in operatione sive

'mor'tale.

' Cf. Compilatio de novo spiritu (from the Passau Anonymus about 1260

in Pregek, G. d. Myst., I. 461 sq., 409): Quod dicitur, Confessionem venialionim

non es.se necessariam, verum est, sed non dicendum, quia licet non est necessaria,

iamen peridilis est, cum de talibus dicatur, quod honarum mentium est ibi

cvlpmn aynoscere, uhi culpa non est, veniale enim ctilpa non est, sed dispositio

ad culpam.
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as it is not worked out by means of the satisfactions of penance, is still to be

suffered in purgatory. The gloss on the tractate De. pcenitentia in Gratian's

Decree still declares oral confession to rest upon a universal ecclesiastical tra-

dition, but not on the authority of Scripture. For this reason, it is said, it is

necessary in the Latin Church in cases of mortal sin, but among the Greeks

not so, as such a tradition was not current among them. The precept of Jas.

V. 16, had merely the character of an evangelical counsel, as otherwise it would

also have bound the Greeks. On the other hand Bonavbntura now declares

the older opinion, that it was sufficient to confess to God, to be heretical, which

formerly, before the decision of Innocent III., it had not been, so far as it was

not the priest's potestas clavium in itself, but only the unconditional necessity

of confession to the pi'iest which had been denied.

The view still maintained by Peter the Lombard, that priestly absolution

only showed forth the forgiveness granted by God had already been declared

frivolous and ludicrous by Eichaud of S. Victou,^ who grounded upon Hugo's

opinion. The priest, he said, had the potestas remittendi in regard to re-

leasing from the penalty, but it remained in God's hands to release from guilt

by the inpouring of the divine grace ; an opinion which, fundamentally, was

not far removed from that above-mentioned (p. 338 sq.). On the other hand

Thomas thought it necessary to adhere to the notion that the power of the keys

co-operated in the forgiveness of the guilt, but not a.s priiicipale agens, but as

instrumentale. God alone forgives guilt through Himself ; but the priest works

as His instrument and, indeed, as absolution by the priest must still be inevit-

ably necessary, in such a way that it places the confessor in the frame of mind

to receive forgiveness (disposes him towards it). On the other hand in absolu-

tion part of the reatus pcence i-emains, in respect of which the imposition of

penance must then take place.

Corresponding to the transformation in the doctrine is the fact

that the deprecatory formula of absolution, which was still main-

tained and confirmed by Bishop William of Paris (1217), now drops

out and is replaced by the indicative formula.

Thomas gives the reason of this by saying that in the deprecatory formula

the absolution itself does not take place but is only prayed for. He appeals to

the fact that the sacramental absolution also is preceded by a prayer of the same

kind in order that the effect of the sacrament may not in any way be hindered

on the part of the person confessing. Finally this theory involves that the priest

alone in virtue of his ordination can absolve, and therefore confession is to be

made to him only. In accordance with the limitation which is also made in

the case of other sacraments, according to which, in case of forcible hindrance,

a lively desire to enjoy the sacrament may afford a substitute for its actual re-

ception, Thomas also acknowledges that in case of imperative necessity confes-

sion to a la yman may have a certain sacramental character," since here, what

is requisite on the part of the person confessing is present {contritio and con-

fessio), while the defect on the part of the administrator of the sacrament is

supplemented by Christ, the summus sacerdos. Bonaventura declares confes-

sion to a layman a mere make-shift for the sacrament. Duns Scotus finally ex-

^ Tractatus de potestate ligandi et solvendi, cap. 12.

^ Al bertus Magnus had still exactly designated confession to a layman as

sacramentalis.
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presses himself in general as doubtful as to the utility of such confession. But
examples of such cases are not wanting in the thirteenth century (Gieseler, II.

2, 500).

The more generally the value of confession before the priest was

accentuated and at the same time the ancient solemn form of public

exercise of repentance fell back and was only employed in glaring

cases, so much the more must the tendency in private procedure

have increased, to proceed gently and with regard to personal cir-

cumstances in the imposition of the exercises of penance (satisfac-

tions), and therefore very essentially to mitigate the rigour of the

ancient ecclesiastical canons of penance according as it might seem

good to the priest,^

Egbert of Flammesbury indeed adhered to the standard of the canons of

penance, but most decidedly advised that they should be mitigated in practice.

The responsibility therefor, he said, had not to be borne by the person con-

fessing (he is saved if he is only ready to accept even the strict penance), but
only by the penitential priest. Raymundus de Pennaforte distinguishes the

opinion that the prescribed canonical form is only to be varied from in the way
of mitigation or aggravation in accordance with regard to the special circum-

stances, from the other opinion that all penances are only to be imposed as may
seem good {arhitrarias). The former procedure is to him the surer but the

more difficult, but the other corresponds to actual custom.

A noteworthy phenomenon appears in the moral judgment of offences in so

far as Robert of Flammesbury asserts, in accordance with the view of the

Roman legal experts, that in purely legal matters, legal permissibility affords

the standard for moral admissibility also, and therefore that what is legally

(according to civil law) permitted and compatible with the spirit of the law,

must also be judged as allowed in the sphere of conscience (and therefore

in confession before the priest). On the contrary Raymundus de Pennaforte

and with him the majority of the canonists, hold that the principles of civil

law only decide in those cases for which the canon law contains no regula-

tions.

But above all the Church's seriousness as to penance is now op-

posed and hindered by the already long practised custom of buying

oflf or compensating for exercises of penance with money. Peter of

Poitiers finds this quite cheap in penance for secret sins ; and in

practice this is the custom to the widest extent according to ancient

usage, so that in many cases the performance of penance actually

assumes the character of fines.

Abelard censures the avarice of the priests, who do not observe quid velit

dominus, but quid valeat nummus. He also complains that bishops at con-

secrations of churches and other festal occasions, when rich offerings are ex-

pected from the streaming together of the multitude, issue remissions, present

every one without distinction with the third or fourth part of the penalties of

penance and, appealing to the power of the keys, extol this as special clemency,

' Vid. Pseudo-Calixtus II. Sermo I. in St. Jacobum.
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as though this were their concern. Here we have also a glimpse of the idea

that God alone can forgive sins. Thus, when on occasion of the laying of the

foundation-stone of a church (1156), the bishop issued letters with copious in-

dulgences, a certain Abbot Stephen refused to take part in this proceeding,

because what God alone could give was being extolled as an act of human bene-

ficence :
" We are still oppressed by our own sins, how can we take away the

burden from others ? " (Gieseler, II. 2, 505, note). Other ecclesiastical opinions

place this on the same level with what otherwise is regarded as simony, ^.g.

that they willingly take mone3' in atonement for breaking the peace of God, in-

stead of requiring repentance from the sinner.'

In order that the keys of the Church might not be despised and

the satisfactions of penance enfeebled, Innocent III. still sought to

attach modifying limits to the universal custom of the bishops

of issuing indulgences to the attendants upon the consecration of

churches and such like occasions. But the practice which the

bishops pursued on the small scale, the popes undertook on the

large. Gregory VI., in 1044, had promised all who contributed to

the restoration of Roman churches, that he and his successors would

celebrate masses for them three times a year in all the Roman
churches. It was worse when Gregory VII. afforded the example

which was so frequently followed, of granting forgiveness of sins in

virtue of his supreme authority to all the adherents of Rudolph of

Swabia (Rheinfelden) the opponent of Henry IV. As in this case

the power of the keys was placed at the service of ecclesiastical

poUtics, so at the Synod at Clermont in 1095 Urban II. promised all

who should take the cross out of devotion and not from ambition or

greed of gain, full remission of all penances imposed on them, and

Alexander III. in his crusading bull promised at least a part. In-

nocent III. would have had the amount of the remission determined

according to the greatness of the gift and especially according to

the degree of devotion. In the case of these promises, which were

frequently repeated during the crusades, it was certainly presup-

posed that confession had previously taken place, and for the most

part this was expressly made a condition, as the indulgence was

only to replace the satisfactions in the sacrament of penance. All

who fell in the crusades were to be regarded as martyrs of Christ.

Loudly advertising preachers of the crusades boasted (especially

when the fire of enthusiasm threatened to burn out) that the greatest

criminals, as soon as they laid hold of the cross, were loosed from

crime and penalty and that their souls would immediately soar up

to heaven in case of their death during this enterprise. By such

' There is a noteworthy passage on this subject in Pseudo-Calixtus II. 's sermo
I, in Jacobum, Ml. 163, 1387 sqq.
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tangible nourishment of spiritual security they promoted the quickly

swelling tide of immorality and dissoluteness among the crusaders,

which besides was already strengthened by the violent movements
which released men from all customary moral restraints and ex-

posed them to the wildest temptations.

Theological theory exerted itself to bring the authority of the

Church into harmony with the voice of conscience by prudent limita-

tion of the power which was ascribed to ecclesiastical indulgences.

Appeal was made to the power of alms to blot out sins, which was
universally acknowledged by the ecclesiastical system/ and there-

fore the corresponding performance was looked upon as a pious work

to a good end, the power of which was strengthened by the authority

of the Church and its intercessions offered therefor ; or, it is not

hesitated to call the promise of indulgences a pious fraud, whereby

the Church makes believers favourable to good ecclesiastical purposes.
•' In truth the prelates promise much which is not performed." The
mediatorial significance of the ecclesiastical priesthood leads to the

conception that in confession the Church effects the forgiveness of

sins by its prayers, whence it is concluded that it is so much the

more powerful to effect the remission of the lesser matter, the

penalty. It is likewise sought to limit the promises of the popes to

the crusaders to the mere intercessions of the Church.

But the mischief which was confusing consciences went on assum-

ing greater extent. In the conflict of the Pope against Manfred of

Sicily complete indulgence was extended to all who supported the

Pope with money. The Franciscans, appealing to an alleged con-

cession granted to their founder by Pope Honorius gained indulg-

ence for visitors of the church of Portiuncula, and more of the like.

The Jubilee indulgence^ issued by Boniface VIII. for the year 1300,

for all who attended S. Peter's Church for fourteen days, is to quite

peculiarly be regarded as extortion ; certainly here also confession is

made a condition, so that, formally, the point of view is maintained

that there is only question of the remission of ecclesiastical penalties.

One product of this system of indulgencies is formed by the so-called penny-

preachers, against which nuisance, as one which had recently arisen, Berthold
of liatisbon urgently declaims. " The penny-preacher lies, saying that he has

power from the Pope to take away all thy sins for a hcilbling or a heller.''''

Synods, such as the Provincial Council of Mayence in 1261, can. 41, were obliged

to take steps against this pest, by which the system of indulgences was utilized

in a crafty way. In the interest of the ecclesiastically recognised indulgences,

i.e. when a church has resolved to gain alms by means of indulgences, it was

* Paulus Presbyter, Summa de pcenitentia.

2 Extravagantes communes, V. 9, 1.
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necessary to find protection against these fraudalent quaestuarii. Under Urban
IV. in 1262 the Inquisition was obliged to take steps against such persons, and
from the complaints of Humbertus de Romanis in the proponenda for the

Council of 1274 it is plain that these penny-preachers knew how to bribe pre-

lates and priests, so as to gain protection for themselves and their coarse fraud.

In the scholastic vindication of indulgences, Albertus Magnus and Thomas
have still to reject as reprehensible the opinion that the indulgences had in

reality no power, but were to be regarded as pious frauds to a supposed good

end (vid. stipr'a). But on the other hand, it is necessary to emphasize the con-

ditions, to which tacitly or expressly the power of the indulgences is attached.

They accordingly refer only under presupposition of repentance and confession,'

to the satisfactions which are to be imposed by the Church, i.e. the temporal penal-

ties which were to be oflfered, which remain, after, by the sacrament of penance,

mortal sins have been turned into venial. The indulgences granted therefore

abolish the obligation to undergo the remaining temporal penalties, and accord-

ingly have also the effect, that those on whom indulgence is conferred can be

withdrawn entirely or in part from the penalty of purgatory, as also that in-

dulgence which has been procured by believers may also benefit departed souls

in purgatory-.

In accordance with the entirely mechanical conception of the traffic in in-

dulgences, it was now sought to find an equivalent, bj- the application of which
the remission of the performance which was due could be compensated. Such

an instrument was now found, whereas hitherto the intercession of the Church
which interfered on behalf of the debtor had been regarded as sufficient, in the

so-called surplus treasure of the merits of Christ and the Saints, of which

by virtue of the mystical unity of the body of Christ, the Church, i.e. the Pope,

had authority to dispose, so that for good and pious ends he could permit com-

pensation. The theory was perfected by Thomas Aquinas, especially in regard

to the extension of indulgence to souls in Purgatory. As regards this point the

difficulty consisted in the fact that there was necessarily hesitation in allowing

the spiritual jurisdiction of the Church to be stretched beyond the limits of this

life. It was possible to suppose that a Christian, who had died with sincere

signs of repentance, but who had been overtaken by death before he had received

the Church's absolution, would be regarded before God as absolved, and that he,

therefore, only required further that the Church should expressly confer absolution

upon him. But such an assertion involved nothing as to what the person con-

cerned might still have to suffer in the way of temporal penalties in purgatory.

As the deceased person was now removed from the spiritual forum of the Church,

people fell back upon the fact that the Church was accustomed to pray for the

salvation of the dead, and assumed that the indulgences for satisfactions not

yet rendered would benefit the souls in Purgatory, not indeed in consequence of

a judicial utterance of the Church, but in consequence of the intercession of the

Church which was to be pre-supposed as operative (per modum suffragii.)

' In practice, the conception, which as a matter of fact was frequently formed,

was very obvious, that the contriti et confe.ssl, who were to benefit by indul-

gence, were simply those persons who had not omitted the Easter auricular

confession imposed since the time of Innocent III.
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CHAPTER FOURTH.

The Development of Monasticism down to Innocent III.

Sources: Mabillon, ^*S'. scec. V. et. VI.—Literature : Mabillon, Annates and
the literature i. 21 under Nr. 6 ; Giesbler, II. 2, 299 sqq.

1 . The older orders. Sources : Clugny vid. sup. p. 189 : Biblioth. Cluniaeensis
by M. Marrier and Quercetanus, P. 1614

; Hirschau : Codex Hirsaugiensis
in BLV. 1.—Literature : Wilkens, Petrus d. Ehrw., Lpz. 1857; Kerker,
With. d. Selige, Tub. 1863; Helmsdorfer, Forschungen z. G. des AM. W.,

Gott. 1874 ; Giseke, die Hirschauer icahrend des Investiturstr., Gott. 1883;
GiESBBRECHT, Kaiserg., III. 1, 632 sqq. {rdd. 4th ed.) ; Wttb. II. 36-38.

The Benedictine congregation of the Cluniacs (p. 190) especially on

into the twelfth century, as it spread more widely and grew richer,

further exercised its most highly influential agency in the sense of

Gregorian ecclesiastical reform, not only in France, where all of the

nobility who strove after higher culture and were filled with the

ideals of the Church passed under their influence, but also elsewhere.

In Germany, Abbot William of Hirschau (1069-1091) specially took

up the spirit of Clugny ; in 1077 he introduced the Cluniac Rule
into his monastery, and, as a reformer in this sense, influenced

numerous monasteries of South Germany, as far as Switzerland and
Austria on the one side, and Saxony and Thuringia on the other,

although the spread of the Rule of Hirschau did not lead to the

formation of an actual congreg-ation under the presidency of

Hirschau. As in Clugny pretty early, so also in Hirschau we find

the practice, which was of so great consequence for the further

development of monasticism, viz. the admission of lay-brothers

(fratres conversi, barbati) into the monastic society itself. They not

only, like the former adopted servants of the monasteries, attended

to external services, but were themselves subject to the Rule and
participated in the religious merits of the order, but in consid-

eration of the external business matters incumbent on them,

enjoyed greater freedom. This institution is already found in the

case of Gualbert of Vallombrosa (p. 192). In the last decades of the

eleventh century it was reinforced by the thronging in of a great

number of the awakened laity, even among men of rank.^

* Uhlhorn, Liebesthdtigkeit im M.A., p. 96-99.
346
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The ecclesiastical efforts after reform, such as were cherished in

Hirschau, also made these monasteries in Germany foci of anti-
national opposition in the controversy over investiture. And in the
victorious league with the Gregorian papacy, in the effort after

a position of ecclesiastical power and independence, they were as

little secured as the older Benedictines against the fate of secularisa-

tion, which was further promoted by the inclination, since the time
of Gregory VII., to bestow exemptions and favours of various sorts

on outstanding monasteries, or even on whole orders. Complete
exemption from the diocesan bishop, and complete spiritual juris-

diction over the churches of the monastic properties, remained
comparatively rare

; but the monasteries, not seldom on the ground
of falsified documents, at least obtained and aspired after consider-
able privileges and greater independence. The episcopal insignia
were also probably bestowed on abbots. The monasteries acquired
parishes {vid. sup. p. 317), and thus the favouring of the monasteries
turned out to the ruin of ecclesiastical order. The Fourth Lateran
Council had to censure the interference of abbots with the episcopal
government of the Church.

In the case of Clugny itself, the deterioration, which was pro-
moted by the distinction and favour conferred on it by the popes,
made its appearance under Abbot Pontius (1109-25), a young
relation of Pope Paschal II. Clugny had given a brilliant reception
to Pope Gelasius II., and again to Calixtus II. ; but relaxed disci-

pline and extravagant splendour called forth great oflfence under
Pontius.

Pontius evaded the attempt of the Bishop of Macon to take proceedings
against this scandal at a provincial synod, by appealing to the fact that Clugny
was only subject to the Pope. Complaints against him, which reached Eome
from Clugny itself, caused Pontius to resign to Calixtus II., and vow a
pilgrimage to the Holy Land. Contrition and arrogant ambition conflicted in
this man. In the Holy Land he hoped to attain a bishopric as compensation

;

then, however, he returned to France, spreading about him the appearance of
sanctity, and, with the help of the nobles who had been drawn into his interest
and his own party among the monks, surprised and seized the monastery,
which was plundered and the whole territory of which was devastated by his
adherents. Pope Honorius issued the ban against Clugny and deposed Pontius
as a robber, sacrilegist and schismatic, while Pontius boasted that he could only
be excommunicated by S. Peter in heaven.

Petek the Venerable, one of the noblest representatives of the
good spirit of Clugny, now ruled as the establisher of discipline and
order in Clugny

;
he made order and strictness the rule, though not

without traits of a more liberal cordiality of spirit, according to the
saying of S. Augustine, "only have love and do as thou wouldst."
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He further exercised a very important influence on the Church and

popes of his time, although the rising star of the great Bernard of

Clairvaux threatened to put him in the shade.

New forms of culture arose out of the powerful religious move-

ment of the time, its contrition, as glowing enthusiasm. Partly,

abrupt abandonment of ungovernable sensuality and rude violence,

partly pious aversion from the secularised clerical career, partly also,

probably, flight from the temptations of speculation, drove men inta

the silence of the monastery, and at the same time filled the latter

in its turn with the force of practical ecclesiastical activity
;
in this-

respect, France, which ecclesiastically was so much alive, showed

itself specially fruitful.

2. Order of Grammont. Sources .- Gerardi vita S. Stephani in Martene et

DuR. ampUss. Collection VI. 1050. The Historia brevis Friorum Grandimontens.,.

and the Hist, prolixior, ibid. p. 117, 126. Conventio inter clericos et conversos

grandimontens., Martene, Thesaur. nov. anecd., I. 630.

Stephen of Tigerno, the son of a count in Auvergne, came as a

boy on pilgrimage with his father to Italy, and while with his

countryman, Archbishop Stephen of Benevento, already showed his

anchorite inclinations. From 1076, in his home, a number of strict

ascetics gathered about him, from among whom he formed at Muret

near Limoges a society, which subsequently, after Stephen's death,

established its seat in the neighbouring Grammont. Hence arose the

Order of Grammont. The only rule which they acknowledged was

that of the Gospel, viz., that of poverty, humility, and endurance

without dispute. Subsequently the need of a fixed rule was felt.^

According to the principle of poverty the monastery was to

possess no lands or churches, keep no cattle and take no money for

masses. No secular persons were to be admitted to their Sunday

services. In case of want, support was to be asked from the bishop
;

in case of extreme necessity, but only after fasting for several days,

members were to seek it by begging. The settlements of the order,

which quickly spread in Aquitaine, Anjou and Normandy, were to

stand under the priorate of G-rammont.

With the growth of the Order, which was unable to maintain its original

stringency, controversies arose between the lay monks, who regarded them-

selves as the legitimate leaders of the monasteries, and the clerical members,

who strove after decisive intluence. Alexander III. and other popes were

obliged to interfere as mediators. According to Urban III. the abbot, who

was to be elected by the laymen and clerics, was to manage the spiritualia

along with the clerics, the temporalia along with the conversi. With a view

1 According to Mabillon first under the seventh prior, Gerard, the biographer

of Stephen, about 1188.
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to necessary reforms, Gregory IX. was obliged to commission Carthusian and

Cistercian monks to take part in the general chapters of the Order. Further

•changes in the Order were effected by Innocent IV.

3. Carthusians. Sources : Guiberti abb. de Novigento, de vita sua, 1. 11 (Ml.

156) ; ASB. Oct. iii., 491 ; Cartusianse consuetudines in Mab. AS. Ben. scec.

VL, p. II. praefatio.

Bruno of CoLoaNE, scliolasticus in the cathedral chapter of Rheims,

and as such the teacher of the subsequent Pope Urban II., also

chancellor of the archbishopric, being roused to anger by the un-

spiritual and fretful life of his archbishop, the violent Manasse I.

(who was afterwards deposed at Lyons in 1080, and excommunicated

by Gregory VII.), retired to a wild cavern in the mountains near

"Grenoble. A number of monks living in single cells form the root

of his order. Strict life and scanty clothing, and almost complete

silence, as well as the principle of accepting no landed property,

-except the bit of ground beside their cells, distinguish from the

beginning, the life of these Carthusians. Drawn to Rome after a

few years, by Pope Urban II., Bruno finally fled again into solitude,

and founded a monastery in Calabria, where he died in 1101. The

Order of the Carthusians combined anchoritism with the form of

coenobitism, in so far as the common monastery included within

itself a multitude of single cells, in which the monks, two by two,

were to dwell together in unbroken silence. On Saturday only did

they assemble and converse and confess to the prior. Under scanty

nourishment their time was filled up with manual labour, devotion,

and the copying of books. At first the order actually refused foun-

dations, but this did not last long. The statutes of 1258, confirmed

at the general chapter of 1259, complain of deviations from the

rules, and the creeping in of insubordination and worldliness. It

was resolved to refuse all further acquirements of property. But

the monasteries had already become extensive settlements, as is

shown by the regulation that no Charter House should have more

than 1,200 sheep or goats, sixty cows, six fattened oxen, and sixteen

stallions. The care of agriculture was assigned to the lay-brethren

admitted. In spite of the growth of their wealth, which led to the

building of splendid monasteries and churches, on the whole the

Carthusian monks distinguished themselves by their strict manner

of life and widely-exercised beneficence,

4. The Order of Fontevraud. Sources: Baldricus, Abbas Burguliensis,

Vita Roherti in ASB., Feb. v., 593.

Robert of Arbrissel (in Brittany, in the diocese of Rennes), a

priest of Hildebrandine tendency, zealously active in the reform of
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the clergy as vicar of his bishop, subsequently utilized by Urban II.

as a preacher of penance and the crusade, had, from as early as 1094,

lived as a strict hermit, in the wood of Craon, surrounded by many
like-minded persons, but had afterwards founded an abbey (de la

Roe) of regular canons. But about 1100 he founded a combination

of several monasteries at Fontevraud (Fons Ebraldi) not far from

Saumur in Upper Poitou. The exuberant veneration of the Virgin

Mary, and at the same time Robert's great power over the minds of

women, here brought about the peculiar institution by which the

abbess of the nunnery at Fontevraud, as the visible representative

of the mother of God, was placed at the head of the whole founda-

tion ; even the monks of the monastery with their abbot were to be

subjected to her, as the Apostle John had served the Virgin Mary.

In addition there was an hospital for the sick and a foundation for

Magdalenes ; a common church was to unite them all. The founder,

a man of great devotion and compassionate love, was nevertheless

obliged to hear the reproach that he was in the perilous position of

too great intimacy with his female associates.^ His order, which in

immediately subsequent times attained great prosperity in France,

but was less spread beyond it, was confirmed by Paschal II. in 1106,

and in 1113 was directly subordinated to the Pope. It bore the

character of a strict order of penance, and was prohibited from

receiving parish churches and tithes.

5. The Cistercians. Eelatio qualiter incipit 0. Cist., the so-called Kxordium
parviim iu Airn. MiR^us, Chronic. Cist. Ordinis, Col. Agr. 1614. The so-

called Exordium magnum by Conrad of Eberbach (f 1220) in Tissibk, Bibl.

ord. Cist., I. 13-24t! ; Statuta selecta capit. general. O.C. in Martkne et
DuR., nov. thesaur. anecdot., IV. Other material in Manrique, Annates

Cisterc, Lugd. 1642 ; 'S.E^^iQ,\]^7a,Regula, constitutioneset privil. O.C, Antw.

1630, and in Winter, die Cisterzienser des nordostl. Deutschlands, 3 vols.

Gott. 1868 sqq.

—

Literature : the above-mentioned works and P. de Nain,

Kssai sur I'hist. de Vordre de Citeaux, Par. 1696, 9 vols. ; Janauschek,

Origines Cist., I. Vindob. 1877.

Robert, who repeatedly but vainly attempted to establish the

strict Rule of Benedict, along with twenty zealous adherents from

what had hitherto been his monastery of Molesme, founded in 1098

a new monastery at Citeaux, in the bishopric of Chalons, a few miles

from Dijon, and which was taken under protection by Paschal II.

(1100). The strict Rule of Benedict was however departed from by

the admission of lay-brothers (conversi) for the administration of

property. The greatest simplicity and decided subordination to the

bishop were required. But it was through S. Bernard that the

' Vid. Godfrey of Vendome in Sirmondi opera, III. 549.
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Cistercian congregation attained its great importance. He entered

the order in 1113 along with the brothers, relations and friends he'

had won over. The great numbers who tlnronged in, however,

immediately led to the founding of new monasteries, among them, in

1115 Clairvaux (Clara vallis), of which Bernard became the first

Abbot. The first fundamental rule for the growing congregation,

sketched by Stephen of Citeaux, was confirmed by Calixtus II. in

1119, and again by Eugene III. in 1152. At that time the con-

gregation already included 500 abbeys, but the resolution of the

general chapter in 1151 to receive no new monasteries, remained

without effect. A hundred years later the number had already

become 1,800.

The new Congregation of Benedictines acquired an extraordinarily far-reach-

ing influence, specially through Bernard's personal weight. By the strictness

and poverty of their mode of life, which was also to show itself in the plainness

of their buildings and churches, they at first offered a visible contrast to the

Cluniacs, who had become powerful and rich and distinguished themselves by

the splendour of their churches. The order was to approve its churchly senti-

ments by obedience and subjection to the diocesan bishops. The abbots render

the oath to their bishop, the monasteries were not to mix themselves up with

the pastoral duties of the priests and the rights of the clergy, were to allow no

masses to be read for money, and were to govei-n no parish churches. The Abbot

of Citeaux, at the head of the whole Congregation, is limited in the government

of the Order by the four abbots of highest rank after him and by the general

chapter of the abbots and priors. Visitation of the monasteries was to take

place yearly, that of Citeaux by those four abbots. This institution, as on the

one hand it had already a model in that of the Chiniacs, was again prescribed

to other orders by Innocent III. In place of the black cowl of the Benedictines

came the white one of the Cistercians.

It was Saint Bernard ^ (born in 1091 at Fontaines, in Burgundy)

to whose powerful personality, typical both for the monastic and the

ecclesiastical spirit, that the Order owed the extraordinary speed and

magnitude of its extension. The religious spirit of the time appears

in him in its relatively purest form, both on its ascetic and on its

ecclesiastical and hierarchical side. He is the pastor and leader of

souls, driven by the spirit of heart-felt mystical piety and fulness of

love, who, with all his extravagance, is not lacking in a certain

moral sobriety ; the self-denying ascetic monk, the striking popular

preacher, whose word impresses the great of the earth as well as

the people, who by his personal devotion kindled the enthusiasm

of the Second Crusade ; at the same time, he is the zealous Church-

^ 0pp. ed. Mabillon, 2 vols., 1867 (Ml. 182-185) ; A. Neander, der hi. Bernh.

(1813) with Introd. and additions by Deutsch, 2 vols., Gotha 1889-90 ; Reutbr
in ZKG. 1. 1 ; J. Thiel, die politische TMtigke.it d. Aht B. v. CI. 1885.
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man, who relentlessly champions the Church's authority and the

subordination of the secular power to the spiritual ; the adviser and

instigator of a pope in the great political afifairs of the Church. In

the interest of the Church's authority in matters of faith, with all

his personal humility he is at the same time the stern and even

harsh persecutor of all free dialectical movements in ecclesiastical

philosophy, the relentless enemy of Abelard and others whom he

regards as menacing the stability of the Church's faith, the con-

verter, but at the same time the persecutor of heresies, who in so

doing by no means confines himself to spiritual weapons. He seeks

to maintain simultaneously the two divergent ideals of the age, that

of monastic renunciation of the world, and that of liierarchical

dominion over the world {loid. sup. p. 268).

The powerfully aspiring Order of the Cistercians acquires great

importance for the spread and establishment of Christian civiliza-

tion, especially in the north-east of Germany among the Slavs.

But with its great rise in prosperity it roused the jealousy of the

Cluniacs, who, moreover, after the death of Pontius, received a

worthy head in the above-mentioned Abbot Peter the Venerable.

The reproaches which the Cistercians cast upon the older order also

found an eloquent, if moderate expression in Bernard's Apology

ad Guilhehmun abhatem.^ In opposition to it, Peter Venerabilis,

although holding Bernard in all honour and recognising the ascetic

obligations of monasticism, represented milder and broader views,

and in particular, in opposition to Bernard's rigorism, took the

artistic splendour of the Cluniac churches under his protection.

Moreover, with its speedy growth and the ecclesiastical favour

which it enjoyed in the richest measure, the Cistercian Order soon

enough involuntarily turned likewise into the old grooves, acquired

rich estates, villages, churches, mills, vassals, etc., as, indeed, it stood

in need of such abundant resources for its civilizing mission. It

received spiritual jurisdiction, at first over its own members, and

then over the dependents of the monasteries, and so more and more

laid itself open to secularising influences.

' 0pp. ed. Mabillon, II. 824 (Ml. 182, 893). Cf. Dialoyus inter monachum
Cianiaeensem et Cisterciensem in Marteme et Durand, Collectio amplissima,

V. 1575. GiSEKE, Ueh. d. Gegensatz tier Cluniac. ii. Cistercienser, Mgd. 1886

(Gymn. Progr.).
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6. The Hospitallers. Sources : Crucifers : Bened. Leoni, Vorigine e fiinda-

tione delV ordine dei crodferi 1598 ; Hospitalarii S. Spiritus ; Saulnier,

diss, de capite s. ordinis s. spiritus, Lugd. 1694. Antonites : Falconi,

AntonianoE. histor. compendium (vid. Uhlhorn, Liebesthatigkeit im 31A.,

478, Anm. 11).—Literature: Uhlhorn, I.e. 99-101, 173 sqq. and RE. 17, 300.

From antiquity the monasteries and canonical foundations had

their hospitals and alms ; by the great Orders of the Cluniacs and

Cistercians this care of the poor and sick was practised to the

p-reatest extent. But from the time of the Crusaders there also

appear special brotherhoods solely for the purpose of providing for

hospitals (vid. Johannites inf.), as in Italy the Order of the Crucifers,

whose original hospital in Bologna Alexander III. took under pro-

tection in 1160, and Urban III. placed under the Holy See in 1185.

In Southern France, Guido of Montpellier founded at that place

about 1170-80 the Order of the Hospitallers of the Holy Spirit, which

quickly spread and soon planted a firm foot in Rome, where Inno-

cent III. favoured it and gave it a dominant centre in the ancient

iinglo-Saxon refuge {SchoJa Saxonica), which was improved by

additions into a large hospital.

Other hospital orders, especially that of the Antonites, showed the

development of the custom of caring for the poor and sick in the ex-

isting monasteries into independent organizations. In relation to this

the institution of lay brothers {conversi), which is seen everywhere in

the monastic system of the age, became of importance, and afforded

instruments suitable for such benevolent institutions branching off

from the monastic administration proper. Cowvem originally desig-

nated the monks in general, so far as they were not clerics {vid. sup..

Order of Grammont), but now designates those who, as a second

class of monks, do indeed stand under the Rule, but, in accordance

with the occupation with external affairs and services which has

been assigned to them, enjoy a certain greater freedom. Such lay

brotherhoods in the service of an hospital strove after greater inde-

pendence of the monasteries, separated themselves from the latter

and adopted a rule allowing freer movement, mostly the so-called

Augustinian, and formed themselves into orders of their own, which

themselves in turn formed parent establishments for a larger alliance.

This, at least, was the method of procedure in the case of the so-called

Brothers of S. Antony, an order which uncertain tradition attributes

to the southern Frenchman Gaston at the end of the eleventh cen-

tury.i As a matter of fact the Order originated in the hospital of

' ASB. Jan. ii., 160.

C.H.—VOL. II. A A
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the Benedictine monastery of St. Petri montis majoris at Mota (St.

Didier de la Motte) in the diocese of Vienne. Towards the end of

the eleventh century the monaster}^ obtained possession of the relics

of S. Antoxy, the patron against all sorts of sickness in man and

beast, from whom at that time healing was specially sought for the

so-called S. Antonj^'s fire, a gangrenous disease of the limbs. Thereby

the hospital of the monastery, which was under a " Magister " and

his lay brotherhood, acquired great fame. It began with great

success to collect for its pur^DOses in all parts of Christendom.

Although as early as 1194 it acquired a house in Rome, and soon

afterwards one also in the East, and instituted preceptorates abroad,

Innocent III. still reckoned it among the appurtenances of the

monastery. But monasteries and the Hospital Brotherhood

quarrelled over the large revenues of the collections, and the brethren

strove for emancipation, and finally, in a very violent manner,

gained complete independence, and at the same time possession of

the relics of S. Antony. Subsequently the order adopted the Rule

of S. Augustine (1280), which was confirmed by Boniface VIII. in

1297, while he at the same time granted exemption to the Order

and placed it immediately under the Pope. The Hospital Brothers

thus became rich and luxurious regular canons of S. Augustine

(Canons of S, Antonj^, Tdnnieslierren).

7. The Knightly Orders. Literature: Biedenfeld, Gesch. alter geistt. und
irdtl. Iiitterorden, 2 vols., Weimai- 1841 ; H. Pkutz, Kulturgesch. der

KroHzzUge, 1883, Bk. III. 4.

(ci) Knights of S. John. Sources : Codice diplom. del sacro ordine Gerosly-

mitano, Lucca 1733 ; Paoli, dissertatione delV origine ed istitudo del sacro

militar ordine di S. Giovanbattista, Eom. 1781 ; Statuta et consuetudikes

.S-. domus Ilospitalis S. Joannis Bajytistce after the Maltese archives in

Prutz, Kulturgesch. der Kreuzz., appendix GOl sqq.

—

Literature : L'histoire

des cliecaliers hasp, de s. Jean de Jerus., p. I'abbe Ybrtot, 2nd ed., Par.

1761, 7 vols. N. (Niethanimer), G. d. Malteserordens nach Verfot, 1792, 2

vols. ; H. VON Ortenp.erg, der Ritterordeu des h. Joh. v. Jerus., Rgsb.

1866; lhuAiORy,die Aufilnge etc. in ZKG. VI. 46-62, and id., (Z/e christl.

Liebesthdtigkeit im ]\[A., 1884, pp. 107-110, 161 sqq.

Out of the same needs and impulses of the time as those Hospital Brother-

hoods, and brou^lit to a head hy the movements of the Crusades, there also

arose the Spiritual Knightly Orders, especiallj- the Order of S. John, the first

great Hospital Order, which became of great influence on the development of

those above mentioned, especially of the Order of the Holy Spirit.

Hospices for poor and sick pilgrims in the Holy Land had already long be-

come a necessity'. The monasterj' of St. Maria de Latina was probably founded

by Normans as early as the end of the tenth century. Then Maurus, a rich

native of Amalfi, founded about 1065-70 the Hospitale Hierosolymitanum,
which was placed under a Master and a lay brotherhood.
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"When the crusaders conquered Jerusalem in 1099, Master Ger-

hard (Tonge ?) presided over the Hospital, which was now confirmed

in its possessions by Pope Paschal II. in 1113 as Hospitale S.

Joannis Baptistae. Even now the Hospital acquired affiliated

branches in the West (S. Giles in Aries) and settlements in various

Italian coast cities. Knights from among the crusaders devoted

themselves to the service of the Hospital, and Gerhard's successor,

Eaymoxd de Puis (de Podio), gave the Hospitallers a Rule (1121),

according to which they were obliged to take the traditional monas-

tic vows. The care of the pilgrims remained as a matter of fact

the duty of the Order, performed with great devotion. Armed
service in protecting and convoying the pilgrims, and care for the

provision of safe roads, were naturally involved in their duty. But
in the Rule, Raymond as yet makes no reference to this ; among
the members of the Order the only distinction is that between clergy

and laity ; the confirming Bull of Innocent II. in 1130 mentions,

alongside of the fratres who escort the pilgrims, servientes and
horsemen in the pay of the Order. Through the resources which

streamed in upon it, its great acquisitions in the East and foundations

in the Christian West, the Order assumed a magnificent develop-

ment, but gradually suffered transformation by the rise of the dis-

tinction between knights and menial brothers. The knights re-

ceived a garb of their own (they wore the black mantle with the

eight-pointed white cross), and higher rank and privileges, and were

released from the personal duty of the care of the poor. The mili-

tary and political factor obtained the preponderance, Frederick

I. already freed the Knights of S. John from all taxes, tolls and

liabilities to service, and according to the Bull of confirmation of

Anastasius IV.^ they were allowed to establish churches, oratories,

and churchyards everywhere. Their own priests and clergy were

only to be subject to the Order itself and the Pope. No bishop

might impose interdict, suspension or excommunication on their

churches ; the members of the Order remained free from the con-

sequences of an interdict issued against their place of residence.

They are privileged with entire freedom from ecclesiastical tithes.

From the time of the conquest of Jerusalem bj" Saladin (1187) their wide-

spread possessions in the East and the West with their immense and carefully

administered revenues, enabled them to develop a formal state belonging to

the Order, and to conduct the war with the unbelievers for a hundred years

more fi-om Ptolemais (Acre), which was now their centre, and from the moun-
tain fortress of Margat, which was regarded as impregnable, till after the fall

' 21st October, 1154, Jaffe 9930.
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of Margat (1285) and the severe defeat at the defence of Tripolis (1289), they
settled in Cyprus and then in Rhodes, and even then formed a bulwark against

Islam, which menaced the "West. Driven out of Ehodes bj' Suleiman II. (1522),

thej- found their resting-place in Malta, even now bound to protect Chi-isten-

dom against Turks and pirates.

(6) The Templars. Sources: Bernardi tractatus de nova militia s. exJiortatio

ad milites temjjU, opp. Mab. IV. 98 (Ml. 182, 921). liegula j)o.uperum eom-
militonuin Christi in Mir^eus, chron. Cisterciense, Col. 1G14, p. 43 (also

Holsten.-Brockie, II. 422 and Maxsi, XXI .359) ; Regies et statutes secrets

des TemjMers pw&Z. par C. H. MaillarddeChamb\)re, Par. 1840 (collection

of statutes arising 1247-1266) ; Regie du Temple x>ubliee pour la societe de

Vhistoire de France, p. Henri de Curzon, Par. 1886.

—

Literature : Dupuy,
Hist, des Templiers, Par. 1650 and Bruxelles 1751 ; Hi.'it. crit. et apol. des

chevaliers dii Temple de Jer. p. feu le R. P. M. J,, Par. 1789 ; in extracts from
which : the Knights of the Temple at Jer., Lyon 1790, 2 vols. ; F. Wilcke,
Gesch. d. Tempelh. 0., 2nd ed., 2 vols. 1860 ; H. Prutz, Entw. und Unfergang

d. T. 0.. Brl. 1880 : H. Reuter, Alexander III., 3 vols. 594, sqq.

Before the Joliamiites liad developed into an order of knights

under obligation to combat the unbelievers, a number of knights

under Hugo de Payns (de Paganis, from Pa3ais in Champagne, not

far from Troj^es) had bound themselves in 1119 to protect and escort

the pilgrims, and some years later had rendered their vow into the

hands of the Patriarch of Jerusalem. King Baldwin II. gave them
lodging in his palace to the east of the Temple and in neighbouring

buildings: Pauperes commilitones Christi templique Salomonis

(Templars). With their knightly vow they combined the usual

monastic vow (poverty, obedience and chastit}^). They at first

lived very scantily, on the support of Baldwin, but soon enjoj^ed the

favour of S. Bernaed. The Council of Troyes in 1128, held by a

papal legate and attended by lingo himself, exhorted to entrance

into the new Order, and sketched statutes for it. Hugo had great

success in his tour round the courts in France, England, and even

in Germany, where Lotliar IT. presented a part of the county of

Supplinburg to the Order. Three hundred knights of the noblest

families and great possessions were added to the Order. Moreover,

even violent knights, who happened to be under ecclesiastical ex-

communication, found admission after rendering penance, as also

Alexander III. allowed the Templars of Aragon to admit, after

penance, the notorious Brabanters, Aragonese and Basques, from

among whom the wild mercenary bands of the time were accustomed

to recruit, and who were regarded as standing outside the com-

munion of the Church on account of their atrocities.^ The actual

' Prtjtz, Entw.., p. 281. Cf. on the admission of elements of this very sort

Bernard, I.e., cp. 5. The oldest Begida pauptrum preserved contains in its
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development of the Order speedily passed the lines of the original

rule of a one-sided monastic character, which, moreover, had itself

reserved the right of further changes to the Masters of the Order.

At their general chapters there arose special statutes, corresponding

to the many-sided activity of the knights, and which were imparted

to the individual knights only as necessity arose. The nucleus of

the Order was formed by the knights, men of noble descent through

pure wedlock and of unimpeachable standing. They wore the

white mantle with the eight-pointed red cross. At first it seems

that knights, squires, and common soldiers were engaged as mercen-

aries for a stated time, who were not themselves members of the

Order. Subsequently, for this purpose and for the always increasing

administration of property, serving" brothers {fratres servieyites) were

taken into the Order itself, men of civic rank, partly as companions

in arms {armigeri), who formed separate troops in war, partly as

crafts-brothers {famuli). Finally there also appear clerics of the

order {capellani),^ who may be ordained by any bishop in ecclesias-

tical communion with Rome, The Templars began from 1172 to

withdraw from the spiritual jusisdiction of the Latin Patriarch of

Jerusalem, and likewise from the regular spiritual authorities in

their great Western possessions. Their clergy were directlj^ subordi-

nated to the Pope, but in spite of their highly esteemed position

remained very much in the hands of the Order. Nevertheless, they

were never able to satisfy the entire spiritual needs of the widely

ramified Order ; hence the Templars to a large extent availed them-

selves of the services of other clergy, with the approbation of their

superiors.

At the head of the whole Order stood the Master of the principal

house at Jerusalem as Grand Master, with the rank of a prince.

Alongside of him was the Greneral Chapter ; next to the Grand Mas-

ter was the Seneschal as his appointed representative.^ The great

wealth and landed property of the Order in the different countries

of Christendom made numerous officials necessary, and thus, in the

Order, a great social corporation, closely interconnected and well

articulated, spread over Christendom. By the popes of the twelfth

and thirteenth centuries it was favoured with privileges and ad-

present form later elements also, but nevertheless goes back to the original Rule

of Troyes.
1 The Bull of Alexander III., " Om7ie datum optimum'' in Jaffe, 10897, of

the 18th June, 1163. Cf. 11013 (of 30th March, 1164, also cited elsewhere as of

Sept., 1162).

- On the further hierarchy of officers of the Order, vid. Prutz, I.e., p. 43 sqq.
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vantages of all sorts, wliicli were jealously regarded by tlie clergy,

and often rightly so, as injurious to the regular episcopal govern-

ment of the Church,^ and it was exempted from ecclesiastical

jurisdiction and placed immediately under the Papal See. The
Pope is the bishop of the Templars; even the people on the pro-

perties of the Templars are exempted from the episcopal jurisdiction.

The chaplains of the Order received extensive faculties in regard to

cases otherwise reserved. The Order was protected against the issue

of ban and interdict, and was empowered to build churches and lay

out church3'ards everywhere.

In the too powerful Order the ideal impulses early began to be

overgrown by worldly and self-seeking interests. As an independent

corporation with boundless resources it ceased to subordinate itself as

a means to the general end, and made itself and its owm worldly

advantage its aim. Relentless prosecution of its secular objects, in

individual cases even to the extent of the open betrayal of Christian

interests, moral excesses and the worst passions began to gain

power.

Between the Johannites and the Templars great jealousy arose,

which at times even went the length of open conflict. As early as

1208 Innocent III. complained against the Templars, that to them

religion was only a screen that they might gain the world. Against

the Johannites, who supported the Greek Emperor Vatazes against

the Latin Empire, Gregory IX. directed the strongest reproaches in

regard to their entire moral conduct.

(c) The Order of the Teutonic Knights or Brothers of the German House of

our Lady at Jerusalem. Sources: Jacobus a Vitkiaco, 1. GO (in Buxgaks,

Gesta dei j). Franc, I. 1085. De 2^^'ifnordiis ordinis Teuton, narr., ed.

ToPPEN in Scr. r. Pruss., 1. 220 ; the Statutes of the Teutonic Order edited

by Hennig, 180G ; Hennes, Codex diplom. Ordinis St. Marice Teuton.

{Urkundenbuch d. D.O.), 2 vols., Mainz 1845 and 1861 ; Stkeulke, Tabidce

ordinis Teuton., Brl. 1869 (wherein p. 239 sqq. the privikcjia generalia of

the emperors, and p. 263 sqq. those of the popes) ; Sciionhuth, d. Ordens-

buch d. Br. vom D. Ilause, Heilbroun 18-42.

—

Literature: J. Voigt, Gesch.

d. dtsch. Bitterordens, 2 vols., 1857-59; Pkutz, KuUurgesch. (vid. p. 354),

p. 235 sqq.

A German hospital for the reception and care of German pilgrims

had already arisen at Jerusalem under King Baldwin.

Celestine II. (1143-44) placed it under the Grand Master of the

Johannites. The Emperor Frederick I. appears to have shown it

great favour. After the catastrophe of 1187 the remaining mem-

' Alexander III. in the Bull of exemption of 1164, already mentioned, con-

firmed essentially the same privileges which had already been conferred on the

Johannites by Anastasius IV. in 1154.
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bers of the society took up their work in Acre among the Grerman

pilgrims gathered there for the so-called Third Crusade, and sup-

ported the citizens of Bremen and Liibeck, who had come with

Count Adolphus of Holstein, in their exertions to remedy the

miserable condition of the German pilgrims who had fallen sick.

Duke Frederick of Swabia in particular took up this German
hospital, and procured for it confirmation and a letter of protection

from Pope Clement III.^ After his death, the German princes who
came in 1197 under Conrad of Mayence promoted the expansion of

the hospital society into an Order of Knig'hts, which was to combine

the duties of the Hospitallers of S, John and of the Templars :
" that

they should vow to serve the sick and protect the Holy Land."

IisTNOCENT in. gave it confirmation on the 19th February, 1199.-

Only Germans of free and noble birth were admitted as knights
;

alongside of them stand the brothers, whose duty it is to care for

the sick in the hospitals. From the time of Hoxorius III. they

might also admit half-brothers for the support of the aims prose-

cuted by the knights. The priests taken into service for the sake

of spiritual functions now also find admission into the Order itself

as actual priest-brothers.

The newly arisen Order, whose at first modest resources speedily

increased through rich gifts, had at first to suffer from the jealousy

of the two older knightly Orders. But under Hermann of Salza,

the highly gifted Master of the Order (from 1210), it quickly rose in

prosperity, and Honorius III. bestowed upon it all the rights and

privileges conferred on the two older Orders. But an entirely new
service was opened to the Order by the enterprise in Prussia ivid.

inf.).^ where also the Order of the Brothers of the Sword, founded in

1202, united with it in 1227.

(fZ) The Spanish Knightly Orders. In Spain also the conflict with the in-

fidels led to similar organizations. Here (1) the Order of Calatrava arose in

attachment to the Order of the Cistercians and under its guidance as militia

sacra ordinis Cisterciensis. "When King Sancho IX. of Castile presented the

town of Calatrava, which was threatened by the Moors, to the Cistercian

Order, Abbot Eaymond founded the knightly Order in 1158 to defend it. (2)

The Ordo S. Juliani de Pereyro. The Order, founded in 1152 by two knights,

then confirmed by King Ferdinand of Leon and the Pope in 1177, on acquiring

possession of the fortress of Alcantara (1218) named itself after it. While these

two Orders assumed the full monastic vows (it was not till the sixteenth century

that they were allowed to marry), the milites EboraB (from the town of Evora

1 6th Feb., 1191 ; Jaffe, 16667.
^ In what sense the Teutonic Order is to be regarded, as a continuation of

the old brothers of the Hospital of S. Mary in Jerusalem, or as a new creation,

vid. Pkutz, I.e., 235 sqq. and 548 sq. ; Uhlhorn, I.e., 165 sq.
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in Portugal) bound themselves from 1162 onwards only to war against the

infidels, to works of mercy, to fidelity and chastity in wedlock, and to reverent

obedience to the Cistercian Order, to which they were affiliated, after the

fashion of the so-called conversi or Tertiaries {vid. inf.) wbich were already

to be found in various Orders. The Order of St. lago di Compostella {militia

St. Jacobi), which arose independently of the Cistercians, and which was in-

tended for the protection of pilgrims and recognised by Alexander III. and

Innocent III., might also have married members.



CHAPTER FIFTH.

The Spread of Christianity in the North and East.

1. The Christianizing of the Slavs.

Sources : (1) Heljioldi Chron. Slavorum, with the continuation by Arnoli)

MGS. XXI., 1 sqq. and ed. Pertz, Hann. 1868, in German by Laurent,
GDV., vol. 7 (for criticism vid. Voelkel, Shirren, Usinger and others in

Wttb., II., 305); Versus antiq. de vita Yicelin. ed. N. Beeck, 1877. Saxo
Gramm., Gesta Dan. ed. A. Holder, Strassb. 1866. (2) The three vitce of

Otto of Bamb. : a) v. Prieflingensis MGS. XII. and 6) and c) Ebonis v.

Ottonis and Herbordi dialogus, Jaffe, BrG. V. (Mon. Bamb.) 1869 ; G.

Haag, Quellen z. Gesch. des Pommernaj:). 0. v. S., Stettin 1874 (Festschrift).

Cf. FDG. 16, 297; 18, 241.—Literature : L. v. Giesebrecht, vid. p. 148;

W. V. Giesebrecht, Kaisery. III., 2; IV., 1; W. Bernhardi Lothar v.

Supplinburg, Lpz. 1874 ; F. Winter, p. 317 and 350 ; W. Wiesener, Gesch.

d. chr. K. Pommerns zur Wendenzeit, Brl. 1889.

1. At the beginning- of this period, in the North, Archbishop Adalbert of

Bi'emen (from 1043) entertained extensive plans of a northern patriarchate.

His influence on Svend Estridson of Denmark brought about the addition of

new Danish bishoprics to the already founded bishoprics of Sleswick, Ripen

and Seeland (Roeskilde). Adalbert consecrated an Icelandic bishop, and the

Orkneys came into his diocese. Under the West Gothlandic race which succeeded

the ancient Upsala kings the relations to Sweden were renewed, similarly

Norway was attracted. But after the fall of the ambitious prelate the way
was prepared for the definitive emancipation of the Scandinavian churches-

from Bremen-Hamburg, and at the same time there ensued with the assassina-

tion of Gottschalk the i-uler of the Obotrites (1066), the restoration of heathenism

in the great, but now decaying empire of the Wends. Mecklenburg, Olden-

burg, and Ratzeburg were destroj^ed, Hamburg levelled with the ground, and

the diocese of Hamburg north of the Elbe entirely occupied by the heathen

Wends. Adalbert's successor, Liemar, called himself Bishop of Bremen only.

In the great German ecclesiastical controversy he stood on the side of

Henry IV. against Gregory and his successor, and adhered to the schism.

This favoured the ecclesiastical separation of the North, where King Eric of

Denmark now took the part of Urban II., and, with the co-operation of Anselm
of Canterbury, the zealotts Gregorian Asger of Lund was raised to the arch-

bishopric of the North.

But a new rise in prosperity began in the beginning of the twelfth centui-y.

After the fall of the Wendish prince Kruto (Kruko), Gottsghalk's son Henry
renewed his father's rule in attachment to German civilization ; in Holstein

the first Schauenburg, Count Adolphus, ruled (from 1110), in Sleswick Knud
Laward as commander of the Danes, attaching himself to German customs, was
in close connection with the Emperor Lothar, and after Henry's death (1121)

became at the same time king of the Obotrites and the Wends.
361
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2. Tlie work of Vicelix takes place under these circumstances.

Born in Hameln and educated in Paderborn, he was sent by Bishop

Adalbert II. of Bremen to the Wendish prince Henry, in whose

domains Alt-Lllbeck was the sole remaining Christian centre.

But after Henry's death had rendered further undertakings vain,

Vicelin was called from Meldorf, through emissaries of the Hol-

stein district of Faldera, to the then Slav frontier, and in 1128

founded in Wipendorf the monastery of regular canons of S.

Augustine, Novum Monasterium (Neumiinster). The favourable

prospects opened by Knud's rule over the "Wend country were

destroyed by his assassination in 1131. The Obotrite prince

Niklot (f 1161) held fast by heathenism. But the interference of

the Emperor Lothar, his erection of Sigeburg on the Segeberg

chalk mountain, gave Vicelin a new point of support.

But the introduction of order and Christianity was still prevented by the

war which Henry the Proud of Bavaria (Lothar's son-in-law) carried on with
Albert the Bear, on whom the Hohenstaufen Conrad III. had bestowed the

Duchy of Saxony. Meanwhile the Slavs devastated the Christian foundations
(Lubeck and Segeberg), till Count Henry of Badewide, with the help of

Holsten, inflicted several serious defeats on the Slavs. After Albert had given
up his claims on Saxony, and after Count Adolf of Holstein had received

Wagria, and Henry, as first Count of Ratzeburg, had received the Polabing
country, it was possible to think of colonization and Christian foundations.

For this was the question much more than the convcx'sion of the Wends, seeing

that the remaining Wends were more and more absorbed by the German
colonists. Still another storm arose through Niklot's invasion of Wagria,
whereby in 1147 he desired to anticipate the crusade against the Slavs. For
the crusading movement which was kindled by Bernard's preaching was rather

diverted by Saxon rulers to the securing of German dominion and civilization

in the Wend country. While the chief enterprise was directed against the

Liutizes, the young Henry the Lion, the son of Henry the Proud, in his war
against Niklot, which was supported by the Danes, at least obtained from the

Obotrites the promise to give up heathenism and establish a relationship of

friendly alliance between Niklot and the German power.

Taking advantage of the favourable circumstances Vicelin was

consecrated by Bishop Hartwich of Bremen in 1149 as Bishop of

Oldenburg (Holstein), but, in order to obtain possession of at least

a part of the revenues assigned to him, was obliged to accept

investiture from Henry the Lion, who here appeared as an inde-

pendent sovereign. Vicelin died in 115-1.

3. During ^the same time Albert the Bear, the son of Comit

Otto of Ascania or Ballenstadt and Margrave of North Saxony

(Altmark), carried on his war against the Liutizes and Wilzes,

conquered Priegnitz, and on the other side the district of Zerbst

and Wittenberg, and b}- treaty with the friendly prince Pribislav in
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Brandenburg put himself in possession of the Havel country. The
bishoprics of Havelberg and Brandenburg, formerly erected by
Otto I., could now be revived, and the spread of the German rule

beyond the Elbe, in which German colonists and also Johannites

and Templars were brought in to assist, went hand in hand with

the erection of ecclesiastical foundations, in forming which Albert

specially availed himself of the Premonstratensians in Magde-
burg. Havelberg received an influential bishop in Anselm, who
belonged to this Order. The principal monaster}?- at St. Mary's in

Magdeburg founded the convent at Leitzkau which was of great

importance for the Christianising of the Wends, where the hitherto

Provost Wigger, who was elevated to the Bishopric of Branden-

burg in 1138, was also accustomed to reside as bishop. From 1141

Albert called himself Margrave of Brandenburg.

4. Many missionary attempts had already been made in Eastern

Pomerania, which in 997 had fallen into dependence on Poland.

But the renewed subjection of the country by Boleslav III. (1121)

was decisive, in consequence of which Western Pomerania (Duke

Wratislav) was also obliged to acknowledge the Polish supre-

macy and to promise to accept Christianity. Here began the

work of Otto of Bamberg, the apostle of the Pomeranians. This

southern German had previously worked at the court of Duke
Wladislav Hermann and brought about his second marriage with

the sister of Henry IV., and had afterwards become Henry IV. 's

chancellor, and in 1102 Bishop of Bamberg.^ Called by Boleslav,

the son of his former patron. Otto came in 1124 with a brilliant

train through Poland to Pomerania, was well received in Kammin
by Wratislav and his already Christian wife Heila, and afterwards

laid the first foundations of Christianity in the rich commercial

town of Julin on Wollin, and then also in Stettin, in doing which
it was of advantage to him that he was skilful enough to obtain

milder conditions of peace from the Polish duke. For a second

time, in 1128, he came by Magdeburg and Havelberg to the western

part of the country, to Demmin. His imposing and at the same
time gentle nature had a winning effect, and at the Diet at

Usedom gained the good will of the magnates of the country.

Yet great conflicts between Christianit}' and heathenism ensued.

But the bishopric of Julin appears to be firmly established in 1140.

It was subsequently transferred to Kolberg, though the Polish

archbishopric of Gnesen raised claims to it.

^ He became the founder of the Abbey of Michelsberg, and the restorer of the

ruined cathedral of Bamberg.
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"When the chief power of the Slavonic crusade in 1147 penetrated

into Pomerania also and threatened Stettin, the cross of the Pomer-

anian warriors and the exertions of the bishop prevented a hostile

collision. Duke Ratibor, already baptized by Otto, entered into

negotiations with the Saxon crusaders, and thenceforth promoted

Christian foundations.

5. The missionary and civilizing work of the Cistercians, which

was so highly important for the whole Wend country, now soon

began. Henry the Lion, who by his relentless procedure in several

ways thwarted the rights and claims of the Archbishop of Bremen,

gained a powerful instrument for missionary work in the Cistercian

monk Berno, whom Pope Hadrian IV. himself caused to be conse-

crated Bishop of Mecklenburg. In 1158 he transferred his seat

farther south to Schwerin, about the same time when for like

reasons of security the bishopric of Oldenburg ^^'as transferred to

Liibeck. Berno extended his activity as far as Demmin, towards

the end of the seventh decade baptized Pribislav, the son of the

AVend prince Niklot, and included Pomerania as far as the mouth

of the Peene in his diocese (1167). He must be designated the

apostle of the Obotrites, as Vicelin is that of the Wagrians.

Tlie powerful rise in influence of the Cistercians in the Wend country began

from tlie time when the tension between the Emperor Frederick I. and the

Order which took the part of Alexander III. slackened, till the final reconcilia-

tion of the Pope and the Emperor removed the last obstacles. From that time

numerous new Cistercian abbej'S arose in the Wend country in contradiction

of the decision of the General Chapter of Citeaux in 1151 {vid. sup. p. 351)

The new Christian problem of civilization altered the principles held at first.

The monasteries became the fiscal and judicial superiors of numerous villages,

and were obliged to undertake spiritual functions and organize a Christian

parochial system. As in general in the eiiort to gain the Wend country on

the Baltic, the Danish influence concurred with the Saxon, Cistercian foun-

dations, such as Uargun, and afterwards Eldena and Xolbaz in Pomerania,

proceeded from Denmark, favoured by Archbishop Eskil of Lund. Eligen

came into the hands of Waldemar II. of Denmark. The Cistercian foundation

of Oliva near Danzig was established by Colbaz in Eastern Pomerania

through alliance with the Prince of Pomerellen. But the Cistercians obtained

a firm footing also in Wagria and in the middle Wend country, the domain of

Albert the Bear and the archiepiscopal see of Magdeburg, as likewise in the

southern Wend country (Meissen and Lusatia). To this there was finally

added their action in Silesia and Poland.

2. The Baltic Provinces.

Sources : Arnoldi Lubecensis chronicon Slavoricm, MGS. XXI. ; Heinrici

chronicon Livonice, ibid. XXIII.

—

Literature: Dehio, vid. sup. p. 13G; K. v.

ScnL()ZER, Livland und die Aufiinge deutschen Lebens im Norden, Brl.

1850.

The earlier trading enterprises of the Danes and Swedes in Cour-
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land and Estlionia were followed by those of Bremen and Liibeck,

which from the middle of the twelfth century led to more per-

manent Christian influences. The Augustinian canon Meinhaed
of Segeberg attached himself to traders who during summer opened
their booths on the Diina. The Russian Grand Prince Vladimir of

Polozk allowed him to preach. As e^rly as 1184 the first church
arose near Uexklill on the Diina (on the frontier of Livonia to-

wards Semgallen and Courland), Some little success encouraged in

1186 the erection of the Livonian Bishopric, which was constituted

from Bremen. After Meinhard's death in 1196 the Livonians, now
become Christian, begged for a new bishop from Bremen. The
Cistercian Berthold of Loccum was sent as Meinhard's successor,

but was shortly expelled by the people, who had become mistrustful.

He now organized a crusade in Westphalia and Lower Saxony, in

which many prelates and knights and traders also took part. They
defeated the Livonians, but the latter slew Berthold in 1198. The
Bremen canon, Albert (of Stade, not of Apeldern or Buxhowden),
methodically prosecuted this warlike mission. In indefatigable

journeys to Germany, with the support of the Pope as well as of the

Danish Cnut and the German Philip, he collected ever new hosts

of pilgrims. In 1201 he founded the German trading city of E-iga,

and in the Order of the Sword (Brotherhood of the knightly

service of Christ, md. p. 359) which he founded, he provided himself

with a weapon, which was to be entirely subject to the control of

the bishop. His aim was the establishment of a single combined
spiritual and secular power. Alongside of him stood the Cistercian

Dietrich (of Thoreida), who under Meinhard had already worked
for the Livonian mission with Pope Innocent, and whom Albert now
(1205) made abbot of the first Livonian (Cistercian) monastery of

Diinamiinde. The Livonians were baptized in a body, and in the

year 1207, at the Diet of the court at Sinzig, Albert accepted

Livonia as a fief from King Philip.

Controversies witli the Order of the Sword, which strove for independence,

were several times sought to be adjusted by Pope Innocent. The bisliopric of

Riga was freed from its subordination to the metropolitan see of Bremen, and
Albert was granted full powers to consecrate other bishops also. When the

Order sought to establish itself independently in Esthonia, Albert conse-

crated Abbot Dietrich as Bishop for the latter, but thereby fell into conflict

with the Order. Innocent indeed confirmed Dietrich, but at the same time
commissioned the archbishopric of Lund with the ecclesiastical supervision

and thereby promoted the intentions of King Waldemar II. with Esthonia, to

whom Albert had to give way. Bishop Dietrich fell near Reval in the war of

the Danes against the Esthonians. But after the most successful rising of the
Esthonians against thepanes, which compelled the latter to surrender Esthonia,
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renewed German trains of pilgrims worked in favour of their subjection
f

Dorpat fell into Albert's bands, and tbe resistance to him of the Order of the

Sword ceased. Albert (until his death, which ensued in 1229) was able to

organize the whole province ecclesiasticallj", but did not obtain from the Pope
the elevation to the rank of an archbishop which he desired.

The hard pressed Order of the Sword under Volquin sought attachment to

the Teutonic Order which had meantime penetrated into Prussia, and was united

to it in 1237, after a severe defeat of the Germans by the Lithuanians. Riga
was now elevated by Pope Alexander IV. in 1255 into the metropolis of the

Livonian and Prussian Church. From Livonia, Semgallen had already been

subjected in 1218. Finally the Curians also, in order to save their independence,

had consented to receive Chi'istianity. This had been attained, after Albert's

death, by means of a treaty, by the Cistex'cian Baldwin, who was entrusted by

the Pope with the arrangement of affairs. But this method of procedure,

whereby their freedom and nationality were to be secured to the Curians, Avas

not according to the taste of the time. The town of Eiga itself seems to have

taken part in the intrigues against it. The new bishop, Nicholas, a Premon-
stratensian, i-eturned to the old waj-, Christianising and Germanising by violence.

Baldwin was indeed made Bishop of Semgallen by the Pope, and equipped with

extraordinar3' authority, but the conflict between him and the Bishop of Riga

led finally to the removal of Baldwin, in whose place William of Modena ad-

ministered as papal legate. The controversy as to the rights of the Brothers

of the Sword, the Bishop of Eiga and the town of Eiga, continiied.

3. Prussia.

Sources : Petri de Dusburg chronJcon Prussice in Scrij^t. rer. Prussic, I., ed.

ToEPPEN ; Hartknoch's 14 Dissertationes in the appendix to his edition of

Peter of Dusburg, Jena 1679; Yoigt, Geschichte Preussens, vols. 1-3,

Konigsberg 1827 sqq.; A. L. Ewald, die Eroberung Preussens durch die

Deutschen, 4 vols., Halle 1872-85
; Winter, Cisterzienser, I., p. 360 sqq.

In order to set free a few Polish. Cistercians who had fallen into

the hands of the heathen Prussians, Gottfried of Lekno (Lukina in

Poland), a German by birth, went to Prussia, found a friendly re-

ception, and begged for and, after his return, received from Innocent

III. the authority to preach in Prussia (Potthast, No. 2901). In

1207 he crossed the "Weichsel in the company of the monk Philip
;

at the same time he gained the co-operation of the Cistercian monk
Christian of Oliva, and Innocent III. commanded the Archbishop

of Gnesen to provide for the Prussian mission. The not unfavour-

able result of their action was partly hindered by the fact that the

Cistercian abbots took offence at the life of the missionary monks,

which, was necessarily less restricted and contrary to the Rule,

but partly and still more by the fact that the Pomeranian and

Polish princes were only too much inclined to regard and utilize the

new converts as their subjects. Nevertheless Christian was able to

present to the Pope in Rome as firstfruits, two Prussian petty chiefs,

who had presented lands to the mission, and wdio were solemnly

baptized in Rome itself. Christian himself was consecrated Bishop

of Prussia. But the success, Avliich had hitherto been peaceful,
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though not extending to great masses, now awakened resistance.

After Philip and other Christians had been killed by the Prussians

in 1214 or 1215, the new bishop himself now adopted violent means,

levied crusading hosts and leaned on the support of the greedy

Duke Conrad of Masovia. Pope Honorius III. agreed that the

Crusaders intended for the Holy Land might also be turned against

the heathen Prussians. Dantzic, Oliva and all the monasteries

founded by Christian fell victims to the vigorous resistance of the

Prussians, and Christian was only able to maintain his position in

the strong Kulm. Although he had made attempts at a real

Christian mission by the education of native Christian teachers, etc.,

Christian still appeared as the political opponent of the people and

the friend of their enemy, the Duke of Masovia. After the Order of

the Knightly Brothers of Dobrin, founded by Christian, had been

worn out in a few years, Conrad of Masovia, in agreement with

Christian, called in the assistance of the Teutonic Order (under Her-
mann of Salza), on whom a part of the Kulm land was bestowed. A
smaller number of Brothers of the Order was followed by a greater

in 1230 under Hermann of Balk. The Teutonic Knights, when they

had obtained firm footing at a few points, now conquered the coun-

try in a fifty years' war with the frequent assistance of German
Crusaders, and broke the terrible defence of the Prussians.

Hand in liand with the war went the favouring of German colonists, especially

of those from the Lower Rhine, and the founding of towns which received

partly Liibeck and partly Magdeburg law, as well as the formation of pea-

santries with free communal administi'ation. Konigsberg was founded in 1256

in memorj^ of King Ottocar of Bohemia and his merits in the subjection of

Samland ; Marienburg, built in 1276, became the chief residence of the Master
of the Teutonic Order in the fourteenth century. What remained of the

Prussians after the fearfvil war, were finallj^ obliged after very obstinate resist-

ance to consent to receive ChristianitJ^ In these conflicts, ecclesiastical activity

such as Christian and after him the Papal legate, William of Modena, sought to

maintain, and men like the Dominican Hyacinth sought to exei'cise, fell greatly

into the background. The foundations of ecclesiastical organization were laid

under Innocent IV. in 1213 by WiLLiAii of Modena in the erection of the four

bishoprics of Kulm, Pomerania, Ermland, and Samland, which soon after-

wards were placed under the Livonian bishopric of Riga as metropolitan. The
Order sviccessfully resisted the intention of the Pope to give the bishops a por-

tion of the country conquered by the Order, as a free bishopric ; only Ermland
was able to withdraw itself from the claims of the Order, as afterwards from the

metropolitan alliance with Eiga by placing itself immediately under the Pope.
The Order, which was purely guided by interests of jjower, produced energetic

personalities, and solved a great problem of civilization, but ruled tyrannically
and soon fell away into secularization. It was in constant dissension with the
clergy ; the wars with Poland finallj- led to the result, that in 1466 (Battle of

Tannenberg) it lost West Prussia to Poland, and was obliged to receive East
Prussia as a fief of the Crown of Poland.
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CHAPTER SIXTH.

The History of the Ecclesiastical Sciences till the end of the

Twelfth Century.

Literature : The Histories of Philosophy by H. Eitter, Erdmann, "Ueberweg
(2nd Part, 7th ed. by Heinzb, 1883), A. Stockel (1865) and B. Haureau,
La philos. scolast, 2 vols., 2nd ed., Paris 1873 ; C. Prantl, G. der Logik
im Ahendlancle, 4 vols., 1855 sqq. ; H. v. Eicken, Gesch. u. System der
mittelalf. Weltanschauung^ 1887.

Introductory note.

The scholastic dialectic had hitherto been treated as a philosophic

study on the basis of the expedients handed down from antiquity

without reference to theological problems. About the middle of the

twelfth century the circle of view was expanded by the making
known of the whole Logic (the opyavov) of Aristotle. Others of his

chief writings also were soon made known, at first through the

medium of Arabian Aristotehans, and afterwards, towards the end of

the period, from the original Greek text.

But with the rise in the prosperity of the Church since the middle

of the eleventh century, the attempt to draw the dialectical dis-

cussions into the service of the dogmas of the Church had begun
to be made. Only, the scholastic science of dialectics, as Peter

Damiani required, was not to transgress the attitude of a handmaid
of theology. But it was soon seen that this limitation could not be

maintained.

1. Berengar and Lanfranc.

Sources: Lanfraxci op]), ed. Giles, Lond. 1844 (Ml. 150); Berengarii de

sacra ccena (discovered by Lessing at "Wolfenbiittel) ed. Staudlin (Tilbing.

Progr. 1820 sqq.), afterwards A.T. and F. Th. Vischer, Berl. 1835 ;
The

Acts of the Synod of Home in MANsr,XIX. ; H. Sudendorp, B. Tur., Samm-
hurg ihn hetreffender Briefe, Hamb. IShO.—Literature : Histoire litt. de la

France, VIII. 260; Hasse, Anselm v. C, I., 21 sqq. ; Lessing, B.T. in the

Works VIII. of Lachmaun's edition; J. Schxitzer, B. v. T.,sein Leben, etc.,

Miinchen 1890 ; H. Halfmaxn, Cardinal Humbert, Gttg. 1882.

Berengar, scholasticus in Tours, from 1040 deacon in Angers

(ob. 1088), turned against the view of the Lord's Supper at one time

championed by Paschasius (p. 201), and since then favoured by the

ecclesiastical opinion of the age. In a letter to the famous Lanfranc
368
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Berengar championed tlie view of the alleged Scotiis Erigena.^

With the weapons of dialectics he pulverized the notion of a trans-

formation of the elements into the body and blood of Christ as self-

contradictory
;
the conversio, he said, became an eversio suhjecti, and

the assertion that in the transformation of the substance certain

qualities remained permanent, was nonsense. Similarly to E,a-

tramnus he taught a dynamic conception of the consecrated elements
as mediators of the reception of the body and blood of Christ for

faith. Lanfeanc, who was born in Pavia, after zealous studies

both in law and in the liberal arts, especially in dialectics, had
gathered numerous pupils at Avrenges since 1040. As a monk also^

and afterwards as Abbot of the monastery of Bee, he pursued
instruction in dialectics with great zeal. Subsequently he became
the intimate adviser of William the Conqueror, from 1066 he was
Abbot of the monastery of S. Stephen at Caen, from 1070 Arch-
bishop of Canterbury, and died there in 1089.

On the ground of his letter to Lanfranc, Berengar was condemned
unheard at a Roman synod under Leo IX., and Lanfranc, who was
himself present in Rome, was not without a share in the business.

A Synod at Vercelli, at which Berengar, who was arrested by King
Henry I. in Paris, could not be present, next condemned his doctrine.

But Hildebrand, who was residing in Prance, on the commission of

the Pope announced himself content with Berengar's sworn declar-

ation, that according to him the bread and wine were by consecra-

tion the body and blood of Christ, without the sense of this utter-

ance getting the length of theological discussion. Trusting to this^

Berengar himself came to Rome in 1159. But Hildebrand did

nothing for him, and the party of zealots at Rome, Cardinal Hum-
bert at their head, forced upon him the crass confession that bread
and wine after the consecration were the true body and the true

blood of Christ and sensuously handled by the hands of the priest,

broken, and chewed by the teeth of believers (the so-called mandu-
catio Capernaitica according to John vi. 52). After his return,

Berengar nevertheless vindicated his conviction in great embitter-

ment against the Popes Leo IX. and Nicholas II. In the literary

controversy which now began Lanfranc strictly adhered to the idea

that by consecration the elements were transformed in an incon-

ceivable and miraculous way into the essence (essentiam) of the
body and blood of Christ. Men like Eusebius Bruno of Angers
sought in vain to mediate. In the continuation of the controversy

Berengar came into danger of his life at the Synod of Poitiers

' In reality of Ratramnus, De eucharistia.

C. H.—VOL. II. B B
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(1075). Gregory VII. summoned him to Eome, and at the Synod of

1078 appeared to be content, as formerlj^ at Tours, with a simple

positive confession without theological explanation. But under

pressure of the extreme party, in the following year he required a

confession of the doctrine of the substantial transformation, and when

Berengar, appealing to his former conversation with Gregory, would

also have transformed the significance of this confession in accord-

ance with his opinion, he was obliged without further parley to

submit and make the confession in the required sense of his oppo-

nents. Gregory commended him to the protection of the bishops of

Tours and Angers and threatened with the ban all who should lay

violent hands on him. Although after his return Berengar regretted

the denial of his conviction, he remained unattached on the island

of St. Cosme near Tours till his death in 1088.

In the conflict with Berengar, Lanfranc made use of the dialectical method

in the theological sphere, but still rather as a weapon of defence against

attacks, without applying it comprehensively and on principle for the develop-

ment of dogmatics. The ecclesiastical view of transubstantiation which was

attacked by Berengar was next thoroughly developed by Alger, the Liege

schoolman (who died in 1130 in monastic retirement in ClugnjO- Keeping at a

distance from the new dialectical movement, he attempted to show the founda-

tions of dogma, more in the sense of the Fathers. 0pp. Ml. 180.

So likewise Eupert of Deutz {oh. 1135) essentially abstained from modern

science. In him there lives the theological speculation, drawn from the

Fathers, especially Augustine, which, unconcerned with the formalism of the

dialectical scholastic method, finds the highest divine aim of the world in the

central idea of the Incarnation, and out of it develops with mystical fulness of

assurance the transmission of the divine powers through the sacraments of the

Church. 0pp. Ml. 167-170; Bach, I.e., II. 245 ; E. Eocholl, B. v. D., Gliters-

loh 1880.

2. Anselm of Canterbury.

Sources: Anselmi opp. ed. Geureron. Paris 1075 (Ml. 158, 159). Chief

writings : Monologium and proslogium (Being of God and the Trinity),

Dialogus de. Deritate (Eealism), Cur dens homo (frequently edited) ed.

Fritzschb, 2nd ed., Ziir. 1880, De concepht virginali et origiaali jx^ccato,

De libero arbitrlo, Concordia prcescientice et prcedesUnationis necnon

gratice dei cum libero arbitrio, and several others.

—

Literature : F Hasse,

Anselm v. C, 2 vols., Leipzig 1843 and 1852; M. Rule, Life and times of

S. Ans., 2 vols., London 1883.

Anselm, who proceeded from the school of Lanfranc, was, like his

teacher, vividly penetrated by the ecclesiastical ideas of the age and

worked and suffered for them. Not from any sceptical tendency

whatever, but in believing devotion to tlio faith of the Church and

at the same time in cheerful trust in its reasonableness, he practised

the application on principle of dialectical argumentation to the
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ecclesiastical belief presupposed as given. This it was wliicli made

him the father of Scholasticism.

Anselm, born at Aosta iu Piedmont in 1033, sought by breaking with the

world and surrendering his worldly possessions to satisfy his inward nature in

the monastery of Bec. Devoted to zealous studies, he at the same time over-

came an inclination to distinguish himself independently, by the strict exercise

of monastic obedience. In 1063, when Lanfranc took over the monastery of

Caen, he became Prior, and in 1078 Abbot, at Bec, and here he gained great

influence as a teacher and pastor. His elevation to the archiepiscopal See of

Canterbury, which ensued after Lanfranc's death and a vacancy of the See

lasting for several years, brought him, the decided adherent of the principles

of Gregory VII., into grave conflicts with William II., who was accustomed

strictly to maintain and at the same time to take pecuniary advantage of the

feudal dependence of the bishops and the royal influence on the clergy and

Church. Exiled from 1097, he was indeed recalled under Henry I., but again

compelled to reside abroad (in Italy) for several years, till the settlement of

1100 Avas finally arrived at (y/c?. sup. p. 262). Anselm himself then temporarily

exercised the administration of the kingdom ;
in 1109 he died.

An ecclesiastical temperament and inward purity are harmoni-

ously united in Anselm as in Augustine with an energetic impulse

towards scientific knowledge. His acute dialectical speculations ail

rest on religious needs
; not doubt but love of divine things is the

motive force in his theology, and this prevents him from losing

himself in mere formalism. His proof of the being of God assumes

the form of prayer. Following the steps of Augustine, who had a

most important influence on him, he utters the dominant principle :

fides quserit intellectum. Faith is that which stands firm from the

first, and which will remain unshaken, even if the aim of know-

ledge is not attained. But faith involves the impulse and the

obligation to strive after knowledge. Naturally this presupposed

faith is at once the entire sum of the explicit belief of the Church

;

the latter is the unshakeable rock. In humble surrender to it

experience and purification of the heart are lattained, the fruitful

way to knowledge. Qui non crediderit^ non experietur et qui expertus

non fuerit, non intelliget (Isaiah vii. 9, Vulg.). It is still, therefore,

with all confidence in the weapon of dialectics, not the one-sided

trust in the mere operation of the understanding, by which the bold

faith in the knowableness of the revealed truth and the unfolding of

the faith as the highest reason is here nourished. Far-reaching

scientific investigations, on the one hand into the being of God and

free will, and on the other into original sin and especially into the

atonement, the necessity of the death of Christ for the redemption

of humanity, spring up on this soil. But with Anselm the dialecti-

cal working up of ecclesiastical doctrine did not yet extend to the
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whole of ecclesiastical dogma, or to an attempt at rational construc-

tion of tlie body of ecclesiastical doctrines of the faith. The par-

ticular investigations were only to be exempla meditandi de ratione

fidei.

But Anselm's controversy with Roscelin (Rucelin), a Canon of

Compiegne, shows how occupation with dialectics gives rise to a

philosophical question of principles.

Ill tlie Isagoge of Porphyry, wliicli was mucli made use of in the Middle

Ages, the question had been suggested, but not decided, whether genera and
sjiccies ^ have substantial (objective) existence, or exist merely in our thought,

whether in the first case the}" are of corporeal or incorporeal nature, and
whether they are separated from the individual things perceptible to sense, or

only exist in and hj them. Boetius had likewise left the question undecided in

the commentary' on his translation of Porphyry ; on the other hand in the

commentary on Victorinus' Commentary on Porphyry he had decided, that

common conceptions had a real existence and that both in themselves and in

combination with individual things. But the qiiestion which since then has

often been taken up, only rose to greater importance from the middle of the

eleventh century. From that time onwards the opposition of Realism and
Nominalism, both in very various forms, runs through meditBval philosophy.

"Realism is either taught in the sense that the universals must be conceived not

indeed as separated from things, but only in them, but as constituting their

proper being, or further developed in the sense held to be the Platonic, to the

eflect that a separate independent existence outside individual things must be

attributed to universals. The nominalistic conception is linked to the pre-

sentation of Boetius, according to which dialectics has to do with inteUectiis and
voces in distinction from res, as things are grasped bj' the understanding

{inteUectiis) and designated by words, and therefore the categories pass into the

highest names and verbal designations. Hence the assertion that the iiniver-

salia are not res, but voces or nomina ; whereby is meant words (voces) onlj'

in opposition to real things, but not in opposition to inteUectiis, the mental

conceptions. As early as the middle of the eleventh century, Johannes, a

teacher of dialectics in Paris,^ is mentioned, among whose pupils Eoscelin is

also mentioned alongside of Robert of Paris and Arnold of Laon. Roscelin

appears as the champion of the co-called sententia vocxim : the universalia are

not res but mere voces or nomina, or at least mere conceptus (notions, repre-

sentations). This tendency, subsequently called Nominalism and distinguished

by the formula universalia post rem, saw the real in the individual existing

object (particular tilings), but in species and genus mere products of subjective

presentation, which gathers together what is similar in individual things

(Conceptualism), or even mere voces, nomina, which merely have the import-

ance of designating the sum of all individuals of the same species, an extreme

conception, which it is probably incorrect to ascribe to Roscelin. Contrasted

with this is the realistic conception, which gains the preponderance in the fur-

ther course of the history of scholasticism, especially in the thirteenth centurj^,

1 The so-called universals ; at the same time this expression originally

comprehends further the so-called five PrcedicabiUa.
* In opposition to Phantl, who would refer the notice to Johannes Scotus

Erigena, vid. Drutscii, Ahiilard, p. 100, note.
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since scientific knowledge is only held to be possible, if there is ascribed to the

universal (that to which {ma-Trjij.ri is related) in distinction from the individual,

a real existence, whether it be a separate independent existence outside the

individual things and previous to them (universalia ante rem) : the Platonic

Realism, according to which every individual thing has a share in the really

existing universal ; or whether it be only in the individual things (universalia

in re). Starting fi-om his Realism under Augustinian influence, Anselm saw in

the universals the general forms of things (equivalent to ideas, though he does

not use the name) which exist in the divine intelligence, the \6yos, and in

which individual things share. Thus the main importance fell upon the super-

sensuous, and the birth of theology seemed to him to depend on this Realism

(equivalent to Platonic Idealism), while in Roscelin's Nominalism he feared to

discover the denial of all supersensuous reality and a coarse .sensualism.

The controversy between Anselm and Roscelin, which thus showed a per-

spective of the philosophical development of subsequent times, did not for the

rest arise independently about this philosophical question, but was merely made
use of as a weapon in a controversy on points of ecclesiastical doctrine.

Roscelin's utterances on the doctrine of the Trinity raised offence and caused

Anselm to be involved, Roscelin having appealed to him and Lanfranc. A
synod at Soissons in 1092 compelled Roscelin to recant. By his assertion that

the three Persons of the Godhead might not be designated one thing (nature),

Roscelin appeared, on the ground of his Nominalism, so to lay the chief weight

on the separate reality of the three Persons as individuals, as to fall into the

prohibited Tritheism.

On another point also it was shown how the use of what at first was mostly

formal dialectics might involve the seed of metaphysical speculation, viz. in

Anselm's undertaking to draw the proof for the existence of God from the idea

of God as the most perfect Being (the so-called Ontological proof). The monk
Gaunilo had attacked Anselm on this subject in the treatise ^^ pro insipiente,^^

and Anselm had defended himself in his ^^Apologeticus contra GauniloneinJ'

Among the pupils of Anselm, mention must be made of Anselm
of Laon, who taught in Paris from 1076, and afterwards as arch-

deacon and scholasticus at Laon. Also Gtuibert of Nogent (p. 332)

belonged in Bee to Anselm's pupils. The further step, of treating

the whole of dogmatic theology in syllogistic form, with dialectical

development of the reasons pro and contra, was made by Honorius

AuGusTODUNENSis, who lived in a South German monastery in the

time of Henry V.,^ in his Elucklarms s. dialocjus de siimma totins

christianm theologice.

^ Augustodunum is traditionally recognised in Autun in Burgundy, but
weighty considerations seem rather to point to Augsburg, vid. Stanonik in

ADB. and Wattb., II. 230 ; that Honorius is the author of the Elucidarius is

shown by Bach, DG. d. J\IA., II. 305.
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3. Abelard and Gilbert.

Sources : Ab^elardi 0pp., Paris KilG ; Victor Cou.sin, Oiivr. I'uedifs d'Ab., 1836 ;

id., P. Aboilardi ojip., Paris 1849 and 1859 ; Ml. 178 after Cousin I., hence

much from Cousin II. is wanting.—On Gilbert: Otto Fris. de gest. Frid.

jirimi, I. 46 and 50 (MGS. XX. 524) ; Gaufredi libellus contra Gilbertum

(Ml. 185, G17) ; Hlstor. Pontif., MGS., XX. b22.—Literature : Cousin, Introd.

to the Ourr. ini'dits. ; Charles de Remusat, Ab., Par. 1845; Wilkens, P.

Ab., Gttg. 1855 ; Bittcheu in ZhTh. 1869 and 70 ; Eeuter, G. d. A., I. 183

;

S. M. Deutsch, p. Ab., Lpz. 1883 ; LiPSius, Gilbert in Ersch und Gruber.

Peter Abelard, born in 1079 at Palais (Palet) in Brittany, a

pupil of Eoscelin, whom lie did not specially higiily esteem, after-

wards of William of Champeaux, tlie archdeacon of the diocese of

Paris and scholastic, put himself forward as a teacher of dialectics

at one time in Melun and afterwards in Corbeille itself, attracted

numerous disciples to the Mont Ste. Genevieve near Paris, and fell

into controversy with William of Champeaux, who meanwhile had

entered the Abbey of the Canons of S. Victor. He studied theology

under Anselm of Laon, but soon thought himself superior to him
also and found enormous concourses to his theological and philoso-

phical lectures in Paris. After his unfortunate love relations with

Heloise, the niece of Canon Fulbert, he entered the monastery of St.

Denis ; Heloise took the veil at Argenteuil, but remained in con-

tinuous philosophical correspondence with him. He was obliged at

Soissons (1121) to throw into the fire a treatise on the Trinity which

raised offence, and was placed in monastic confinement. After his

release he fled from the monks of St. Denis, whose patron saint, St.

Dionysius, he had critically attacked, and founded in Champagne,

between Nogent sur Seine and Troyes, the oratory of the Holy

Trinity, S. Paraclete, whither the reverence of his discij)les, but also

the hostility of his opponents followed him. He passed several years

as abbot of a monastery of St. Gildas at Rhuys in Brittany in fruit-

less conflict with his disorderly monks. His foundation of the Para-

clete he had given over to Heloise, who according to his direction

led a monastic life with a few nuns. He then took up his work as

a teacher in Paris^ again with brilliant success. An assembly of

bishops under Bernard rejected a series of his principles, and, when
Abelard, at Sens in 1141, instead of defending liimself appealed to

the Pope, pronounced their rejection. Innocent II., guided by Ber-

nard, condemned him to perpetual monastic confinement. Abelard,

having fallen sick on his way to Rome while staying with Abbot

Peter of Clugny, allowed himself to be induced to a reconciliation

with Bernard and to a kind of retractation of his principles, was per-

mitted with the papal approval to become a Ciugniac monk, and
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died on the 21st April, 1142, in the Priory of St. Marcel near Chalons

sur Saone.

Abelard presented to the eyes of the time the destructive power of a bold

metaphysic and the danger of an at least formal release from ecclesiastical

authority. He came into a certain opposition to Anselm's/(Ze.f 'pr(zc(tdit intel-

lectum, and was ardent against those who concealed their own uncertainty

behind ostensible zeal for the faith, against a blind faith in authority, behind

which any idolater might likewise entrench himself against any refutation. In

this way, he said, there arose only a weak and non-lasting faith : qui cito credit^

levis est corde et minordbitur (Sir. xix. 4). It was a matter of great importance

to him to oppose to the blind faith in authority, the faith which was grounded

on rational and moral motives, and for this purpose he expressly gave pro-

minence to the element of knowledge contained in every belief. On the other

hand he certainly did not cease to work ardently against the arrogant assump-

tions of the dialecticians, their contempt of all authority, and the folly of their

self-exaltation. The critical tendency of his theology is indirectly revealed in

tlie treatise Sic et non (completely edited first by Henke and Lindenkohl,

Marburg, 1851), a comprehensive collection of Biblical and patristic passages

on dogmatic and other theological questions in 158 sections. The apparently

or really opposed utterances are here gathered together without distinction, and

as the decision is reserved, the impression, which may at first only have had in

view the incitement of research, can only have the predominant effect of shock-

ing simple faith in the unanimity of the ecclesiastical tradition of doctrine. In

the Dialogus inter philosophum, JudaBiim et Christianmn (ed. Eheinwalu,

Berlin, 1831), a Jew, a philosopher and a Christian dispute about the true reli-

gion, and in doing so the philosopher appears to be superior to the Jew\ The

whole dialogue, although aimed at giving the Christian the deciding word,

shows, at the same time, how in the rational discussion of the value of the

different religions the exclusiveness of the ecclesiastical claims is broken

through, and the decision in favour of Christianity is sought in rational and

moral ideas of a universal sort. Certainly the ancient philosophers are also

otherwise ranked highly by Abelard, and in a certain sense conceived as equally

inspired with the prophets, and their idealized portraits are held up, especially

in regard to moralitj^, to the shaming of secularized Christianity. It is also as-

serted that the substance of the Christian faith might in considerable part be

drawn from reason ; on the other hand it is certainly at the same time recog-

nised that human knowledge of these things is not one which exhausts their

nature or is logically convincing.

Offence at the arrogant dialectics of Abelard and his disciples led at first to

attacks upon his tractate on the Trinity, which we must probably recognise in

the five books of the Theologia Christiana, attacks which led to his condemna-

tion at Soissons (1121). Abelard's discussions on the doctrine of the Trinity

were partly the outcome of his controversy with Roscelin, with whose tritheistic

conception his own more modalistic was contrasted. At the same time appeal

to heathen authorities gives occasion for discussions of the knowledge of truth

possessed by the heathen even in divine things, and the prospect of salvation

which was not denied to them, and the rational foundation of the doctrine of

the Trinity gives opportunity for utterances as to the competence of reason,

even in the theological sphere, and its limits.

The " Theologia " which is often quoted by Abelard, from which the sen-

tences condemned at Sens (1141) are taken, was probably a more comprehensive
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curauH iheologice of Abelard, of -which a fragment is preserved in the Intro-

ductio ad Theologiam (three books, the last incomplete) which here and there

is closel}^ parallel to the Theologia Christiana, and on which the Sententice

(edited by Riieinwald under the title Epitome^ Berlin, 1835) rest as a compen-

dium composed thereafter. Also the Sententice Rodlandi Bononiensis mag/'s-

tri which are extant in MS., according to Denifle's demonstration (ALKG., I.

402), are a revision of this theologia of Abelard's by the subsequent Pope

Alexander III. In the treatise, " Ethica seu liher dictiis scito te ipsum'' the

nature and the forgiveness of sin are treated in a manner which lays the main

stress on the subjective side of moral responsibility and disposition, and which

was calculated to raise offence both as regards original sin and as regards the

ecclesiastical estimate of good works.

GiLBERTus PoERETANUS (de la Porret), a teaclier in Paris, from

1142 Bishop of Poitiers {ob. 1154), a pupil of Anselm of Laon, had

still stood on the side of the opponents of Abelard at Sens in 1141,

who on his part attacked Gilbert's doctrine of the Trinity in the

Iheologia Christiana. Abelard had called to him warningly at

Sens : time tua res agitur, paries diim proximus ardet. As a matter

of fact, in the attempt more nearly to define the doctrine of the

Trinity by means of philosophical dialectics, he fell into contradic-

tion with the champions of the traditional doctrine of the Church.

Starting from the standpoint of Eealism, in his commentary on Boethius De
Trinitate he roused similar offence to that which Roscelin had raised starting

from Nominalism, and showed how almost unavoidably the attempts to apph'

dialectical subtleties to the doctrine of the Church must bring the patristic

doctrine into doubt on some point or other. The proceedings against him which

were begun at Paris were continued at the great Synod at Rheims (1148) in the

presence of Pope Eugenius. But Gilbert found important support among the

Cardinals themselves against Bernard's heated attacks, and the Pope only re-

quired that Gilbert should alter certain phrases in his book according to the

standard of a creed propounded by Bernard, and he was not further molested.

4. Bernard of Chartres and William of Conches.

Sources: Bernii. Silvestris II. 2 dc imindi tmiversitate s. megacosmus et

microcosmus ed.BARACK et Wrobel, Innsbruck 1876. Gulielmus de Con-

ciiis, Philosophia mundi, Max. B. P. XX. (under the name of Honor.

Aug.)

—

Literature : Reuter, I.e., II. 4 sqq.

Other scientific efforts of the time to a certain extent continue the

humanist traditions, an " early Renaissance of the twelfth century."

The theological condemnation of heathen antiquity had received a

strong counterpoise not only in the scholastic pursuit of the arte.'<

liberales^ but also in the constant reading of the ancients. Thus

HiLDEBERT of Lavardiu, Bishop of Mans, subsequently Archbishop of

Tours {oh. 1134), had attained to a treatment of moral philosophy,

which, in entire independence of theological points of view, was

based upon Cicero, Seneca and others, while theologically he ap-
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proachecl pretty closely the spirit of Anselm. Beenaed Silvester,

teacher of the school of Chartres (hence also B. Carnotensis) lived in

his world of philosophy and poetry and for a Platonic view of the

world, without attacking ecclesiastical doctrine, but also without

attempting to adjust the disparate elements. He exercised an im-

portant influence on outstanding men like John of Salisbury and

Gilbert. His pupil, William of Conches did not exercise a similar

restraint, but transformed the Biblical history of creation in accord-

ance with his cosmological ideas of an antique tinge, and when he

was accused to Bernard by the Cistercian abbot William Thieeey,

agreed to retract.

5. Bernard of Clairvaux and the Victorines.

Sources: On Bernard vid. p. 351 ; Hugonis a S. Vict. opp. Ml. 175-177, and in

addition Haureau, Les ceuvres de Huge de S. V., Paris lS86.—LiferafAire :

LiEBNER, H. V. St. Vict., 1832 ; ejdm. Programme iiber Richard von St.

Vict., Gttg. 1837-38 ; Engelhard, Rich, von St. Vict, und Johann Ruys-

broek, 1838 ; Kaulich, die Lehre des Hugo von St. Vict., Prag 1864.

1. Bernard was led to his stout resistance to such phenomena and

especially to the arrogance of dialectics by his vigorous, positive

churchly attitude, that is to say by the interest of the unshakeable

character of the Church's faith. The warmth of his mystically

tinged piety, the accentuation of loving devotion to the divine in

self-denial and mystical contemplation, the high value which he

put upon inward experience of union with the Godhead, resisted the

cold dialectical elaboration of religious subjects and the philosophical

self-confidence, which appeared as profane arrogance.

Against Abelard vid. the Tractatus de errorihus Petri Ahdardi; for his

mysticism, the treatise De deligendo Deo and his sermons on the Song of Songs;

for his ecclesiastical attitude, the above described treatise De consideratiorie.

His 400 letters exhibit the ecclesiastical activity of one of the most influential

men of the age, who was already canonized by Alexander III., and in 1830 was

placed by Pivis VIII. among the doctores ecclesice.

2. The ecclesiastical disposition in alliance with dialectical argu-

mentation and speculative contemplation found a new scientific

representation in the school of S. Victor at Paris. Here worked

Bernard's friend Hugo of S. Victor (the alter Augustinus or lingua

Augustim)^ by birth Count of Blankenburg, who as a younger

contemporary of Abelard, died while still rather young in 1141.

The onesidedness of the new philosophic tendency of the age was in his case

modified, firstly, by the pursuit of a richer empirical knowledge, which received

a kind of encyclopoedic organization in his Eruditio didascalia ; secondly, by

the tendency to present dogmatics in a more systematic form in his Summa
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sententia7mm, a positive counterpart to Abelard's Sic et non, and still more in

his chief work De sacramentis Christiance fidei; thirdlj-, by the fact that he
strove to rise from the rational (dialectical) treatment of the doctrines of the

faith to a mystical contemplation, in which all scientific knowledge of the

faith comes to rest through religious exaltation to God and union with Him.
Thus cultivation of mystical contemplation after the model of Augustine and
the Neo-Platonic mysticism of the Areopagite, attained decided preponderance

in his pupil Riciiaud of S. Victor, the matjnus contem})lato7', in whom mys-
ticism develops into ecstasy or rapture.

6. The Ecclesiastical Dialecticians.

Sources: Eoberti Pulli 0pp., ML 186; Petri Lombardi 0pp., Ml. 191-92;

ejdm. libri IV. sententiarum ed. Joh. Aleaum, Lov. 1546 and frequently :

Petri Pictaviensis Sententice, Ml. 211.

The methodical dialectical elaboration, such as even Hugo hj no

means disdained, gained, in spite of all the ecclesiastical resistance

by means of closer attachment to dogma, the importance of a power-

ful weapon in the armoury of the Church. Robert Pulleyn (PuUus),

a teacher in Oxford and Paris (f about 1150), was even praised by
Bernard for ecclesiastical orthodoxy. Petrus Lombardus, a native

of Novara, educated in Bologna and Paris, finally in 1159 bishop

there, and who died in 1160,^ is the author of the famous four Books

of Sentences, the JSIagister Sententiarum.

These sentences, similar compilations of which were also made by Hugo and

Robert Pulleyn, combine to a certain extent the old sentence-theology {fheologia

]>ositlca, compiled from sayings of the Fathers) with the new theologj' founded

on reason and research. Questions and doiibts are put forward and solved by
the help of the ecclesiastical authorities, with an effort after scholastic com-
pleteness ; contradictions in the authorities are adjusted bj^ dividing the concep-

tions and adducing grounds for and against.

The prudent attitude of the Lombard did not, however, prevent

his being attacked in reference to individual assertions. Thus the

Nihilianism - of which he was accused was combated at Tours in

1163, demurred to by Pope Alexander III., and probably alread}^

repudiated at the Third Lateran Council in 1179. But its prudent

attachment to authorities, moderate judgment, and on the other

hand its satisfaction of dialectical necessitj'-, procured the book

permanent esteem. The deeper questions of principle, such as

had been discussed b}' Anselm, Abelard and Hugo, questions as to

the relation between reason and revelation, philosophy and theology,

are only touched upon, and the scholastic elaboration of positive

dogmas satisfies the needs of the Church. The so-called Summa

^ So according toNiTzscii, RE., VIII. 744; usually given as 1164, famous four

Books of Sentences, the magister sententiarum.
- The doctrine that b}' the Incarnation God " had become nothing," vid.

Bach, II. 200; Hefele, V. 616 and 719.
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tlieoJogica magistri Baxdini, is not, as has been tlionglit, tlie source

for Peter the Lombard, but an abstract from his sentences. Among
his pupils, Petee of Poitiers, Chancellor of the University of Paris,

distinguished himself till towards the end of the century,

7. Reactions against the Modern Theology.

Sources : Gualtherus a St. Yictore, Contra novas hcereses, etc. (c. IV. Francice

labyvinthos), extracts in Bul.eus, Hist, itniv. Paris, 11. ^Q2a.nd. 629 sqq..

and in Ehrle in ALKG, I. 366 ; cf A. Planck in StKr. 1844 ; Gerhohi

opp., Ml. 193-94, new ed., begun by Sclieibelberger, I., Linz 1875 ; Arko
Eeichersb., Apologeticus c. Folmarum ed. C. Weichert, 1888; Joh.

Saresberibnsis opp., ed. Giles, 1848, Ml. 99 ;
ejdm. Entheticus ed. Peter-

sen, Hamb. 18^3.—Literature : J. Bach, II. ; H. Eeuter, Joh. von. Salis-

bury, 1842, and ejdm. Alexander III u. G. d. Aufld. ;
Scharschmidt, Joh.

Saresb., 1862 ; H. Nobbe, Gerhoh v. Beich., Lpz. 1881 ; J. Stlilz, Denk-

schriften der WA., 1. 113 ;
Loeffled, Gerhoh in the KL,' 5, 378.

Bernard was specially impelled to take measures against the new

wisdom by the exertions of Abbot AVilliam of Fleury, who held that

the supernatural truths of the Church's faith were only to be grasped

by the organ of faith. In a similar sense Walter of Mortaigne,

afterwards Bishop of Laon {od. 1174), combated the new movement

in France, as did with special passionateness Walter of S. Victor,

Prior of this foundation {oh. 1180), who directed his attacks against

the four labyrinths of France (Abelard, Lombardus, Petrus Pictav.

and Gilbert). But in Germany, Geehoh (Gerhoch and Geroch),

canon and scholastic in Augsburg, afterwards in the Augustinian

monastery of Raitenbuch, from 1132 provost of the foundation at

Eeichersberg on the Inn (ob. 1168), and his like-minded brother

Aeno, Dean of the same foundation {ob. 1175), offered obstinate

opposition to the new movement, in the spirit of the older mystico-

realistic theology drawing from the Fathers.

Gerhoh, an enthusiast for the reformation of the Church against secularization

of everjr kind {De investigatione Antichristi), and likewise active in favour of

the canonical reform of the clergy {vid. p. 100), stood essentially at the standpoint

of Rupert of Deutz {vid. p. 370), whom he venerated, and was in touch with the

sentiments of Hugo, Bernard, and William of Thierry. Dialectics, he said,

ought not to encroach upon the sphere of the supernatural truths of the faith,

otherwise, like the two smoking firebrands (Isa. vii. 4), Abelard and Gilbert,

it would revive all the older heresies. As a matter of fact the central concep-

tion of the Incarnation and the physico-mystical transference of the divine life

into humanity which was accomplished by it, were threatened by the danger

of analysis by dialectics, which aimed at the distinction of ideas and started a

new Adoptionism or Nestorianism. Given a bald distinction of the divine and

the human nature in Christ, it is impossible to arrive at either a real incarna-

tion of the Godhead or a deification of humanity. So likewise their distinctions

led with a certain necessity away from the patristic formulas on the Trinity
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and into dangerous problems. As early as from about 1126 Gerhob raised his

voice against the new philosophy, and even addressed the popes. But on
German soil, Folmar, the Provost of the Canonry of Triefenstein in Franconia,
gave him oflfence chiefly by his resistance to the grossly sensuous view of the

presence of Christ in the Supper, Folmar was obliged to confess at an ecclesi-

astical assembly, that not only the true, but also the whole complete body of

Christ was present on the altar, and that in reality and entirety the substance
of the body of Christ was received, though under a strange form. The oppo-
sition on the Christological question emerged in the continuation of the pole-

mic of the Reichensberger against Folmar, and the dialectical tendency which
was cultivated at the school of Bamberg under Bishop Eberhard. Gerhoh re-

garded Folmar and his followers as new Adoptionists, and Gerhoh was accused

of Eutychianism. At a conference at Bamberg in 1158, the modern tendency,

which departed from the foundations of the otherwise dominant Cyrillian

Christology, came out so strongly that Gerhoh's views were repudiated here,

and in 1162 at Friesach in Carinthia, under the presidency of Archbishop
Eberhard of Salzburg. But Gerhoh, who had combated for his views with all

the popes since Honorius II., exerted himself to force Alexander III. also to a
decision in his favour. He was able to find satisfaction in the procedure of

Alexander III. against the French dialecticians (synods of Tours in 1163, Sens

1164), and Alexander gave him signs of recognition. But the Pope carefully

guarded himself against giving a desired decision "in such nice questions, from
which no great advantage was to be expected for the Church."

The attitude of John of Salisbury {Saresberiensis, also called

Parvus) towards the modern theology was essentially of a different

character. Although also a pupil of Abelard's and other dialecticians,

he resisted the one-sided predominance of the dialectical formula

and its superficializing influence. He proved his ecclesiastical dis-

position in his influential position with the archbishops of Canterbury

(including Thomas Becketj, his intimate relations with the popes

and his lively participation in the ecclesiastical conflicts, finally

from 1176 as Bishop of Chartres. His many-sided classical train-

ing, sprung from the school of Chartres and the instruction of

William of Conches, led to a richer and harmonious intellectual

culture, in which classical and ecclesiastical influences are united in

ii high degree.

The Entheticus (also Nuthetlcus) s. de dogmate philoifophorum is a moral

and satirical didactic poem, the Policraticus s. de nugis curialium et vestigii.s

philosophoriim is a practical philosophy for public life in the State and the

Church, which is intended to lead from vanities and abuses to a wholesome

form of life and a sound disposition. The Metalogicu.s {Mefalogicon lihrl IV.)

leads to a true appreciation of science in opposition to mere logical formalism.

His letters are of extraordinary importance for the historj- of the time.
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8. Alanus ab Insulis.

Sources : Alani opp. eel. Yisch, Antwerpen 1684 (Ml. 210).

—

Literature : Histoire

litter, de la France, XVI. 396 ; Dupuy, Alain cle Lille ; etudes de jjJiilos.

scholast., Lille 1859.

All the exertions on the ecclesiastical side to dam up theological

and philosophical science failed to reach that end, particularly as

the latter afforded too powerful a support to the ecclesiastical con-

sciousness. Pre-eminent among the men who, towards the end of the

twelfth century, gathered together the various scientific elements of

the time in the service of the Church, is the ^^ doctor universalis^^

Alanus ab Insulis (from Lille or E,yssel in Flanders), a man who,

if on other grounds he is to be identified with Alanus of Auxerres,

belonged to the Cistercian Order, to which he again retired as a

monk for the long remainder of his life {ph. 1203). From the Order

which opposed with special zeal the heretics who menaced the

Church, and which was utilised with special satisfaction by the

popes for ecclesiastical services, there would on this supposition have

proceeded a man who was bold enough to undertake to controvert

and convince of the truth of the fundamental notions of Christianity

Mohammedans, Jews, and heretics, in accordance with the doctrine

of the Church, but in neglect of all authorities which they did not

acknowledge, by pure reason, through the definition of ideas and

argumentation.

This was the aim of the treatise De arte et articulis Christianae fidei, which,

indeed, acknowledges that this way to the generation of faith is inadequate, as

the meritum is wanting to faith when the ratio affords a conclusive demonstra-

tion. Of kindred nature are his Regulce de sacra theologia. The much-praised

allegorical poem Anticlaudianus, s. de officio viri honi et perfecti, exhibits the

blending of the humanistic and the ecclesiastical. On the Summa qiiadrijJar-

tita contra hcereticos sui temporis, vid. infra. The effort after a theology of

rational demonstration already proclaims the new influences of extra-Christian

philosophy which were flowing into Christian scholasticism. He already

utilises the pseudo-Aristotelian, neo-Platonically tinged book De causis.
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CHAPTER SEVENTH.

The Sects Hostile to the Church.

Sources : C. Duplessis d'Argentre, collecfio judiclorum de novibus errorihus.,

qui ah initio XII. scec. usque ad a. 1G32 in ecclesia prcescrij^ti sunt et notati,

Paris 1728; Petri Yen., epistola adversus Fefrobrusianos, Ml. 189, 719;

Hugo Eotomagensis (1145), contra hcereticos sui temporis lihri III., Ml.

192, 1255; Ekberti sermones XIII., adversus Catharorum errores, Ml.

195, 11 ; EvERViNi prsep. Steinf., epist. ad Bernliardum, Ml. 182, 676 ; ViG-

NiER, receuil, copied in Usher, de christianar. ecclesiar. successione at tlie

end of liis Antiquitates, p. 226 ; Bernardus, abb. Fontis calidi, liber adv.

Waldenses, Ml. 204. 777; Ebrardi Flandr., Bethunia orundi liber anti-

hceresis and Ermengardi, opusculum contra hcereticos, both in BP. Lugd.

XXIV. ; Alanus ab Ins., suvima quadripart. adv. hcereses, Ml. 210, 305
;

BoNACURSUS {circ. 1190) vita hcereticorum s. inanifestatio hceresis Catha-

rorum, Ml. 204, 775 ; JoH. Moneta Cremon. adv. Catharos et Waldenses, ed.

EicinNi, Rom. 1743 ; Eainerus Sachoni, surtima de Catharis et Leonistis,

Martene et DuRAND, thes. nov. anecd. V. ; the so-called Anonymus of

Passau of 1260, vid. K. Muller, Waldenser, p. 147 ; J. Dollinger ; Beitr.

zur Sectengeschichte d. MA., Munchen 1890, vol. 2 ; Documents : the

extracts from the sources in Gieseler II. 2, p. 530.

—

Literature: J. C.

FiJssLiN, unparteiische Kirchen- u. Ketzerhist. d. mittl. Zeit, 3 vols., Lpz.

1770 ; L. Flathe, G. d. Vorl. d. Reform., 2 vols., 1835 ; U. Hahn, G. d.

Ketzer im MA., 3 vols., 1845 ; E. Comba, storia delta riforina in Italia I.,

Fir. 1881 ; F. Tocca, Veresia net medio evo. Fir. 1884 ; J. Dollinger, I.e., I.

1. As early as the beginning of the eleventh century traces are

seen of a ruptnre with the hierarchical system of the Church. In

the diocese of Chalons, Leuthaed, a layman who boasted of a divine

revelation, was zealous against crosses and images of Christ in the

churches, rejected the ecclesiastical tithes and desired to distinguish

between the true and the false in the writings of the prophets. A
sect discovered in Orleans in 1022, and punished by death by fire,

substituted a spiritual purification by means of the laying on of

hands for the baptism of the Church, and a spiritual feeding for the

mass, denied Christ's birth from a virgin. His redeeming passion

and resurrection, the creation and the judgment, and appealed

against everything which had been invented by men and written

upon the skins of beasts, to the law written in the heart by the

Holy Spirit. The heresy which made its appearance about the

same time in the dioceses of Liege and Arras, attributed to an
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Italian teacher, likewise combated the power of baptism, and especi-

ally of infant baptism, seeing that children have as yet no will or

faith of their own. It despised church buildings and the cross, and

taught, appealing to the evangelical and apostolic scriptures, a law

of life divested of all specifically ecclesiastical requirements. Men
must leave the world, tame the desires of the flesh, win a living by

manual labour, injure no one, and practise love towards the brethren.

But at the same time they denied the fellowship of the kingdom of

God to the married. We also find elsewhere a widespread contempt

of the sacraments as empty forms. A heretical society in the castle

of Monteforte near Turin, which was investigated about 1030 by the

Archbishop of Milan, emphasized sexual abstinence, even of the

married, and strict fasting, rejected the eating of flesh, and required

constant prayer and a life with community of goods. A violent

death is held to be a security against eternal torments, hence in

dangerous sickness a fellow sectarian ought to kill the sick person.

To certain persons (not the priests of the church) they ascribe a

power to bind and loose ; they will have nothing to do with the

Pope in Eome, but believe in another,^ who is daily to visit the

scattered brethren of the society over the whole world, and whose

forgiveness of sins is to be humbly accepted. They give a spiritual-

istic interpretation to the ecclesiastical doctrine of the Trinity. The

Milanese nobles offered the prisoners, among them the countess of

the place, the choice between an erected cross and a pile of faggots,

and most of them sprang into the flames.

2. Tlie southern Freiicli heretics are already designated Manichees by the

oldest narrators. Now the popes down to Gregory I. had to combat the real

Manichees, and still longer the bishops, at their institution, were bound in a

traditional fashion to be on their guard against them." Also the Priscillianists,

who are traceable on into the sixth century (I. 440), were immediately accused

of Manicheeism, and afterwards perhaps actually fell under its influence.

But those heretical phenomena of the eleventh century show nothing specifi-

cally Manichean, and the name of Manichee appeared to be universally ap-

plicable for a society which slunk in secrecy with fundamental opposition to

the entire system of the Church, and where asceticism and mode of worship

suggested a dualistic background.

But in the Greek Chixrch the Paulicians, Euchites, Bogomiles {vid. p. 237)

were also combated as Manichees ; a transference of the influence of these phe-

nomena in the Eastern Chtirch to the Latin West is early demonstrable, and

very explicable from the time of the transference of these sects to the western

part of the Byzantine Empire and their spread in the Slavonic world. Where-

1 Neander and others regarded him as a designation of the Holy Spirit,

Schmidt, also Dollinger, as a real president of the society.

* Liher diurnus, ed. Roziere, VI., p. 261, and Gieseler, II., p. 405.
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ever opposition on principle to tlie secularized church and its sacraments was

alive, these eastern heresies found a prepared soil. And the secret imniora

horrors which were alleged against the Paulicians, Euchites, and Bogomiles,

might also be transferred to the western phenomena. The narratives of im-

morality at the nightly- assemblies and the murder of the children who were the

fruit of it, of the provision of a diabolical sacrament or means of magic, by

the mingling of the blood of the children with the ashes of their burnt limbs,

such as was imputed to the heretics of Orleans, almost exactlj- coincides with

what Michael Psellus ^ relates of the dsemouiacal mysteries of the Euchites.

3. The heretical phenomena in the West already mentioned, to

which belong further the " Manichees " who Avere hanged by Henry

IV. in Goslar in 1052, and who abominated all flesh food, fell more

into the background in the second half of the eleventh century in

presence of the vigorous ecclesiastico-political movements, but make

their appearance at the end of the centurj^ about 1090 at Agen, and

then again from 1115. But in the twelfth century there chiefly

appear phenomena of an ecstatic character, which, filled with hate

of the Church and the degenerate clergy, seek to replace the ecclesi-

astical institutions by the voice of the spirit. The great ecclesi-

astical neglect on the lower Rhine, and on the other hand the

promise given out by the reforming party of Gregory VII, to with-

draw from the clergy who were stained by simony and concubinage,

form the characteristic background for the appearance of the famous

enthusiast Tanchelm in the Netherlands (1115-2 -4), who declared

the churches to be brothels and the sacraments of the Church pol-

lutions, and, in the possession of the fulness of the spirit, regarded

himself as God equally with Christ.

This individual, who was ecstatically venerated b}- the multitude, moved

about with a body guard of armed men, with a banner carried before liim, and

bearing a naked sword, ready to cut down all unbelievers. As a second Christ

he celebrated his betrothal with the Virgin Mary ; and the sovereign spirit of

this enthusiast does not flinch from the wildest extravagances. The spreading

contempt for the Church even after Tanchelm's death compelled S. Norbert to

appeal for help against the disturbances excited by him.

A phenomenon of a related sort was presented b}^ the mad fanatic

EiTDO DE Stella (called Eon or Eunus in France). In the ecclesi-

astical formula used at exorcisms he referred the words ^jer eiun^ qui

venturuff est judkare vivos et mortuos^ to himself, as lord and judge of

the living and the dead.

"With his adherents he appoai-ed now at one place and again at another, for

the purpose of attacking churches and monasteries. At the Council of Rheims

in 1148 he persisted in his crazes and was condemned to imprisonment.

' De operatione dcRmonum, c. 5, Mgr. 122, 832.
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Of greater importance is the work of the monk Henry, who came
out of the Clnniac Order, and who from 1101 ^ exerted himself with

zeal as an ecclesiastical preacher of penance in the diocese of Le
Mans, with the permission of Bishop Hildebert, against the seculari-

zation of the Church, and so stirred up the people against the

luxurious higher clergy with the partial approval of the lower

clergy, that the Count of Maine was obliged to take steps against

him. His anti-clerical tendency was combined with ideas of Chris-

tian social reform.

Like Robert of Fontevraud lie wrought specially at the conversion of the

female sex, and prevailed on women of doubtful reputation to burn their robes

and hair ornaments and assume coarse clothing ; he did not however lead them
to enter the cloister, but sought to marry them to young men among his adhe-

rents. In general he aimed at marriage reform ; in it he held that regai'd

should not be had to dowry and portion, nor, as it appears, to the difference

between free and unfree.

Subsequently Henry was obliged to recant at the Council at Pisa

in 1135, and was assigned for a time to the guardianship of Bernard

of Clairvaux. Now, however, his further fortunes were allied with

those of Peter op Bruys, a deposed priest, who had agitated for

twenty years in the mountains of Dauphine against infant baptism,

church buildings, and the use of the cross, and further against the

sacrifice of the mass and sacrifice for the dead, and against ecclesias-

tical singing, till, in St. Gilles in Languedoc, while burning church-

crosses, he was himself burned (1137 or '38) ^ by the embittered

populace. Peter of Clugny and Abelard designate him the most

dangerous of all the heretics who threatened the ecclesiastical cul-

tus. He seems also to have combated the fasts of the Church and

monastic vows and the celibacy of the clergy. Inasmuch as Henry
now attached himself to these Petrobrusians, he gave his preaching

a keener anti-ecclesiastical tendency. Cardinal Alberich, who was
sent out by Pope Eugenius against the heresy in Languedoc, called

in S. Bernard to help him—whose great authority however was in-

sufficient to overcome all the obstinate resistance. A great part of

the nobility, in their hatred of the clergy, favoured the heretics,

whose chief seats were the castle of Verfeuil near Toulouse and the

town of Albi. Here and in Orleans, where Henry's preaching

found a great response among the weavers {Ttxerands, also called

Arriens) who were inclined towards the Manichee heresy, the

movement of the Petrobrusians appears to have amalgamated with

the older " Manichee " heretics.

' Vkl. DoLLiNGER, I. 77.
'^ Vid. Dollixgepv, II. 81.

C.H.—VOL. ir. CO
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So-called Apostolics now make their appearance in various places^

e.g. the adherents of a certain Pontius in Perigueux in Aquitaine,

who live in entire apostolic poverty, reject the use of flesh as food,

declare the veneration of the cross or the image of Christ to be

idolatrous, despise the communion of the Catholic Church, distin-

guish themselves by repeated kneelings, and gain many adherents

as miracle workers. In northern France a similar sect, whose centre

was in the small town of Montwimer (in the diocese of Chalons),

also spread in the diocese of Liege. They reject the sacraments

and consecrations of the Church and marriage, and lay claim to be

the only true Church, but distinguish different classes of hearers,

believers, and the perfect. In Brittany (Armorica), " Apostolici
"

appear in 1145 as opponents of infant baptism, and oppose the vow
of chastity of monks and canons, but on the other hand reject

marriage and denj'- the resurrection. Appealing to 1 Corinthians

ix. 5, they seem to have had women with them. In the diocese of

Cologne, about 1146, Evervin distinguishes from a sect of a Dona-

tist tinge, which denies the power of the exercise of the sacraments

to the hierarchy involved in secular business, rejects all usages not

instituted by Christ, and will only recognise marriage between the

pure, a second sect, which champions the ideal of the apostolic life

under a dualistically coloured asceticism, Christ's poor, who live

apostolically without possessions, and desire not to rule but to suffer.

In place of baptism and the mass they substitute a baptism of the

spirit by laying on of hands and an apostolic breaking of bread,

i.e. consecration of vegetable food by the offering of the Lord's

Prayer, by means of which the perfect {electi) also make the body

and blood of Christ, so that to them every meal on which a blessing

has been asked becomes the Lord's Supper. Their hearers {aiidi-

tores:) are admitted by imposition of hands into the number of the

believers {credenfes), from which again, by the baptism of the spirit,

the much smaller number of the elect! proceeds. At their head

stands a pope ; their Church is alleged to have maintained its

existence in secret in Greece from the times of the apostles.

The great spread of the new "Manichees," the Cathari ^ or

Publicans, becomes increasingly marked.

In Flanders they appear to have demanded toleration from the

Archbishop of Rheims in 1162, and eventually from the Pope him-

self ; but King Lewis VII. is said to have threatened them with

extirpation. The monk Ekbert, the brother of S. Elizabeth of

' The name used in Germany is derived bj- Ekisert from the Manichean

Catharistse (Augustine, De hcer., 4G).
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Schonau, gives a similar account to that of Everviu of the heretics

who, in 1163, thronged over from Flanders into the diocese of

Cologne. But in this case specific dogmatic conceptions of a dualis-

tic character make their appearance : a docetic view of the person of

Christ and the doctrine that human souls are fallen angels who find

redemption through the prayers and sanctifications of the sect. The
use of sexual intercourse by Adam was the eating of the forbidden

tree of knowledge. Here therefore we see the influence of Gnostic

doctrines from the East, which asserts itself more keenly among
the Cathari of Italy. The latter are said to have been led by a

certain bishop Maecus, when the heretic Pope Nicetas from Con-

stantinople worked among them about the middle of the twelfth

century for the strictly dualistic sect of the so-called Drugurians, to

which the Albanensians (named after the the town of Alba in Pied-

mont) attached themselves, while the Concorrezans (after the town of

Corregio near Monza in Lombardy) adhered to the Bulgarian doc-

trine maintaining the unity of God ; a third party, the Bagnolesians^

adopted a middle position. The above Nicetas (Niquinta) then held

a council of heretics in southern France, at St. Felix de Caraman,

near Toulouse, in 1167, for the adjustment of the various parties, and

administered the so-called consolamentutn, i.e. baptism by laying on

of hands, to Catharian bishops, and thereby confirmed their acknow-

ledgment of the strictly dualistic doctrine, which as a matter of

fact becomes predominant in southern France from that time.

Other presidents were also chosen and ordained for Toulouse, Car-

cassonne, etc.

These heretics now appear in ever larger numbers as Cathari, i.e. the pure

(Cazari or Gazari is a corruption of the same name), especially in Italy and

France, but also in Germany, and temporarily in England. In Italy they are

also called Patarini, most probably so-called after the Pataria in Milan. In

France they are also called Publicani or Popelikans, i.e. Pauliciaus
; thence

the name Piphili or Piphles in northern France and Flanders is probably

derived. In northern France, where the Bulgarian Bogomilesian doctrine

predominated, the name Bulgari specially appears. The names Provencals,

Agennenses, Tolosates, Albigenses, and Texerans (Tisserants) are explained as

local designations.

To the one party (Albanenses in Italy, Albigenses in southern

France) a strict dualism is ascribed.

To the God of light and the invisible world there is opposed the God of

darkness as the originator of visible things, the Prince or God of this world,

who in the temptation of Christ was able to offer all the kingdoms of the world.

Of the spirits of the heavenly world (angels, sometimes conceived more gnosti-

cally as emanations, sometimes more popularly as creatures) part was enticed

down into this world by Lucifer, the son of the Prince of this world. They
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are the lost sheep of the House of Israel, the men elect before the foundation of

the world, who until they are completely purified are transferred from one body
to another and cannot be lost. The creatures of the God of this world propagate
themselves by carnal copulation. The God of the historical scriptures of the
Old Testament is everywhere the Evil One, the originator of the distinction of

sex, the cruel God who sets up dissension, whose chief instrument was Moses.
In the rest of the scriptures of the Old Testament (Psalms, Prophets, etc.), they,

however, partly assume the influence of the good God. Christ, the most perfect

heavenly creature, entered this world for the redemption of heavenly souls

through Mary's ear and appeared in an etherial bodj^, in order after merely
apparent suffering to exalt himself again to God. His miracles also, as he had
nothing in common with this material world, are onlj" to be explained spiritu-

ally. The Prince of this world works through John the Baptist and his bap-

tism by w^ater against the spiritual baptism of Christ. The redemption of

souls is brought about by the acceptance of the doctrine of the Cathari and
their imposition of hands {consolamentum).

The otlier party of the Cathari (Concorrezani and Bagnolesi) essen-

tially adhered to the doctrine of the Bogomiles.

Here the unity of the highest God is maintained, and Lucifer alters his posi-

tion to that of the elder Son of God, who, however, after the manner of the

Gnostic demiurge, becomes the originator of the formation of the world and at

the same time of the alienation of the spirits from God. But in the manifold

mythological develojDment of the system the dualism is practically not of a

milder character than with the others, since the whole Old Testament is re-

jected as Satanic, and here also John the Baptist appears as the opponent of

Christ. Nevertheless a trinity of Father, Son and Spirit is taught partly in the

manner of the Bogomiles (Sabellian), partly in a more Arian manner.

Much more important than these speculations, which were always

only accessible to few, are the tangible principles of life resting on a

dualistic foundation, such especially as the rejection of marriage,

which, however, to a large extent is only made applicable to the per-

fect members of the sect, while to the great mass of believers, who
have not yet received the consolamentum^ carnal marriage is per-

mitted. So likewise the perfect are bound to abstinence from all

animal nourishment. They are not allowed to kill any beast, reject

the oath, and, for the true believers, secular government and jurisdic-

tion have no validity, as again they must not resist violence but only

suffer it. Their detestation is directed in the fullest measure upon

the entire condition of the Catholic Church, which persecutes,

possesses and enjoys, instead of suffering and renouncing. The

Pope holds his dominion not from Christ or Peter, but from Constan-

tine. The church buildings are not the Church, the altars are insti-

tutions of Satan from the Old Testament. The cross as the sign of

Christ's shame is not to be venerated, and all the singing and bell-

ringing of the cultus is to be rejected, as also the sacrament of the
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Church, for which imposition of hands for the imparting of the

spirit is to be substituted. This is the proper sacrament of the per-

fect. But as it binds the receivers to strict observance of the de-

mands of asceticism and loses its powers when they are violated, it

is postponed as long as possible by the great mass of adherents.

The believers, who are to be distinguished from the mere hearers

{auditores)^ limit themselves by a compact, to bind themselves along

with the perfect (the invested, honi homines) that in case of danger-

ous sickness they will have the consolamentum administered to them
{Ja convenenza). It is reported against these believers, that until the

reception of the consolamentum they gave themselves up to so much
the more unlimited and unbridled freedom

; also, the assumption of

the obligation with its strong opposition to the previously existing

freedom is said frequently to have occasioned falling away from the

sect, as one single transgression made the whole sacrament null.

In order to avoid a fall, at least in many districts, recourse was had

to the dubious means of the so-called endura, i.e. abstinence from

all nourishment, starvation, especially also in the case of children, to

whom in sickness the co7isolamentum had been administered to secure

their recovery. The whole constitution of the community rests on

the threefold gradation. The perfectly who alone also can ad-

minister the consolamentum, are the fully authorised leaders of the

community. Their obligations also include that of not eating alone,

probably because no food is to be partaken of without common
prayer over it, whereby it is sanctified

; hence imprisoned heretics

frequently rejected all nourishment. But in the course of time a

heretical hierarchy was developed. There is frequent reference to

a heretical pope, especially the Patarini in Bosnia seem to have

had a chief authority of this sort, called also mcarius Christi and

successor of Peter. His representative, whose duty it was to con-

secrate their bishops and order their communities, is noticed in

southern France. But bishops stand at the head of the communi-
ties everywhere, and alongside of them a younger and an elder son.

Deacons and deaconesses are also mentioned.

As regards their customs in divine worship, the spiritual baptism

{consolamentum) takes place by imposition of hands and the gospel

book, reading of the beginning of the Gospel according to S. John
and giving the kiss of peace, in place of which, however, at the

admission of women there is substituted the touching of the elbow

or shoulder. Apart from a few formulas the Lord's Prayer only is

used, which might only be offered by the initiated and particularly

by no married person. The believers might only beg the perfect for
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their intercessions. A prayer for the dead occurs, but probably not

for the perfect, who were secured by the conmlamenium.^ but only for

the believers, who, after death, have still to pass from one body to

another, till they attain to the consolamentum. A woman came
under suspicion of heresy because in travail she had never called

upon Christ or the Holy Virgin, but only on the help of the Holy

Spirit.^ A great importance attaches to the so-called bread-blessing",

the bread of he holy prayer or bread of breaking. To the bread

which was consecrated by the prayer of the perfect, in opposition

to that in the church sprinkled with holy water, great power was
ascribed and it was preserved to be partaken of from time to time.

In times of persecution, when the perfect had fled for refuge, it was

frequently brought from a great distance. It was also regarded by
many as a possible means of substitute for the consolameuium in case

of sudden mortal danger. At the solemn breaking of bread {appareJ-

lamentum)^ which was to be held every month, the perfect were at the

same time honoured {meliorameutum, also adoratio) by the kneeling

of the believers, who supplicated them for their intercession for some

good end. Only such believers were permitted to enter into the

convenenza.

At the conferring of the consolamentum the sick persons presented

their means in whole or part to the perfect, who, as they were to

serve the community exclusively without any work, stood in need

of means of support. Many believers also bound themselves to

yearly contributions to them. Those who desired to enter the class

of the perfect were obliged under certain conditions first to look

about for those who would undertake their support.

' DollinCtER, Dokum., 37.
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2. The Waldenses (Pauperes de Lugduno, Leonistae).

Sources: Rescriptum hceresiarcharum Lombar^dice ad pauperes de Lugduno
etc. in W. Forger, Beitrcige z. Gesch. d. Wald.^ Mllnchen 1875 (ABAW.
XIII., 1) p. 177 sqq. (= Bollinger, II. 42); De vita et actihus, etc. in W.
Forger, Lib. d. Verf. d. franz. Wald., Mtinchen 1890 (ABAW. 3. CI. XIX.
3) (= Bollinger, II. 92); Bernardus, abb. Fontis calidi, lib. adv. Wald.,
Inl. 204, 777. Moneta, Pass. Anonym and the acts in Bollinger, vid. p.

382. Bavid of Augsburg de inquis. hcereticor. in Pregbr, ABAW. 3. CI.

XIV. 2, p. 183. Stefanus de Borbone, de septem donis spir. scti. in Lecoy
DE LA Marche, Anecdotes hist. Paris 1877. Bernardus Guidonis,
Practica inquisit. Paris 1877.

—

Literature : W. Bieckhoff, d. Wald.,
Goth. 1851 ; J. J. Herzog, d. roman. Wald., Halle 1853 ; W. Freger,
Beitrage etc. and ejdm. ilb. d. Verf. etc. ; K. Muller, d. Wald. u, ihre

einzelne Gruppen bis Anfang. d. 14. Jh. Gotha 1886 (StKr. 1886, 4. 87, 1)

;

H. Haupt, Waldenserthmn u. Inquisition im. siidu.stl. Deiitschl., Freib. i

B. 1890 (BZG. II. III).

1. Beginnings. The watchword of return to the apostolic life,

which was uttered in so many forms by the monastic orders, and
which also received a new application in the sects already described,

which ended in Catharism, is also made of universal Christian

validity beyond the limits of the cloister by the Waldenses. Valdes
(Valdez, also Petrus Waldus, Waldensis, etc.) was a burgher of

Lyons who had become rich by finance. On the awakening of

religious aspiration he caused a number of Biblical boohs and utter-

ances of the most eminent fathers of the '-Church to be translated

by two priests into the vernacular. Moved by the legend of S.

Alexius, who on his wedding night left his bride and parents, and
being referred to the word of Jesus to the rich young man, he

gave up his means to the poor, so as no longer to serve two
masters. But with complete renunciation of the good things of the

world there was combined, according to the command of the Lord

at the sending forth of the disciples, the assumption of the duty of

preaching the Gospel. Li 1177 or 1178, as it seems, he began
penance, preaching the Gospel, i.e. preaching the precepts of Christ

according to the Sermon on the Mount and the mission of the

disciples. Others, men and women from the lower ranks, attached

themselves to him with like vows of poverty and preached in the

streets and squares, soon, also, in the churches of Lyons. Indeed, in

imitation of the apostolic life th§y wandered about by twos without

shoes (with mere wooden sandals) and without money, disdaining all

fixed settlement, asking for shelter and food from those who received

their word. Valdes sought the approbation of Pope Alexander III.

for this apostolic preaching on occasion of the third Lateran Council

in 1179. But the commission which was entrusted with their affair,
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in whose name "Walter Mapes, the ambassador of King Henry II. of

England, treated with them, knew how to involve the simply be-

lieving, unlearned people in mere questions of scholastic theology,

without comprehending their pious impulse. The Pope is said to

have embraced and praised Valdes, but to have forbidden him to

preach till he was invited to do so by the Church. But for a long

time Valdes and his adherents did not allow themselves to be re-

strained, as God Avas to be obeyed rather than men. Then Bishop

John de Belles-Mains of Lyons (from 1181) expelled them from uhe

diocese of Lyons, and Pope Lucius III. excommunicated them with

other heretics (1184). But the sect quickly spread in southern

France and as far as Aragon, and on the other hand as far as

Lorraine to the district of Metz and as far as Italy (Milan). In

Metz they held conventicles, at which men and women zealously

busied themselves with the Holy Scriptures and passages of the

fathers in the vernacular, and preached. So also in Milan a scJioJa

Valdensium had arisen on a piece of ground presented by the com-

mune. This however was destroyed by the Archbishop of Milan.

2. Waldenses and Humiliates. Sources : Tiraboschi vetera Humiliatorum
tnonumenta, Mediol. 1766, 3 vols.

The •' Poor men of Lyons " must have met with success in the

society of the Humiliates in Northern Italy ; for, along with other

heretics, Lucius III. condemned those " qui .s'e Jhimlliatox vel pauperes

de Lugduno falso nomine mentiuntur." The Humiliates,^ who make
their appearance from the second half of the twelfth century, formed

an association of laymen, who allied themselves for pious and social

ends, at first in Milan. They were united by exercises of piet}'

and manual labour in common. They were allowed to live in

marriage and the family, but had houses in common for their

assemblies. The precepts of the Sermon on the Mount gave the

standard for their conception of a humble and meek life. They

rejected the oath, taught the love of enemies, renunciation of re-

venge, and contentment, rejected all taking of interest, and out of

the gains of their trade practised copious alms-giving and mutual

brotherly support. On Sundays they came together to hear the

word of God, which proved brethren preached to them. They also,

like the Waldenses, applied to Alexander III. for confirmation of

their manner of life. But Alexander, while approving their pious

efforts, definitely prohibited them also from holding conventicles and

^ They trace tlieir origin as far back as tlie time of Emperor Henry II. and

Pope Benedict YIII. (about 1020), on wliich, however, little reliance is to be

placed.
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public preacliing, in respect to which however they made no change.

We here perceive the origin of the pauperes Lombardici.^ But

about the same time a further development in another direction,

viz. the monastic, showed itself among the Humiliates. The first

house of the Humiliate Order, in which men and women lived in

the same building, seems to have been the house " in Breidensi

agro " in Milan (1178).^ A few years later, and still under Alexander

III., a society of regular canons came to preside over the Humiliates,

and appears as their first order, while the monastic society is regarded

as second and the original lay association as third. Innocent III,

confirmed all three in 1201, when there is an evident eflfort to guard

the endeavours of the third order, which were approved from the

standpoint of the Church, from dreaded extravagances such as were

suggested by the Waldenses. Thus Innocent transforms the re-

jection of the oath into avoidance of all frivolous swearing and

inculcates obedience to prelates. He indeed approves of the preach-

ing of their brethren, since according to the apostle the spirit is not

to be suppressed, but places it under the supervision of their bishop

and confines it to moral exhortations by their ministri to the ex-

clusion of the doctrine of the faith and the sacraments of the Church.

Also as regards the pr'wilegium for the brethren and sisters of the

second order, it is attempted to obviate suspicion against this union

by binding them to the ecclesiastical rule.

3. The Pauperes Catholici. In a similar manner Innocent III.

attempted to turn the movement of the Waldenses into ecclesiastical

lines, after his predecessor Lucius III. had harshly repudiated them.

He won over former Waldenses by empowering them in return for

certain guarantees to continue the life of apostolic poverty, also to

maintain their garb and wandering preaching in order that they

might reconcile their former associates to the Church. Thus he

succeeded in leading back to it Durandus of Huescar in consequence

of the disputation at Pamier in 1206 ; so likewise the adherents of

a certain Bernardus Primus. The adherents of Durandus, for the

most part consisting of clerks and scientifically educated persons,

devoted themselves exclusively to the apostolic calling of preaching,

the spiritual instruction of their friends, i.e. adherents, while the

adherents of Bernardus Primus at the same time practised handi-

crafts, only not in return for stipulated payment in money.

4. The further development of the Waldenses. The efforts of

Valdes, which were repudiated by the Church, had at first, in the

1 Chronicon Laudunense, MGS. XXVI. 449, cf. XXIII. 396.

2 TiRAB. II. 119, cf. I. 56.
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assertion of the universal duty of preaching and edification by the

word of God, produced phenomena of a species of conventicular exer-

cise of the priesthood of believers, without distinction of rank, age

or sex, most plainly in the religious movement in Metz about the

turn of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries and in Milan among the

Humiliates ^ who had come under Waldensian influence. But the

fundamental notion of the life of apostolic poverty very early led to

the distinct formation of a brotherhood of ^the ascetically perfect,

who, as the brethren proper, spnitually led their adherents (believers,

friends).

A certain Joannes de Roncho ^ appears as head of the Lombard
Poor thirty years after the appearance of Valdes. In contrast to the

French Waldenses, who adhered to the person of Valdes and his

views, a more independent spirit was active among the Lombards,

against which Valdes, accustomed to regard himself as the natural

head of the society, combated in his lifetime. The effort of the

Lombards to place an elected president at the head of the society

was resisted by Valdes, who was also inclined to think this incom-

patible with the vocation of the apostolic preacher. But after the

death of Valdes the French brethren no longer maintained an atti-

tude so averse from this idea. On this and other controverted

points the French Waldenses (called Ultramontenses by the Lom-
bards) negotiated with the Italian society at a meeting in Bergamo
in 1218, of which we have information in the rescript of the Lom-
bards to the poor Leonists of Germany. But differences in funda-

mental conceptions still prevented the desired settlement. It may
be connected with the harsh attitude of the founder towards them
which the Lombards felt as a breach of brotherliness, that after

the death of Valdes, the assertion, put forth absolutely by the

French, that Valdes was " in Paradise," was only admitted by the

Lombards under the protest that Valdes and a certain Vivetus were

to be regarded as saved, provided they had given satisfaction before

death for all their guilt and failings.

A far-reaching difference consisted in the fact that the French

desired to acknowledge the capacity of the priests ordained by the

Church to carry out the sacrament of the Supper, apart from their

personal worthiness or unworthiness, so long as the community of

the baptised retained them in office.

' Bernard de Fonte calido in BP. Lui?d. XXIV. 1589; Albericus trium

fontium,MGS. XXIII. 878; Innocent III., Eplst. II. 141 ; XII. 17.

^ Yid. the book of the citizen of Piacenza, Salvus Burce, Supra stella of the

year 1235 in Doll., II. 64.
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In this the sacraraental efficacy was based partly on the mere power of the

divine words of institution, partly on the legal ordination of the priest, partly

on an immediate influence of the God-man himself independently of men. But

the Lombards made the worthiness of the administrant a condition, as Christ

completes the transformation only on the prayer of the administrant, and will

not hear the prayer of an unrighteous person. They do indeed also seek a

way out of the difficulty in so far as the worthy believer can really through

Christ receive the sacrament even from an unworthy priest.

While therefore the French Waldenses themselves were ready

to receive the sacrament from the hand of the Romish clergy,

among the Lombards, in accordance with the Donatist conceptions

which were widely spread among the heretics, there is exhibited a

much stronger tendency towards separation on principle from the

Romish hierarchy and towards the development of a permanent sect-

arian priesthood of their own, to which the Poor Men of Lyons also

saw themselves driven by the hostile attitude of the Church. Hence

the French at Bergamo also admit that the min'istri^ the " in Christi

sacerdotii ordbie ordinati,^^ ought to be chosen from the newly con-

verted, i.e. the novices of the Poor, who have bound themselves to

the apostolic life, or from the friends who remain amid secular

affairs {amid in rebus., i.e. iw scecido permanentes). While the

apostolical preaching still appears to them as the peculiar duty of

the Waldenses, they probably at that time still hoped by attracting

Romish priests to assert a firm footing in the Christian world. As

the Waldenses do not own to any deviation from the substance

proper of the Church's faith, even though they reject on principle

the doctrine of purgatory, of sacrifice for the benefit of the dead

and of ecclesiastical indulgences, so on the other hand they uncon-

ditionally maintain the Church's baptism by water in opposition

to the Cathari and attach importance to the fact that they were

able to be assured of the agreement of the Lombards on the point,

although we have no information on the subject, that they them-

selves had performed baptism. The baptized of the Church remain

the object of her influence, for which reason they also hold their

believers to the Church's Easter confession and to obedience to its

pastors. But their conception of the life of apostolic poverty and of

the duty of obeying God rather than men in their preaching, drives

them into the position of a sort of apostolico-ascetic anti-hierarchy,

which disturbs the priestly government of believers by its preaching

and hearing confession. Their preaching to the friends or believers

tends predominantly towards religious and moral conduct according

to Christ's rule, the precepts of the Sermon on the Mount, and steers

a course towards that view of Christianity which regards not
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merely all hierarchical rights of government in the Church, but all

compulsory authority in the state as incompatible with the Chris-

tian society. In the non-recognition of any legislative and judicial

competence in the hierarchy, and in the claim, themselves to govern

their believers by means of confession, they come into opposition

to the ecclesiastical hierarchy. The time was even then just dis-

appearing, when confession to the priest was still regarded as not

absolutely necessary, and the Church was just beginning to lay

exclusive claim to confession to the priest and the judicially con-

ceived absolution through him. But the Waldenses founded the

warrant of their evangelical preachers to receive confession on their

apostolic life, and in so doing expressly repudiated the conception of

absolution as a judicial act. Their celebration of tables b}^ the

presidents also received a religious character. In allusion to the

blessing of the five barley loaves and the two fishes they prayed

for a blessing on the bread which the president broke and distri-

buted. This was followed, often till far on in the night, by the

preachings, which were frequently held in secret places. They ex-

hibited great familiarity with the Holy Scriptures. But the gos-

pels, epistles and passages from the New Testament were so deeply

impressed even upon the believers that many of them distinguished

themselves by great knowledge of Scripture. Those, however, who
desired ultimately to enter into the brotherhood of the poor (the

apostolic preachers), were instructed for years.

A peculiar celebration of the sacrament, certainly only for the circle

of the brethren themselves, is indubitably attested. It was an annual

celebration on Thursday in Passion Week, which, at least till the

separation of the two parties, was similarly celebrated among them

all, but in such fashion that it was held not as a Mass {sacrificlmn

and Jiolocaustum), but as a simple memorial celebration, on the basis

of the words of institution and without the liturgy and ceremonies

of the mass. At the same time they strictly maintained that in

this ceremony the body and blood of Christ were made, and in per-

forming it the president prays God that he may become worthy to

offer the most holy body which is adored by the angels in heaven.

It is also now expressl}' asserted that the celebration is strictly

limited to the brethren and must be kept secret from the believers.

What remained over of the elements at the celebration was put

away in safety till Easter and then eaten.^ Elsewhere Easter Day

' The account in Mautene et Durand, T/ies. nov. anecd., V. 1754, is as fol-

lows :
" hut if any i^^rsons icere present ivho asked for it they icotdd give it

them "
; which accordingly is to be understood of administration to adherents.
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is mentioned as the day of the celebration of the sacrament, and

the eating of the bread consecrated on the day of the Lord's Snpper

is designated the sign of the Waldensian heresy. The view that the

Poor Men of Lyons, the proper brethren and sisters of the society,

were empowered as sandaUati (wearers of sandals) to make the body

of the Lord, is further based, in the consuUatio of the Archbishop of

Tarragona (1242), on the principle that the consecration may be

carried out by any righteous person, even by women, who belong to

then- sect, and on the additional assertion that every " holy " person

is a priest.^ This shows that even among the French AYaldenses, in

spite of their initial divergence from the Lombards, the view pre-

vails which regards the efficacy of the ecclesiastical sacraments as

conditioned by the freedom of the officiating priest from mortal sin.

They are at least accused of holding this conviction in secret if not

openly. Hence they come more and more to the point of regarding

themselves as the true spiritual hierarchy for believers. A hier-

archical organization was actually set up among them. From the

end of the thirteenth century the view prevails that all the actual

brothers form one order composed of the three grades, of bishops,

presbyters and deacons. Without the first grade, the ordo pontifi-

ccdis^ it would not be perfect.

The Bishop {Major or Majoralis, between which two expressions it is hard

to find a fixed difference) is elected by the entire body of priests and deacons

unanimously with prayer and imposition of hands, but without any other cere-

monies, after he has made a confession of faith before the brethren and a secret

confession of sins to the consecrator. When it is possible, the consecration is

to be performed by another major, who holds the ordo pontificalis (a major

ordinatus), or failing such, by an older presbyter who occupies the place of

president (a major aoii ordinatus). The actiial position of a major therefore

extends further than the grade of a bishop (for whom electus a deo et homin-

ibus is a favourite designation), but at least presupposes the grade of the

presbyterate ; a diaconus who is elected a majoralis must first be consecrated

a presbyter. The consecration of the presbyters takes place by the imposition

of the hands of the major and the entire body of presbyters, that of the deacon

by the hands of the major alone, and the deacon then first takes the vows of

poverty, chastity and obedience. To be elected deacon a man must first have

been six years in the society (Doll., II. 99). On the other hand no one may
belong to the number of the perfect, who has not at least received the ordo of

These words, however, are not to be found in the accounts of Bernaedus Gui-

DONis, Practica, p. 247, and the Acts of the Inquisition of Carcassone in

DoLLiNGER, II. 7, which are traceable to the same source and coincide almost

verbally.

1 Thus we must read Doll., II. 7, as is shown by Bern. Quid. Pract., 247,

' So we must read Doll., II. 97, instead of ordo pey^fectionalis, as is shown by

II. 109 sqq.
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deacon {ih. 103). The association must therefore have been comprehensive

enough to include novices also. At the same time, however, the status of the

jjaiij^eres Christi itself is attached to the consecration to the diacouate and the

vows then assumed.

The fact that we hear but little of female preaching ]yoor-foUc is probably

connected with tliis monastic hierarchical development. The Waldenses in

Languedoc (beginning of the fourteenth century) refuse admission into their

ranks to maidens and widows because they cannot preach or receive the order

of the diaconate (Doll., II. 117).^ A married man, even when separation from

the vfife has taken place by her consent, is refused admission, on the ground

of Matt. xix. 6 (Doll., II. 104) ; the admission of a widower, in itself permis-

sible, they avoid, because such a person after his previous habits of life might

easily fall into sins of the flesh (ib. 105).

What has already been said involves that among the French Waldenses there

were a number of majores, with or without episcopal consecration. Neverthe-

less a most highly monarchical government, and one which lasted during

the life of the holder, is probable. In Languedoc a person of this sort is

called minister or 7ninister major. John of Lorraine was succeeded as

minister major by a certain Christinus, a plain man of no literary education,

who had already held the grade of majoralis during the lifetime of the former.

The history of the Inquisition shows what deep roots Waldensianism had

struck and how widelj' it had spread in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries

both in Eomance lands and in German3r and the eastern neighbouring districts.

There it was the French form of the sect which worked, here the Lombard.

Vid. infra.

3. The Conflict with Heresy.

Sources: Bernardus Guidonis, Practica (p. 391); N. Eymericus, Directorium

Inquisitor., Eom. 1578 ; P. Frederigo, Corpus document. Liquis. h(zret.

jyravit. Neerlandicce, I., Gent. 1888 ; Portions of acts at the end of Pil de

LiMBORCii, hist. Inquis. Amstel. 1698.

—

Literature: Limborcii I.e.; F.

Hoffmann, G. d. Inqu., Bonn 1878, 2 vols. ; J. Ficker, gesetzl. Einfiihrung

der Todesstrafe in MOG. 1880; Ch. Molinier, Uinquisition dans le midi

de la France, Par. 1881 ; H. Lea, Hist, of the Inqu., New York, 1888,

3 vols.

1. In southern France, especially-, everything seemed to rise in

opposition to the Church and the hated clergy. Nearly all land-

owners protected the heretics, and the church had in vain threa-

tened and enticed at synods. At the castle of Lombres, near the

town of Albi, an examination of the heretics had taken place in

presence of the bishop at a conference with the leaders of the

heretics (boni homines) before arbiters appointed by both sides, and

the Church had been unable to take any measures against them.

At that time the Cathari declared against the Old Testament,

against the oath and in favour of the right of the lait}'' to adminis-

^ However, a certain Hugueta (Doll., II. 144), and indeed the wife of a Wal-

densian, is mentioned as hoiretica j^f^ifecta sectce Waldensium; also midieres

Waldenses perform religious acts upon a sick adherent {ib. 233).
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ter the sacraments, and denied unworthy priests all power of the

priesthood, but as further regards their doctrines maintained an

attitude of entire reserve. Two years thereafter they held the

assembly at St. Felix de Caraman (p. 387). Somewhat later Count

Eaymond V. of Toulouse, pressed by his brother-in-law, Lewis VII.,

called in the Cistercians to his assistance. The Cardinal Legate Peter

of S. Chrysogonus, sent at the instigation of the Kings of France

and England, found the church universally despised, and the heretics

treated with reverence and the clergy derided. The Cistercian

Heney of Clairvaux, in the domain of Roger II. of Beziers, pro-

claimed the ban against him, and, supported by Alexander III.'s

demand at the Third Lateran Council (1179), enticed people to join

the crusade against the heretics, which was carried out in 1181

against Roger II. but without permanent result. In 1198 Innocent

III. sent his legates with the most extensive authority against the

enemies of the Church in southern France. Aenold of Citeaux

and PiEEEE of Castelnau, the Cistercians employed by Innocent,

tried a more spiritual method of procedure at the instigation of

Bishop Diego of Osma, and his sub-prior, Dominicus, preached and

disputed with Cathari in the castles of the nobles without result.

But when Pieere was murdered (1208), and Raymond VI., of

Toulouse, was (unjustly) suspected of instigating the deed, Arnold of

Citeaux, summoned King Philip of France and the French nobility

to the crusade against the nest of heretics, and the opposition of

northern, Norman, to southern, Romance France, the seductions

of avarice and the attraction of the luxuriant country procured

great accessions to the crusade. As Raymond humbled himself,

even himself taking the cross against the heretics, he was at first

spared, and action was taken against the possessions of Count Roger

of Beziers, Carcassone, Albi and Rasez. From the town of Albi

the whole heretically infected popidation of the country was called

Albigeois (Albigensis), and Albigensis now became a heretical name,

at first for all heresies attacked, without distinction, but shortly for

the Cathari in particular. According to his own admission Arnold

raged furiously, without sparing rank, sex or age, with murder,

pillage and fire in Christ's name. Simon de Moxtfoet's thirst for

territory and Aenold's fanaticism could no longer be restrained by

Innocent himself. Simon now conquered the territory of Raymond
VI. also, and caused the Synod of Montpellier (1215) to assign it

to himself, and the Fourth Lateran Council confirmed this robbery.

But Raymond won ground again, especially after Simon's death

(1218), and his son Raimund VII. was again lord of his domain in
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1222. But altliougli tlie latter sliowecl himself entirely tractable

towards the Church, Lewis VIII. of France, took the cross against

him in 1226, at the instigation of Pope Honoriiis III. Although the

enterprise was prevented by the shortly ensuing death of the king,

Raymond was obliged in 1229 to agree to a peace which brought

one part of his territory directly to the crown and prepared the way

for a similar union as regards the other.

2. The systematic ecclesiastical persecution of the heretics,

already introduced by the Third Lateran Council in 1179, was made

the chief duty of the episcopal synodal courts by Lucius III., in

1184, Laymen were bound by oath to inform against all suspected

persons, and negligent bishops were threatened with deposition.

The Fourth Lateran Council carried these precepts into execution.

Excommunicated heretics are to be given over to the secular power

for punishment and confiscation of their goods, suspected persons,

if they do not purge themselves within a year, are likewise to be

punished as heretics, secular governors are to be bound to the sup-

pression of the heretics on pain of excommunication. Recalcitrants

are to be deprived of their territories with release of their subjects

from their oath, with a view to bestowing them on Catholic

masters. Protectors of heretics fall under the ban, and in case of

obstinacy become incapable of holding any public office and giving

evidence. On the basis of these regulations the Council of Toulouse

in 1229 carried out this "episcopal inquisition." The regular

auricular confession introduced by Innocent was made to support

the government of the communities. The Council of Toulouse went

the length of requiring all believers to communicate three times,

and every two years they were to swear adherence to the Church
;

suspected persons were forbidden medical and other assistance. But

a few years Jater in place of the episcopal inquisition there was

introduced (by Gregory IX. 1232-33) the inquisition by special

commissioners of the Pope, especially the begging friars, particu-

larly the Dominicans, as more pliable instruments. At the same

time, the secular rulers, Frederick II. as well as Lewis IX., in pur-

suance of the ancient view which was already rooted in the Roman

(not the Germanic) legislation, placed the secular arm at the service

of the Church by their comprehensive laws against heresy.

The abnormal principles of the inquisitorial method of procedure

already '^showed themselves at the Council of Narbonne in 1235.

The names of the accused and the witnesses remained concealed,

criminals also and dishonourable persons were admitted as witnesses,

and mere testimony was to suffice for conviction. Torture was
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adopted from the secular process of inquisition
; indeed the spiritual

inquisitors also began, for the sake of keeping the avowals secret, to

practise the torture themselves instead of the secular power. Ac-
cording to Pope Urban IV. (1261) the spiritual inquisitors may mutu-
ally absolve each other when, by the application of secular means
of force, they incur excommunication or so-called irregularity

according to the canonical law. But actual practice went stijj

further, especially in southern France, where heretics were scented

everywhere, and blind passion and the most self-seeking interests

loosed the reins and placed themselves above all observance of the

forms of law. In Germany also, the episcopal process of inquisition

was very soon pushed into the background by special papal inquisi-

tors. The Dominican friar Dorso and the one-eyed Hans seem at

first to have worked without higher credentials, by spurring the

people on against the heretics, and to have decided the judges, while

the clergy still complained of their action. Now, however, there

followed the commission to the Dominicans, to whom also as judges

of heresy Frederick II. promised his protection in the whole of Ger-

many. CoNEAD of Marburg, probably neither a Dominican nor a

Franciscan, but a secular priest, standing on close relations with the

popes since Innocent III., as the spiritual adviser of Landgrave
Lewis IV. of Thuringia and father confessor of his wife, S. Elizabeth,

enjoyed the reputation of a strict ascetic and zealous churchman
;

without personal self-interest he exercised the greatest ecclesiastical

influence, but in his pastoral care of the Landgravine after the death

of her husband his ecclesiastical strictness developed into the rudest

fanaticism, which mercilessly enslaved the pious woman and sought

to make her a saint by mortifying the flesh and every tender emo-
tion. As inquisitor he smothered all humanity in his fanaticism.

Gregory IX. made him ecclesiastical visitor and censor of the clergy.

The terrorism of the judge of heresy, supported by papal authority,

feared neither princes nor bishops. On the most frivolous accusa-

tions he left his victims nothing but the choice of confessing and

'

being thrust into a monastery, or denying and ending at the stake.

A complaint of the rich Graf von Sayn at the Assembly of Mayence
in 1233 ^ led to a complaint by German bishops of him for proceed-

ing as he did. A few days later, on his way back to Marburg (30th

July, 1233), he was slain along with his companions by some nobles.

Conrad's name seems to have been unjustly connected with the notorious

crusade against the Stedingians. This free peasantry on the lower Weser de-

1 Hefelb, V. 1026.

C. H.—VOL. II. D D
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fended themselves against the Counts of Oldenburg and were involved in the

conflicts over the reappointment to the Archbishopric of Bremen, from the

tithe-rights of which they sought to withdraw themselves. After Archbishop

Gerhard II. had lost a battle and his life in conflict with them (1229), a synod

of Bremen of 1280 declared the Stedingians heretics. Their defiance of the ban

was interpreted against them as contempt for the spiritual power of the keys

and the sacraments of the Church. What else is alleged against them refers

merely to remnants of heathen superstition. Pope Gregory IX. summoned a

crusade against the defiant peasants, which, after wavering success, led in the

spring of 1234 to almost complete annihilation of the Stedingians near Altenesch

in Westmarschen. E. L. Th. Henke, K. v. M., Marb. 1861 ; A. Hausrath, K v.

JIf., 1861, and in his shorter writings; B. Kaltxer, Prag. 1882; Wegele in

HZ., V. 351.

3. Remembering the original spiritual vocation of the Church, Bishop Wazo
of Liege in the eleventh century had protested decidedly against the application

of violent means against the heretics, and in the twelfth century pious church-

men like Bernard still recoiled from the use of ecclesiastical means of force

against the heretics. They were to be taken not with weapons but with

reasons, but the obstinate were to be shunned according to the sajdng of the

Apostle.

But the Church, which had long identified her ordinances with

the existence of the kingdom of God, and the salvation of souls with

submission to the Church, could not abide permanently at this

standpoint. The vineyard of the Lord was to be protected against

desolators and the authorities impelled to place their compulsory

powers at the service of the Church. St. Hildegard would not hear

of the killing of heretics, but summoned the governing powers to

expel them and seize their goods. But after the Church, fighting for

her existence, had taken the extreme step and called in the sword

and the secular legislation to her help, scholastic theory also devoted

itself to the vindication of the practice of the Church. According

to Thomas, the Church certainly has not the right to force unbe-

lievers (non-Christians) to believe ; but she is to force apostate

heretics by the use of bodily compulsion to the fulfilment of

their baptismal vows. To accept the faith is indeed a matter of

free will, but to maintain that which has been accepted is a matter

of necessity. Heresy is a sin worthy of death, falsification of the

faith worse than false coining, and deserves not merely exclusion

from the Church, but also from the world. The Church can exer-

cise mercy towards the converted heretic, but to the backsliding

heretic it can only extend penance as a means of grace, but can no

longer present him with life. As obedient subjection to the doc-

trines and precepts of the Church is regarded as the fundamental

virtue of believers, but independent prosecution of questions of the

faith as audacity dangerous to the soul, she must regard all discus-
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sions on the faitli witliout the leading strings of the Church with

increasing aversion, bind religious edification and teaching to the

authorisation of the Church, and shut out the layman from inde-

pendent access to the sources of Scripture. Gregory VII., with

correct hierarchical instinct, already showed himself not even in-

inclined towards translations of the Bible into the vernaculars and

general diffusion of the Bible among the laity. On this question

Innocent III. still held comparatively mild and reserved opinions

;

but in consequence of the Albigensian movement the Council of

Toulouse (1229, can. 14), which was certainly only local, moved
decidedly against heresy by prohibiting the Bible. Laymen were

not to possess the books of the Old and New Testament, but only

along with the Breviary and the Hours of the Virgin Mary, per-

haps a Psalter, and this only in the Latin tongue.^

^ Cf. the Council of Beziers, 1246, can. 30.
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CHAPTER EIGHTH.

The Beg-g^ing Friars.

1. The Franciscans.

Sources : The Life of Francis by Thomas of Celano (1229, the so-called legenda

Gregorii /A'.); the vita of the tres socii, that of Bonaventura in ASB.

Oct. 2. 683 sqq.; and that likewise composed by Thomas of Celano (Ed.

Ammoni, Rome 1880), at the desire of the General-minister Crescentius

;

Jordani de Jane, de jyrhmtivorum fratrum in Teutoniam missorum

conversatibne et vita memorabilia, ed G. Voigt in ASGW., V., 1870, and in

Analecta Franciscana, Quaracchi, I. 1885 (cf. Denifle ALKG., I. 630 sqq.)

Eccleston, de adventu fratr. min. in Anglia in Mon. Franc. (Sc. r. Br.),

ed. Brewer 1858, and Howlet IQQI.—Literature : K. Hase, Franz, v.

Ass., Lpzg. 1856; K. Mltller, d. Anfange des Minoritenordens u. d. Buss-

bruderschaften, Freiburg 1885.

1. Giovanni Bernardone, called Francesco by his father, a rich

cloth raerchant in Assisi, connected with France, grew up in bright

enjoyment of life amid the wanton pursuits of the opulent city

youth, and after a severe illness took a profound inward turn

towards religion, sought solitude, and renounced the world. On

account of his lavish benevolence he quarrelled with his father,

desired for the Lord's sake to forget father and mother, and poverty

became his mistress, who filled him with the royal feeling of free-

dom from the world. On account of his eccentric nature he was

sometimes regarded as mad, sometimes as a saint. Following the

Lord's command, he seeks to invite men to repentance and the king-

dom of God, in literal accordance with Matthew x. and Luke x.,

without gold or silver, without purse, shoe, or staff. The power of

simplicity and humility soon wins numerous companions to a like

aim. From Pope Innocent, in spite of many scruples, he obtains

at least verbal permission that these virl pcEnitentiales should con-

tinue their apostolic life according to the precepts of Francis,

renouncing all property. Francis finds as much satisfaction in

begging as in beneficence, but at first he directed his companions to

gain what was needful for their support by manual labour but by

this means only. The small, quickly increasing band at first lived

at home, assembling once annually at the church of Portiuncula at

Assisi. They preach repentance and renunciation of the world, and
404
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practise mercy, the care of the sick and the like, and think of

missions among the unbelievers. With this purpose Francis under-

took journeys to Syria and Morocco, entirely without preparation

and without any result. Five of his brethren suffered the martyr's

death in Morocco in 1219. At the Whitsunday assembly, at Assisi,

in 1219, the sending out of apostles to the different Christian

countries was resolved upon and carried out. Francis himself went

with twelve brethren to the East. Pope Honorius III. recom-

mended and approved their manner of life (Potth. 608).

2. After the return of Francis from the East, the need of a more

permanent organization of the fratres minores^ as they are now
called, made itself felt, for which Cardinal Ugolino (afterwards Pope

Gregory IX.), as protector of the young society, used his influence

with Honorius III. Honorius required the establishment of a

novitiate and the taking of an irrevocable vow, and sanctioned the

garb hitherto worn (a simple cape with a cowl of coarse stuff, and

held together by a cord). The new rule, which expanded the

original precepts of Francis of 1209, was discussed at the Whit-

sunday'- assembly of 1221 by the society which had now increased to

3000 members. The ideal of imitating the life of poverty of Christ

and the apostles has already experienced an application in different

directions. Some put preaching first, others apply themselves to

an anchorite life of prayer, still others practise humility and self-

denial in petty labour, the fruit of which goes to the poor. A clear

image of the latter is afforded by the life of S. Aegidius. Thus the

rule of 1221 already distinguishes between prcedicatores^ oratores,

and Jahorafores. Priests have already entered the society, and from

them the brethren receive absolution and the Lord's Supper. The

organization is then perfected by the rule confirmed by Honorius

III., which as yet takes no regard of the foundation of monasteries

and fixed settlements. The travelling brethren enjoy hospitality,

or earn.their support by their services. The rule of 1221 had still

uttered a warning against treating such settlements as property to

be defended against others. Nevertheless eremitoria^ or cells, are

known, to which the brethren temporarily retire. The systematic

sending forth of brethren to the various countries introduces new

circumstances. Received into refuges and hospices, or accommo-

dated by bishops and pastors in private houses, they also probably

hire rooms in towns for their residence. Presents of ground and

soil lead to the erection of convents, in which case, the alleged

condition of holding no property is formally maintained, e.g. in

England by transferring the piece of land and the buildings as
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]:)roperty to the town, while the brethren only claim the usufruct.

Tn the rule of 1223, mention is no longer made of work for the

]:)urpose of earning bread, and begging as their peculiar precept is

formally regulated in the fixed settlements. Now, however, the

pursuit of ecclesiastical science is soon taken up, a purpose which

was remote from the original intention of Francis. Francis had

already in 1220 permitted his spiritual kinsman, S. Antoxy of

Padua, who had come over from the Augustinian Canons to the

Minorites, to teach the brethren theology ; only, science was not to

extinguish the spirit of prayer. But schools soon arise in the Fran-

ciscan convents themselves. The Franciscans find their way to the

teaching chairs of Paris and Oxford, and on this side also become

powerful instruments in the hand of the Church, although this is

unacceptable to the original spirit of the society. It is complained

that Paris has destroyed Assisi. Francis had inculcated on his

followers not to trouble themselves about papal privileges and

favours. Nevertheless this happened very soon, the order was

favoured by the popes in every way as a useful and pliant instru-

ment in their hands, and thereb}'' was greatly estranged from its

original ideal.

Francis himself survived to see the beginning of this great trans-

formation, and more and more handed over the guidance of his

powerfully increasing Order to the born organizer, his pupil, Elias

of Cortona. Early worn out by asceticism and restless activity, he

died in 1226, stretched on the floor of his beloved church of Por-

tiuncula. His testament ^ is the attempt to maintain his old ideas

in opposition to the rule of 1223 and the whole new development of

the order. Here labour is again recommended, the effort after

papal privileges censured, and the avoidance of his precepts by
" glossing " the ride in the interest of more recent requirements for-

bidden. As early as 1228 Francis was canonised by Gregory IX.
;

but the crying contradiction between the rule and the actual existence

of rich properties in convents and churches, led, after the discussions

of the General Chapter of 1230, to Gregory's decision against the

validity of the testament.^ Monasticism had hitherto interpreted

the vow of povert}^ in the sense that only the individual was to hold

no property personally, but that the society as a whole might do so.

This was contradictory of the thought of Francis
;
but recourse was

had to the idea that only the usufruct of goofls bestowed on it

' Wadding ad a. 1226, No. 3G, also in ASB. I.e. (iGo, cei'tainly incorrectly

regarded by Rbnan as a forj^ery.

" Bull of" 28 Sep., 1230, in Pottii. No. G820-6827.
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pertained to the order, whereby certainly it remained uncertain in

many cases whose property they were. Similarly the prohibition

to take money was got round by the pretext that it was only pro-

hibited to the members of the order themselves, but not to their

selected procurators. Under the new General Minister of the Order,

Elias of Cortona, who was elevated in 1227, put away in 1230, and

again prevailed in 1236, the worldly-wise innovations wrestled with

the antique austere spirit of an Antony of Padua and the so-called

Csesarians (adherents of Csesarius of Spires), till EHas, overthrown

once more in 1239, working on the side of Frederick II., as an expert

mediator, and finally as a decided enemy of the papal policy, was

thrust out of the Church and the Order as an apostate. On his

deathbed (1253) he was reconciled to the Church and the Order.

But the internal contradiction of the actual secular position of the

Order, with its original spirit, dragged it in subsequent times into

the deepest dissensions.

2. The Second Order of S. Francis.

Sources: The Eule iu Holstenius-Brockie, cod. reg.^ III. 34; the vita in

ASB. Aug. 2, 755.

Clara Scifi, the daughter of a highly esteemed knight of Assisi,

seized by the enthusiastic spirit of S. Francis, fled in her eighteenth

year from her family, and was brought by Francis, who cut off her

hair, into a neighbouring Benedictine monastery, and afterwards,

when like-minded persons gathered about her, into a residence neai"

the church of S. Damian, which he had restored. The society of

" the poor women " thence received the name of the Damianitesses.

From Cardinal Ugolino (p. 405), in the absence of S. Francis, they

received a more severe form of the Benedictine rule. But in 1224,

at their pressing request, Francis gave them a rule of life of their

own which Honorius III. confirmed. The " Clarisses," as they were

now called, vowed obedience to the Pope and Brother Francis and

their successors, lived in strict seclusion with much silence and

work in common, and besides the walls and gardens of their cloisters

were to possess nothing of their own, and live on voluntary gifts.

Amid great privations the order nevertheless quickly spread. In

spite of frequent severe want Clara disdained mitigations of her rule

offered by Gregory IX. She only wanted to be released from her

sins but not from following Christ. Nevertheless Innocent IV., in

1246, and Urban IV., still further mitigated the rule. Those who

lived under the mitigated rule were designated Urbanists.
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3. The Order of S. Dominic.

Sources : The oldest vita by Jordanus (Dominic's successor) de principlls

ordinis prccdictorum in ASB., Aug. 1, 545 ; the legend most used in the

Order itself is that hx Humbertus de Eomanis, the fifth General of the

Order; the Eule in Holstenius-Brockie, IV. 10, and the Constitutiones of

1228 in Denifle ALKG. 1885, 165 sqq.

—

Literature: Mamachi, annates

ord. prcedic, Rom. 1746; Quetif et Ecchard, scriptores ord. prcEdic.,2

voll. Paris 1719.

The Order of Dominicans, which by the development of history

was closely paralleled with the Franciscan Order, nevertheless had

an essentially different origin. Over against the " unconscious and

genial " Francis, following his immediate religious impulses in

simplicity of heart and glowing love, who, outwardly mean-looking

in his soiled cowl, draws men's hearts by the power of his unselfish

love to Christ and the poor, stands Dominic, the dignified and

learned Spaniard of high Castilian family, with the aspect of one

who consciously pursues an end. Born in the diocese of Osma in

1170, Bishop Diego made him a canon of his regular chapter. In

his retinue he appeared in southern France on occasion of the con-

sultations with the Cistercians at Montpellier, in 1204, with the

exhortation to work by the simple method of the apostles in convert-

ing heretics, and sought to adhere to this position. Supported by

Bishop FuLCO of Toulouse, he assembled like-minded persons for the

purpose of rescuing and converting heretics in a house presented to

him in Toulouse. During the Albigensian war, there was nothing

left for him but to exert himself in convincing the heretics captured

by Arnold and Simon de Montfort. His petition for the confirma-

tion of his society as a new order for the conversion of the heretics

found no favour at the Fourth Lateran Council, as Innocent much

rather recommended him to attach himself to an already recognised

monastic rule for the prosecution of his aim. Dominic and his

sixteen companions resolved to adopt the Eule of the Canons of

S. Augustine, and accordingly became regular canons, following

essentially the model of the Premonstratensians ; in 1216 Honorius

III. confirmed the " brothers preachers of S. Romanus at Toulouse,"

as they were called after their property there, Dominic in person

undertook his obligation in presence of the Pope, and received a

general permission to preach and hear confession everywhere, Hono-

rius expressly confirmed the properties already acquired and to be

acquired by the Order, which therefore was not a mendicant Order

from the start. From Spain it spread to France. In Paris, from

their monastery in the house of S. James, they received the name
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Jacobins ; in Eome, in the monastery of S. Sixtus, they conducted

the reformation of the Roman nuns by commission of the Pope.

The Pope assigned quarters to Dominic and his companions in a

part of the papal palace, and entrusted him with the spiritual care

of the numerous papal servants and household. Hence was devel-

oped the post of mag-ister sacri palatii, which in subsequent times

has always been held by a Dominican. In the year 1219 the Order

assumed the garb of the Carthusians. Now, however, the example

of the Franciscans had such an effect, that, according to Dominic's

will, the ordo fratrum prsedicatorum at the general chapter of 1220

renounced all revenues, goods, and moneys which it possessed down

to the possession of the bare walls of the convents, and in imitation

of the humility of S. Francis became a mendicant order, which

desired to receive the necessaries of life as alms, and forbade the

admission of serving brothers, such as were usual among the canons.^

Dominic died shortly thereafter (1221) in a monastery in Bologna,

after cursing any one who should introduce secure revenues into his

order.

At the general chapter at Paris (1228), under the General Jor-

danus, at which the consuetadines fratrum prcEclkatorum were

recorded, only modest houses of a moderate height (artistic decora-

tion for churches only) are permitted ; but the holding of properties

and fixed revenues, as also the incorporation of parish churches, is

forbidden.'^ Ins pite of the marked transformation of the Order into

a begging order, it was sought to maintain the character of the

Dominicans as regular canons, as far as practicable.

Dominic was already canonised in 1234, and his Order grew with

extraordinary rapidity ; in the times of the great rise in the pros-

perity of city life, they, like the Franciscans, were easily able to find

nests for themselves in the cities, as they only required a modest

shelter and no fixed endowment. But they very soon loosed them-

selves from the obligation of poverty, and went back to the older

view, that the vow of poverty only excluded individual personal

property, but not the common property of the monastery, of which

the individual had only the usufruct.

' The legend makes Dominic and Francis meet as early as the Lateran

Council of 1215, and recognise each other as companions having the same aim,

and Jordanus' legend makes Dominic renounce all property as early as 1215/16,

which is contradicted by the resolution of 1220, which had even then to over-

come opposition in the Order (against Dbniflb I.e. 179 sqq.).

2 The consuetudines, newly revised by Eaymundus de Pennaforte, the third

general, received their completion from the fifth general, Humbertus de

Romanis.
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The principle of the begging orders was adopted by other monastic societies.

The Order of Carmelites (Elijah's well on Mount Carmel), which arose after the

middle of the twelfth centurj- through the association of hermits, under the

leadership of Berthold of Calabria, received a rule from the Patriarch Albert of

Jerusalem in 1219. When the position of these fratrss EremitsB de monte

Carmelo, or Eremitse St. Maria; de Carmelo became insecure in the East, at

their own desire they received from Innocent IV. the character of a mendicant

order, which was to hold no propertj^ in its own monasteries. The rule, how-

ever, was mitigated by Innocent himself.

The Augustinian Hermits, who arose out of Italian hermit societies, also

became a mendicant order tinder Alexander IV. (1250) ; for them an important

position was reserved in the last centuries of the Middle Ages.

At the Council of Lyons of 1244 (can. 23) Gregory X. forbade the formation

of new monastic orders. But the Servites {aervi b. Marice virg.), who
originated in Florence in 1233, and who from the very first desired to live upon

alms only, were placed under the rule of S. Augustine in 1239 and were con-

firmed in 1255 by Alexander IV., were still recognised by John XXI. (1277) as

a special mendicant order.

4. The Penitential Brotherhoods of the Mendicant Orders (Tertiaries).

Sources : in Holsten-Brockie, III. 391, the Regula contained in the Bull of

Nicholas IV. of 1289, and frequently erroneously ascribed to S. Francis
;

the Dominican Eule of 1285 ibid. IV., 143 ; the vitce of S. Francis (p. 404),

Chronica fratris Salijibene Parmens., Parm. 1857 (Mon. hist, ad provincias

Parmens. et Placent. pertin. III.).

—

Literature : K. Muller, p. 404.

Joyful renunciation of the world was joined in S. Francis to the

adoption of the calling of the apostolic preaching of repentance and

the kingdom of God. But as with the gro^vth of the Order the duty

of preaching was soon confined to the narrower circle of those who
were suited for it, so, on the other hand, the idea of the life of

humility and poverty took hold also of a wider circle of those who,

without entirely separating themselves from their families and the

world, sought a share in this practical Christianity of the Gospel as

understood by Francis. This corresponded to the spirit of the

whole movement, which pressed outwards into the world beyond

the fixed limits of professional monasticism. Earliest in Ital}', hut

soon elsewhere also, there are formed Penitential Brotherhoods

{collegia pcBnitent'mm) composed of men and women, clergy and

laity, maidens and unmarried men, who really desired to live as

ascetics. In many cases they distributed their incomes to the poor,

distinguished themselves by a special garb, even strove on the ground

of their penitential life, in accordance with a strict interpreta-

tion of the Sermon on the Mount, to withdraw from the civil

obligation to bear arms and enter civic ofi&ce, and on this subject

fell into discord with the magistrates of the cities. Popes recommend

them to the protection and care of the bishops. The}^ did indeed
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form themselves according to tlie directions of S. Francis, and

Gregory IX. (1230) already designates them the fratres tertii ordinis

S. Francisci, and Innocent IV. entrusts their visitation and the regu-

lation of their discipline to the Provincial Minister of the Minorites

(Potth, 12675). But about the same time we also find such brother-

hoods in association with the Dominicans. The aim of both the

rival orders is to procure by their means a broad footing in the lay

world. But their wide diffusion seems to have been accompanied

hand in hand by a mitigation of the ascetic strictness of these

brotherhoods, as again the separation from the requirements of the

secular life was no longer carried out.

The attempt to ally the Tertiaries more closely with the Order

proper is already exhibited by Innocent IV.'s precept to the Minorites,

already mentioned. Then the Dominican General Munione gave

the penitent brothers of S. Dominic a rule in 1285. In contrast

with this, Pope Nicholas IV. by his rule (Bull suiyra moutem of

1286, Potth. 23044) sought to bring the whole of the other brother-

hoods under the guidance of the Minorites, and even to enforce it

on the Dominican Tertiaries : but this was rendered vain by the

resistance of the Dominicans and probably also of the secular clergy.

Those who pass under the Rule of Nicholas now appear as Fratres

de pmnitentia S. Francisci.

The knightly lay brotherhood of the Militia Cliristi, who, in the circumstances

of the Albigensian War, already attached themselves to S. Dominic in 1209, had

a different origin. This brotherhood stands in the closest relationship with the

Spanish knightly orders, especially with the knights of Ebora (vid. sup. p. 359) ;

it consisted of married men and women, who lived under secular conditions

in their own houses, but wore a special garb and bound themselves to the de-

fence of the faith and the Church and the protection of the oppressed, and

undertook definite religious exercises. From Toulouse and Languedoc they

spread to Italy, especially to Lombardy, which was so greatly stirred by the

heretics, and where the people called them the Cavalieri gaudenti. In 1205

Gregory IX. took such brothers of the knightly service of Christ at Parma into

his protection against the city authorities, and in doing so recognises their

special relation to the Dominican order (Potth. 9909-9912). A similar society

of the Militia b. Marise Virginis, newly formed in Bologna, and confirmed by

Urban in 1216 (Potth. 18195) developed into a formal knightly order with an

affiliated brotherhood. A certain approximation between the penitent brother-

hoods originally instigated by the Franciscans and the brotherhood of knightly

service connected with the Dominicans shows itself in the fact, that, in the Ter-

tiary Rule of Munione, and likewise in that of Nicholas IV., the carrying of

offensive weapons, which is otherwise forbidden to the Tertiaries, is allowed in

regard to the defence of the Church.
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5, The Work and Conflicts of the Mendicant Friars.

As a matter of fact the appearance on the scene of the begging

friars indicates a new step in the advance of the ecclesiastical-

ascetic forces into the life of the Christian people. The impression

that Christianity treats personal holiness as a serious matter gains

gronnd, and the creation of the Tertiaries is the result.

1. The popular preaching of the begging friars finds new means

of awakening religion. Among the multitude of forces of this

sort which went forth among the people individual men of greater

importance stand pre-eminent.

As Antony of Padua, the friend of S. Francis, worked for several years in

soutliern France as an ardent popular preacher, so from 1250 the incomparable

German popular jDreacher, the Minorite friar Berthold of E-egensburg (t 1272)

exercised his deep-reaching influence by means of his sermons delivered before

great crowds of the people in Germany, Switzerland, and also Bohemia and
Hungar}\ quite in the spirit of mediaeval Christianity, but on its best side,

opposing all false contentment with customarj' ecclesiastical functions, press-

ing the essentiality of true repentance of heart and life (B. v. E,., cleutHche

Predigten, edited by Pfeifer, 1862, and J. Strobl, 1882 ; cf. Schonbach in Stein-

meyer's Anzeiger, 1881. The Latin sermons, edited by Hoetzl, Milnchen 1882,

are regarded as the more artistic models of the German. Vid. Jacob, die lat.

Reden des .set. Bruders Berthold., Regensburg 1880). The Dominicans also

met the necessity of the age. Humbeutus de Eomanis {de eritditione prcedica-

torum, B. Patr. Lugd. XXV.) regards preaching as more important for the

people than the mass, and the great theologian Thomas Aquinas does not dis-

dain to preach in a practical manner to the people in Italian.

2. In religious poetry also the Franciscans strike new chords.

The strongly affecting seqiience Dies tree, Dies ilia is ascribed, if not with

entire certainty, to Thomas Celano, the biographer of S. Francis. Jacopo de
Bbnedetti of Todi in Umbria seized men's minds b3' numerous poems composed
in the Italian language, which was just then beginning to form itself from the

popular dialects ; hymns of repentance, spiritual love-songs of melting warmth,
satires full of holy wrath, instructions in the following of Christ. Driven
from the midst of the excitement of secular life to renunciation of the world

by the sudden death of his young wife, he gave his property to the poor and
challenged the contempt of the world in an eccentric fashion among the Ter-

tiaries of S. Francis. After ten years, he sought admission into the Order

proper in 1278 and overcame the scruples against his admission by the produc-

tion of a treatise on the contempt of the world. In his intoxicated love of

Jesus and his touching distress " that love is not loved," he recalls S. Francis,

but at the same time his wrath against the secularization of the Church and
the Papacy takes another direction by participating in the league of Roman
magnates which aimed at the deposition of Boniface YIII. For this he had to

atone in prison till his death (1306). The touching Latin sequence Stahat

mater dolorosa., which is parallel to and contrasted with the devout Stahat

mater speciosa, has also been traced back to him (Ozanam, les poetesfrancisc.

en Italic, Paris 1852, in German by Julius, Miinster 1853; E. Bohmer, roman-
ische Studien, Strassburg, I. 123.
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3. The most deep-reaching influence of the begging friars con-

sisted in their care for the souls of the people. Gregory IX. in

1237 already urgently recommended the Minorites to the prelates

of the Church with a view to their receiving permission to preach

and hear confession- At the same time the Dominicans (Friars

Preachers) received the right of preaching and hearing confession

everywhere. Especially on Romance soil the Franciscans became

the intimate friends and spiritual advisers of the people, and both

orders became the most important instruments of the popes in the

exertion of ecclesiastical moral influence upon the people in the

conflict with the heretics, especially in the Inquisition (y/c?. siipra).

But the great favour which they received from the popes, and the

unexampled success of the quickly spreading orders, which at first

enjoyed great popularity, soon lorought about a strong reaction,

especially when these humble servants of the Church, speedily

spoiled by their extraordinary ecclesiastical privileges, interfered

everywhere to the disturbance of the regular episcopal and paro-

chial work. A growing animosity to these intruders who snatched

everything to themselves took possession of the episcopal clergy.^

A prophecy which is spuriously imputed to S. Hildegard lashes

their fawning pursuit of gifts, their envy of others and their con-

tinual hunt for popularity, and complains that they draw away

the congregations from their regular pastors and deprive the poor

and wretched of their alms. As early as the middle of the thir-

teenth century the English chronicler Matthew Paris sighs over

the oppressive preponderance of the spiritual advisers, without

whom many no longer believe that they can be saved, and the sharp

contrast of their heaped-up riches with the fundamental principle

of their Order, their snatching at privileges, their intrusion into the

council of princes and into papal business, and their arrogance

towards all other orders. The parochial clergy find themselves

injured in authority and revenues by the interference of the friars

in the Church's care of souls under favour of the Pope. People

of rank prefer to confess to the Preachers, and the populace prefer

the Franciscan friars to the parish priest who knows them and

whom they know, often in very uncommendable aspects. In

1254 Innocent IV. already sought to set limits to the beggar friars'

gaining more ground in the care of souls" and to make their

' A witness to the rise of doubtful opinion is already seen in the poem

Diinnitatio mundi et reUglonis, ed. by Haureau in Bihl. d. Vdcole de Chartres,

1884, 3 sqq.

"^ rid. POTTHAST, 15562, also 15359.
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preacliing and hearing confession in the parochial communities de-

pendent on the permission of the parochial incumbent. If they

granted burial places in their churches to their admirers, they were

to pay a definite portion of the donations then made to the bishop

or parish priest of the place, with several other such regulations.

When, soon after this proclamation. Innocent died, it was said that

the Franciscans and Dominicans had prayed him to death.^ His

successor Alexander IV. committed himself to the intercession

and support of the orders, and immediately cancelled the Bulls of

his predecessor.

The ill-will to the spoiled pet-children of the Pope received

new nourishment from the fact that the Begging Orders also threw

themselves with their whole energy into the pursuit of ecclesiasti-

cal science, and very early gained a firm footing in the universities.

As early as 1221 the University of Paris gave them room in return

for the obligation to hold the exequies for every deceased teacher as

for a member of their own Order. The Dominicans made use of the

tumultuous conflicts in the University, to obtain by the favour of

the bishop and chancellor without the co-operation of the corpora-

tion of masters, a cathedra magistral^ in tJieologia, and consequently

a position in the public life of the university which exceeded the

limits of a mere monastic school. In spite of the resistance of the

University a second soon followed. The Franciscans followed the

example of the Dominicans in despite of the resistance of their

General, Johannes Parens, who regarded this as contrary to the

original spirit of the Order. Alexander of Hales was the first Mino-

rite to begin to teach, and Innocent IV. commanded the university

in 1244 to admit the members of both Orders to academic dignities.

The step which was of such enormous consequence for the develop-

ment of mediaeval theology had taken place, in consequence of

which nearly all the eminent representatives of scholasticism in the

thirteenth century proceeded from these two Orders. The opposi-

tion of the university combined with the complaints of the bishops

and the parochial clergy against these burdensome intruders. But

Alexander IV. took up the claims of the Dominicans and, though

the University at first threatened to dissolve, finally carried them

through in 1251). William of St. Amour, a teacher of the Univer-

sity of Paris and Doctor of the Sorbonne, published the treatise De

periculis 7iovissimorum temporum,^ which gave strong expression to

' Hence the saying: a Utaniis prcedicatorum libera nos domine. Vid.

GlESELEK, II. 2, 585.

'^ Vid. E. Brown, aj>pendix ad fascic. rcr. expetend. et fugiend., London
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the complaints of the dealings of the begging friars. He regards

them as the false prophets of the last times (2 Timothy iii. 1

;

Matt. xxiv. 11), who preach without being regularly sent; their

begging without working he regards as robbery of God. A papal

commission condemned the book before hearing the delegates of

the University, and in spite of the mitigation of his attacks Wil-

liam was forbidden to preach and teach in the University, and he

could only venture to return to Paris after Alexander IV.'s death in

1263. He sent a revision of his treatise, which, however, still re-

tained the reproaches against the mendicant orders in a more

moderate form, to Pope Clement IV. in 1266. From that time,

under the influence of outstanding scholastic representatives of the

mendicant orders, the opposition was essentially weakened. The

chief ornament of the mendicant orders, Thomas of Aquino, who

had to be admitted as doctor of theology in Paris in 1257, and

Bonaventura, exerted themselves to overcome the attacks upon

the Orders. Thomas justified monks in working publicly as

teachers and their entrance into alliance with teachers who were

otherwise secular. The authority to preach and hear confession he

grounded upon the absolute authority of the Pope and the need ot

many laymen for theological, educated, monastic confessors. His

justification of begging and the rejection of manual labour is rather

shifty, and he understands the principle of poverty as only excluding

private, but not common, property. Bonaventura too championed

the cause of the mendicant orders in a whole series of treatises, but

at the same time did not conceal from himself the deeper defects in

their life.i After the death of Thomas the University of Paris

urgently exerted itself to obtain possession of the body of the great

theologian. Only a certain limitation of the enormous privileges of

the Orders was finally accomplished. Boniface VHI." limited their

rights of preaching and hearing confession in a manner similar to

that formerly adopted by Innocent IV. Even these very moderate

limitations Benedict XI. had indeed to abolish in 1304, but they

were again put in force by Clement VII. in 1311.

The rivalry of the two favoured Orders naturally soon led to

angry controversies. As early as 1255, and again in 1278 and

1690, and the edition of the opp. Guliehni (ed. de Flavigny) Constantise (Paris)

1632, which was suppressed by the exertions of the begging monks, and has

therefore become very rare.

1 Ykl. the circular to the authorities of the Orders of April 2.3rd, 1257, in

AVADDING, ad aim. No. 10.
-' The Bull " Super cathedram " of 1300 in Extrav. co7nm.. III. 6.2.
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frequently, tlie Generals on both sides had to exhort to peace which,

however, in the following century had once more to give place to

angry controversies.

6. The internal Conflicts in the Franciscan Order and Joachimism.

Sourceii and Literature : Exgelhardt, Kirchengesch. Abhdlg. 18o8, p. 1 sqq.

;

U. Hahx, Gesch. d. Ketzer im MA. III. 98 sqq.; id., StKr. 1849 ;
Dollingeu,

d. Weissagungsylauhe u. das Prophetenthum in d. christl. Zeit, Hist.

Taschenb. 1871 (shorter Avritings edited by Reusch, Stuttg. 1890) ; Eenan,

Bevue des deux mondes 1864, and id. Nouvelles etudes, 1884; Fkiederich in

ZwTh. 1859 ; Preger, ABAW. XIII. 3 : id., Gesch. d. Mystik, I. ; H. Reu-

TER, Gesch. d. Aufkl., II. 191 ; H. Haupt, ZKG. VII. ; H. S. Denifle, d.

evang. ceternum und d. Commission zu Aiiagni, ALKG. I. 1885 ; the

chronicon de persecutionibus fratrum minorum in Dollinger, Beitrcige,

II. 417 sqq.— fiistoria septem tribidatioiium ordinis minorum, by Frater

Angelas de Clarino in Ehrle, die Spiritualen, etc. ALKG. I. 513 ; II. 155 ;

125 sqq.

1. That in the conflicts of the Franciscan parties the popes were

not inclined to side decidedly with the strict but ecclesiasticallj'

less useful zealots for the poverty and humility of the Order, had

already been shown in the conduct of Gregory IX. (p. 407), and

likewise in the case of Innocent IV., who, in 1245, in order to settle

the laxer practice assigned the right of property in the possessions

of the Order to the Roman Church itself, so that the Order might

now carry on all necessary affairs of property by means of officials

appointed as the commissioners of the Church. But the laxer

party of the so-called Community (fratres de communitate)^ from

which proceeded the successors of Elias of Cortona, the Generals of

the order, Haymo of Feversham (1240-43) and Crescentius of Jesi

(1244-47), were more and more opposed by the strict enthusiasts for

the purity of the Rule as a close party. While under Haymo the

Paris teachers decided in the moderate sense of the constitution

of Gregory IX. of 1230, the English Province of the Order declared

in the strict sense. The deposition of Crescentius as General of the

Order seems to have been a result of the action of the enthusiasts,

for a representative of the strict jirinciples, John of Parma (1247-

57), now comes to the front as General. In his time the apocalypti-

cal temper of Joachimism was revealed among the strict Francis-

cans.

2. Ecclesiastical and ascetic piet}^ which took grave offence at

the corruptions of the Church'and the secularization of the clergy,

had even in the twelfth century looked forward prophetically to a

renewal and elevation of the Church, and had exalted itself into

apocalyptic visions of the future of the kingdom of God. The
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celebrated Hildegakd (born in 1098 or 99), educated by the pious

Jutta von Sponheim in the Benedictine nunnery of Disibodenberg,

afterwards abbess there, and in 1147 foundress of the monastery on

Rupertsberg near Bingen, in her intercourse with the first men of

her time raised her voice, which was venerated by popes and poten-

tates, against the corruptions of the Church, proclaimed divine

judgments, and after them the victory of the purified Church.

Her ideas, which took the plastic form of sensuous images, were regarded by
herself and others as visions, products of the inward divine light {libtr Scivias).

Her letters (in German by K. Clarus, Augsb. 1854) show the far-reaching in-

fluence of the learned and many-sided woman, the Liber divinorum operum
and the Liber compositce medicinoe her observations of nature (cf. K. Jessen

in R. Gottschall's " Uiisere Zeit " 1881). 0pp. Ml. 197, and Pitra, Anal, sacra,

VIII., Paris 1882 Cf. v. d. Lindb, die kgl. Landesbibliothek zu Wiesbaden

1877 ; ScHMELZEis in HpB. 1875-76.

The biographer and younger contemporary of Hildegard, the Abbess Elizabeth
of Schonau, who died rather yovmg in 1165, likewise scourged the degeneracy

of the Church and took an independent part in the ecclesiastico-political move-

ments. Her visions were accompanied by ecstatic conditions arising from
bodily suffering and over-driven nervous life. Her brother, the monk Ecbert

(p. 386) gave his assistance in producing her writings ( Visiones and Liber

viarum Dei). Her spiritual authority is attested by her share in the rise of

the legend of the Eleven Thousand Virgins (p. 331). 0pp. Coloniae 1628 and Ml.

197 ; new edition by F. W. E. Roth, Brilnn ISSl.

Of far-reaching influence were the prophetic and apocalyptic

studies, arising from similar views, of Joachim, abbot in the Cister-

cian monastery of Corace in Calabria, which were followed with in-

terest by three popes, Lucius III., Urban III. and Clement III. He
retired from from the Cistercian monastery and with the support of

Henry VI. founded a new monastery under a stricter rule, S. Johannis

in Fiore, which, confirmed by Coelestine III. in 1196, became the

centre of a special congregation of Cistercians {Ordo Florensis).^

Joachim, who was venerated as a prophetic seer, developed in his

writings- his prophetic expectations of the last times and the im-

minent age of the Holy Spirit, which should lead on from the age of

the Father (the law of the Old Testament) and of the son (New
Testament, discipline and doctrine of the priesthood and its sacra-

ments) to full spiritual freedom and knowledge, and whose organs

the perfected monkhood, contemplative and spiritual men entirely

free from the world and its possessions, were to be. The writings

' Vid. Janauscheck, Origines Cisterc, I. p. Ixxi and 168.

^ Divini vatis I. liber concordiae novi ac. vet. test., Venet. 1519 ; Expositio

Apocal.Venet.(1519?) 1527
; Psalterium decern chord. Ven. 1527. Interpret, in

Hieremiam, Ven. 1525 ; Scriptum super Esaiam. Cf. Friederich in ZwTh.
1859, 444.

C.H.—VOL. II. E E
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are witliout any tendency to hostility to tlie Pope and are written

with ready submission to the judgment of the Church, but might
easily lead to misconceptions as to the sufficiency and perfection of

ecclesiastical Christianity. Before his death (1202) Joachim ex-

pressly submitted his writings to the judgment of the Church, which
the Fourth Lateran Council recognised, when it declared against him
on a subordinate doctrinal question of a scholastic character, and

Honorius III, further took him under his protection against attacks

on the part of the Cistercians. His prophecies, which expected the

possessionless monkhood to bring about the state of perfection, must
have been eagerly seized by the genuine Franciscan spirit, which
also maintained his apocalyptic ideas and developed them further in

writings, especially in a Commentary on Jeremiah and Isaiah, which
went under his name and gave a much sharper anti-Roman and

anti-ecclesiastical point to his tendency against ecclesiastical corrup-

tions. A treatise by the Franciscan Gterardus of Borgo San
Donnino, Introductorius in evangelium seternum, was accused of here-

tical ideas in 1254 by the Parisian opponents of the Mendicant

Orders. The Eternal Gospel prophesied by Joachim (Rev. xiv. 6)

i.e. the entrance of full spiritua.1 knowledge in the age of the Holy

Ghost, Gerard saw embodied in the above-mentioned writings of

Joachim himself, as a new revelation. About the year 1200 he said

that the spirit of life had been withdrawn from the two Testaments,

in order that the Eternal Gospel might arise.

The Parisian opponents collected a series of propositions from the

Infvodiidorius and Joachim's Concordia commented on by Gerard

and brought them with an accusation, before Innocent IV. After

his death, which took place shortly afterwards, Alexander IV. had

them investigated by a commission and compared with the works of

Joachim himself. Bishop Florentius of Acre (afterwards Archbishop

of Aries) conducted the accusation, and Alexander IV., in spite of

his expressed predilection for the Franciscan Order, found himself

compelled, in the year 1255, to condemn Gerard's Tntroducforitis,

though without mentioning the name of Joachim ; but in doing so,

he commanded that the reputation of theOrder itself should be spared

and expressly censured the scliedid(e (the Paris excerpts) which in

many cases charged the book erroneously. Gerard, as he would not

recant, atoned by life-long imprisonment, in which, after eighteen

3"ears, he died. John of Parma, filled with the same spirit of

Joachimism, found himself compelled to lay down his dignity as

General of the Order, but remained in high esteem among all strict

Franciscans. The Synod of Aries in 1263, under Florentius, now
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archbishop, repudiated the Joachimite doctrine of the three ages

and the writings of the venerated abbot himself. But a general

judgment of the Church against them did not ensue. They remained

the favourite reading of the strict Franciscans, and their apocalyp-

tical ideas received a more definite form. Joachim himself had

already prophesied the beginning of the last times for 1260.^ The

spurious writings explained more definitely. The war of the

Hohenstaufen Frederick II. against the papacy was related to it

;

the Hohenstaufen empire seemed to be destined to be the rod of cor-

rection for the corrupt Church, the spiritual Babylon, before it itself

should fall a victim to the avenging justice of the Saracens.^ The

death of Frederick II., however, was insufficient to overthrow these

expectations. The decision was at first awaited in 1260 ; the great

flagellant movement of Perugia arose from this disposition of mind.

Penance by scourg-ing-, from being a means of discipline for refrac-

tory monks had become a favourite means of ascetic self-torture.

Under the influence of the Franciscan spirit, common people, im-

pressed by preachers of penance like Antony of Padua, seized upon

this drastic method, in view of the nearly approaching last times.

But the matter assumed a wider extent in the troops of flagel-

lants of Perugia, which grew as if by contagion.

The constant inward ferment in the Order was at first somewhat repressed by

the moderate personal character of Bonaventura, wlio, however, as the champion

of the system of the Order as modified by the papal indulgence, was regarded by

the enthusiasts as ambiguous. But the rumour, which emerged in Italy at the

time of the General Council of 1274, that Pope Gregory would compel the

mendicant orders to accept property, once more raised excitement. At the Pro-

vincial Chapter of the Mark of Ancona the resistant enthusiasts were accused

as schismatics and in consequence were prosecuted by the community and im-

prisoned. In consequence of these disturbances the General Chapter of Assisi

caused Bonagratia, the General of the Order, to petition the Pope for a revision

of the earlier papal declarations as to the Franciscan Rule. Thence originated

the Bull of Nicholas III., a former favourer of the Franciscans, "£a^««Y qui

seminat " of 1279, which as far as possible met the strict view of the question

of poverty, but without entirely excluding the interpretation according to the

milder observance. The above imprisoned " Spirituals " were freed from severe

imprisonment in 1289 by Raymundus Gaufredi, the General of the Order, and

^ He explained the 42 months or 1260 days of the Apocalypse (chap, xi.) as 42

generations after Christ.

2 These apocalyptic expectations assumed a specifically Ghibelline turn in the

Swabian Sect depicted by Albert von Stade (MGS., XVI. 371). To it Innocent

IV. appeared to be Anti-Christ, Frederick II. as the reformer of the Church who
should lead back the clergy who had become rich to apostolic poverty (cf.

p. 281). Similarly the preaching monk Arnold {Epistola de correctione ecclesice

ed. WiNKELMANN, Brl. 1865).
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worked in the East, favoured by King Hayton of Armenia, but here too per-

secuted by their opponents and regarded as apostates. Returning to Italy, they

were taken into protection by the pious hermit Petrus de Murone (Celestine

V.) who had just been exalted to the Papal chair. He allowed them to live in

exact accordance with Francis' original Rule, released them from obedience to

their hitherto superiors and assigned them hermitages ; they were to live here

under the leadership of Liberatus as his (Celestine's) brothers and as poor her-

mits, but for the sake of peace they were no longer to call themselves /ra^res

minores. All the same they were pursued by the hatred of the comminnty, and

even the champions of the strict party (Petrus Johannes Olivi, vM. infra) dis-

approved their separation from the Franciscan Order. Boniface VIII. declared all

the edicts of his predecessor not expressly confirmed by himself to be null and

thus derpived the Celestinian Hermits of the legal justification for their society.

Liberatus and his followers retired into secrecj', partly to Greece, but here too

were persecuted by the bishops and princes in the Frankish domains of Morea
and Achaia and finally were excommunicated by the Latin Patriarch of Constan-

tinople. When thej' returned to Italy after the death of Boniface, King Charles

II. of Naples, at the instigation of Gonsalvo the General of the Order, caused

them to be prosecuted by the Inquisition and driven from the kingdom. After

the death of Liberatus, Angelus of Clareno, their now leader, found some protec-

tion from Cardinal Napoleon Orsini. He is said to have received permission

for them to live together as hitherto from Clement V. in Avignon, where he

found shelter in the house of Cardinal Jacob Colonna. But the old conflict was
renewed at the Council of Vienne in 1312 and now led to heightened and more
general opposition {vid. the following period).

The other chief focus of the movement of the Spirituals was Provence, where

Petrus Johannes Olivi, a man of eminence in theology also, was their most

esteemed leader. At the time of the negotiations of the Order with Nicholas III.,

Olivi was still on good terms with the General, Bonagratia, had been in Rome
himself, and still later occupied important posts in the Order, e.g. as Reading
Master in thestudj- of the Order in Florence and afterwards inMontiiellier, but

had also met with vigorous attacks which at one time led to an examination

of his doctrines by Parisian theologians. Behind this controversy, which was
chiefly about scholastic questions, there was concealed the opposition of the

communitj' of the Order to his strict principles as to the Rule of the Order and

the apocalyptical (Joachimite) ideas therewith connected. The general conven-

tion of 1285 caused writings of Olivi to be suppressed pending the decision of

the new General. The General Chapter of 12S7 seems to have decided in his

favour; the General, Matthew of Aquasparta, approved Olivi's declaration as to

poverty. "With his strict principles in I'egard to the discipline of the order

Olivi 3'et censured the inclination of the Spirituals towards separation and con-

fined himself, on the basis of the position of affairs created by the Bull " Exiit,"

to combating the strict interpretation of the requirement of poverty, the so-called

USUS pauper, as contrasted with the ?/.s-«.s moderatuH of the majoritj', but was
unable to prevent the Order from ordaining penalties against extreme Spirituals

who were regarded as adherents of Olivi. Nevertheless he remained unattacked

till the end of his life (March, 1298) and was highly honoured by the clergy and

people in the convent at Nai'bonne. Even King Charles II. of Naples permitted

Olivi to be invited to visit his sons, who at that time were residing in Castile

as hostages for their father, and General Johannes de Murro, who was regarded

as an enemy of the Spirituals, gave the necessary permission with some little

reserve. Olivi knew the anxiety of Charles II., lest he might make his sons
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sentimental devotees {inheguinire, make them begging friars) and lead them too

deep into the foolishness of Christ.' In Narbonne, when he had passed awaj',

his memory was celebrated as that of a saint, almost like that of S. Francis.

His writings, including the last, Postilla super Apocalypsi (written in 1297),

were held in very high esteem among the numerous Spirituals of the Provencal
groups of the Order. The increasing tension between the parties finally drove
Clement V. to serious but vain attempts at reconciliation at Avignon in 1309-

1312 and at the Council at Vienne.

The ideas of the Spirituals as to the necessity of leading back the corrupt

Church to apostolic poverty were also relied on by Gerard Segarelli (Salim-

bene : Segalellus Gerardinus) in Parma, from 1260 the head of the ecclesias-

tically revolutionary sect of the Apostolic Brothers, who died at the stake in

1300. His adherents, inflamed by the apocalyptical ideas of the priest Fra
DoLCiNO, were besieged and suppressed in 1307 on Monte Zebello near Vercelli,

and Dolcino himself was burned.

' Olivi's letter to the princes (ALKG. III. 530-40) shows how deeply Olivi

was permeated by the fundamental law of the kingdom of God, that the grain

of wheat must die in order to bring forth fruit, and how on this ground, the

Minorite renunciation of the world on the one hand and the apocalyptic prospect

of the end of all things on the other hand had passed into his flesh and blood.
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CHAPTER NINTH.

The Scholasticism of the Thirteenth Century.

Literature : vid. p, 3GS.

1. The Expanded Resources of Science.

The dialectical method of treating theology in the twelfth century

became general in spite of all contrary tendencies, and gained for

itself the recognition of the Church as the support of the Church's

faith, although, at the same time, the impression that there was

great danger for a faith which rested on this weapon did not disap-

pear. This finds characteristic expression in the legend of Simon of

Tournay, the famous Parisian teacher at the end of the century,

who is said to have boasted how much he had done for the doctrine

of Jesus by confuting all objections. If he had cared to come for-

ward as an opponent, he said, he could have confuted it with much
stronger reasons. At that moment it was said that he suddenly'

became dumb and deprived of speech. The saying about the three

impostors {vid. sup. p. 282) was subsequently attributed to him.

About the turn of the century, scholastic theology, by the

extension of its scientific horizon and the influence of new philo-

sophical means of culture, passed into a higher stage, whereby it was

actually brought to its most flourishing condition, but whereby on

the other hand the risk of its breaking up was aggravated. More

exact acquaintance with Aristotle and the influence of Arabo-Jewish

philosophy here come specially into view.

The philosophy of Aristotle, strongly admixed with Neoplatonic elements

from the Greek Church and science, had reached the Arabs and had developed

among them a philosophy which at fii'st came into acute discord with the

orthodox faith of Islam. The Arabian free-thinkers (Mutazilites) from as early

as the eighth century practised unlimited, rationalistic criticism of the positive

principles of religion, but were afterwards more repressed by a less radical

philosophy. Alfauabi (f 950) attempted to place Aristotle, understood in a

Neoplatonic (emanational) sense, on a harmonious relationship with the

religious requirements of the Koran. Avicenna (Ibn Sina, f 1073) explained

the philosophers in the sense of a religious-mj^stical supranaturalism, and
Algazel (t 1111), sceptical of Aristotle, sought a religious support for the

religion of Mohammed in the mysticism of Ssufism. There was thus developed

a philosophy' of religion, which in attachment to the theological exposition of

422
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the Koran, treated the substance of the faith speculatively and critically and

discussed questions of principle on the relation of religion and philosophy,

speculation and experience, the relation of God to the world, divine determina-

tion and human freedom, etc. To this were linked the Arabian philosophers of

Spain, Avempaze (f 1138), Abubazer (f 1185) and especially Aveuroes (Ibn

Eoschd,t 1198), with the last of whom philosophy appeared as the higher ex-

planation of religion ; religion, which is indispensable for the many, gives the

highest truths in a pictorial husk, philosophy gives them in the pure notional

form.

Of the older Arabian philosophy of the East the Christian Latin West had

hitherto only received scanty knowledge in some of its individual representa-

tives.^ In the middle of the twelfth century Archbishop Raymund of Toledo

caused a Spanish Jew, Johannes Hispalensis (Avendeath, Abraham Ibn Daud),

to translate works in Arabian philosophy into Castilian, and a cleric, Dominicus

Gonzalvi, to translate them into Latin. Since then Saadja, president of the

Jewish Academy at Sura in Babylonia in the tenth century, having plunged

into Greek philosophy, there was developed among the Jews also under Arabian

influence a similar religious-philosophical speculation. The work of Solomon

ben Jehuda ben Gebirol (born in 1020 in Malaga), written in Arabic, exercised an

important influence on the Christian Schoolmen, who held it to be the work of Avi-

CEBRON, an Arabian philosopher. The Abraham Ibn Daud who has been mentioned

wrought for the blending of Arabian philosophy with Jewish dogma f so also

in a still higher degree did Moses Maimonides (chief work : Moreh Nebochim,

the Guide of Doubters). It was Jews also who, by commission of Emperor

Frederick II., under the guidance of Michael Scotus and Herrmannus Alemannus

translated commentaries of Averroes on Aristotle and Aristotelian writings.

Soon thereafter the Greek Aristotle became known to a greater extent through

Eobert Capito, Thomas Cantipratensis and others. Even before the opening up

of these purer sources, the Arabian philosophy and a few Pseudo-Aristotelian

productions sprung from Neoplatonism, such as the Theologia of Aristotle and

the book De causis which was drawn from Proclus, began their influence on

the West. The latter book was already utilized by Alanus ab Insulis.

Persecuted in Saracen Spain, Averroism spread with the charm of a secret

doctrine and even found entrance beyond the Pyrenees into Provence and Lan-

guedoc.

2. The New Form of the Pursuit of Science : the Universities.

Literature: Eul.eu.s, Hist, univers. Paris., Par. 1G55, and in addition Jourdain,

Index chronologicus chartarum i^ertin. ad hist. univ. Paris., Paris 1862

;

H. Deniflb, die Universitaten des Mittelalters his 1400, I., Berl. 1885 ; G.

Kaufmann, G. d. deutsch Univ., I., Stuttg. 1888.

The seats of the study of theology and the artes liberales, out of

which dialectics had arisen to such great eminence, had hitherto

been partly the cathedral and monastic schools, partly the schools

of independent teachers, round whom great masses of pupils often

gathered. The great teachers in Paris, Bologna, etc., now sought

1 Gerbert, the monk Constantine at Monte Casino (middle of the eleventh

century), and Adelard of Bath.
- Emunah ramah, the sublime faith, translated by Weil, Frankf. a. M. 1852,

of. GuTTMAN, die Religionsphil., etc., 1879.
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mutual connexion, corporate formation of the body of scholars and

more fixed regulation of the course of teaching. Certain professional

departments had already their favourite seats, Medicine in Salerno,

Roman and Canon Law in Bologna, Theology in Paris and Oxford.

As a civic community was designated universitas civium^ so an

organised scholastic society was designated universitas scholarmm or

unw magistrorum et .^choJarlum., so that in many places several

unweraitates ( — .schoJce) stood alongside of one another. For the

teaching establishment of a locality, regarded as a whole, the name

stucUum occurs in the thirteenth century, and indeed, sfudium

generale, or commime, also scliolce generales, a name which is also

borne by the great schools of the Dominican Order and which is

variously explained. Paris and Bologna became especial)}^ important

in the development of mediaeval university life. Bologna, like many
other Italian universities, was a so-called city university, i.e. the

municipal authority exercised the supervision over the studium and

legalised the corporate order created by the assembled scholars

(teachers and taught). But Frederick I. already gave these Italian

universities a privilege which exempted the members of the uni-

versity from the ordinary municipal jurisdiction, placing the pupils

under the jurisdiction of their teachers, but all under that of the

bishop.^

Under other circumstances was founded the University of Paris

which was so extraordinarily important in the development of the

university system, and which, like Oxford also, arose in closer

attachment to ecclesiastical institutions and authorities. The

Parisian schools, hitherto independent of one another, including

alongside of those of the Cathedral and the Abbey of St, Genovefa

those also of individual teachers, for the erection of which the mere

permission of the owner of the land on which the}' arose had been

required, began to seek to protect their interests in the corporate

association of the teaching masters. Conflicts between the scholars

and the citizens occasioned the interference of the King, who placed

the scholars for protection under the spiritual jurisdiction exercised

by the chancellor of the cathedral foundation. In opposition to

' The Privilegium Authentica habita in the Corp. jur. civ. ed. Kruger-Momm-

SEN, II. 511 ; also MGL., II. 114 and Kaufmann, I. 165. From a constitution

of Justinian's {Oinnem reipub/icce) Bologna deduced the mistaken assertion that

only the civitates reyice, i.e. the cities of imperial foundation, such as it as-

serted itself to be, were authorised to erect schools of Roman Law. With this

assertion it did not prevail against other Italian cities, but it did contribute to

the formation of the notion, that a ^itudium (/enerale required to be privileged

by one of the great powers, the Emperor, the King or the Pope.
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this the communitas scholarium, i.e. the united association of masters

and scholars, sought to assert and extend their self-government.

With the co-operation of the papal legate Robert de Courcon there

arose the University Statute of 1215, as at that time cases of friction

between the chancellor (or rather the bishop) and the university

gave frequent occasion for the interference of the Pope to mediate

and decide. After the serious tumult of 1221, in consequence of which

scholars and teachers left the city, the Bull of Grregory IX. of 1231

(Parens .^cientiarum) established order on the hitherto existing basis.

The corporation was composed of the Masters of Philosophy, who had the

right of voting, and the scholars of all the faculties, whose claim to the privi-

leges of the university only rested upon their relation as pupils to individual

masters. The faculty of philosophy (arts) is the lower, as the students of the

other faculties were obliged first to cultivate the arts for a few years, and in

many cases gained the master's degree in philosophy-, in which case they were

obliged to lecture for some time. In this faculty the conflicts between the older

more hiimanistic and the more modern dialetical tendencies, those as to the

authority of Aristotle, on Nominalism and Eealism, were fought out, questions

which also had a real influence on the tendency and method of theology. Men
who possessed academic degrees in the other faculties were, as a rule, Masters

of the Faculty of Arts also. The corporate division of the iniiversity arose

according to nations, of which at first four were enumerated.' The legal or-

ganization of the four nations, which took place in the third and fourth decades

of the century, included the scholars of all faculties and the Masters of Arts.

In the general assemblies of the university they exercised the right of voting

in seven groups, viz. the four groups of the Masters of Arts of the four nations

and the three groups of the Masters of the higher faculties. The Rector as head

of the university is only found from 1287. It may be said that the Rector of

the scholars of Arts became the Rector of the whole university. At first he

stood lower iA rank than the presidents of the three higher faculties. Bvit his

authority was fortified in conflict with the chancellor. " Besides the Rector

we have no other head, except the Pope." The much opposed mendicant friars

were of great importance for the most flourishing period of Paris. The Domini-

can scholars, provided by the order with lodging, food and clothing, were

thereby secured against the social wretchedness which elsewhere was so fre-

quent in the world of scholarship. But the foundation of colleges was also

intended to promote the same object. Among them, the most famous is that

founded by Canon Robert of Sorbonne during the conflict with the mendicant

orders and named after him, a society of scholai'S, who after passing through

the curriculum in Arts liad to devote themselves to the study of theolog}^ The

next most famous is the College of Navarre (also called of Champagne) destined

in 1305 for scholars from France and also for beginners and students in Arts.

Alongside of such colleges (Bur.'ice) individual masters also kept private schools

with board and lodging.

In Oxford, matters were arranged similarly, but with differences on individual

points, likewise in attachment to ecclesiastical authorities and spiritual jurisdic-

tion. Masters and scholars lived on benefices, privileges and free places. Here

' Gauls, English (afterwards called Germans), Picards and Normans.
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also the colleges aftbrJeJ to the seculai- clergy a similar support to that which
the monks found in their Order. For the rest the Pope interfered much more
frequently in Paris than in Oxford, where the king and the city had a stronger

share of authority.

3. The Fortunes of Aristotle in Paris ; Amalric of Bena and David of

Dinant

Sources: in Kuonlein, Am. u. Dav. v. D in StKr. 1847 and in U. Hahn I.e.

(p. 382) III. 176 sqq., and Pheger, G. d. deiit.sch. Myntik, I.467= D6llinCtER,

II. 400 ; the decrees of the Synod of Paris of 1209 in Mansi, XXII. 1801

sqq.

—

Literature: Preger, 1. 166 sqq. ; 173 and 184; Jundt, hist, du pan-

theisme populaire ; Reuter, I.e. II. 218 sqq.

The higher estimate of Aristotle which was beginning to be felt

in Paris was threatened by special dangers in the first years of the

thirteenth century. Amalric of Bena, teacher first of philosophy

and afterwards of theology in Paris, especially prized by the French

Crown Prince, subsequently Lewis VIII., excited offence by the as-

sertion that every Christian must believe that he was a member of

Christ, besides believing in Christ's birth and death. This was

conceived in a pantheistic sense, according to the other utterance

attributed to him, that God was all, and there was also attributed

to him the proposition that no sin would be accounted to the man
who lived in love. This inferred a speculative mystical pantheism,

which found salvation in the expanding consciousness of the unit}-

of man with God, for which also the terrors of the law disappear
;

the life in the spirit is not touched by the life in the fiesh. Called

to account by Innocent III., Amalric recanted at Paris and died in

the peace of the Church soon thereafter. But shortly afterwards nu-

merous adherents of his doctrine were discovered in the bishoj^ric of

Paris and the neighbourhood, who, however, bore less the character

of a scientific school than that of a sect hostile to the Pope and

the Church. A "prophet" announced the incarnation of the Holy

Spirit, called down the punishments of heaven on the papacy and

prelates as anti-Christian phenomena, and prophesied all the king-

doms of the world to the king of France and his sons. Amalric'

s

doctrine was condemned at the synod of Paris in 1209, the clergy

belonging to the sect and the prophet William the Goldsmith were

burned, others imprisoned for life.

At the same time the synod also confiscated and burned a treatise

[QuaternuU) by David of Dixaxt, a Parisian teacher, in whose

scholastic subtleties Innocent III. had also taken an interest, and

who now came under suspicion of pantheism, as his dialectical

abstraction so reduced the (Neoplatonic) three principles of God,
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vov'^ and vXt) to a substantial unity, that God appeared as the

materia prima. Further, at the same synod, the study of Aristotle's

books on natural philosophy (more accurately of the Arabian

Aristotelians) was provisionally prohibited,' although before long

Johannes Scotus Erigena was rather recognised as a chief source of

Amalric's pantheism.

Among Amalric's adlierents the pantheistic adaptation of the doctrine of

the Church then appeared combined with the idea of the three ages of the

world and the hostile disposition towards the Church which were characteristic

of Joachimism. The notion of the substantial identity of God and the world

leads to the view of a successive revelation of the deity in the periods of the

Father, Son and Spirit, in which latter God now daily becomes flesh. Christ is

God in the same sense in which every believer may so become, as the Holy

Ghost reveals Himself to believers in the consciousness of unity with God.

This is the sole real resurrection of the dead, which raises the men of the

spirit above mere hope and faith. The Church's faith and sacraments here

lose their value. Man has heaven and hell in himself. As Christ put away

the law which belonged to the period of the Father, so in the period of the

Spirit the ecclesiastical sacraments are abolished.

The above-mentioned prohibition of Aristotle was repeated by

Gregory IX. in the Statutes of the University of 1215, but in his

Bull to the scholars and teachers of Paris it was designated merely

provisional till those books should be purged of the suspicion of heresy.

In 1233 the University of Toulouse announced that in it the books

forbidden in Paris might be read, and from 1254 they were treated

in Paris also as parts of the regular course of study. The com-

mentaries of Alexander of Hales on Aristotle enjoyed papal

recommendation, and further attacks were no longer directed

against Aristotle but against Averroism.

But alongside of Aristotle Platonism as understood in the twelfth

century remained a power, not in consequence of more extended

knowledge of Platonic writings but under the after effects of the

theology of the Fathers and of the Areopagite. The Platonism

which Wilham of Auvergne still maintains in hostile opposition

to Aristotle is immediately mingled with the influence of Aristotle.

4. The Older great Schoolmen of the Thirteenth Century.

The progress of science reveals itself in a much more comprehen-

sive putting of questions and more methodical treatment of funda-

mental questions, e.g. whether and in what sense theology is a science

and entitled to rank along with others. Commentary on the Sen-

tences of the Lombard, for which purpose Aristotle is utihsed to

the fullest extent, is now formally accompanied by the siimmoi

' Mansi, XXII. 801 sqq.
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{Ktiniiiia theologica or theologice), which indeed are independent

dogmatic works, into which the metaphysical conceptions of

Aristotle are now also worked. With all their zeal for rational

development these men recognise that the mysteries of the Christian

faith cannot be convincingly demonstrated by the way of pure

reason. The feeling of the limited nature of human knowledge

makes itself much more decidedly felt than it had been with Anselm.

Hence an effort is made to separate theology more sharply from

philosophy. But on the other hand there is an increasing pre-

ference for subtilties in which the real interest in the truth of the

belief dissolves away in that in pure dialectical problems.

The series of the great schoolmen is opened by Alexaxdee

Halesius (Halensis, Alensis, Alesius) who was educated in the

English monastery of Hales in Gloucestershire. He studied and

taught in Paris, and in 1222 entered the Franciscan Order as

pi'lmtis Franciscance religionism Parisiensi academia doctor (f 1245).

His Summa theologige universae (Venetiis 1745 and frequently), written at

the instigation of and approved by Innocent IV., was only completed by his

pupils in 1252. He first turns the whole of Aristotle and part of the Arabian

commentaries to account for the pi'oblem of theology. He places 'positive and

negative propositions alongside of one another {videtur quod sic et quod non)

and then seeks the decision at the hands of the authorities, not merely those

of the Church, Scripture (veritas) and the Fathers of the Church {aiictoritas),

but also of Aristotle and classical literature ; however, only what is contained

in Scripture or can be directly deduced from it is really* asserted by him,

everything else is only opinion. Among his predecessors, he is pleased to

base on the support of Hugo of St. Victor and the Lombard. He gained high

authority as theologorum monarcha, doctor irrefragabilis. His ecclesiastical

attitude makes him the chief founder of the doctrine of the thesaurus

supererogationis.

Alongside of the Franciscan comes his contemporary, the

Dominican Albertus Magnus, of the family of von BoUstadt, born

at Lauingen (in the diocese of Augsburgj in 11*J3. He studied

philosophy in Padua, worked in Cologne and other Dominican

convents in Germany, gained the degree of Master of Theology

in Paris in 1245, and in 1248 was placed at the head of the chief

school of the order formed in Cologne. As Provincial of the Order

for Germany from 1254 to 1259 he co-operated at the papal court

in the condemnation of William of St. Amour (p. 414), was Bishop

of Ratisbon from 1260 to 1262 and then retired to the monastery.

Active abroad in many ways, he died on the 15th November, 1280,

at a great age.

The erudition of this " doctor unlrevsalis'' includes all the knowledge of his

age, though mostly only in the way of compilation. His paraphrased and ex-
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planatory reproduction of Aristotle in numerous writings was the means of
affording his age more extended knowledge of that philosopher. In the scholastic
question of Eealism he paved the way for the compromise according to which
the universals ante res were to- be conceived as existing in the divine mind, those
in rebus as the universal element in individual things, those jjost res as in our
thought. With Aristotle, interpreted in the most Christian sense possible,

he also combines Platonic and Neoplatonic elements, and in the mystical side
of his theology the Areopagite is his guide. This extraordinarily fertile author,
besides his writings explanatory of Aristotle, wrote many other philosophical,

exegetical and practical theological works, a treatise De sacramentis and a
summa de creaturis, and also furnished a commentary on the Areopagite.
His commentary on the Sentences of the Lombard and his summa theologice

ai-e unfinished. Theology is to him a practical science, which is based on the
experience of faith conditioned by supernatural revelation, but which does not
exclude a process of proof for the sake of agreement among believers and the
conversion of unbelievers.—Collected edition, not containing all that is extant
in MS., but on the contrary much that is spurious, ed. Jammy, Lugduni 1651,

21 vols. fo. ; SiGHART, A. M. s. Leben unci s. Wissenschaft, Eegensburg 1857.

To this older generation there also belong Robeet Geeathead
(Capito, Grrosseteste), for a long time Chancellor of the University

of Paris, in close alliance with the Franciscans, who died at Lincoln

in 1253, and Vinoentius Bellovacensis, who died in 1264.

The former along with Michael Scotus was of importance in the translation

of the Greek Aristotle, explained Aristotelian writings, but also the theology
of the Areopagite, and gained influence on Roger Bacon by his studies in

humanism and natural science. But Vincbntius Bellovacensis represents

the tendency towards encjxlopedic compilation of knowledge. He was a

Dominican and teacher of the sons of Lewis IX. In the Speculwrn quadruplex
{rationale^ doctrinale, historiale and morale) which bears his name, the
speculum morale is not by himself, but was only subsequently compiled.

Chrlstoph Schlosser, Vincenz von Beauvais, 1819. Gash, ZKG., I. 365, II. 332
and 511. W. Krafft, Briefe u. Doc., Elbf. 1875, 105.

The culmination of the scholastic theology is indicated by the

pupil of Albertus Magnus, Thomas of Aquino, born 1225 (1227), the

son of Count Landulph of Aquino at Roccasicca in the Neapolitan

domain. He is said to have been related on his father's side to

the house of Hohenstaufen, on the mother's side he was descended

from Tancred, Duke of the Normans ;
Pope Honorius III. was his

god-father. His family, deeply involved in the conflicts between
the Guelfs and the Ghibellines, wished to retain him in a secular

career, but with the support of Pope Innocent IV. he in 1244

carried out his resolution to become a Dominican. He went to Paris

in 1245 with Albertus Magnus and there became Bachelor of

Theology in 1248. On occasion of a second presence in Paris, along

with his friend Johannes Fidanza (Bonaventura) he defeated the

mendicant friars in several writings against the university, and
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like the friend mentioned became a Doctor of Theology in 1257,

which degree included the potestat^ docendi uhiqiie terrarum.

Subsequently called to Italy by Urban IV., he taught from 1272 in

the University at Naples, formerly founded by Frederick II. and

afterwards restored by Charles of Anjou. He died in 1274 on the

journey to the Council of Lyons whither he had been summoned by

Gregory X. and so before his teacher Albertus, who personally

championed in Paris the assailed orthodoxy of Thomas.

Thomas's theology has been designated the most complete accommodation of

the Aristotelian philosophy to ecclesiastical orthodoxy. Nevertheless his entire

system is pervaded by a carefully concealed discord between the dogma and the

philosophical ideas utilised, as also between Aristotelian, Neoplatonic and

Areopagitic forms of thought, and it is the last mentioned which always

provide the return again to ecclesiastical authority. Although among the

ecclesiastical authorities Thomas always assigns a strong preference to the

word of Scripture, it is only so as to gain confirmation for ecclesiastical

principles ; scholastic science pledges itself to champion the entire developed

system of the hierarchical Church even on points most remote from the spirit

of Scripture. His Summa totius theologiae takes up the subject of ethics to a

great extent along with dogmatics, and as in the dogma principles of so-called

natural theology are externally linked with those of the revealed, so also the

principles of philosophical are linked with those of theological morality. In

his Summa de veritate catholicse fidei contra gentiles (heathens, Moham-

medans, unbelieving science) the first three books treat of the truths which

human reason recognises of itself, the fourth of those which are only known

by revelation (edition according to the alleged original MS. by Uccelli, Rome

1878). In accordance with his view that the end of man, the vita beata,

transcends the nature of man and is only to be attained by supernatural means,

he also forms his justification of the mediaeval hierarchical conception of State

and Church : De regimine principum (only partiallj- proceeding from Thomas).

The supernatural nature of the end necessitates a divine government

which is incumbent not on the kings but on the priests, to whom the secular

rulers must subject themselves.—Works, besides those mentioned : Commen-

taries on Aristotle and philosophical tractates {e.g. one against Averroes)

;

polemical writings in favour of the mendicant orders {vid. sup.), against the

Greeks on occasion of the negotiations for union which had been started

;

scholastic quce.stioHes, Commentaries on the Lombard, exegetical writings (the

compilation entitled Expositlo coutimia inevangelta, the so-called Catena aiirea,

Commentaries on the Pauline Epistles and several others) ; collected edition

Rome 1570 sqq. repeated in many forms; the Paris ed. of 1853 sqq. is regarded

as the best edition of the Summa ; K. Weuner, d. hi. Th. v. A., 3 vols., Regens-

burg 1854-59 ; RE.- s. v.

The Franciscan Bonave^'tura (John of Fidanza), a friend of

Thomas, born in 1221, combines strongly marked Franciscan

monastic humility with the effort after scientific culture. The

pupil of Alexander Halesius till the latter's death, then of John of

Rochelle, from 1253 he was Doctor, and the holder of an independent
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chair. Alexander Halesius had said of him, " in fratre Bonaventura

Adamiis non peccasse videtury In the year 1256 he became General

of his Order under circumstances which compelled him to oppose

the extremes of the strict Franciscans and their Joachimism, But

even the Franciscan zealots were unable simply to put aside his

imposing personality. He influenced the Order in many ways as a

reformer, and championed his cause in controversy with William

of St. Amour. He rejected the Archbishopric of York offered him
by Clement H.

;
Gregory X., to whose election he is said to have

essentially contributed, made him a Cardinal of the Roman Church.

He made an impressive speech at the Council of Lyons, but died

during its continuance on the 15th July, 1274.

His mystical tendency followed in the steps of Bernard and the Victorines,

as also of the Areopagite. Hence he had a predilection for Plato in the tradi-

tional sense, and practised polemic against the partially misunderstood Aristotle.

At the same time he stands under the influence of the scholastic movement
produced by the latter. For him mystical contemplation is exalted above all

human science of speculation. His Itinerarium mentis ad Deuni shows the

steps by which the spirit is to raise itself from the contemplation of the visible

world as a reflection of the Godhead by dwelling in its own spiritual life until it

reaches the excessus mentaUs et rnystictis. Corresponding to this is the exaltation

gradually rising from the consciousness of sin and grace to the enjoyment of

heavenly joj^ {Soliloquium animce). Bonaventura also wrote a commentary on

the Lombard. The Centiloquium is a more popular, the Breviloquium a more

scientitic dogmatic.
—

"Works, Rome 1588-96 and frequently; also ed. by Peltier,

Besancon and Paris 1861 sqq. ; Breviloqu. and Itiner., ed. Hefele, 3rd ed.,

Tubingen, 1862. On a new edition, vid. P. Fidelis a Fanna, Eatio novce.

coZ/eci^o?^^s, etc., Turin 1874; Bertheaumier, Geach. d. hi. Bon., etc., Regens-

burg, 1863; Hollenberg, Studien zu Bon., 1862, and StKr., 1868.

Henry of Gent (Goethals ?) (1217-1293) in opposition to the

Aristotelianism of Albert and Thomas defended a style of doctrine^

which was more closely attached to Augustinian Platonism. Along-

side of him appear also Stephen Tempier and others as opponents

of Thomism.

Roger Bacon, (1214-94), a Franciscan and pupil of Robert Great-

head, pressed essentially beyond the standpoint of Albert and

Thomas. He indeed holds much of Aristotle as also of Averroes, but

would have the dialectical method supplemented by the study of

languages, mathematics and the natural sciences, and in this respect

distinguished himself before his time by many startling glimpses

of truth. If knowledge is to be gained by argumentum as well as by

experientia, it is only the latter, he says, which leads to indubitable

results. But experientia is not only outward, through sense, but also

' Vid. Ehrle, in ALKG., I. 366.
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inward and culminates in ecstatic knowledge, and here comes in

contact with Averroes' conception of the active understanding.

Opua viajus, ed. Jebb, London 1733 ; opii.'i minus and introduction to opus

tertuim, ed. Brewer, London 1859 (Sc. v. Br.) ; E. Charles, JR. v. B., sa vie,

etc., Paris, 1861.

5. Averroisni.

Literature: Keuter, G. d. Aufkl., II. 148 sqq.

The exertions whicli were directed towards the defence of the

Church's doctrine were accompanied by the tendency whose aim

was doubt and the breaking up of ecclesiastical authority. The

endeavour after free investigation, in the sense of the new ideas,

which was rising in Paris, was combated from 1240 by William of

AuvERGNE, Bishop and Chancellor of Paris and representative of the

more Platonic tendency of the older sort. Moreover as Chancellor,

at variance with the University, he rejected twelve propositions

(among them two were Averro'ist), and threatened their defender

with excommunication, which actually and at once, as an inter-

ference with the rights of the university, called forth vigorous

resistance. Then, when in 1247 the papal legates had deprived a

Parisian Master, John Brescain of the authority to teach, on account

of certain theological false doctrines discussed in lectures on logic,

William demanded that according to the university statute the

teachers in Arts should only lecture on philosophy, and that the

theologians should only lecture on theology. With the increase of

the sceptical current. Bishop Stephen Tempier of Paris in 1270

again condemned thirteen heretical propositions and threatened

their defenders with excommunication. In order to avoid conflicts

of this character the philosophical faculty itself now resolved that

no Master of Philosophy should discuss purely theological questions

(the Trinity, Incarnation, etc.), and also that mixed questions should

not be discussed in such a way as that they should be decided in

contradiction of the Church's faith. In accordance with the com-

mand of John XXL, the Bishop of Paris in 1277 again caused a

great number of propositions, regarded as heretical or suspicious, to

be set forth, in doing which, however, various party influences made

themselves felt. Alongside of the Averroist propositions there

appear here a few with which the Franciscans reproached Thomas

Aquinas. But, in the Rescript of Bishop Stephen, the doctrine, ac-

cording to which something might be true in theology and false

in philosophy, and vice versa, was now rejected. In the sense of

the Averroist free-thinkers this only expressed under a thin veil the
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irrationality of the Church's faith ; others saw. in it the imagined

possibiHty of a book-keeping by double entry in one and the

same personality, at once believing and knowing ; while others still,

thereby justified their submission to the authority of the Church,

appealing to the unsearchable nature of the mj'steries of the faith.

6. Raymond Lull.

Sources, : R. L. opp., qiice ad artem universalein ])ertinent, Strassb. 1598, 1654
;

an uncompleted and very rare collected edition by J. Salzinger, Mainz

1721-42. Obras rimadas, Palma IQo'r).— Literature: besides Wadding
J. N. Antonio, hibliotli. liispan. vetus, II., Madrid 1798 ;

Helferich.

B. L. und die Anfange catalonischer Literafur, Berl. 1858. Neander,

Denkwilrdigkeiten, II. 1846. Reuter I.e. II. 95. Erdmann, G. d. Ph., I.

377.

While William of Auvergne, with all his apologetic exertions for

the doctrine of the Church, still threatened in the end to overthrow

his opponents by the authority of the Church and the Inquisition,

Raymond believed that he possessed a method of rational and at

the same time universally enlightening conversion to the faith and

of uniting all religious parties.

Don Ramox Lull, born in Majorca in 1234, was rich, lived as a

knight and man of the world, cultivating song and the service of

love at the court of James the Conqueror in Aragon, till he suddenly

retired as a hermit on a mountain in Majorca, and, seized by mis-

sionary ideas, learned Arabic from a Moorish slave, and in 1276

founded a college of Franciscans on his island, who learned Arabic

and Chaldee, and were intended to carry on missions in Africa and

the East. He sought to win the Pope and the kings of France and

Aragon for this purpose. He himself disputed in Tunis with

Saracen scholars, then exerted himself vainly in the East to win

the schismatical Patriarch of the Nestorians, combated the

Averroists again in Africa, and finally at the Council at Vienne

(1311) effected the foundation of chairs of the Oriental languages

(in Paris, Oxford, and Salamanca). His third missionary journey

ended with his being stoned (June, 1315) in North Africa, in conse-

quence of which, having been taken on board by Christian mariners,

he died on the way home. Burning missionary zeal, nourished by

the glow of devoted love of God, is combined in him with a perfectly

rational method, on which he placed great hopes. His Ars magna
is an attempt to establish every possible definition of ideas by means

of a mechanical schematism for the purpose of solving scientific

problems. His highest postulate is the inseparability of faith and

C.H.—VOL, II. F F
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knowledge
; nothing can be an object of belief wliicb the under-

standing recognises as contradictory of itself or of tlie idea of the

divine perfection. But faith soars ahead of the understanding,

the labouring intellect follows. Man's power of knowledge is tram-

melled by the limit of corporeality, disturbed by sin, yet convincing-

grounds of self-reflective reason are able to overcome false belief and

prove ever}^ article of the faith. The old confidence of an Anselm
or an Alanus ab Insulis appears here once more. Practical views.

even reforming notions on ecclesiastical life, a powerful sense of the

revelation of God in nature and human life {Liber de miracidiis coeli

ef nmndi, a religious or?>/.^'J;/t•^^^'?) and edificatory treatises and poems
exhibit the religious vitality and moral earnestness of the man. A
A religious romance called " Blanhuerna " makes its hero begin as a

hermit and monk, and ascend through all the grades of the hierarchy,

and finally end again as a recluse in mystical union with God and

seraphic ardour of love. For, with all his reforming traits, liis ideal

remains within the bounds of the asceticism of the Church. The
Church hesitated whether it ought to reckon him among the saints

or the heretics.

7. Johamies Duns Scotus.

In the strongest contrast to such naive confidence in the demon-
strability of the faith appears his contemporary, the great scholastic

chief of the Franciscans. Scotus, born at Dunston in Northumber-
land, worked in Oxford, from 1304 in Paris, in 1308 in Cologne,

where in this year he died, still j^oung. He already indicates the

transition to the dissolution of Scholasticism proper. He seeks to

maintain the menial attitude of philosophy towards theology.

Along with sceptical criticism of arguments, strict belief in the

doctrines of the Church and the philosophic doctrines which

correspond to their spirit is to be maintained. His far-reaching

doubts of the demonstrability of the truths of the faith would not

champion the doctrine of twofold truths in the sense of the radical

Averroists, or abolish the domain of rational natural theology,

which only requires to be supplemented by revelation, but would

only limit it much more than Thomas. Nor does he by any means

disdain the support of rational grounds, although he denies them

mathematical stringency. But as he does not interpret Aristotle in

a Christian sense like Albert and Thomas, but explains him in a

naturalistic and determinist sense, and denies a speculative theology,

he prepares the way for a breach between natural worldly know-

ledge and Christian believing thought, though in the sense that the
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truths which are unattainable to the theoretical reason are to be
revealed for the practical reason in attachment to the authority of
the Church.

^

JoH. DuNSii ScOTi, opp. omnia, etc., Lugd. 1639, 12 vols., including the Opns
Oxomense, vols. 5-10, the Eeportata Paris., the so-called Ojms Paris vol 11
( = ed H. Cavellus, Col. 1635); E. El. Albergoni, resolutio doctr. Scoticce
Lugd. 1643.
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CHAPTER TENTH.

The Ascetic and Mystical Piety of the Thirteenth Century.

Sources : Fr. Pfbiffer, deutsche Mystiker des 14 J/i., I., Lpz. 1843, in the

appendix. B. Fratris David de Aug., 2>«a et devota ojmsc, Aug. Vind.

1596, also in B.P. Lugd. XXV. ; P. Gall Morel, Offenharungen der

Schicester 3fechthilde,'Rgsh. 1GS9 ; Revelcdlones Gertrudiance et Mechfhil-

diance, ed. Bened. Solesmens., Poitiers and Par. 1875-77.

—

Literature :

on S. Elizabeth : K. W. Justi, 2nd ed. 1835 ; Wegele in HZ., V. 751 ; E.

Eanke in ADB. ; G. Borner in XA., XIII. ; W. Preger, G. d. dtsch.

Mystik, I., 1874.

Spiritual life having been augmented on all sides, and having at

the same time become more open in individual cases, personal piety

of an ascetic and mystical character as cultivated by monasticism,

especially by the mendicant friars, undergoes an important en-

hancement and is at the same time spread beyond the narrowest

circle of the monastic life proper, among the Tertiaries and
Beguines, and even among the secular classes, especially among
women of rank. In the case of the Hungarian princess, S.

Elizabeth, wife of the Landgrave Lewis IV. of Thuringia, the

mystical element in her self-less and humble piety receded in favour

of the ascetic element, self-chastisement and absolute, though

thoroughly voluntar}^, submission to the guidance of her conscience

by her severe confessor, Conrad of Marburg (p. 401). But the

positive complement of her character consisted in the practice of

mercy, insatiably intent on the service of the miserable. Re-

nunciation of the world led others from the secular life into the

cloister, e.g.^ S. Hedwio, or in more ancient fashion into anchoritism,

e.g.^ the admired forest-sister. Jutta von Sangerhausen, whose aim it

was to exert a converting influence on the heathen Prussians by the

impression made by her life.

But the richly developed emotional life turns towards the mystical

experiences of the inner man. The Franciscan friar, David of

Augsburg (t 1272), in his German writings brought the treasures

of pious theology near to the German heart, e.g. in a free redaction

of Anselm's Cur Deus Homo., but at the same time in his Latin

writings he cultivated the mystical life in the sense of Bernard and
436
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the Victorines, and also of Albertus Magnus, and developed the

psychological degrees of inward absorption, the distinction between

the vita activa and contemplatwa., and the nature of the ecstatic

condition. In the midst of the advance of secular life and secular

interests, and the enhanced arts of scholastic theology and the

hierarchical Church, the mystical cherishing of the inner man
which the world despised, ridiculed, or suspected as heretical, won
many adherents in the German Netherlands, Upper Germany and

Thuringia, especially in nunneries and among the Beguines, partly

under the care of pious monks, especially Dominicans. Visions and

states of ecstasy form the culmination, often under morbid feminine

conditions, of a religious life of feeling and phantasy passing through

abrupt contrasts of mood, which indeed, having its root in the

older mysticism of the Church, issues in experiences of bridal love

of Jesus of great tenderness and cordiality, but often also of strong

sensuous ardour.

The noble born Mechthild of Magdeburg, lived for thirty years as a

Beguine, concealed in Magdeburg, and afterwards from 1265 onwards in the

Cistercian nunnery of Helfta near Eisleben, under the Abbess Gertrude von

Hackeborn. The apocalyptical ideas in her revelations (the flowing light of

the Deity) recall Joachim. She expects the renewal of the Church from the

preachers of the last times (as it were idealized Dominicans). She regarded

S. Elizabeth, Saints Francis, Dominic and others, and the forest-sister Jutta

as forerunners of the renewal in the different ranks. Flight from the vanity

of the world and divine yearning after love lead through forsakenness to the

joy of the bridal union with Jesus. All question of law disappears in the

irresistible j^ower of yearning love which says :
" I have driven the Almighty

God from heaven, how wouldst thou, vile worm, be healed." The only thing-

is so to love again Him who has died for love of man, that one would die for

His sake. " Then burnest thou for ever unextinguished as a living spark in

the fire of living majesty." Her revelations, originally written in Low German,

were arranged and translated into Latin by her godfather, the preaching friars,

Henry of Halle. Subsequently (about 1143) Henry of Nordlingen translated

the Low German text into High German.

Her name-sake, Mechthild von Hackeborn, a j^ounger sister of the Abbess,

stood under her influence in Helfta. Two of her friends wrote down her

revelations as the " Book of Spiritual Grace " {Liber spiritualis gi'atice, or

Speculum sj). gr., Lpzg. 1510, and in the revelationes mentioned). Under severe

bodily suffering there here arose ecstatic conditions in which, while the body

is confined and torpid, the soul lies in God's "employment," swims in the

Deity, like a fish in water, and "there is no difference between the union, in

which the saints enjoy God's perfection, and that of my soul, except that they

are in joy and I in outward pain." To the same cloister at the close of the

thirteenth century belonged the Nun Gertrude (the Great Gertrude), in whose

Insiuuationes divince pietatis, along with all their morbid phenomena and a

certain mystical extravagance which naively and boldly treats on equal terms

with God the Lord of all things, there is exhibited a healthy kernel of religion

and morality. She accepts the Lord's call :
" I will make thee blessed and free
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with the stream of ]\l3' divine joy " as a pure vocation to grace and allows

herself to be led from the narrow limits of legalism to cheerful confidence in

salvation, in which even the consciousness of her own sins can no longer

perplex her.

German poetry also now attests the pervasive influence of lively pious

sentiments of a mystical tinge. The tractate Filia Sion, written in Latin,

depicts in mystico-allegorical style the way of the soul, seeking God, through

love and prayer to God. Love woxmds with its arrow the heart of the heavenly

King, till the soul receives the beloved with intuitive feeling and ends with

exultation and vows of eternal fidelity. This material was put into poetic

form even before the end of the thirteenth century, more broadly and trivially

by the Minorite Lampreciit of Eatisbon (ed. by Weinhold, Paderborn 1880),

with greater perfection of proportion and form in the Buochlin von der Tochter

Syon, ed. by O. Schadb, Berlin 1849.



CHAPTER ELEVENTH.

The Greek Church.

Sources : Nicephorus Bryennius (cf. J. Seger, hyzant. Historiker des 10. u.

11. Jh., I., Milnchen 1888), Bonn 1836; Anna Komnexa, Alexias, 'Ry^iffe^-

SCHEID, Lpzg. 1811 ; JoH. ZoNARAS, ecl. Dindorf, 1868-1875 ; Joh. Kinamos,

Bonn 1836. For the whole twelfth century Niketas Akominatus

(Choniates), Bonn 1835; Georgius Akropolita (ambassador at the

Council of Lyons in 1274), Chronicon, Bonn 1887 ;
Georgius Pachymeres,

Bonn 18.35, for 1258-1308; Leo Allatius, Grcecice orthodoxce seriptores,

Eome 1632 and 1639; id., p. 222 ; H. L.emmer, Scriptor. Grczcice. ortho-

doxat hihlioth. seleeta, 1. 1-6, Friburgee 1864-65; Andreas Demetrako-

PULOS, Bihlioth. eccles. cont. Grcec. theolog. ojyera, I. Lipsise, 1866.

—

Liter-

ature: Finlay, Hist, of the Byzant. and Greek Empire (1057-1453),

London 1854 ; Hopp's article in Ersch and Gruber, vol. 85 ; Gfrorer,

byzant. Geschichten, ed. Weiss, Gratz 1872 and 74 ; Bikelas, the Greeks

of the MA., translated by Wagner, Glltersloh 1874.

1. The Internal Circumstances of the Greek Church.

The dynasty of the ComnenEe, which, begins with Isaac in 1057

but only confirms its hold after an interruption lasting almost

twenty years caused by changing pretenders to the crown, produced

important rulers in Alexius I. (1080-1118), Johannes (Kalo-J.), and

Manuel (— 1180), who had to combat serious disturbances (the

advance of the Seljuks in Asia Minor, conflicts with the Normans,

the rise of the new Bulgarian kingdom, oppression by the Patzinaks

and other northern tribes). Then followed the inundation of the

Crusaders, the disturbances which led to the establishment of the

Latin Empire and finally the regaining of the Greek Empire by

Michael Paleologus.

The spirit of the Greek Church is expressed on the one hand in

the forms of the Byzantine Csesaro-papism, and the entanglement

of the higher clergy in court-intrigues and marked servility, on the

other hand in the continuation of learned occupation with classical

as well as ecclesiastical literature. The career of the learned

Michael Psellus (p. 235) extends into the beginning of this period.

He treated, in poetical form, biblical, moral, and ecclesiastico-legal

matters, and also Greek mythological subjects, and his writings

extended by way of compilation to all sorts of secular studies (Mgr.
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\^^). One of his pupils was Johannes Xiphilinus, to whose extracts

from Dio Cassius we owe the knowledge of lost books b}^ that

author. Scholastic treatment of the Aristotelian philosophy is ex-

hibited by EusTEATius of NicEea (beginning of the twelfth century).

EusTATHius of Thessalonica is at the same time the most prized

commentator on Homer and Dionysius Periegetes. Along with

Constantinople, Thessalonica and Athens gain importance as

schools of classical study. The Princess Anna Comnena treats his-

torical matter in poetical form.

In the theological field Nicetas Seeonius, Metropolitan of Heraclea

about 1070 supplies exegetical catence. The commentaries of

Theophylact (Archbishop of Achrida in Bulgaria, f HOT), which

are drawn sj)ecially from Chrysostom, pursue the path opened up
by (Ecumenius (p. 235, Mgr., 123-126). Euthymius Zygadenus

(t 1118) in his commentaries made use of many ancient exegetes

otherwise lost to us ; edited by Nik, Kalogeras, Athens 18S7. The
Panoplia dogmatlca of Euthymius (p. 241) only has historical value

where he speaks of sects of his own time {0pp. Mgr., 128-134). Of

a similar spirit is Nicetas Acominatus, Thesaurus orthodoxias (Mgr.,

139, 140). To the older collections of Photius {Nomokanon., p. 235),

Johannes Zonakas and Theodore Balsamon about 1170 supplied

commentaries on ecclesiastical law which were much utilized.

Numerous dogmatic controversies of a subordinate character

rarely allow the recognition of a deeper real interest lying behind

the zeal for correct dogmatic formulas. Eustratius of Nicsea,

mentioned above, in his zeal against Monophysitism was led to

assertions which he had to withdraw as Nestorian.^ Sotehichos

Panteugenos combated the sentence from the Greek liturgy of the

Supper: " ay el 6 "npoa^epcov kuI 'rrpo(T(pep6fj,evo<; kuI irpoaBe-^^^o/u.evo'^,

^ptcTTe, 6 6e6<; rj/j-wv,'' because the atoning sacrifice for men could not

concern the whole Trinity, but the Father only, unless they were

to fall into Nestorian separation of the natures. But for this reason

at the Synod of Constantinople in 1156, with the vigorous partici-

pation of the Emperor Manuel, he was declared unworthy of the

rank of Patriarch of Antioch.- Ten years later there was an eager

dispute over the saying John xiv. 28: " the Father is greater than

I," and the Emperor Manuel decided that it was to be referred to

the divine as well as the human nature, and punished the opposing

Archbishoj) George of Nicsea with suspension for a year. Nicholas

of Methone, who took part in many controversies of this sort,

^ DeMETRAKOPILOS, I.e., p. id— le.

2 Mai, SpiciL Fom., X. 1; Dkaseke in ZwTh., 1884.
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instigated by Soterichos, in his two orations on the sacrifice of the

Supper grasped the idea of the innumerable priestly acts of the

sacrifice of the Mass as the sensuously separate phenomena of the

one eternal sacrifice and sought to demonstrate the necessity of

Christ's atoning death, not like Anselm from juridical points of

view, but entirely on ancient Greek grounds.^

EusTATHius, monk and deacon in Constantinople, afterwards.

Archbishop of Thessalonica, who survived and himself described

the devastation of Thessalonica by the Normans in 1185, and died

about or after 1194, is distinguished by the practical reforming

tendency of his strong character and personality; O^t^j., Mgr., 135-

136. Ullmann, I.e., and Neandee, wissensch. Ahhandl., ed. Jacobi,

1851.

The enthusiasm for classical literature leads in opposition to the

dry ecclesiastical dogmatics to paganizing tendencies, after-effects

of Neoplatonism, by which Nicholas of Methone was induced to

controvert Proclus.^ To others all effort after scientific knowledge

seemed perilous to the faith. The " Gnosimachs " preferred to

remain in their simplicity, as God did not require science but only

good works. The ecclesiastical dogmatism and mechanism found

a certain counterpoise in the mystical contemplativeness which was

in close touch with the disposition of the Euchites (Bogomiles), as

was shown by Constantixe Chrysomalos (p. 242).^

The Monks, as the real representatives of Greek popular piety,

more and more obtained the almost exclusive exercise of the ecclesi-

astical discipline of confession and penance; but under similar

conditions to those in the AVest the class became secularised and

deteriorated, as is shown by Eustathius of Thessalonica.^ The

emperors sought to set limits to the great increase of riches among

them. Manuel forbade landed property to be given to new monas-

teries which were to be founded ;
the necessary sustenance was

to be provided out of the imperial treasury, the revenues of great

monasteries were to be administered by secular officials. But

circumstances similar to those which obtained at one time in the

Frankish Empire, also led to the bestowal of monasteries, church-

hospitals and the like on laj^men of rank as beneficiaries {-xaptaTi-

KuptoL)^ which took place to the widest extent under Alexius I.

^ Nikolai Meth., orationes duo, ed. Demetrakopulos, Lips. 1865, and id.

I.e., p. 199-380; cf. Ullmann in StKr., 1833; Moller in JdTli., 1867, 359 sqq.
;

Draseke in ZKG. IX.
' 'Ai'dTTTu^ty rrjs deoXoyiKrjs crrot;^etcocre(us' UpuKXov, ed., VOEMEL, Frkf. 1825.

^ On the monk Niplion, vid. Neander, K.G., V. 2, 1102.
'' Eust. Examination of the monastic class, translated by Tafel, Berl. 1847.
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and obtained formal recognition by ecclesiastical law. The corrupt-

ing consequences for monastic discipline were depicted aud bewailed

by Johannes Antiochenus [Ovaiio de disciplina mona.sfica^ Mgr. 132,

1117 sq.). The spirit of the better monasticism was shown under

Alexius by Johannes Nesteutes/ by the restoration of the monks
to a life of real poverty on the one hand and to works of mercy on

the other. The greatly increased settlements of monks on Mount
Athos (p. 232) fostered contemplation and philosophy in the

traditional fashion.

Alongside of regular monasticism the eccentric forms of the old

Oriental anchoritism and asceticism continued to spread—the tree,

pillar and cave saints, who tried to gain authorit}'- and privilege

by their peculiarities and made the most of popular superstition by
their deceptive arts. Ecstatic phenomena such as those presented

by the Hicetae of the twelfth century who performed choric dances

with like-minded nuns in their monasteries, recall older phenomena
and were combated as heretical.

2. The Relations of the Greek Church to the West.

Literature : vid. p. 222, and Eattinger in JGG., I. 77 and II.

After the schism of 1054 (p. 230) attempts at bringing the two
churches together were always being renewed. The emperors

Michael VII. and Alexius II. looked for the Jielp of the West
against the Saracens, but the Crusades little corresponded to their

wishes. The Latins founded Latin dominions in the East and

instituted Latin patriarchs and bishops. Lower Italy was with-

drawn from the Byzantines by the Normans, and the Greek bishops

there were shortly replaced by Romans (synod of 1096 under king

Roger). At the synod at Bari in Apulia, Anselm of Canterbury,

who was then in Italy, renewed the old attempts to win the Greeks

to attachment to Latin doctrine and rites. In all the negotiations

for a settlement in the twelfth century the dogmatic difference in

regard to the doctrine of the Holy Spirit is perpetually discussed.

Archbishop Petrus Chrysolanus of Milan, who was sent by Pope

Paschal to Alexius in 1113, was encountered by Eustratius of Nicsea,

Johannes Phurnes and others.^ So likewise under John Comnenus,

Archbishop Nicetas of Nicomedia opposed the Premonstratensian

Anselm (afterwards Bishop of Havelberg), sent by the Emperor

Lothar. But nothing beyond wishes for the settlement of the con-

• Vid. Gelzer in ZwTh., 1884, 59 sqq.

2 Demetrakopulos, I.e., 84-99 and 18-36.
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troversy was attained.^ Manuel's exertions (Synod of Constantinople

in 1170) remained without result. The Latin acts of violence in

the East, such as the destruction of Thessalonica by the Normans
and the acquisition of Cyprus by Richard Coeur de Lion, in conse-

quence of which the Greek clergy there were cruelly persecuted,

finally, the conquest of Constantinople and the establishment of

the Latin empire heightened the opposition. Innocent III. utilized

the emancipation of Bulgaria from Byzantium, in 1186, to reassert

under King Joannisa (1197-1207) the old ecclesiastical claims of

Nicholas I. Tirnova became the seat of a Bulgarian Patriarch

appointed by Innocent. So likewise Innocent immediately took in

hand the ecclesiastical organization of the Latin empire ; but the

fall of the Latin empire again destroj-ed the new state of affairs for

the most part here and in Bulgaria.

In spite of the deep-rooted embitterment on both sides, circum-

stances drove the rulers of the Greek empire of Nicsea again to

attempt to secure the good will of the Pope for the reacquisition of

their lost domains. Johannes II. Ducas Vatazes and his patriarch

.Germanus again negotiated through Dominicans and Franciscans

with Gregory IX. in 1234 at Nicsea, and again without success in

the fifth decade. Blemmides, a pious monk and priest, showed in-

clination to a dogmatic compromise, but was unable to carry it out

in the negotiations of 1245, because he had fallen into disgrace with

the Emperor for subjecting his mistress Markesina to an act of eccle-

siastical discipline. But in altered circumstances his writings ad-

dressed to Theodorus Laskaris II. (1254-58) acquired influence.

Michael Pal^ologus, who with the help of the Genoese in 1261

put an end to the already greatly diminished Latin Empire in Con-

stantinople, for the sake of securing his position sought union with

Pope Urban IV., and silenced the opposition of his clergy to the

union which he conceived as merely feigned. Gregory X. pursued

the work of union and caused western theologians to sketch opinions

for the impending Council of Lyons. In Constantinople the Patriarch

Joseph compelled his keeper of the archives Bekkos to declare sharply

against the heresy of the Latins. But the Emperor took Bekkos

prisoner and actually converted him, as it appears, by the help of

the writings of Nicholas Blemmides. The Patriarch Joseph re-

turned and the Greek ambassadors at Lyons had to sing the offensive

fiUoque in the Creed along with the Latins. Gregory demanded the

acceptance of the Romish confession, though in such fashion that

the form of the Greek symbol should remain in use unaltered, and

' Anselm's report to Eugenius III. in Ml. 188, 1139 sqq.
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on condition of the union he assented to the subjection of the Bul-

garian and Servian Church to the see of Achrida. The point of

similarity of form in the ritual with the Latin Church was not

pressed. Bekkos, now Patriarch, was however unable to silence by
his defensive writings the opposition of the Greeks to the union

which the Emperor relentlessly carried out. As the political results

of the union which the Emperor expected did not ensue, he became
lukewarm in the business, and Rome recognised that the whole

affair had been mere Greek jugglery. In 1281 Pope Martin uttered

the ban against Michael, and the latter, after his death in 1282,

could not even be buried with the usual ecclesiastical pageantry on

account of the state of popular feeling. Bekkos abdicated, and

died in exile.
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The Fourteenth and Fifteenth Centuries.

CHAPTER FIRST.

The Age of the French Papacy.

Sources: Albertinus Mussatus, Historia Augusta s. de actis Henrici VII.

and its continuations in Bohmer's Fontes rer. Germ. I. 370; Giovanki

ViLLANi, Historie Fiorentine with the continuations by his brother Matteo

and his son Filippo, ed. by Moutier, Flor. 1823-26, by Gherardi Drago-

MANNi, Flor. 1844; Jo. Vitodurani (v. Winterthur) Chronicon (down to

1348) in EccARD, Corx). script, mecl. cevi I., also in the Thesaurus hist.

Helv., Tig. 1735; M. Albert: Argentinensis Chronicon (down to 1378)

in Urstisii Germ, histor. II. ; Closener's Strassb. Chronicle (down to

1362) in BLV., I., Stvittg. 1843; Gobelinus Persona, Cosmodromium in

Meibojiii repr. Germ., t. 1. 53 (of independent value from 1347 onwards)

;

(DiNO Campa(4Ni, istoria Fiorent. has been proved a forgery by Scheffer-

BoiCHORST, Fiorent. Studien, Lpz. 1874, iiber die Chronik des Dino Camp.,

Lpz. 1875). Literature : Th, Lindner, G. d. dtsch. Beichs vom Ende des

14. Jli. his zur Ref. I., 1 and 2, Braunschw. 1875-80 ; id. Deutsche Gesch.

unter den Habsburgern u. Luxemb. I., Stuttg. 1890.

1. The Papacy at Avignon.

Sources and Literature: St. Baluzii vitce Papartim Avenion., Par. 1693 and '94

;

C. V. Hofler, die avignon. Pdj)ste in the Almanac of the Akad. d. W.,

Jhrg. 21, Wien 1871 ; L. Pastor, G. d. Pcipste iin ZA. der Renaissance I.,

Freib. 1886; J. F. Andre, Ftude sur le 14 s., Avignon 1888.

The successor of Boniface VIII., the former Dominican General

Benedict XI. (1303-4), had been obliged to abolish or at least prac-

tically allow to drop all resolutions of his predecessor which were

detrimental to France. After his sudden death and a nine months'

vacancy the French party in the Conclave gained the victory and

elevated the Gascon Bertrand de Got (d'Agoust) as Clement V. (1305-

1314). He, being greatly dependent on Philip, remained in France,

and after some years established his residence in Avignon, repeated

the absolution of the King which had been pronounced by his

predecessor, admitted the two Colonnas again into the College of

Cardinals, withdrew the Bull CJerkls Jaicos in 1306, and declared that

the Bull U7iam sanctam was neither to do prejudice to France nor
445
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attribute to it any new kind of subjection. Philip pressed for a

formal condemnation of Boniface VIII., and Clement was obliged to

cause the accusations raised against the latter, which accused him of

unbelief, morally frivolous utterances, and the worship of demons, to

be investigated by a French and an Italian commission, the protrac-

tion of which had at least the result that the King renounced the in-

vidious process and left the decision to the Pope alone. Clement V.

had to purchase this by his complaisance in the rejection of the

Order of the Templars {vid. infra). In the Bull Rex glorice he freed

the King of all guilt in the violent procedure against Boniface,

cancelled all sentences and measures which had been adopted by

Boniface and his successor since All Saints', 1300, with the exception

of the Bull Lhiam sancfamj from which however the sting was taken

as regards France by the previous declaration. In this way he at

least avoided the scandal of an express repudiation of liis prede-

cessor, and the Council at Vienne declared Boniface's innocence.

Nevertheless all passages insulting to the King were weeded out of

the Register of Boniface. After the death of the German Albert

(1308), Clement was obliged by sheer necessity to support Philip's

wish to procure the imperial dignity for his brother Charles of

Valois, but willingly recognised the German election which fell to

Heney of Luxemburg, after the latter had promised him to refrain

in Rome itself from all actions detrimental to the rights of the

Pope and the Romans.

The Papacy, while dependent on the French power, sought so

much the more to increase its external claims. Against the Re-

public of Venice, which had taken possession of Ferrara, Clement

hurled the ban and interdict in a quite specially aggravated form,

attacking its secular relations. "When Henry VII., on his march to

Rome (1310 sqq.), vindicated the imperial rights and did not allow

himself to be interrupted by the Pope as the " liege lord of both

parties" in his conflict with King Robert of Naples, the ban against

Henry was already uttered when he died in the neighbourhood of

Siena (August, 1313). The Pope, as liege lord of the Emperor, now

laid claim to make arrangements for the Empire on occasion of the

vacancy in the German crown.

John XXII. (1316-34), who after long and even bloody conflicts

between the French and Italian parties was finally elected at Lyons

in 1316, remained, in spite of his promise to the contrary, in France,

in Avignon close to the frontier of the French king. During the

conflict of Lewis the Bavarian (1314-47) with Frederick of Austria,

John, with the support of King Philip of Valois, interfered in Italian
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affairs, where, in opposition to Matteo Visconti of Milan, whom
Henry VII. had appointed Imperial Vicar, he made king Robert of

Naples Procurator of the Empire in Italy. After Frederick of

Austria had been taken prisoner in 1322, the Pope complained that

Lewis came forward as Roman King without papal confirmation

and supported the G-hibelline party in Italy. Against this Lewis

protested, grounding upon the sole right of the electors to choose

(Nuremberg, 18th Dec, 1323) and replied to the Pope's ban with the

appeal of Sachsenhausen (April or May, 1324), in which he appealed

from the false Vicar of Christ to a general council and the future

legitimate Pope.^ The interdict which the Pope now issued against

Lewis and the Empire met with vigorous resistance and much dis-

obedience in Germany, so that the Archbishop of Salzburg, the de-

cided adherent of the Pope, fled to Austria, where Leopold, even after

the reconciliation of his brother Frederick with Lewis, continued the

war against the latter till his death in 1326. Frederick did not

allow himself to be moved by the Pope to break his word given to

Lewis. Lewis now advanced victoriously into Upper Italy and had

himself anointed in Rome in 1328 by two bishops of his party and

crowned by the aged Sciarra Colonna in the name of the Roman
people. John preached the crusade against him, declaring him

deposed, and Lewis replied, appealing to the procedure of Otto I.,

by deposing John and raising a Franciscan (Nicholas V.) to the

pontificate. Lewis, however, had soon to withdraw from Italy, and

his Pope had to abjure his errors in presence of John XXII. The

party of the strict Franciscans did indeed adhere firmly to Lewis,

and Occam {vid. infra) continued his literary defence of him. But

the renewed excommunications of the Pope made more impression

in Germany. Frequently in one and the same city the one portion

of the clergy and monks obeyed the interdict, the other continued

public divine service. Humble advances of the Emperor towards

reconciliation came to wreck on John's exaggerated demands and

the influence of King Philip VI. of France. Lewis then utilized

the accusations of heresy against John which were becoming current.

John's doctrine that the souls of the pious departed, until the

resurrection of the body, remain without the full possession of the

blessedness of the vision of God, might be supported on the authoritj-

of the ancient Church, but was regarded as heresy since the judg-

^ This appeal includes a long and vigorous refutation of the Pope in accord-

ance with the ideas of the Franciscans, who were strictly protected by Lewis,

for the theological discussions in which, however, Lewis subsequently denied

responsibility.
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•ment of the University of Paris in 1240, whicli also determined the

T^rench king against it. In 1333, John instituted a learned com-

mission to examine into the question but died before its decision in

1334. Lewis had already attempted with the help of Italian Car-

dinals to bring about a G-eneral Council, when John died. His

successor, Benedict XII., spread the rumour that John had recanted

on his death-bed,

Benedict XII. (1334-42), who had really at heart the reformation

of the Church and the establishment of ecclesiastical peace, was

only restrained by Philip VI. from being reconciled to Lewis, who
was ready to condemn his anti-papal declarations, and to lay down

the imperial crown in order to receive it again from the hand of

the Pope. A final attempt at reconciliation by the German bishops

under the Archbishop of Mayence, Henry von Virneburg, only

revealed the complete unfreedom of the Pope. The real hindrance

consisted in the hostile alliance of Lewis with Edward of England

against the French king. At Frankfort in 1337 the German princes

declared the papal judgments against Lewis to be invalid. At the

same time Lewis concluded a formal treaty with England against

France, and the German electors swore on the 18th July, 1338, at

Lahnstein, to protect the customs and liberties of the Empire, and

on the following day declared at Rense that he who was elected to

be Roman King required no confirmation by the Roman See. On
the 8th August Lewis also declared the right to bear the imperial

title to be independent of the papal coronation. The declaration of

the electors was elevated into a law of the Empire and those clergy

who still desired to observe the interdict were banished. But Lewis

again destroyed what had been won, first by untimely concession,

when, being outwitted by France, he begged for peace with that

country and the papal absolution (1341), and again when he had

been once more undeceived, by the divorce of Margaret Maultasch

of Tyrol and her marriage with his son Lewis, on whom, in spite of

the Pope's protest, he had conferred Brandenburg. By this action he

alienated the feeling of the people and at the same time that of the

princes.

Benedict's successor, Clement VI. (1342-52), a not ungifted, but

haughty and worldly prince of the Church, who sought in every

way to prop up his finances, renewed the ban against Lewis in

1346 and confronted his repeated self-humiliations with ever more

insolent demands. In the Bull of Thursday in Passion Week in

1346, he demanded a new imperial election with an abundance of

imprecations. Five electoral votes actually elected Charles IV., the
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son of King John of Bohemia. But Lewis retained the superior

power till his death in 1347. Charles, the parsons' king, even be-

fore his election strongly bound to the Pope, fled to France, and
even after Lewis's death was only gradually able to gain authority

in opposition to Giinther of Schwarzburg. His coronation did not

ensue till 1349. Li the profoundly excited German people there

was an expectation of the return of Frederick II., who was to bring-

in a golden age, reconcile rich and poor to each other, bring monks
and nuns to marriage, and keep down the clergy with a heavy
hand.

Under Clement VI. the Papal See, to which in 1273 the county
of Venaissan had already been presented, received also the county

of Avignon, which Clement purchased from Queen Johanna I. of

Naples, born Countess of Provence. She sought protection against

King Lewis of Hungary, who was supported by Lewis the Bavarian
and who charged her with the murder of her husband, Prince

Andreas. Clement gave her at the same time dispensation for her

re-marriage with her cousin, Lewis of Tarentum, and supported her
in regaining her Italian throne.

In Italy, meanwhile, the local powers were spreading, unhindered
by an imperial authority. Venice and Genoa were in conflict, the

Viscontis ruled in Milan, the Gonzagas in JMantua
; amid perpetual

party conflicts Florence gained a great part of Tuscany. The
State of the Church, deserted by the Pope, having even at an earlier

period fallen asunder into numerous commonwealths, entirely with-

drew from the power of the distant Pope. Florence laid hands on
it, Bologna became a separate republic, until in 1350 it came under
the Viscontis

;
in Home the Colonnas and Orsinis quarrelled. Then

in 1347 the Apostolic Notary Cola di Rienzi, as Tribune of the people,

for a short time awakened the phantasy of a Roman Republic,

till the people, oppressed by taxes, expelled him. For a time Cola

found refuge with the heretical Fraticelli in the Abruzzi, then fell

into the hands of Charles IV. and was given up to the new Pope
Innocent VI. The latter desired to utilize him in combating the

anarchy in Rome, where he was received with exultation as

Senator, but after a short time slain by the irritated populace.

Innocent VI. (1352-63), a pope of better feeling as a churchman,
who exerted himself to limit the utilization of the Church for

financial ends and the abuses among the secularized clergy, suc-

ceeded, by means of the warlike Cardinal Aegidius Albornoz, from
1353, in gradually- again subjecting the greater part of the State of

the Church, while the imperial party in Italy in vain expected the

C. H. —VOL. II. G G
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establishment of order from the Roman campaign of Charles IV,

in 1354.

Urban V. (1362-70) was obliged to prosecute the powerful Bernabo

Visconti in Milan, who would not surrender Bologna, with the ban

and crusade, and even then had to purchase Bologna from him. The

growing anarchy in Italy, the increasing impoverishment and decay

of the churches in Rome, increased the general discontent with the

Babylonian captivity of the Papacy in Avignon. These feelings

were reinforced by the deep secularization of the luxurious court in

Avignon, which Petrarch as an eye-witness, moved more by classical

than ecclesiastical ideas, bitterly scourged, and by the universal

indignation at the dependence of the High Priest of Christendom on

French policy. In Germany it even became customary to live with-

out any church ; in England the national feeling mutinied against

the Roman yoke. Edward III. refused the tribute which had been

customary since the time of John. The interests of the Church

with ever growing imperiousness demanded the return of the Pope

to Italy. In 1367 Urban V. tore himself away from Avignon, and

hoped for help from the Roman campaign of Charles IV. (1368), but

in vain, and in 1370 already returned to Avignon, in despite of the

instant prayers of Catherine of Siena, who is said to have threatened

liim with the death which followed shortly, as the penalty of his

night from Italy. While Charles IV. humbly petitioned the new

Pope Gregory XI. (1870-1378) for permission to have his son

Wenzel elected as Roman King, the Pope's anathemas were impotent

against the Florentines and the Visconti, with whom the again re-

volted cities of the State of the Church put themselves in alliance.

In 1377 Gregory XI. again betook himself to Rome in the endeavour

to establish peace by negotiations, in which soon after his death in

1378 his successor Urban VI. was successful. But the French Papacy

was now replaced by the aggravated evil of the dissentient Papacy,

the time of the schism.
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2. The Fall of the Order of the Templars.

Sources : BalU'ZE, vicl. p. 445 ; Vita dementis V. by Joh. of St. Victor, also in

the Beceuil des histor. des Gaules, XXI. ; Continuator Guilelmi Nangiaci,

Bouquet, Beceuil, XX. 585; Villaxi, vid. suj).; Acts of process in

MiCHELET, Proces des TemjJliers, 1841-51 ; in E. Boutarik in the Notices

et cxtraits des documents inedits relat.d Vhistoirede France sous PhilipjK'

le Bel, 1862 and 1871, and in Schottmuller, der Untergang des Tempel-

ordens, Berlin 1887, vol. 2.

—

Literature : Wilcke, Gesch. d. T.O., 2nd ed.,

Halle 1860; Soldan, HTb. 1845 ; W. Havemann, G. d. Ausgangs d. T.O.,

Stuttg. 1846 ;
Schwab, ThQ. 1866 ; E. Boutarik, La France sous Philippe

le Bel, and id. EQH. X. and XI. ; H. Prutz, Geheimlehre und Geheimsta-

tuten des T.O., Berlin 1879 ; id., Culturgeschichte der Kreuzziige, 1883 ; K.

"VVenk, Clemens V. und Heinrich VII., Halle 1882 ; Schottmijller, I.e. (cf.

Wenck in GGA. 1888, 465) ; H. Prutz, Eidwicklung u. Uniergang des T.O.,

Berl. 1888.

The poor knights brothers of the Temple (p. 35(3) had become a

rich and haughty Order, whose origmal duties had long receded in

favour of the utilization of its enormous privileges, the administra-

tion of its properties in all countries and the self-seeking policy of

interests. Its exemption from episcopal jurisdiction disturbed

ecclesiastical order and drew down the hatred of the prelates.

Pride, arrogance, insubordination, even to the Pope, and disloyalty

gradually made it disagreeable to the Pope also. As in all orders

which had become rich, immorality and worldly-minded ness in-

vaded the Order ; to a large extent the Templars made them-

selves masters of the commercial and financial business which had

become active through the Crusades. Clement IV. already threat-

ened their autocratic procedure with investigation. The ideas of

reforming the Order and amalgamating it with its rival, the Order

of S. John, which first became current at the Council of Lyons

(1274), were again taken up by Nicholas IV. after the fall of Acre

(1291). But it was Philip IV. of France, who had inflicted the

most decided defeat on the absolutist papacy of Boniface VIII., and

who, with the greatest rigour, though also certainly with the

greatest tyranny, prosecuted the aim of making harmless the great

privileged spiritual Order which injured secular interests every-

where. Like his predecessor Philip III., the Bold, he had at-

tempted to put legal limits on the spread of the property of the

spiritual associations. But again he had been driven by political

interests to conclude a treaty with the Visitor of the Order in

France, Hugo de Peraudo, (1303), and to issue^ a charter (3rd June,

1304) to the Order for all its properties and rights in France. But

^ Documents in Prutz, Entwicklung, etc., 306 sqq.
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to Clement V., his dependent, lie imparted iiiimediately on bis.

consecration rumours which implicated the Order. Clement in the

summer of 1306 secretly invited the Grand Masters, of the Templars

and the Knights of S. John to come to him. Then when Philip, on

occasion of his meeting with Clement at Poitiers,, renewed the

charges against the Order, Clement promised investigation, which

was also desired by the heads of the Order themselves. But

Philip availed himself of the disposition of the higher clergy and

the Dominican Inquisitor Imbert against the Order and suddenly

(13th October, 1307) caused his officials to seize the Templars in the

whole of France and lay their properties under arrest. The very

day before, the Grand Master Jacques de Molay had without an}-

suspicion been a pall bearer at the burial of the King's sister-in-law.

Before the Canons and Masters of Paris and then before a larger

popular assembly the Templars were accused^ to the effect that

every entrant into the Order was obliged to deny Christ thrice, to.

spit upon the Cross, to pay homage to the superiors of the Order

by indecent kisses and to promise on oath to surrender himself to

the brethren for shameful purposes. Imbert, the King's confessor,,

with the participation of Nogaret and the Bishop of Paris, carried

out a formal process of inquisition, in which, by means of tortm^e

and all sorts of artifices, confessions of guilt were extorted from the

prisoners (incluiling Molay himself). A priest of the Order also

admitted omitting the words of consecration from the mass at the

command of the Order, Clement V. complained (27th October,

1307j of the King's arbitrary procedure against an Order which was
subject to the Pope alone and demanded the delivery of the

persons and properties of the Order to his accredited Cardinals, and

also prohibited the Inquisitor and the bishops who had taken par:

from taking any further steps. But the inquisition went on un-

hindered, was also extended to other parts of France, and Philip

called upon the princes of the West to take like proceedings

against the Order. Clement V. saved appearances by calling upon

Christian princes to arrest the Templars by means of the Bull

Pastoralis pnuem'mentice solio (22nd November), which he had

previously been obliged to lay before the King. At the same time

Clement was obliged to testify publicly to the King (1st December i

that his procedure against the Templars, though disapproved by

the Pope, had proceeded from pure zeal towards the Church. In

return, Philip conceded (24th December) that the prisoners should

stand under the Pope's hand, and that the properties under arrest

should be administered by special ro3'al officials apart from the
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nqyal reven'mes and witli careful observance of their ecclesiastical

destination. A parliament to which delegates were also sent from

the Third Estate now (1308, beginning of May) approved of the

King's procedure and declared by a majority that the Templars

were guilty of death. Specially prepared pamphlets created a

feeling oji the side of the King, petitions were made in the name of

the people, and the Pope was charged with being bribed by the

Templars. In opposition to the arbitrary steps taken by the King,

the Pope exerted himself first of all to get into his own hands the

investigation of the Templars, without binding himself from the

beginning to condemn them ; but he was obliged to give way step

by step to th.e pressure of the King (meeting in Poitiers, May,

1308), and had as it seems neither the power nor the will to make
ii decided refusal. He expressly gave over the Templars in the

French domain to the royal guardianshi^D, and he was obliged to

withdraw the suspension he had pronounced upon the French

Inquisitors and Prelates. On the other hand it is true that the

King allowed sevent3'-two Templars to be brought before the Pope
himself for trial in Poitiers, but the Master and heads of the Order

were detained, ostensibly on account of sickness, in the castle of

Chinon near Tours, and the Pope was obliged to hand over their

trial to a commission composed of three Cardinals of French

.sympathies and also to arrange for similar commissions of investi-

gation for other countries. 1 In this way the affair was formally

brought under the Pope's hand, but at the same time his resistance

to the King was practically broken. In the process of inquisition

the use of torture was avoided, in consequence of which many
Templars declared themselves innocent ; not a few were ready

to defend the Order.^ But the appearance of greater mildness

proved deceptive, when the Archbishop of Sens, a favourite of

King Philip, at a Provincial Council in Paris, condemned fifty-four

Templars who had withdrawn their previous admissions as back-

sliding heretics and ha tided them over to be burned by the secular

power (I2th May, 1310). Terrified in this way, the majority of

those who were tried by the Papal Commission itself returned to

their former confession of guilt, and the Commission now served to

palliate the previous procedure of the King, who had held out

prospects of pardon and grace to all who admitted guilt.

In other countries the trials proceeded in various manners. In

^ The Bulls Faciens misericordlam and Itegnans in ccelis, of the 12th Aug.,
1308.

' Vid. Wexck, CtGA., 1888, 504
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England all tlio prisoners declared themselves innocent, but out of

respect to the Pope were obliged to make a confession of a light

sort, to abjure and do penance in monastic confinement. In Castile

the Synod of Salamanca in 1310 left the judgment on the Templars^

who had come with entire innocence out of the investigation, tO'

the decision of the Pope, without, in spite of the instant prayers of

the Templars, issuing a declaration of acquittal. In Aragon the

Templars, who were combated with force of arms by James II.,.

finally gave their sureties to the Papal Nuntios, and the Pope-

required the application of torture, against which a Synod of Tarra-

gona interceded for them. Many fled from Portugal. In Italy and

Germany the issue of the trials was mostly favourable to the-

Templars. In Cyprus they had to give themselves up to Amalric,.

the Vice-regent of the Empire, but asserted their innocence.

The Council of Vienne, which was opened in October, 1311, at first

demanded further trial of the Order, and the Commission instituted

by the Pope for that purpose declared the proofs hitherto adduced

against it insufficient. But many ascribed to the Pope the right to.

declare the abolition of the Order on higher grounds. On him

King Philip then put the requisite pressure, and Clement resolved

to declare the abolition, but not cle jure (on the ground of judicial

knowledge) but per modiim 2)i'Ofisloni>i seti ordlnationls apostoVica^

i.e. out of regard to the public good of the Church. The abolition

was proclaimed in public session in the presence of the King on the-

3rd April, 1312.^ The properties of the Order were to be united to-

those of the Knights of St. John to all time ; they were, however,

only under Philip's successors partially and at considerable cost

transferred to them, and the Pope reserved the disposition of the-

]jroperties of the Templars outside of France. Jacques de Molay

and a few other heads of the Order were condemned ])y a Papal

Commission to perpetual imprisonment on the ground of their former

confession of guilt. But when Jacques de Molay and Godfrey

Charney retracted their forced confession and protested, Phihp

caused them on the same day to be seized and burned (11th March,.

1314). All the rest were to bo finally judged by provincial synods.

Support was to be provided for the acquitted out of the properties

of the Order, mercy was to be shown to those who confessed guilty

and only the obstinate and relapsing were to be treated with

rigour.

Much lies at the door of the Order in regard both to morals and

• On the ground of tlie Bull of 13th March, rid. Hefele, ThQ., 1866, G3 sqq.

and 80 sqq.
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to ecclesiastical and political matters, but the trial really proved

neither the existence of a heretical and libertine secret league

within the Order (Prlitz formerly) nor the scandalous customs of

initiation (Vrutz^ EufwicJiJuiig) ; on the other hand it revealed on the

part of Philip a tyrannical procedure entirely disregardful of moral

considerations, which, by utilizing and again hj destroying the

ecclesiastical process of inquisition, aimed at the annihilation of the

Order. But the most melancholy role in the whole juggle is played

by the French Pope.

3. The Conflicts in the Franciscan Order.

Sources: besides those in Wadding and Baluze, 2Iiscellanea, ed. Maksi,

especially in Ehrle, die Spiritualen, etc., and id., zur Vorgesch. de.s Concils

von Vlenne in ALKG., I. 513 ; II. 155, 125, 35G ; III. 1 sqq. ; cf. Dollixgeu
Beitrdge, II. 417 sqq.

1. In order to abolish the oppositions within the Franciscan

Order described above (p. 416 sqq.) Clement V., at the instigation

of Charles II. of Naples, nominated a number of eminent Spirituals,

the former General of the Order, Raymundus Gaufredi (who, how-

ever, died in 1310), Ubertino de Casale, the most important

personage, and others, to whom for the period of the negotiations

full exemption from the authorities of their Order had to be con-

ceded. The representatives of the community on the other hand
reproached the hated Spirituals with connection with the sect of

the Free Spirit, and with their admiration for the suspected

Johannes Olivi (p. 420). Ubertino, the most skilful representative

of the Spirituals, shows, that they were only concerned about the

reform of the discipline of the Order in the sense of the Rule and the

testament of the founder, with which the community would have

nothing to do. Hence their wish was, as it had been earlier, for

separation from the Order, and the formation of a religious society

of their own. On the 1st March, 1311, the Community raised a

protest against the Papal Bull, which they alleged to have been

fraudulently obtained, as the Spirituals had already been excom-

municated as heretics. They accused Olivi of having become the

founder of a dangerous sectarian faction, and, as a matter of fact,

a fanatical antipapal feeling had developed amongst the excited

Spirituals, which regarded the authority of the Popes as abolished

since Nicholas III., and transferred to certain Friars who followed

the spirit of evangelical poverty. Olivi was here regarded as the

genuine successor of S. Francis. Ubertino's treatise in refutation

disclosed the true ground of the opposition to the Spirituals by the
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dominant party, viz., resistance to a reformation of the secnlarized

Order, of which OUvi had been such an urgent champion. The final

result of the long and heated negotiations was formed, on the one

hand, by the dogmatic decree of the Council of Vienne, in which

out of the great number of errors alleged against Olivi, only some

few were combated as unorthodox, so as to a certain extent to meet

the wishes of the community ; but, on the other hand, by the Papal

Constitution Exivi de paradiso of the 6th May, 1313, which with a

few limitations essentially declared in the sense of the Spirituals on

the Franciscan Rule, viz., that the Order was bound to the so called

usus pauper, and not merely to the iims moderates. Thus the

Order might bring no action at law, own no vineyards, erect no

storehouses, sell nothing from its gardens, have no splendid

churches or splendid ornaments. In return for this, however, the

Pope now required the Spirituals to return to their obedience to

their superiors. But their apprehension that the papal decision

would remain a dead letter in the hands of the Community was

confirmed, when in spite of the good will of the Pope and a few

Italian Cardinals (Jacopo Colonna, the patron of Augelo, p. 420)

the oppression of the Spirituals went on unhindered in Tuscany

and also in Provence. The Pope exiled Bonagratia, the chief

opponent of the Spirituals, and deposed various influential heads of

the Community, and in the summer of 1313 repeated the demand

lor the submission of the reforming party to their superiors. But

the Spirituals in Tuscany already began to help themselves, with-

drew from their convents, or where they were in the majority

expelled the opposing party by force, and Clement V. now com-

manded the bishops concerned to suppress the "rebellion." In

Provence the new General of the Order, Alexander of Alexandria,

in order to establish peace, assigned a few convents, Narbonne,

Beziers and Carcassonne to the Spirituals. But after the death of

Clement V. (April, 1314) the heads of the community whom he had

deposed again gained the helm, and the conflicts went on more

vigorously than ever. On the election of John XXII., on the 7th

August, 1316, after a long vacancy of the See, the community of

the Order set in motion every means of opposing the Spirituals,

and that with succeso. It is true that Angelus de Clareno, the

eminent head of the separatist Italian Spirituals, was skilful enough

to defend himself with success before John XXIL, and to assert his

freedom. 1 But John modified the regulations of the Constitution

of his predecessor in accordance with the feeling of the community

' Episf. excusatoria in Eiiiile, I.e., I. 515.
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•of the Order, and broke the resistance of the convents of Narbonne

and Beziers to subjection to the authorities of the Order, so that the

majority accommodated themselves, and the recalcitrants were

handed over to the Inquisition. Then the above class of separate

Italian Spirituals, the adherents of a certain Liberatus and Angelus,

was cancelled as unecclesiastical, and all who appealed to the con-

cessions of Celestine V, for their separate position were rejected

;

so likewise were the extreme Spirituals of southern France and

their very numerous adherents among the Franciscan Tertiaries.

During this continued and embittered conflict, the anti-churchlj'-

feeling among the zealous adherents of S.Francis had developed into

full hostility, and accordingly there now separated from the Order a

sect which was regarded by the Church as heretical, the so-called

Fraticelli (diminutive of the Italian, frate). The name originally

attaches to the adherents of Angelus de Clareno, but is soon applied

generally to the Italian Spirituals w^ho separated themselves from

the Order. Not the name, but an essentially similar disposition

is exhibited by the persecuted Spirituals in southern France and

the Tertiaries (Beguines) who stood under their influence and

who here form the real bulk of the pious who had begun to be

doubtful about the Church. The ideal of povert}^, the equalisation

of the Rule of S. Francis with the Gospel of Christ, and apoca-

lyptical views as to the corruption of the Church are their main
conceptions.

The Italian Fraticelli, mostly under the protection of feudal lords

who were favourable to them, founded a few settlements and chose

superiors of their own. Such were the group of Angelo, who was
still at their head as leader in 1334, and the Tuscan group of Henry
of Ceca. The hermits of Mount Majella, near Castro Morice in

Abruzzo Citeriore, among whom Cola di Rienzi lived for a time, seem

also to have been Fraticelli of this kind. They lived in the neigh-

bourhood of the Celestinian Abbey of Sancto Spiritu, and therefore

near the old hermits, to whom Celestine V. had at one time recom-

mended the Spirituals.^ Duke Lewis of Durazzo also supported

Fraticelli in the neighbourhood of his castle of Monte S. Angelo,

whom he often caused to conduct divine worship for him. Against

these, partly adherents of Thomas Aquinas, the brother of the

former bishop. Innocent caused Cardinal Albornoz to take steps.

The Church was universally regarded here as carnal and apostate,

the popes since John XXII. as divested of all spiritual power,

partly even of the capacity to perform the sacraments. The true

' Yid. Papencokdt, Cola di Bienzi, cliap. v., appendix Xo. 10.
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Church is among the spiritually poor, from among whom the true

Pope is also expected.

In spite of the separation of the Fraticelli from the Minorites

the principles of the Spirituals further asserted themselves in the

Order. The wife of King Robert, Sanctia, a sister of the Prince

who was an adherent of Olivi and Angelo of Clareno (p. 42U), in the

time of John XXII., made the Court at Naples a place of refuge

for 'the Spirituals who fled from Tuscany and the Mark. After the

outbreak of the new controversy as to poverty, which led to the

deposition of Cesena, the General of the Order, the Queen took the

Brothers of her foundation {Corjyoris Christi, afterwards S. Chiara)

under protection against his successor, and obtained the exemption

of the convent from his jurisdiction. It was only under Benedict

XII. that the consideration shown by John for the royal court

ceased. Friar Andreas of Galiano, chaplain to Queen Sanctia, was

put on trial in 1338, which, however, ended in his acquittal.

2. A new controversy as to poverty now brought Pope John

XXII., who had hitherto taken the side of the Community of the

Order against the Spirituals, into violent hostility with the Order

itself. The assertion w^hich had become traditional among the

Spirituals, that Christ and the Apostles had possessed nothing of

their own, neither individually nor as a community, had been re-

jected as heretical by an Inquisitor in the trial of a Beghard.

Against this the Franciscan lector Berengarius of Narbonne raised

protest, citing Nicholas III.'s Bull " Exiif,^' and appealed to the

Roman See. In the conflict with the Dominicans that assertion af-

forded the Franciscans the pretext for maintaining the fiction, that

they also were mere usufructuaries, not proprietors, of the goods of

the Church or the Papal See. John XXII. now first of all abolished

the prohibition of Nicholas III. to comment on his interpretation

of the Franciscan Rule, and declared, agreeing with the Domini-

cans, that the obstinate assertion that the Lord and the Apostles had

no rights of property, or free disposal of it, was false and heretical,^

and in the name of the Romish Church renounced all right to

the property of the Franciscans, and thus brought out the mere

legal fiction in the pretext of the Franciscans. The General of the

Order, Michael Cesena, Friar Bonagratia and the famous Occam

protested at the Convention of the Order at Perugia in 1322 against

this papal decision ; Bonagratia appealed before the papal Con-

sistory (Jan., 1323) but was imprisoned. John cited Cesena and

Occam to Avignon and kept them in confinement for several j^ears,

' Bull, " Cum inter nonnullos " of the 12tli Nov., 1322.
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defended (1324) his constitutions and uttered the ban against his

opponents. At the same time the Cesenists took 'the Emperor's
side in the conflict of Emperor Lewis with the Pope. In the
Appeal of Sachsenhausen (1324, md. p. 447) the complaints against

the Pope included expression of the reproaches proceeding from the

persecuted Minorites against his heretical assertion that Christ .and

the Apostles had possessed property. After the assumption by
Lewis of the imperial crown, the Minorite chiefs who had hitherto

been detained in Avignon fled by ship to the Emperor at Pisa, and
Cisena's party^ allied its fortunes with those of the Ghibellines and
subsequently followed Lewis into German3\ A violent literary

controversy ensued. Cesena summoned all Minorites against John
XXII., William of Occam maintained the cause of the Emperor,
and at the same time that of the Cesenists, against the heretical

John, who was championed by the Dominicans, e.g. by Petrus
Paludanus {Tractatiis de paupertate Christ i, etc.). But the opposi-

tion of the Cesenists, who, e.g. Bonagratia, had themselves offered

the most malicious opposition to the strict spirit of the Spirituals,

was unable to carry the Order along with it. Already at the General
Chapter at Paris (1329) the greater part of the Order submitted.

Now that John had cut off the favourite way out of the difficulty,

a return was made to the older fiction, that the right of property

in the possessions of the Franciscans remained in the hands of the

givers.

3. The original spirit of the Poor-folk of S. Francis, which was
denied and combated by the community of the Order, finally

attained to a recognition of its existence by the authority of the

Church. The exertions of Philip of Majorca in this direction came
to wreck on the resistance of John XXII. (1328), and subsequently of

Benedict XII. (1340), because he was regarded as a favourer of the
heretical Beguines. Nevertheless, in 1334, John of Valle, still

supported by the aged Angelo of Clareno, with the approval of Odo
the General of the Order, founded a hermitage (that of S. Bartholo-

mew of Brogliano) not far from Foligno. An authorization of

Clement VI.'s (1350) permitted his zealous adherent, Friar Gentile,

to found four further hermitages of the strict rule, which were to

be withdrawn from the jurisdiction of the authorities of the pro-

vince. The General Chapter of 1354 did indeed effect the abolition

of these brotherhoods with the help of the Cardinal Legate Albornoz,

but in 1368 Trincio d'Ugolino de' Trinci, Lord of Foligno, obtained

^ Vid. the process against the Franciscans by S. Fortunatus of Todi, ALKG.
II., 653.
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for liis relation Paolo de' Trixci the permission of the Order to

establish the Hermitage of Brogliano. The qiiickl}^ spreading

Brotherhood received the papal confirmation in 1373.^ Paolo re-

mained obedient to the authorities of the Order, and supported

the Community against the Fraticelli. At his death (1300) the

twcr provinces of the Order of the Brothers of the Observance, the

Eoman and the Umbrian, already stood in high estimation. Others

attached themselves to them in France, Hungary, Spain, etc., still

others later on, in the fifteenth century. The French Observants

{fratres rer/ularis observantke) were expressly recognised at the

Council of Kostnitz (23rd Sept., 1415).2 It was from among these

very Observants that in the fifteenth century important indi-

viduals proceeded, who successfully combated the anti-ecclesiastical

Fraticelli, Bernardino of Siena, and John of Capistrano, who

destroyed about thirty-six settlements of the Fraticelli, reconciled

many of them to the Church, but also caused the relapsed to be

burned. James of the Mark also worked in the same sense.

4. The Advance of the Anti-papal Theories on Spiritual and Secular Power.

Sources. : Sciiakd, Syntagma tradatuum deimperu-ili Jiirifidictioue, etc., Argent.

1G0!» ; GOLDAST, Monarchia S.Iiovtanl imperii, Frkft. IGGS ;
further literary

references in Lohenz, D. Q. § ob.—Literature : E. Fiubdbekg, die mitteltalt.

Lehren iib. d. Verhdltuiss zic. Staat u. Kirche, Lpz. Ib74 ;
Lechlek, Johann

Wiclif, I. 93 sqq. ; Kiezler, die literar. Widersacher der Papste zur Zeit

Ludicig's d. B., Lpz. 1874; K. Miller, d. Kampf Liidw. d. B., Tlib. 1879

sq. ; Maukekbrecher, Studien u. Skizzen, Lpz. 1874, p. 293 ; Berger. ZWL.,

V. 27G.

The conflict of the Popes with the Empire had ended with the

fall of the Hohenstaufens. Thomas Aquinas developed theoretically

the victory of the spiritual power over the secular. The latter,

indeed, no longer appeared, as it had to Gregorj^ YII., as merely

earthl}^, undivine, but still it was merely human, natural and only

able to serve higher aims in obedience and strict subordination to

the spiritual power. Unbelieving or heretical princes may be

deposed by the spiritual power and combated with the weapon of

excommunication. But the idea that the secular power has a right

of its own, now appears successfully sustained by a strong con-

sciousness of national claims in France under Philip IV., le Bel, and

breaks through the enclasping of the state b}- the papal power and

the dissipation and decomposition of political life by spiritual forms.

' Vid. the papal missives of 22ud June, 1:574, in Eiikle, ALKG., IV. 184.

- Tlie oldest Observant statutes hitherto printed, in Howlet, in Mon. Franz.,

II.
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The fall of Boniface VIII. is followed by the slavery of the French
Papacy and the ruin of the Templars. It is chiefly in France that
ecclesiastical and pohtical legal ideas as to the independent value of

the secular power receive growing imi3ortance. To the Proctor
Pierre Dubois (de Bosco), who stood on close personal terms with
King Philip, is ascribed the Qucestio de potentate papce ^ which ener-

getically combats the claims of the Pope to a universal secular

jurisdiction. The daring Dtsputafio inter militem et clericuiu, as-

cribed - with doubtful correctness to Occam, in the form of a popular

dialogue maintains the view that the spiritual power is only to be
measured according to the saying of Christ (" my kingdom is not
of this world"). The successors of Peter are mere priests and
bishops ; the power of the keys has only to do with sins, not with
legal offences of a secular character. The Church has no independent
right to secular property, and no claim to exemption from taxation.

The Dominican John of Paris (11306) teaches (De potestate reg'ia ef

papaVi)^ that the secular power has indeed to receive the light of the
truth of the faith from the spiritual sun, but for the rest is as imme-
diately instituted by God as the spiritual. The latter holds secular

propert}^ and secular dominion only in virtue of presentation or in-

vestiture by the secular.

Similar tendencies awaken in Germany also from the time of Henry VII. and
Lewis the Bavarian, but are here amalgamated with the ideas of the universal
vocation of the Roman-German Emj^ire as a Christian world-empire, ideas
which, though long kept in the shade by facts and combated by the awakening
of the national consciousness, especially in France and England, still exercise a
great influence over men's minds. Under the influence of such ideas Jordan
of OsnabkCck^ works in Germany for the authority and independent right of
the Roman King as opposed to the Papacy. As the priesthood had fallen to the
Romans, and study to the French, the imperium had fallen to the Germans.
Abbot Engelbbrt of Admont (flSBl) also sees in the fact that a few Christian
kingdoms stand outside the Empire which is properly conceived as universal,
only an exception to the rule resting on special privileges, and the falling away
of some kingdoms from the Empire which was to be expected in these later times
he at the same time regards as a falling away from the faith in the time
of anti-Christ.

The Ghibelline Dante, too, still adheres firmly to the necessity of the universal
monarchy, the bearer of which in the name of the Roman people is the Roman
Emperor ; he has his rank directly from God, just as the Pope has his. The
mingling of the two powers serves to corrupt both, and a fundamental reforma-
tion of the Papacy and the Church is expected from the restoration of the Roman
empire. Lupold of Bebenburg too (De Juribus i^egni et itnperii and Eitmati-

^ Dupuis, Freuve, etc., p. 663.

^ RiEZLER conceives Dubois to be the author.
» rid. AGGW., XlV., 1868.
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cum quoruJnsiim) is still dominated by these ideas, as he defends the rights of

the Roman King chosen by the electors as independent of papal confirmation

and coronation, and combats the conception of the oath to be rendered to the

Pope as a feudal oath.

But the foiTiidations of the curialistic theory are assailed in a

much more comprehensive fashion by the famous Defensor pacis,

with which the Italian Marsiglio (Marsilins Paduanus), teacher of

theology, philosophy and medicine in Paris, and John of Janduxo

repaired to Lewis the Bavarian about 1324. Marsilins had certainly

the chief share in the work. He regards the undue exaltation of

the priesthood as the real cause of all the discontent in the world.

The claims of the popes, grounded on the pJenltudo potestatis al-

leged to have been bestowed on the successors of Peter, are con-

tradictory of the true nature of the Church as a society of all who
believe in Christ and bear a spiritual character. The priestly

potestas refers merely to the proclamation of doctrine and the

administration of the sacraments, the so-called power of the keys

only to the sacrament of penance. What in it appears as judicial

authority (forgiving or retaining sins), is solely God's concern
;
the

priest is merely a doorkeeper, and announcer, not the exerciser of

a judicial authority ; the court is God's. A hypocrite cannot be

helped by the priest's absolution, a true penitent cannot be injured

by its being reserved. But excommunication with its far-reaching

consequences can only be the attribute of the community of believers

or their representatives, a general Council. No judicial or forcible

authority belongs either to the Pope or to any priest whatever, either

over secular persons or communities, or over priests, except in con-

sequence of its having been conferred by secular legislators. The

judicial and penal power which belongs exclusively to the secular

power also extends over all secular actions of priests. The exemp-

tion of the clergy and spiritual institutions from secular jurisdiction

menaces the state to the uttermost. The government is entitled to

limit the number of priests in the country.

The nature of the Church involves that true obedience to the

evangelical law cannot be enforced by penalty. The priest can

only teach, counsel, warn. In regard to heres}' the priest has the

power of cognition, but the executive power belongs to the prince

iilone in accordance with the standard of secular law. In accordance

with his jmrely s])iritual conception of the priesthood the author

regards the command of evangelical poverty as binding for the

priesthood. The latter has no such right of property as to be able

to reacquire by judicial process what he has been robbed of.
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The ecclesiastico-political radicalism of Marsilius further asserts

the essential equality of all priests, the right of the community of

believers to the appointment of bishops and pastors, the right of the

bestowal of the temporalia^ the spiritual fiefs, by their founders. He
regards Holy Scripture alone as the source of the one Catholic

faith; submission is due only to the word of Scripture and the in-

ferences which are drawn from it, and in doubtful cases, to the

interpretation of a General Council. And even in presence of the

infallibility, which is claimed by the popes but refuted by the facts

of history, the decision lies with the General Council, which it is

the duty of the Christian secular law-giver to call and to watch
over as the natural representative of the Christian national com-
munity conceived as sovereign.

The enhanced secular ideas now find a real reinforcement in the

ascetic opposition to the hierarchy which postures as the world-

power. The Spirituals, indeed, with their apocalyptic view of the

anti-Christian character of the Papacy are reduced to subjection, but
the Cesenists too, in their conflict with John XXII., find something
anti-Christian in the papal view of the kingdom of Christ as a

secular kingdom. The great schoolman Occam accuses the Pope of

heresy, of undermining the imperial rights and, at the same time,

the faith of the Minorites in evangelical poverty ; like Marsilius, he
takes under his protection the arbitrary procedure of Lewis the

Bavarian in the affair of the divorce of Margaretha Maultasch. In
John's requirement that no one should take a side in newly sug-

gested questions of the faith before the papal decision, he sees an
attempt on Christian freedom of belief. Occam's reforming concep-

tions go furthest in the DialogUS, which was planned on a large

scale, but which has not been entirely preserved. The worst heresy
of Pope John, he says, is that according to him the Christian faith

would have to be dependent on the decision of each and every pope.

Under a sense of the free responsibility of belief he not only com-
bats the infallibility of the Pope, but also finds no absolute security

in the decision of a General Council. God is able to find a refuge

for the truth in a pious layman, and even in women and infant

children, and cause it to issue thence victoriously. But after all

the last resource against hierarchical violence lies in the Christian

communities and the Council which is formed from them, as also

on the other hand in the Emperor as the representative of the

Christian people. In contrast to the right of the secular power he
on the whole ascribes to the Pope only a limited compulsory power

;

indeed he sees in the Papacy an institution neither essential nor
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necessary to the Church. In certain circumstances an aristocratic

constitution of the Church under several popes or jirimates might be-

conceived.

The Somniuin viridarii, wliich had its origin in France under Charles V
about 1377, turns the new ideas to account in a more popular fasliion, by work-

ing up, in the form of a vision seen in a garden, the above-mentioned Disjmtatio

inter militem et clericum and extracts from Occam's Dialogue into attacks on
the papal system.

Defenders of the papal system naturally also come forward in oj^position to

such radical ideas. The Spanish Franciscan Alvaiu's Pelagius, the papal

penitentiarj' in Avignon and finally bishop (tl352), a vehement opponent of

Cesena, in his treatise De planctu eccleaia; does not indeed veil the seculariza-

tion of the Church up to the papal Curia, but sets up the Pope as the source of

every right and all laws and his will as the highest standard of authority, and

ascribes to him unlimited j^ower over princes. Bishops and councils also have

their authority entirelj- from the Pope. At the same time he shrinks from the

iufallibilitj^ of the Pope. The latter can lay claim to no obedience if he set.s

himself in dogmatic opposition to the whole of Christendom ; but he cannot be

dragged before an earthly tribunal. The same extreme claims of papal absolu-

tism, though here also Avith avoidance of the question of infallibilitj-, are found

in the Augustinian ArarSTixrs Tuiumpiuts (Sinmna de potestate ecclesice, etc.).

As an echo of the excited debates on ecclesiastical politics there appear the

tractates of the German Conrad von Megenberg in Eatisbon (tl374), a very fer-

tile author, who specially champions the papal principles against Occam ;
vid.

HoFLEK, Alls Ari(/iioi), p. 24 sqq.

5. The Revolution in Scholastic Theology.

Source.'^ : Thomas de Bradwardina, Decaumdelet de virtute causariim,'Londi.

1618; DuRAXors de St. Fokvixso, Covionent. in V. Ubros sentent. Lomh.,

Paris 1508, and frequently there and in Lyons and Venice ; Guilelmus

OcCAyi, Expositio aiirea suj^er totam arteni reterem, 'Bologna 1496; Smn-
miila Io(jices or Tractatus log. in III. pts. div., Lugd. 1483 and frequently;

Centilogiiim (— loquium), Lugd. 1494; his ecclesiastico-political writings,

vid. pp. 460 and 4G3. Literature : p. 368 and K. "Werner, die Scholastik de.s-

i<pateren MittehiUers, 4 vols., Wieu 1881-87 ; id., die nachscotistische Scho-

lastik, Wien 1884.

Profound changes are also exhibited in the sphere of theology.

1. The theology of Thomas Aquinas is continued by his nearest

disciples, Aegidius Coloxna from Rome, Tolomeo (Ptolemseus or

Bartholomaeus) from Lucca, John of Paris, and Herv^us Natalis

(fl326). Also Thomas Bkadwakdixa, educated in Oxford and a

teacher there, afterwards confessor to Edward III. on his French cam-

paigns, finally for a few weeks Archbishop of Canterbury, and dying

as such in 1349, stands distinctly on a Thomist foundation, but

exhibits a strong element of religious and moral pathos out-reaching

the scholastic forms in the spirit of Augustine, with which in the

treatise De causa del et virtufe causarum (cf. Lechler, J. Widif, I.
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229 sqq.), on the basis of personal experience, he energetically com-

bats the Pelagianism which had profoundly permeated the spirit of

the Church, and maintains the free divine grace and even advances

to the most decided doctrine of predestination.

The Dominican Order had already declared Thomas to be Doctor

ordinls in 1286, and bound itself to champion his doctrines. In the

beginning of the fourteenth century the Franciscan Order followed

with a similar attitude towards Duns Scotus as its scholastic head
;

a statute of the Order required that all lectors and masters in philo-

sophy and theology should follow his doctrines. Outstanding

among his personal pupils was Fkaxciscus Mayeox (11325), the

teacher at the Sorbonne in Paris. The jealousy between the orders,

already so strong, now nourished the opposition of the scholastic

parties of the Thomists and Scotists, and fostered this opposition tra-

ditionally in a series of controversies on theological questions, which,

however, were also essentially connected with distinctions in the

sphere of philosophy between the more Platonic realism of Thomas
and the more Aristotelian of Scotus. AVith Thomas the conception

of the idea of God was determined by the notion of the unity of

substance which proceeded from the theology of the fathers, that of

Scotus b}^ his individualism which conceived God above all as will

and even absolute caprice. Thomas, standing nearer to Augus-

tinian speculation, was a determinist thinker, and also in the doctrine

of sin and grace devoted himself to a modified Augustinianism,

Scotus was led to more Semipelagian principles. Thomas based the

doctrine of redemption on the merit, infinite in its nature, of the

suffering of the God-man, Scotus on the sovereign decision of the

will of God, who had declared His willingness to accept the merit of

Christ as adequate {acceptatio gratuita). But, for the Church, the

doctrinal difference which stood out most strongly consisted in the

decided defence of the doctrine of the immaculata conceptio of the

Virgin by the Scotists, to which doctrine the Thomists were opposed

with equal decision. It was only in our own century that Pius IX.

ventured to raise this controverted doctrine into a dogma recognised

by the Church.

2. The stricter separation of philosophy and theology which is

already announced in Scotus is now decidedly effectuated in con-

nection with the revival and acquisition of power by Nominalism.

While Thomists and Scotists continued their traditional contro-

versies, more original thinkers completed the breach between faith

and knowledge, out of the hearty union of which Scholasticism had

arisen. The Dominican Dueandus of St. P0U119AIN (de So. Por-

C. H.—VOL. II. H H
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ciano), teacher of theology at Paris, then Maglstev sacvi palatii with

Clement V. at Avignon, finally Bishop of Meaux (tl334), at first a

decided adherent of the Thomist doctrine, afterwards resolutely

separated himself from it {doctor rei^ohiUssinms), and in all points

which were not matters of faith preferred the support of ratio to

that of any human authority. In the question as to evangelical

poverty he indeed championed the papal sentence of John XXII.

;

but in the controversy as to the visio heata he, as likewise many

Thomists, declared against the same Pope, With a strong tendency

towards the Nominalist mode of thought, he began to criticise the

traditional realism, conceiving imiversal ideas to have arisen merely

out of the grouping of many similar things in the unity of pre-

sentation, and therefore regards genus and species as only designat-

ing in an indefinite way that which is exhibited in a definite way

in the individual thing. Clear knowledge is only such as has the

individual for object. In numerous special points of doctrine he

shows himself to be superior to the Thomist scholastic doctrine.

The bond between theology and philosophy, between faith and

knowledge, he loosened even more than Duns Scotus, and was in-

clined to deny to theology the character of a science. But William

Occam (born in 1280 at Occam in the English county of Surrey,

educated at Oxford and Paris) renewed Nominalism more decidedly

{renerahiUs inceptor). Involved as Provincial of the Franciscan

Order in the conflicts already described, he lived for the most part

in Munich. It was only after the death of Gilnther of Schwarzburg

(June, 1348) that he sought reconciliation with the Pope, but it

remains doubtful whether the abjuration which was demanded by

Pope Clement VI. really took place. In the Expositio aurea xuper

totam artem veferem, a development of the whole of logic and the

doctrine of knowledge, he criticises Eealism and recalls men from

the false methods of the moderns to the Aristotelian logic. For him

universal ideas do not exist extra animum, and are only objects

of presentation, which inwardly reproduces the immediate first

images of the perception of things, signs, whereby the soul desig-

nates the perceived object and a multiplicity of similar objects. All

knowledge is based on outward and inward experience, and there-

fore excludes the knowledge of supersensuous things, which, hence,

cannot be rationally treated by means of evidence. Out of this

nominalist doctrine of knowledge there proceeds for him an entirely

incommensurable relation between faith and knowledge, theological

and philosophical truth. Theology is not a science in the proper

sense, because it lacks kuowable content, and accordingly the ncces-
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sary scientific form of proof in tlie strict sense
;
it is based neither on

intuition (experience) nor on convincing argumentation. Hence

there is no evident knowledge in the case of the truths of faith

;

they rest solely on authority. As Occam acknowledges divine

revelation alone as such authority, only what is explicitly or im-

plicitly declared in the canon of the Bible is regarded by him as

Catholic truth, to be believed for the sake of salvation. His sharp

ecclesiastico-political opposition causes him not to recognise in

ecclesiastical tradition a source of equal value with revelation
;
on the

other hand his decided dogmatic positivism causes him to assume a

special extraordinary revelation for certain principles of ecclesiastical

dogma, especially for the doctrine of transubstantiation, which can-

not be verified from Scripture. He is unwearied in discussing the

dogmas of the Church in his theological %^Titings (the Qucestiones

on the sentences of the Lombard, the Quodlibeta, the Centilogium or

Centiloquium theologictim, and the special investigations on the sacra-

ment of the altar and on Predestination), and seeks to show that

all logico-metaphysical treatment of dogmas necessarily leads into

contradictions, and that the laws of logic are only valid for the

world ofphenomena. But this thorough criticism does not in this

case serve a sceptical disposition, but is allied, even by the utter

distinction of theology from philosophy, with a rigid ecclesiastical

positivism in regard to dogma.

Although the faculty of Arts at Paris, where John Bueidan, the

zealous adherent of Occam's Nominalism, worked, interdicted

Nominalism (whoever propounded this doctrine was to be prohibited

from lecturing for a year), and although in Oxford violent conflicts

took place over it, and in Prague the hatred of the Bohemians to

the Germans utilized the Nominalism of the latter as a motive for

their expulsion, nevertheless it advanced victoriously ; and in Ger-

many Conrad of Megenberg (p. 464) complained that Occam had

already attracted a third of all the scholastic teachers to his side

(HoFLEE, Alts Avignon, Prag 1S6S).
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6. German Speculative Mysticism from the Time of Eckart.

Soinxes and Literature: Bohrincer, d. dtsch. Myfitik, ISbb (K. Cliv., III. 2)

;

Greith, d. d. Mijstik im Fredigerordm, Freib. 1861; E. BtuiMER in

Damaris, 18G5 ; Jundt, vid. p. 426 ; W. Preger, G. d. dtsch. Myst., 2 vols.,

Lpz. 1875 and 1882; Fr. Pfeiffer, d. dfsch. Mystiker des 14. Jh.; M.

Eckart: the text in Pfeiffer and ZdA. VIII. and XV.; the Latin

Avritings in Denifle in ALKG. 11., 1886; the monographs of Martensen,

Hamb. 1842 ; C. Schmidt, StKr. 1839 ; E. Bach, Wien 1864 ; A. Lasson,

1866 ; and in TJeberweg, G. d. Phil., 5th ed., 11. ; Jundt, Essai sur le myst.

sjyec. de M.E., Strassb. 1891; Deniflb I.e.; JoH. Tauler, Sermon des

qrossen . . . Doctoris J.T., Lpz. 1498, Bas. 1521 and Cohi 1543;

redaction in modern German by Schlosser. Frkf. 1S2G, Hamberger 1864

and 1872 ; on the pursuit of the poor life of Christ, vid. Denifle, das Bitch

von der yeistlichcn Aronuth, Miinchen 1877 ; on the book on the conversion

of T. vid. the next section ; C. Schmidt, J.T., 1841 ; Preger in ZhTh. 1869;

H. NoBBE in ZlTh. 1876 ; Heixrich Su.so, d. deiitschen Schriften, Augsb.

1482, 1512, in a Latin version by SuRius, Col. 1555 and 1588 ; Horoloyium

sapienti(R, Venet. 1492, and frequently, new ed. after MSB. by Denifle,

Milnch. 1876-80, 3 vols. ; M. Diepenbrock, Suso's Leben u. Schr., 3rd ed.,

Kegsb. 1854 ; C. Schmidt, StKr. 1843 ; Joii. Euysbroek, oiyp. in a Latin

version by SuRiu.s, Col. 1552, High German by Gottfr. Arnold, Ofifenb.

1701; in the original: A. v. Arnswald, vier Schr. von J.Ii\, Harab. 1848;

Engelhardt. vid. p. 377 ; van Otterle, J.E., Amstrd. 1874 ; Ullmann,

Befor^natoren vor d. Eef., 2nd ed., 1866, II.; Ein deut.sch Theologia,

edited by M. Luther 1516 and complete in 1518 ; critical edition by Fr.

Pfeiffer, Stuttg. 1851, with modern German translation in 1855 and

Giitersloh 1875 ; on it Lisco, Stuttg. 1857 ; F. Reifeath, Halle 1863 ; G.

Plitt, ZhTh. 1865 ; Hess, JprTh. 1885."

On tlie basis of the scholastic theology, there is raised, in the

German language and fertilised by the depth of the German mind,

a mysticism which gains mighty influence on the pursuit of the life

of piety and also on the agitated lay world. The Dominican

master, Eckart, born in Strassburg (or Thuringia?), was still a

pupil of Albert the Great. Having become Master in Paris in

1302, he occupied influential positions in his Order (Provincial for

Saxony, Vicar-General for Bohemia) ; he was chosen Provincial of

the Order for the province of Upper Germany in 1310, but not

confirmed, then wrought as a teacher in Paris, Strassburg, and

finally as reading master at the Studium generale of the Dominicans

at Cologne, where he died in 1327. Called before the Inquisition

at the instigation of Archbishop Henry of Virneburg, he raised a

protest, and refuted the accusation in a sermon, but at the same

time declared himself ready to recall any errors that might be

proved against him. After his death, Pope John XXII. rejected a

number of propositions imputed to him as heretical, but regarded

that declaration of Eckart's as having already made his recantation.
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Eckart's speculation rests on Thomas, especially on the Areopagitic

elements accepted by the latter and by Albert, to which however

his German writings, which serve the purposes of a lofty style of

edification, afford a new life. The intellectual absorption in God as

the being of all things, the intuition which abstracts from all finite

distinctions, the unity with God which flashes up in the depth of

the soul is turned into practical religious absorption ; the abstraction

of knowledge becomes flight from what is particular and selfish, in

order to " land " in the sea of the Godhead ; the enhanced in-

tellectualism becomes intense practical conduct. This " spiritual-

ised Thomism" (Lasson), in the immediate self-assurance of mystical

speculation, breaks through the limits which the schools had erected

between natural and revealed theology, and treats all religious

truths as accessible to the knowing reason, but divests them of

their dogmatic character. Theoderic of Freiburg also, like Eckart,

a pupil of Albert, who shows the way to perfect composure through

a secluded life and surrender of one's own will, fell under suspicion

of heresy on account of a tractate on the working and possible

reason.

Among the numerous pupils of the school-making Eckart, his

fellow member of the Order, John-Taulee, stands pre-eminent on

account of his practical activity. Born in Strassburg about 1300,

he studied in Cologne at the time when Eckart's doctrine called

forth great commotion, then wrought in Strassburg as a powerful

preacher and pastor, till the Convent of the Order there (1339) was

compelled by the superiors of the Order to obey the interdict issued

by the Pope in the conflict with Lewis the Bavarian, and suspend

mass, and was therefore expelled the imperial city. Tauler went

to Bale, where he was on terms of intimate intercourse with the

Friends of God ; so likewise in Strassburg after his return, where he

died in 1361. He also worked for a while in Cologne.

He exerts himself to guard Eckart, whom he venerates, against

a connection with the sect of the Free Spirit, but moves in the

grooves of Eckart's mysticism, the ideas of the divine abyss, in

which God and all things rest in undifterentiated unity, of the

eternal issuing of God into the distinction of persons and of His

eternal return, of the nature of God who alone is life and nature in

all things, of the formation of man according to the eternal type in

His Son, and the transformed image or spark of God in the depth

of the soul, from which the created image of God in man is

again fashioned, so that God produces His Son in men also, etc.

But these speculative elements, in the interest of the pious govern-
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ment of souls, iu close attachment to the doctrine and saving-

ordinances of the Church, are here developed with great warmth

and impressiveness, into the apprehension of the divine grace in

AVord and Sacrament on the basis of repentance, i.e. aversion from

everything that is' not God, and turning towards the unmixed

good, which is God. The apprehension of the divine forgiveness of

sins brings great peace in trust in God's promise, and kindles the

flames of love which seeks to serve God eternally. As we become

naked and empty of all things, the inspiration of the divine com-

munication of grace advances upon the different degrees of the begin-

ning, increasing and perfecting man on to the mystical end of being

raised in and up to the divine nature in which man becomes one life

and nature with God. With all the ascetic ideas Avhich influence him,

his cordial liberal spirit and pastoral tact preserves Tauler from a

narrow legalistic conception, and on the other hand from losing him-

self in quietism. The dying away of the personal will is accompanied

side by side by the sober fulfilment of the duty of loving one's neigh-

bour, which is more important than exaggerated chastisement.

His sermons, for the most part, but not exclusively, preached before

monastic congregations, explain the high esteem in which he was

held as a pastor among the pious and even in wider popular circles.

Henry Suso (Siuse, Sense, as he named himself after his mother's

family name), the son of a knight of Berg in Upper Lingen, was

while a youth committed to the Dominican monastery at Constance

and, after his study at Cologne under Eckart (1325-1328), became

Eector and Prior at Constance. Devoted for j^ears to the most

extreme mortifications, he wrestled with his warm heart to be

filled with tthe highest good, the yearning love, which only flows

out of the bottomless abyss of the Godhead. He passes through the

most abrupt contrasts, between the loftiest exaltation and the

deepest depression and desolation ; for years, with " crying heart

and weeping eyes," he fought with gnawing doubts. In his

mysticism, which is influenced by Eckart, who finally also caused

him to relinquish his exaggerated self-tortures, the soul sinks down

in deep calm into itself, receives all things from God and not from

creatures in silent patience, and sinks into the beingless depth.

He took the part of his master Eckart against the Free Spirits,

who appealed to his speculations, but himself fell under suspicion of

heresy, and after negotiations in Herzogenbusch, was deposed from

his priorate by the convention of Brugge (1333). Nevertheless his

Book of Wisdom, the Latin version of which [Ilorologium ceterncB

mpienticv) he dedicated to the master of his Order, shows him again
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on good terms with the latter. He believes himself to be csponsed,

by a special act of divine grace, to the eternal wisdom, which he

depicts in images from the Song of Songs. He then received the

mystical name Amandus. But the eternal wisdom also says to

him : "no man shall enjoy me any longer in my sweetness, except

those who are in vehement bitterness with me." AVith his convent

he was obliged in 1339 to leave the imperially disposed city on

account of the interdict. During several years' wanderings we now

find him in hearty alliance with many Friends of God; both

personally and by letters he exercises a great influence, especially on

the female sex. After his return to Constance he had to suffer

greviously from the slander of a hypocritical woman, but succeeded

in establishing his injured reputation, and died at Ulm in 13(31.

His spiritual friend Elise Stagel, in the convent of Tosz, near

Winterthur, wrote his Hfe, which Suso himself then partly in-

cluded, and provided with pictures and sayings and a number of

letters collected by her, in the collection of his German writings,

which he himself supervised.

John of Euysbroek (Rusbroek), a village not far from Brussels,

unfolded his mystical contemplations, which were also under

Eckart's influence, in the Flemish language, of which he is the best

prose writer. As secular priest at the Church of S. Gundula at

Brussels, and a man of gentle and pious character, he stood on

intimate terms with the Sisters of S. Clare there. In 1350 he sent

his " Ornament for the Spiritual Marriage " to the Friends of God

on the Upper Rhine. Subsequently he entered the newly founded

monastery of the Augustinian Canons at Gronendal, near Brussels,

and lived for the most part in the silence of contemplation, the

records of which he conceived to have originated under the influ-

ence of the Spirit {Doctor ecstaticus). He died in great veneration

in 1381. On the three degrees of the ^working, inward, and con-

templative life he raises himself to the state of being in the form

of God, in which God is blessed in us and we in Him, and God

Himself works in the highest nobility of the spirit. But at the

same time moral moderation protects him from the perils of the

Free Spirit, pantheistic intoxication and antinomian libertinism.

In a whole series of preachers, especially of the Dominican Order,

but also of the Minorites and others, the spirit of Eckart and Tauler

continued to work, and penetrated and impregnated the increasing

edificatory literature in the vernacular. Of such are the Domini-

cans Nicholas of Strassburg, Giseler of Slatheim (Schlotheim) and

others ; also the book on the pursuit of the poor life of Christ, which
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was not by Tauler, but by a Minorite author. Of special importance

is tlie treatise, first publislied by Luther under the title of " ein

deutsch Theologia," by an otherwise unknown priest and custos of

the Deutschherren at Frankfort-on-the-Main, which Luther calls a

spiritually noble little book on the right difference and understand-

ing of what are the old and the new man, Adam and the child of God,

and how Adam must die away and Christ arise in us. Of the book,

which has been translated into many languages, a MS. which is

certainly early (of 1497), has recently been found, which notes the

Frankforter as the author. This purified product of the mysticism

of the Friends of God also separates (in the preface) mysticism

proper from the degenerate speculation of the Brethren of the Free

Spirit, which is puffed up, and transgressing all the limits of ecclesi-

astical order and the voice of conscience, abandons the path of

humility and self-denying obedience.

7. The Mystical Pietism of the Friends of God.

Sources and literature: W. Pkeger I.e. ; Jundt, les ainis de Dieu au 18. s., Par.

1879; C. Schmidt, Rul. Mersivin in the Revue d'Alsace, 1856; id., des

Nikolaus von Basel BericM von der Bekehrung Taulers, Strassb. 1876 ;
id.,

Nikolaus von Basel, Wien 1866 ; cf. E.M.'s writings edited by Schmidt, the

Buck von d. 9 Felsen, Lpz. 1879 ; vom anfahenden Leben in the Strassb.

Beitr. V. (the same in old Dutch translation edited by Berssuji Waatkes,

Lemvarden 1882) ; theBannerbiichlein in JrxDT I.e. ; H. S. Dexifle. Tauler's

Bekehrung, kritLschunters., Stra^sh. 1879 ; id., die DicMungen der Gottesfr.

:

in ZdA. XXIV. and XXV.; Lutolf, d. Gottesfr. in Jhb.f. scJuceiz. G. 1877.,

and ThQ., 187(J ; Preger in SBA. 1887, II., 544; Christ. Eijner, v. d. Gnaden

Ueberlast, BLV. 1871 (vol. 108) ; Ph. Strauch, die Offenbarungen der Adel-

lieid Langmann, Strassb. 1878; id. Margar. Ebner u. Heinrich v. Nordlin-

gen, Frei'b. 1882.

The mysticism of the character described stands amid a broader

stream of Christian life, which is promoted by it and in turn sustains

it. Under the sense of universal ecclesiastical corruption and under

the pressure of the ecclesiastico-political conflicts which confused

men's consciences and of other miseries of the age (the Black Death

from 1347 to 1350), profounder minds sought for better religious

satisfaction than mere obedience to the ordinances and precepts of

the Church by turning to the inner life. Through the increased

strength of the mother tongue inward freedom grows in the mutual

exchange of like-minded souls. The silent in the land find them-

selves in the possession of a developed inward life and feel them-

selves to be the salt of the earth. There arises the mystical pietism

of the Friends of God, who delay the threatening judgment of God

by their i^rayers. They are completely under the religious-moral
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ideal of the Medioeval Church (asceticism and coutemphitioii). But

the bold flight of mysticism comes into collision with the firm vault

of ecclesiastical doctrine, and its inner warmth, along with the deep-

ening of religion, brings intellectual emancipation in the distinction

of authority and the gaining of personal livelihood, and of acquired

scholastic wisdom and inner experience. The monasteries of the

Dominicans (monks and nuns) as also of the Franciscans and

Augustinians are the foci of the movement, but it also reaches

further into the la}^ world. The native of Strassburg, Rulmann

Merswin, a rich merchant and banker, in consequence of a sudden
" turning," retires from his business concerns, devotes his resources

to benevolent aims, and seeks by means of chastisements, which

Tauler, in his character as pastor, is said to have moderated, to attain

perfect calm in God's will. His writings give expression in a

fi^gurative manner to the well-known ideas on the return of man
to God and mystical intuition by mortifying self. With a view

to the imminent divine judgment the true friends of God, fighting

under the banner of Christ, stand opposed to the false Free Spirits

under the banner of Lucifer. In 1366, Merswin bought an old

monastery on an island in the 111 near Strassburg (the so-called

Green Wort) and made it a house of God and residence of pious

Friends of God, and finally presented it to the Order of S. John. Here

he lived in seclusion amid chastisements and ecstasies till his death

in 13S2, but during his life exercised dominant influence over his

foundation. His writings, hitherto concealed, he bequeathed to the

Order of S. John ; among them there was also " the Book of the

Master," in Avhich " the Friend of God in the Oberland," the ideal

of a friend of God living apart, hidden in God, plays a great part.

" The dear Friend of God, Eulraaun Merswin's comrade," being allured bj^

the reputation of a master of Holy Scripture, came a journey of more than thirty

miles to his city, but, though himself a layman, he convinced the famous

master of the fact that he was not yet possessed of the right spirit, and did not

yet stand in the pure love of God. He taught him the A B C of the true god-

liness, and forbade him to study or preach for two years in order to lead him

into the way of simplicity and self-denial. The master then preaches v/ith so

much the greater power, and delivers to the Friend of God, who had been called

in to his deathbed, the history of his conversion, in order that he might make a

book of it. The Friend of God sends the book to the Knights of S. John, osten-

sibly in the year 1369. According to a conjecture not remote, if we presuppose

that the book was historical, Tauler was universally regarded as the famous

master. Following a more recent MS. of Tauler's sermons, the book was printed

as a ' History of the venerable Doctor Tauler'''' and received as such, and Carl

Schmidt believed that in the mysterious Friend of God he could recognise a

certain heretical Nicholas of Bale who was burned at Vienna in the beginning
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of the fifteentli century. But Dexifle has shown the impossihility of taking

this edificatory Tendanzschrift historicallj- and referring it to TaiUer, and

therebj' at the same time greatly shattered the historical character of the form

of the Friend of God in the Oberland, which was intentionally kept in dubious

twilight. According to the writings and letters ascribed to him, he would be

the son of a merchant in Switzerland, who after his conversion renounced his

bride to devote himself in a life of seclusion to intercourse with the Friends of

God. In Strassburg he is said to have entered into a spiritual alliance with

Eulmann Merswin. AVitli like-minded companions (the five men) he withdrew

about 137G into hiding in the Swiss mountains, addressed through Eutmann's

mediation exhortations to Gregory XL, who had returned to Eome, and finally

lived with his companions as God's prisoner (incluse), and soon thereafter was

able to announce to Merswin his departure. "What the individual writings

ascribed to the Friend of God communicate regarding his life, is in the most

favourable case a strong mixture of truth and fancy, and R. Merswin himself,

as the sole person who ostensibly sees behind the veil, undoubtedly was largely

concerned in it. Denifle would regard the whole figure as a pious invention

of R. Merswin's, but it is hard to believe in this degree of pious deceit on the

one hand and in innocent simplicity on the other. C. Schmidt's explanation of

jSTicholas of Bale has been given up by himself, but Liitolf also, who thought it

was a hermit in the Canton of Lucerne, and Jundt, who thought of a similar

person on the Rlitberg in St. Gall and called him from his home John of Chur

(vid. EE. S.V.), only reach uncertain conjectures.

Into this broadening stream of the pietistic and mystical move-

ment there now flows the m3^stical disposition with its conditions of

visionary ecstasy, which had already been fostered in the nunneries

in the thirteenth century. The relation of pious priests of the

Order as confessors to the mystically excited nuns often took the

form of a very cordial spiritual friendship and guidance of the soul,

but often, too, took the form of extravagant pampering of the feel-

ings. The pastor becomes the humble admirer of the fair confessor

whom he guides, as a costl}^ vessel of divine grace whose spiritual

experiences appear as divine revelations.

Cheistine Ebxer, of a Nuremberg patrician family, a nun in the

convent of Engelthal (Nuremberg district), recorded in the treatise

on the " Over-load of Grace," all the graces, i.e. revelations which

had been communicated to previous nuns of this convent. This

book, as also the revelations of Margarethe Ebner in the nunnery of

Medingen, near Donauworth, and the correspondence of her spiritual

friend Henry of Nordlingen with her and other like-minded persons,

finally the revelations of Adelheid Laxgmaxn in Engelthal, show

how in these circles the extraordinary visionary phenomena which

almost became the rule, nearly overgrow the kernel of ascetic and

contemplative mysticism with their spiritual life of phantas}' and

emotion.
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8 . The Beguines (Beguini, Beghardi, Beguinse) and the Sect of the Free

Spirit.

Sources and Literahire : J. B. v. Mosheim, de Beghardis et Beguinahm com-

ment., ed. G. H. Martini, Lips. 1790 ;Uhlhorn, diechristl. Liebesthatigkeit

im MA., p. 376 sqq. ; Compilatio de novo spiritu in Preger, G. d. d. Mgst.

I., p. 461; DoLLiNGER, Beit)'., II. 365; cf. H. Haupt, ZKG., VII. 556; the

statuta Henrici I., arcJiiep. Colon, and the sfatutinn Johannisep. Argentor.

in Mosheim, pp. 210 and 255 ; cf. Dollinger, p. 397 ;
Bull of Clement V. in

Clementinm V., tit. 3, cap. 3 ;
Ch. Schmidt, ZhTh. 1840 ; .Juxdt, p. 42G

;

Watteni!ACH, in SBrA. 1887; Preger, ABA. 1887,. XVIII. 1.

How easily religions endeavours, produced by tlie ascetic im-

pulses of tlie Cliurch, could, when released from the fixed forms

sanctioned by the Church, turn against the hierarchical Church it-

self, is shown by the history of the Beguine system. Its beginnings

seem to lie in the exertions of the zealous Liegois priest Lambert

LE Begue (Beghe),^ who about 1180 associated women and maidens

for the purpose of leading a pious and chaste life. The societies

which thence arose, without strict or perpetually binding vows,

afforded needy women a secure home and opportunity for a pious

and frugal life and works of mercy. From the middle of the

twelfth century these societies spread in the form of the larger

Beguine hostelries in the Netherlands, and in that of the smaller

Beguine houses in German cities. Governed by mistresses, they

in many cases stood under the supervision of guardians appointed

by the communes, and under the spiritual influence of priests or

monks, especially the mendicant friars. They enjoyed free lodging

and other advantages from foundations and charitable gifts, and

besides lived by the work of their hands, practised the care of the

sick in private houses in return for small pay, and performed pious

services, e.g. attendance on mass on certain days in accordance with

the provisions of the foundations. The individuals in some cases

kept houses of their own, in others they kept a common table (one

God and one pot).

Of similar societies of men (Beguini, Beghardi) the oldest is found

in the convent at Louvain about 1280. These associations of a semi-

monastic character, therefore, fitted into the state of society in an

assured manner. But the more general religious movement also

sought in an unrestrained fashion after an expression for a life of

ascetic form without monastic combination or ecclesiastical author-

' The derivation from a Liegois priest seems to be certain ; but it may be

doubted whether the name is not to be explained similarly to that of the Lol-

lards, viz., from the Frencli word for "lisp " or " stammer "
;
but not from beg

in the sense of pray or ask alms.
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ization. In France we find Beguines of tliis,sort (boni valeti, boni

pueri), who, e.</., enjoyed the favour of the Royal Family. The ex-

pression Beguini became a nickname (impostor, 2)raying friar) for

laymen, who busied themselves with special ecclesiastical devotion

and " began to practise penance." This, therefore, was the same

tendency out of which the so-called Tertiary Orders had been

formed under the government of the mendicant friars. These

Tertiaries are actually called Beguines, e.r/., by Bonaventura. This

freer emergence of a style of devotion less protected by the

Church involved the danger of a certain insubordination to the

Church. They gave themselves up to a roaming style of life, held

conventicles under no superior control, and begged " bread for God's

sake " in the streets and villages, and thus sought to set forth

the ideal of poverty in their own fashion. The unrestrained sub-

jectivity of the religious life, combined with the social uprooting of

many elements of the populace, led to serious unruliness. Beguines

were threatened with excommunication if they did not obey the or-

dinary priest of their parish (Synod of Mayence, 1259 and 1261, of

Magdeburg, 1261, can. 18). Thus, in these societies of a loose sort,

there frequently arises a spirit of hostility to the Church : they set

themselves in opposition to the clergy, and withdraw from con-

fession and the sacraments,^ The influence of the Franciscan

Spirituals, with whom in Southern France the Beguines of both

sexes are completely intermingled," specially led to this anticlerical

ultimate tendency ; so likewise in the case of the so-called Apostles,^

who to the detriment of the papally recognised mendicant orders

claimed support for their self-chosen devotion by begging. Finally,

the Brothers and Sisters of the Free Spirit (Sect of the Spirit of

Freedom or Sect of the New Spirit) find among them a fruitful soil

for their visionary extravagances.

This tendency, arising out of the Amalricians (p. 426) had spread widely in

Switzerland, South Germany, etc. Their pantheistic principles ai-e gathered

together in the Compilatio de novo spiritu ascribed to Albertus Magnus. The
free spiritual man " forsakes God for God's sake," i.e. denies any supramundane

nature of God, and with consciousness and will himself becomes God, does not

recognise the specific Godhead of Christ, because every spiritual man is like

Christ, and rejects the whole dogma and authority of the Church. The deified

man is also free from the commandments of Christ; any ecclesiastical statute

only hinders the good, viz. the spirit of sovereign divine freedom in man, who

' Hekele (Kxopfler), VI. 130.

- DoLLIXGEK, II. 518.

^ Keference is to be made to the Apostolicals of Sogarolli, who arose out of

the Franciscan movement itself, p. 421.
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is above all sin, no longer requires any ecclesiastical mediation of salvation and

acts out of inward divine freedom. Along with the transcendency of God and

heavenlj^ things, belief in judgment, hell, purgatory, and resurrection naturally

fall away.

The views of this sect had arisen out of the theoretic speculation

of men of higher culture, but yet were able to fill elements of the

populace, which had grown doubtful of the Church and were socially

uprooted, with radical fanaticism. In the free religious societies of

the Beghards, these heretics persecuted by the Church, with their

doctrine of hostility to the Church, found refuge and sympathy.

Even here they gave the appearance of a higher sort of religious

life, which carried away religiously excited and uneducated people.

Hence, in the course of the thirteenth and far on into the fourteenth

century, these tendencies appear so allied with the Beghards that

they are actually designated by this name. They themselves take

the name of secta liberi spiritus et voluntarke paupertatis^ also parvi

fatres et sorores, and it is intelligible how, with their religious radi-

calism, they were able to attain the semblance of a religious, higher

perfection in the eyes of the multitude. Communistic ideas easily

combine with the mystical pantheism of the deification and sublime

perfection of the poor. The spiritually perfect has a right to the

enjoyment of the good things of this earth without labour ;
thus, the

ideal of poverty turns over into its opposite. Along with the here-

tical and visionary ideas of these Beghards, the material interests of

the mendicant Orders also stir up feeling against them. On the

Ehine the people seem to have preferred to give to the Beghards

rather than to the mendicant friars. Beghards openly contradicted

the sermons of the Minorites, and the latter, in 1308, called in the

help of Duns Scotus, their famous scholastic chief, to defend them

at Cologne. As early as 1306, Archbishop Henry of Cologne

adopted persecuting measures against the dangerous heretics, and in

1311, Clemext v., probably induced by the mendicant friars,

issued a general condemnation of the Beguine system. In doing so

Clement, without further comment, ascribed the errors of the sect

of the Free Spirit to the free Beghards, but excepted the female Be-

guines, who led a penitential life in their houses, from the persecut-

ing measures. The latter were also protected by John XXII., who

judged them entirely as Tertiaries of the mendicant Orders. The

so-called Alexians, fratres cellitae, also called Lollhards by the

people, who associated themselves in Antwerp soon after 1300 for

works of mercy, bore a similar character to that of these Beghards,

who were well disposed towards the Church. They also did
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not entirely escai:)e the suspicion of tlie Churcli and the persecutions

of the Inquisition, which Gregory XI. sought to keep within limits.^

And here, too, the name Beghards (Lollards, Suestriones) itself is

used in a heretical sense and the churchly and piously living poor

of this sort are only warned againt being confounded with these

heretics. Boniface IX. as late as 1394 took those who lived in

accord with the Church under his protection, so far as they did not

follow a rule reprobated by the Churcli.

^ Bulls to the German and Ketherland bishops, 1374-77.
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The Time of the Western Schism and the Great Councils.

1. The Schism, the Reforming Councils of Pisa and Kostnitz and the Papacy

till the Death of Martin V.

Sources: BAmn. Thxriy^A, vitce Pontif. liom., Venet. 1479, Norimb. 1-481 and

frequently, especially the Dutch editions of 1G40, 1645 and 1664, s. 1. in 12

;

Theod. de Niem, dp vita et factis Johannis XXIII., in Meibom, Scr. r. Germ.,

I. 5. The vitae of all the popes in Mi-ratori, Sc. r. Hal. Ill, T. and II.

;

Theod. de Niem (Niheira in Westphalia, Secretary to Gregor}', XI., 1395-

99 Bishop of Verden, died at Kostnitz in 1417), de schismate inter j^apas et

antij)apas and Nemits unionis, Basil. 1560 and frequently ; the rest of the

writings vindicated as his by Lenz {drei Tractate, Marb. 1876), as also

many others, in the chief work ; H. v. d. Hardt, Magnum cecum. Con-

cilium Const., Lips. 1700 sq. (where also the Acts of Pisa and Const.=
Mansi XXVII.) ; Theodorici Vrie, de consolatione eccl. libri 4 (in v. d.

Hardt I., I. as hi.st. cone. Const.) ; Leoxardi Aretini, rerurn sua temp, in

Ifal. gest. comment., in Miratori, Scr. r. Itcd. XIX., 909. Literature :

BvPVYii, hist, du .'!chisme,Tiiv. 1654; Lenfant, hist, du Cone, de Const.,

2nd ed., Amst. 1727 ; Bourgeois de Chastexot, nouv. hist, du Cone, de

Constance, ou Vonfait voir comhien la France a contribue a Vextinction

du Schisme, Par. 1718 ; Wessencerg, d. grossen Kirchenversammlungen

des 15. u. 16. Jh., Const. 1840 sqq. ; Eaumer in the hist. Tb. 1849 ; E.

HiJBLER, die Constanzer Reforination it. die Concordate von 1418; K.

Zimmermaxn, die Kirchl. Veyfassungskiimpfe d. 15. Jh., Bresl. 1882
;
Hefele

VI. and VII. ; Lindner, G. d. dtsch. B.'s vom Ende d. 14. Jli., I. 1 and 2,

Braunschw. 1875-80.

The return of Gregory XI. to Eome, which had become a wilderness,

did not overcome the antagonistic interests. After liis death,

which shortly ensued, the Archbishop of Bari, Bartholomeo Prig-

nano, was elected as Urban VI. (1378-1389) by a compromise be-

tween the Italian and some of the French Cardinals (the so-called

Limousin party). The Romans assailed the conclave with the

demand for a Roman pope. To silence them the aged Cardinal

Tibaldeschi was at first apparently elected, but after peace was

established Urban was crowned. But, having no real adherents

among the cardinals, Urban alienated men's minds by his ecclesi-

astical rigour and passionate severity. The French cardinals escaped,

and being favoured b}^ Charles V. of France, declared Urban's elec-

tion to have been obtained by force, and, on the 20th September, 1378,
470
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at Fondi, without the few Italian cardinals daring to protest,

elevated the violent Cardinal Eobert of Geneva as Clement VII.

(1378-94). The momentous schism was complete, and the French

king is said to have said :
" Now am I pope." ^ Clement allured

Duke Lewis of Anjou to combat his opponent, Urban, by the prospect

of obtaining a large part of the State of the Church. The latter

had on his side the weighty spiritual voices of the two Catherines,

the dyer's daughter of Siena, a female Tertiary of the Dominicans,

and the Swedish daughter of S. Birgitta of Sweden. In spite of

the support of Queen Johanna of Naples, Clement was unable to

maintain his position in Italy against the papal Compagnia de San

Giorgio (Count Alberico), fled to France (Avignon), and was here

also acknowledged by the University of Paris, further by Scotland,

Savoy, Lorraine, and the Spanish kingdoms, while the Emperor

Charles IV., with the greater part of the German empire, England,

and the northern kingdoms, adhered to Urban, and in Italy, rent

asunder as it was, at least central Italy, for the most part decided

for him through the influence of Catherine of Siena. LTrban be-

stowed the fief of Naples on Johanna's heir-apparent, Duke Charles

of Durazzo (the nephew of King Lewis of Hungarj^, p. -447), took

Johanna prisoner, and on the approach of Lewis of Anjou (the

then Regent of France) prepared for her a bloody end. Lewis,

indeed, died in 1384, but Urban now fell into conflict with Charles

of Durazzo on account of Capua, and was besieged by him in a

castle near Salerno. Having escaped to Genoa, the headstrong

Pope caused five cardinals, who had fallen under his suspicion, to

be executed. He refused to invest Ladislaus of Naples, the son of

the just deceased Charles, with the fief, and the j^oung Lewis II.

of Anjou conquered Naples, so that the prospects of the French

Pope grew. Then Urban died in 1389, and his successor, Boniface

IX. (1389-14(34) took the side of Ladislaus, established his authority

in the State of the Church and in the restless Eome, but for that

purpose he practised the art of money making, not less than his

French opponent. His attempt to induce King Wenzel to under-

take an advance on Rome in his interest came to wreck on the

disturbances in the empire and in Wenzel's hereditary lands, and

he was unable to attract King Charles VI. of France to his side.

The distress of the schism was felt with ever-increasing j^ressure.

In 1394 the University of Paris caused numerous written opinions

as to its abolition to be presented and submitted to the judgment

of a commission. The resultant proposals were laid before the king

1 StKr. Ib73, 151.
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by Nicholas of Clemanges. The schism was to be aboUshed either

via cessionis (by the abdication of both popes), or vid compromissi

(trial of claims by arbiters), or vid synodi (a General Council), and

the pope who should not submit to the decision was to be treated

as a heretic. The King received the memorial of the University in

a friendly manner, but, being brought round by the intrigues of

Clement VII. and Cardinal Petrus de Luna, imposed silence on the

University, which now threatened to suspend its lectures and preach-

ings. After the death of Clement VII. (12th September, 1394), the

election of the astute Aragonese, Petrus de Luna, as Pope Benedict

XIII. (1394-1409), which ensued as early as 22nd September,

rendered vain the exertions for the abolition of the schism. In

spite of his promises of peace given before the election, he evaded

all the efforts of the King, the University, and the French prelates,

and finally declared that he would never resign. France and the

majority of the French Cardinals at a General Synod (1398) then

expressly renounced Benedict XIIL, and a few other powers

followed. Benedict became a prisoner in his palace at Avignon
under the care of the Duke of Orleans.

On the other hand Richard of England and King Wenzel took

up the French plan of overcoming the schism by the abdication

of both popes. But Wenzel was shortly deposed himself (1400).^

In France, where Benedict had the Duke of Orleans on his side,

his imprisonment awakened new sympathy for him, and, in the

University, Geeson and Nicholas of Clemanges raised a protest

against the legality of the above-mentioned withdrawal of obedience.

Besides, it was seen how the French crown was taking financial

advantage of this period of interregnum. Benedict fled from

Avignon, and in return for certain promises obtained the sub-

mission of France and of at least a part of the University to

obedience to him. After the death of the Roman Pope, Boniface

IX. (1st October, 1404), the intolerable state of affairs was prolonged

by the elevation of Innocent VII. (1404-6). The latter, expert in

affairs and a patron of science, in spite of all the promises he had
given, was bound, by regard to King Ladislaus of Naples, who
bridled the rebellious Romans for him, to go into negotiations for

an agreement with his opponent only so far as Ladislaus' claims on

Naples were kept guarded. A revolt in Rome, occasioned by the

insolent action of a papal nephew, compelled Innocent to flee, and

at the same time he made an enemy of Ladislaus. Benedict XIIL
€ame to Italy under French protection, ostensibly for the purpose

^ On the ambigvious conduct of Boniface IX. vid. Hefble, VI. 734.

C.H.—VOL. IL I I
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of negotiations with Innocent, really to utilize in his own favour

the Eoman revolt. But Innocent was again reconciled to the

Romans and Ladislaus.

The French general synod of 140G was again nearly at the

point of withdrawing obedience from Benedict XIII. Then Inno-

cent YII. died, and his Roman successor, Gregory XII. (140G-

9), again gave the most conciliatory assurances. On the basis of

the stipulations of the Treaty of Marseilles a meeting of the two

popes at Savona was to bring about peace. Benedict actually

betook himself thither ; Gregory, from Lucca, protracted the negotia-

tions. His cardinals then abandoned him, and the French Church

proclaimed obedience to Benedict. At the invitation of the French

king, Germany, Hungary, and Bohemia issued declarations of

neutralit}'. Benedict fled to Perpignan, and the cardinals of both

sides in Leghorn summoned a General Council to Pisa for 1409.

The brilliant assembly met in March, 1409. Along with cardinals

and prelates there appeared the abbots of various orders and

numerous masters of theology and doctors of canon and Roman
law, as well as the ambassadors of princes. Without attending to

the protestation of the non-appearing popes, of Ruprecht of Germany,

and Ladislaus of Naples, who still adhered to Gregory XII., the

Council adopted the fundamental principle that even •without a

pope it represented the universal Church, and declared the

two popes as schismatics and heretics to be i^so facto deposed. The

cardinals were obliged to swear to take care that the Pope to be

elected should be bound to carry through the reforms before the

dismissal of the Council. But the Cardinal Archbishop of Milan^

Petrus Filargio, who was now elevated as Alexander V., after

granting unimportant concessions, postponed the works of reform

till a Council to be held after three years, and, as a weak instru-

ment in the hands of the cardinals, continued the trade in benefices

in the hitherto existing manner. Instead of two popes there were

now three, for Naples, and other parts of Italy and Germany still

adhered to Gregory XII., Spain and Scotland to Benedict. All

hopes of reforms through the instrumentality of the Pope disappeared,

when, on the death of Alexander (1410), the Cardinal Legate,

Balthasar Cossa, who had already dominated Alexander, succeeded

as John XXIII. , a man of rude force of character, crafty and

daring, dissolute and ready for any crime. At the Council at Rome,

which had been promised for 1412, there appeared but a few Itahans,

because no one trusted him. Hard pressed by Ladislaus of Naples,

he was obliged to seek the protection of the Emperor Sigismund in
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Upper Italy and could no longer evade bis urgent pressure for a

Greneral Council. The latter was summoned, in accordance with

the EmjDeror's wish, to the Grerman city of Kostnitz. John actually

appeared there in all pomp (October, 1-414), the Emperor, with

numerous princes and lords. In accordance with the general terms

of the invitation there appeared not only prelates proper (bishops

and mitred abbots), but numerous other ecclesiastical notables to

whom the right of voting was conceded, especially a great crowd

of masters and doctors of theology and canon law, also the ambas-

sadors of princes and cities. By this circumstance, and by the new
order of business (voting by nations not by heads), resistance was

offered to the preponderance of the Italian votes. The decisive

discussions were conducted in the separate assemblies of the nations,

where princes and doctors exercised influence also, and the com-

bined resolutions were published at the general sessions. The
Council declared itself to be independent even in regard to the

Council of Pisa, so as to be unhindered in the deposition of all three

popes, even of John. Intimidated by a written accusation against

him which was put in circulation, John declared himself ready to

abdicate, but escaped from Kostnitz with the help of Frederick of

Austria, and declared his concessions to have been forced and to be

invalid. But the dissolution of the Council which was thus

threatened was averted by the firmness of the Emperor and

Gerson's powerful words. The assembly declared itself the legiti-

mate representative of the universal Church, which even the Pope

was bound to obey in matters of reform. The attempt to weaken

the import of this resolution of the nations was rejected.^ John

was again imprisoned and given by the Emperor into the guardian-

ship of the Palgrave Lewis. It was only subsequently, under Martin,

that he was released for a ransom. Gregory XII. caused his

ambassador, Malatesta, to announce his voluntary resignation in

presence of the Council in a form in which it was subsequently

possible to find the acknowledgment by the Council of his previous

legitimacy. But Benedict XIII, finally tired out his own party
;

the Spaniards abandoned him and (October, 1416), as the fifth

nation (alongside of Italy, Germany, France and England), entered

the Council by which Benedict was deposed as a heretic in 1417.

^ As to the authentic text of the relative decree of 16th March and 6th April,

1415, vid. J. Friedrich, SBA. 1871. These resolutions form the chief stum-

bling-block of the later curialists, who, in opposition to the Galileans, sought

to limit the superiority of the Council over the Pope, then declared, to the

then existing case of the schism.
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He, however, maintained himself along with a^ few cardinals in the

small mountain fortress of Peniscola in the province of Valencia.

At the Council, which from the end of the year 1417 was almost

universally acknowledged, as early as the 17th April, 1415, it had
been desired to exclude the cardinals from all discussions on union

and reform. To anticipate this the cardinals themselves arranged

the institution of a commission of their own for church reform

(eight out of each nation and three cardinals). But the greatest

difficulties soon showed themselves in the conflict of interests and

the apprehension that, by shaking the hitherto existing foundations

of the constitution of the Church, a complete ecclesiastical revolution

would be hurried on. Hence the Emperor and the Germans, who
at first were also supported by England, met with strong opposition

to their demand that the reforms should be carried out before the

election of a new pope. The French nation itself, which at first

was the chief supporter of the ideas of reform, allied itself with

Italy and Spain in favour of the priority of the election of the new
pope.^ Through the mediation of England a united resolution was

come to, that the new Pope should be bound, before the dissolution

of the Council, to carry out with the latter, or with the deputies of

the nations, the reforms in regard to the head of the Church and

the Roman Curia. The reformation in memhr'is^ i.e., the general

programme of reform, was thus abandoned out of regard to the

numerous private interests. The demands for reform were enumer-

ated by name in eighteen articles. The Council then promulgated

the few points already accepted by all the nations : the repeated hold-

ing of General Councils ; the oath to be taken by the new Pope, es-

pecially at the General Councils ; a regulation against the translation

of prelates and against the so-called ji«s spolii. The Cardinal Legate

Otto Colonna was then elected as Martix V. (11th November, 1417)

by the cardinals and six votes out of each nation. The Pope, the

first for a long period who was again universally acknowledged,

swallowed, as it were, the authority of the Council. The rules of

Chancery, which he issued in the traditional fashion, presupposed

the continuance of the abuses which had been so emphatically

combated, and in the new commission of reformation the conflicting

interests asserted themselves as a hindrance. In the answer to the

so-called Decree of Caution- Martin showed himself ready to make

' The University of Paris had a strong interest in the right of coHation to

benefices which was threatened by reform. Nor did the cardinals disdain

bribery for the sake of breaking the resistance of the German nation.

^ liesponsio in v. d. Hakdt, I. 1017; also in Hubler, 128.
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certain concessions (limitation of the papal reservations and ex-

spectancies, the annates, servitia, and exemptions), but avoided

entering upon other points of complaint, and expressly rejected the

consideration of the thirteenth article, the question as to on account

of what things and how the Pope could be punished and deposed-

The Council now resolved to sanction the articles of the Decree of

Caution so far as they had found agreement, and in regard to the

rest to leave particular deviations to the individual nations. The

former took place by the seven decrees of the 43rd session (21st

March, 1417), the latter only by means of the Concordats after the

close of the Council.

The German Concordat and the so-called French, which, however, according to

the new attitude of parties also contains the settlement for Spain and Italy, were

concluded on the 2nd May, 1418, the English on the 12th July. The content of

these Concordats relates to the limitation of the number of the cardinals, their

qualifications, and the share of the College of Cardinals in their nomination;

further, to the limitation of the papal reservations by the recognition of the

canonical right of election for cathedrals and abbeys, and to the more exact

demarcation of the claims of the Pope as against the rights of the ordinaries in

appointment to benefices. Of all more important benefices of papal collation

the Pope retained the annates at the level of half of the year's revenues, and

the abolition of the exemptions of recent times from the jurisdiction was only

attained under considerable limitations. In regard also to the abolition of the

commendatory investitures, exceptions were made in favour of the revenues of

the cardinals. The disj)ensationes ab ordine, which were so detrimental to

the spiritual activity of the clergy, were abolished ; those from the obligation

of residence were at least limited (in the English Concordat) and several other

jn'ovisions were made.

Even at the Council itself the Pope had declared appeals from the pope to a

council and protests against him in matters of faith to be inadmissible, when

the Poles, who had come in as a sixth nation, had in vain required of the Pope

the condemnation of a rebellious treatise by the Dominican Johannes of

Falckenbekg against their king, and (when Martin, out of regard to the Teu-

tonic Order in Prussia, would not enter upon the matter) had appealed to the

General Council. Finally, Martin, in contradiction of his concessions in the

act of reform, granted the Emperor Sigismund an ecclesiastical title, confirmed

the decisions of the Council, and dissolved it on the 22nd April, 1418. Accom-

panied by the Emperor vSigismund and the Elector of Brandenburg he left

Kostnitz, where such bold ideas of reform had been buried by meagre conces-

sions of a financial character which did not at all touch the real source of the

corruptions. A reformatio ecdesice in capite et menahris had been turned into

a bargain about the interests of the national churches (the prelates and the

secular power) ; and even the good intention, merely to carry out honourably

what had been attained, was lacking. The old complaints of the monetary

exactions of the Curia went on. In France and England the secular power

sought to maintain its independent authority in ecclesiastical things. Hence

France resisted the recognition of the Concordat ; it was not till 1424 that the

young King Charles gave way on this first point. The Council certainly left

behind it the impression of an important shock to the papal system, but showed
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itself entirely fruitless for the spiritual renewal of ecclesiastical life, as is shown
above all by the fate of Hus {vid. iiifra). It did certainly take under its pro-

tection the cause of the Brothei'S of the Common Life against the attacks of the

Mendicant Friars, and in the question of the murder of tj-rants championed

the morality of the Church.

Martin V., having returned to Italy, brought the State of the Church to order

and submission, and did much for the utterljj- impoverished and degraded

Home, which, in greater peace and security, soon ceased to smart over the loss

of its political independence. In so doing, Martin stood more than ever in need

of financial resources, and practised nepotism in unlimited fashion in order to

create a firm support in his famih% the Colonnas. The promised council he

summoned to Pavia in 1423, but before its beginning transferred it to Siena

and soon dissolved it : a new council was to be held seven years later. The
general desire for a council was further strengthened by the dangers which Avere

threatened on the part of the Hussites. From England came the threat that

the nation would itself take in hand ecclesiastical reforms. In France, the

demand of the University became more pressing, and in Rome itself advertise-

ments on the walls threatened the withdrawal of obedience in case of long

delay. Martin then commanded Cardinal Julius C-esarixi (the leader of the

Hussite Crusade) to open and preside over a council, but at the same time gave
him authority to dissolve or transfer it under certain circumstances. Soon
thereafter Mai'tin died (1431), of whom it may be said that he already founded
the restoration of the spiritual and secular Papacy and buried the hope of reform.

2. The Aggravated Ecclesiastical Abuses under the Schism.
Sources : the tractate de ruina ecclesice in the Avorks of Nicholas of Clemanges,

ed. Lydius, 1G13, and better in H. v. d. Hardt, coiic. Const., I., HI. 1 sqq.

;

TiiEOD. DE NiMES, l.c. (especially, II. 7) ; Mattiut^;us de Cracovia, de sqnolori-

bus liomaace citrice in Walch, Moitinn. medil cevi, I. 1 ; Ajypelatio intcr-

posita jKT universif. Par. 6. Jan. 140G in Martene et Dur., Thesaurus, II.

1295
; various official documents on the Council of Constance, such as the

declaratio of the natlo gallicana de annatis nan salvcndls in v. d. Hardt,
I., XIII. 764.

The art of opening new sources to supply the needs of the Roman
Curia and the avarice of ecclesiastical dignitaries, which the popes

practised increasingly and with ever-growing recklessness at

Avignon, reached its highest point among the rival popes of the

Schism, who, in the limitation of the circle of their power, sought

so much the more zealously to cover their deficits.

From the modest beginnings of the preces et mandata de providendo (p. 297),

there had been developed the papal Reservations or Provisions on occasion

of appointments to posts in the whole church. The power, alreadj^ exercised

by Innocent III., to dispose of benefices the holders of which, died in Eome,
had become a fixed right and was extended bj^ Boniface YIII. But among all

sorts of titles of right, the Avignonensian popes increased reservations of this

character, especially Clement Y., John XXII., and Clement VL, the last of whom
was of opinion that his predecessors had not rightlj' understood how to be

popes. The papal conferment of lucrative benefices took place from motives
quite other than those of spiritual requirements and in open violation of

canonical principles. Against the regulation of so-called incompatibilitj' the

benefices were accumulated in favoured hands. Even bishoprics and abbacies
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were conferred in the form of commends for a lifetime without obligation of

personal exercise of office. The Council of Vienne, in 1311, already raised bitter

complaints as to the accumulation of benefices, in consequence of which, really

active priests were abandoned to poverty, although Clement Y. had at one time

taken a start to make an end of this nuisance.^ Ecclesiastical order was thus

gravely injured by the popes themselves in their own interest and frequently in

that of the princes and especially of the French kings, on whom they were

dependent. The papal money-tax continually increased in the fourteenth

century for all possible business of the curia, dispensations, appeals, granting

of privileges, etc. From all bishops, the ordination of whom had become a

papal reserved right since the middle of the thirteenth century, the so-called

servitia camerse papae or servitia communia, fixed at the level of a year's

income, were demanded. From these the papal annates are further to be

distinguished. After the analogy of the feudal relationship, the bishops, in the

case of each vacancy of a benefice in their dioceses, had claimed the revenue

of the first year as jus deportuum, annalia, annata, appealing to usage or

special papal privileges. The popes themselves now required annates of this

sort as medii fructus of the first year from all the (reserved) benefices, to

collect which special collectores frugum were appointed. Under Benedict XIII.

these annates are said to have brought in 200,000 francs yearly. The popes also

caused the gratisg exspectativae (conferment of the expectation of benefices to

ibecome vacant in the future) to be paid to themselves, exercised the odious jus

sioolii (p. 309) and delayed the filling up of vacant benefices for years in order

to draw the so-called vacantia. In addition they finally practised to the detri-

ment of the Church the proclamation of ecclesiastical tithes, partly for them-

selves, partly for secular princes. On the Roman side, even the rigorous Urban
VI. could not escape the power of the system. But Boniface IX. discarded all

consideration. He also bestowed the expectation of one and the same benefice

on several candidates in return for immediate payment. In Eome it became a

business to advance the requisite sums for usurious interest to place-seeking

clergy. In this connection zealous curialists asserted that the Pope could never

be guilty of simony.

Alongside of the trade in spiritual posts there grew the most

.shameless application of indulgence, which for these popes was a

mere audacious financial speculation.

Outstanding schoolmen, such as Franciscus Mayron and Durandus a S. Por-

tiano expressed the greatest scruples against this nuisance, but contented them-

selves with the usage sanctioned hy the Church. Clement YI. founded on this

the reduction of the Jubilee Indulgence from one hundred to fifty years.- Out

of regard to the refractory Ptomans, Urban A^I., in 1389, reduced the term to the

thirty-third year, and Boniface IX., in 1390, recovered the term which had

accordingly expired. The payment of the travelling money sufficed instead of

a pilgrimage to Eome. To prolong it, in the succeeding years indulgence

was granted for visiting particular towns (Cologne, Magdeburg). From the

colossal sums paid for the jubilee indulgence some churches in Eome were re-

stored, but most of the money flowed into the hands of the Pope to pay for his

political enterprises and his buildings. Among the papal proclamations of

indulgence there were some which granted indulgence from penalty and guilt,

^ The Bull of 1307 : Extravagantes communes de jncebendis^ cap. II.

- Bull : UnigemtKS, of the 27th January, 1343.
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and shameless traffickers in indulgences also pardoned all sins without penance

for money. The commissioners enriched themselves, but had frequently to

disgorge their fraudulent gains and atone in imprisonment. The trade was
most shamelessl.v pursued by Balthasar Cossa (afterwards John XXIII.). Re-

sistance to the abuse was threatened as heresy and hostility to the apostolic See

and reduced to silence. After i-eaping a rich harvest, Boiaiface IX. sought to

screen himself by retracting the indulgences granted as surreptitiously obtained

or extorted from the papal mercy. The opportunities of gaining daily in-

dulgence increased ; these were bestowed for repetition of the Ave Mary and

for accompanying the Sacrament to the sick. Accordingly the fines at the-

episcopal synodal courts became sources of money for the bishops and their

officials. In many places the chosen synodal witnesses became paid informers

{exploratores, 2^^'07notores), who snatched at accusations, so that the persons

concerned might ransom themselves.

To tlie abuses whicli proceeded from the papal Curia there corre-

sponds naturally the increase of general ecclesiastical corruption..

The extraordinary prevalence of exemptions of churches, monasteries,

chapters, etc., undermined ecclesiastical order and discipline, and,

degraded the spiritual authority of the bishops, whose entanglement

in a multitude of earthly affairs of law and controversies likewise

stifled their spiritual office. The example of the Papal Court

strengthened the entire secular attitude of the hierarchy, which sees

nothing in the spiritual office but the rich living, and in its opulence

is separated bj^ a deep gulf from the for the main part oppressed con-

dition of the parochial clergy,^ who, on the average, like a large part

of the monks, sank into ignorance, rudeness and meanness. The old

curse of the enforced celibacy of the clergy produced its poisonous

fruits, and the synods mostly confined themselves to measures against

open concubinage, which, however, afibrded the best means of pro-

tection, where, as in Norway and Ireland, it had become a universally

recognised, socially respected alliance, as in the Pyrensean peninsula,.

where it was entered into under promise of indissolubility.- The

few priests who really kept themselves chaste were derided or

laid under base suspicions. The laity regard the concubinage of

the priests as a security for their wives and daughters. Accord-

ing to ..Eneas Silvius, the Frisians would admit no celibate priests.

The fines imposed on concuMnarii puhlici were regarded as payment

whereby the pastors purchased toleration, and became sources of

income to the bishops.

The relation of the secular to the ecclesiastical powers is essentially

altered {vid. siipm^ chap. I. 4, p. 460), In Germany, in the con-

' Therein Nicolaus Oresimus of Eouen, in a sermon preached before Urban "\

.

in 1363, sees a sure sign of the near ruin of the Church.
^ Vid. Synod of Valladolid in 1822, which interdicts it ecclesiastically.
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Hict of Lewis tlie Bavarian with tlie Curia, the electors at least

attain the security of their right of election, and in the Golden Bull

of Charles IV. a result is reached which is of politico-legal import-

ance. In France the policy of the kings, changing according to the

interests of the Church, favours national emancipation. In Italy,

amid the political party conflicts, the civic republics and tyrannies

only reckon with the spiritual claims as factors in secular power, and

in England the national feeling rises successfully against papal inter-

ferences. The schism makes the Papacy, divided against itself, to

a great extent dependent on the good-will of the secular rulers and

so inclined to all sorts of concessions. The conflict against the in-

terference of the spiritual jurisdiction in secular order shows itself

most decidedly everywhere. In Italy it is often violently disre-

garded, in Switzerland the Parsons' Letter of 1370 puts an end to

clerical assumptions, in Germany the lively spirit of independence in

the cities combats, often successfully, against the encroachments of

the clergy, and even the prelates in their position as secular landlords

recognise that secular affairs are the business of the secular court

only. In France the spiritual jurisdiction, which just here is

specially extensive, leads to constant friction between barons and

prelates. By conferring the tonsure, many laymen, even married

men, were made clergy, in order to withdraw them from secular

jurisdiction. Under Philip of Valois negotiations were conducted

in 1329 between barons and prelates on the thwarting of the secular

jurisdiction by the growing spiritual claims.^ But the King, in-

duced by political considerations, contented himself with some

assurances of the bishops, and the provincial synods held fast to the

spiritual jurisdiction and defended it with the spiritual weapon of

excommunication.

But the tendency of the age more and more took the side of

secular interests and found a powerful support in the Parliament

of Paris. This latter, now permanently sitting, superior tribunal

for the old royal crown domain, into which Philip in 1319 had

refused entrance to the prelates, obtained a powerful influence

especially under Charles V., prevented the encroachments of the

spiritual jurisdiction and claimed the right to decide in all matters

of secular property. In Germany it was especially the cities which

opposed and limited by all sorts of measures the excessive increase

of spiritual property.

' Actio Petri cle Cycjnerils et Petri Bertrandi dejurisdictione ecclesicB, in

GOLDAST, Monarchia, II. 13G1 (also in Bibl. max. Lugd., XXVI. 1G5).
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3. John Wiclif/

JSources: Hexrici de Kxygiiton (a contemporary), de eventthus An(jU(z

i(.sqite ad a 1395 in EoG. Twisdeni sa-ipt. X. hist. An<jl., London 1G52

sqq. ; Thoji. Walsix(;ham (about 1440), hist. Anglica major; in Camdeni

.script, rer. Angl.. Lond. 1574, Frankf. 1692; W.'s writings, Trialogus

(ed. pr. 1525), ed. Lechleu, Oxf . 1869 ; Forthal and Maddex, The holy

Bible ill the earliest English versions, Oxf. 1850 sqq., 4 vols, and thereof

the X.T. ed. by W. W. Skeat, Oxf. 1879 (ah-eady edited by Lewis in 1731).

Some English treatises in J. H. Todd, Three ti^eatises, Dubl. 1851 ;
Tii.

Arnold, Select English icorks of J. TF., Oxf. 1869-71; Matthew, English

works of J. W. hitherto imprinted, London 1880 (Early English Text

Society) ; Lechler in the Life of W., II. 574-621, and in a Universitiits-

progr., Lpz. 18G3 ; R. Buddexsieg, W. de Christo et adversario suo anti-

chri.sto, Gotha 1880; W. W. Shirley, fascicidi zizaniorum mag. J. II'.,

Lond. 1865 (SrBr.) ; E. Buddexsieg, Folemlcal works of J. W. in Latin,

2 vols., 1883 (by commission of the Wyclif Society), and simiiltaneously

J. W.'s lateinische Streitschriften, Lpzg. 1883. Among the further pub-

lications of the Wyclif Society especially, De civili domino by Eeg. Laxe

Poole, 1885, De ecclesia by Loserth, 1886, and the 3 vols, of sermones by

the same, 1887-89. Cf. ZKG., IX. 523 s^ic^.- Literature : along with the

older works of J. Lewis (1720) and E. Vaughan (1828, 1831 and again in

1853), vid. specially Shirley 1. c. and V. G. Lechler, J. v. TF., Lpz. 1873»

2 vols. ; Montagu Burrow, W.'s p)lace in hi.^tory, Lond. 1882; Losekth,

JJus and IF, Prag u. Lpz. 1884, and E. Buddexsieg, J. W. u. s. Zeit,

Halle 1885.

In the agitated life of the English nation of the fourteenth cen-

tury, lull of warlike successes and growing prosperity, the national

feeling arose against the avarice and assumption of the Avignonen-

sian Papacy, which besides was dependent on France, the national

enemy.

In 1343 Edward III. decidedly vindicated the rights of the croAvn as the

highest court of appeal in civil and criminal matters, even against the Church,

mid also his jurisdiction in matters of the patronage of English benefices,

sharply opposed with the support of Parliament the monetary exactions of the

Eoman Curia, especially the papal reservations and provisions, and made the

intercourse of the Curia with the English clergy conditional on special consent.

As he regarded the free election by the chapter as a concession by the crown

afforded by renouncing the royal nomination of bishops, which was uulliticd

by the interference of the papal provisions, he ordained in the Statute of pro-

visors of benefices of 1350, that in every case in which the Pope attempted to

confer office the King had the right of filling up the post; every attempt of

a pretender nominated by the Pope to enter into enjoyment of the emoluments,

either personally or by commissioners, is punished with arrest until satisfaction

be offered and solemn renunciation of all claims. With this end the Statute

of praemunire " of 1363 prohibited the carrying of matters that belonged to the

1 On the spelling of the name vid. Lechler, I. 2G7, note, and Buddexsieg,

p. 92.

- The word arose out of a corruption of pra^monere.
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royal .jurisdiction before a foreign tribunal and appeal from the former to the

latter. The anti-ecclesiastical temper of the nation directed itself against the

secularisation of the Church generally, and particularly against the Mendicant

Friars, who were so greatly favoured by Rome and who had been at one time

received as the people's poor preachers with great reverence, but now asserted

an oppressive preponderance. Archbishop Eichakd (Fitz-Ralf) of Armagh

raised his voice against the moral value of mendicancy, the encroachments of

the Mendicant Friars on the parochial pastorate and their excessive growth,

and on account of his attacks was obliged to defend himself before Innocent VI.

at Avignon, where he died. But among the people, their avarice and the man-

ner in which they took advantage of pious superstition, even the meanness and

luifoonery of many of them, excited derision and hatred. Under the grave

social oppression of the populace, especially of the fleeced peasantry, which

forms the dark side of the otherwise brilliant and joyful life of the time of

Edward III., a sense of the suffering of the people and its profoimd state of

religious neglect makes itself keenly felt and turns against the secularisation

of the Church and its alienation from its proper spiritual duties. This finds a

popixlar expression of far-reaching effect in the poem, " The Vision of
^

Piers

FlougJnnan,'' ^ ascribed to a priest or monk named Langland. To the joyous

delight of a jocimd age in Chaucer's Canterbury Tales are contrasted melancholy

complaints of the corruption which pervades all classes, and which is most

strongly scourged among priests and monks. The poor husbandman, engaged

in homely toil and living in the fear of God, hopes for relief from a King who

will chastise them.

The circumstances touched upon aiforcled a fertile soil for the

reforming efforts of a man who starts from the national ecclesiastico-

poHtical complaints of his people, passes on to the religious needs

of the people who were neglected by the Church, and rises into

conflict with the principles of the system of the Roman Church.

JoHX WicLiF, of an old Anglo-Saxon noble family in Yorkshire,

was born about 1324 in or near the village of AVycliffe,^ which

belonged to his family, and was educated scholastically at Oxford. In

1360 he became president (Master of the Hall) of Balliol College, and

in 1365 was made by Bishop Islep of Canterbury the head of the

College of Canterbury Hall founded by him. But Islep's successor,

Simon Laxgham, filled the college with monks, against which AViclif

maintained his own rights and those of the University in a legal

case of years' duration, which he lost in 1370. Meanwhile Wiclif

defended the crown against Uebax V., who in vain demanded the

feudal tax to the Pope which Edward refused for many years.

Edward's great need of money led to continuous demands in the

Parliament, but at the same time to heavy burdening of church

property and the clergy. The anti- clerical spirit among the Lords

1 The Vision of Fierce Floi(ghman,ed. AVright, London 1856 ; cf. Lechler,

J. W., I. 244 sqq.

- Thus spelt at the present day.
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and Commons brouglit about in 1372 the deposition of the prelates

from the liighest offices of State and the substitution of laymen.

The appearance of a papal agent, Aenold Garnier, who in the

next succeeding years worked as receiver of papal revenues in Eng-

land, excited the temper of the people.^ At the Congress at Bruges

in 1374-75, where, with the co-operation of the Pope, England (the

Duke of Lancaster) negotiated with France, the ecclesiastical com-

plaints against the Curia were also discussed by a commission to

which Wiclif belonged. Gregory XI. made some concessions, but

skilfully avoided all decisions binding for the future, so that the

Parliament of 137G renewed the old complaints of Roman exactions.

"Wiclif, who was already in possession of some benefices, and who had

been made parson of Lutterworth (in the county of Leicester) by the

Crown in 1374, had not hitherto been attacked as to his orthodoxy.

Now, however, Courtenay, the Bishop of London, called Wiclif to

account before the Convocation of clergy (1377), at a time when

the nobles had drawn nearer to the prelates in Oi^position to the

selfish and ambitious plans of the Duke of Lancaster. In Wiclif,

the Duke's protege, a blow was to be struck at the Duke himself.

Wiclif appeared in S. Paul's, accompanied by the Duke of Lan-

caster ; the populace of London took sides against the imperious

Duke, and excesses took place in the church. The widow ot

the Prince of Wales, Johanna, the mother of Richard, the heir-

apparent, interfered as mediatrix. An accusation which was pre-

sented against Wiclif 2 had the effect that Gregory XL, who had

just returned from Avignon to Rome, commissioned the Archbishop

of Canterbury and the Bishop of London with the examination and

eventual arrest of Wiclif, called upon the King and the University

of Oxford to protect orthodoxy, and designated Wiclif a heretic,

who approached the false doctrines of Marsilius of Padua (Bull of

23rd May, 1377). But after Edward's death the first Parliament

under the infant Richard II. exhibited a very excited temper against

the Roman exactions, and Wiclif gave the opinion that the King

of England, in case of need, might legitimately withhold the trea-

sure of the kingdom, even when the Pope demanded the exportation

of the money under threat of ecclesiastical penalties. According

to S. Bernard, he said, the dut}^ of the priesthood was not to rule,

but to serve and help. The fathers had endowed the Church for

the support of its clergy, and not to aggrandise the power of the

* Vid. Lechler, II., Appendix B, 2.

- Vid. the nineteen articles in Walsingham, ed. Ridley, I. 353; also ia

SimiLEY, /ascic. and frequently.
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Eoman Pope. It was only after the prorogation of Parliament (in

the end of December, 1377) that Archbishop Sudbury of Canterbury
commissioned the University of Oxford to determine whether Wiclif
had really taught the principles ascribed to him. Wiclif submitted
himself in the spring to a clerical judicial examination in Lambeth
Palace, and presented a written defence ; the citizens of London,
with great energy, and the Queen, through the Knight Clifford,

interceded in Wiclif 's favour, and the assembly contented itself with
forbidding him to proclaim these principles in lectures and sermons,
because they gave offence to the laity. Shortly thereafter Gregory
XI. died, and the schism broke out.

Up to this point in Wiclifs efforts the national interest of resist-

ance to the claims of Rome stood in the foreground. But, as a
matter of fact, they already amounted to radical opposition to the
idea of a spiritual compulsory power in general. Not dominium^ but
ministerium is the business of the priesthood. Not the possession

of dominion, but the alms of believers are assigned to the clergy.

The power to dispose of secular property, even that which has been
bestowed on the Church, is the attribute of the secular power, which,
in case of misuse, can withdraw it from the Church, and the Church
has no right to extort the temporalities by the use of spiritual

penalties. The Pope's power of the keys is different in no respect

from that of any ordinary priest, and is conditioned by God's law
and will. He binds and looses only in so far as he conforms to the
law of Christ. No man can be excommunicated, because he has
already excommunicated himself. The ideal background for his

views on spiritual and secular power is formed by the ideas of

property and dominion developed in the treatise De dominio divino.

All authority, all property, and all dominion rest upon grace alone.

God is the liege-lord who confers the property on those who are

obedient to Him. There is no unconditional and eternal heritage

of secular dominion, no human title to possession can secure such

;

only he who stands in grace is the true lord ; mortal sin disqualifies

the sinner from administering God's fief: peccans mortalife}' 7ion

habet dominium. With this deeper reaching principle, to which
Wiclif only concedes ideal value, the idea of the specific priesthood

is already broken down. A priest, even the Pope, may legally be
punished and accused by the laity under him.

Wiclif at first still placed hopes in the serious churchly disposi-

tion of Urban VI., but soon undeceived, he regarded both Popes as

apostates and members of anti-Christ, thanked God Avho had split

the head of the serpent in two and made the one half fight against
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the other, and summoned the seciih\r power to take advantage of

the present time for the reformation of the Church. He issued

numerous pamphlets, in Latin and German, and sent out pious men^

incited by himself, as " poor priests " (without vows or formal con-

secration), who, hated by prelates and rich parish priests, and often

mocked at in the cities, were hailed with welcome by the people

with their simple proclamation of the law of Grod, and called forth

great agitation. They were to be what the Mendicant Orders might

have been and become, and what according to their nature as such

all clergy ought to be, poor, impropertied heralds of the GospeL

But the Mendicant Orders had rather become a real cancer in the

Church. Against them in late years AViclif opened an indefatig-

able conflict. In his Latin controversial writings^ he completes-

the breach with the idea of the Church and his idea of the Christian

community or common Christendom. While dogmatically con-

ceived, the Church is the whole bodj^ of the predestinated, Christen-

dom, or the secta Christi, considered empirically, and as an

ecclesiastical polity, expands into the midiitudo Donununi unum

jmfronum (Christum) sequentlum, iinum regulam {lex Christi) admit-

tentium. All sectce privatm., with their claims to special religious

value, are arbitrary and without scriptural foundation, and become

decomposing forces for the one and universal sect of Christ. As such

a private sect he regards the clerus Ccesariu.s^ i.e. the hierarchy of the

prelates and the regular clergy endowed and equipped with rights

of dominion ; further, the older endowed monastic Orders ;
finally,

also the Mendicant Friars who defend the heresy of the prelates

and lords (dominion and exercise of force), to be defended by them

in turn. In the one Christendom there are indeed alongside of the

true Christians ver}' many also wdio are Christians in name, and in

individual cases it is not possible to prove to demonstration who

belongs to the one and who to the other part}^ ; but where Christ is.

adhered to as the sole patron, God's law acknowledged as the sole

rule, and men live quietly in the faith of the Lord Jesus, we may

be confident that the secta Christi exists. Over against the false

sects stands the authorized distinction of the classes recognised by

the Lord, the clergy, the milites (lords) and the viilgares^ whose duty

it is mutually to serve one another.

Wiclif s increasingly exclusive resort to Scripture now occasions.

the great work of the translation of the Bible (according to the

Yulgate) into English, which in the course of its development had

just then become a uniformly perfected literary language, by whose

^ In Bl'ddensieg, 1-536.
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cradle stand the poet Chaucer and the prose writer Wiclif. "With the

help of some disciples, especially Nicholas of Herford, who trans-

lated the greater part of the Old Testament, Wiclif took charge of

the New Testament, and Purvey, another disciple, conducted the

revisal

.

In the conflict against Roman doctrines (on penance, indulgence,

etc.) special notice was excited \y^ his decided controversion of the

scholastic doctrine of Transubstantiation. His twelve condusiones

made even his patron Lancaster anxious, but his confe.ssio ^ of the

loth May, 1381, retracted nothing essential.

It was sought to make Wiclif 's ideas responsible for the frightful

Peasants' War (Wat Tyler) which broke out in the summer of 1381,

during which the King and Court in London were in danger, and

the Archbishop of Canterbury and others were murdered. After

the suppression of the revolt, Couetexay, now made Archbishop of

Canterbury, caused a series of AViclif 's propositions to be rejected at

a synod in London (the Earthquake Synod), but without mentioning

him by name. Measures were adopted for the suppression of the

heresy in Oxford, and the prosecution of the Poor Priests, A law,

which the secular authority placed at the service of the Church for

the prosecution of the heretics, was wrecked on the opposition of

the House of Commons, but was replaced by the King by a j)atent

(20th June, 1382), which gave the Archbishop and his bishops full

power to arrest the heretical preachers. Wiclif and his closest com-

panions in opinion were obliged to leave Oxford, some of the latter

were laid under the ban by the bishop, and the party of the monks

in Oxford gained influence there. Wiclif himself remained un-

attacked in his parish at Lutterworth, whither he had retired, and

seems to have defended himself in person at a Provincial Synod in

Oxford (November, 1382), while he also presented an address to the

King and the Parliament which was just assembling.^ The disposi-

tion of Parliament, which was angry at the dominion of the bishops

which was favoured by the King, probably explains his security.

In his latest years AViclif developed an extraordinary wealth of

literary production. Sermons and treatises in the vernacular were

useful in teaching Scripture and in edification, but also in contro-

\eYSY. In the Trialogns he developed his theology with its philoso-

phico-scholastic pre-suppositions, while he gradually attained greater

clearness and scriptural depth. When Urban VI. caused the Mendi-

cant Friars in England to preach the crusade against the adherents

^ Shirley, Fasc, p. 115 sqq.

2 Vid. Th. Arnold, Select ivorks of J. W., III. 507.
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of the anti-pope Clement in Flanders (the so-called Clementines),

which was undertaken by the warlike Bishop'Spencer in the spring

of 1383, Wiclif rose in his controversial writings Cruciata and De

Christo et adversario suo Anti-christo, to the most incisive opposition

on principle to the Papacy as anti-Christendom. He was cited to

Rome by Pope Urban, but evaded the summons on the ground of a

prohibition of the King's. On the 28th December, 1384, while hear-

ing mass in the church at Lutterworth, he was attacked by apo-

plexy, and died on December 31st.

"Wiclif leftbeliind Lim numerous zealous adherents, scholars at the University

•of Oxford, and many laymen won by the travelling preachers. The preachers

and their adherents among the populace had already in late years been desig-

nated by their opponents as heretical praying-brothers under the name of

Lollards (Lollhards), which had arisen in the Netherlands since the beginning

of the fourteentli century, and had the same meaning as Beghards.' Under the

protection of powerful lords the travelling preachers held assemblies and smaller

conventicles, and tractates appeared in the vernacular, which set up the Bible

as the sole authority against the Pope and hierarchy, acknowledged the right

of every layman to preach the Gospel, denied godless priests the right to the

•ecclesiastical tithes and even the capacity to administer the sacraments and

hear confession, and in general combated the manipulation of confession bj^ the

priests. Evangelical views led individuals, e.g. Walter Brute, to more decided

accentuation of justification by faith alone than is found in Wiclif himself.

But alongside of this there is a radical spiritualism of a Donatist character and

a practical agitation, which at the same time forms these Lollards into an eccle-

siastico-political party, which e.g. in 1395 called upon the Parliament to under-

take thorough-going ecclesiastical reforms in Wiclif's sense. Popular poems

which follow the type of the Vision of the Plowman worked in the same direc-

tion.^ Steps taken by the hierarchy against Wiclif's doctrine and its authority

in Oxford (Provincial Synod of Canterbury under Th. Arundel, 1397) remained

at first of little effect. But when Kichard II. had been overthrown by a hier-

archical and aristocratic conspiracy, and the house of Lancaster had been raised

to the throne in the person of Henry IV., this son of the Lancaster who had

been so favourable to Wiclif, based his youthful power on the bishops, and

placed the state's compulsory power against the Lollards at their disposal. In

the Act of Parliament de comburendo haeretico of 1400, capital punishment

was decreed against heretics for the first time in English legislation, and in ac-

cordance with it many proceedings were taken. One of Wiclif's most intimate

associates, John Purvey (Purney), agreed to recant, while laymen of low estate

suffered martyrdom.^ A declaration of the Chancellor and many masters of

Oxford on the 5th October, 140G, took Wiclif's memory under protection as that

of a brave athlete of the faith, who bad only opposed the blasphemies of some

• Vid. the passages in Leciiler, J. W., II. 4 sqq., and in addition Dollinger,

Beitriige, II. 382, 407 ; cf. supra, p. 475.

2 Leciiler, II. 35 sqq.

3 W. Thorpe's narratives of his trial before Archbishop Arundel in 1409 still

formed favourite reading at the time of the Reformation; vid. J. Fo.XE, Acts

.and Monuments, ed. Townsend, Lond. 1843, III. 250.
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Mendicant Friars.^ But the former clerical and monastic minority obtained

decisive power, as early as 1412, by continued measures of intimidation. They
laid 267 propositions out of Wiclif's writings before the Archbishop, and de-

manded their condemnation. The number of noble pati'ons of AViclif and the

Lollards now also speedily diminished. The fate of John Oldecastle, the
'• good Lord Cobham," made a deep impression. Arrested as a heretic as early

as 1413, but having escaped, he was regarded as the alleged founder of a Lollard

conspiracy, and under accusation of high treason, was again seized in 1417
;

steadfast under Henry V.'s attempts still to gain him over, he was hanged in

chains batween two gallows, and slowly burned by fire placed below. The
action of the statute of 1400 was strengthened \>y a royal statute of 1414, which
bound all officers of the state on oath to assist the bishops in sui^pressing the

heresy. All property of condemned heretics was confiscated.

4. Reforming Movements in Bohemia "before Hus.

Sources: On the S3-nod of Prague of 1349, vld. Mansi, XXVI. 75 sqq., and 882

sqq. ; Const. Hoffler, Concilia Frngensia (1352-1413) in ABG. n. F. 12,

Prag 1862 ; W. Tomek, G. d. Fvager Univ., Prag 1864 ; the Besiwnsio of

K. Waldhauser in Hoffler, GeschicJitsschr.d. Ims. Bea-e(jung, II. 22, other

material in Menzik, Konr. Waldhauser, Prag 1884; the 12 Articles of

IMilicz in Jordan (properly Palacky), die Vorlciufer des Husitenthums in

Buhmen, Lpz. 1846, pp. 39-46; Matth. v. Janow's, regulce vet. et novi test.,

in great part in Hus opp., Ntirnb. 1558.

—

Literature : Palacky, Gescli. BiJli-

mens IIL, 1; Frind, KG. Buhmens IIL; Jordan, I.e.; Neander, K.G., VL
330 sqq. of the Isted. ; Krumjiel, G. d. buhm. Reform im 15 Jh., Gotha 1866

;

Lechler, J. W., II.

Not only did the sects, especially tlie AValdensians, loosen the soil

in Bohemia, but also the reign of Charles IV., which was of great

importance in many aspects, contained the elements of a rise in the

condition of the Church. Charles showed his favour to the Church

by rich endowments, but also sought to check ecclesiastical en-

croachments and the secularisation of the clerg3\ Endowed both by

him and by the Church, the University of Prague came into being

in 1348, and opened the series of new foundations in the Empire

(Vienna 13(35, Heidelberg 1386, Cologne 1388, Erfurt 1392). The

bishopric of Prague, which had hitherto been under Mayence, was

raised in 13-14 into an archbishopric, to which Olmiitzand Leitmeritz

were subordinated. The first Archbishop Eakxest (Arnest) of Pae-

DUBiTz, worked in an outstanding manner for ecclesiastical order and

security from the arbitrary management of the nobility, the discip-

line of the clergy and popular instruction in the vernacular (Synod

of Prague 1349). The Czech language, which had hitherto served

only for the epic national poetry, was now opened to ecclesiastical

culture. Thomas of Stibny, who translated ecclesiastical and theo-

logical subjects into the vernacular, was in close alliance with

' The document was regarded in Bohemia and Kostnitz as a forgery of the

Hussites, but certainly originated in Oxford.

C.H.—VOL. II. K K
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the very influential men who were ardent for the revival of the

Church.

ConeAD, a native of "Waldhausen in Upper Austria, a priest among

the regular canons of S. Augustine, was called by Charles IV. as a

highly esteemed preacher, and received the benefice of Leitmeritz

and in 1364 the chief pastoral office in the Teyn Kirche in Prague.

His sermons on penance, delivered in German, had an awakening

effect, but at the same time drew down on him the attacks of the

Mendicant Friars, whose soul-ensnaring ways, legacy-hunting, and

huckstering methods he scourged. He also preached before the

students. He died in 1369. The Czech Milicz, from Kremsier in

Moravia, Archdeacon and Canon in the cathedral in the Hradschin,

and at the same time secretary and sub-chancellor to Charles, re-

signed all his revenues and offices in 1363 to preach the gospel in

poverty and humility ; he worked for a year and a half as chaplain

to the parish priest of the small town of Bischofsteinig in "Western

Bohemia. He then preached, at first little noticed, with growing

success in the Czech language in Prague, and at the same time in

Latin, before scholars and students, and further, learned German

in his old age. He exercised great pastoral influence over the

female sex ; he founded a Magdalen institution for converted prosti-

tutes in " little Venice " (Benatky) the most notorious quarter of

Prague, as Bishop John of Druzic^) had done before him. Both his

zeal against the universal secularism and the apocalyptical expec-

tations which were combined with it, exhibit the influence of strict

Franciscanism. In the midst of his work as a preacher in Prague

and in the district of Olmiltz, he was once on the point of retiring

wholly into strict monasticism. To him the corrupt clergy and

monks (incumbents and simoniaci)^ who deprive the poor members

of Christ, of their own, are the Anti-Christs, and pious preachers of

the gospel are the angels, who precede the coming Lord. In Eome,

where, in 1367, he was patiently awaiting Urban's return from

Avignon, he was arrested by an inquisitor, when he publicly

announced sermons on the appearance of Anti-Christ as having

already taken place. But Urban released him from prison, in

which he had already written a treatise on Anti-Christ. In Prague

he became the successor of Conrad of Waldhausen, preached in

German, and gathered about him a free association of ^^ounger

clergy, who were soon reviled as Militschians or Beghards. He
evaded an investigation by the inquisitor of Prague, who was com-

missioned by the Pope, and went in person to Avignon, where,

however, he died before the issue of a decision (1374).

1 Vid. Palacky, hi. 1, 195.
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His zealous admirer, Matthias of Janow (called Macjmcr Pari-

filemis after liis studies there), canon in the cathedral from 1381,

wrought more through the confessional and the pastoral office than
by preaching. Under the Schism, his ideas of reform ripened to the

extent of breaking up the conception of the Roman Church. The
schism, arising out of self-seeking and not out of the love of Christ,

cannot harm the one Church of the saints and elect, but only reveals

those who were merely Christians in appearance. The idea of a uni-

versal priesthood of believers, the little flock which follows the cruci-

fied, develops into a very far-reaching repudiation of ceremonies as

commandments of men, especially the adoration of the saints and
the worship of images. The Bible is his constant companion.
Frequent participation in the sacrament, Avhich had been already

recommended by Milicz, becomes for him the best Christian food

for humble Christians, conscious of their unworthiness. AVhere
possible he would have daily communion and laments the resolu-

tion of the Synod of Prague (1388), which would permit it once a

month at most. At the Synod of Prague of 1389 he recanted objec-

tionable expressions on the adoration of images, and also on daily

communion. The Synod deprived him for six months of authority

to preach and hear confession outside his parish church. He seems
to have felt more and more deeply the contradiction between his

convictions, recorded in the above-mentioned compilation, and the

existing Church. " It only remains for us to wish for reformation

by the destruction of Anti-Christ himself and to raise our heads'

because the redemption is nigh."

A certain Magister Jacobus was obliged, at the same Synod of Prague, as
Matthias, to recant his utterances on the merit of ,the Virgin, on useless inter-

cessions for the dead, on the right of the laity to receive the body of the Lord
itself from the hands of the priest and on his contempt for relics.

5. The Brothers of the Common Life.

Sources: The biographies of the founders and their next adherents in Thomas
a Kempis, ojijj. ed. Sojimali, Antw. 1G07 ; Joh. Buscii, Chronicoii canon,
regul. orcl. Aug. capit. Wlncleshe^nensls, ed. H. Eosaveydus, Antw. 1621,

and ed. Grube, Halle 188G; much other material in Hirsche, R.E., 11. 678
sqq.

—

Literature : G. H. Delprat, Verhandeling ober de Broiderscliap van
G. Groote, Utrecht 1830, 2nd ed. Arnheim 185G ; the first edition translated

by MoNiKE 1830 ; Th. A. Clarisse in Kist en Royaards Archif vor Kerk.
Gesch., I. 355; II. 245 ; III, Bilagen 8, 3; TJlmaxn, Ref. v. d. Re/., 2nd ed.

1866, II. 1 sqq.; Hirsche I.e.; Acquoy, Ae^ Kloster te Windesheim, etc.,

Utrecht 1875-80.

In the midst of the conflicts of the secular Papacy at the time of

the Schism the spiritual influence on the cultivation of inward
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religions life, wliicli liad proceeded from ascetic mysticism, was
continued. Gerard Giioot, of Deventer, born in 1340, gave up his

property and benefices in 1374, founded a home for God-fearing poor

and lived himself in poverty and austerity, but kept up his studies.

John Ruysbroek's devoted tranquillity and love of God exercised the

deepest influence on Groot, who only at first regrets the absence of

a keener fear of hell in Ruysbroek. After a residence in a Carthusian

monaster^' near Arnheim, he formed his foundation at Deventer into

an asylum for poorer women, maidens, and widows, who retained

the civil garb, bound themselves to obedience and chastity (but

without taking the vow of any Order), and earned their maintenance

by working with their hands. Groot wrought as a zealous preacher

of penance in the monastery of Utrecht and the neighbouring

districts, exhorted to scorn of the world, rebuked the sins of the

laity and the clergy, and combated the Free Spirits who presumed
to force their wixj into the depths of Deity without self-denial, till

opponents procured an episcopal prohibition of his preaching

because he was only a deacon. A young canon of Utrecht, Floren-
Tius Radewixs {i.e. Eadewin's son), attached himself cordially to

him, and the young clerics led by him, and, occupied with copying

books, formed a close community, to which laymen active in manual
work were soon added. Thus arose the first Fraterhouse, while

Groot's foundation developed into the first Sisterhouse. Here in

distinction from the earlier houses of Beguines, community of goods

and a more monastic life prevailed. They kept clear of mendicancy

on principle, by the obligation to work. The Mendicant Friars at

once attacked this new phenomenon, appealing to the Bull of

Clement V. (p. 477), and compelled Groot to defend himself.

Groot's religious attitude is throughout that of a good churchman^
and is dominated by monastic ideals, but intensified by warm love

of his neighbour and mystical contemplation. He died of the

plague as early as 13S4, in consequence of a visit to a sick friend.

After his death, in accordance Avith an idea which Groot had
alreadj' conceived, Florentius, in 13<S7, brought about the founda-

tion of a monasterj^ of the regular canons of S. Augustine at

Windesheim, not far from Zwolle, the parent-monastery^ of the

Windesheim congregation, which soon greatly increased, and which

Avas intended, as a monastic foundation of their own, to give the

Brothers of the Common Life a firmer hold and protection in public-

opinion. The two branches of Groot's foundation long remained in

cordial although free alliance. Florentius, without any official

relation to the monasteries, was nevertheless recognised as their
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head and adviser till his death in 1400. Priors of the monastery

of AVindesheim subsequently occupied a similar position in relation

to the Brother and Sisterhouses proper. Into these latter, for

which the house of Florentius at Deventer remained the original

type, Florentius poured his spirit, the spirit of humility towards

God, of obedience, of gentle, sympathetic, brotherly love, and a

high degree of consecration promoted by spiritual exercises. At first,

at all events, clerics under the presidency of some consecrated priests

appear as the core of the brotherhoods. But they also admitted

laymen, and the presiding priests prepared those persons who were

found suitable for entrance into the canonical clergy of the "Windes-

heim Congregation, while to those who were not found suitable the

seats of their community remained as opportunities for a pious life.

The chief occupation of the clerics was afforded by the copying of

books, by which the community obtained great merit ; but the

laymen who were admitted were occupied in manual labour,

gardening and agriculture. For purposes of edification, so-called

c-oUations {Toespraal-} were held, partly for the populace who were

admitted on Sundays and feast days, partly for the brethren at the

daily common midday and evening meals. In accordance with the

practical religious spirit of the community, these collations were to

avoid all artistic preaching, and promote edification in a humble,

simple fashion. In this way and by hearing confession, and by works

of mercy, as well as by the support of poor scholars and the pursuit

of practical mysticism, they became the beneficent centre of a piety

which had a reviving effect on religion. They spread quickly,

especially in the Netherlands, but also in Northern Germany
;
the

Sisterhouses, however, fell away considerably in number and im-

portance. According to the two main aspects of their conception of

religion, they designated themselves fratres bonae voluntatis, i.e. of

a good will, to serve God in consecration, and fratres devoti, i.e. the

devoted to God, whose mystical contemplation was to rest entirely

on the sanctification of the inner life. Otherwise they are desig-

nated coUationarii after their collations, and Hieronymians or Gre-

gorians after their patron saints. Among the great number of men

influential in these communities, Gerard Zerbold of Ziltphen was

distinguished, the right hand of Florentius, a man also of thorough

theological training ; further the man of practical discipline in the

government of the Sisterhouses, Johann Brinckerinck, finally, the

representatives of the mystical tendency which had descended in the

community from Ruysbroek, PIendrik Mande, Gerlach Pieters

(called the second Thomas), and above all the world-famous Thomas
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A IvEMPis, a canon of the monastery on tHe Agnetenberg near

Zwolle.

Thomas Hameukex, a native of Kempen (Diocese of Cologne), born in 1380,

attended the scliool at Deventer, was admitted by Florentius into the Brother-

house, and afterwards.joined the canons on the Agnetenberjj, the second founda-

tion of Florentius, along with Windesheim, under Prior John, his brother.

Here he passed a long life (tl471) in ascetic contemplation, assiduously writing

books and composing ascetic treatises, a child of peace, of the love of God and

the discipline of the inner life. The mysticism of the Four Books de iniitatione

Christi which bear his name is wholly rooted in the traditional ecclesiastical

views, but, dismissing all the prying curiosity of the speculative understand-

ing, it applies itself solely to the cultivation and discipline of the inner life.

As the finest flower of mediieval practical mysticism the books by no means
transcend the narrow lin\its and the onesidedness of the ascetic ideal, but

within these limits they afford a positively classical expression of that love of

God, which forsakes the world, i.e. itself, and surrenders all for all, viz. God,

the highest good and the eternal love. The love of Christ finds its highest

duty in following Him, the imitation of His life, and the highest satisfaction

in serene calm.

The famous book, which, next to the Bible, has been the oftenest printed,

does not itself name its author, and is often, even to this day, denied to Thomas.
As early as the fifteenth century some MSS. mention the famous Chancellor

Joiix Gerson as the author, a theory which, although impossible both on

external and internal grounds, has to this daj^ found defenders in France {yid

0. Darche, Clt de Vimitation de J. Chr. ; Gerson et .ses adver.^aircs, Paris 1875).

In the seventeenth century the Benedictines maintained the claims of an alleged

Benedictine Abbot of the thirteenth century, Gersex of Vercelli ; in the

eighteenth century the controversy^ was revived, and in spite of the refutation of

Eusebius Amort it has been revived in our own time by the champion Gregorv
out of local patriotism, and by Citxestin Wolfsgruber {Giovanni Gerson,

Augsburg 1880), out of zeal for his Order. But the monuments which have

alreadj' been erected to him in Italy do not transform the figure of fancj- into>

one of history. The book certainlj' belongs to the circle of the Brothers of the-

Common Life and probably to the beginning of the third decade of the fifteenth

century, and Thomas is not only one of the oldest copiers of the book, but

probablj^ also the author of the four independent tractates grouped together in

the book ; at the same time unsolved doubts on the subject still remain. Of the

most extensive literature vid. specially J. Malon, Recherche historique et

critique sur le veritable auteur, etc., Tournay 1858. K. Hirsche, Prolegomena

zn einer nenen Ausgahe der imitatio Christi, 2 vols., Berlin 1873-83. A. 0'.

Spitzex, Th. a K. als Schrijrer der Nachfolging, etc., Utrecht 1880. S. IvETTLEr

WELL, Th. a K. and the Brothers of Common Life, 2 vols., London 1882. E.

Fkomji in ZKG., 10, 54. Of the numerous editions, vid. that after the auto-

graph of 1441, ed. EoswEYDE, Antw. 1617, 1G91 ; ed. Hirscme, Berlin 1874; ed.

E. Stock (as a facsimile), with intro. by Euelens, London 1879. For an

account of its character, Ullmann I.e., II. 104 sqq. ; for an account of its general

place and relations in history, L. Sciiulze, RE., 15, 601.
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6. Professional Theology in the age of the Schism and the Eeforming
Councils.

The eminent representatives stand under the guiding influence

of Occam. Tlie assumption of a necessary discord between natural,

empirically-conditioned knowledge and the supernatural knowledge
(infused by grace) of the faith, is consistent with submission to the

orthodoxy of the Church, but stamps the latter with the imprint

of an ecclesiastical opportunism. The irremovable impressions of

the fruitlessness of scholastic subtilties and the corruption of the

whole ecclesiastical system afforded an impulse on the one hand to

stronger accentuation of Scriptural principle, on the other hand to

the fertilization of the scholastic theology by means of mystical

conceptions after the manner of the Victorines and Bonaventura,

and finally to decided participation in the efforts for ecclesiastical

reform which came in a flood. But ecclesiastical opportunism

exercises restraint on the actual development of scriptural principle,

considerably weakens the bold ideas of reform of an Occam, and,

amid all the limitations of the Papacy, leaves that institution itself

firmly established in the feeling, that it is not to be shaken by
extreme theories, and that every step against the Pope would at

the same time be a step towards dependence on a self-seeking state-

church system.

Pierre d'Ailly (ab Alliaco, probably after his birthplace, the town of Ailly

in the north-west of France), professor in the University of Paris from 1389,

father confessor of the young King Charles and Chancellor of the University,

in 1395 Bishop of Puj-x en Velay, in 1397 of Cambray, and in 1411 Cardinal,

died as Cardinal Legate in Germany in 1425. He took a most powerful share

in the reforming eftbrts of the University and the French Court during the

Schism and the Councils at Pisa and Kostnitz. His first appearance shows his

ideal but unfinished views regarding the organism of the Church founded on
Christ and his word. The primacy of Peter, for him, does not indicate any
pre-eminence of Peter above the other ajwstles in the jyofestas onlinis, but only

(according to John xx.) a pre-eminence in the pofestas regiminls. Infallibility

belongs only to the universal, but not to a partial, church, whether clerical or

national, and the power of the Church is purely spiritual, not dominion, but

service. But in practice these ideas are twisted about and traversed by con-

siderations which draw him as little to unqualified opposition as to unqualified

papalism. Against Occam he strictly adheres to the secular dominion of the

popes, basing on the Donation of Constantine and the development of the Church
hitherto. The idea that the universal Church could ceitainh' exist even without

the head of the Roman Church remains a hastily-sketched and unfruitful con-

ception, and the sharp criticism of ecclesiastical corruption (vid. his Invectiva

Ezechielis contra j^-'^^^tdo-jyvophetas and the Epistola diaholi Leviathan in

TscHACKERT, Appendix, p. 12) does not attack its deeper roots. In the conflict

of the University of Paris with the Dominican J. Mouston, Ailly made himself

the Knight of the doctrine of the immaculata conceptio, and succeeded in
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pretting Clement VII. to reject the propositions of -the Dominican and the

University of Paris to exclude recalcitrants from their degrees. It was not till

1403 that the reconciliation of the University with the Dominicans took place.

The friend of reform next contributed essentially to retaining the French Church
on the side of Benedict XIII., and when France in 1408 nevertheless dissociated

itself from him, the University caused Ailly to be arrested as his adherent ; the

King, however, protected him. His after life is closely involved in that of the

reforming Councils. Yid. the list of his very numerous theological, ecclesi-

astico-political, and philosophical writings in Tschackert, P. v. A. 1877,

o49-9G4. Quoestiones .super sententias Lombardi, Argent, 1490, Yenet. 1500.

Tractatus et serviones, Ai-gent. 1490 and frequently. A number of tractates in

Gerson's works and elsewhere, those relating to the Council of Kostnitz in

Herm. v. d. Hardt, among them those erroneously ascribed to the Canonist

Franziscus Zabarella, vid. ZKG., I. 3. Valuable ancedota in Tschackert.

Jean Chaulier Gerson, Ailly's successor as professor and chancellor of the

Universitj-, lived in Bavaria after the Council of Kostnitz, refused a call to

Vienna, and did not return to France till after the assassination of his opponent,

the powerful Duke of Burgundy ; he died at Lyons in 1429.

Although a Nominalist, Gerson sought after a certain compromise with

Realism, combated the sophistry of the schools by a return to Scripture and the

Fathei-s of the Church {De refonnaf/one ecclesice 2 eju-stolce), and supplemented

it by his practical, essentially psj'chological mysticism {Considerat iones de

mystica theoloijla and numerous tractates), which keeps at a distance from specu-

lative conceptions, and even takes offence at Ruysbroek {epist. ad Bartholom(zum

Carthus., and the treatise against Johann von Schonhofer). In preaching, too,

he seeks to return to the practically fruitful and edifying, without however

being able to set himself free from the play of allegoi-y and casuistry. In his

old age the celebrated theologian still catechised little children {De parvuli.'i ad

Christum trahendi.s), and in the cause of edification availed himself of the

vernacular, but forbade the laity to read the Bible. By his attack upon the

sophistical defence of the murder of tyrants he attracted the hatred of the

Duke of Burgundy. Under the Schism it appeared to him better to resist both

popes than to allow oneself to be constrained by anathemas {De inodo habendi

se tempore ftchismatis). At Kostnitz he defended the right of the Coixncil to

depose the Pope {De auferlbllitate papce), and regarded the former as the

proper holder of the potestas of the universal Church, though at the same time

he maintained the necessit3' of the Papacy. His free-thinking in ecclesiastical

politics was, however, compatible with his orthodox zeal in the affair of Hus.

Works by Ellis du Pin, Antw. 170u. A good monograph by SciiwAr., AViirz-

burg, 1858.

Nicholas of Clemanges, a pupil of Aillj^ and Gerson, distinguished also by

his classical culture, was the draftsman of most of the written documents

addressed by the University to the King and Pope during the exertions for

Reform. Pope Benedict XIII., who found pleasure in his good Latinity, made
him his secretary. On the occurrence of the breach between the French Church

and Benedict he was threatened with prosecution for high treason and with

imprisonment, being accused (erroneously) with the pi'eparation of the Bull of

excommunication against the King. He withdrew into the privacy of monastic

life, out of which he did not again emerge before his death, which took place in

1440. His conceptions of reform, essentially^ on the same basis as the above-

mentioned, let us see that persistence in the ideal, purely religious idea of the

Church as a community of believers, does not ailord a bridge to the ecclesias-
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tical political executiou of the conceptions of reform. Dispufatio de concilia

generali ; de studio theologico (in d'Achery, Spicil. I., and edited thereafter by

SCHOPP, Drcsd. 1857, in his Aui^ora II.) and other reforming and edificatory

works. His authorship of the treatise De ruina ecclesice (de corruptu ecclesice

statu) is denied by A. Muntz (N. d. Clem., sa vie et ses ecrits, Strass. and Par.

18-4G), but incorrectly, vid. G. Schubert, 1st N. v. Clem. Verfasser, etc., Grossen-

hain 1882. 0pp. W. Joh. Lydius, 1613, 2 vols.

Henry of Langenstein (Henricus de Hassia) championed the ideas of

ecclesiastical reform in Paris, and in the Consilium pads de unione ac refor-

matione ecclesice in concilio generali qucerendo (in H. v. d. Hardt, II.), written

as early as lr)81, threw glaring light on the corruption of the Church, and de-

fended the right of the Church to put away a noxious pope, as well as the inde-

pendence of a general council of the summons of a pope. The many-sided

scholar also combated the astrological superstitions of the age and the doctrine

of the immaculate conception, in both cases as Ailly's opponent. He was called

to Vienna in 1390 and died in 1397. Vid. 0. Hautwig, Leben und Schrifteii

H.^s V, L. 2 Untersuchungen, Marburg 1858.

Tiieodoric (Dietrich) of Niem (p. 479), the author of the above-mentioned

writings, plaj'ed an important part in the negotiations on reform by his treatises

De 7nodis uniendi et reformandi ecclesiam in concilio iiniversali ; Dedifficnltate

reformationis : De necessitate reformcdionis in capite et memhvis^vid. M. Lenz,

3 Tract. D.'s v. N., Marbg. 187C. He distinguishes the una sancta ecclesia, whose

head is Christ, and in which the believer is saved, even if there were no pope,

and to which infallibility belongs, from the ecclesia apostolica particularis et

privcda, the Catholic Church, held together by the hierarchy, the head of which

is the Pope, who certainly may be Christ's representative, if things go rightly.

This Church is only an instrument for the power of the keys which belongs to

the universal Church. The Pope, as fallible and sinful, is subject to the cor-

rection of the universal Church, of which the general council is representative.

Matthias of Cracau worked in Prague, Paris, and Heidelberg, and died

Bishop of Worms soon after the Council of Pisa. In his treatise, De squaloribus

Romance curice (in Walch, Mon. meclii cevi, II. 1), he strongly criticised the

abuses of the papal administration of the Church and championed the principle,

that the Church holds its power directly from God, but the Pope, as chosen by

her, is only her member, servant, and son. Vid. Ulljianx, lief. v. d. lief., I.

279 sqq. Hiibler, die Constanzer Beform., Leipzig 18G7, p. 3G4 sqq.

7. John Hus.

Sources : Bist. et monum. Joh. Hus atque Hierongmi Frag., 2 vols., Norimb,

1715 ; C. HoFLER, vid. p. 479 ;
Palacky, Documenta mag. J. II. vitam, etc.,

illustrantia, Prag. 1869.— Literature : The works of Palacky, Frind,

Krujdiel (p. 479), and Czerwenka, Gesch. d. ev. K. in. Buhmen,Bie[eieli[

1869 ; Lechler, J.W., II.; J. Loserth, Hus u. Wiclif Prag. 1884; id. in

Mitth. d. V.f. G. d. Deut^chen in BiJhmen, 21 Jg. 1886,381 ; Lechler, J.H.,

Halle 1890.

The penetrative effects of tlie ideas and writings of Wiclif reached

Bohemia, which was in many respects prepared for reforming move-

ments (p. 497). From the time of the marriage of Anna of Luxem-

burg, the daughter of Charles IV., with Richard II. of England

(1382), active intercourse began between Prague and Oxford.
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Students brought Wiclif's writings back to Boliemia. These gave

the decisive development to the reforming disposition of John Hus.

John Hus, born about 1369, at Husinecz, in southern Bohemia

(hence also called John of Husinecz), as professor of philosophy from

the year 1398, held his first scholastic lectures on the basis of

Wiclif's philosophical writings.^ In the next succeeding years the

Universitj^ was also excited by Wiclif's ideas on theology and.

ecclesiastical politics, and resolved in 1403 that certain propositions

of Wiclif were not to be propounded or defended ;
in 1408, however,

this was interpreted by a larger assembly as only meaning that

these propositions were not to be propounded in a heretical and

offensive sense. In this matter Hus's teacher, Stanislaus of Znaim,

took the side of Wiclif much more decidedly than did the quieter

Hus. The latter worked at first as preacher in the chapel founded

by Kreuz, a merchant, in 1391, and endowed with a living, in 1392,

by Johann von Milhlheim, with the purpose of providing for

preaching in Czechish. Here Hus's temperate and instructive

sermons were less effective on account of their eloquence than by

the impression made by his modest and austere personality, full of

meekness and condescension. Along with bis teacher Stanislaus,

Hus was nominated synodal preacher by Sbynko, his Archbishop.

The Archbishop also included him in the commission Avhich dis-

covered the fraud of the alleged miracles of the bloody host at

Wilsnack {vkl. infra), for which reason he Archbishop in 1405

prohibited pilgrimages thither, and ordered the parish priests to

preach against them. At that time Hus composed the somewhat

scholastic treatise De omni sanguine Christi glorificato.

Hus's keen sermons against the clergy,- and probably also the

wish not to allow Prague to gain the reputation of Wiclifite heresy,

induced Sbynko, in 1408, to remove Hus from his oflice as synodal

preacher. Besides, at that time Sbynko still adhered to Gregory

XII., while Hus and the Bohemian nation in the University had

followed the example of France in declaring for neutrality in the

schism. This neutrality was also meant to be promoted by the

alteration in the statutes of the University according to the mandate

of King Wenzel, of the 14th January, 1409, which assigned a

preponderance of votes to the Bohemian nation, giving it three

votes and the others only one.^

The emio-ration of thousands occasioned the foundation of the
'tj'

' Leciiler, ././/., p. 29, after Dudik.
- Examples in Kkummei., Appendix, 5G1 sqq.

* Palackv, Docum., 347.
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University of Leipsic, and the now prevailing preponderance of the

specifically Czech element in Prague. At this time Hus stood at

the summit of his influence ; he was chosen rector by the university

in October, 1409. Next, when the Archbishop had submitted to

Pope Alexander Y., who was chosen by the Council of Pisa, on the

ground of a Papal Bull (10th March, 1-ilO), he caused Wiclifs

heretical writings to be delivered up to himself, and in accordance

with the judgment of a provincial synod, they were burned, and,

with a view to shaking Hus's position, he forbade preaching in other

than the regular parish churches. Hus appealed to the Pope who
was to be better informed, the University entered a protest on his

behalf, but Sbynko proclaimed excommunication against Hus and

all who adhered to his appeal. Violent disturbances ensued in

Prague ; the king refused the Archbishop the application of the

stoppage of salary against the excommunicated, and took steps to

bring about a reconciliation with the Pope. But Cardinal Colonna,

who was commissioned by the Pope to investigate the matter, de-

cided for the archbishop on the 24th August, 1410, and the cardinals

who were sent to Bohemia, in consequence of Wenzel's counter

representations, confirmed Colonna's sentence, and themselves pro-

claimed the ban against Hus on the 15tli March, 1411. The king

laid the Archbishop's revenues under arrest, and compelled him to

enter into negotiations for a settlement, which however he finally

avoided by flight to Hungary, where he shortly died. The legates

who brought to Prague the pallium for his successor, Albik, hitherto

body physician to the king, brought also into Bohemia the offensive

Crusading" Bull of John XXIII., against Ladislaus, of Naples,

against which Hus and his adherent, the knight Jerome, held a

disputation in the university (7th June, 1412), which gave expression

to their indignation at the abuse of spiritual weapons for earthly

purposes. Hus preached publicly against the trade in sin and the

blasphemous assumption of the Pope, and the Pope's bull was publicly

insulted in Prague. Three young persons, who had reviled the in-

dulgence as mere lying and fraud, were beheaded, but were rever-

enced as saints by the people, and solemnly buried by Hus. Some
of his closest friends, Stanislaus of Znaim and Palec, now timidly

withdrew and passed over to his opponents, and the parochial clergy

complained to the Pope. Cardinal Petrus de S. Angelo now pro-

claimed the ban against Hus, and the interdict against his place of

residence. Hus appealed to Christ, the one incorruptible judge,

left Prague b}^ the king's desire, found welcome in the castles of his

friends, and composed the treatise De ecclesia^ which is entirely
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foiTncled on Wiclif. But he soon preached also in various places

{including Husinecz) to great crowds in the open air.

The Emperor Sigismund, the brother and prospective successor of

Wenzel in Bohemia, now invited Hus, under assurance of imperial

•escort, to present himself before the Council of Kostnitz, which was
just gathering, for the purpose of saving the ecclesiastical honour of

Bohemia by his vindication of himself. Hus consented, after he had
in vain attempted in Prague to procure a trial before a provincial

synod. Under the protecting escort of three Bohemian noblemen,
commissioned by Sigismund, he departed on the 11th October, 1414,

for Kostnitz, where he received the imperial letter of safe conduct.

On his journey he had received surprisingly favourable impressions

of the disposition of the Germans. In Kostnitz he found a frfendl}'-

welcome from Pope John, whose own position was already un-

certain. But his opponents cunningly brought about his imprison-

ment in an unhealthy dungeon of the Dominican monastery, against

which his escort, the Herr von Chlum, protested as a violation of

the honour of the Emperor. Sigismund himself, on his arrival, fell

into a violent rage on the subject, but nevertheless, without cancelling

the procedure, on the 1st January, 1415, he gave free course to the

process against Hus, and indeed, after John's departure, handed
•over Hus to the custody of the Bishop of Kostnitz, who kept him
•chained in his castle of Gottlieben, and strictly separated from his

friends. Hus defended himself before the first committee appointed

to investigate his cause as early as December, 1414, partly setting

right the points of accusation extracted from his writings, partly

justifying them by Scripture and sayings of the Fathers. A new
point was added when his adherent, Jacob of Mies (Jacobellus),

demanded in Prague the administration of the Lord's Supper in

both forms. Hus declared participation in the cup to be only

allowed and salutary, and advised his friends to exert themselves to

get the Council to permit it. But when the Council (14th June, 1415),

declared the giving of the cup to the laity to be prohibited, Hus
encouraged his friends in Prague no longer to raise objection to the

demand of Jacob of Mies. During his imprisonment in the castle

of Gottlieben secret negotiations were conducted with him, especially

through AiLLY. Barons of the Margravate of Moravia pressed

(8th May, 1415) upon Sigismund that the trial should be in public,

and a memorial (12th May), by 250 nobles of Bohemia and

Moravia, demanded that Hus should be set free. When Hus was

brought to Kostnitz for public trial on the 5th of June, the Council

had just passed sentence against Wiclif, whose forty-five propo-
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sitions were declared heretical, himself a heretic who had died in

his false doctrines, and whose body ought to be exhumed from con-

secrated ground. In the first two sittings (5th and 7th June) the

real measure of Hus's dependence on AViclif did not greatly appear.

He did not deny his esteem for Wiclif's person, but declared his

refusal to condemn Wiclif's forty-five propositions, but with the

qualification that he could not hold them all to be heretical, and

pointed out that in his writings he had not denied the Eoman

doctrine of transubstantiation as Wiclif had done. During the

third and decisive sitting (8th June) thirty-nine articles out of his

treatise Be ecclesia and his polemical tractates were recited, in

which the idea of the Church, borrowed from Wiclif, comes out in

its entire precision and religious idealism, but also in its incompati-

bilit}^ with the dogmatic of the Roman ecclesiastical system.

Loserth has recently proved to conviction in how high a degree

Hus"s treatise De ecclesia is dependent on Wiclif's work of the same

name and his treatise De potestate papcG. In the negotiations with

Ailly, Hus declared himself ready, if at a new trial for which he

begged, his reasons should not be found satisfactory according to

reason and Scripture, to submit himself to the instruction and even

the correction and judgment of the Council, but rejected the

suggestion that he should abjure his false doctrines forthwith
;
and

all further exertions were wrecked on the fidelity of his conscience.

Accordingly on the 6th July, 1415, after a detailed statement of the

reasons, during which Hus twice raised his voice in contradiction,,

Hus was deposed as an obstinate heretic, his expulsion from the-

priesthood was carried out in the form of divesting him of all

priestly insignia, and his soul given over to the devil ; but he com-

mended it to the gracious Lord Christ. He was then delivered over

to the secular power, with the traditional hypocritical prayer to

spare his life, and immediately led to the place of execution and

committed to the flames. The legend of the old grandam, or poor

little peasant, who zealously dragged wood to the pile, and caused

him to exclaim, " mncta s'lmpJicitas^'' would agree with his j)ious

disposition. Hus"s '• prophecy " of the goose and the swan has its-

historical kernel in his frequent expression in letters that instead of

the goose { = hus) who was caught in the noose, other birds of higher

flight would come and bring the snares to nought.

Jeeome of Prague, the passionate teacher of Wiclifite doctrines, which he

had imbibed in Oxford, and had spread in Bohemia and elsewhere (Poland,

Croatia, etc.), had come unsummoned to Kostnitz (April, 1415), and had requested

and obtained from the Council a letter of safe-conduct for the purpose of his

defence, which however was only meant to protect him against illegal violence,
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not against jviclicial procedure. Within fifteen days he was to appear before
the Counci], but escaped by flight. On the way to Bohemia he was arrested in
the Upper Palatinate by Duke John of Bavaria and brought to Kostnitz in
chains. Here he agreed to recant in the autumn at the nineteenth session on
the 23rd September. When, however, he was still detained and accusations were
raised against him, he found the coverage of his convictions once more, repented
his recantation as the greatest sin of his life, and (30th Ma^-, 1416) was led as a

relapsed heretic to death by fire which had prepared a slow and painful end
for the strong man. Poggio, the Papal Secretary, a humanist without any real

interest in the controversy as to the faith, nevertheless extolled with admiration
Jerome's eloquence, readiness, and steadfastness worthy of a Stoic.

8. The Hussites.

Sources: Monuin. concil. (jeiier. scec. XV., I, Vindob. 1857, contains the writings

of Joh. de Ragusio (ed. Palacky), of Aegidius Carlerius, of Ebendorf and
of Joh. de Turonis (ed. Biuk) on the negotiations of the Council of B;ile with

the Bohemians. In addition vid. the sources and literature under § 7.

The fate of Hus called forth profound agitation, at once religious

and national, in Bohemia. The Bohemian Diet addressed (1st Sep-

ember, 1415) a vigorous declaration to the Council, and Bohemian
and Moravian magnates formed a league for the protection of free

preaching on their properties, and would only acknowledge the

ecclesiastical ordinances of the Bishop and the Pope so far as they

were according to Scripture. The much less numerous Roman
counter league, with King Wenzel and the Archbishop of Prague at

its head, afforded little resistance. The Council issued a summons to

combat with the Bohemian heresy, the leaders of which were to

answer for it before the Council, and commanded the leagues formed

in favour of the false doctrines to be dissolved. About the same

time Martin V. issued a general summons to the hierarchy of all

countries to suppress the heresy, with a long list of inquisitorial ques-

tions to be applied. After the death of Wenzel (1419), Bohemia,

under the dominion of the Hussites, refused the crown of Bohemia

to his brother Sigismund, who had broken his word to Hus.^ The
^ At the Diet of Worms Chai-les V. repudiated the imi)utation that he would

not observe Luther's safe-conduct with the expression that he did not desire to

have to blush as Sigismund had had. Hus's letter of safe-conduct, according to

recent evidence, had certainly not the force of a judicial safe-conduct, but only

that of a passport, only intended to protect him against violence and not against

legal judicial procedure, in which case the promise of safe-conduct for the return

journey could only have come into application in case -of his acquittal. But

even thus the king's honour is not really saved, as is best shown hy the King's

own anger at Hus's arrest. Hus had not come in consequence of a judicial

citation, but voluntarily, at Sigismund's desire. His arrest did not take place

in legal form, but was brought about b^^ artful devices, against which the

Emperor's safe-conduct ought to have protected him, if the former's honour was

to remain unstained. Vid W. Bergeh, J. If. u. KOnig Siijlsniund, Augsb. 1871,

p. 104 sqq. and 177 sqq.
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leader of the Hussites, the one-eyed Ziska of Trocznow, who had his

base of operations in the fortified mount Tabor, made himself master

of Prague, and the frightful Hussite wars began their devastating

course. Sigismund summoned the power of the German Empire
against the Hussites, but, in spite of a Papal Bull of Crusade and

Indulgence, found the empire little inclined to sacrifice itself for the

sake of the interests of his domestic power. Till 1427 the Hussites

victoriously repelled all attacks, then under the elder Procopius they

fell upon Germany as a frightful scourge of the empire. The Hus-

sites had found in the demand for the cup the watchword and

rallying symbol for the conflict for religious freedom, but tl^e demand
for the reformation of Holy Mother Church according to the law of

Christ exhibited many divergent tendencies. The moderate party

confined themselves to the demands formulated in the four Articles

of Prague of 1420 : 1. Free preaching of the AVord of God in Bo-

hemia ; 2. the granting of the cup to all pious Christians ; 3. the

reduction of the clergy to apostolic poverty and piety of life by
depriving them of secular dominion and earthly goods ; 4. the es-

tablishment of Christian discipline by the authorities of every rank.

The University and Old Town of Prague belonged to this party of

Pragites (afterwards called Calixtines) represented by Czenko of

Wartenberg, Jacob of Miesa and others. On the other hand the

radical and violently progressive party rejected the doctrines of pur-

gatory, the worship of saints, images, and relics, abolished ecclesias-

tical feasts, desired preaching in the vernacular exclusively and

denied priests in a state of mortal sin the capacity of administering

the sacraments. The place of the church begins to be taken by the

idea of a democratically conceived Christian community, which,

founded on Scripture, begins also to adopt an attitude of reserve

towards ecclesiastical science, opposes a rigorous morality to secular-

ism, protests in God's name against all the compulsory resources of

the secular power, but does not recoil with horror from the application

of force of arms in matters concerning the kingdom of God itself.

Their chiefs were Nicholas of Pistna, John of Ziska, and others, their

•centre the small town of Austi, with the hill of Tabor fortified by
Ziska.i

From these " Taborites," after Ziska's death, his most zealous

adherents, who would not acknowledge the aged Procopius as chief,

branched off under the name of the " Orphans " (Orphanites).

^ The initial place of assembly with this name lay in the district of Bechin
;

"but the name was afterwards transferred to the hill near Avisti ; vid. Palacky,
III. 1, 394 sq.
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Ill the Hussite Wars for the law of God and the religious freedom
of the nations the Taborites and Orphanites stood at the head of the

collective Hussite part}'. But when the last crusade against the Bohe-
mians, which was led by Cardinal Julius Csesarini, came to wreck by
the defeat near Thauss (1^32), and the Council at Bale now proffered

negotiations for a settlement, its invitation met with response among-

thePragites and their most eminent theologian Rokyzana, who had
already found the preponderance of the fanatical Taborites oppressive.

While the Taborites issued a fulminating proclamation full of em-
bitterment against the Church and monasteries, full of hatred to the

Pope and mistrust of the Council, the National Diet of the 10th

Februar}^, 1432, resolved to send deputies to Bale, and conditions for

the negotiations were settled between the deputies of the Council

and those of the Bohemians at the assembly at Eger with the par-

ticipation of the Margrave of Brandenburg and Duke John of Bavaria,

The Bohemians were to receive a safe-conduct, and out of regard to

them steps were to be taken in Bale, to the utmost extent possible,

against the vices which were openly in vogue and against frivolity

of life. It was a remarkable moment when a General Council, on

the point of falling out with the Pope himself, set about negotiations

with a nation which came forward in favour of ecclesiastical reform,

as with a power of equal rank. The Council accepted the conditions

agreed on at Eger, as likewise did the Bohemian nation at the

National Diet at Kuttenberg (August, 1432), even Procopius being

won in favour of them. The German lords and cities granted the

Bohemian deputies safe-conduct for their journey through German}^,

and thej'', three hundred in number, were honourably received in Bale,

and on the Feast of the Three Kings in 1433 were able to hold divine

worship in their own manner in their lodgings. Rokyzana at the

head of the Pragites held mass, which only differed from the usual

by the administration of the cup to the laity. Among the Taborites.

on the other hand, there was seen a plain, unadorned service, without

sacred robes and ceremonial display, with only prayer, preaching

and communion. The long-winded speeches and negotiations, which
were not strictly confined to the discussion of the four Articles, con-

tinually revealed unbridgeable oppositions, when, alongside of Rokj'-

zana, whose own attitude showed some keenness, Peter Payne,

a Wiclifite who had been received by the Bohemians, and the

Taborites and Orphans joined in the debate. The interrogatory

articles propounded by Ca3sarini, to which the Bohemians were to

reply with yes or no, necessarily excluded all possibility of a real

union and at the same time revealed the deep schism among the
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Bohemians themselves, by means of which it was probably calculated

to gain the moderate party and separate them from the determined.

The Council now demanded that the Hussites, after the concession

of the cup, should themselves enter the Synod and leave it to adjust

the remaining points, i.e. that they should submit to the preponder-

ance of the majority. An agreement was not to be gained on this

basis. After long negotiations and several deputations from either

side, an agreement was finally attained at the Bohemian National

Diet in the so-called Compacts of Prague (30th November, 1433) by
means of an extraordinary weakening of the Four Articles of Prague.

The cup was only conceded on the condition that in all other matters

the Bohemians should conform to the belief and ritual of the Church

;

the desired measures of discipline were relegated to the appropriate

courts and thus from the very outset made ineffective
; the desired

free preaching of the gospel was only permitted to preachers or-

dained and provided with the niissio canonica
;
finally the important

principle : non licet clero bonis tempo ralibus .sceculariter dominari

was allowed to drop entirely. In this way Wiclif s spirit was en-

tirely set aside. The Calixtines alone allowed themselves to be

gained in favour of this agreement, the Taborites and Orphans pro-

tested and continued the conflict.

The parties now consolidated themselves and came into sharp

opposition to each other. The moderate or noble party now in-

cluded nearly all the nobles, including those of imperial and
Catholic views and in addition the University and Old-Town of

Prague, while the Taborite and democratic party, under the leader-

ship of Procopius, included the most of the cities as well as the

New-Town of Prague. The storming of the latter, the raising of

the siege of Pilsen, and the defeat of the Taborites, and the death

of the two Procopii in the battle of Lipan (Bohmischbrod, 30th

May, 1434), marks the victory of the Calixtines or Utraquists, who
maintained the upper hand over the Taborites and also over the

imperial and Catholic party. The former lost their political im-

portance and only succeeded in vindicating their Wiclifite prin-

ciples on individual points. At the Diet of St. Matthias (Autumn,

1435) Rokyzana was elected Archbishop of Prague, at first only

in secret. The Compacts, after continued negotiations, were con-

firmed at Iglau (1436) and accepted by Sigismund, who was now
acknowledged as King of Bohemia. But the more determined

Utraquists sought to give the meagre concessions a wider interpre-

tation; Sigismund's ambiguous behaviour strengthened the opposing

effort of the Council of Bale. In common with the Legate Philibert

C, H,—VOL. II. L L
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lie worked against the acknowledgment of Rokyzana, wlio was

accused of preaching seditious sermons and Had finally to flee and

leave the administration of his archbishopric to his opponents.

After Sigismund's death (9th December, 1437) his son-in-law, Duke
Albert of Austria, was chosen king by the Catholics and moderate

Calixtines, while the more determined adherents of Rokyzana and

the Taborite elements raised the young Polish Prince Casimir to

the throne. The conflict of parties, which immediately began anew,

was interrupted by Albert's death in 1439, and it was agreed that,

until his son Ladislaus (Posthumus) came of age, two governors

of the kingdom should be appointed, one Catholic and one Calixtine,

George Podiebrad. A disputation on the religious differences

between Utraquists and Taborites was arranged in July, 1443, at

Kuttenberg, in which the Taborites defended Wiclif's doctrine of

the Lord's Supper, which the Dtraquists declared to be Picard

heresy.^ The National Diet in Prague in 1444 recognised the

doctrine of the Utraquists, championed by Rokyzana, and from

that time many Taborites gradually attached themselves to the

Utraquists without being forcibly compelled. But the Bohemian

Brethren now rejjresented the true spiritual heritage of Wiclif in

an entirely new form {vid. infra).

9. Eugenius IV. and the Council of Bale.

Sources: Acts of the Council of Bale, Mansi xxix.-xxxi., 290; John of

Segovia, Hist. gest. gener. synodi Basil, libri 19, ed. Birk in Monumenta

Concil. general, saec. XV. torn. II. et III. a., Vindob. 1873 and 1876;

AuGUSTiNi Patricii summa concil. Basil. Florent., etc. ; in Hartzheim,

Cone. Germ. V., 777-871 (ostensibly an abstract from J. of Segovia, which

is only correct from chap. 65 onwards, the beginning is based on the

collectanea of Cardinal Capranika, vid. A. Zimmermann, I.e. 110); Aen.

SiLVius, comment, de gest. Bas. cone, Col. 1535 and in C. Fea, Pius II.

papa Bom. a calumniis vindicatus, Eom. 1853 ; some points in Dollinger,

MateriaUen z. Gesch. d. 15 u. 16. Jh.. II., Egsb. 1S6S.—Literature :

Wessenberg, Raumer, Hefele (p. 479), Cecconi, studi storici sid cone, di

Firenze 1869 ; F. P. Abert, P. Eugenius IV., Mainz 1884.

After Martin's death the cardinals, whom he had allowed very

little power, drew up a capitulation of election with a view to

securing their rights and claims, which Eugenius IV, (1431-47)

accepted.'- The Council, which met at Bale on the 23rd July, 1431,

but which was at first but thinly attended, as the sovereign body

' Picard as a name for heretics is derived from Beghards ; cf
.
H. Hauft,

Waldenserthum u. Inquisition, p. 38, note 3.

2 The Cardinals had already made a similar attempt in 1352, which, however,

Innocent VI. annulled.
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of representatives of the Church, immediately entered into negotia-

tions with the Hussites. Against the command of Eugenius to

break up the assembly on that account, Cardinal Csesarini made

serious representations referring to the threatening dangers, and

also the wide-spread dissatisfaction in Germany. Those present at

Bale declared (21st January, 1432) their intention to persist without

regard to the dissolution of the Council by the Pope, denied the

Pope the right of dissolving the Council without its own consent,

confirmed the resolutions of Kostnitz as to the independence and

supreme authority of Greneral Councils, and in several cases as a

supreme ecclesiastical authority interfered with the papal adminis-

tration of the Church. Nicholas Cusanus (Krypffs [Krebs] a native

of Cues on the Moselle), the Dean of Coblenz, in his treatise Be catho-

lica concordantia^ gave very strong expression to the now predomi-

nant views of the supreme authority of the representation of the

Church in the Council and of the independence of secular princes

of the Pope.^

Encouraged by the University of Paris, the Council now ventured

to summon the Pope to attend, and threatened to depose him. He,

pressed to extremity in Italy by Matteo Visconti of Milan and by a

revolt in Rome, and partly deserted by the Cardinals, agreed to

acknowledge the Council of Bale,^ which now admitted his legates

and entrusted them with the presidency. Reforming resolutions

of all sorts were now vigorously taken up. The Council abolished

most of the papal reservations, the annates, fees for pallia, taxes,

etc., and thus threatened to cut off all financial resources from the

Pope, who was helpless in his own country. Eugenius desired only

to attach his consent to the condition of his being previously secured

by providing for the Curia in other ways, the Council on the other

hand would only guarantee the fulfilment of its promises after

confirmation by the Pope. In regard to other demands for reform

also, the Council practically adopted a tendency which was meant

to degrade the Pope to the position of an executive official of the

Council. The gravest reproaches arose between Eugenius and the

Council. Matters came the length of a complete state of war, in

which personal and local interests strongly co-operated alongside

of the imperative necessities of ecclesiastical reform. A French

bishop declared :
" Either we must snatch the Apostolic Chair out

1 Cf. also the tractate De auctoritate 2>rcesidendi in concilio gemrali in Dijx,

cler Deutsche Cardinal Nic. v. Cusa, Egsb. 1874, Appendix.
2 Bull : Dudum of the 15th December, 1433, altered in accordance with the

request of the Council itself.
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of the hands of the Italians, or so strip it, that it does not matter

where it remains."

The negotiations entered into with the Greeks were now utilized

by Eugenius with a view to bring about the transference of the

Council to Italy. The Greek ambassadors would not enter into

negotiations in Bale itself, but requested a place in Italy agreeable

to the Pope. In the very stormy twenty-fifth session (March, 1437)

Cardinal d'Allemand carried the resolution of the majority that

negotiations with the Greeks should be carried on at Bale or con-

tingently in Avignon or Savoy. The minority with the cardinals

declared for Florence or Utine. Eugenius, who had already been

arraigned by the Council, took advantage of this to transfer the

Council (1437) to Ferrara, where it was actually opened in January,

1438. Those who persisted in remaining in Bale declared sus-

pension against Eugenius on the 24th January, 1438. The papal

assembly was soon transferred from Ferrara to Florence, ostensibly

on account of a sickness, probably in truth for the sake of the

financial resources of th.e latter city. Here, in 1439, Eugenius was

actually successful in bringing about a union with the Greeks [v'ld.

Infra)^ certainl}'' a mere momentary success, which however helped

his position, while the Council of Bale visibly declined in authority.

The national churches, especially of France and Germany, now
sought to secure the reforming ordinances of the Council for

themselves, without on that account breaking with Pope Eugenius.

Under Charles VII. of France the assembly of spiritual and secular

magnates at Bourges, to which deputies were sent both by Eugenius

and by the Bale party, adopted the Bale decrees of reform hitherto

issued, with some modifications (7th July, 1438), and they were

then also registered by the Parliament ; this is the so-called Prag"-

matic Sanction of Bourges.^ The German electors, before the

election of their new king (Albert II.), issued their declaration of

neutrality and made their proposals for the settlement of the

quarrel, which were also approved by France and other powers. At

the great diet at Frankfort (26th March, 1439) the so-called Charter

of Acceptation was completed, in which Germany adopted the

results so far of the Council of Bale. For the rest, neutrality did

not hinder princes and prelates from procuring, either from

Eugenius or the party of Bale, favours of all sorts, partly in open

contradiction of the Decrees of Bale.

The Council of Bale, already considerably weakened by the calling

' The full text in M. de Vilevault, Ordonnances des rois de France de la

lime race. Paris 1782, XIII. 267.
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away of the cardinals and the opening of the Council at Ferrara, and

more and more deserted by prelates, now, under the leadership of

the sole cardinal present. Cardinal d'Allemand, deposed Eugenius

on the 25th June, 1439, as a disturber of the peace of the Church,

a heretic and perjurer. Only about twenty prelates (seven bishops,

no Spanish and only one Italian), on the other hand three hundred

priests and doctors, took this extreme step, which immediately

called forth the protest of the most prominent German princes

and alienated sympathj^ from the Council. Thereupon it elected

Duke Amadeus of Savoy as Pope Felix V. He had previously

shown much interest in the Church, and now lived, since the death

of his wife, in retirement on the Lake of Geneva, surrounded by
the Knightly Order of St. Maurice which he had founded.

Scruples against the election of a layman, who had been married,

and a secular prince, were repressed by the need of a wealthy pope,

related to many princes. Felix found only small recognition in

Savoy, Switzerland, and among a few German princes, bishops and

cities ; the majority adhered to Eugenius or held back in a

neutral attitude. The last sitting was held at Bale in the year

1443 ; from that time the Council only existed nominally. Nicholas

Cusanus had long made his peace with Eugenius. Aeneas Silvius now
also carried out this change of front. As early as 1441 the German
electors negotiated with Eugenius through Gregory of Heimburg,

Syndic of Nuremberg, and held out prospects of his being acknow-

ledged in case he should decide to give express recognition to the

decrees of Constance and Bale. But Eugenius sought again to

deprive the individual countries, especially Germany and France,

of the fruits of the efforts for reform. Charles VII., however, who
otherwise acknowledged him, adhered to the Pragmatic Sanction.

Eugenius had better success in Germany, where Frederick III.

rather inclined towards Eugenius, but other princes to Felix V. The
Archbishop of Cologne, Jacob von Sirk, and the Bishop of Mlinster

were deprived by Eugenius of the entire ecclesiastical jurisdiction

over the lands of the Duke of Cleve, exempted the latter also from

dues, and did not hesitate in the interest of the party-conflict to

sacrifice weighty rights of the Church to the secular power and

still further to increase that territorial ecclesiastical influence of the

princes which is so strongly marked in the close of the Middle

Ages. A titular bishop deputed by the Bishop of Utrecht was to

perform the episcopal functions at the desire of the Duke, and

invest the clergy to be nominated by the Duke.^ Eugenius even

* The saying then was : dux Clivicz est papa in suis terris.
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dared in 1445 to depose two Electors of the Empire, the Arch-

bishops of Cologne and Treves. On the other hand the German
electors, united under the presidency of the Elector of Mayence at

Frankfort in 1446, required of Eugenius, through their ambassador,

Gregory of Heimburg, unambiguous recognition of the two
Councils, the summoning of a new one, chartered security of

German ecclesiastical freedom, i.e., the Charter of Acceptation of

1439, and withdrawal of the deposition of the two Archbishops
; in

case of refusal they threatened to take the side of the party of

Bale. But Aeneas Silvius, who was now in the service of Frederick

III. and his Chancellor Scliirk, and had arrived in Rome before

the electoral ambassadors, interfered in such a manner that the

German princes modified their demands and Eugenius confirmed

them in four Bulls, but added a fifth with the declaration that they

were in no way to prejudice the papal rights. Shortly before his

death the German princes acknowledged Eugenius. Nicholas Y.

(1447-55) confirmed the Bulls of his predecessors and obtained the

acknowledgment of the princes assembled at Aschaffenburg. Their

attempts to settle the Church question further at the Diet at

Ratisbon, were crossed by Aeneas Silvius (now already Bishop of

Triest), who induced the Emperor to conclude a concordat for the

German nation at Vienna in 1448, which deprived the German
Church once more of nearly all the liberties it had obtained. As
the Concordat of Aschaffenburg, it then received the force of

imperial law. It is true that this was not intended to invalidate

the Charter of Acceptation of Mayence of 1439, so far as its ordi-

nances were not expressly abrogated, but the Acceptation of

Mayence was soon forgotten and the Concordat of Aschaffenburg

(Vienna) appeared as an independent treaty and the sole fruit of

the Council of Bale for Germany. Princes and bishops were gained

in favour of it by special concessions.^

The remnant of the Council of Bale adjourned in 1448 to

Lausanne, acknowledged Nicholas V., and dissolved in 1449. Felix

V. abdicated and became Bishop of Sabina. Then, when Frederick

III. received the imperial crown in 145'2, he caused Aeneas Silvius,

in an adulatory address to the Pope, to propose a crusade instead

of the promised general council. The victory of the reaction of the

old despiritualized Papacy is expressed in the words of Aeneas :

^ The Elector of Brandenburg, e.<7., received the concession of himself

appointing to his feudatory bishoprics of Brandenburg, Lebus and Havelberg,

the spiritual electors receiving the so-called indultum (power of appointing to

benefices) which became vacant during the papal months.
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" vhi sanctitas tua^ ibi concilium^ ibi reges, ibi mores, ibi deereta

salub risque reformatio

y

10. The Greek Church, the Florentine Union and the Fall of the

Byzantine Empire.

Sources : Nicephorus Grbgoras, hist. rom. (from 1204 to 1359, rich in

documents on the ecclesiastical controversies of his time), 3 vols., Bonn

1829 and 1855 (Mgr. 148) ; Johannes Cantacuzenus, historiarum libri IV.,

Bonn 1828-32, 3 vols., (Mgr. 153 and 154) ; Miklosich and Muller, acta

et diplomata grceca medii cevi, Vind. 1860, I. (Mgr. 152, 1269 and 151, 679).

On the Florentine Union : Documents collected by H. Justiniani in 1638 in

Harduin, IX., 669; (Dorotheus Mytil.) historia concilii Florentini, Mansi,

XXXI. 997; Sylv. Sguropulos (more correctly Syropulos), vera hist,

unionis non verce conc.fior., ed. G. Cryghton, Hag. Comitum 1660; Cecconi,

studi storici sul concilia di Firenze I., Firenze 1869 ; Frommann, Kritische

Beitrage zur Geschichte der Florentinischen Kircheneinigung, Halle 1872;

id. in JdTh. 1817.—Literature : J. G. V. Engelhardt in ZhTh. 1838 ; W.
Gass, Beitrage zilr Kirchl. Lit. u. DG. des griech. MA. I. Gennadius u.

Pletho, Breslau 1844, II. Die Mystik des Nicolaus Cabasilas, Greifswald

1849 ; F. J. Stein, Stud, ilber d. Hesychasten, Wien 1874 ; Bessarion, opp.

Mgr. 161.—On the alleged Synod of Constantinople (1450) ; the Acts in Leo

Allatius {vid. p. 439) add. III. 4 ; Soph. Oeconomus, to o-wfo/^ei^a ^kkX.

(Tvyyp. KcopaTavTLVOv rov e^ OiKOvofxcov I., Athen. 1862.

The union with Rome brought about by Michael Palseologus at

the Council of Lyons in 1274 had speedily fallen away, the Emperor

himself being overthrown in 1283. But a division of the Church,

for which he was to blame, survived him for a considerable time.

The Patriarch Arsenius of Constantinople had already, in 1262,

proclaimed the ban against the restorer of the Byzantine Empire

on account of his crime against the young son of Theodoras Laskaris,

and after vain attempts to appease him had been exiled in 1267.

But a strong ecclesiastical party adhered to him, and it was not till

1312 that the Patriarch Niphon succeeded in abolishing the schism.

The increasing internal confusion and external oppression by the

Turks continually fostered anew the desire of the emperors to unite

with the Latins, so as to obtain help. The Palseologue Andronicus

III. sent Abbot Barlaam, who was of Calabrian descent, to Avignon

to negotiate with Pope Benedict XII. But the attempt was wrecked

on the papal demand of unconditional adoption of the Roman

doctrines.

Having returned from his mission, Barlaam attacked the fanatical

monastic party of the so-called Hesychasts, who had their chief

centre of support among the monks in the monasteries of Mount

Athos. The state of ecstasy which was here favoured was brought

about physically by the enforced rest of contemplation of the clouds

;
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the phenomena of light thereby produced were regarded as products

of the uncreated divine light, such as had surrounded Christ with

light at the transfiguration. Barlaam and a certain Akindynos, who
moreover were hated among the monks as friends of the Latins,

mocked at the fanatical monks and accused them of Ditheism,

because, in the divine light, they adored something eternal and

uncreated alongside of God. As a matter of fact their mystical

fanaticism, in genuine Greek fashion, was directly based upon

the hypothesis of an energy (eVep7eta), distinct from the divine

nature and 3'et itself divine, which made its appearance in the light

already spoken of. Men's minds became heated, and thus vigorous

party divisions arose, in which Gregorius Palamas, afterwards

Archbishop of Thessalonica, specially championed the ideas of the

Hesychasts, and Nicephorus Gregoras combated them. At a

Synod of Constantinople (1341) Palamas really obtained the victory,

and Barlaam, by the non-success of his accusations, was obliged to

go to the West, where he attached himself to the Latin Church,

and died as bishop in Calabria (1348). But the curious controversy

continued through several further synods with alternating results,

till finally the doctrine of Palamas was again victorious (1351),

inasmuch as the Emperor John V., Cantacuzenus, who came

to the throne in 1341, had also been obliged to give way to the

opinion of the zealous monks.

Among the representatives of the peculiar sort of mysticism

which here sought expression, there was also Nicholas Cabasilas,

the successor of Palamas in the Archiepiscopal chair of Thessalonica,

who still strove with Nicephorus Gregoras over the doctrine of the

Hesychasts. He is, after his kind, a very important representative

of the later Greek mysticism which grew up out of the old patristic

theology, and which, following the example of the Areopagite,

develops in the doctrine of the sacraments the idea of the trans-

ference of supersensuous divine forces into the Church, and gave

a religiously valuable presentation of this mysticism in the treatise

Hept T?}9 eV Xfjiaro) ^tw?}?.

In spite of the deep-rooted antipathies of the Greeks, the

Palseologue John VII., in his hard-pressed situation, made a further

attempt to gain help by union with the Latins, and Eugenius IV.

willingly responded to him. At the head of a great number of

Greeks (700 persons) he landed at Venice in the spring of 1438, and

thence passed to Ferrara, whither Eugenius had summoned the

Council in opposition to the Bale party. But few of the Greeks

whom hp had brought with him were inwardly cordial to the
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establishment of a union. The most zealous exertions in its favour

were made by Bessarion, the learned and classically cultured

Archbishop of Nicsea, and along with him, by Bishop Isidore, of

Kieff.^ The majority were at best half-hearted in the matter, the

Archbishop of Thessalonica, Marcus Eugenius, even with barely

concealed hostility. In the negotiations great stress was laid on

petty questions of etiquette. The solemn opening of the Union
Synod took place on the 6th April, 1438, the transference to Florence

in February, 1439. The endless formal and material discussions on

the much-contested fiUoque made no progress from this one point

for a long time, and several times threatened to lead to a breach,

till finally the Greeks agreed to acknowledge the equal authorization

of the formula a patre et filio and the a patre per filmm found in the

Greek Fathers, on condition that the addition to the Creed should

not be exacted from them, and on the other hand, that the main-

tenance of their own peculiar ceremonies should be permitted them

* Properly of Moscow. The residence of the Russian G-randprinces had been

transferred, in 1170, from Kiefif to Vladimir, and accordingly the seat of the

Metropolitans also in 1299, until Ivan Danilowitsch transferred it along with

his residence to Moscow in 1328. About 1320 KieiF, with Ukraine, had come
under the dominion of the then still heathen Lithuanians under Gedimin. Over
Kieff Gedimin appointed a relation who had received Greek baptism, while he

himself showed some inclination to Roman Christianity, so that, at that time
Pope John XXII. attempted to institute a Catholic bishopric in Kieff. Under
Gedimin's successor, Olgerd, Roman emissaries (Dominicans) and Greek clergy

opposed each other in Lithuania. Olgerd received baptism from the latter, but

soon fell away again. It was Jagello, the husband of the Polish Hedwig, who
first bought the Polish crown by baptism according to the Latin rite, and the

introduction of Christianity into Lithuania. During this time a schism broke

out between the Metropolitan of Kieff, who was appointed from Constantinople,

and the Metropolitan of Moscow, which was abolished in 1390 by the acknow-
ledgment of the Metropolitan of Moscow as the universal Metropolitan for the

Russian Church. But under Witold (Alexander), the ruler appointed for

Lithuania by Jagello, the entire separation of Kieff from Byzantium, and
so from Moscow, was carried out. An assembly, in great part of Russian
Bishops, in 1414, while adhering to the orthodox Greek faith, proclaimed

ecclesiastical separation from Constantinople on account of the uncanonical

procedui-e of the Byzantine emperors in ecclesiastical affairs. Thus, to some
extent, the first step was taken in an approach to Rome. The Metropolitan,

Gregory of Kieff visited the Council of Kostnitz, where, however, he declared

that he had no desire to pass over to the Church of Rome (Johann Lindenblatt's

Chronik, ed. by Voigt and Schubert, 1820, p. 335). IsmoRE, a Greek from

Thessalonica, who had already been won in Constantinople for union with

Rome and had been consecrated Metropolitan of Moscow, found a friendly

welcome from the Russian Grandprince, Wassitz, who did not prevent him
from going to Ferrara, although he himself declared against any deviation

from Greek doctrine and custom.
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in the agreement. After, on tliis basis, the Emperor had assured

himself of the promise of Latin assistance, union was also arrived

at on the other questions in controversy (purgatory, sacrifice of

the mass, leavened bread in the Eucharist, and the primacy of

the Pope, not without great ambiguity on both sides). On the 6th

July, 1439, there followed the solemn proclamation of the Decree

of Union by Julius C^saeini in the Latin language, and Bessakion

in the Greek. The acknowledgment of the Eoman primacy, which,

moreover, was most ambiguously stated, was made worthless by the

express reservation of all rights of the Patriarch of Constantinople

and the other eastern Patriarchs. Isidore issued from Ofen (1st

March, 1440) a pastoral letter to all the dioceses in Lithuania,

Russia and Livonia, in which, maintaining the ancient claims of

Moscow, he designated himself " by the grace of God, Metropolitan

of Kiefif and all Russia," and proclaimed the union concluded with

Rome. But he was afterwards arrested in Moscow by Wassitz, and

after two years fled thence to Rome, and Russia remained closed to

the union. But in the Greek Church the union, dictated by the

political needs of the Emperor, aroused the greatest excitement and

embitterment. The question whether as early as 1450 a synod,

which rejected the union and deposed the Patriarch Gregory III.,

was held in the Church of St. Sophia, is contested. But it is certain

that Gregory III. recognised his position in Constantinople to be

untenable, deserted his see and finished his life in Rome, while

the promulgation of the union in Constantinople was delayed,

and the Feast of the Union was first solemnly celebrated on the

14th December, 1452, in the Church of St. Sophia, in the presence

of the Emperor, by Bishop Isidore, of Kieff, sent by Nicholas V.

and raised to the Cardinalate* ; which ceremony stirred up to the

utmost the resistance of the Greeks. Immediately thereafter Con-

stantinople fell in the conflict with Mohammed II., the conqueror

of Constantinople (23rd May, 1453).
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The Time of the Ecclesiastical Re -action and the Renaissance.

1. The Papacy from the Middle of the Fifteenth Century till the

Reformation.

Sources : Barthol. Platina (p. 479), from Eugenius IV. to Paul II. a contem-

porary source. His continuator Onuphrius Panvinus, in his augmented ed.

of Platiiia, Col. Agr. 1626. The lives of individual Popes and the Diaria

Rom. in Murat., Rer. Ital. scr. Among the latter especially Stephani

Infessur^ Diarium in Eccard in the Corp. hist. med. cevi, Leipz. 1723, I.,

and J. BuRCHARDi Diar. (1483-1506) seu rer. urbanar. commentarii, ed. L.

Thuasnb, Par. 1883-85 ; Aene^ Sylv. opp. otnnia, Basil. 1551 iter. 1571

;

ejusd. cle vita et rebus gestis Frider. III. in Kollar, Anal. Monum.,

Vindob. II., 139 ; ejusd. ejyp., Col. 1474, Norimb. 1481 and frequently
;

cf. G-. VoiCxT, in the AKOG. VI., Wien 1856 ;
ejusd. orationes pol. et

eccl. ed. Mansi, Lucse 1755-59, 2 vols. ; ejusd. opp. inedita, ed. J. Cugnoni,

Eom. 1883.—CiACONii vitce et resg. Pont. Rom. ab Oldoino rec, 3 vols.,

Eom. 1677 ; Creighton, A history of the Pap. during the period of the

Ref, vol. i-iii., London 1882 and 1887 ; Pastor, G. d. Papste (vid. I. 20)

i. and ii., 1886 and 1889 ; G. Storza, Nic. V. in German by Horack,

Innsbr. 1888 ; Kayser in Jgg. vi. ; G. Voigt, Enea de' Piccolomini als

Pius II. u. s. ZA., 3 vols., Brl. 1856-63 ; F. Gregorovius, Lucr. Borgia,

3rd ed., 2 vols., Stuttg. 1876 ; M. Brosch, Alex. VI. u. s. Tochter in HZ.,

vol. 33 ; C. V. HoFLER, Don Rodrigo de Borga u. s. Sohne, Wien 1889

;

Ch. Yriarte, les Borgia (Cesare), 2 vols., Par. 1889 ; M. Brosch, P. Julius

ILu. d. Grundung des Kirchenstaats, Gttg. 1878; id., G. d. Kirchenst. I.,

Gttg. 1880 ; KoscOE, Life and pontif. of Leo X., Liverp. 1804, London 1806,

in German by Glaser with notes by Henke, 3 vols., Lpz. 1808, Wien 1818.

Nicholas V., the promoter of the now strong humanist tendency,

and founder of the Vatican Library, lived to see the conquest of

Constantinople, and now summoned a crusade and ordained an

ecclesiastical tithe for that purpose. But the profound excitement

of men's minds over that event nevertheless failed of a correspond-

ing result. The princes and powers remained entangled among

their nearest and conflicting interests ; at the German Diet it was

thought that the Pope and the Emperor merely wanted money,

and support against the Turks was conceded to the Hungarians

only. Even in Rome shortly before the catastrophe opinions

differed on the question whether assistance ought to be afforded

to the heretical Greeks.^ Nor was the zeal of the restless Calixtus

* Vld. the memorial of December, 1452, in Frommann, I.e., page 426 sqq.

523
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III. (Alf. Borgia, 1455-58) able to rouse men to action. Charles VII.

forbade the preaching of the crusade in France, and only conceded

an ecclesiastical tithe under reservation of the rights and liberties

of the French Church ; but many of the clergy and the university

of Paris appealed against it to a general council. In German}^ the

princes, in the fore rank the Archbishops of Mayence and Treves,

wished to utilize the opportunity to make the recognition of the

Pope and complaisance towards his demands conditional on the

renewal of the liberty of the Church—a kind of pragmatic sanction

i.e. really to take political and financial advantage of the occa-

sion. However, the Emperor Frederick III., advised by Aeneas

Silvius, did homage to Calixtus III. without further question, and

the German opposition remained mere complaint, such as was raised

by Martin Mayer,^ the Chancellor of Mayence, and Aeneas Silvius

sought to refute in the treatise De vitu., situ, morihiis et condifione

Germanice, in accordance with the standpoint of the decided papal

system which he had already adopted. For this Aeneas was

made a cardinal, and Calixtus explained pretty plainly to the Em-
peror that the observance of the Concordat depended on his good

pleasure.

After the death of Calixtus, Aeneas himself succeeded to the

papal See as Pius II. (1458-64), witty, learned, shrewd, and energetic,

a frivolous humanist worldling, who threw himself into the interests

of the restored Papacy with the same adroitness as he had formerly

into those of the Council. Only moral inspiration was lacking to

this diplomatic Pope. Opposition to the Turks obviously occupied

the front rank among the interests of a pope. But the attempted

foundation of new knightly orders was of no duration. At the

Congress of Princes at Mantua (1459), which was laboriously

brought about and sparsely attended, he obtained from a few powers

the promise of help in the matter of the Turks, but amid the diver-

sity of political interests indifference prevented any common action

from being taken. A didactic letter to Sultan Mohammed II. (1461)

naturally remained without effect. Subsequently he wished to

place himself at the head of a crusading army, for which purpose

the Roman alum-bed discovered in 1462 was to supply the means.

But only tardily were a few Venetian vessels found for the enter-

prise. Then, in 1464, he was called away by death.

More important for him was the establishment of the papal

authority which had been shattered by the period of the Councils.

He declared indignantly against the principles of Kostnitz and Bale,

^ Letter to Aeu. Sylvius of 31st Aus-ust. 1457.
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which he had once so vigorously defended, and forbade, on pain ot

excommunication, appeals from the Pope to a council, to which it

was now the custom to resort frequently. The mission of Cardinal

Bessa-EION to Germany for the sake of promoting the enterprise of

the crusade only gave rise to a letter of complaint by the German

princes, and an appeal of the above sort. Duke Sigismund of

Austria, who was laid under ban and interdict on account of acts

of violence against the obtruded Bishop of Brixen, Nicholas of Cusa,

appealed in like manner. Gregory of Heimburg, the tenacious

opponent of the Pope, defended his cause, but for that reason was

himself placed under the ban. Archbishop Diether, of Mayence,

who at the electoral Diet at Nuremberg appealed to a council

against the enormous annate required of him, was arbitrarily

deposed by Pius, in 1461, as the centre of the German opposition

party ; but the conflict which was thus originated closed with an

agreement by which Diether abdicated in return for important

concessions. In France, Pius sought to set aside the Pragmatic

Sanction, against which he had already ardently declaimed at

Mantua as a stain upon the Church. Charles VII. appealed with-

out hesitation against this action, but his successor, Lewis XI,, agreed

in 1461 to the abolition of the Sanction, in order to gain the favour

of the Pope for the claims of the house of Anjou on Naples. But

when Pius, in the interest of a nephew whom he favoured, did not

accede, Lewis willingly allowed the parliament to refuse to abolish

the Pragmatic Sanction and the unstable condition of the Church

to continue. In Bohemia, George Podiebrad, on his coronation,

had vowed fidelity and obedience to the Church and the Pope

from political considerations, and had promised to exert himself to

bring back his people from all errors ; and Pius had diplomati-

cally satisfied himself with this secretly given promise, which he

now interpreted as abandonment of the Compacts, while George

Podiebrad already sought to maintain them for the sake of the

influence of the Utraquists. In the next few years neither George

nor Pius was in any way inferior in the moves of diplomacy.

After vain pressure, Pius, in 1462, declared the Compacts annulled,

and cited the king to answer for himself at Rome. The document

was already written when Pius died. The opposition was heigh-

tened under his successor, Paul II. (1464-71). Podiebrad's

ambitious plans drew him now to this side, now to that. In

December, 1466, Paul declared him deposed, and in 1468 incited

king Matthias of Hungary to war against Podiebrad, who was

entangled in far-reaching political plans, but did not attain the
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desired end ; for when Podiebrad died, soon after the influential

Rokyzana (1471), the Polish prince Wladislav, who was now elected,

was obliged to swear to maintain the Compacts.

For the popes who now followed, the determining interest is that

of maintaining and utilizing their political position. Family

interest and a self-seeking policy, often faithless, and free of all

moral considerations, make use according to circumstances of the

spiritual weapons of their rank. Francis de la Rovere, the general

of the Franciscans, was raised to the Papacy as Sixtus IV. (1471-

84), a great patron of art, and at the same time a powerful ruler,

but a reprobate. He was involved in a share of the guilt of the

conspiracy of the Pazzi against the Medici in Florence, then com-

bated Florence by means of the interdict, and imposed the ban on

Lorenzo, who had escaped the massacre and had been recalled by the

Florentines. But the Florentine clergy appealed again to a council

and declared the ban and interdict invalid. Altered political circum-

stances and the conquest of Otranto by the Turks compelled Sixtus

to give way. Soon thereafter he sought to provide otherwise for his

nephew Girolamo Riario, and in league with Venice attacked Duke
Hercules of Este. Then he suddenly shifted to the opposite party

and in turn laid Venice under ban and interdict. After his death

the capitulation of election was intended to afford protection against

nepotism. But the newly elected Innocent VIII. (1484-92) practised

it more keenly than ever in the interest of his numerous children,

and the cardinals were in no way behind him in this matter. While

Innocent issued summons in ancient fashion to the crusade and for

the Turk tax, he held the brother and rival of Sultan Bajazid,

Dschem (Zizim, Zemes), who had come into his power through the

knights of Rhodes, prisoner for a high ransom, which the Sultan

paid him. Under him, Germany, with the Pope's sanction, was

blessed with the institution of trial for witchcraft {vid. infra).

Elected by the cardinals, corrupted by bribery, Roderick Borgia

(Borja), a nephew of Calixtus III., now exhibits as Alexander VI.

(1492-1503) the deepest degeneracy of the Papacy, the stifling of all

spiritual motives by political interest in the conflicts of the Itahan

peninsula. Every vice, especially lust, murder in the interest of

political passion, and avarice, was practised in Rome, and with the

greatest mastery in the family of the Pope. When Charles VIII.

of France sought to assert the rights of his house of Anjou over

Naples, Ferdinand of Naples and his son Alphonso II. retained the

Pope on their side by great gifts to his sons. Alexander threatened

Charles with the ban. and seems himself to have looked about for
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Turkish assistance.^ "When, however, Charles made his entry into

Rome, Alexander had to adopt his party and deliver up the im-

prisoned Dschem, whose death shortly afterwards was ascribed to

his having been poisoned by Alexander. Alexander then allied

himself with the Emperor Maximilian and Spain, to be rid of France

in Italy ; finally he again approached Lewis XII. who had succeeded

Charles VIII. Alexander loosed his favourite son, Cardinal C^sar

Borgia (the murderer ^ of his brother Giovanni, the Duke of

Candia) from his spiritual rank, in order that he might pursue his

secular plans without hindrance. In gratitude for Alexander's action

in granting the divorce of Lewis of Orleans from his wife, in order

that he might marry the widow of Charles VIII., he, as Lewis XII.,

made Csesar Duke of Valentinois, and supported him in the forma-

tion of a central Italian princedom by violence and treachery. The

church government of this Pope appears merely as the source of

financial means for the maintenance of the luxurious and dissolute

court and the pursuit of political ends. He died in 1503, as is con-

jectured, by poison.^ In the strongest contrast with this reprobate

Pope stands the lofty form of the Dominican Prior of S. Marco in

Florence, Girolamo Savonarola.

In his sermons on repentance, which were of powerful effect, he held forth

their vices to all ranks, demanded thorough reforms of the whole Church and

clergy and rose to the idea of a national regeneration of Italy in religion and

morals, of which he conceived the restoration of the republican freedom of

Florence as the starting point. The way was to be prepared by a divine judg-

ment to be expected on Italy. Political affairs, the expulsion of Pieko de' Medici,

and the interference of Charles VIII. of France promoted in Savonarola

the religious-political tendency which led him to the clear expression of the

idea of a democratic-republican theocracy, in which the will of God, the fear

of God, and piety were to dominate all private and public affairs. For a con-

siderable time, as prophet and theocratic leader, he was actually the most

influential man in Florence. Amid the vigorous resistance of the luxurious

and highly cultured nobility, with their loose morality, he was able to induce

worldlings through moral agitation to break suddenly with luxury, voluptuous-

ness, and refined worldliness, and the populace, carried away by his influence,

burned all their frippery and all the instruments of luxury, but also works of

art and the writings of Boccacio. But the theocratic ideal soon declined, and

Savonarola fell a victim to the fickle popular spirit, from the time that

Alexander VI., the hierarchy, and the other orders proceeded against the bold

Christian demagogue. Savonarola was burned on the 23rd May, 1498, as a

heretic, a persecutor of the Church and seducer of the people. But his Order

1 Yid. H. Hbidbnheimer in ZKG., V. 511 against the doubts expressed by

Kankb and Bkosch.
2 This also is controverted, though hardly with justification.

3 He himself or his son Csesar is said to have mixed the poison for another.

But the point canjiot be strictly proved.
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always maintained his innocence and blamelessness as a churchman, even after

Luther had canonized him, in spite of the Pope and all papists. In spite of the

monastic one-sidedness of his ideas of reform, his zeal was suppoi'ted by deeper
views of the faith, which Luther could understand in his own sense. In Savona-
rola's Meditations on the li. and xxxi. psalms, written in prison shortly before

his death, and which Luther edited with a preface {vid. opp. var. arg. vii., 493),

it was the assurance of faith, which in face of death broke through all ecclesi-

astical and monastic prejudices, and rested solely on the free divine mercy
without regard to merit by works, which Luther found here, as in so many
cases of mediaeval piet3^ The monstrous apostasy of the " modern " Church
from the apostolic ideal necessarilj^ led Savonarola to break through the Roman
conception of the Church. Christendom, he said, had to-day become a Jewish
people, the true Church had been destroj-ed and a false one built of Christians

who were material for the fire of hell. The elect who are in a state of grace

are the true Church. In the last and supreme resort they are not bound by
external ecclesiastical power, where it appears plainly unchristian ; by its i^n-

righteous ban they cannot be cut off from Christ. "If Christ absolve thee not,

then what avail thee all other absolutions ? Christ says : I will stand by those

who are accursed, and the devil stands by those who are blessed. Those are

not cut off from Christ, who bear his death in their mortal bodies." Equally

certain of his vocation as a reformer, as of his gifts as a prophet, Savonarola

summoned the princes to call a general council, to release Christendom from an
Alexander VI.

—

Opp. Lugd. 1633-40, in 6 vols. His sermons, mostly taken

down by hearers, Flor. 1496 sqq. Among numerous tractates often edited

singly : Triomfo della croce ; Compendio di rivelazioni. Vid. his devotional

writings, in German by Rapp, Stuttg. 1839 ; P. Villari, Storla di Gir. S., 2

vols., 2nd ed.. Fir. 1887 (the first edition, 1853, already utilized by K. Hase,

Neue Propheten, 2nd ed., 1861 ; translated into German 1868) ;
^ Ranke, Sav.

II. d. floi^ent. Republik in his hid. biogr. Studien, 1877 (Works, vol. 40) ; A.

Gherardi, Ntwvi Dociwienti e studi int. a Gir. S. 1887.

After the short pontificate of Pius III. (September-October, 1503),

who had promised a General Council in his capitulation of election,

Giuliano della Rovere was raised to the pontificate as Julius II.

(1503-13), the Pope of art, war and politics who expelled Caesar

Borgia and sought to separate parts of the State of the Church from

over-powerful Venice. He concluded with the Emperor Maximilian,

Lewis of France, and the King of Naples the League of Cambray
(1508), against Venice, but subsequently, in opposition to France,

which was pressing threateningly into Lombardy, gladly made
peace with Venice, which humbled itself, and now advanced against

France. Under these circumstances, Lewis, who in 1499 had al-

ready again declared the Pragmatic Sanction of 1438 legally valid,

once more fostered the ecclesiastical opposition. When the Pope

conferred a French bishopric, Lewis stopped the revenues of all

holders of French and Milanese benefices who resided mth the

Curia, and caused a National Council to be held in Tours (1510),

' [English translation, London 1890.]
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which demanded a General Council and some sort of representa-

tive body for the exercise of papal functions during the quarrel.

This also occasioned the revival in Germany of the old accus-

tomed complaints and demands. Germany, in consequence of the

unfortunate issue of the Concordat, had in special measure become

a financial source for the Curia. In order to stave off serious re-

forms, the popes had preferred to concede rights and privileges in

their national churches to the Emperor and the more powerful

German territorial princes. While, therefore, the Pope was un-

remitting in liis exertions to increase under all sorts of titles his

revenues from the national churches, the national rulers strove no

less to increase their influence and privileges in the Church, so that

on both hands the real interest of ecclesiastical reform fell into the

background ; the complaints of the German Estates of the Empire

as to Roman practices continued without intermission, partly in con-

nection with the efforts after reform of the constitution of the empire.

Here there was no longer any question of opposition to the papacy on

principle, but of a bargain between the two parties over the limits

between papal interference and princely government. The greater

secular authorities of Germany had gradually obtained very consider-

able concessions, and it was now hoped in regard to the empire also

that it would be possible successfully to relieve the general German

complaints of excessive burdens imposed by the Pope (annates,

taxes, expectancies, reservations). The Emperor Maximilian caused

the humanist Wimpfeling to lay before him an opinion on the

subject of reform, and soon thereafter attached himself to the anti-

papal efforts of France, although he at the same time (1511) also

entertained the adventurous plan of becoming pope himself if the

sick Pope should die.^ French clergy contrived to arrange a Council

for which three cardinals furnished the invitation by subscribing

their names.

The Council was to meet in Pisa in September, 1511, bring about

a general peace among Christians and a war against the Turks,

and effect the reformation of the Church in head and members, and

the abolition of all defects in ecclesiastical life.^ Pope Julius re-

sponded on his side by convoking a General Council to the Lateran

for the following year, concluded a league with Spain and Venice,

and condemned the intended Council at Pisa. It was opened by a

handful of French prelates under the presidency of Cardinal Ber-

' On this subject vid. the writings of Jager, W. Bohm, 1877, and H. Ulmann
in ZKG., III. 2, and id., K. MaximiVs I. Absichten, Stuttg. 1888.

- P. Lehmann, Das pisan. Cone. v. 1511, Brsl. 1874.

c'.H.—VOL. II. M M
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nardo Carvajal, and repeated the declaration of Kostnitz as to the

authority of councils. But its powerlessness was clear from the

very beginning. A popular revolt compelled it as early as Decem-

ber to go to Milan under the protection of French arms. Germany

held back entirely, and Maximilian even allowed himself to be

drawn over to the papal league, and declared his adherence to the

Lateran Council. In April, 1512, the Council of Pisa still ventured

to suspend the Pope. But when the fortunes of war turned against

the French, it retired to Lyons and gradually dissolved. On the

other hand, Julius II. celebrated the triumph of gaining expression

for the papal claims at his Council, which was acknowledged by

Spain and England, and afterwards by Germany,^ but only attended

by pliant Italians. The famous theologian Thomas de Vio

(Cajetanus) defended the supremacy of the Pope over the whole

Church and the Council, which only derived its right from the

Pope, as well as the Pope's infallibility. After Germany had also

declared its obedience, Julius issued the interdict against France,

rejected the French ecclesiastical constitution, and summoned the

French clergy to answer for themselves in Rome. Soon thereafter

he died, and his successor, Giovanni Medici (the son of Lorenzo the

Magnificent), as Leo X. (1513-21) brought the remainder of the

rival Council into humble submission. Lewis XII. was reconciled

to the Pope, and his successor, Francis I. (from 1515), reached out

his hand to abolish the Pragmatic Sanction, and concluded a con-

cordat with the Pope, by which the Pope and the King divided the

liberties of the Galilean Church.

The free election by chapters was abolished, and the higher ecclesiastical

dignities were handed over to the papal nomination ; the annates and other

ecclesiastical revenues were awarded to the Pope, but the King was to have a

right of proposal for that nomination, which came pretty near to royal nomina-

tion, and of these revenues a considerable portion was to fall to the crown.

"While these advantages practicall}- handed over the French Church to the

crown and made it a political interest of the French kings to maintain the

condition of the Church unharmed, Rome had the satisfaction of burying in

the Pragmatic Sanction the last remainder of what had been gained at

Bale.

In the Bull Pastor ceternns the Pope and the Council confirmed

the full sovereignty of the Pope over councils with express citation

of Boniface VIII.'s notorious Bull Utiam sanctam. One single voice

resisted in the vote on the revocation of the resolutions of Bale and

Bourges. All the rest gave their placet, Leo himself in the words :

non solum placet, sed luidtum placet et perplacet. And this Pope,

' The embassy of Maximilian's minister, Matthias Lang, Bishop of Gurk.
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who thus again constituted himself a second God on earth, was
indeed a highly educated man and a sagacious and expert man of

business, but his spirit and heart were not in the ideal of the Church,

but in art and humanist science, without any hearty personal

participation in the Christian faith ; he therefore constituted the

mediaeval papal ideal, without any of that enthusiasm for the faith,

which had permeated a Gregory VII. and an Innocent III. Charac-

teristic is the dogmatic decree of the Council, which still found it

necessary to acknowledge the immortality of the soul.

Here, just before the birth hour of the Reformation, stands the apparently

complete victory of papal absolutism, but deserted by the spirit. It is true

that this Council also took in hand the constantly desired reformation of the

Church, to which it had been summoned in the striking preaching of repentance

of the famous Augustinian General AECaDius of Viterbo ; but the reforming

decrees were confined to the inculcation of the precepts of the Church relative

to filling benefices with really suitable spiritual persons, a few ordinances for

the sti-engthening of the episcopal supervision and episcopal censorship of

books, and so provided no mitigation whatever for the old abuses in the papal

government of the Church which were so severely felt by the German nation,

much less did they touch the inward mischiefs or give an impulse to the

revival of the religious spirit. The Council also summoned believers to a crusade

against the Turks, ordered a crusading tax from all countries, issued a papal

indulgence for that purpose, and imposed a tithe on the clergy. A minority

had demanded that the tax and indulgence should not be oi'dered and issued

till the undertaking was in progress. After the solemn close of the Council

(16th Marcli, 1517), the Spanish clergy, vmder the leadership of the famous
Cardinal Ximenes, refused to pay the tax before that took place. England
would have nothing to do with the matter, and in Germany the Diet of

Augsburg (1518) utilized the old complaints against Rome to repel the new
demands. (B. Gbbhardi, die Gravamina dar deutschen Nation^ Berl. 1884.)

2. Humanism and the Secular Culture of the Renaissance.

Literature : G. Voigt, din. Wiederbelebung des Klass. Atterthums, 2nd ed., 2

vols., Berl. 1880 sq. ; J. Burokhardt, die Kultur der Benaissance in Italiem,

4th ed., by L. Geiger, 2 vols., Lpz. 1885 ; L. Geiger, Renaissance ' u.

Bumanismus in Italien u. Deutschland, Berl. 1882 ; AV. Ga.ss, Gennadius
u. Ftetho, Bresl. 1844, (Beitrcige I.) ; Fr. Schultze, Gesch. d. Phil, d,

Renaiss. I., Jena 1874 ; H. Vast, le cardinal Bessarion, Par. 1878 ; A. v,

Reumont, Lorenzo de'' Medici, il Magnifico, 2nd ed., 2 vols., Lpz. 1888 ; J.

Vahlen, Lor. Valla, Brl. 1870 ; K. Hartfelder, K. Celtes, HZ., vol. 47;

F. V. Bezold, ibid., vol. 49; J. Aschback, der Wiener Univ. u. ihre

Humanisten,^ . 1877; L. Geiger, J. Reuchlin, Lpz. 1871; A. Muller,
Lehen d. Er., Hamb. 1828; F. 0. Stichard, E. v. R., Lpz. 1870; F. Seebohm,
the Oxford Reformers of 1498, 2nd ed., Lond. 1861 ; Th. B. Drummond, J5^.,

his life and char., 2 vols., Lond. 1876.

A great intellectual power of a secular character now comes

alongside of the ageing Church. In the West, during the flourish-

ing period of ecclesiastical life, the knowledge of classical literature,
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never extinguished, thongli at times somewhat limited, remained

hampered in its influence on the free development of intellect and

taste by the preponderance of the positive doctrine of the Church
and the fixed forms of scholasticism. It was only in the period of

the Church's decline that it entered upon an increase of activity,

and, along with the issue of the efforts of the great Councils,

brought about—first of all in Italy—a new period of culture. Of

the great Italians, Dante (f1321), Petrarch (f1374), and Boccacio

(tl375), in whom Italian national poetry kindled into flame, the

first, the author of the D'lvina ComecUa., along with his deep piety

and enthusiasm for the faith of the Church and his essentially

scholastic culture, already exhibits an inclination towards classical

ideals. Petrarch became the founder of Latin Humanism and the

zealous imitator of the ancients {epistolce) ; Boccacio, the first Italian

prose writer, was at the same time a zealous promoter of classical

studies {de genealogia deorum) and the representative of wanton wit

and the derider of the monks and clergy. It is Roman classical

culture which is here specially fostered, in the cause of which, e.gr.,

John of Ravenna worked as teacher in Padua and Florence in the

beginning of the fifteenth century. Classical rhetoric and the

cultivation of style begin to be prized at the Curia, as is shown
by Nicholas of Clemanges and many others, e.g. Poggio (papal

secretary at the Council of Constance). The Byzantines from of

old had command of a much richer treasure of classical, and

especially of Greek, learning, and their influence on the West now
constantly increased. Immanuel Chrysoloras shows this influence

as early as the end of the fourteenth century. The Council of Union
at Florence (1439) brought close contact and an influential inter-

mediary in Bessarion, a man of classical culture. Georgius

Gemisthus Pletho, who had given his advice against the union

with the Latin Church, but, nevertheless, took part in the negotia-

tions and worked for a time in Italy (Florence), introduced a new
leaven into the movement by his enthusiasm for Platonic philosophy.

To him Plato was a free antique intellectual force, which he led

into the field against Aristotle, who was sheltered by the Church and

was her traditional servant. In his conflict with Gennadius and

sOther defenders of Aristotle he at the same time leads the cause of

.-a religious culture, free from the narrow forms of dogma, in which the

.classical and ecclesiastical were to be ideally blended, and Bessarion,

his pupil, shares his standpoint, but in a modified manner, deter-

mined by regard for the Church. After the fall of Constantinople,

iiaumerous Greek scholars, although mostly unimportant, brought
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the Byzantine treasures of antiquity to Italy, where Rome and the

Florence of the Medici became gathering points for the revival of

the classical world. At first without express reference to the Church
and theology, the representatives of this classical tendency had not

only to combat the form of scholasticism ; the dogmatism and
traditionalism of the Church had also to submit to historical

criticism, and the study of language had to be applied to the Holy
Scriptures. Laueentius Valla (f1457) wrote his annotationes in

novum testameutuiHj practised philological criticism on the Vulgate
and historical criticism on the so-called Donatio Constantini.

The Inquisition scented the danger to the Church in this new
intellectual force ; but Pope Nicholas V., the zealous patron of

humanist studies, took Valla under his protection. For the most
part the Church was left untouched directly, but there was developed

a tendency o± spirit and taste on a basis perfectly independent of

the Church, here and there to the extent of a perfectly Pagan view
of life. In Florence, under Cosmo de' Medici, a Platonic Academy
was formed, at the instigation of Gemisthus Pletho. Maksilius

FiciNus (11499) translated Plato into Latin, and there was here

developed a syncretistic Neoplatonism, which could still adhere with

credence and even credulity to Christian elements. The young
Count Johannes Picus, Prince of Mirandola, a universal genius,

included the Kabbala in his effort after universal knowledge, and
excited admiration but also sensation and hesitation by his 900

theses. But the free impulse of humanism opposed a genuine

Aristotle to the sophisticated Aristotle of scholasticism, and to the

Platonic Academy a peripatetic school in which a strong sceptical

tendency became dominant. Pietro Pomponazzo (f1526), while out-

wardly submissive to the Church, regarded the immortality of the soul,

divine providence and such questions as m philosophy merely very

doubtful problems. Among many of these humanists, eloquentia,

i.e. the slavish imitation of the style of the ancients, was regarded

as the acme of culture ; men in high ecclesiastical dignities (Paulus

Gortesius, Cardinal Bembo and others) lived among the images of

the old mythology and often applied them in ludicrous fashion to

the rhetorical paraphrasing of matters belonging to the Church's

faith. Minds bewitched by the classical world fell away into re-

ligious unbelief and moral frivolity and took delight in the most

shameless lascivities of Latin poetry, while they looked down con-

temptuously on the barbaric schoolmen. But classical studies,

supported by the free and luxurious life of Italy, also formed a chief

factor in the rising life, specially the artistic, and in the secular

culture, of the Renaissance.
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Tlie flourishing period of the Church had brought the Romance style of

architecture to its full development, and out of it Had developed the Gothic

(pointed-arch) style, as the perfect expression of the awe and reverence of the

Christian Spirit, in which a sensuous form was given to the transcendentalism

and mj-sticism of the Christian faith and at the same time, amid all the variety

of local character (Norman, French, English, German), to the universal world-

dominant power of the Church. In this process the art of building had passed

out of the monasteries into the hands of laymen. The corporations of the

lodges of the Freemasons, had in strict alliance kept the secrets of the tech-

nique of their art and placed them at the service of the Church and finally also

of the rising cities. Now, while the Gothic style remained in use elsewhere for

building churches, in Italy, where—under the influence of the monuments of

antiquity—Gothic had never become so universal and so genuinely at home,

the humanist tendency of the spirit of the age led to a conscious attachment

to the antique. The Renaissance style was formed under these influences from

the time of Bruneleschi (t 1444). Antique models proved fruitful in pro-

moting the pursuit of plastic art, which in the thirteenth century had already

begun to bestir itself in the service of the Church (NicoLO Pisano, tl274).

Painting, which with Giotto (f 1334 in Florence) had still been very de-

pendent on Byzantine forms, had gained through Fra Giovanni Angelico

da Fiesole a new and subjectively freer life from the inspiration of the cordial

and devout spirit which proceeded from S. Francis, and the unfettering of men's

minds led, from the beginning of the fifteenth century, to delight in rendering

nature, and realistic apprehension of the human form and actual life (Masac-

CHio, tl428). Fertilized by antique works of art and ideas, painting placed

mythological pictures alongside of eccelesiastical, and led even in the latter

to the assertion of the free artistic spirit, a development which reached its

height in Leonardo da Vinci (f 1519), the powerful and many-sided artist

Michael Angelo (f 1564) and Raphael (f 1520).

The intercourse of Germans and Italians at the great Councils

also worked in favour of the transplanting of humanistic studies to

Germany, where Erfurt and Heidelberg Avere their earliest nur-

series. Rudolf Agricola (f 1485) awakened disciples and adher-

ents of humanism everywhere. Classical studies were to promote

the knowledge of the Biblical Scriptures. His pupil Alexander

Hegius, teacher at Deventer, stood in close alliance with the Bro-

thers of the Common Life and worked in the interest of a cordial

blending of humanistic learning and Christian piety. In the case

of many theologians scholastic theology was associated with

humanist efforts, e.g. in the case of Heynlin von Stein in Bale,

others at least were on friendly terms with humanists. Many
bishops regarded the new scientific life as a support of their efforts,

aiming at ecclesiastical discipline and the deepening of Christian

sentiment. The Bishop of Worms, Johann von Dalberg, Curator

of the University of Heidelberg, a friend of Rudolf Agricola, stood

forth pre-eminently in this sense as a patron of the humanists
;
he

stood at the head of the society of Rhenish scholars founded by
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Conrad Celtes, which applied itself to the history of the father-

land on the basis of humanistic studies. Dalberg also brought to

Heidelberg the famous and most fertile German humanist of a

serious disposition, Johann Reuchlin (born in Pforzheim in 1465,

died in 1522), who early distinguished himself by his knowledge of

Greek, and returning as licentiate of laws after a long residence in

Paris, settled as an advocate in Tubingen, at the same time taught

Greek in the University and served as Councillor to Count Eber-

hard of Wiirttemberg. In his company he visited Italy in 1482,

shone in an elegant oration before Pope Sixtus IV., and came into

the closest contact in Florence with the most eminent Italian

humanists (Marsilius Ficinus, Pico and others). Granted the dis-

tinction of nobility as Eberhard's Councillor and member of the

Emperor Maximilian's supreme court of justice, he learned Hebrew

from a Jew. Even after Dalberg had brought him to Heidelberg

he worked there in the most diverse studies, at Latin poetry, Greek

and Hebrew grammar, the history of the world and civil law. It

was scientific interest which drove him into the controversy with

the converted Jew Pfefferkorn, who wanted to have the Rabbinical

books destroyed on account of their blasphemies of Christ. The

attacks of the Dominicans, especially of the Grand Inquisitor Hog-

STEATEN, caused him sharply to chastise the ignorance and barbarism

of the monks, and drew to his side the younger men who were

stirred by humanism.

A universal humanist culture procured for Desiderius Erasmus,

of Rotterdam, his absolutely commanding position in the republic

of scholars. Born in 1465 and brought up among the Brothers of

the Common Life at Deventer and Herzogenbusch, he passed in 1486

into the cloister against his will, was soon freed from enforced con-

finement, and devoted himself without any definite oflSce to learned

leisure. For a time he lived in Paris, afterwards in great esteem

and veneration in England and in the Netherlands, finally from 1521

in Bale, where he died in 1536. Scientifically of the greatest merit

for his services to classical studies and thereby indirectly to theology

also (Greek New Testament of 1516, paraphrases, edition of the

Fathers, etc.), he became the freethinking opponent of the Scholastic

method, a scourge of the monks and the lazy clergy, and the enemy

of the abuses of the Church, (Adagia 1500, iyKcofiLov ficopia^;, coloquia

from 1518). Shy of stormy agitations which threatened to disturb

his learned quiet and injure his reputation, he sought to work to-

wards ecclesiastical reforms on the path of the new culture, by pro-

moting enlightenment and returning from formaUsm to simple

truths of religion and morality.
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In England (Oxford) Humanism found in John_Colet a close friend of

Erasmus (from 1505 Dean of S. Paul's in London), a representative who was
a good churchman but warmly in favour of ecclesiastical reform, especially of

the revival of the study of Scripture, and in Thomas More an original thinker

who contrasted an ideal picture with the state of affairs in his time in his

treatise Utopia {de optimo reipublicce statu), which on its religious side

sketches the main outlines of a universal natural religious disposition within

which only were the positive religions to find room. In France, Jacob Faber
Stapulensis proved his sentiments which were friendly to reform, but by no

means disposed to break with the Church, in the promotion of humanistic

studies. In Spain the latter found an influential patron in Cardinal Francis

Ximenes, the founder of the University of Alkala (Complutum) and originator

of the great undertaking of the Complutensian Polyglot.

The great intellectual revolution of Humanism worked as a fertilizing and

emancipating force, as in all departments of life so also in the ecclesiastical

and the nearly related sphere of education (Jacob Wimpfeling of Schlettstadt).

It also greatly spread the consciousness of the necessity of a religious and moral

renewal of the Church by a return to the purer sources of the faith, but did

not itself, even in its morally serious rei)resentatives, find the real religious

source of the renewal.

3. The Theology of the Second Half of the Fifteenth Century.

Literature : K. Werner (p. 464) ; id., der Augustinismus der spateren MA.,

Wien 1884 ; Linsenmann, Gahr. Biel in ThQ. 1865 ; D. Matzke, die natUrl. Th.

des Eaim. v. Sab., Bresl. 1846; Fr. Nitzsch, Qucestiones Raymundance, ZhTh.

1889 ; Nic. Cusanus, vid. sub. no. 4 ; C. Ullmann, Eef. v. d. Ref., 2nd. ed.,

2 vols. 1866; J. J. Alt.^ieyer, les precurseurs de la ref. aux Pays-Bas, 2 vols.,

La Haye 1886; J. Friedrich, .7. Wessel, Regsb. 1862; Doedes, in StKr. 1870.

Amid the inflow of so many new forces of the time, Gabriel Biel,

in Tiibingen (f 1495), represented in a manner worthy of respect

the scholastic theology hitherto received, following the nominalist

school of Occam. Raymond of Sabunde sought new paths ; he

sought to bridge over the chasm between natural and supernatural

knowledge which had been produced by nominalism by means of

a natural theology, which proved the agreement of the book of the

creatures with the Biblical revelation. The theological speculation

of Nicholas of Cusa occupied a position apart {vid. inf.).

Fruitful tendencies towards the deepening of religion lay in the

Mysticism of the Brothers of the Common Life and the theology of

a Netherland-German theologian who was in close touch with this

circle. John of Gogh (Pupper from Goch in Cleveschen, f I-ITB),

under the guidance of Augustine and Mysticism, repudiated the

Church's righteousness of works and its service for reward, and

was absorbed in the divine redeeming love, apprehended by faith.

John of Wesel (J. Ruchrad from Wesel), from 1450 professor

in Erfurt, subsequently in Mayence and Worms, died in prison in
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1481, after a recantation extorted from him by the Inquisition.

Wesel sharply attacked the ecclesiastical practice of indulgence

{adversus indulgentias dispidatlo)^ which had already been combated,

though timidly, by his teacher, Jacob of Juteebogk, and in connec-

tion therewith also the authority of the Church to remit the

penalties of sins and the external Church's absolute authority and

freedom from error. John Wessel (Gansfort), of G-roningen, an

esteemed theologian of scholastic and humanistic culture, designated

lux mundl in Paris, where he taught for a long period, after a life

of varied activity, died at last in silent retirement on the Agneten-

berg at ZwoU in 1489.

Luther found great kinship to his own spirit in Wessel's warm

grasp of divine unmerited grace by the trust of faith living in

love. His idea of faith also gave rise to the spiritualizing of his

idea of the Church. Communion with Christ makes the believer in

the last resort independent of the decision of the hierarchy, even in

regard to confession. He sought to spiritualize and deepen the

ecclesiastical doctrine of Purgatory. (Fr. Walch, Monumenta med.

cev., Gttg. 1757, 2 vols.)

4. Attempts to Reform Ecclesiastical Morals.

Sources: J. Busch, Chronicon Windeshemense and libri 4 de reformatione

monaster, quorundam Sax. (in Leibnitzii script. Brunsivic, II. 476 sqq.).

Ed. K. Grube, GQ. d. Prov. Sachs., Halle 1880 ; K. Grube, J. Busch, ein

Kath. Reformat, des 15. Jh., Freib. 1881 ; id., J. B., Augustinerpr. zu

Hildes., Freib. 1882; J. Evelt, die Anfange d. Bursf. Bened.-Congr. in

Z. f. vaterl. G. u. Altsk., 3rd ed., vol. 3, Miinster 1865; Th. Kolde, d.

deutsch. Augustinercongr. u. J. v. Staupitz, Gotha 1879; L. Keller in

HTb. 1885 ; id., J. v. Staupitz u. d. Anfange d. Ref, Lpz. 1888, ex contra

:

KOLDE, ZKG. VII., 420 sqq.

Benedict XII. had already adopted measures against the

Benedictines, who were sunk in good living and laziness, but with

little success. Voices in reproach of the moral evils of the clergy

and monks, and attempts at measures of reform, had not been want-

ing at the Great Councils. But the fathers were themselves too

much in the bonds of the ecclesiastical system and its secular

interests, to be able to take vigorous and successful measures, or

even seriously to desire them. The immorality of the clergy was

patent to the eyes of the Councils themselves. Aeneas Sylvius

treated these matters with humanistic levity, and even Gerson

accepted and excused the concubinage of the clergy as a neces-

sary evil of the ecclesiastical system. The complaints of earnest-

minded men ceased as little in the course of the two centuries as
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did the growing scorn and anger at the coarseness and immorality

of the priests and monks, who became a favourite object of wit

among the humanists and in popular literature.

The Brothers of the Common Life still exercised a beneficent

influence in giving depth and vitality to religion and on moral

conduct, but entirely within the bounds of catholic ecclesiastical

piety, and this influence extended to wider circles. The Council of

Kostnitz had taken the Brothers under protection against the

attacks of the Mendicant Friars. The Sister-houses of the Common
Life increased rapidly till the middle of the fifteenth century. But

the freer forms of living together led partly to speedy decay or to

transformation into the more fixed forms of the life of an Order.

The most part went over to the Tertiaries of St. Francis, or adopted

the Rule of the Nunnery of Windesheim. The rest were regarded

by the people as Beguines. The Brother-houses fostered the pious

mysticism which was native here and still worked in part as a real

spiritual salt. The monastery of Windesheim was supported by

the Council of Bale in 1435 in its endeavours to bring back the

monasteries to the strict Rule. Thus Johann Busch, who proceeded

from Windesheim, effected reforms not only among the regular

canons of his order, but also in other monasteries. As sub-prior of

the monastery of Siilte near Hildesheim, he came into relations

with the abbot of the Benedictine Monastery of Bursfelde, Johann

Dederoth of Hagen (ab Andagine), and co-operated with him in the

formation of the so-called Bursfeld Union or Congregation with

the object of establishing the Rule of Benedict ; for, in the hopeless

state of many demoralised monasteries, salvation was at first sought

in closer attachment to reformed monasteries. Johann Busch and

the Congregation of Bursfeld exercised a far-reaching influence in

North Grermany. Here there now interfered the work of Nicholas

Cusanus, who had become Cardinal in 1448, and Bishop of Brixen in

1450, and as legate of Nicholas V. for Grermany was active there in

the establishment of peace, the visitation of churches and monasteries,

and the annihilation of heresy by holding many synods.

This man, who has in recent times been stamped by the Ultramontanes as a

true reformer of the Church, unfokled a policy of great importance against

many abuses among the clergy and monks, and took steps against many crass

superstitions, such as the pilgrimages to the miraculous blood at Wilsnack,

which had come into vogue. He also supported the efforts of Johann Busch

and the Windesheimers, but in doing so he adhered strictly to the course

customary in the Church, preached also on behalf of the Roman Jubilee In-

dulgence, and in general in accordance with the interests of the restored

Papacy, while Nicholas V. him^self nullified his modest attempts to take steps

against the miraculous blood.
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Nicholas of Cusa was a man of versatile spirit and original conceptions, but

had little success in attaining clearness of thought. Influences of Scholasti-

cism, Eckart's ideas and those of Neoplatonism, blended into speculation of a

somewhat pantheistic tinge, which was accompanied by a strong conviction of

the limits of human knowledge ; not truth, but only probability was, he said,

attainable {de docta ignorantia). He regards the Christian religion as the

most preferable, but, in all religions he finds individual rays of the truth

(Dialogus de pace sen concordia fidei). From the time when as a renegade he

attached himself to the Curialist policy (1440), he showed himself skilful and

zealous in papal business (embassy to Constantinople, Legation in Germany).

0pp. 3 vols., Bas. 1565; De studio theol. in Schopf, Aurora, 1857, 2. Much,

including a sketch of reform, in Dux, der deutsche Cardinal N.C., und die

Kirche seiner Zeit, 2 vols., Eegensburg 1847 ; his life by Harziieim, Trier,

1730 ; SCHARPFF, d. Card. u. Bisch. N. v. C, Mainz 1843 (unfinished) ; id.,

N. V. C. als. Reformatory Tubingen 1871 ; Dijx I.e. ; Stumpf, die politischen

Ideen N'sv. C, Koln 1865.

The Augustinian Hermits were also cauglit by similar effort for

monastic reform. Heinrich Zolter, commissioned by the General

Prior of the Augustinians with the reorganization of the Augustinian

convents, as vicar of the General Prior, united a number of reformed

convents, to which others also attached themselves. There thus

arose the special German (Saxon) Congregation of the regular

Augustinian Observants, who now separated from the Conventuals,

and in independence of the Provincial Prior stood under a general

Vicar elected by themselves. On this account the General Vicar,

Andreas Proles, had to maintain continuous and vigorous conflicts

with the Provincial Prior, from whose authority he desired to with-

draw, while at the same time his zealous efforts to bring back new

monasteries to the observance, and to compel the recalcitrant

monks to submit to the Rule even against their wills, were sup-

ported by the Saxon ruler of the country (William of Weimar).

The General Prior of the Augustinians, Jacob of Aquila, jealous of

the independent attitude of Andreas Proles, aboHshed the whole

institution of the vicariate, and summoned all Observants, under

menace of ecclesiastical penalties, to return under their Provincial

Prior. Against this Proles appealed to the Pope, and an enquiry

held at Halle (1477) decided in favour of the Observants. The

zealous champion of monastic reforms was, for the rest, completely

partial towards papal doctrine, and a zealous champion of indul-

gences in particular. His successor in the Vicariate, Johann von

Staupitz, from 1502 a professor in Wittemberg, brought about the

alHance of the German to the Lombard Observants in 1505. The

plan of uniting the Saxon Provincial Priorate with the Vicariate,

and thereby amalgamating the Observants and the Conventuals
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(the Saxon first of all), was not indeed carried out, but the establish-

ment of peaceable relations between the parties was attained.

A similar tendency had procured a growing preponderance and

authority in the Franciscan Order for the Observants (p. 460), who
were recognised at Kostnitz and favoured by Eugenius IV., al-

though the original demands of the spirituals were considerably

modified. But they entered with growing ecclesiastical zeal into

the service of the popes as opponents of the heretics, especially of

the Fraticelli. The celebrated Johannes Capistranus (o&. 1456),

General Vicar of the Franciscan Observants, is an outstanding

representative of the strictly ecclesiastical, miracle-believing and

fanatical spirit of these Observants. On his missionary journeys

he made a great impression on the multitude, was celebrated as a

miracle-working preacher, but avoided a disputation with E-okyzana

in Bohemia. The people ascribed the beating back of the Turkish

invasion at Belgrade to his merits.

5. Some Features of Religious Life.

Literature. : Janssen, Gesch. d. d. Volk. seit Ausg. d. MA. I., 14th ed., Freib.

1887; GoTHEiN, poZ2Y. u. relig. Volksbetcegungen vor d. i?e/., Halle 1878;

Kawerau, ZWL., 1882, H. 4 sqq. ; W. Weitbrecht, d. relig. Leben d. dtsch.

Volkes am Ausg. d. MA.^ Hdlb. 188(J ; v. Bezold, G. d. dtsch. Reform. I.

(Onckex AG.).

It was attempted to remed}'- the great neglect of the people by

increased care for preaching.

Individual eminent men worked with great success in the old fashion as

wandering preachers. The Spanish Dominican Vincentius Ferrer (tl419) had
preached from 1397 on his missionary journeys over a great part of the West,

as far as Scotland and Ireland, with universal respect. The religious convulsion

of whole popular masses which was so often produced by the Mendicants, led in his

case to the repetition of the penance by scourging which had already made its

appearance in the twelfth century (p. 419), and which at the time of the great

plague (the Black Death 1348-51) became a powerful religious popular epidemic,

which excited a great part of Europe with its troops of Flagellants. At the end

of the fourteenth century they again appeared in Lombard\', and Vincentius

Ferrer also made the people who surrounded him flog each other and sing the

penitential songs which he composed. Similar excitatory influences preceded

elsewhere also, e.g. in France, from the preaching mendicant friars, in Germanj'

from the work of John of Capistrano, here essentially in the service of ecclesi-

astical restoration. It was of greater iinportance, that the need of constantly

instructing the people in the German cities was met by the appointment of

special preachers in the chief churches, a task which was specially undertaken

by the Augustinian monks. The custom of regular preaching on Sundaj^s, now
becoming more general, is attested by the appearance of great numbers of

means of assisting the preparation of discourses, sermon-magazines and the like,

and the great number of editions of manv favourite collections in the fifteenth
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century, e.g. the Postllloe. majores of the Parisian theologian G-uillermi (in 75

editions down to 1500), the sermons of the Dominican J. Herolt and the

Dormi secure of the Minorite J. von Werden. The Fast Sermons which had
made their appearance in Italy (since the thirteenth century), became popular

in Germany in the fifteenth century ; the duadragesimale of the Bale Minorite

J. Gritsch was printed twenty-six times down to 1500. Towards the end of

the period there is an increased need of homiletical directions (Ulr. Surgant,

Manuale curatorum, 1502 ; Hier. de Dungersheim, Tract, de modo prcedicandi),

which in the valuable Ecclesiastes of Erasmus, (ed. Klein, 1820) rises under the

influence of humanism to the rank of a spiritual rhetoric. At the same time,

preaching partly remained under the curse of dry scholastic formalism and sterile

learning, partly it merely afforded amusement by means of insipid legends of

the saints and promoted the grossest superstition ; or it enchained the popular

interest by burlesque jokes and drolleries. A much admired example in regard

to the last point is the Dominican Friar Gabriel of Barletta (in the Neapolitan

domain) whose drastic popular humour dramatically enlivened his sermons on

repentance directed against moral frailties ; opp. translated from the Italian into

Latin, Brescia 1497 and frequently
;
Woltersdorf inZprctTh., 1886. The Fran-

ciscans Ollivier Maillard (tl502) and Michael Menot (tl518) worked in a similar

spirit on French soil. An attractive picture of the greatly blessed work of the

Brothers of the Common Life is given in the sermons of Johamn Veghe. He was
rector of the Brother-house at Mlinster, finally of the Sister-house of Niesing

there, was in intercourse with Dutch and Westphalian humanists (J. Montanus,

Hermann v. d. Busche and Murmellius), and died in 1504. The sermons preached

before the Sisters in Niesing are so-called Collations, not artistic sermons, but

edifying addresses in a free form, such as were usual in these circles, simple,

popular, aiming at the practical exercise of piety and at popular comprehension

(JoHANN Veghe, ein deutscher Prediger des 15. Jh., edited by Franz Jostes,

Halle 1883). The famous Strassburg preacher Geiler von Kaisersberg

(t 1510), a friendly associate of the humanist scholastic Wimpfeling and the

Gennan satirist Sebastian Brant, was able to gain fresh life for preaching

and to free it from the chains of Scholasticism, and make it serviceable to the

religious necessities of the people. Without attacking the doctrines of the

Church, he, in a powerful and often drastic fashion, held up their sins and
faults before the people and roused their hearts and consciences. He preached

sermons on Brant's NarrenscMff {Ship of Fools), Opp. sennones et varii tract-

atus, Strassb. 1518 and 1521. Details in Ch. Schmidt in EE. IV., 797. F. v.

Ammon, G. v. K., Erlangen 1826 ; L. Darcheux, un reformateur cathol., etc.,

Paris 1876 ; Ch. Schmidt, hist, litter, de VAlsace a, la fin du XV. siecle, etc.

Paris 1876.

The invention of printing* was immediately utilized by the Church

to bring the Church's means of edification before the people in

copious abundance, postils, plenaries, legends of the saints, mirrors

of confession, books of holy places and pilgrimages, finally the Bible

in the vernacular.

The Church had often pointed to the duty of the religious instruction of the

people (cf. p. 321, 324). The danger which threatened on the part of the heretics

had led to similar inculcations. On Sundays and Feast-Days the priests were
to inculcate the creed in church (Synod of Albi, 1254) and examine the laity in

confession (Synod of Beziers, 1351). Along with the creed (12 or 14 articles),
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the Lord's Prayer and the Ave Maria, the matter of the catechism extends to

the two commandments of love, the seven works of mercy, the seven deadly

sins, the seven chief virtues, and the seven sacraments. In a single case the

ten commandments appear alongside of these (Synod of Lambeth, 1281). In

the detailed directions for the clergy of the Synod of Lavaur in 1386 (Hefele,

VI. 721), the twelve fruits of the Holy Spirit (Gal., V. 22, cf. p. 121) are

presented as precepts. From the fourteenth century, however, the Decalogue

is freqviently utilized as a mirror of confession, and the woodc\it is a favourite

means of assisting edifying religious literature (J. Geffken, die Bilderkatechis-

men des 15. Jh., Lpz. 1855 ; Gobl, Gesch. d. Katech. im Ahendland, Kempten
1880). Printed sermons (postils), and especially so-called Plenaries, are circu-

lated, i.e. the pericopes of the Gospels and Epistles provided with glosses (short

sermons) and explanations in German of the particular parts of the mass

(Alzog, d. dttich. Plenarien, Freib. 1874 [Archives of the Diocese], Mayer in

Th Q. 1874). Praj-er-books and legends of the saints are circulated
;
popular

treatises on " how one ought to dispose oneself for a blessed death " become

special favourites. Gerson, in his Opiiscidum tripartitiim de prceceptis

decolugi, de confesslone et de arte moriendi, had expressed the wish to influence

the people on these matters by pictures. In this sense woodcuts, with accom-

panying text, become popular under the name of artes moriendi (Fz. Falk,

die deutschen Sterhehilchlein von d. dltest. Zeit cZe.s; Buchdriicks bis 1520,

Koln 1890). Numerous examples of devotional literature in Vincenz Hasack,

d. christl. Glaube des deutsch. Volks helm Schluss des MA., Regsb. 1868
;

Fr. Falk, die Druckknnst im Dienste d. Kirche, Coin 1879.

The compilation of Biblical history with other historical and legendary

matter, as provided by Petrus Comestor in Paris (f 1179) in the histor.

scholast, and similarly by the abbess Herrab von Landsberg in the hortulus

deliciarum (ed. by Engehardt, Stuttg. and Tub. 1818), found imitation in the

so-called Historienbibeln (of Guiar Moulin towards the end of the thirteenth

century ; the Low-German Rhyming Bible of Jacob of Maerlant). Attached to

these were the Rhj^ming Legends (cf. K. A. Hahn, das alte Passional, Frankf.

1845), translations from the favourite vitce patrum, etc.

Translations of the Bible itself into the vernacular had long circulated,

especially in France, but whole Bibles remained a luxurj^ of the higher ranks.

The heretics (Cathari and especially the Waldensians) were the first to laj^

hold of it as a means of influencing the people. A translation of the Bible pro-

duced by the Cathari or Waldensians themselves cannot up till now be strictly

proved, but the ProvenQal New Testament of the Lyons MS., assigned to the

thirteenth century by Foerster (GGA. 1888, 753), was made use of on their part,

as is shown by the appended Catharist ritual (L. Cledat, le noiiveau testament

traduit au 13. s. en langue provenqal, Paris 1888). The five Waldensian MSS. of

the Bible (Paris, Dublin, Gi-enoble, Zurich, Carpentras), which all represent one

and the same translation, can be proved to have been in use among the Wal-

denses.

The resistance of Innocent III. to translations of the Bible into the vernacular

was already caused by their being used in this way on the part of heretics, and

likewise the prohibition of the Bible by the Synod of Toulouse (1229). The eccle-

siastical disposition to hostility to the surrender of the word of Scripture to the

laity could only be increased by WiClif's great undertaking of the English

Bible. Even John Gerson would have hindered its translation into the vernacu-

lar, with exception of the moral and historical portions. The Bohemian agita-

tions, on the other hand, like the Waldensian, were necessarily of importance
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for the spread of translated Bibles. The German Bible of the so-called Codex
Teplensis (ed. P. Ph. Klimesch, Augsb. 1881-84) is not, as L. Keller would
believe, itself of Waldensian origin, but the confession of faith appended to it

is that of the Waldensians, and the marginal notes in great part reveal that

the owner of the MS. was suifering persecution by the Church.

The invention of the art of printing now immediately leads to the spread of

translations of the Bible in France, Italy, Spain, and Germany. In Germany,
before the Eeformation, there appeared fourteen editions of the Bible (in High-

German, besides a few in Low-German), each of which utilized the previous

ones. The first Bible is based, with the Teplensian and the Freiberg MS., on

one and the same form of the Vulgate text. The later editions, therefore, are

not independent translations, but editions altered as to language. The three

oldest are anonymous and appeared without note of place and year, without

necessarily implying an attitude of opposition to the ecclesiastical authorities.

But certainly they appeared as lay undertakings, products of the growing

intellectual interest, especially in the cities of the Empire ; and they at least

re-awakened the old mistrust of the Church. Archbishop Berthold, of Mayence,

censured in 1486 the spread of translations of the Bible for the lay world, and

forbade them to be printed and circulated, where they were not approved by

certain commissaries {Vid. Berger, la hible frangaise au moyen age, Paris

1884; id. les bibles provengales et vaudoises, in EomaniaX.YIIl.,3bS, Paris 1889;

BoNNARD, les traductions de la bible en vers, franc, au moyen age, Par. 1884.

As to the controversy raised by L. Heller, die Reformation und die dlteren

Reformparteien, Lpz, 1884 ; on the subject of the Codex Teplensis, vid. the

writings of Keller, Jostes, H. Haupt, and Bornemann (JprTh. 1888). G.

W. Panzer, Nachrichten von d. dltesten gedruckten Bibeln, Niirnb. 1877 ; J. M.
GozE, Versuch einer Historie der gedruckten niedersachs. Bibeln, Halle 1775

;

Kehrein, Z. G. der dtschen. Bibelubersetzgn. vor Luther, Stutt^. 1851 ; W.
Krafft, die deutschen Bibeln vor Luther, Bonn 1883 ; W. Walther, die dtsch.

Bibeliibersetzungen des Mittelalters, I., Braunschw. 1889).

The newly revived or increased religious feeling in tlie Church

now assumes the character of heightened ecclesiastical reaction.

Piety clasps at the multitudinous ecclesiastical means of grace in

their greatest degeneracy and most mechanical performance, or seeks

to deaden the sense of emptiness by the glow of religious fanaticism.

On both hands the reformed congregations of the Mendicant Friars

obtain the greatest influence over the people, and by moving

sermons on repentance produce momentary contrition and cause

great masses to abandon secular and luxurious life. Religious

fanaticism also becomes a powerful lever for political enthusiasm.

(Savonarola ; Joan of Arc ;
^ Capistrano and others). In civic life

the enormous increase of all sorts of Brotherhoods gains importance.

Under the patronage of a particular saint they devote themselves to

special pious functions and mutually seek a share in meritorious

good works.

^ The connection of this phenomenon with the fanatical spirit stirred up by

the reformed Mendicant Friars is shown by Simeok Luce, Jeanne d'Arc a

Domremy, Recherches crit. sur les origines de la Fucelle, 1886.
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The rush to holy places and seats of relics often assumes an

epidemic character, as is shown, e.g.^ by the pilgrimages to the

miraculous blood ofWilsnack.

Here, at the end of the fourteenth century, it was alleged that in the ruins

of a church which had been burned down, three scorched hosts, each containing

a drop of blood, had been found, which immediately worked miracles. The

question whether this was truth or a fraud was zealously controverted,

pilgrimage thither was forbidden (p. 506), and the whole affair declared a

swindle before the Synod of Magdeburg in 1412. The Bishop of Havelberg

who favoured the affair out of pecuniary interest, was combated by Archbishop

Fkederick of Magdeburg, and the Provincial Synod of 1451, under the presi-

dency of Nicholas of Cusa (p. 538), forbade the exhibition of bleeding hosts as

priestly fraud. But the Bishop of Havelberg, behind whom stood the supersti-

tion of the people, carried his point with Nicholas V. in Eome, and the miracle

swindle continued to flourish (Kawerau in RE., XVII. 183). The miraculous

blood was also worshipped at Sternberg in Mecklenburg since 1491. A priest

was said to have sold to a Jew a consecrated host, which, being pierced by the

Jew, was said to have bled.

Faith turned with zeal to the worship of new saints, especially of

S. Anna, the mother of the Virgin Mary.^ In France a morbid

throng of pilgrimages begins with the children's pilgrimage to St.

Michel in Normandy in 1457.

A new role is now played by the belief in devils and witches,

which was passionately adopted by the popular fancy.

Even under' the Roman Emperors penal laws were issued against magic and

sorcery. In the development of Christianity a considerable part of the Germanic

heathenism which had been conquered by the Church had been obliged to

undergo a transformation and take refuge under this form. Since the twelfth

and thirteenth centuries the formerly more ingenuous belief in the devil in the

popular fancy had assumed a darker character, essentially in connection with

the enhanced conflict of the Church with heresy. The whole of life seemed to

be full of constant conflict of the satanic against the heavenly powers. The

notion of witches, of diabolic leagues, and diabolic amours, of witches' Sabbaths

and the adoration of evil spread powerfully. The Synod of Treves in 1310 had

declared—still with comparative impartiality,—against the superstitions of

sorcery. But Thomas of Aquinas already developed the belief in witches

dogmatically, and in the directorimn inqidsitionis Eymericus gave explanations

as to the sins of sorcery which were to be regarded as heresy. The magic

which was punished by the secular authorities as harmful to society, was at

the same time regarded from the ecclesiastical point of view as idolatry and

blasphemy, and therefore in the closest relationship with heresy. John XXII.

would indeed have had inquiring of the devil punished, but would not yet have

treated it as heresy. But the Inquisition, which, especially in France, was in

the enjoyment of its most flourishing period in the fourteenth century, could

not allow this darker held of action to escape it. The famous jurist BautoluS

(tl357) gave the opinion that witches must be burned. The Inquisition by its

gloomy zeal contributed not a little to confirm the dominion of this whole world

' Kawerau, Casjiar Giittd, Halle 1882, p. 26 sqq. ; ZWL. 1882, I.e.
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of delusion nmong tlie people. As lata as 139G the Pai-llament of Paris still

assigned the trial of witches to the secular jurisdiction. The great trial of

witches at Arras (1459-1461), which brought alleged Waldensians to the stake

for witchcraft,' aroused public feeling strongly againsc the Inquisition, and the

Parliament of Paris svibsequently revised (1491) the trial and overturned the

sentences. But meanwhile Innocent VIII.'s Bull Summis des icierantes of 1484

had given the momentous decision, inasmuch as it censured the resistance of

clergy and laitj^ in Germany to the procedure of the Inquisition, and thereby

to a certain extent authorized the belief in witchcraft. Strengthened thereby,

the Inquisitors, the Dominicans Jacob Sprexger and Heinricii Institoris

(Kramer), now issued the notorious Malleus maleflcarum (The Hammer of

Witches, 1489), which contains the whole science of witchcraft, and at the same

time the whole apparatus for prosecuting witches. Still, there was no lack of

men who doubted the existence of witchcraft in general. The doubts of Arch-

duke Sigmund of Austria were answered by the canonist Ulricii Molitoris in

a prudent statement of opinion, which, however, essentially confirmed the

Archduke's doubts. The treatise Antipalus maleficarum and others, ascribed

to the learned, and humanistically educated Abbot Trithemius, are themselves

too much involved in the secret sciences to afford an impartial judgment. D.

Haup.er, biblf'otheca, acta et scripta magica, 3 vols., Lemgo 1738 sqq. ; G-. K.

HoRST, Dcimonologie, 2 vols., 1818 ; Soldan, Gescliichte des Hexenprocesses^

^nd ed., by Heppe, 1879 and 1880; Eoskoff, Geschichte des Teiifels, 2 yoI?..,

Leipzig 1869.

In contrast to the scruples entertained in many cases against the

system of indulgences, in practice we have here the most glaring

instance of the perversion of the evangelical saving faith.

Clement VI. had already confirmed the theological basis of the theory of in-

dulgence. In immense numbers and for a long time indulgences had been per-

manently conferred on certain holy places and spiritual performances. But

alongside of these, the special papal indulgences which were proclaimed on

special occasions, and brought to the individual by special preachers of indul-

gence, especially the Jubilee Indulgences (pp. 344, 487), those for the Turkish

war and the building of St. Peter's formed important papal financial speculations,

which as such were justl3- taxed by secular lords and governments {excoriationes,

vid. Kolde, Augustiner, p. 184). They were certainly also eyed askance by the

monks and clergj^, who feared from them the diminution of the incomes of

their monasteries and foundations. But the Church of Rome was not disposed

to renounce these sources of finance, and churchlj- theologians undertook their

doctrinal vindication, e.g. the Augustinian Paltz (in Kolde, p. 181). Geiler

himself in a modified fashion championed indulgence as a wholesome portion of

the Church's care for souls ; but the people allowed themselves to be enticed into

this pleasant way of salvation without troubling themselves about the prudent

precautions of doctrine. The passion for collecting numerous and curious

relics was specially instigated b^' the indulgences which were attached to them.

The 1010 sacred relics collected by Frederick the Wise for his cathedral afforded

an indulgence for a hundred years. The powers of indulgence attached to the

relics of the collegiate-church of SS. Moritz and Mary Magdalen at Halle were

innumerable, and by their exposure Archbishop Albert of Maj-ence in 1521

* The term " Vauderie " was used to designate witchcraft and league with the

devil.

C.H—VOL. II, N N
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hopad to do good business, wIicd Luther deprived him of this satisfaction.

WoLTERS, der Abgott zii Halle, 1877.

Thus the undeniable religious improvement of the age and the

numerous attempts at a purer religious knowledge are nevertheless

indissolubly involved in the worst distortions of the Christian idea,

so that it is impossible to speah of a reformation of the Church in

the fifteenth century.

A certain marked improvement in the state of the Church

certainly took place in Spain, where orthodoxy and fidelity' to the

Church had become an object of national pride in the course of

centuries of conflict with the infidels. The Spanish crown pursued

the tendency to territorial development of the Church (limitation of

clerical privileges, subordination of the clergy to civic law, appoint-

ment to spiritual posts by government, etc.) with much success, and

carried it out victoriously at the consolidation of the united Spanish

monarchy under Feedinaxd and Isabella. The Church stood in a

position of most decided dependence on the orthodox government,

anxious to promote the revival of Christian discipline, and obtained

for itself from the Pope extraordinar}^ powers for the reformation of

the clergy and monks and had them carried out by Mex^doza,

Tala^eba, and especially Feancis Ximenes de Cisneko. The
dangerous elements, consisting of the converted Moors and Jews,

were relentlessly combated by the Inquisition, which was confirmed

anew by Pope Sixtus IV. in 1478 and is not indeed to be con-

ceived as a pnrel}^ state institution, but as a papally authorized

mixed institution of terrible activit}', remaining in the hands of the

crown ; the burden of the Church's blood-guiltiness is not lessened

by this relationship.^ The exertions under Ferdinand and Isabella,

therefore, were directed at the. same time to neutralizing the foes of

the Church and the Crown at home, to the overcoming of ignorance

and want of culture among the clergy and in the monasteries, and

to the establishment of a strict ecclesiastical discipline. As a matter

of fact they brought about a certain marked improvement in the

Spanish Church and ecclesiastical science, a gathering together of

the energies of the mediasval church, which however, especially- in

this close league with the state power, only served to block the way
to really evangelical thought and evangelical life.

C. J.UKFKhE, Cardnial Ximenes n. die Icircld. Ziistande Span /'ens, 2n(l cd..

Tub. 1851 ; MArinixiiUiiciiiOK, Stndien n. Sh-izzcii z. U. d. L'efunnationsz., Lp/.

1874 ; id., G. d. kathol. Reform. I., 1880.

' J. A. LLOUENTii, hist, le Cinquisit. d^Es])-! Par. 1815, translated by Hoi:k,

Gmiinden, 1820, and the liLerature in Pastou, (•'. d. Pdpstc II., 545.
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6. The issues of the sectarian movements, the Waldensians and Bohemian

Brethren.

Sources and Literature: pp. 391 and 398 ; L. Keller (p. 543) ; H. Haupt, Wal-

densertum u. Inquisition im sudostl. Deutschl., l^'reib. 1890 (ZfGw., I. 2)

:

EoHRiCHT, Gottesfreunde u. Wlnkeler am Oberrheln in ZhTh., 1840; id.,

Mltthl. avs d. Gescli. d. evang. K. des Elsass I. ; AV. Boiur, Frledr. Belser's

lieformatlon des Kaisers ,Slgmund^ Leipzig- 187G ; H. Haupt, HTb., F. G.,

vol. 8, Leipzig 1888 ; id., die rel. Sekten In Franken vor d. Bef., Wzb. 1882 :

G. F. OcHSENBEiN, aus d. schu-elz. Volksl. d. 15. Jh., Bern 1881; Fries.

Fatarener, Begliarden und Waldenser in Oesterr. in YOkTh. XI., 1872 :

Wattenp.acii, iiber die Inqiils. gcg. d. Waldens. in Fommern u. d. Marie

Brandenb., Berl. 1886 (SBrA.). Joach. Camerarius, Jiist. narratio dc

fratrum orthod. eccleslls in Bohemia, Moldavia et Folonia, edited by ]iis

grandson Lndwig in 1605; Gindely, Quellen zur Gescli. d. bUlim. Brilder

in FRA. II., vol. 30, Wien 1859 ; J. Goll, Quellen u. mitersucliungen z.

Gesch. d. bolim. Brilder, Prag 1878 and 82 ; Palazky, Gescli. von BiJhmen,

vols. 4 and 5 ; id., id), d. Verh. der Waldens. zu d. ref. Secten in Boliynen.

Prag 18G9 ; Gindely, Geszli. d. bolim. Br., Prag 18G8 ; W. Preger, das

Verh. d. Taborlten z. d. Waldens. d. 15. Jh. (ABA. XVIII., 1), Munch. 1887 :

thereon, Loserth, GGA., 1889, No. 12 ; G. v. ZEZscinviTZ, die Katechlsmen d.

Waldenf!., etc.. Erlangen 1863 ; v. Bezold, zilr Gesch. d. Husltenthums, 1874.

Cf. further ZKG. X. and XI. index, under Waldenser and Brilder, die bulim.

In spite of the exertions of tlie ecclesiastical Inquisition, supported

by the secular power, among the heretics repudiated by the Church

(sects of the Free Spirit, Beghards, Cathari), the Waldensians in

the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries had specially obtained wide

dissemination both in France, the valleys of Piedmont, Italy and

also in Germany and the eastern neighbour lands. In Lower

Austria at the close of the fourteenth century eleven chiefs of the

sect, who belonged to the rank of peasants and manual labourers,

collected from various countries (Germany, Poland and Hungary)

fell into the hands of the Inquisition, which in general at that time

proceeded with severity against the Austrian AValdensians. The

Winkelers in Bavaria, Franconia and elsewhere are also to be

regarded essentially as Waldensians. Their confessors wandered

about, celibate and without property, and preached against the

Church (worship of images, merit by works and purgatory). The

Winkelers attended the church mass formally and also confessed

minor offences to the Romish priests. In Strassburg 3'2 members

of the sect were seized by the Inquisition and tortured, but in spite

of the request of the Dominicans were not burned. Their lives

were spared, and they were only banished the city and bishopric.

The Waldensians, who were also firmly seated in Bohemia, neces-

sarily came here into close contact with the Hussites, when, after

the execution of Hus, the Hussite movement, which at first was only
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favoured in the University and among tlie nobles, penetrated among
the lower strata of society also. Frtedrich Reiser, of Swabia, who
belonged to the Winkelers, attached himself in Bohemia to the

Hussites, received priestly consecration among the Taborites and

accompanied them to Bale. With the Taborites he afterwards

worked as a missionary in Germany as " by the grace of Grod bishop

of the believers who despise the donatio Coiisfantini,^' against the

Church which had become a world-power, and in favour of revolu-

tionary socio-political ideas based on " God's ordinance and Christian

freedom.'* In him, W. Bohm thought to discover the author of the

anonymous liefornmtio Sigisiniindi^ but hardly with correctness.^

In general, from the beginning of the Hussite movement, a close

connection between the Taborites and the Waldensians, chiefly the

German Waldensians, is demonstrable. The hypothesis of a deter-

mining influence exercised by ilie Waldensians on the Taborites

has been one-sidedly exaggerated by Peeger, and at the same time

the recently recognised dependence of Hus and the Hussites on

Wiclif has been underestimated. Related currents, which in the one

case as in the other proceed from the idea of the non-worldly

kingdom of God, purely built upon the law of Christ, and combat

the church of power, meet in the Taborites in regard to their

social and political consequences also.

In Bohemia, by the relative strength of the parties, the estates

were comjjelled, for the sake of the unity of the kingdom, to adhere

to the Compacis and mutual toleration based upon them, even

after Pius II. had definitively rejected them (Diet of Kuttenberg,

1485, Religious Peace of 1511). This left the nation as a whole

under suspicion of heresy. The attainment of an archbishop of

Prague, acknowledged by both parties, who should consecrate for

both, remained the aim constantly refused by Rome ; the Catholic

party did not reach a secure ecclesiastical condition, the diffi-

culty was tided over by means of provisional arrangements and

repeated papal indults. But the Utraquists, who managed their

ecclesiastical affairs by means of an Utraquist consistory, suffered

specially from the want of regularly ordained clergy, as Catholic

bishops required candidates to abjure the Compacts,

For a long time they were able to procure consecration fi-oni willing bishops

in Italy, till the Pope put a stop to these proceedings.^ Augustine Lucian,

Bishop of the island of Santorin (where a Latin bishopric had formerly existed),

' Vid. Kelleu, d. lief. u. <l. alt. lieformjiarteien 1885, 2G1 sqq.; Bekniiakdi

in JLZ., 1876; of. Jung, F.R. in the Ztschr. Timotheus II. 1827.

2 Vid. the complaints of the Utraquist Diet of 1478 in Palacky, V. 1, 185.
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who lived in Italy, went to Boliemia himself in 1482, was joyfully welcomed

there by the TJtraquists and protected by a league of Utraquist nobles, and

allowed himself to be retained there in precarious circumstances till his death

(1493). So likewise, Philip de Novavilla, in Modena, titular bishop of Sidon,

in spite of Pope Julius II.'s counter regulation, betook himself to Bohemia, and

was acknowledged by King Wladislaw (1504) as " Bishop of Bohemia and

President of the Utraquist Consistory," but soon fell into conflict with him

(t 1507).

The unitas fratrum of the Bohemian and Moravian Brethren is

to be regarded as the most genuine result of the Bohemian move-

ment. After the destruction of Tabor by George Podiebrad (1453)

the scattered remnants of the Taborites combined into a reli-

giously purified community, which renounced forcible means and

Avas related to the fanatical Taborites in the same way as the later

Mennonites were related to the turbulent Anabaptists of the first

period of the Reformation. Rokyzaxa, who, in spite of his ac-

commodation of himself to the TJtraquists, had still preserved inward

sympathy with the core of the Hussite conceptions, induced the

King in 1457 to afford the Brethren admission to the castle of

Kunwald in his lordship of Senftenberg". Gregory, a relation of

Rokyzana, and the pastor Michael at Senftenberg, led the com-

munity, to which many TJtraquists also attached themselves. The

deepest influence proceeded from the writings of the pious Taborite

Peter Chelczicky (Peter of Chelczic [Cheltschiz]), to which

Gregory was directed by Rokyzana himself. Peter shared with

Valdez (but also with Wiclif) the rejection of military service and

the taking of oaths. "Christian righteousness has nothing to do with

secular penal power and honour of office." The Gospel (regarded

as the law of Christ) is the sole norm for the " Brothers of the Law
of Christ." The community of goods involved in the idea was

proclaimed at an assembly in the mountains of Reichenau, in the

form of the ideal principle, that the rich man has only to administer

his goods for his brethren, and that each brother should make his

last will according to the law of God. It was maintained that no

secular property was due to the priest. The condition of the

TJtraquists and Rokyzana's effort to obtain acknowledgment as

Primate of the Bohemian Church, led to a breach with the Brethren,

who finally separated from Rokyzana. George Podiebrad's

policy towards Rome compelled him to become the persecutor of the

Brethren. The constitution of the Brethren under their presidents

took place at the assembly at Lhotka, not far from Reichenbach

(1467), in the presence of German Waldensians. But the uncertainty

as to the legality of their consecration seems to be connected with
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the fact, that the pastor Michael of Kuuwald had himself con-

secrated anew by the Waldensian Bishop Stephen (f 1480 at Vienna

at the stake) and consecrated his two companions presbyters. The

conflict of opinion continued at the Colloquies of 1473 and 1478

permitted by King Wladislaw. The need of a sort of legitimizing

of their bishop by maintaining the ancient epicopal succession, and

on the other hand by election by the Brethren, here sought a com-

promise. There soon arose two opposed parties—a stricter and a

more moderate. The latter was victorious in 1491 at Brandeis,

but the elected Bishop Matthias of Kunwald (a simple country-

man) overthrew the decision, Lucas of Prague, a man of the

o-reatest influence, who now came to the front and who had sought

ou wide travels for apostolic communities to which they might

attach themselves, after his return turned the scale in favour of the

more moderate principles promoting the existence of an orderly

ecclesiastical system and the recognition of secidar order. Matthias

retained the episcopal rank (the right of ordination), the judicial

office hitherto associated with it was transferred to a certain

Procopius, and a close council of the community, of which Lucas

was also a member, was instituted. This w^as a weakening of the

abstract principles of the community by accommodation to human

order. A small rigorist party (Amosites) held itself apart in the

district of Prachin, but fell into decay on account of internal dis-

sensions. The Brethren confirmed their retreat from the original

ideal conception, inasmuch as (Synod of 1495) they abrogated the

writings of Peter and Gregory so far as they no longer corresponded

to their altered convictions. After the death of Matthias the leader-

ship of the union was transferred to four seniors. From the time

of the victory of the milder tendency the number of the Brethren

increased considerably ; they also found powerful protectors in the

nobility. The alliance with the Waldensians was renewed by

journeys to southern France and Italy. Brethren were Avitnesses of

the death of Savonarola. Writings of Bohemian origin were trans-

lated into the Romance dialect of the AValdensians in conseciuence

of this intercourse. Discussions were held on the grounds of

separation from the Romish Church, obviously occasioned by the

hesitating procedure of the Waldensians in regard to this point.

The Bohemian treatise " Of the Cause of Separation " has been

proved to be the source of a Waldensian tractate. An attempt of

Alexander VI. to convert the Brethren by means of Dominicans

came to wreck and occasioned the adoption of new violent measures

against the Brethren after a long period of rest (1475-1503).



APPENDIX.

The ScMsmatical Churches of the East and the Eoman attempts at

Missions and Union.

The Nestorians (I. 417), or Chaldean Christians, spread Christianity from the

Persian Empire into Asia, as far as China. This seems to be remarkably

attested by the Syro-Chinese inscription of Si-Gan-Fu of the year 781 a.d.

discovered by the Jesuits in IG'25, the genuineness of which is now pretty

generally acknowledged (cf. Neumann in ZDMG. IV., 38, 1850). Under the

dominion of Islam too they on the whole enjoyed considerable toleration and

found favour with the Caliphs as physicians, secretaries and the like. As the

intermediaries of Greek Christian science, they, as also the Jacobites {vid. inf.),

exercised important influence on the youthful Arabian science. From the time

of the building of Bagdad the Nestorian Patriarch also resided there. As late

as about 1000 the Arabian chronicler Albironi designates the majority of the

inhabitants of Syria, Irak and Chorassan as Nestorians, whose Patriarch

(Catholicus) was confirmed by the Caliphs, but was still consecrated in the

ancient metropolis of Seleucia. Their activity in eastern Asia is indicated by

the fantastically decked out legend, which spread in the West from the 12th

century, of a priest-king Johannes, who, on the evidence of Barhebraus (1126-

1186), has bean identified with the Ung-Khan (Wang-Khan, a Chinese title) of

the Tartar Keraites, who was converted about 1001. But G. Oppert has

identified him wtli the Kur-Chan of the Kerakitai in modern Manchuria,

(CRiTTER, Erdkundc von Asieii I., Brl. 1832 ; G. Oppert, der Prtester Johannes

in Sage u. Gesch., 2nd ed., Brl. 1870 ; F. Zarncke, d. Pr. J., Lpz. 1879).

The Mongolian rulers refrained from interfering with the wide-spread Nes-

torian Christianity, as they did in the case of every religion they met. The

last Ung-Khan of the Keraites, Toli, whose daughter married Temujin (after-

wards called Jenghiz-Khan), was regarded as a Christian. After Jenghiz-Khan

had united the Mongolian hordes into a terrible world-power which overflowed

the West, and the popes and princes of the West came into contact with them,

the Franciscans (John of Piaxo-Carpini), sent by Innocent IV. found the Nes-

torian priests in the neighbourhood of the Grand Khan Oktai in Karakorum

(south of Lake Baikal). At the same time Innocent IV. entered into relation

with Eabban Ara, the Vicar of the Nestorian East, who answered him respect-

fully, but no permanent alliance with Eome was the outcome. The mission,

caused by Lewis IX. of France, of the Franciscan Wilh. v. PtUYSr.ROEK (de

Eubruquis) to the Mongolian Prince Sektak, whom he likewise found sur-

rounded by Nestorian councillors and priests, and thence further to the Grand-

Khan Mangu, was meant to utilize the common interest against the Saracens,

and so induce them to adopt Christianity ; but the only resiilt was a religious

conference, at which Nestorians coped with confessors of Islam, and Ptuysbroek

with Buddhists, without further result.

In Persia the invasion of the Mongols under Hulagu led to the complete fall

of the Caliphate, the conquest of Bagdad, and the separation of Hulagu from

KuBiLA'i, who had hitherto been acknowledged as Grand-Khan. At that time

twenty-five Metropolitans in East Asia, as far as India proper, still acknowledged
551
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the Catliolicos at Bagdad as their spiritual superior. Hard-pressed hy the

Sultan of Egypt, Hulagu and his next successors sought to ally themselves with

the Pope and Christian princes, and apparently approached Christianity'. Under
the missionary activity conducted from the "West Catholic communities were
formed in north-west Persia, and Franciscan and Dominican convents arose

;

in fact, in the new caj^ital, Sultanieh, there arose an archhishopric. But there

were fewer Mongols than Nestorian, Jacobite and Armenian Christians, who
attached themselves to the Roman Church. Under Nicholas IV. (1286), and

afterwards under Benedict XI., approaches of the Nestorian patriarchs to Eome
remained without result, while the Mongol rulers more and more fell to the

share of Islam, which was also victorious in the Khanate of Kiptschak (the

lands about the Caspian Sea), and likewise in the central Asian Khanate of

Dschagatai. From the time of the interruption of the alliance with the East

Nestorian Christianity- decayed there. Finally, the convulsions under TiMUii-

LEXK (Tamerlane, 1309-1405) forced the Persian Nestorians into the mountains

of Kurdistan.

In Eastern Asia Kubilai Kuan, in founding his Chinese dominion, found

Nestorian bishoprics and churches still pretty numerous in China. The journeys
of the two Venetians Nicolo and Maffio Polo brought to Gregory X. Kubila'i's

desire that Christian teachers from the "West should be sent him. After the

influential action of the (younger) Marco Polo and his narrative of his journey,

Nicholas IV. sent the Franciscan Johannes l»e Monte-Corvixo (1291-1328).

Met with hostility by the Nestorian Christians, but, favoui-ed by the ruler, he

built two churches in Pekin, established Roman worship, converted some 6,000

inhabitants, and translated the New Testament and the Psalms into Mongolian.

Clement V. created him Archbishop of Pekin {Archiepisc. Camhalensis). A
Roman embassy under the Franciscan John of Marignala shows the con-

tinued survival of his creation, while the Mongolian rulers adhered to Buddliism.

The overthrow of the Mongols by the Ming dynasty (1270) first made an end

of Christianity here.

The Syrian Monophysites, called Jacobites after Jacobus Baradteus (I., 431),

who found themselves essentially on the same ground with the Nestorians,

their dogmatic opponents, were far less favoured by the Mohammedan rulers

than the latter. Their patriarch claimed to continue the old patriarchate of

Antioch, while Antioch itself remained closed to them under the Greek rule.

They frequently resided in Amid (Diarbekr), later (from 1166), in the monas-

tery of S. Ananias, near Mardin. Alongside of the patriarch stood the so-called

Maphrian (with the right of consecrating bishops) for the Jacobites living east

of the Tigris, at first at Tagrit on the Tigris, subsequently (twelfth century)

at Mosul. The best-known representatives of a scholarly activity which com-

mands respect are Dionysius I. of Telmahar (ninth century), Dionysius Bah
Salibi (twelfth century), and Gregorius Abulfaradj (— Gius), called Barhe-

br,t;us, (thirteenth century).

The Armenian Church, after long waverings of the parties at first, had like-

wise attached itself to the Monophysite doctrine. In Armenia proper (Greater

Armenia) the pei-petual battle-field between Islam and Byzantium, the Church

passed through a comparatively flourishing period under the native ruling race

of the Bagratides (885-1040) till it again fell into the hands of the Greeks, and

finallj' into that of the Mongols (1242). In Lesser Armenia, which belonged to

Asia Minor, and which till the end of the eleventh century was a dependency

of Byzantium, there arose about 1080 the independent dynasty of the Rubenites

from Cilicia. From this race proceeded Leo II., who, under the influence of
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the Crusades, was acknowledged by the Emperor Henrv VI. as King, and

crowned in Tarsus in 1196 by a Latin bishop.

After the end of the Bagratides, Manuel Comnenus made the attempt to

unite ths Armenian Church with the Greek by gaining over Nerses, their

Catholicos (1169). In the negotiations at Tarsus (1177), which were thus started,

Bishop Nerses, of Lampron, was specially active, but Manuel's death prevented

an actual conclusion, and Latin influences now preponderated. Already at the

Synod in Antioch (1139), which happened to be in Latin hands, the Catholicos

of Armenia was present, accompanied the Eoman legates thence to Jerusalem,

and showed himself disposed to an agreement with Eome. But at that time

the ruling family of Lesser Armenia especially formed the main consideration.

Nicholas IV. negotiated on the subject from 1189 with King Hayton (Ayton)

and his successor, Leo III. After the death of the latter a council of union

was brought about in 1307 at Sis (Issus) in Cilicia under Archbishop Constan-

tine of Csesarea, the resolutions of which were confirmed anew against the

resistance of many Armenians at the Synod at Atan (Adana) in 1316. But the

union created w^as resisted by the feeling of the Church. For that reason the

Armenian Bishop of Jerusalem withdrew (1311) from obedience to his catholicos

and caused himself to be appointed an independent patriarch by the Egyptian

Sultan, Malik Nasr. The majority treated the union as a mere pretence with-

out giving up their peculiarities. On the other hand, Johaxnes of Kerni, in

association with the Dominicans, who had gained him over entirely to the

Eoman point of view, agitated for a thorough Eoman union, and one of bis

adherents. Bishop Nerses of Urmia, became a fugitive on that account, and

went to the West. When Leo IV., basing on the ostensible union with Eome,

begged help thence against the Saracens, Pope Benedict XII., instructed by

this Nerses, presented him with a long list of errors and abuses ^ in the Ar-

menian Church, which were first to be abolished. A Synod at Sis (1312) exerted

itself to abolish the causes of offence, and sent a solemn embassy to Clement VI.

In Eome the honesty of the Armenians was not trusted. Finally, when

EuGENius IV., at the Council of Florence, had issued invitations to the whole

East, there ensued on the part of the Armenian Church the adoption of a vinion

with Eome on the basis of the recognition of the Council of Chalcedon, the

Eoman doctrine of the fiUoque, the seven sacraments and adherence to the

Eoman celebration of the feasts. The Mesopotamians also, who showed them-

selves to be Monophysites and Monotlieletes, declared for the adoption of Eoman

doctrine through the emissaries of their Patriarch Ignatius. AVith a like aim

Eugenius sent Archbishop Andreas, of Ehodos (Colossensis) to Cyprus to make

known the union which had been concluded to the Greeks, Armenians and

Jacobites there, and to win the Nestorians and Monotheletes.'- The results

corresponded to those of the union wdth the Greeks.

1 Vkl. Hefele (Knopfler), VI. 654. Among the abuses censured are the

following, which had their roots in the ancient Church : intercession for all

saints (I. 506), the transformation of the elements of the Supper by the Epildesis

(I. 274), the sacrilice of animals at the celebration of the dead (I. 2G9).

2 The Maronites (p. 10) on the Lebanon had already attached themselves to

Latin Christianity in 1182, in consequence of the Crusades, while reserving their

ancient customs.

THE end.
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Pur^ain, 465.

Eadbald, 50.

Eadwin, 50.

Eanfried, 51.

Earnest of Pardubitz, 497.

Eberhard II. of Salzburg, 283.

Ebo of Rheims, 137, 155, 165.

Ebroin, 71.

Ecbert, 386 ; of Treves, 207.

Eckart, Mstr., 468 sq.

Edification, Literature of, 511.

Edmund of England, 285.

Edward I., 289 sq. ; III., 490.

Egbert, 53, 04.

Egila, 130.

Eigil, 194.

Ekkehard of St. Gall, 208.

Ekthesis, Imperial, 9.

Election, Capitulations of, 314.

of the Pope, 251.

Elias of Cortona, 406.

Eligius, 63.

Elipandus, 130.

Elizabeth, Saint, 337, 437 : of
Schonau, 332, 417.

Elise Stagel, 471,
Emmeran, 60.

Engelbert of Admont, 461.

Enthusiasts, 239.

Enzio, 282.

«7rt<TK07ros o'lKovu-eviKo^, 85.

Erasmus, vi<X. Desiderius.
Erchempert, 216.

Eremwulf, 76.

Erfurt, Bishopric, 76.

Erimbert, 7G.

Erlembald, 195, 255, 257.

Ethelbert of Kent, 49.

Etherius of Othma, 131.

Euchites, 239 sq.
Eudo de Stella, 384.

Eugenius II., 156; IIL,216, 237
sq. ; IV., 514.

Eulogius of Alexandria, 80.

Euric, 33, 36.

Eusebius Bruno, 369.
Eustasius, 60.

Eustathius of Nicaea, 237 ; of
Thessalonica, 4U.

Eustratius of Nicaea, 440. [440.

Euthymius, 223 ; Zygadenus,

Evervin, 386.

Bwalds, The two, 94.

Excommunication, 220, 311.

Fasts, Sermons on, 541.

Fastidius, 45.

Felix v., 517 ; the priest, 51 ; of

Urgel, 131.

Ferdinand, the Catholic, 546;

I., of Castile, 244.

Fidelis, 131.

Finan, 51.

Finnian, 49.

Flagellants, 419, 541.

Flodoard, 208.

Flcrentius of Acre (Aries), 418
;

Radewins, 500.

Florus Diaconus, 198, 204; of

Lyons, 160.

Folraar of Triefenst.ein, 380.

Formosus, Pope, 172; Bishop of

Bulg., 225.

Portunatus of Grado, 87.

Franks, 36 sqq.
Prankish Church, 67 sqq.
Franciscans, 401 sqq. ; Conflicts

among, 455.

Francis, Saint, 337.

Franciscus Mayron, 465.

Francis I. of France, 530.

Prat.icelli, 457.

Fmtres ceUitae, 477 ; conversi,

348, 353 ; minores, 405
;

j) i-cedicatores, 409.

Fredegar, 71.

Fredogis of Tours, 196.

Frederick I., 246, 268 sqq. ; II.,

247 ; of Swabia, 247, 359
;

Bishop, 141 ; of Magdeburg,
544; of Mayence, 177; of

Monte Casino, 250 ; Rayser,
518.

Fridolin, 59.

Fruela, 44.

Fulljert of Chartres, 209.

Fulda, 82.

Fuklrat, 83.

Fulke of Neuilly, 247, 276, 322;

of Toulouse, 403; of Rheims,
208.

Gabriel of Barletta, 541; Biel,

536.

Gainas, 32.

Gaiseric, 34.

Gajeziks, 238.

Gallus, 58.

Garcias, 244.

Gaston, 353.

Gaubald, 76.

Gauzbert, 139.

Gayar Moulin, 542.

Gebhard of Eichstiidt, 250.

Gedimin of Lithuania, 521.

Geiler of Keisersbg., 541, 545.

Gelasius III., 264.

Gemisthus Pletho, 532.

Genesius, 27.

Gennadius, 532.

Gentile, Franciscan, 459.

George Podiebrad, 511, 525.

(ieorge, Presbyter, 60.

Gerardus of Bjrgo S. Donnino,
418.

Gerberga, 207.

Gerbert, 179 sqq., 208.

Gerard of Florence, 250 : Groot,

500 ; Segarelli, 421 ; Zerbold,
501.

Gerboh of Reichersberg, 295,

307, 318 sq., 379.

Gerlach Pieters, 501.

Germanus of Auxerre, 45 ; Paib.

of Const.. 14.

Gerson, 181,502,501,543.

Gertrude, 437; of Hackeborn,
437.

Gervasius of Const., 278.

Gewilip of Mayence, 78, 79.

Gevsa, 151.

Gilbert of London, 273 sq. ;

Porretanus, 376.

Gildas, 115.

Giotto, 5:14.

Giovanni Angelico da Fiesole,
534.

Giseler of Slatheim, 471.
Gislemar, 138.

Glagolitic script, 144.

Gnesen, Archbprc, 150.

Godehard of Hildesheim, 211.

God, the Friends of, 472 sqq.
Godfrey of Admont, 324; of

Bouillon, 246 ; of Lekno,
366 ; of Milan. 255 ; of
Vendome, 326, 331.

Gorm the Old, 140.

Gnths, 30 sqq.
Gottschalk, 149, 203 sqq.
Grado, 83.

Gran, Archbprc, 153.

Gratiae exspectativae, 487.

Gratian, 292.

Gregory I., 7.3, 84, 122 ; II., 14,

61, 74, 88; III., 14, 61, 88 ;

IV., 133, 157 sq., 215; V.,

181 ; \'[., 186, 343; VII.,

245, 2.55 sqq., 301, 343; VIII.,
246, 274; IX., 280 sqq.; X.,

286, 000, 443 ; XL, 450, 478,

492; XII., 482; VIII., Anti-
Pope, 264 ; Abul farad.!, 552 ;

Asbesta, 223; the Bohemian,
649 ; of Utrecht, 65 ; of
Heimburg, 525 ; Magister,
239 ; Palamas, 520; of Tours,
69, 71.

Gregorians, 501.

Greek Church, Separation of,

230.

Grimo of Rouen, 79, 82.

Grimoald, 85 ; of S. Gall, 207.

Gritsch, J., 5U.
Giinther of Cologne, 139, 167.

Guibert of Nogent, 323 sq., 332,

373.

Guido of Montpellier, 353 ; of
Vienne, 264.

Guillermi, 541.

Gundobald, 39 sq.

Gunthram of Burgundy, 57.

Gylas, 151.

Hadrian I., 53, 90, 131, 216; II.,

144, 164, 169 sq., 225; IV.,
269 sq. ; V., 289; the Anglo-
Saxon, 123.

Haimo of Halberstadt, 195.

Haito of Armenia, 195.

Hakem, 244.

Hans, the one-eyed, 401.

Harold, Blaata'nd, 110; Har-
fagr. 111.

Hartbert of Sens, 79.

Hartwich of Bremen, 362.

Hatto of Mayence, 173 sq. ; of
Vich,179.

Havelberg, Bishopric, 118.

Huymo of Feversham, 416.

Hebdomada.rii, 251.

Hedenus, 62.

Henry I, 171; IL. 183, 337;
liL, 186 sqq.; IV., 251 sqii. ;

v., 363 sqq. ; VI., 275 ; VII.,

447 : II. of England, 272
;

of Ceca, 457; of Clairvaux,
399; Cluniac, 385 sq. ; of
Cologne, 477 ; Deacon, 323

;

of Gent, 431 ; of Halle, 437
;

Institoris, 545 ; of Langen-
stein, 505; of Nordlingen,
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474; Raspp, 284; Snsn, 470
sq. ; of Treves, 177 ; of
Virneburgr, 448.

Heliand, the, 211.

Heljiers in need, 337.

Heloise, 374.

Hendrik Munde, 501.

Heraclius. 3,8.
Hcridag, 137.

HcriRer of Mavence, 176.

Hermann Balk, 367; of Reiche-
nau, 208 ; of Salza, 35'J.

Hermeneffilii, 40.

Herolt, J.", 541.

Herrad of Landsbere:, 542.

HervDBUs Natalis, 464.

Hescham III., 244.

Hesychasts, 519.

Heynlin of Scein, 534.

Hicetae, 442.

Hieronymians, 501. l.')!!.

Hieronymus of Diingersbeim,
Hilariou, 154.

Hildebert of Lavardin, 376.

Hiblebrand, 249 pqq.
Hildegard, St., 417.

Hildegrim, 97.

IliWibaldof Cologne, 91.

Hilduin, 198.

Hincmar of Laon, 170 ; of

Rheims, 162, 165, 193, 204

sq.,221.
Hispana, Collection of Canons,

160.

History-Bibles, 512.

Honorius II., 26 « ; III, 279,

329; IV., 286; II. Anti-

pope, 254 ; Emperor, 33; of

Autun, 324, 338, 373.

Hospitallers, Brothers, 353.

Hosiiitallers of the Holy Spirit,

3.53.

Hrabanus Maurus, 182 sqq.,

210, 216.

Hucbald, 208, 213.

Hucbert of S. Maurice, 167.

Hugh Capet, 179; of Farva,
184; of Fleury, 265; de
Peraudo, 450; of Provence,
174; de Payns, 356: of S.

Victor, 318, 326, 338, 377;
the White, 257.

Hulagn, 551.

Humanism, .531 sqq.
Humanists, German, 534.

Humbert, Cardinal, 230, 369;
de Romania, 286.

Humiliates, 392 sq.

Hu!ineric, 34.

Hus, Dili. John.
Hussites, 510.

Hyacinth, 367,

Hymns, composition of, 213.

Ignatius of Const., 222 sq.
Imbert, 452.

Indulgences, 220.

Iiifalhhility, papal, 296.
Intrundis, iu.

Innocent, II., 266; III., 243 sq.,

247, 275 sqn., 302, 327, 329,
:i43 ; IV., 279, 283 S(iq., 302

;

v., 286: VI., 449; VII., 4«1;
VIII., 526.

Inquisition, 401 sqq. ; in Spain,
546.

Interdict, 221, 311.

Investiture, law of, 257, 259

;

controversy, 261 sqq.
lolanthe, 280.

Irene, 16.

Iriuus, 51.

Isaac Comnenus, 210.

Isabella, 51(i.

Isidore of Kieff, 521 ; of Seville,

43, 123.

Isleif Oiznrason, 141.

Islep of Canterburj', 491.
Iso, 207.

Ivo of Chartres, 202, 265, 292,

299, 318.

Jacopo de Benedetti, 412.

Jacobus, Arm. bishon. 238 ; of
Aquilii, 539 ; Baradseus,
552 ; Faber Stajiulensis,

536; of Juterbngk, 537;
Magister, 499; of .Maerlant.

542; of the Mark, 46C ; of

Mies, 508.

.Jacques de Molay, 452.

Jacob;is von Sirk, 517; Spren-
ger, 545.

Jacobites, 552.

Jagello, 521.

.Tazirl If., 11.

.Toacliim of (.Horace, 417 sq.

Joacbimism, 416 sq.

Joan, popess, 159.

.Joannes de Roncho, 394.

Joannisa, 413.

John Brescain,432 ; Brinkerink,
501 ; Bnridan. 407 ; of Busch,
538; of Dalberg, 534; of
England, 244, 278; Dederoth
of Hasen, 530; of Goch,
536 ; Hus, 500 sq. ; of
Marignala, 552 ; Mouston,
503 ;' Petrus Olivi, v'u\.

Petrus ; of Piano-Carpini,
551 ; Picns of Miranuola,
5J3 ; Reuchlin, 535; Ruys-
broek, 471 sq. ; of Staupitz,
.539; Tauler, 469 sq. ; of
Valle, 459; Veghe, 541; of
Veletri, 2oO;'of Werden, 541
ofWesel. 536; Wessel, 537 ;

Wiclif, 490 sqq.
Johannes I., 35 ; VI., 87 ; VIII.,

115, 164, 170 sq., 226 ; IX.,

173, 228; X., 174; XI.. 174,

231; Xir., 174, 177; XIII.,
178; XIV., 179; XV., 179;
XVI.; XVII.. 181: XVII r.,

184 sq. ; XIX., 185, 229

;

XXI., 286; XXTI.. 447, 456

sq., 477 ; XXIII., 482
;

Antiochenup, 442 ; Bulgarian
Prince, 277 ; Capistrano,
4fi0, 540 sq. ; Cliraacus, 22

;

of Damascus, 14, 19, 23
;

Duns Seotus, 434, 465 ;

of Falckenberg, 485 ; of
Ficulna, 157; Fidanza. 430;
Gratiaiius, 186 ; Gualbert,
192; Hispalensis, 423; of
•Tanduno, 462 ; Jejunator,
86; Kemi. 553; de Monte
Corvino, 552 ; Moschus, 22

;

do Murro, 420; Nesteutes,
112; Parens, 414 ; of Paris,

372, 461, 461 ; of Parma,
416 ; Pbilosophus, 238 ;

Priests' King. .551 ; of
Ravenna, 105; of Salisbury,
380 ; of Salzburg. 76

;

Seotus Origeiia, laS sqq.,

204 ; of Thrani, 229
;

Tzimi.scos, 233, 237 ; Xiphi-
linus, 440 ; Zonaras, 440.

Johannites, 354 sij.

John Colet, 536 ; Oldecasile,
497.

Jonas of Orleans, 197.

Jordan of Osnabriick, 461.

.Joseph, Patr. of Const.. 413.

.Jubilee Indulirence, 344.
Julius II., 528; Cesarini, 486,

522.

Jurisdiction, spiritual, 315.
./h.v ))i-ini. prcciim, 309.

Justinian I., 35 ; II., 11, 87.

Justus of Rochester, 50.
-Julta of Sangcrshausen, 436.

Kamel of Egypt, 247.
Karbeas, 29.

Karraric, 39.

Kentigern of Glasgow, 46.

Kieff, 153 ; Cave Monastery,
153.

Knights Brothers of Dobrin,
367.

Knightly Orders, 354.

Kolberg, bishopr., 150.

Kozel, 131.

Kubilai, 551.

Kyllene, 62.

Jjambert le Begue, 475.

Lamprecht of Ratisbon, 438.

Lando, 174.

Landulf, 253.

Lanfranc, 260, 339, 308 sqq.
Lantbert, 171.

Laurentius of Canterbury, 50
;

Valla. 538.

Lay-brethren, 319, 353.

Lay investiture, 262.

Lay cup, 508.

League of Cambray, .528.

Leander of Seville," 40, 42, 86.

Lebuin, 65, 96.

Legates, 298.

Legend of the 11,000 Virgins,
332, 417.

Leidrad of Lyons, 132, 196.

Leo III., 91," 132; IV., 150, 157,

223; VI., 174; VIII. , 178;
IX., 229 sq., 249: X., 530;
III., Isaurieus, 14 ; IV.,
Chazarus, 16 ; V., The
Armenian, 16 : Vi., the
Philosopher, 227 sqq. ; of

Achrida, 229; Stypiota, 242 ;

of Thessalonica, 233.

Leodegar of Autun, 71.

Leuthard, 382.

Leuvigild, 40.

Lewis the German, L55 ; the
Child. 173; the Bavarian.
446; VII. of France, 246,

267: IX., 214, 247, 284 sq. ;

XI., 525; XII., 527, 530.

I.,iheratus, 420.

Libri C.arolini, 127.

Liemar, 361.

Lioba, 83, 110.

Lionardo da Vinci, 534.

Liture.y, Mozarabic, 43 ; Roman,
112.

Liudger, 65, 97.

Liutprand of Cremona, 200 ;

King of the Langob., 75, 88.

Jjivinus, 63.

Lollhards, 477.

Lomb«rd cities, League of, 271.

Lomb.ardy, Poor men of, 391.

Langland, 491.

Lothar I., 156; II., 167 sqq. ; of

Saxony, 260.

TjOw mas.ses, 113.

Lucas of Prague, .5.50.

Lucius II., 267 ; III., 274, 323,
40i\

Ludmilla. 147.

Lullus. S3.

Jyiipold of Bebenburg. 4fil.

Lu.xeuil Monastery, 70.

Maedeburg, Archbprc, 148.

Maginald, 68.

Magna Charta, 278.

Majolus of Chiirny, 191.

Majordomus, 71.

Malachias of Armagh, 303.

Manasse 1. of Rhcims, 349.

Manfred, 285,
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Mansfu, 551.

ManicUet's, 26.

Mansur, 15.

Mantua, Uongres.s of Princes at,

521.

Manuel of Adrianople, 1-10.

Maphrian, 552.

Marcus, lioretical bishop, 387.

Marco Polo, 552.

Marciilf, Book of formula}, 71.

Marcus Eugenicus, 521.

Margarethe Ebner, 47i.

Mariolatry, 333.

Marinus L, 227; II.. 172.

Maron, Monastery of, 10.

Maronites, 10, 653.

Marozia, 173.

Marriage, 118 ; hindrances to,

119.

Marsilius Ficinus, 523 ; of
PaduM, 462.

Martin I., 9, G3, 80 ; IV., 287,

288 ; v., 481 ;
Bishop of

Diimio, 39 ; Meyer, 524.

Ma.rtmian, 60.

Martyrologies, 216.

Masachio, 534.

Mass, The, 113, 214, 320, 330.

Matilda of Tuscany, 258.

Matteo Visconti, 447.

Matthias of Cracow, 505 ; of

Jarrow, 499 ; of Kunwald,
550 ; of Hungary (Uorvinue),
525.

Mauritius, 86.

Maurus of Amalfi, OOO.

Maximilian I., 527.

Maximus Confessor, 22.

Mechthild of Magdeburg, 437
;

of Hackebi'i'n, 437.

Meersen, Treaty of, 156.

Meinhard of Segeberg, 305.

Mellitus, 50.

Mendoza, 546.

Merseburg, bishopric, 148.

Methodius of Syracuse, 236
;

(Apostle of the Slavs), 143

sqq-
Metropolitans, 102.

Michael I., Rhangahe, 28; II.,

JBalfjiLS, 17 ; Palaeol, 28o,

443, 519; Psellus, 235, 439;
Caerularlus, 229 sq. ; Ce-
zena, 458 ; of Senftenberg,
5.

Michael Angelo, 534.

Migetius, 130.

Milicz, 498.

Militia beatjB Maria; virg.,411;
Christi, 411.

Milo of Treves, 72.

Missions in Bohemia, 147 ; in
Bulgaria, 146 ; among the
Chazars, 152 ; in Greece,
113 ; in Poland, 149 ; in
Prussia, 149 ; among the
Russians, loi ; in Hungary,
149 ; among the Wends, 148
sq.

Missionary preaching, 119.

Moengal, 207.
Mohammed, 4 sqq.
Moi'idr, 142. [00.

Monastic life among the Franks,
Munasticism, 189 sqq. ; Greek,

232, 441.

Monasteries, 20, 189 sqq. ; royal,
109, 193 ; patriarchal, 21.

Monastic property, 105 ; system,
109.

Monothelete Controversy, 8 sqq.
Moses Maimonides, 423.
Munione, 411.

Murbach, Monastery, 59.

Musa, 43.

Music, 213.

Muspilli, 211.

Mutazilites, 422.

Mysticism, German, 468.

Naithan, 53.

Narses, 41.

Nefried of Nnrhonne, 132.

Nerses of Lampron, 553 ; of
Urmia,, 553.

Nestor, 151.

Nestorians, 551.

Nicephorus, Emperor, 28 ; Patr.
of Const., 16; II.. Phocas,
232; Gregoras, 520.

Nicetas Acnminatus, 440 ; Anti-
pope, 387 ; Pectoratus, 230

;

Seronius, 110.

Nicholas I., 164 sq., 205, 223 ; II.,

250; III., 280 sqq. ; IV., 286,

553; v., 522; V., Antipope.
447 ; of Bale, 473 ; Caba-
silas, 520 ; the Cistercian,

331; of Clemanges, 481 sq.,

504; Patr. of Const., 227 ;

Cusanus, 515, 525, 536, 538
;

of Herford, 495 ; of Methone,
410 ; Pisanus, 634 ; of Riga,
36ii ; of Strassburg, 471 ;

of Tusculum, 278.

Niklot, 362.

Nikon. 232.

Nihis, 182. 192.

Ninian, 15, 47.

Niphon. .519.

Nominalism, 372.

Norbert, 318 sq. ; Canon, 322.

Notker Balbulus, 207, 213, 216;
Labeo, 208; of Liege, 208.

Nunneries, 110.

Oaths, 118 ; of the Metropoli-
tans. 296.

OI<!atio, 299.

Observants, 460 ; Augustinian,
539 ; Franciscan, 540.

Occam, 458, 463, 466.

Oetavian, 174.

Odilo, Duke of Bavaria, 76 ; of

Clugnv, 184.

Odo of Paris, 328.

Odoacer, 34.

fEcumenius, 235.

Offa of Mereia, 54.

Officials, Episcopal, 315.

Officium cardinale, 251.

dktai, 551.

Olaf the Fat, 141 ; Trygvason,
140.

Olga, 153.

Olgerd of Lithuania, 521.

Olivi, vid. Petrus.
Olvinpius, 9.

Ordeals, 118, 221.

Order of Calatrava, 350 ; Evora,
359 ; Pontevraud, 349

;

Grammonti, 348 ; S. Jago di

Compostella, 360 ; S. Juli-

ani de Pereyro (of Alcan-
tara), 359 ; of Vallonibrosa,
192.

Organs, 112.

Orphans, 511.

Orphanites, 511.

Oswy, 51.

Otfried of Weissemburg, 211.

Otsiar of Mayence, 102 sq.

Otto I., 176 sq., 252 ; II.. 179;
in., 179 sq(]. ; IV., 275; of
Bamberg, 321, 337, 303.

Otric, 207.

Otwin of Hildcsheim, 216.

Palec. 507.

Palladius, 46.

I'aliz, A., 545.

Pandulf, 278.

Panegyricus Berengarii, 200.

Paolo de Trinci, 4C0.

Papacy, 300.

Papal election, 287; right, 291
sqq.

Paracondaces, 28.

Parliament of Paris, 189.

Parochia, 100.

Parish churches, 100 ; clergy,

100.

Paschal I., 1.56 ; II., 262 ; III.,

Anti-pope, 271.

Paschasius Radbertus, 197, 201

sq.

Pataria (Patarini), 253, 261.

Patarini, 389.

Patriciate, 187.

Patrick, Saint, 46 sq., 115.

Patrimonium S. Petri, 85.

Patronage, Right of, 307 sq.

Patto, 97.

Paul I., 90, 127 ; II., 52-5.

Paulicians, 26 sqq., 237.

Paulinas of Aquileia, 87, 131

;

of York, 50.

Paulus Diaconus, 124 ; Mono-
physlte, 8 ; the Paulician,
26.

Pauperes Cathnlici, 393 ; Lom-
bardici, 393 ; de Lugduuo,
391 sqq.

Pelagius ir., 85.

Pelayo of Asturia. 14.

Penance, Columba's Book of,

71 ; discipline of, 114 sq.,

217 sq. ; redemptions of,

117, 217 ; periods of, 219.

Penda, 51.

Penny preachers, 341.

Peter d'Ailly, 503 sq.; of Ami-
ens, 240 ; of Aragon. 277,

287; of Brurs, 322, 385; of

Chelczickv, 519.

Pierode' Medici, 527. [379.

Peter Payne, 512 ; of Poitiers,

Peter's penny, 51, 299.

Petrarch, 532.

Petrobrusians, 385.

Petrus Cantor, 322 ; Comcstor,
310, 542 ; Damiani, 186, 192

sq.. 253, 301, 3.34, 338 ; Jo-
hannis Olivi, 420 ; Lombar-
dus, 330, 331, 339, 378 ; de
I,una, 481 ; de Murone, 288,

420 ; of Ortona, 175 ; Pahi-
danus, 459 ; Siculus, 237 ;

Venerabilis, 333, 347, 352 ;

de Vineis, 283.

Philip of Swabia, 275 ; II. Aug.
of France, 247, 262 sq., 277 ;

IV., le Bel, 244, 288, 451 sqq.

;

de NovaviUa, 549 ; of Ma-
jorca, 459 ; the Monk, 360.

Philippicus Bardanes, 10, 87.

Pliilostorgius, 32.

Phocas, 3', 80.

Photins, 146, 233 sqq., 235.

Phundaites, 240.

Pierre Dubois, 161 ; of Castel-

nau, 399.

Piligrim of Passan, 151.

Piphili (Piphles), 387.

Pippin of Heristal, 72 ; the
Short, 77, 79, 89.

Pirmin, 59.

Pius I r., 524; IIL, 528.

Plato, Abbot, 21.

Plebani, 101.

Plebes, 101.

Plenary indulgence, 220.

Plenai'ies, 542.

Pcenitentiale, 116.

Poenitentiarii, 315.

Poggio, 532.

Pontius of Clus-ny, 317 ; of
Perigueus, 380.
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Popelikans!, 387.

Poppo of Brixen, 188.

Posen, bishopric, 149.

Poverty, Controversy on, in

Franciscan Order,
Prasceptum Cbildeberti, G7.

Prayites, 511.

Pragmatic Sanction of 12G9, 301

8f|. ; of Bourges, 51G.

Preaching, 119 sq., 321 sqq., 6J0

sq.

Precaria, 78.

Predestination, double, 201.

Premonstratensians, 318 sq.

Priests, Marriage of, 12, 253 ; in

England, 260.

Priests, Chant of, 213.

Privjite penance. 116 ;
mass, Hi.

Privilegium of Henry II., 185 ;

of Otto I., 177.

Procopius, the elder, 511.

Property, Churches' right of,

308.

Provisions, Papal, 486.

Prudentius, 199, 204.

Publicans, 386.

Pullans, 246.

Purvev, 495, 496.

Pyrrhus, Patr. of Const., 9.

Quinisextum, 11.

Rabban Ara, 561.

Radbertus Paschasius, 197, 203

sq.

Radbod, 63 sq.

Radegundis, 61.

Ragin fried of Cologne, 77.

Rainald of Dassel, 270.

Raphael, 534.

Ratislav of Moravia, 143.

Ratherius, 206.

Ratramnus, 198, 204, 206.

Raymond of Toulouse, 246, 399.

Raymundus Gaufredi, 419, 455 ;

Lullus, 433 sq. ; de Penna-
forte, 293, 342 ; de Puis,

355 ; of Sabunde, 536.

Realism, 372 sq.

Beccared, 4<1 sijq.

Redwald, 50.

Reginfrid, 82.

Regino of Prum, 218.

Regionary bishops, 99.

Regular Canons, 320.

Reiehenau, monastery, .59.

Rehcs, 20, 113, 545 ; worship of,

214 ; veneration of, 331 si|.

Remigius, Saint, 37 ; of Lyons,
167, 204.

Remismund, 3t.

Rense, Electonil association at,

448.

Reservations, Papal, 299, 480
;

ecclesiastical, 313.

Reuchlin, 535.

Rliodoald of Porto, 107.

Richard Coeur de Lion, 247, 275
;

of Cornwall, 285 ; Abbot,
332; of Armngh, 491; of S.

Victor, 341, 378.

Richbald, Archpriest, 145.

Rimbert, 140.

Rinsing cup, 328.

Robert of Arbrissel, 322, 349 ; of

Citeaux, 350 ;

Robert Capito, 423, 429; do Cour-
9on, 425 ; of Flammesburv,
342; of Flanders, 262 ; of

Francia, 182 ; Grossetcste,
305 ; Guiscard, 216, 257 ; of
Normandy, 246 ; of Paris,

372 ; Puller n, 327, 378 ; of
Sorbonne, 425.

Roderick, 43.

Rodrigo Diaz, 215.

Roger Bacon, 431 ; of Beziers,
399; of York, 273.

Rokyzana, 511.
Roliind of Siena, 270.

Homanns Lecapenus, 230.
Rorauald, 191, 215.

Rosary, 335.

Bosceiin, 372.
Boswitha, 207.

Rothad of Soissons, 166.

Royalties, 270; Church's right
to, 309.

Rubenites, 55-.

Rudolph of Habsburg, 287 ; of
Swabia, 259.

Rulman Merswin, 473 sq.
Rupert of Deutz, 327, 334, 370

;

of Worms, CO.

Ruric, 152.

Saadja, 423.

Sacraments, 326 sqq.
Saints, the 113; lives of, 216;

worsliip of, 214; Greek
legends of, 23G ; Veneration
of, 331 sqq.

Saladin, 24G.

Sanchol.,277; III., 244.

Sanctia of Naples, 458.
Savonarola, 527.

Saxons,con version of the,94 sqq.
Sbynko of Prague, 506.

Schism, the Great, 479 sqq.
Scourging, penance by, 419.
Secular Canons, 320.
Scolius Erigena, vxA. Johannes.
Sedulius Scotus, 196.

Seligenstadt, Resolutions of,

185.

Sembat, 237.

Senate, episcopal, 314.

Sequences, 213 sq.

Sergius I., 12,87; IL, 15G ; ITT.

173 sq., IV., 184, 228
Armenian Catholicos, 239
Patr. of Const., 8, 228
Paulician, 27.

Sertak, f.51.

Servatus Lupus, 197.

Servites, 410.
Servitia communia, 487.

Severians, 9.

Severinus, GO.

S. Germano, Peace of, 282.
Siegfried of Mayence, 245, 281,
Sigebert. 51.

Sigismund, Emperor, 508

;

Duke of Austria, 525.
Sigmund of Burgundy, 39.
Sigurd 142.

Simon, Langham, 491 ; de
Montfort, 399; da Tournay,
422.

Simony, 2 48 ; in the Prankish
Church, 71.

Sisebut, 43.

Sisterhouses of the Common
Life, 538.

Sixtus, IV^, 526: V. 251.

Slavs, 4 ; Christianizing of the
;

.361.

Soliman I., 14.

Solomon of Constance, 175, 207.

Solomon hen Gebirol, 423.

Sophronius, 9, 22.

Snterichos Panteugenos, 440.

Soul masses, 113.214.
Spencer, Bishop, 490.

Spirituals, 419.

Sjioi;;, JK.s 309, 484.

Snufism, 7.

Stanislaus of Znaim, 506.

ttedingians. Crusade against,
402.

Steffnir, Thorgilsson, 141.

Sun, Children ofihe, 239.

Stephen IL, 15, 89; IIL, 90,

251 ; IV., 156 ; V., 146, 172 ;

VI., 173, 227; VIIL, 174;
IX., 250; Abbot, 343;
Bishop of the Waldenses,
550; of Blois, 272; Pair.
of Const. 227 ; Langton, 277

,

322 ; Tempier, 432 ; of
Tigerno, 318 ; of Tournay,
293 : of Hungary, 151.

Sturmi, 76, 82 .

Stylian, 227.

Suffragan bishops, 103.

Suidbert, 64, 94.

Suidger ef Bamberg, 187.
Sunnites, 6.

Surgant, Ulr. 511.
Swen Fork-beiird, 140.

Snatopluck, 141, 145.

Sword, Order of the, 359, 361.
Sylvanus, 27.

Sylvester IL, 150, 182, 24.5; IIL,
186.

Synods, ujd. also Councils.
Sjnod, General (869), 169: of

Aix-la-Chapelle (130, 158,

167, 181); of Anse (1025),

193; of Attignv (7(.2), 114);
of Attigny (870), 170; Aries
(12K5), 418 ; Augsburg
(1062), 254: Bale (llth
century), 254 ; Bracara,
(561), 39, 328 ; Bremen (1230)
402; Ca-hel (1171), 304;
Chalons (81.3), 117, 219;
(1107), 263 ; Chester (1157),
262 ; Clermont, (1095), 246,

261; Cloveshove (747), 54,

118; Compiegne (1193), 277;
Constantinople (588), 85;
(7.54), 15; (.842), 17; (880),

226; (1143), '.'42; (1156), 440;
(1348, 51), 520; Douey (870,)

170; Epaon, (517,) 39;
Prankish (745), 79 sqq. ;

Frankfort (794), 128;
Frankfort (798), 108, 114

;

Friuli (796), 129; Gentilia-

cum (767), 127; Guastalla
(1106), 263; Hiichst (1024),

185; Hohenaltheim (916),

175; Ingelheim (948), 176;
Kier^.-y (849), 203; Kiercy
(853), 204; Kiercy (857),

163; Laugres (859), 205;
Lateran (G49), 9; Lavaur
(1368), 542 ; Lerida (1229),

'

306; Lest.ines (743), 78;
Limoges (1031), 221 : London
(1166). 273; London (1175),

328; Magdeburg (1261), 476;
Mayence (829), 203; ('847),

203; (1259), 476; (1261), 314,

344; Metz, (853), 167;
Mellifont '1152), 303 ; Mont-
pellier (1215), 399; Mousson
181 ; Narbonne (1235), 400

;

Orleans (511), 38 ; Paris
(825\ 129; (829), 159; (86.5),

1R8
; (1209), 426; Pavia(e9S),

87 ; (962), 178 ; (997), 182 ;

(1022), 185; (1046), 187;

(1160), 270; Piacenza(1035),
245, 261; Pistres, 862), 166;

Poitiers (1100), .332; Pon-
thion (876), 171 ; Prague
(1389), 499; Ravenna (1014),

184; Ratisbon (7H2), 131
;

Rheims 180; (991), 163;

(1148), 376; Rome (495),

294; (732), 14; (7^18), 81;

(799), 132; (863), 223; (869),

22.5 ; (898), 173; (Ofii), 178;

(1047), 187; (1049), 249;

(1060), 220; (1070, 2.55;

(1075), 257 (1076, the Prin-
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ce8'), 259; Salamanca (1310),

454 ; Savonieres (859), 205 ;

Schleswifc (1222) 31G; Sens
(lUl), 268; Soissons (744),

59, 81; (853), 166; (860),

166; (866), 167; (1092), 373;
Streaneshalch (664), 52;
Sutri (lOiH), 187 ; Toledo
(1229), 335 ; Toulouse
(11611), 270 ; (1229). 395;
Tours (1163), 270; Tribur
(895), 175, 219 ; Troyes
(112S), 356; Treves (1221),

323; Toucy (860), 205;
Valence, 205 ; Verneuil 101

;

Verbery, 166 ; Winchester,
260; Wiirzburgr, 312.

Synodal Court, Episcopal 114,

217.

Synodal Witnesses, 218.

Symeon, 27; the Biilg-., 133, 117;
Metaphrastes, 236;

Sj'mmachus, 35.

Taborites, 511, 548.

Talavera, 540.

Tanchelm. 384.
Tancred, 216.

Tarasius, 16, 24.

Tarik, 4:3.

Temple, Order of the, 350, 151
sqq.

Temujin, 551.

Tertiaries, 410. sqq.
Testaments, 313.

Thaddeas of Suessa, 234.

Thalassius, 23.

Thedald, 258.

Theodelinde, 41.

Theodoric, 35 ; of Friburg,
469; of Niem, 286, 505.

Theodo of Bavaria, 60.

Theodore, Pope, 86; of Antioch,
237 ; Balsamon 440 ; of
Canterbury, 116: Pauli-
cian, 27 ; Studita, 17, 21, 24;
of Tarsus, 53.

Theodora, 173 ; p]mpress, 17.

Theodosius,32; of Ephesus, 14;
Theodotus Cassitera, 16.

Theodulf, 124.

Theopempt,
Theophanes of Nica;a, 19.

Theophilus, 17.

Theophylact (of Tusculum), 184;
of Achrida, 440.

Theodolf of Orleans, 160.
Tlieudas, 40.

Theudelinde, 84.

Thietberga, 166 sqq.
Thietgraud of Treves, 167.
Thietmar of Prague, 147.
Thomas Aquinas, 330, 340, 412,

415, 429 sq., 4C4; Beeket,
272 S(iq. ; Bradwardina,
564; Cantipratensis, 423;
Celano, 412 ; a Kempis,
502; Morus, 536; of Neo
Csesarea, 28; of Stibny,

497; de Vio (Cajetanusl,
530.

Thorwald Kodranssen, 141.
Thondrakians, 237.
Timurlenk, 652.

Tithe, 106, 487 ; right of, 309.
Titus, Paulician,
Toiiiiieshcrreu, 354.
Toll, 651.
Tolomeo of Lucca, 464.

Trausubstantiation, 327.

Tritheraius, 545.
Trudpert, 69.

Tryphon, 231.

Tuotilo, 214.

Tusculum, Count of, 186.
Typos, the, of 618 9.

Ubertino de Casale, 455.
Ugolino, 407.
Liaia, 31 sq.
Ulrich of Augsburg, 210, 217;

Molitori.'<,"545.

Unction, Extreme, 331.
Ung Khan, 551.
Union, Attempts at, 442, 5o0.

Universities, 423 sqq.; fuuuda-
tion of, 497.

Unni of Bremen, 140.
Unwan, 141.

Urbrtn 11., 245, 261, 322. 343;
III., 274; IV"., 279, 285, 329;
v., 450, 491 ; VI., 479.

Urbatiistesses, 407.
Urolf, 143.

Usuardus, 210.

Utraquisls, 513, 548.

Vacantia, 487.
Valdes, 391.

Valens, 32.

Valentiiius, 156.

Vandals, 33.

Venantius Fortunatus, 71.
Verdun, Treaty of, 156.

Vespers, Sicilian, 287.

Vicelin, 362 sq.

Victor II., 250; III., 245, 201;
IV., Antipope, 270; of
Capua, 211.

Victorines, 318.

Vicentius Bellovac, 429 ; Ferrer,
540.

Vinniaus, 115.
Virgil ofc-alzburg, 98.
Vitalian, 52.

Vivilo of Passau, 76.

Vladimir the Great, 153.

Volkmar of Treves, 274.
Volquin, 366.

Vultifa, xi&. Ulfila,

Wala of Corbie, 197.

Walafried Strabo, 195.

Waldenses, 391 sc^q., 647 sq.
AVallia, 33.

AValdebert, 70.

Waldrada, 167.

Walter the Penniless, 246; of

London, 322; Brute, 496;
Mapes, 392 ; of Mortaigne,
379 ; of S. Victor, 379.

Wamba, 42.

Warm of Corvey, 202.

Wazo of Li6ge, 249, 402.

Weuzel, Emperor, 506.

Wenzeslav, 147.

Werner of Ellerhach, 324.
Wittin, monk, 105;
Wicbert, rid. Guil^ert.

Wibert of Ravenna, 257.

Wiebert, 64.

Wiohing, 145.

Wiclif, 490 sqq., 505.

Widger of Ravenna, 186.

Wido, Did. also (iuido, of Milan,
253, 255 ; of Spoleto, 172.

Widukind, 95.
Wilfrid, 03 sq.

William of Auverene, 4:32

;

Cliampeau.K, 318, 374;
Conches, 377 ; the Con-
queror, 2H0 ; the Goldsmith,
426; of Hirschau. 346; of

Holland, 381 ; of Mayence,
177; of Modena, 366 sq. ;

of Nogaret, 291 ; Occam,
458, 463, 466 sqq. ; of Paris,

341; du Plessis, 291; of

Ruj'sbroek, 551 ; of St.

Aniour, 414; II., of Sicily

274.

Willehad, 66, 97.

Willerlch, 97.

Willibrord, 62, 64 sqq.
Willigis of Mayence, 181.

Wilsiiack, miracle of, 644,

Wimpfeling, 529.

Wimbercht, 74.

Windesheim, Congregation of
500.

Winfrid, rid. Bonifatius.
Winkelers, 547.

Wintan, 77.

Witbald of Eichstadt, 77.

Witches, belief in, 544; Ham-
mer of, 545 ; trials of, 544.

Witiza, 43.

Witnesses, synodal, 218.

Witold of Lithuania, 521.

Wiitmar of Corvey, 138.

AVladislav of Bohemia, 526.

Wolfgang, Missionary, 151

;

of Raiisbon, 210.

Wolfhard of Herrieden, 216.

Worms, Laws of, 282.

Worship, divine, 112.

Wiirzburg, bishopric, 77.

Wulflaich, 67.

Xlmenes, 546.

Xiphiliuus, Did. Johannes.

Zacharias. Pope, 79, 82, 89.

Zeitz, Bishopric, 148.

Ziska, 511.

Zonaras, rid. Johannes.

ERRATA.

Page 63, line 1 from top, /or Cimibert reni. Cuniliert.

,, 75, ,, 6 from top, /or Luitprand rend Liutprand.
,, 85, ,, 3 from foot, /or oiKounei'05 read oiKOVfiei'iKoS.

,,210, ,, 4 from foot, /or Arno read Anno.
,,245, ,, 9 from top, /or Almoravids read Almoravides.
,, ,, ,, I'l from top, /or Almohads read Almohades.
,, ,, „ 5 from bottom, /or Ghasnavids read Ghasnavides.
„ 283, ,, 16 from top, /or monks read friars.
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